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QUICHUA TALES FROM GAIDAR > ECUADOR 
ABSTRACT
The thesis comprises a classification and analysis of 64 tales told by 
Indian inhabitants of the rural communities around the highland town of Caftar, 
Southern Central Ecuador, The informants all had Quichua as their mother tongue 
and, with the exception of 4 texts, used it in the telling of the tales. These 
were tape-recorded, transcribed with the help of a Quichua assistant, and are 
presented in full together with English translations.
The classification of texts is based largely upon criteria of content:, 
although both genre and tale structure are also taken into account, all three 
considerations being closely interrelated. Classification according j:o content 
owes something of theory and method to the Finnish4American school led by Aarne 
and Thompson (Thompson 1955-58, Aarne and Thompson 1961), The discussion of 
genre definition takes Bascom's article (1965) as a starting point, and also 
talces into account more recent statements on the subject. The consideration of 
structure as a criterion at the classification stage is in accordance with the 
arguments of Propp (1968) and Dundes (1962b, 1964),
The classification scheme resulted in a breakdown of the tales into four 
sections (A-D), The largest of these is Section A, whose 32 tales will be 
shown to adhere to a common structural framework, whilst the sub-sections 
into which they are divided reflect their differences in surface content. 
Sections B and C are both examples of tale cycles, bound by this definition 
to be grouped together, Sedion D comprises humorous tales, largely borrowings 
from mestiso culture, with little in common on grounds of structure.
The analysis seeks to examine the relationship between tales within the 
sections, at the levels of both.^structure and content if this is appropriate; 
where it is not, remarks are confined to content alone. The analysis of both 
structure and content calls for some comparisons to be drawn with material 
from elsewhere. Such comparisons are confined to the Ecuadorean highlands,
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t'o à lesser extent Peru, and incidental reference is made to other geographical 
areas, especially where borrowings are concerned.
Structural analysis was most applicable to Section A, an apparently hetero­
geneous group of legends and folktales which,it.'is argued, are bound together 
by common underlying features of structure. These features appear to derive |
from the local legends of the area, and have then encou^raged the adoptiûh I
and development of certain folktales whose structure was compatible with such
already existing forms. The theoretical basis for this approach is to be found '',.£3
in Dundes (cit.), Maranda and Kongas Maranda (1971), and Hymes (1971). The *
breakdown of texts to reveal their structure takes both the 'syntagmatic' and |
the 'paradigmatic' aspects of the latter into account (see Dundes's intro, to *
Propp 1968;xi-xii). In order to reveal more clearly the paradigmatic character- 
istics of the texts, and the structural affinities that exist between tales at
'ithis level, use is made of Ldvi-Straussian terminology and the methods he uses
for the schematic cross-comparison of tales have been adapted (Ld'Vi-Strauss  ^'11970, 1972). j
Analysis of content follows two main lines ; in the case of the legendary |
material it is particularly appropriate to examine the relationship that jIapparently exists between the local belief system and oral narrative. In the , |
case of folktales, it is relevant to consider content on comparative lines, A1examining the nature and/or distribution of episodes as they occur in Cahar |
and as they are found elsewhere in Andean narrative tradition. The works ;\
\of Morote Best were particularly useful for this purpose (1950b, 1953b, 1954, «
1957, 1958a, 1958b), ';
The main aim of the thesis is therefore to analyse the structure and I
1
content of the tales in order to show the underlying relationships that bind ' "Ithem within a coherent system of narrative tradition. Some connections at
both these levels are also to be seen between sections as well as within
otctsidcthem, and these are pointed out. Material introduced from/was adopted, it 
is suggested, for its compatibility with that which was already there. In
l'addition to this, possible social and cultural reasons for the appeal of 
■particular kinds of tale in the area are discussed as relevant,
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CHAPTER 1 
General Introduction (*)
1.0 The choice of Canar
During the period of the fieldwork, from the end of March 1976- 
beginning of February 1977, I based myself in the town of Cahar, 
taking a room in a disused hospital building attached to the community 
of the Madres Dominicanas who ran the hospital, by then housed in new 
buildings on the other side of the town. This location provided me 
with an independent and neutral base where I could come and go freely 
and be visited without any difficulty. Most of the fieldwork was done 
in the oomun'idades themselves, which I visited on most days. These 
visits gave me plenty of opportunity for observation of and partici­
pation in the Indian way of life; being there for almost a full year 
made it possible to take part in all the major fiestas of the year, 
and to witness the changing face of the landscape and activities that 
went with the cycle of the agricultural year.
My choice of Cahar as a base for the fieldwork was influenced by 
the fact that comparatively little ethnographic research had been 
carried out in the area. This is with the particular exceptions of 
the Danish anthropologists Niels Fock and Eva Krener, who had worked 
in Juncal between 1973-1974, and of Dra. Carmen Muftoz who had worked 
in the eastern part of the aantSn, around Pindilig; and their work 
continues. At the time of my visit, however, there were no other 
foreign research workers in the area, which was not the case with 
other locations I considered, such as Otavalo, Salasaca, and Saraguro,
I was looking for an area which still had a strong Indian identity, 
made apparent in outward ways by dress, and hairstyle: the Canaris 
provided this. Then my curiosity to get to know the area was further
(*) For typographical reasons, footnotes have been placed at the end of each chapter; italic script is used for foreign language, but not for those words considered to be proper names.
aroused by the many conflicting opinions I heard of its reputation.
In part these were very negative; Canar appeared to be viewed by the 
rest of the world, both Ecuadoreans and foreigners, as somewhat hostile 
territory, unfriendly in climate and population alike. The adjective 
I heard most often applied to the Caharis was hravo* In retrospect, 
the only signs I saw of hvavismo would have been better interpreted 
as the determination on the part of the indian to preserve his cultural 
identity in the face of continual pressure and attempts to undermine 
it on the part of members of the dominant mest'izo culture. The 
intrusion of outsiders of any kind into the indian community must needs 
be viewed with suspicion by its inhabitants, until this is shown to be 
unnecessary.
2.0 Historical background
That other Ecuadoreans, and particularly those north of Canar, 
should View the area with traditional animosity can be explained in 
part by history. Cahari resistance to conquest by the Incas, begun 
circa A.D, 1470 by Tupac Yupanqui, led to bitter resentment following
heavy loss of life. Later ill-feeling towards the Inca overlords 
became focussed on Atahualpa, who stood for the territories to the 
north of Cahar as far as and beyond Quito, The CafSaris took the side.
I ijof HuSscar in the civil disputes that followed the death of Huayna t
Capac, and this factionalism led to their later siding with the i
Spanish invaders led by BenalcSzar, and helping them on their way /j
■'13northwards to Quito. (1) Thus in historical times there was good ^
reason for the bellicose Canaris to be viewed with distrust by the ,
people to their north, and it seems reasonable to suppose that present *|
day attitudes are a vestige of this. !
The present day town of Canar is the Hatun Cahar of pre-Inca i
times, when the Confederacidn Canari stretched from north, to south ,i
■i
between the rivers ChanchSn and Jubones, covering an area which today ^
includes a part of southern Chimborazo, together with the whole of J
Canar and Azuay provinces. Our knowledge of the traditions and beliefs 
of its people at the time of conquest is sparse due to the limited 
number of chroniclers who witnessed and recorded these (see Rowe 
1946;183ff); the most reliable of the available documentation is 
probably that of Cieza (op,cit.), and Cristdbal de Molina records the 
myth of the origin of the Canaris attributed to the area. According 
to this, the world was destroyed by a flood, from which only two 
brothers escaped by climbing to the top of a mountain. There, they 
went about their daily lives, but on returning home in the evenings 
would find ttie housework done and a meal prepared by invisible hands.
One day, one of the brothers sets watch and catches the intruder; a 
guaoamayo bird in the form of a woman whom he catches and marries; 
from them descended the race of the Canaris. (2). The tradition is 
known in the area still but, in ray own experience, only in a literary 
form derived from such written sources as I have cited. Nonetheless, 
in the Canar collection of Gunter Schulze, there is an interesting 
tale which appears to be a fusion of the biblical story of Noah's 
Ark and a truncated version of the Cahari origin myth (GS/CA/13;
'/Ifcen avoata mihuashoamanta'), Elsewhere in highland Ecuador, tales 
exist in the oral tradition which appear to be vestiges of a comparable 
origin myth, dealing with the theme of a single man who finds meals 
being prepared for him by unknown hands; he sets watch and finds a 
bird-woman is responsible, he captures and weds her , (GS/CO/2;
'Cvœiquingamanta^ , ls/im/10; ^Shug tio oausashoa pailla^ and jc/lM/20:
^Shug sapattu runa shug læp-iounàhuan^ Ï,
J .-.-'.I { i . •• t
3,0 Geographical background
Today, Cahar is the capital of the oantân of the same name, one 
of three aantonea, together with BibliSn and Azogues, to make up the 
province. The population of the urban parish of Cahar is estimated 
according to the 1974 census at 11,156, The population of the rural 
parishes of Chorocopte, Honorato vSzquez (Tambo Viejo), and Juncal, to 
which I shall refer, are estimated at 2,300, 4,829, and 1,684, res­
pectively, (3) Whereas the town's population is white and mestizo, 
that of the rural parishes is mainly indian, with some mestizo*
The town's geographical location is a striking one; it nestles in 
the Cahar basin at an altitude of 3,175m, above sea level. This is 
one of ten interandean basins that form pockets for population from 
north, to south between the two parallel ranges of the Cordillera 
Occidental and the Cordillera Oriental. (4) The town is dominated on 
all sides by the Azuay mountains, across whose lower slopes are 
scattered the indian paroiatidades or communities. Among the most 
prominent summits of the area is BuerSn (3015m.), which I mention as 
it features prominently in the folklore,
The level of indian habitation ranges from anything between 
3,200 and 3,600 m, above sea level. The climate of the zone is 
characterized less by seasonal variations, although, these supposedly 
exist, than by daily fluctuations in temperature from about 65F in the 
mornings to around 5OF or lower in the late afternoons and evenings. 
The latter part of the day is usually marked by the descent of a damp 
fog, and drizzle referred to as pdramo - a term also applied to the 
marshy uplands with which it is most associated. These peculiarities 
of climate, together with other ecological factors influence popular 
beliefs, as will be seen reflected in some of the tales. The major 
occupation of the indians from whom the stories were collected is 
subsistence agriculture; maize {zea mays) is cultivated in the more
sheltered valleys, but the land to which, they have most ready access 
is suitable mainly for barley, wheat and pulse vegetables; above a 
height of about 3,400 m, only indigenous tubers such as the potato 
(aolccmm tnhevosum), the oaa {oxalia tuberoaa), melloGO {hasella 
tuberosa Hi, and mashua (?1 will grow. These higher slopes are also 
used for the pasturing of livestock.
4,0 Field collection method
The tales were almost invariably tape-recorded, and later transit 
cribed with the help of an indian assistant (MEZ), whom I chose as she 
was unmarried, and therefore had less binding commitments to domestic 
and agricultural tasks than a married man or woman would have had; 
towards the end of my stay she was spending two or three days per 
week with me helping both to transcribe and translate, without too 
much inconvenience to her family. Most of the collecting went on in 
the informants' homes where I would either visit them very early in 
the morning, or late in the afternoon in order to catch the menfolk 
at home; with women informants there was less problem as they stayed 
at home until around midday, when I would often go with them to the 
fields taking the cooked lunch to the workers. As people came to know 
me, I would also be visited, particularly on Sundays,which was market 
day and people would already be in town for, other reasons. Tales 
would be told and conversations would start up then, too. There was 
clearly a strong tradition of tale-telling, and certain members of 
the communities were particularly known for their aptitude (JMD and 
EDC were examples),
My initial contact with members of the communities came through, 
introductions from the Padres Esculapios, and from Padre Iglesias, the 
parish priest. Attempts at introductions through meatizo traders or 
town officials did not work. As things progressed, already established
informants who understood what I was after became very cooperative in 
finding me new contacts. The early days of collecting were exploratory 
ones: I would use terms such, as Quento, egemgto, or poï*to when asking 
people to narrate something, and would then leave the selection of 
material up to them. The narratives told most readily by this method 
would be fox and rabbit tales, or humorous narratives. Then a break­
through came when JAG volunteered the tale of a traveller who met the 
devil (Tale 8), Here at last was a belief legend, an account of a 
supernatural happening the informant appeared to believe had happened 
to his grandfather. But I was still very much in the dark; from this 
single text it was possible to glimpse only small sections of the 
jigsaw. It was not until my Quichua improved and I was able to ask 
the right questions that the pieces began to slot into place. Then 
gradually I developed a fuller picture of the complex of beliefs to 
which details of the huaivashoa remedy, and motifs such as the oaga 
Tonaa belonged. The process was a gradual one.
Soon I began to look, for examples in the Cahar area of tale types 
1 had become familiar with through collections from other parts of 
Ecuador, and that is how I came to hear the stories of the young girl 
and the buzzard (Tales 20-21), and the Bear's Son tale (Tale 23)., The 
Mama Ahuardona tales (Tales 25-28) became known to me by chance, 
however, as did the Christ Child cycle (Tales 33-37). The discovery 
of these two types was all the more exciting for having come upon 
them without directed questioning, and then recognizing their links 
with narrative traditions I knew of for other parts of the sieiPva*
As'more texts were gathered, I devised a questionnaire based on 
the motifs they contained. This was designed to help estimate how 
far tales and the local belief system were related. The questions 
would sometimes elicit statements of belief, or alleged belief, and
'at other times would lead to the telling of new variants of already 
known tale types. Another questionnaire was compiled for the purpose 
of gathering data of a more sociological nature; such as marriage 
customs, and the oompadrazgo system. Although a large-scale correlation 
between such data and the tales is beyond the scope of this invest-^ 
igation, some of this information is relevant and will be referred to 
in its place.
The principal communities in which I worked were Quilloac,
La Capilla, Sigsihuaicu, and La Tranca. Informants from other areas ]
were obtained by visits to the prison in Cahar, where indians from
various parts of the oantân were glad of the novelty of telling a few ;j
tales, and a valuable contact was made by visiting GGG in Juncal, and
our later meetings took place either at Nar, where he worked, or when ^
. .he visited me. Every attempt was made to collect from a representative 
cross-section of the community. However, men proved to be more 
gregarious than women and are represented in higher proportion than 
the latter. The age range of informants is wide, although the optimum A
age proved to be between 25 and 45 years. Much oral transmission of ^
tales goes on between the generations, while taking a break from work, 
or in the evenings when gathered in the dark around the family hearth. *
However, I never had the opportunity to hear tales spontaneously told.
There was always an awareness of my presence which either inhibited 
this or brought about the telling of tales with the specific aim of 
helping me, and being recorded. Although therefore it cannot be said 
that these texts are the product of a natural impulse to narrate, the 
audiences that gathered around out of curiosity responded naturally 
to what they heard, laughing where called for, gasping, nudging one 
another, and correcting the narrator on some occasions when he got the 
details 'wrong', Sometimes a variant of a tale would be elicited by 
first playing'a recording made on a previous occasion, and then asking
the informant to tell his own version, I consider that every chance 
was given to invite stories of all types into the collection, which, 
is a representative sample of the kind of tale told nowadays among 
Quichua- speaking indians in the Canar area. Had I stayed longer and 
collected more, it is doubtful whether any new tale types would have 
emerged, although fresh motifs would have been unearthed, for such 
features are among the variables of folktale structure and always 
open to transformation and innovation.
5.0 The informants
The informants came from villages within a ten kildmetre radius 
of the town of Cahar, belonging to the rural parishes of Chorocopte, 
Honorato vSzquez and Juncal, They were all primarily agricultural 
workers, some owning more land than others; where they were involved 
in any additional occupation, this is mentioned. They were all to a 
greater or lesser degree versed in Spanish, but all had Quichua as a 
mother tongue and as the language they used in their home environment. 
Those under about the age of 30 had usually received some formal 
schooling, However, very few of them showed signs of having been 
influenced by the written word. Exceptions were MJA, JMD, and GZP, 
all of whom had copies of the New Testament translated into Quichua. 
There is no doubt that this had influenced the Christ Child stories 
which, although passed on orally, had no doubt been 'tainted' by 
orthodoxy via such available written sources.
AGUAEZA> Lorenzo, (LA): Quilloac, about 60, literate, knew Spanish, 
husband of TSA
AGUAEZA, Manuel Jesds (MJAl; Sigsihuaicu, 62, literate, knew Spanish, 
had held position of authority in community and been part of a dele^ 
gation to Quito during the setting up of the Agrarian Reform laws in 
the early '60s*
BUNAY, Agustfn (AB).: La Capilla, about 70, non-literate, knew a little 
Spanish, the texts supplied by him were recorded for me by JPD,
J
CAMAS ZARUMA, Escolétstica (ECZls La Capilla, 39, non-literate, knew 4
a little Spanish., mother of MEZ and wife of AZC |
CHUGLLA, Manuela (MC); La Capilla, about 70, non-literate, knew very Î
little Spanish, wife of JY }
DUTAN,Jo s5 Manuel (JMD) ; La Capilla, about 40, literate, knew Spanish,
cousin of AZC ,' ^
DUY CAMAS, Eduardo (EDC): Quilloac, about 30, literate, husband of i
PTA, brother of ECZ, weaver, helpful in finding me further contacts, n^
DUY, Juan Pedro (JPD); La Capilla, 29, had above average level of 
formal education, had been discouraged by Quichua-speaking parents 
from speaking Quichua, had adopted mestizo hairstyle and dress, 
helpful in finding me further contacts,
GUAMAN, Emilio,(EG): La Capilla, 45, literate, knew Spanish, married 
with 4 children"
GUAMAN, José Antonio (JAG): Sigsihuaicu (where he had moved fairly 
recently after marrying, from La Posta where his parents still lived),
26, literate, knew Spanish, married with three children, learnt stories 
from his father
GUASCO GUAMAN, Gerdnimo (GGG); Juncal, about 35, well-educated, knew 
Spanish well, had previously worked with Danish anthropologists Eva 
Krener and Niels Fock, thanks to whose field report I found his name.
At the time of my visit he was working nearby at Nar with a group of.
Norwegian missionaries.
MOROCHO,Santos (SM); Ducur, about 40, literate, knew Spanish, I inter­
viewed him in Cahar prison where he had been for 7 years.
SOLANO AGUAEZA, Juan (JSA): Quilloac, about 50, literate, knew Spanish., 
worked for long periods on the coast, coming back to Cahar for major 
festivals such as Carnival, brother of PTA,
SOLANO AGUAEZA, Tomasa, (TSA): Quilloac, 54, non-literate, knew little 
Spanish, wife of LA.
TENEMPAHUAY BUKa y , Marfa Rosa (MRT): Sigsihuaicu, about 50, non-literate, 
spoke little Spanish, lived with her husband and one married son.
TENESACA, Esteban (ET)i Sisld, about 35, literate, knew Spanish, had 
adopted mestizo hairstyle and clothing, interviewed in Caflâr prison,' 
where he had been for a couple of years.
TENESACA AGUAEZA, Presentacidn (PTA); Quilloac, 26, wife of EDC, 2 
children, knew little Spanish
TIGSI, José Marfa (JMT); Quinoa Pata, about 40, literate, knew Spanish, 
an inmate of Cahar prison at the time of recording, but later released,
VELAZQUEZ, Manuel Antonio (MAV); Honorato Vazquez parish (community?)., 
about 20, literate, knew Spanish, had adopted mestizo hairstyle and 
clothing, unmarried. Interviewed in Cahar prison where he had been a 
few months.
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YUGSI, Juanchu (JY): La Capilla, about 80, non-literate, spoke little 
Spanish, husband of MC.
ZARUMA, Marfa Etelvina (MEZ); La Capilla, about 15, had completed 2 
grades of primary school, knew Spanish quite well, daughter of AZC 
and ECZ, helped with the transcription of the texts.
ZARUMA CARDENAS, Agustfn (AZC); La Capilla, about 45, literate, knew 
Spanish quite well, husband of EZC and father of MEZZ Although he 
didn't tell me any stories he was most helpful in finding me informants, 
made his living more by weaving than by agriculture, in which way he 
was different from other members of the community,
ZHAU PATINO, Gregorio (GZP): Sigsihuaicu, 89, literate, had been 
educated by the Padres Redentoristas, held office of aindCoo in the 
community, thereby responsible for encouraging attendance at mass in 
the village chapel and for calling people together : for mingas, probably 
the oldest and certainly the most respected member of the community.
6,0 Transcription and translation
It was decided to adopt the system of orthography favoured by 
the compilers of publications issued by the Institute Interandino de 
Desarrollo in collaboration with the Ministerio de Bducacidn designed 
for use in bilingual Quichua-Spanish education programmes at that time 
being developed in the country. In order to provide an easier stepping- 
stone between written Quichua and written Spanish, this system follows 
the norms of Spanish orthography, and this is the method I use.
As the texts are being studied here for their folkloric rather 
than linguistic interest, some uniformity was sought in the trans­
cription from text to text, from informant to informant, as it was 
felt a rigid adherence to phonetic distinctions - particularly those 
found in Spanish loan-words - would have hindered a fluent reading of 
the texts for the sake of their content. What is more, there appeared 
to be no agreement from one speaker to the next as to the Spanish loan­
words which received Spanish pronounciation and those which had a 
Quichua-ized pronounciation. The most expedient norm to adopt in this 
case was to give Spanish spelling to all such items. The resulting 
loss of linguistic flavour from the texts is somewhat regrettable, so 
I mention below some of the borrowings which are frequently, but by no
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means always, given Quichua pronounciation by Quichua-speakera;
/guirsa/ fuerza 
/gazinda/ hacienda 
/guishta/ fiesta 
/gudvor/ favor 
/bistia/ bestia 
/oazi/ oasi
Similarly it was found expedient to decide on a norm for the transcription 
of some Quichua words whose pronounciation varied from informant to 
informant. The rule was to use the most common form of pronounciation 
in the case of words where some phonetic variation was found. With 
the following words,therefore, the one featured in the left hand column 
shows the orthography favoured;
allcu (allzhou) 
oullqui (outlzhquil |
ruhuana (rttranal I
H a g  ta (llagtaï. j
Where the distinction was a phonemic one, however, the distinction was |
retained in transcription, as with the following dialect variations; ,|
■Î
numpa naupa hugpa j
ohaupi chugpi j
There are several phonetic characteristics typical of the Cahar |
dialect which have been retained in transcription as they appear con- ;
sistently in the speech of most informants. These include the supp- .4
ression of word final / ~ j /  in suffixes such as: /-^pag/ > /'-pa/^ /-rag'/>/—)?a/^  fI
/-tag/>/"-ta/j, /-yvg/> /-yu/, /'-chig/>/-ohi/* Also, the voiced velar 
fricative /g/ in the suffix /-gpi/* A less consistent variation is 
the suppression of the final /n/ in the suffix /-man/^ /'-ma/* Due to 
the inconsistency of this usage, it was decided to keep to the standard 
form, (5) Morphological variations in the Cahar dialect that occur 
consistently have been retained also: these include the suppression
of the /-pa/ in the verbal suffix /-shpa/, found especially in compounds 
such as; pasash oui and shitash g'iohuna, for example. Likewise I have, 
retained the few examples of the variant plural suffix /-^na/ in place
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of /-ouna/, found particularly in the texts supplied by EDC, eg, 
painaoa <  paiaunaoa*
In translation every endeavour has been made to keep as close as 
possible to the original, that is to say the sense has not been 
changed in any way. At the same time an attempt has been made to 
give a free-flowing rendering in English which might capture the 
atmosphere of the Quichua expression in a way which a literal trans­
lation might fail to do. In the few cases where translation has been 
uncertain, this is pointed out. Occasionally terras are left untrans­
lated, and these are listed in the Glossary, eg. gallo mishiau,
7,0 The comparative material
Comparative analysis within a limited culture area forms an 
important part of the analysis. This area is restricted to the 
Ecuadorean highlands, and to central and southern Peru. For the 
Ecuadorean area I have used both published and unpublished sources, 
whereas for comparison with Peru I restricted myself to the most 
readily available published sources only. The comparisons are intended 
to shed greater light on the context of the Cahar material - in Andean 
oral tradition. However, as the main aim of the investigation is the 
study of the the inner structure of the Cahar corpus in its own 
immediate environment, restrictions on the amount of comparative 
material to he included, particularly beyond the bounds of the 
Ecuadorean sierra were considered necessary. These limits thus led 
to the exclusion of various interesting collections and analyses of 
of Ecuadorean Oriente material, (5)
For the Ecuadorean highland area, the unpublished texts to which 
I had access contributed considerably to my understanding of ray own 
material. As I refer to these comparative texts in the course of the
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analysis, a system of abbreviation is used which denotes first the
collector of the text, secondly the area where it was collected, and
thirdly the number of the text with its title. The numbering of the
texts is my own, whereas the titles are those given by the collectors.
These abbreviations are as follows;
SG/SG Sharon Galambos/Saraguro 1975
GS/CA Gunter Schulze/Caftar 1968
GS/CO Gunter Schulze/Colta 1967-68
GS/SA Gunter Schulze/Salasaca 1968
GS/AG Gunter Schulze/Agato 1968 
HD/SA Hugh Dufner/Salasaca n.d,
PM/CT Pieter Muysken/Cotopaxi 1976
LS/IM Louisa Stark et al,/lmbabura 1975?
LS/CH Louisa Stark/Chibuleo 1976 
JC/IM José Chavez/lmbabura 1976
FOOTNOTES
(1) For accounts of the attitudes adopted by the Caharis in Ecuador 
during Inca and Spanish conquests see: Cieza de Leôh (1853:398),
Garcilaso de la Vega (1960;1:297), Gonzalez Suarez (1965:56^62, 1890,11), 
Hemming (1970:29, 155-6, 160, 163-4), Iglesias (1973:58-65), Oberem 
(1974-6) gives the most detailed account,
(2) de Molina (1916:12-13); this myth is also mentioned in Cobo. (1956:
151-152), was later documented by Gonzalez Suârez (1965:63-64), and is
cited frequently by contemporary commentators, eg. Guevara (1954:52-53), 
Arriaga (1965:98-99), Iglesias (op.cit.3).
(3) Junta de Planificacidn y Coordinaciôn Econdmica (Oct.1975), this 
publication was placed at my disposal by the office of the Ministerio
de Agriculture in Canar, Further, less up.to-date statistics are avail­
able in Cisneros Cisneros (1948),
(4) Linke (1954:2), Salomon (1978:47-49)
(5) By standard form is meant the dialect of Chimborazo as used in 
Stark's studies of Ecuadorean Quichua dialect variation (Stark 1975,
Stark and Muysken 1977) ,
(6) viz, Hartmann and Obetem (1971), Orr and Hudelson (1971), and 
Santos Ortiz de Villalba (1976),
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CHAPTER 2 
Classification and analysis
1.0 The arrangement of the material
The sixty-four texts presented here are divided into four sections 
for the purpose of analysis. Within each section there may be further 
division into sub-sections. The texts, with English translation, pre­
cede the analysis and commentary that applies to them in each sub­
section, So it is, for example, that 'Section A sub-section (a);
Tales of the u p o u yaya* , begins with the texts of Tales 1-3, that rep­
resent it, and follows on with their analysis. Before discussing the 
method of classification in detail, I present below the 'List of Tales', 
which is the result of that process;
1.1 List of Tales
Section A; Tales of encounters with, the non-human world
(a) Tales of the urau y ay a
Tale 1 Charun yayamanta/The old man of Charun
Tale 2 Ta'Cta Bueratmanta/The old man of Buerân
Tale 3 Ta'Cta Buerarmanta/The old man of BuerSn
(b) Tales of the devil
Group (i)
Tale 4 La luoha entre la orus y el dtablo/The fight between 
the cross and the devil 
Tale 5 Ishoal mozoouna/The two friends
Tale 6 Ishoa'C noviata ohar-igmanta/The man who had two sweethearts 
Tale 7 Diablo apashca huarmioa/The woman who was abducted by the 
devil
Tale 8 Diablohuan tupashea runa/The traveller who met the devil
Tale 9 El viajero quien se topâ oon el diablo/The traveller who
encountered the devil '
Group (ii)
Tale 10 Molinomanta/The haunted grinding mill
Tale 11 Diablopa huasinan yaioushoa runa/The man who entered the 
devils' house Tale 12 Chingarishoa huahuaouna/The lost children
Tale 13 Misihuan oVeyahuan/The cat and the sheep
Group (iii)
Tale 14 Diablohuan oontratadooa/The man who had a pact with the devil
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(cl. Tales of the return of the dead
Tale 15 Et viaqero que se enaontrâ oon un atrnita/The traveller 
who met a soul
Tale 16 Atmahuan tupashoa runa/The man who met an unquiet soul 
Tale 17 Et atma de&asosegada/The unquiet soul
Tale 18 Causarishoa huarmioa/The woman who revived from the dead
(d) Tales of the ouiohi
Tale 19 Sotterahuan ouiohihuan/The young girl and the rainbow
(e) Tales of the uttaohu
Group (il
Tale 20 Sotterahuan uttaohuhuan/The young girl and the buzzard
Tale 21 Sotterahuan uttaohuhuan/The. young girl and the buzzard
Group (ii)
Tale 22 Huauquindi uttaohuounahuan/The two brothers and the buzzards 
(f1 The Bear's Son tale 
Tale 23 Osopa ohuri/The Bear's Son
(gl The Snake Sister tale 
Tale 24 f^ahà outebramanta/The Snake Sister
(h) Tales of the Mama Ahuardona
Tale 25 Huahuaoimahuan gatun mamaruouhuanThe old woman and the 
children
Tale 26 Mama Ahuardonahuan huahuaounahuan/Mama Ahuardona and the 
children
Tale 27 Mama Ahuardona/Old woman Ahuardona
Tale 28 Mama Ahuardona anashuan/Mama Ahuardona and the skunk
(i) Miscellaneous
Tale 29 Urpiounamanta/The traveller and the doves 
Tale 30 Puebtonuevomanta/The new land
Tale 31 Runahuan oh^atti huarmihuan/A faithful husband and a 
faithless wife
Tale 32 Sapondi, suenondi^ apangurandi/The frog, the dream and the 
crab
Section B; The Christ Child cycle
Tale 33 Nino Jesusmanta/The story of the Christ Child
Tale 34 Eiho Jesusmanta/The story of the Christ child
Tale 35 Diospa bendioionoa/'B.ovj God's blessing was given
Tale 36 Didbtoounahuan taita Dioshuan/The devils and God
Tale 37 Causarishoa gattomanta/The cockerel that came back to life
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Section C{ Animal Tales
(a) The fox and rabbit trickster cycle 
Tales 38-45 Atughuan oonegohuan/The fox and the rabbit
(b) Aetiological tales of the fox and rabbit
Tale 46 Atughuan oonejohuan Mama Vivgenhuan/The fox,.the rabbit 
and the Virgen Mary 
Tale 47 Conegopa rinriounamanta/Eovf the rabbit got long ears 
Tale 48 El aonego y taita Diosito/The rabbit and God 
Tale 49 Conego Jesushuan apuesto/The rabbit's bet with Jesus
(c) Didactic fables
Tale 50 Uouohaouna/The town mouse and the country mouse 
Tale 51 Uouohaounapa oongreso/The mice's meeting
Tale 52 Solitariondi ohuaurittundi/The solitary bird and the weasel
Tale 53 C^ari tuoushoa sapo/The vain frog
Tale 54 Huanohaoahuan zarzahuan/The opossum and the heron
Section D; Humorous Tales
(a) Bawdy priest tales
Tale 55 Taita ourita Benitomanta/Father Benito 
Tale 56 Taita ourita Marianooa/Father Mariano 
Tale 57 Taita Guritahuan yanudorhuan/The priest and his cook 
Tale 58 Taita ouritahuan huifiaohishoahuan/The priest and his foster 
son
Tale 59 Huahuahuan nina o'lAruhuan/The child and the glow worm 
Tale 60 Beatahuan quimsa amigohuan/The devout woman and her suitors
(b). Other humorous tales
Tale 61 Gallo tuoushoa runa/The man who played cockerel 
Tale 62 Burro randidoroa/The dimwit's adventures Tale 63 Sonsohuan huauquioimahuan/The dimwit and his brothers 
Tale 64 Cullqui mashoag ohazuoa/The deceitful golddigger
2,0 Method of classification
The classification of a set of texts as diverse as this is not 
a straightforward task, and however much effort is made to maintain 
objectivity, it is inevitable that a certain amount of arbitrariness 
and subjectivity should enter into the procedure. Standard techniques 
were consulted, and adopted to some extent; I refer in particular to 
the works of Aarne and Thompson, of which more in a moment. 
However, it is hoped that the classification finally arrived at is one
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which reflects both, criteria of content, as do the Aarne-Thorapson 
works, and criteria of narrative structure which, it shall be main­
tained, should be held of equal importance when establishing affinities 
between one tale and the next. Both, these considerations would probably 
enter an indigenous system of classification, were one to be known, 
along with such factors as social function of the tale; is it maant 
to teach? is it an expression of belief? is it simply an entertain­
ment? I consider my own classification to take account of the three, 
factors; content, structure,and genre, attempting to combine something 
of each, Before discussing in more detail the theories behind the 
application of these factors to classification and analysis, I shall 
summarize the rationale behind the divisions I have made in the 
collection;
Section A; these tales have in common that they all set out to 
examine the relationship of conflict that exists between inhabitants 
of this world, the Indians of Caftar, and those of the 'other world'.
That 'other world' may be depicted as hell {uou paeha/infiemoY, or 
it may be a region ecologically, rather than cosmologically, distinct 
from the normal bounds of human habitation; the high moorlands (wrcwl, 
or wooded hillsides {saoha), to take two examples. Its inhabitants 
may be the souls of the dead, the devils, the hill fathers (urou yayaï, 
the rainbow, certain animals, and so on. As a generic term to cover 
all these in the context of narrative I have chosen the label 'non­
human agent', being less suggestive than 'supernatural agent', and 
serving to remind us that their importance is in their non-human 
qualities, which oppose them to the humans with whom they inteiQact,
The criterion used for the initial assignment of tales to Section 
A is therefore a broad one of underlying theme, but will also be seen 
to be one of narrative structure; when I come on to discuss the 
methods of analysis I will return to this. In the subdivision of
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Section A texts, however, criteria of content guided me more. It 
seemed reasonable to separate tales of the urou yaya from tales of 
the devil, tales of the rainbow, and so on. This would then pave 
the way for discussion of these figures and their abodes in the context 
of the local belief system. While the main aim of the analysis is to 
show that similar structural patterns run through all the tales in 
this section, it is not possible to separate form from content for 
long and they will be shown to be interdependent. The inclusion of 
tales in sub-section (i). ; 'Miscellaneous' was guided by structural 
criteria alone, however, as despite their dissimilarity of content, 
and the fact that they are borrowings, they are shown to have a 
narrative pattern that links them closely with the rest.
Section B; was identified straightforwardly as a collection of 
quasi-mythological texts relating the popular Andean version of the 
life of Christ, Elsewhere in the Andes a single text has been found 
containing all the episodes here found in separate texts from different 
informants (Stark 1976), which provided further grounds for classifying 
them together.
Section C; is a collection of tales involving the interraction 
of animal with animal, with only rare and incidental intervention from 
the human world, Within the section, sub-division was called for to 
distinguish the popular fox and rabbit cycle from more overtly didactic 
animal fables, less well integrated into the local repertoire. Tales 
46—49 were placed in a sub-section on their own due to their more 
mythological or at least explanatory nature; in them the animal char­
acters interract with the Creator figure Wama Virgen, taita Dios, etc,I
Section D; contains humorous tales in which humans interract with, 
humans; it is divided into two sub— sections according to whether 
they are of a comic-sacrilegious nature, or had more innocent 
entertainment value.
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The tales thus arranged can he seen to progress from those that 
are closely related to the local belief system (humans interract with, 
the non-human world), to those that appear barely affected by it (humans 
interract with humans), Yet again, it may argued that even the
Section D 'Humorous Tales' have a connection with the belief system - 
this time in a negative sense. In them we find depicted credulous fools 
who are taken in by the supernatural appearance of things; the heroine 
of Talel, who received genuine golden corn cobs from the hill father, 
has given way by Tale 64 to the gullible hero who took plastic toys to 
be made of gold. The arrangement of the tales thus traces a progression 
from the supernatural to reality, from religious belief to secular­
ization and cynicism. This is no accident, for, as the material will 
show, the narrative repertoire of the Canar indian today is the result 
of a long-standing process of admixture with mestizo culture, and the 
move towards realism in oral narrative, away from the expression of 
indigenous beliefs, I believe to be part and parcel of such acculturation,
3.0 Theory of classification
I have stated that three factors had to be considered in setting 
up the method of classification: content, structure, and genre, On 
the whole, the last of these was the least influential. Section A, 
for example is a mixture of belief legends and folktales. Although 
these do tend to fall into separate sub-divisions, it is more by 
reason of their content and/or structure than their generic qualities. 
However, the question of genre is an essential one to discuss in this 
introductory chapter, if only due to the necessity of defining terms,
3.1 The question of genre
The discussion of genre theory is one that occupies much. time, and 
energy in folklore scholarship, and I shall limit myself to defining
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the terms I have decided upon for the discussion of this corpus, (11 .
The history of the search for definitions of forms of prose narratives 
in oral tradition began with.the three categories established by the 
Grimm brothers, corresponding to the titles of their three works;
Kinder und Hausmàrohen (1812-1815), Deutsohe Sagen (1816-1818J,
Deutsche Mythologie (1835), which were customarily rendered in Eng­
lish as; 'fairy tale', 'legend', and 'myth', respectively. Bascom's 
article on the question of genre definition remains to be superseded, 
and has been of some use. His conclusions take us back to Grimm, with 
the exception that he renders Màrohen as 'folktalenoting that 'fairy 
tale';
"is inappropriate both because narratives about fairies are 
usually regarded as true, and because fairies do not appear 
in most folktales,"
(Bascom 1955;4) |
‘iThe terms to be used most often in relation to the Cafiar texts |
■jare; tale, belief (or local) legend, memorat, folktale, and myth. To |Iwhat extent has Bascom helped with my definition of these? I use the fi
Iword 'tale' to apply to any piece of folk narrative, whatever its |
genre. This is less cumbersome than the term 'prose narrative', 1
coined by Bascom as a blanket term to cover the whole field of what |
had otherwise often been loosely referred to as 'folktale', 'Tale'
is a convenient tag that shall be used in this study in reference
to any one text; 'Tale 54', 'Tale 17', etc,
The term 'legend' is defined as follows by Bascom;
"prose narratives which, like myths, are regarded as true by 
the narrator and his audience, but they are set in a period 
considered less remote, when the world was much, as it is today,"
(loc.cit.l
Kte goes on to typify legends as tales in which the principal char­
acters are human, telling of migrations, wars, victories, etc,,and 
notes that they may also include local tales of buried treasure, 
ghosts, fairies and saints. It is in this latter respect that much
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of the Section A material can he classified as legend. According to 
Bascom*s system a tale is a legend if it fulfills the following con­
ditions; it is given a local setting, it takes place in relatively 
recent time (ie, not a former creation), it is believed in as fact by 
its teller, its main actors are human. Appearing to conform to such 
criteria are the following sub-sections of Section A; (a), (b), (cl, 
and (d), and to a limited extent; (e), (f), and (hi. This is more 
fully discussed in the introduction to that section.
Modifications I would add to Bascom's guidelines are firstly that 
the degree of belief in the legend as fact should be relative to the 
degree of cynicism exercised by the narrator; secondly that the fixing 
of the tale's action in realistic space or time should be flexible.
We should be able to recognize a tale as a legend by the general des­
criptive background of its setting ; locations such as uroupij saohapij 
etc, might be sufficient qualification, as these carry localized 
associations. The fixing in time criterion should be equally flexible. 
Not all the Cafiar legends give us an indication of their temporal 
setting, although some refer to the action as having taken place in 
the naupa tiempo^ This did not appear to be placing the tales in an 
age prior to this one (which might qualify them as myth), but rather 
simply a few generations back in the days, for example, before the 
common use of mechanized transport,
That the criteria for classing a tale as legend should not be 
as rigid as those of the Grimms, upon which Bascom is based, has been 
argued by Heda Jason, who calls not for fundamental alterations in 
their criteria, but rather for a reduction of their categories from 
absolute to relative ones. He takes as a case in point the determinant 
regarding the amount of belief the narrator and his audience may have 
in any given legend;
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"Today we know that the quality of any narrator's attitude 
towards his tale is unstable, that it varies from individual 
to individual and even from period to period in the life­
time of a single individual,"
(Jason 1971:143)
The degree of belief attached to their narratives by different 
Cafiar informants certainly varied in this way, and some would claim 
scepticism perhaps out of embarrassment; so the belief determinant can 
certainly be no cut and dried issue.
Another theorist who has contributed importantly to the definition 
of genre is the Swedish folklorist C, von Sydow, According to his 
system the belief legends in Section A would be termed Sage or 
Glaubensfabulatj which he distinguishes from the Memorat  ^ The latter 
is a form-less account of an individual experence, whereas the 
GlaubensfabuZat is the more structured product of communal tradition, 
(von Sydow 1948:73-75) Lauri Honko has gone on from here to examine 
the processes by which Memorate may develop into belief legends and 
still be valuable reflectors of the folk belief system of the area 
where they are found. Due to the close and complementary relationship 
that was found between the two in the Cafiar material it is worth­
while to look at his description;
"When an exciting description of a supernatural experience 
spreads from one district to another, it becomes schematic, 
and the spirits' activities, for eg,, become concrete and 
graphic. Although this product is no longer close to the 
original experience, it may nevertheless remain in harmony 
with the memorate tradition and belief tradition of the 
locality,"
(Honko 1964:12)
Von Sydow's classification has been adapted by the North American,
E,K, Miller, in her arrangement of Mexican folk narratives from the 
Los Angeles area, which was helpful to me as an example of the app­
lication of theory to a specific case. For example, she notes that 
the devil narratives in her collection;
"range from well-structured stories indicative of established 
local legends to anecdotes about personal encounters and
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fragmented commentaries functioning as expressions of beliefs 
rather than stories,"
(Miller 1973:33)
As far as my own material is concerned, while the texts presented 
correspond to "established local legends" (von Sydow's GlaiAbensfabutatel, 
further questioning elicited "fragmented commentaries" expressing 
beliefs (von Sydow's Memorate}^
It remains to discuss the other terms I use to refer to genre; 
•folktale' and 'myth', and the usefulness of Bascom's definitions here, 
"Folktales," he says, "are prose narratives which are regarded as 
fiction,(they) may be set in any time and any place, and in this 
sense are almost timeless and placeless." (loc.cit,). It is equivalent 
to the Grimms' Màrohen^ While the legend deals with supernatural 
events that are 'believed' by its bearers, and is regarded as per­
taining to the real world of the narrator and his audience, the folk­
tale or Màrohen is not believed, although it too may deal with super­
natural events (Jason op.cit,134). From the Cafiar material it will 
be seen that few tales fit this category precisely. Most of the texts 
which bear likeness to the 'folktale' as here defined, also have an ad­
mixture of 'legend' characteristics. Even Tale 24 which is clearly a 
folktale has been influenced by local belief to some extent; in the 
representation of the devil as haoendado, for example,- Only some 
borrowed tales that have hardly been altered by their new setting can 
be termed 'folktales' in the absolute sense, for example Tale 31, 
Additionally, the animal tales and humorous tales may largely be 
classed as 'folktales',
"Myths," says Bascom, "are prose narratives which, in the society 
in which they are told, are considered to be truthful accounts of what 
happened in the remote past," And he goes on to define the main 
characters in myth as not usually human, although they may have human 
attributes, but as animals, deities or culture heroes. They are
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usually set In an age when the world was different from today, and 
may account for the origin of things (loc.cit,)., (3) To this I would 
add that myth is generally understood to have sacred qualities for the 
society to which it belongs; in the Andean context this particularly 
includes narrations that describe the former creations, how they 
evolved and how they ended, (4). The oft-cited Canari origin myth has 
already been referred to and, although I found none myself, extant 
modern-day versions are known. As far as this definition is concerned, 
the material closest to fitting it in my own collection are the Christ 
Child tales (Section B), The action here is said to have taken place 
in the tïempo de Dios Padre, the term used to describe the age before 
the present one when, according to EDC for example, trees, stones and 
mountains could speak, (5) The degree to which the fox and rabbit 
cycle might also be regarded as myth is discussed in the introduction 
to Section C; certainly the explanatory tales involving interraction 
between these animals and the Creator figures might be viewed in such 
a light,
3,2 The Finnish-American School
Many previous attempts at the identification and classification 
of tale types have been inspired by the pioneer works of Antti Aarne 
and Stith Thompson: The Motif-Index of Folk Literature, 6 vols. (1955- 
58), and The Types of the Folktale (1961). Their approach depends upon 
the isolation of salient features of content, be they objects, actors, 
customs or incidents, known as motifs, in order that tales may be 
grouped together as of the same type oin the basis of having motifs, in 
common. This method does not take into account structural consider­
ations, which might call for a modification in that grouping. These 
pioneer works have however been of enormous bibliographical value in 
drawing together collections of folk narrative of diverse cultural 
origins, and have given rise to further indices based on their model
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(Boggs 1930 , Hansen 1957, Robe 19731, However, none of these give 
adequate coverage of native American tale types of the Andean area, 
so as far as the classification of indigenous material is concerned 
they are of limited use, except where this contains evident borrowings 
from Indo-European culture. The most useful comparative work for the 
Quechua area has been done by Efrafn Morote Best, who has made ex­
haustive comparisons of particular tale types for Peru, although 
unfortunately no overall index of types or motifs has yet been com­
piled (see Morote Best 1950b, 1953b, 1954?, 1957, 19586, 1958b).
The Aarne-Thompson method has been criticized by Propp (1968:8-11), 
and Dundes has pointed out its limitations (1962b, 1964:38-39), It 
does indeed suffer from imprecision and an arbitrariness in its app-r^  
roach. Even the crucial distinction between tale type and motif is 
blurred in Thompson's definition: he makes the confusing assertion 
that 'simple incidents' are a class of motif which can be treated 
also as tale types (1946:416), This ambiguity arises from an inadequacy 
in his definition of motif which by allowing for actors, objects, 
customs, beliefs, and incidents all to fall under, this heading, fails 
to delimit the unit as what Dundes has termed a 'measure of a single 
quantity' (1962b;97), If tales are to be classed according to their 
most salient features of content, yet there is no strict ruling for 
the isolation of these, an arbitrariness is bound to dominate the 
resulting classification, Propp points out the shortcomings of 
Aarne's method with the case of his classification of fairy tales. 
According to Aarne, these should be subdivided into those featuring;
"(1) a supernatural adversary; (2) a supernatural husband (wife);
(3) a supernatural task;" and so on. But,remarks Propp:
"What of those tales in which a supernatural task is 
resolVed by a supernatural helper (which occurs very 
• often), or those in which a supernatural spouse is also 
a supernatural helper?"
(op. cit, 10)
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Dundes's criticism of the approach, rests on its failure to take 
structural considerations into account. Tales may be placed in quite 
different categories when in fact the action of the story and itsk
meaning for the actors is closely comparable and/ at a structural 
level (in the Proppian sense), would cause them to be classed together 
as variants of each other. He illustrates this with the example of 
'Tale Type 9; The Unjust Partner', which has been placed in the section 
devoted to 'Animal Tales' in the Aarne-Thompson work, on the grounds 
'of the actors it contains being animals. This criterion fails to 
give weight to the fact that it is structurally the same story as 
'Type 1030; The Crop Division', which appears, by the same token, in 
the 'Stupid Ogre' section (Dundes 1962b;98), For such reasons of 
structure, I have divided the Canar devil narratives into three sub­
groups, so factors of content and structure are both taken into 
account.
The main criticism that attaches to the Motif Index as a tool for 
the comparison of tale content is the fact that the entries are listed 
out of the contexts in which they occur. These contexts are of course 
determined by the culture to which they belong, yet Thompson's com­
parative method draws under a single heading motifs from vastly 
different areas, abstracting them from the environment that gives them 
their value. As a result we come across entries such as 'G200 Witch', 
which for the sake of simplicity and ease of reference equates the 
term 'witch' as it is found in such widely separated cultures as those 
of Western Europe, the Near East, Western Asia, Latin America, and 
Africa, clearly the method can be misleading; the projection of term­
inology (the word 'witch') belonging to Western European tradition 
onto cultural institutions that perhaps have a different function in 
the societies to which they belong, is but one of the problems raised 
by such over-simplification.
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Having said this, can we apply Thompson's motif categories to 
the Canar material? Can we, to take a specific example, apply 
'F350.1 Fairies pursue unbaptized children' to the behaviour of the 
urou yaya in Tale 1 ; Taita Charurmanta? Taking the action at the level 
of structure it would seem this might be possible, but without knowing 
the cultural background to the Danish text from which Thompson's entry 
derives, many doubts must remain. To further illustrate the Motif 
Index's limitations, 'f 460.4,7 Mountain-man as godfather' would appear 
to be directly applicable to the same Caflar tale, but on tracing back 
one of Thompson's references (to Type (A-T) 1165), we find the conn­
ection is misleading. Whereas in Tale 1 we have an implacable Andean 
hill-spirit, in A-T 1165 we have a Scandinavian troll who is easily 
outdone. The value of establishing such cross-cultural, Frazerian 
connections at the level of content is doubtful.
In summary, the tale type index has been useful mainly for the. 
identification of tales or parts of tales that seem to have reached 
Canar from diverse Euro-Asian origins. The Motif-Index is used with 
more caution for it could lead to suggesting similarities where none 
exist. However, in order to demonstrate the extent of its value for 
present purposes, I have included at the end of each text such corr­
elations with Thompson motif entries can safely be presumed to
be borrowings, although there must be a margin for error and specu­
lation in such an endeavour. In addition, I have included broadly 
defined motifs that might be said to be universally applicable;
'T510 Miraculous conception' could be an example of this,
3,3 The contribution of Propp
It was also found useful to draw on the theory of tale type 
identification demonstrated by Vladimir Propp in his Morphology of
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the Folktale (1968), as an additional guide to determining categories 
for the Cafiar material, ProppIs work is valuable in leading us towards 
a morphological analysis of folktales at the level of 'function', 
defined, it would be useful to recall, as follows;
"An act of a character, defined from the point of view of
its significance for the course of the action."
(op,cit,21)
This type of analysis reveals similarities between tales which, as 
mentioned above, could be overlooked by the Aarne-Thompson approach.
An important part of his method shows that all tales containing 
functions drawn from the same common axis can be deemed to be of the 
same type. In the case of his particular material he shows that 100 
Russian fairy tales chosen at random are of one type. Tales may con­
tain any number of combinations of a maximum 31 functions, in this case, 
and tliose tales found to contain identical combinations of functions 
are deemed sub-types of the type (op,cit,22-23).
Propp's method was useful up to a point for the classification of 
the Cafiar material. It was found that all the Section A tales contained 
a selection of a common list of functions, the first three of which were 
indispensable for a tale to be allotted to that section. These 
functions are listed in full in the introduction to Section A. In fact 
all the four sections into which the tales were divided correspond to 
type groups, in the Proppian sense of the term. The functions found 
in the Section A tales are mutually exclusive of those that could be 
extracted for the Section B tales, and so on. This factor was brought 
in to modify the system of classification, so that it came to be based 
not solely on criteria of content. Due to the essential inter-dependence, 
of structure and content, the consideration of both sets of criteria 
was not found to be incompatible, indeed they could be said to com­
plement each other. At the classification stage, as at the
analysis stage, it was never desirable to give such importance to
a
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structural criteria that the value of the content might be underrated. 
The concern of this study is to examine the tales in their relation­
ship not only to each other but also to the system of popular belief 
that surrounds them in the specific context of Canar, so it would be 
defeating the object to abstract elements of the tales to a level at 
which such culturally determined features might be lost. So the 
criterion of content is prominent at the classification stage, as the 
'List of tales' suggests.
In support of my reservations with regard to Propp, it should be 
noted that he has been criticized particularly on the grounds that he 
does not take enough into account the ethnographic context of the tales 
he is analysing (Lévi-Strauss I960 :137-141). This failing, in the 
view of Lévi-Strauss, is an outcome of Russian formalist methodology, 
which for scientific purposes divorces form from content, relegating 
the latter to a secondary position of importance;
"Propp fait deux parts dans la littérature oralei une forme^ 
qui constitue l*aspeot essentiel^ parce qu'elle se prête à 
l'étude morphologique^ et un contenu arbitraire, auquel, pour 
cette raison, il n'accorde qu'une importance accessoire^"
(op.cit.137)
This structuralist critique leads on to demonstrate the importance of 
specific features of content and the way in which generalizations such, 
as Propp's can obscure the cultural symbolism innate in those features. 
One of the examples Lévi-Strauss uses shows how it would be wrong to 
subsume the terms''plum tree' and 'apple tree', in relation to certain 
N. American indian tales, under the common heading 'tree', for it is 
in the essence of these two words that important native categories of 
thought are to be perceived; the plum tree being associated with 
fecundity and the apple tree with strength and rapport with the earth, 
due to its long roots (op.cit,141), This argument encourages my 
reluctance to take Propp's methodology to its extreme in the attempt 
to identify tale types for Cafiar. The ethnographic significance of
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content should always be kept in mind; journeys made on foot to 
Cuenca in days before the introduction of mechanized forms of trans­
port have acquired a mystique in the oral tradition of the people, and 
thl-s—should—be-di-fferen-trated-'from the beliefs that surround 
abandoned haoienda buildingswhich also lend themselves to explanation 
in ethnographic and historical terms,
Propp's methods have, therefore, been of some help in isolating 
the tale types represented in the classification. Where his argument 
really comes into its own, however, is in the analysis, and in the 
discussion of that stage I shall explain how this was so. In con­
cluding this present discussion, it seems relevant to note that to 
date no folklorist, however much he may support the Proppian method, 
has successfully employed it in the classification of folktales,
Propp himself discussed its potential usefulness for classificatory 
purposes (op,cit,99-104), but never undertook such a task, I consider 
that an unmodified application of his method would be too difficult 
for classification purposes, and as one-sided as the comparative 
methods of the Finnish-American school have been shown to be. But I 
am in agreement with Dundes, who has put forward a convincing argu­
ment for the use of morphological approach as a complement to, rather 
than a substitute for the comparative one;
"Assuming that there may be different formulaic sequences of 
motifemes for different^Xinds of folktales or for folktales 
in different culture areas, there could well be a tale-type 
index based upon morphological criteria. But this index would 
be in addition to the Aarne-Thompson type-index and would be 
cross-referenced so that a folktale scholar could tell at a 
glance what Aarne-Thompson tale types belonged to which 
morphological tale types,"
(DUndes 1962b;104)
Such, a project as he suggests would be an ambitious one, but in
essence I agree with what he is saying; that the criteria of tale
structure should be combined with criteria of content when devising
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a system of classification, and it is in this way that I arrived at 
the divisions shown in the 'List of tales',
4,0 Method of analysis
The aim of the analysis of the tales is to clarify the nature, of 
the relationship between them at the levels of structure and of content. 
The breakdown of the tales into sections at the classification stage 
has already established that such a relationship exists between tales 
belonging to the same section, at least, and it will now be necessary 
to underline those features which give them their group identity in 
each case. Where applicable, the connections between tales and the 
local belief system will also be examined.
The differing nature of the material from one section to the 
other calls for a corresponding variation in emphasis in the analytical 
approach adopted. Sometimes an equal emphasis is given to the analysis 
of structure and content; in other cases, greater emphasis is lain on 
the analysis of content, with less upon that of structure, I shall 
now summarize for each section in turn the emphasis in approach that
is given, and the reasons for it.
Section A; this section contains exactly half of the whole cor­
pus, and comprises 32 texts, many of them disparate in content,
through which, I shall contend, there runs a common underlying 
structural pattern. The means by which I set out to prove this is 
described in more detail in the introduction to that section, but 
here I shall define and discuss what is meant by the term structural 
analysis in the context of this investigation, and with particular 
reference to Section A where it is of special importance.
The term is used both in the sense of syntagmatic structure and 
in that of paradigmatic structure, (6) The first of these seeks to 
outline the narrative pattern of a text by showing the chronological
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or linear sequence followed by its events; the second to show the 
underlying relationship that obtains between parts of a tale one to 
the other and what this relationship can be said to represent.
To the first of these ends, each text is tabulated to show the 
chronological sequence of events which comprise it, such events being 
referred to as 'episodes'. The term refers to the description of a 
single action in the course of the narrative, eg, 'episode iii: Taita 
BuerSn invites H to enter his home' (Tale 2), (7) The episodes are 
grouped together into larger units termed 'moves', a term which derives 
from Propp, used to describe a logically complete set of episodes which 
may or may not then lead on to another move.(1968:92-3), A tale may 
contain only one move (consisting of any number of episodes), or it 
may comprise a series of moves.
All the Section A tales may be considered to belong to one and 
the same type group, in the Proppian sense, in that they draw upon 
a common list of 'functions'. The list of functions in question is 
given in the introduction to the section. The correlation of indiv­
idual tales with this list of functions helps also towards the iden­
tification of common features of narrative pattern existing between 
tales of outwardly distinct features of content. To take an example : 
it can be seen how the sequence of functions: 1:Initial situation—*
2;Journey— >3{Encounter etc,, applies equally to the tale of the 
traveller on the road to Cuenca who meets the devil (eg. Tale 8), as 
to the tale of the girl who meets the rainbow while tending her flocks 
out on the hills (Tale 19),
Analysis of paradigmatic structure is derived in part from the 
techniques of Claude Lévi-Strauss,by which the inner relations of 
parts of a tale to each other, and the terms of the oppositions and 
parallels that these could be said to express, are shown, (8)' The
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usefulness of the syntagmatic approach comes into play further here, 
as the discussion of the inner paradigmatic relationship between parts 
of a tale is done in terms of the moves into which the tale has pre­
viously been divided. Additionally, I use a structuralist aj^proach 
to express in a schematic way the relationships between the actors and 
the symbolic value that can be said to be attached to these. Thus, 
for example, in Tale 4, the tripartite relationship that develops 
between Hero (H), cross, and devil, could be expressed in terms of the 
following sets of oppositions;
Hero : cross : ; this world ; other world
cross ; devil ; : good : bad etc.
Throughout the analysis of the Section A tales, the combination of
syntagmatic and paradigmatic approaches to the structural study of
tales is used to reveal what I believe to be the innate inner pattern
of those tales, and a pattern which to some degree they all have in
common, (9)
In the case of Section A, the structural examination of the tales 
precedes the analysis of content. The latter, however, is of almost 
equal importance. While it is important to recognize underlying 
structural similarities, at the level of content many common factors 
are also to be found between the tales. In fact, the study of content 
is very much linked to the study of structure and it would be artificial 
to separate the two for long. Indeed, the structural pattern of a tale 
may be held to account for borrowings and transformations at the level 
of content, and these will be pointed out.
The analysis of content can in turn vary in nature ; in the case 
of tales deemed to be belief legends, it will focus on the motifs they 
contain that reflect the belief system; in the case of the folktales, 
a comparison of episodes will be made in the context of specific 
branches of Andean oral tradition - that of the Bear's Son tale, for
. ■ 1  
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example. Thus, in Section A, a study of comparative texts and ethno­
graphic data is given the same weight as the structural analysis.
Section B; the cyclical nature of the Christ Child tales presupposes 
a kinship between them, and it is not necessary to undertake the kind 
of structural analysis as was carried out for Section A in order to 
prove this. The main emphasis is upon comparative analysis, which 
reveals how much the Cafiar texts contribute to the wider tradition of
such tales in the Andes, A commentary on certain aspects of structure
. ‘ 'does follow this, with the aim of suggesting affinities at that level 
with other areas of Andean oral tradition.
Section C; in the case of sub-section (i)_, the peculiar episodic 
character of the fox and rabbit cycle calls for an analysis of linear 
structure in the form of a breakdown oi (he distribution of episodes, 
across 28 comparative versions of the tale. Thus, comparative and 
structural analysis go hand in hand. With sub-sections (ii) and (iii), 
the main emphasis is on comparative analysis only, as there is little 
foundation for arguing a common structural framework for this mixture 
of tales, many of them appearing to be unaltered borrowings.
Section D; with the humorous tales, again little can be said in 
terms of their structure in determining a relationship between them* 
although in some cases structural connections suggest themselves with, 
tales belonging to other sections - Tale 58 is a notable example. Here, 
too the emphasis is on content analysis, and comparative references.
The tales are largely borrowings, and many are found to be closely 
comparable to A-T types,
I Incorporated into the analysis of each section is a commentary 
on the features that can be found in common with tales pertaining to 
other sections, both at the levels of structure and of content. The. 
divisions imposed by classification are but an analytical artifice.
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and should not be allowed to obscure the fact that the tales are the 
product of a creative impulse that takes no account of such things,
Thus it is in the Christ Child tales, to take one example, that we find 
curious echoes of both the devil legends and of the fox and rabbit 
cycle.
5.0 Theory of analysis
Above, I made a brief reference to the fact that narrative struc­
ture and content are interdependent to such an extent that the one can 
be found to explain borrowings or transformations in the other, (10)
I have said that the combination of structural and comparative approaches 
to the analysis of tales will serve to reveal a common underlying patt­
ern running through tales of the same type, and Section A serves as a 
working model for this. In that section particularly, it is to be 
shown that the existence of such a pattern can explain the adoption of 
certain migratory tales, which can be found to follow that pattern 
wholly or in part, whilst features of content may differ. There can be 
said to be a structural compatibility between the already existing >|
Itale, and the borrowed tale that encourages the borrowing. j1My theoretical standpoint in this respect finds support in the J
1views of Maranda and Kôngas Maranda who have said, for example, in I
their introduction to The Structural Analysis of Oral Tradition; j
"At present we are inclined to think that the most important 
frame of a narrative is its own socio-cultural background, even 
in the case of borrowed plots, for plots (and other narrative 
materials) can only be borrowed if they fit or can be molded 
to fit the culture, more exactly the level of culture which we 
would call deep structures,"
(1971a;ix)
By 'deep structures' they mean something akin to 'tangue’ as opposed to 
* parole^, thus borrowing terms from linguistics. The analogy would be 
completed by equating individual examples of texts with ^parole'* , 
whereas the 'tangue' constitutes the fund of beliefs and traditions
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of narrative structure of any given culture, with which members of
that culture must be able to identify a text before borrowing it, or
handing it down;
"Instances of narrative communication (texts) are on the 
level of performance and can be called surface structures; 
under every performance there is a process in which some 
: materials, such as inherited or international tale plots, 
or actual experiences, are transformed to fit the deep 
('timeless') structures of the culture,"
(loc.cit.)
The borrowed plots to be found in the Canar material are to be found 
intermixed with indigenous ones to a great extent, but sub-section (i) 
contains some tales that have not been so fully adapted. In the intro­
duction to that sub-section I shall refer again to the theoretical 
grounds upon which I can include them there at all, which are perhaps 
best summed up by Dundes as follows :
"The structural approach to folktales might help to elucidate 
the rationale underlying one culture's borrowing folktales 
from another. For instance it is possible that if a culture 
already possessed indigenous examples of a given structural 
type, it might be much more likely to accept foreign examples 
of the same type or perhaps alter borrowings in such a way as 
to make them conform to the preferred structural type."
(196201; 173)
The implications of this theory have a practical value to the 
researcher who is anxious to discover the tangue^ of a given culture's 
narrative traditions. It results, as Hymes notes, in even blatantly 
borrowed material having an intrinsic interest for the overall con­
clusions ;
"The occurrence of a reworked European tale in an Indian 
pueblo may evoke amusement, or embarrassment, If one thinks 
of one's goal as autochthonous texts. If one thinks of 
one's goal as natively valid rules, such a case may be an 
invaluable opportunity to verify the principles of the 
native genre through an instance of their productivity,"
(Hymes 1971:51-52}
The holistic approach adopted in the analysis makes it possible 
for the tales to be divided into sections according to type, but for 
comparisons still to be drawn across these boundaries. So points in
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common, either of structure or of content, will be found between 
Sections A, B, C, and D, as well as within them, I have already 
made this observation, and could conclude by offering one final 
example, in the connection that could be suggested between the 
serious local legends of Section A and the sacrilegious tales of 
Section D, which could be said to be their comic counterpart and 
indicative, I repeat, of the results of acculturation,
FOOTNOTES
(1) For an up-to-date review of the scholarship, see Ben-Amos (1974)
(2). For further discussion of the legend genre, and the relationship 
between it and belief, see; LÛthi (1969), Dégh and Vazsonyi (1971), 
Georges (1971).
(3) See also Leach(M) ( 1949.) for 21 definitions of 'myth',
(4) For a comprehensive survey of Andean creation myths, many con­
tained in the chronicles, see Mishkin (1940),
(5) Fock and Krener have further details of concepts regarding the 
êpoaa de Dios Padrei "Primero vivieron bajo et dominio det Dios Padre, 
ouando et Sot era un dios oon et ouat se podia hdbtar y donde piedras, 
anima'^es, ptantas y toda ta Creaoiôn estcà>a dotado det don det hdbta
y habia duenos Urouyaya que vigitaban oada uno su regiôn atrededor 
de un oerrod' (1977a:11), cf, also Munoz Bernand's findings in 
Pindilig (n,d.2).
(6) Dundes discusses this distinction between the approaches of 
Propp and Lévi-Strauss respectively in his introduction to Propp 
(op,cit.xi-xii),
(7) For a discussion of the history of the terminology of folktale 
analysis see Dundes (1964 ; 28-30),
(8) For demonstration of the method from which I derive this approach, 
see Lévi-Strauss (1972, 1967), Mine is a much simplified version,
of course,
(9) The discussion as to whether tales have an innate inner pattern 
cannot be gone into here, but for a résumée of it see Dundes (1974;771, 
also Lévi-Strauss (1970:2),
(10) The use of the term 'transformation' also derives from Propp (1972),
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CHAPTER 3 (*)
Section A; Tales of encounters with the non-human world 
Introduction
The narrative pattern which can be said to be common to the 
material assembled in this section is identified according to 
necessarily broad terms of comparison. It is by no means the case 
that every tale follows the same pattern in every detail. This is 
a motley collection of texts in comparison, for example, with Propp*s 
100 Russian fairy tales. The latter were found to contain the same 
functions due to their generic unity and relatively unacculturated 
state (op.cit.100). The present collection possesses neither of 
these qualities, so therefore their common functions and the pattern 
these follow are of a less specific nature than Propp's definitions.
A list of functions extracted for the Section A texts is as follows; 
Broad definition of functions occurring in Section A tales
1 INITIAL SITUATION
■ hero/heroine (H). is set apart from community by physical or 
moral circumstances
2 JOURNEY
H goes away from home (sometimes inherent in 1). ^
3 ENCOUNTER
H comes into contact with non-human agent
4 INTERRACTION
relationship established between H and non-human agent
5 SUPERNATURAL BIRTH
H gives birth to non-human or serai-human child
6 MEDIATION
third party acts on behalf of H, offering help or protection
7 H ARRIVES AT OTHER WORLD
8 OUTCOME OF OTHER WORLD CONTACT
H receives information or objects from non-human agent
9 RESOLUTION
a)_ non-human agent is overcome
b) H dies ^ as result of Encounter
c) H derives material benefit from Encounterd) H returns home
(*) Due to its extreme length, footnotes are placed at the end of sub­
sections in this chapter.
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The analyses of the individual sub-^sections will show how the 
tales, differing from each, other in genre and content, contain a 
significant proportion of these functions„ Functions 1-^ 4 are 
common to them all, without exception, and are the main justification 
on structural grounds for placing the tales in one and the same 
section. They constitute what I choose to call 'type^défining' 
functions; in possessing them, a tale warrants classification in this 
type-group or section.
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Section A sub-section (a). ; Talés of the lœou yaya
Texts
Tale 1: Taita Charunmanizi
Shug huavmiz'ttu rioushoa nin auoa huahuata apavishpa^ Chacun quinvaita 
pasash ura'tman, Chaimanta Tvishoa nin hwmnizituta: - iMaimanta vioimgui? - 
nish Charun Yaya tlugshishpa G^ayashaa nin,
Chaimanta Charun laya o^ayagpi nishoa nin: - Nuoapiah viouni Bibtianman 
ashun savata mashoaringapa - nish,
Chaimanta nishoa nin Chanun layaoa: - Bueno^ huoa savata juyaohishaa 
Shamui huarmisitu - nish,
Chaimanta huavmitaoa aparishoa uauman,
Huarmitaoa uoupiaa nishoa nin: - Cai savata ishoui nishoa nin,
Chaimanta huarmizituoa monton sarapi tarirish ishoui oallavishoa nin 
juin, Yuvag sana nin^ yana sava nin^ puoa sara^ tuoui ohaiouna savatarni, 
Chaita ishougpioa ohai huarmitaoa nishoa nin: - fluoccpish oaohashattami 
oanmanoa sarata, Ringui huahuaounaman oarangui - nish, Chaimanta 
nishoa nin: - ^Manohu huoa hautisaohish ousha oamha huahuataoa? - nishoa 
nin,
Chairioumi huarmioa nishoa nin: - Buenoiari^ oowpaâve, bueno,“ Nuoaoa bautisaohishpa ousha oanman sarata - nish,
Chaimantami Charun layata oonpadre ruhuashoa,
Charun laya oompadre ruhuagpi ishoai oaspaViata oushoa: yana oaspahuan 
yuvag oaspahuan, Chaimanta nishoa nin: - Ri oanoa oaita apashpa,  ^ ^
Chai huarmizituoa juin pobre oashoa, Chaimanta pobre oagpioa huarmtzituoa 
juin ohayagyamushoa, Saraoa ouri oashoa mana sara oashoa, Charun Yaya 
oush oaohashoa,
Chaimanta entonoes paioa puvinata yaohashoa nin oada rata ohai aompadrepaman, 
Compadreoa oada rigta sarata oush oaohashoa nin, Chaimantaoa ashun 
ohayugyamushoa nin huarmioa fia shina, Chaimanta sarata oush oaohagpioa 
entonoes paioa puvishoa nin oada semana ha oompadvepaman, Compadreoa 
outin ohayug oomadre ohayana punzhaoa ha sarataoa ima mundota apag 
oashoa, Montonash oharioushoa nin ishouohingapa, Chaimanta paimanoa 
solo ishoaillata oush oaohanata yaohashoa,
Chaimanta Charunoa oomadretaoa nishoa nin: - Be una ves mana oaohasha, 
îiucahuan oausai oaillapi - nishoa nin,
Comadreoa nishoa nin: - t^ uoa huahuaouna lima tuounga? ifuoa ousa lima 
tuounga? Compadre^ huoa outirishallamt - nishoa nin,
Chaimanta paioa fia oaohashoa asha yantata apaohishpaj, sarata apaohishpa 
ha,
Chaimanta shamuoüshoa nin huasiman outingapa, Huasiman outingapa 
shamuQugpi ousa tupashpa nishoa nin: - Canoa imaimcmtata shamuoungui 
oai horasoa?
Nigpioa nishoa nin: - 'Buoa oompadrepamantami shamuouni, Compadre 
yantahuan sarahuan oun - nish,
Chaimanta paioa entonoes ha huasiman ohayamushoa, Huasiman ohayamushpa 
huahuataoa suehaohishoa nin uoupi. a
Chaimantaoa p^uyu paramo shamushoa nin, P^uyu paramo shamugpi outin \
Charun Yayaoa o ^ atish sJjamushoa nin huahuataoa, Huahuatashi o *atish .
shamush paiouna suehaohigpioa Charun Yayaoa aparishoa nin ha outishpa,
Charun Yayamanta maroashoa huahuata aparishoa nin, Chaimanta maroashoa 
huahuata aparigpi ohai huarmioa nishoa nin: - f^ uoa oompadvemi shamush 
aparin •" nishoa,
Chaimanta ha outin huarmi o^atigrishoa nin, Huarmi o *atigrigpioa hd - ^
-W
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mana yaioui valishoa nin, Chaimanta huahuaoa Ha mana tupashoa nin 
paihuahoa, Chaimanta huaoashpa outin shamushoa nin, Compadre maZdito^ 
Hmamantata nuoa huahuata apashpa mana oungui? - nishpa na,
Entonoes o*atish outin shamushoa nin, lia mana tarishpa ousahuan 
p Hnanaoushoa nin: - Huoa huahuata oompadreman oush oaohangui - nishpa, 
Chaimanta ousahuan maoanaoushoa nin: ~ iNuoaohu oush oaohashoani? 
CompadreZlata,
Chaimanta ousaoa mana huarmita oaohasha nishoa nin, Ruarmita mana 
oaohasha nigpi huarmioa paoaZZa rishoa nin oompadrepaman yaiousha 
nishpa.
Chaimanta entonoes huarmita na oompadre uouman yaiouohishoa^ mas mana 
ZZugshishoa, Chaipi enoantarish saquirishoa, Buahuaoa sara montân; 
mamaoa saoha tuaush saquirishoa ohai uoupi na, Charun Yayahuan oausan 
nin Qunanoama, Chaimii
Tlie Old Man of Charun hill
A woman was once out walking, carrying with her a child that was not 
yet baptized. She was going down into the valley along the slopes of 
Charun, At that moment the Old Man of Charun appeared and called to
her; "Where are you going?"
"I'm going down to Biblian to fetch a little maize," she replied,
"I can give you maize on credit," he said, "come with me, little woman,"
And he took the woman into the hilli,
Once they were inside, he told her; "Strip this maize,"
She found herself sitting on a great pile of maize cobs and so began 
to strip them of their grains. There was maize of all colours to be 
stripped; white maize, black maize, red maize. While she was busy, 
the Old Man spoke to her; "I shall give you some maize to take home 
and feed to your children. By the way," he continued, "why don't I 
baptize the child for you?"
"Very well," said she,"If you let me baptize your child, I shall make you gifts of maize," 
he was saying.
And so the Old Man of Charun became the child's godfather, and the 
woman's oompadre.
Once he had become her oompadre, he gave the woman just two corn cobs; 
a black one and a white one, "Take these home with you," he told her.
It happened that the woman was very poor, but now she became very rich, 
for the maize she was given turned out to be gold, not maize at allI
After that she used to visit her oompadre^s house frequently. Every ■ 
time she went, he would send her home with gifts of golden maize and 
thus she became richer and richer. On the days that she was due to 
visit him, the Old Man would have a great pile of maize ready in the 
house for her to strip. And then he would give her just two cobs to 
take home with her.
One day Old Man Charun said to the. woman; "I'm not going to send you 
home once and for all. You must stay and live here with me,"
"Oh no, oompadre^ l must go along home. What would become of my husband 
and children without me?"And so he sent her home carrying gifts of firewood and corn cobs.
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As she was coming along the road towards home, her husband met with her; 
"And where are you coming from at this time of day?"he demanded,
"I'm coming from my o o m p a d r e house. He gives me firewood and maize,"
And so she arrived home and set about putting her child to bed.
Suddenly a thick mist came down and the wind blew a bitter drizzle about 
the house, Under cover of the mist and drizzle. Old Man Charun came 
after his godchild. Just as it was falling asleep in its bed, he carried 
it away. As he carried his godchild away, the mother cried; "My oompadre 
is carrying my child away!"
So she went after him, but reaching the place, she found that she could 
not get in. So the child was unable to meet with its mother. Weeping 
she returned home crying: "Oh cursed oompadre^ why have you taken ray 
child from me?"
Now when she got home without finding the baby, her husband was very 
angry with her; "You've given my baby away to your oompadre!'^ he accused 
her.
They began to fight each other with, blows, and she cried; "What do you 
mean, I gave it away? He himself came and took it,"
After that her husband wasn't willing to let her return to the oompadre*û 
house,so, as she was intent on seeking an entrance there, she slipped 
away secretly,
This time the Old Man let her in. But he was never to let her out again. 
There she stayed under a spell. Her child was transformed into a heap of 
maize, while she turned into a mountain bush. There they remained within
the hill and it is said that to this day they live there with. Old Man
Charun, That's my story.
Informant; JMT, 7th July 1976
F460 Mountain spirits
N511.3.1 Treasure of mountain spirit 
D475.1 Transformation; objects to gold
C42 Tabu; offending mountain spirit
C953 Person must remain in other world because of broken tabu
C961 Transformation to object for breaking tabu
C961,3,2 Transformation to tree for breaking tabu
Tale 2; Taita Bueranmanta
Taita Bueranoa solo ugshata oharin nin^ mana saohata oharin nin,
Taita Bueranoa suenashoa nin, ohairioumi mana saohata oharin nin, solo 
ugshallata oharin nin, Taita Bueranoa semejante pHna juin,
Rabiarishpaoa juin tamiaohin, paramoohin, p'uyu tapan tuoui Buerantaoa,
Taita Bueranoa ohayugmi nin; papa, uoa, milluou, tuoui ohaiounata 
P^uouohin, Semejante hueriayu ninmi nin, huasha ladoman: Taita 
Bueranoa papa, uoa, milluou huertata oharin nin,
Chaimanta entonoes Taita Bueranoa purishoa nin, Shug huambritu 
miohingapa llugshishpa nin, animalounaia ohingaohishpa purioushoa, Chaipioa 
tupashoa nin; - Canoa limatata ruhuash purioungui? - nishoa nin 
huambrituta,
- Nuoaoa animalounatami ohingaohish puriouni nishoa nin huambrituoa,
Chaipi nishoa nin Taita Bueran; - Jaou fiuoahuan suefiangui ounan tutaoa, 
Cayaoa shamunguillami - nishoa nin •^, ima aohoa animalounaoa paoaringa^ 
llami - nish ohai huambrituoa rishoa nin Taita Bueranhuan»
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Chaimantaoa jatun uouruoupi yaiouohin nin uouman,, Chaipioa nina nin;- Riqui nuoa huertaouna oaitami oharini, huambritu ^ nish huambritunnn 
riouohin nin,
Rapa nin, uou nin, milluou nin, tuoui ohaiouna moHtonashoa nin, Puro 
ouri nin ohaioa Ha, Uoa juin hrillaoun nin, papapish lo mismo nin, 
milluoupish lo mismo hrillaoun nin, Cicri hrillaoun nin, paioa jatun 
zhiru y ay a uoupioa nin, Chaimanta entonoes huambrituoa huaoai 
callari^oa nin,- Ama huaoaiohu, nuoa rdbiarishpa pagta mana oaohaiman nishoa nin,
Entonoes huambrituoa ohairiou mana huaoashoa, rabiarish mana 
oaohashaohu nigpi,
Chaimantaoa huambrituoa ohai punzha ohaillapita oainashoa, Mana 
llugohish oaohashoa nin, Chaimantaoa Taita Bueranoa nina nin;- Huambritu, loanoa risha ninguiohu?
Nigpioa huambrituoa nishoa nin; - Bueno, Huoaoa risha ninimi, Huoa 
mama nuoa taitaoa ohapaoungomi maipi ima tuouroa nishpa,
Chaipi entonoes huambritutaoa; - Shuyai ashallituta p^uyu tapangaoama - 
nishoa nin,
Chai huambrituoa shuyashoa nin, P^uyu tapagpioa huambrituta 
maquimanta aisashpa paillata llugohish oaohashoa nin Hampi ohurashpa,
Chaimanta huambrituoa shamushoa anirmlounata rioungapa, Huambritu 
lomaman llugshigpioa animalounaoa ohaillapitashi oashoa, Mana maiman 
rishoa nin, Taita Bueranmanta separaringaoamallashi p ^ uyushoa,
Chaimantaoa juin aohig sumag punzha oashoa nin,
Chaimanta huambrituoa mama y ay aman parlag shamushoa nin; Huoa animal 
ohingaohishpa ohaipi paoariroani, ohaipi shug runami uouman aparin,
Uoupioa ima mundomi oashoa - nish parlashoa,
Chaimanta nishoa nin; - Taita Bueranmi oashoanga - nishoa nin Taita 
Bueranoa oanta paoashoanga, Chaimi sueHangui - nishpa,
Huambrituoa quince diasllata purishoa nin shina, Chaimanta huambrituoa 
huanushoa nin, Taita Bueran rioushoami huaftushoa nishpa,
Chaimantaoa entonoes Ha Taita Bueranoa outin shug huarmihuan tupashoa 
nin, shinallata, Huarmihuan tupagpioa Taita Bueranoa mana rimarishoa 
huarmioa atish oallpashoa ^^ alau^ ' nish atish oallpagpi Taita Bueran 
Goatish purioushpallata fla mana atanzashoa o^atinata Ha, p^uyura 
pasoarishoa,
Na gente ohugpiounamati yaioushpa huarmioa atishoa, Chaimanta atish 
huarmioa juin novedad ruhuashoa nin; ~ Caipi Huoata shug runa o'^atimun, 
uohillalla runa - nishpa, •;
Genteounaman novedad ruhuagpioa genteounaoa rishoa nin rioungapa, I
%
Chaimanta na Taita Bueranpa ouohuman ohayarigpioa ohai ratooa Ha juin, 
tamia p *uyu shamushoa nin, Chai runaounapish outin ohingarishoa nin 
shug saohapi mai, Burgay lado sadhapi taririgrishoa, Chaimanta 
nishoa nin; - Taita Bueranmi ohingash oaohan caiman - nishpa,
Ha paiounaoa saohamantaoa shamushoa nin oai Biblian ladoman llugshingapa, 
Shinashpami Taita Bueranoa ohaipioa p Hna itroupi oausan nishpa parlanouna 
mayorouna, Tuouriroa,
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The Old Man of Bueran a
Old Man Bueran has only grass on his slopes, he has no trees or bushes,
They say that he was asleep and that is why he has no trees, but only 
grass. Old Man Bueran is very ill-tempered. When he gets angry he makes 
it rain and drizzle and a mist covers the whole of Bueran, Old Man Bueran 
is rich they say; he cultivates potatoes, ooa and meVloQO, He has a very 
big vegetable plot over on the other side they say; a plot of potatoes, 
ooa and melloGO,
So one day Old Man Bueran was out walking. There was a young lad who 
had come out herding and was wandering about having lost his animals,
Then Old Man Bueran asked him; "What are you doing about here?"
"I've lost my animals," said the boy.
Old Man Bueran said; "Come and spend the night with me. Tomorrow you 
can just come back. Such a large group of animals will be quite safe for 
the night,"
And the young lad went with Old Man Bueran,
Then he showed him into a huge room inside the hill. There, he said;
"Look at tlie plots of vegetables I have here,'' and he showed the boy the 
piles of potatoes, ooa and mettooo he had there.
But it was gold. The ooa was shining brightly, so were the potatoes, and 
tlie meVloQO the same. The gold was shining there in the mountain chamber 
of the Old Man of mottled dress. Then the boy began to weep,
"Don't cry," warned the old Man, "be careful not to anger me for then I 
shan't let you go."
And so for fear of angering him and not being sent home, the boy didn't 
cry.
And so the boy spent the day right there. The Old Man didn't send him
out. Then he spoke ; "Lad, do you want to go now?"
"Yes," replied the boy, "I do want to go. My mother and father will he 
watching out and wondering what has happened to me,"
"Well wait a little while until the mist covers the hill,"
So the boy waited. Then when the mist covered them, the Old Man took
the boy by the hand, took him out himself and set him on the road.
Then the lad came to look for the animals, As he cane out onto the top 
of a hill, tliere they were right there. They hadn't gone away anywhere.
The day was very foggy right until Old Man Bueran separated from the lad.
Then after that it was a bright sunny day.
So the boy came back and told his parents; "I spent the night there when
I lost the animals and an Indian carried me inside the hill. There were 
many tilings in there,"
"It must have been Old Man Bueran," they said, "Old Man Bueran must have 
hidden you,"
Then they told the boy to sleep. He went about for just two weeks, then
he died. They say he died for having seen Old Man Bueran,
Then again, Old Man Bueran is said to have met with a woman in the same 
way. When he met her he didn't speak and the woman ran away in fear.
When she cried out and ran away. Old Man Bueran just followed after her, 
but wasn't able to catch up with her for the mist hadn't closed in yet.
So the woman escaped back to her folk. Then she made a great fuss; "An 
Indian has been following me," she said, "just a tiny little Indian,"
And when she made this fuss, the people went to see.
a
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When they arrived in Old Man Bueran*s neighbourhood, a heavy rain and 
fog came down. So now those Indians got lost way off in the woods.
They came out in the woods on the slopes of Burgay,
"Old Man Bueran has sent us to get lost here," they said.
Then they came out of the forest and out into a place near Biblian.
That is how the old folks talk, saying that an angry Old Man Bueran 
lives in the hill. There it ends.
Informant : JMT, 7th July, 1976.
Motifs as for Tale 1, plus:
D1418.1 Magic mist causes people to become lost 
Tale 3; Taita Buerarmanta
Bioungui: oaipi shug auentota partagrini ohai Bueranpi shug miohidor 
ohingarishoa, Shug miohidorzitu Itugshiroa miohingapa Bueranpi, 
Chaimantaoa shug p^uyu shomuvoa y p^uyu taparoa Ha, tarde na, P^uyupi 
animalouna ohingarishoa, Huambrituoa animalounata mashoashpa rioushoa, 
juin, phiyupi mana aoertashpa, maita animalouna rishoa mana aoertashpa 
purioushoa,
Tupashoa na Taita Bueran nishoaoa, Nin que nishpaoa aparishoa; - Jaou 
huasipi sueHungui - nishpa pusharishoa huambritaoa,
Chaimantaoa huasipi ohayagpioa uoupioa ima mundo huasioa brillaaun: tuoui 
papa, ima milluou, tuoui munashoa oosas uoupioa oashoa juin,
Chaimantaoa oayandioa Ha huambrituoa llugshin Ha rinimi nishpaoa,
Uoumanta llugshish shamun bastante aohoa oullquita munashoa migllashoa 
punohupi, Migllash aparish shamun punohupi, Huambrituoa mana pudish, 
Entonoes oanzhaman huasi uoumanta llugshigpioa paiouenta apagpioa na 
punohuta pasoash rioun: - Caipi aohoa oullqui apag shamuni - nishpaoa, 
Riougpioa mana oierto oashoa oullqui sino bestia huanu oashoa, Chaipi 
shiguag shitashoa shamun.
The Old Man of Bueran
Here I'm going to tell a story about a shepherd boy who got lost on 
Bueran Hill, A little shepherd boy went out to pasture the flocks on 
Bueran. Then a mist came down and covered everything; it was late now. 
The animals got lost in the mist. The lad went looking for the animals 
but in the mist he couldn't find where they had gone.
He met Old Man Bueran, as he is called* He took the lad with him saying: 
"Come and you can sleep in my house,"
When they arrived inside, the house was full of shining things ; potatoes, 
mellooos, fruit, a.11 kinds of things were in there.
Then the next day the lad came out. As he came outside he was carrying 
alot of money gathered in his poncho, so much he could hardly manage it. 
Then when he had come out of the house he opened his poncho to have a 
look, thinking he had alot of money. But it wasn't money at all, but 
horse manure! So he scattered it on the ground and came away.
Informant : MAV, 29th June, 1976.
Motifs as for Tale.l, plus:F348.0,1 (Fairy) gift disappears or is turned to something worthless 
when tabu is broken
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Commentary
1,0 Introduction
These three texts are belief legends which have evolved to 
varying degrees away from the memorat stage, and as such demonstrate 
the relationship that can exist between popular belief and tale. 
Further, less developed statements of belief, triggered off by the 
questionnaire, provided useful background information which helped 
to clarify their content and its debt to the belief system. The 
informants for such additional data were; EDC, GZP, LA, MEZ, JSA,
GGG, and ECZ, I shall look first at the tales' narrative structure, 
at which level similarities might be seen with tales in the other sub" 
sections.
M
2,0 Narrative structure
2,1 Tale 1
Tale 1 ; Taita Charunmanta --- ----
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EPISODES FUNCTION
woman (H) carrying unbaptized child 1
i H wanders on slopes of Charun hill 2
I ii H meets Taita Charun (TC) 3
iii TC offers H maize and leads her awav 4
IV H arrives within hill 7
V TC becomes child's godfather and H's 
oompadre; H strips cobs of corn for 
him
4
vi H is given golden corn cobs 8
vii H returns home rich 9c
viii H visits her oompadre again 4
II IX TC asks her to remain with, him; she refuses
X H returns home with golden corn cobs 
and firewood 9c
xi TC comes to H's house and takes away 
his godchild 4
III xii . H goes in pursuit and enters hill 7xiii H and child confined forever within 
hill 9,ib
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The above chart lays out the linear development of the plot, in 
the way described in Chapter 2, dividing it into episodes and grouping 
these as moves. The identification of episode(s) with function (accord^ 
ing to the definitions laid out in the introduction to this section) 
will serve a comparative purpose, showing how all the legends and 
folktales in the section contain some of a common range of functions.
The tale's inner structure can best be described in terms of the 
moves into which it has been divided. Move I, describing the entry of 
H into a relationship of oompadvazgo with the urou yaya leads up to her 
return home as a rich woman, Move II is structurally repetitive of Move 
I, in that it describes tlie consolidation of that relationship, and 
leads up to H's return home with still further material gains as an 
outcome of it. In Move III the tables are turned; the w o u  yaya claims 
his due as oompadref and mother and child are confined forever within 
his domain. Thus the paradigmatic scheme underlying the tale could be 
described : fMove I / ___ , in which Moves I and II as equi-Lm o v s Ii‘ : III
valent are opposed to Move III,
Unlike the pattern followed by many tales, and the devil legends 
in particular, there is no mediator role in this tale. The relation^ 
ship between actors is one-to-one between human and non-Shuman, founded 
on the patterns of reciprocity typical of oompadrazgo. When the laws 
that govern such a relationship are violated -the heroine fails to |^
fulfill her obligations - there is no intervention on her behalf to [
save her from punishment. The unbaptized status of the child in the 
initial situation operates to explain the vulnerability of mother and 
infant at the beginning of the tale. Throughout this section it will , |
be seen that vulnerability of one kind or another is a prerequisite 
for the encounter with the non-human agent to take place. Such vul­
nerability is established by a variety of devices, and always in 
accord with.the moral and social code of the local culture,(1)
lïl
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2.2 Tale 2
Tale 2 ; Taita Bueranmanta
MOVE EPISODE CHRONONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OP EPISODES FUNCTION 1
Taita Bueran is out walking on hill 1
i Shepherd boy (H). loses animals on hill
and wanders in search of them 2
I ii H meets Taita Bueran (TB) 3
iii TB invites H to enter his home 4
iv H arrives inside hill; sees gold 7
V told not to cry or will not return
home 4
vi TB accompanies H back under cover of ' ^
mist
vii H returns home and dies 2 weeks later 9b
i woman (H) out wandering in same way 2
ii meets TB who cannot catch her as not
sufficient mist 3
II iii H returns home unharmed 9d
iv woman's folk go in pursuit of TB 2
V TB causes tliem to get lost in mist 4
III vi pursuers are outwitted by TB 9
This tale comprises in effect two separate legends, as Move I 
does not of necessity lead on to the others, but could stand on its 
own as an independent unit. They are legends that have not moved very 
far from the memorat stage, as their relative narrative simplicity shows, 
and had the informant attributed the happenings to an actual acquain­
tance, they would have been treated as such. Moves II and III, however, 
are logically connected. III developing out of II, when H's return 
home triggers off further events. The outcome of each of the moves 
differs, as shown by the variation in the functions assigned. Move 
I leads to the death of H; Move II to H's escape; Move III to the 
uvou yaya getting the better of his pursuers, although not actually • 
causing them harm.
Despite this variation, the moves can be seen as repetitions 
of each other, each exploring the'irelationship between human protag?^ 
onist and uvou yaya. The hill mist {p^uyu\ plays a prominent role, 
as a sort of catalyst determining the encounter between the two actors; 
in Move I, mist accompanies the encounter and the separation that
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follows later; in Move II, the mist is insufficient for the encounter 
to have any lasting effect, and H escapes; in Move. Ill,mist is respon«r. 
sible for the outwitting of the pursuers. For Tale 1, unlike many 
legendary narratives, there appeared to be no mediator rôle as such. 
The relationship between actors was a simple one with no intervention 
on the part of a third party. In Tale 2, while the appearance of 
mist can be regarded as a metaphorical manifestation of the uvgu 
yaya^s displeasure, it serves a structural purpose in the narrative 
also. It acts, as I have said, as the catalyst which determines the 
outcome of the encounter and in short, could be said in structural 
terms to occupy the 'slot' which we shall come to recognize as that 
of mediator in the ensuing analyses, A schematization of the rel­
ationships to which I refer might clarify the point; in the triads 
set out below, the three-dimensional relationship described j.n the 
tale is represented, with human protagonist in the top left-hand 
corner, the non-human agent (here urou yaya) in the top right, and the 
mediator (here the mist) in thé bottom. The signs in brackets indic­
ate the positive or negative values of the attitudes held by one 
actor towards anotlier, and a comparison between the triads reveals 
at a glance the variations and repetitions in structural pattern at
this level from one move to another:
(— ).Move I ; (a) Bi. urou yaya
(-) \  yd M
mist
(-)(b) — urou yaya
(+) \  /  (+)
mist
(— )Move II ; H4---urou yaya
M  \  /  M
mist
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, (-)Move III; H — ' urcu yaya
(-) '\^ y /  (+)
mist
This same method will be used to compare the structure of relation* 
ships in the devil legends also,
2.3 Tale 3
Tale 3; Taita Bueranmanta
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OP EPISODES FUNCTION
shepherd boy (H) pasturing flocks 
on hill 1
i mist comes down and animals get 
lost;H goes in search of them 2I ii H meets TB .. 3.-..-.iii TB invites H to go with him 4
iv arrive inside hill where there is 
gold ..zV H comes out of hill with gold in 
ponoho . 8vi the gold turns to horse dung 9
The pattern followed by this tale adds little new to that of 
Tales 1 and 2, except in the ambiguity of its outcome ; the hero appears 
at first to have profited from his encounter, but the wrcw yaya is 
shown to have the 'last laugh'. The form taken by his revenge (gold 
turns to dung) seems to be a more acculturated version, the result 
perhaps of creeping cynicism with regard to local beliefs in the riches 
contained in the hills. The episode gives the tale a smack of the 
humorous tales, such as Tale 62, which are considered to be borrowings 
from mestizo culture, providing a comic counterpart to serious local 
legends. The pattern of relations established between urou yaya and •
H is as it was for Move I, Tale 2,
3,0 Content
Substantial comparative data is available which, enables us to 
place these legends in the context of a complex set of popular beliefs 
regarding the urou yaya.
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3,1 Attributes of the urou yayg in legend and belief
Many prominent hills in the area are personified and thought
in popular belief to be the abode of the urou yaya, Ispendola,
Zhinzhdn and Altar Urco are further examples. Rivet refers to the
phenomenon in his findings at the turn of this century ;
"(Lea indiens de CaHarl oroient aussi à I ^ existance d*un 
nain, maître des montagnes, ^uvouyaya\ qui, la nuit, 
attaque ^t tue oeux qui osent s'aventurer dans ses domaines 
(Rivet 1906,91492)
3,1,1 The ill-nature of thé urôu 'yàya
The ill-nature of the 'hill father', referred to specifically
in Tale 2, is emphasized in Rivet's account, as he goes on;
"Certaines oordillèrres, oû te mauvais temps est fréquent, 
ont une personnalité véritable, hostile et irritable. La 
montagne se fàohe, si une personne la gravit, "El pâramo 
estd bravo" - "Le paramo est méohant, est en oolère"! est une expression oourante parmi les indiens,"(loc.cit) (2)
The idea that the mountain shows its displeasure through, 
creating adverse weather conditions is interestingly adapted in the 
medium of folk legend; here it is used as a narrative device which 
serves both as an expression of the hill father's displeasure with the 
humans with whom he has come into contact, and as a cover for him at 
the moment when he wishes to make such contact. Thus it is, for 
example, that Taita Charun is able to carry his godchild away unob­
served in Tale 1, and the mist and rain which accompany his presence 
could also be seen as a manifestation of his anger at his oomadre*s 
failure to give over the child on a previous occasion. It is a char­
acteristic of legend to add a literary or metaphorical dimension to 
actual practices or beliefs when expressing them in narrative form; 
a further illustration of such a mechanism is seerl in the development 
of the padrino-ahijado relationship between urou yaya and auoa huahua 
(again in Tale 1), derived from the former practice of infant sacrifice 
to hills and caves, recorded for Azuay and Cahar, which will be further 
discussed below.
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3.1.2 Male/Female personification of the hills
Elsewhere in the sierra Rivet observed that a distinction was 
made between those mountains thought of as female, and those thought of 
as male;
"des montagnes, comme le Chimborazo et le Tungurahua j
sont encore invoquées comme des divinités sexuées; le 
Chinborazo est le dieu màls> (taita); le Tungurahua le- I
dieu femelle (marna)," ]
f loc.cit.) ..c-i
Such an idea also pertains to present-day Cahar; people in the comm- I
unities of Quilloac and La Gapilla, whose lands are dominated by . .4
Buerân to the south and Zhinzhdn to the north-west, think of the
former as inhabited by a male entity, while the letter's inhabitant i
Si
is female. The two are supposed to be lovers, as LA relates; .j
."Bueranoa o'ari; Mama Zhinzhunaoa Rosa Zhinzhuna shuti, |
Chaipaoa amigashi mozashi nishpa uyashoani parlash," \
"Bueran is a man; Mama Zhinzhuna is called Rosa Zhinzhuna
and she is his girlfriend as they say; I have heard this ,
said." I
Contemporary data for elsewhere in the highlands reveals that
Tungurahua and Cotopaxi were lovers of Chimborazo (IID 1975b:3,7);
and the same relationship is thought to hold between Imbabura (male) |
and Cotdcachi (female) (Parsons 1945:127-128), vl
3.1.3 . The endowments of the urou yaya/mama
At the beginning of Tale 2 we come across a rather obscure m
reference to Bueran's sparsely vegetated appearance; '
"Taita Bueranoa sueHashoa nin, ohairioumi mana saoahta t
oharin nin, solo ugshallata oharin nin," j
"They say that Taita Bueran was asleep and that is why '
he has no trees, but only grass,"
The usefulness of comparative analysis is further demonstrated when :.j
it shows that popular belief widely explains whether or not a hill be -J
well-endowed with vegetation and water supply by whether or not that
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hill was quick off the mark when these benefits were being distributed 
at the 'beginning of things', Imbabura, it is said, overslept on that 
occasion and got nothing (Parsons op,cit,129), and certain hills in the. 
province of Tungurahua are lacking in lakes and streams due to having 
overslept when 'Taita Dios' was distributing them (IID op.cit.). So 
too, therefore, are Taita Buerân's bare slopes explained, and contrasted 
elsewhere with those of Zhinzhdn which are more richly vegetated (LA),
3,1,4 The treasures of the hills
In popular belief, however, the true endowments of the hills 
are not to be found on their exterior slppes, which are exposed for 
any eye to see, but rather in their interior chambers, the home of the 
hill father/mother, and only visible to the inadvertent wanderer who 
is enticed within, usually to his fate. These chambers are believed 
to be stored with all kinds of fruits, vegetables and grains, some of 
which are mentioned in the texts above, Zhinzhdn, Ispendola and 
Altar Urcu stand in contrast to Bueran and Chardn in containing large 
quantities of produce from the hot lowlands iyunga): yuca^{Manhiot 
aipi) , oranges, sugar cane, bananas,and so on, while their real life 
altitude of some 4000 m. above sea-level allows only for the cultiv­
ation of tubers such as those described in the interior of BuerSn 
(Tales 2 & 3), An additional feature associated with these three
mountains is the belief that their store is guarded by a black dog, or
two, chained at the entrance. The produce, whether it be of lowland
or highland provenience, is thought to be of solid gold, (3)
In the majority of accounts all attempts to acquire wealth 
through contact with the urou yaya/mama fail, although in the infor- >, 
mation supplied by LA there is a notable exception; he told of a 
ohazo. who was once travelling on horseback along the slppes of 
Zhinzhdn; he dismounted to urinate and in an instant found himself
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transported to the interior of the hill where he witnessed the stores
of golden produce as described above. He was allowed to pluck a sprig
of rosemary from a tree that grew there. Then, finding himself again
outside, he resumed his journey. Clutching the rosemary (romerc) /he
survived a storm, and on arriving safely home found that the rosemary
had turned to coins of gold and silver, (4)
The richness of the hills' interiors and their inhabitants is
an idea found elsewhere in Ecuador; Parsons records a local belief
that Taita Imbabura;
"rides a white horse and lives in truly Inca splendour in 
a golden house stored with, crops of all kinds,"
(op,cit,93)
Elsewhere too the hill is known to give gold, and specifically a golden 
corn cob, to those who encounter him, but always and only in return 
for a favour performed reciprocally and correctly by the person con— ' 
cerned, GS/SA/1 is the tale of a hat4seller who helps carry a load 
for Taita Chimborazo and receives golden corn-cobs in payment. HD/SA/19 
tells of a beggar who receives similar payment from the urou yaya*a 
women in return for sexual favours. In several of the comparative acc­
ounts it is clear that good fortune of this kind only comes the way of 
the poor and lowly; frequently when the rich and greedy attempt to 
imitate the actions of the former, they fail. The texts from Salasaca 
cited above are examples of this. In the Caftar texts, however, such 
a moral message is hardly apparent, the main effect of the tales being 
to conVey the delicately balanced relationship that exists between man 
and his environment. If there is criticism of the heroine's acquisition 
of riches in Tale 1, for example, it would seem to be an incidental tag 
to a narrative whose key interest is in the reciprocal ties that obtain 
between heroine and her oompadre,
3,1,5 Other attributes
Some informants furnished further details of the physical
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attributes of the urou yaya, as they are thought of: he is.believed 
to be very short in stature, peihaps some 50 centimetres tall, and he 
wears a ponoho of two colours (zhiru), as mentioned also in Tale 2, 
This would seem to be referring to a kind of ponoho worn only by the 
oldest inhabitants of the area today, woven of red and black in a 
check design. Rivet's remark quoted earlier also contains the idea of 
his shortness of stature, and I believe this to be one of the factors 
which has led to an apparent confusion in the minds of some people 
between the roles in popular belief of the urou yaya and Taita 
Carnaval, The latter is also believed to be of diminutive size, 
inhabits the hills, carries a pinguHo and a oaja of gold and visits 
men's houses,at Carnival time, (5)
3,2 The urou yaya and the auoa huahua
Some mention has already been made of a connection I believe 
to exist between former practices of infant sacrifice, recorded both 
for Caftar and Azuay, and the metaphorical sacrifice of the auoa huahua 
to the hill as depicted in Tale 1, I now come to elaborate upon this 
theme, Gonzalez Sudrez makes a fleeting reference to the practice of 
infant sacrifice which, however brief, is valid evidence when placed 
in the context of comments by modern-day informants. He remarks;
There is insufficient ethnohistorical evidence to show how long 
such ritual methods of sacrifice persisted. However, we do know that 
the abandonment of newly-born, unbaptized children in the vicinity of 
certain rocks and caves took place until recently, and may take place 
still. Whether such activity continued to have ritual significance is 
open to conjecture, EDC, for example mentioned how he and his wife 
are unable to build a house on a piece of land they own, for the plot
"Los saorifioios de los Canaris se haoian degollando ninos ^
tiernos sobre una ara de piedra, oon ouahillos tambiên de i
pedernatn "
(loc.cit,) (6) 1
„  "  '.....  ■ ' ï
stands on the edge of a ravine inhabited by àuoas who are, he explained, 
the souls of children who have been abandoned by unwilling mothers 
(mainly unmarried) and captured as a result by the devil. The latter 
is believed to rear such children for his own and they then haunt the 
area where they were abandoned causing offence and annoyance to the 
living. This account seems to be an updated rationalization of old 
customs and beliefs, both in the replacement of the urou yaya with 
the Catholic diahlo, and in the real-life implications behind the 
statement that it is unwilling and often unmarried mothers who in­
dulge in tlie practice, (7) This is perhaps an example of the secular­
ization and rationalization of popular belief: child sacrifice as such 
is obsolete, but the associations with certain hills, rocks and ravines 
remain, and these same localities provide the most convenient spots 
for the abandonment of unwanted infants. Religious ritual cedes 
partially to real-life practicalities, 'arid the two become curiously 
interdependent. (8)
In EDC's account mentioned above, the devils are described as 
'rearing* (huifiaohina) the children they capture, and this same term 
was used by informants describing the belief in the urou yaya*a 
adoption of newborn children, given up by the parents in return for 
money as JSA, for example, describes:
"Rioungui: tiempopi partashoami oai Ispendolaman regatangapa 
auoa huahua, gamu oui, gamu papa Itushtishoa yanushoa,
Chaipi oullqui llugshiouna oashoa, Cai Bueranpi lo mismo,
Urou yayata oompadre ruhuash urou mamata oomadre ruhuash 
oullquita Quohun, Chairiou nin auoa huahuata ouroaouna.
Urououna huinaohiroa auoata ounan punzhaoama oausan uroupi,"
"Look: in former times it is said unbaptized children, 
unsalted guinea-pig, and unsalted potatoes, peeled and boiled, 
i. were gifts to Ispendola hill. Then people would take money
out. With Bueran hill it was the same. They made the urou 
yaya their oompadre and the urou mama their oomadre so they 
-( would give money. That is why they gave the unbaptized
children. The hills reared the unbaptized children and they 
live there within the hill to this day,"
The idea mentioned here that the 'hill father' eats only unsalted (gamuX.
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food was corroborated by other informants {GZP, EDC, JSA), and is a 
further point of similarity, incidentally, between Taita Carnaval and 
the urou yaya, JSA explained that the 'hill fathers' do not eat salt 
as they are not 'blessed' (hendioiado) . There seems to be a consist­
ency here with their predilection for unbaptized children.
As further evidence for the former existence of the practice 
of infant sacrifice, beliefs to be found in the provinces of both 
Canar and Azuay concerning the Mama Huaca, must be considered. It is 
Rivet who gives us our earliest mention of her:
"Sur le territoire de la paroisse de Paooha (province de 
l'Âzuay) existe la caverne de Curitaqui habitée par un 
génie appelé 'Mamahuaaa', dont l'attribut est un épi de 
maïs en or tenu à la main, et qui en échange de l'offrande 
du premier né d'une famille donne à celle-ci la richesse et 
l'dbondanoe. Jusqu'à présent, cette tradition barbare 
persiste, et de temps à autre, un enfant est trouvé abandonné 
au seuil de l'antre du dieu," fop.cit,92)
There is sufficient evidence to show that the Mama Huaca of contemporary 
lore and the urou yaya are distinct from each other and associated with 
different sets of beliefs. (9) However, as in the case of Taita 
Carnaval, there are enough features in common for a certain assimil­
ation to have occured between them. By such features I refer to the 
motivation of self-betterment behind the abandonment of children to 
both, and the golden corn-cob motif with which both are connected. That 
such associations can give rise to the confusion and even fusion of 
beliefs is confirmed by Muftoz-Bernand's findings in Pindilig;
"Pindilig tiene también su Mamahuaoa, Segûn algunos 
testimonies, este personaje se oonfunde oon la duena del 
oerro, la uroumama, que protege celosamente las alturas 
de la profaoaoiSn de los hombres,"
(n,d,5 )
She goes on to point out the connections that the "uroumama-mamahuaoa 
devoradora dr ninos" has with a pindilig tale concerning two children, 
abandoned in the forest to the mercy of a cannibalistic old woman 
referred to as uroumama^ (op.cit,6). Comparing this with my own Cahar
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material, the set of 'transformations' expands still further; the 
Pindilig tale is closely connected with the Mama Ahuardona stories 
represented in sub-section (h). When I discuss that sub-section, the 
comparable characteristics and rôles of the Mama Huaca will be set out 
in more detail.
The vulnerability of the unbaptized child,given literary 
expression in Tale 1, is founded on actual belief and preoccupation, 
as might be expected. ECZ related how a child is protected from 
malaire before baptism with a scapulary or rosary placed around its 
neck; "para que no aoja el mat viento o lleve el enemigo malo en 
h'uraodn," Furthermore, a prohibition exists against the child's 
father holding it in his arms (maroana), or having relations with his 
wife until after the baptism, I heard these ideas expressed in 
Sigsihuaicu also. Parsons records lore for Imbabura regarding 
infants who die before baptism; they are thought to become aueas and 
wander at night, a danger to any living unbaptized infant on whom thsLr 
gaze jv\Q.y rest. The fear of the oerro specifically finds its 
corollary in a remark made by Munoz-Bernand, in relation to Pindilig, 
as follows;
"Cuando una madre lleva una huahua tierna al oerro y le 
aouesta sobre el suelo, êsta puede enfermar,,,, se hinoha, 
se deforma y muere, si no se le oura inmediatamente,"
(op.cit,4)
Although here the preoccupation is focussed specifically on the possible 
presence of huaoas (pre-conquest burial sites) whose 'bad air' could 
cause illness. It should also be noted that the dire results of contact 
with the urou yaya is not necessarily confined to the babe in arms; as 
Tale 2 illustrates, the threat is real for grown people also,
3,3 The rôle of the urou yaya in curing practices
The idea that such contact can cause illness and even death.
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has its antithesis in the popular belief that the urou yaya may be 
invoked to assist in curing ceremonies by the ourandero. Although 
this aspect may not be shown in the texts above, I obtained sufficient 
supplementary data in the form of comments and anecdotes to make it 
worthy of mention. Just as the 'hill father' may cause sickness, so 
he may be the source of its cure. The relationship established 
between he and the ourandero is a reciprocal one, just as reciprocity 
lies at the bottom of all interraction between the 'hill father' and 
men. The 'hill father' must be offered reward for his help in the 
form of trago, live guinea-pigs, etc. The patient's family will pro­
vide the ûurandero with these, and he then mediates on their behalf 
with the urou yaya (GZP). (10) EDC provided an account which verges 
on the realm of tale rather than description of practice, as here 
there is a direct interraction between the urou yaya and the invalid; 
there was a very sick man whose body was covered in incurable sores. 
One day he met the urou yaya who offered to cure him for payment.
He came to his house and effected the cure simply by cleansing his 
body with his hand, using no other remedy. He was cured and in 
return the 'hill father' was offered money and a roast chicken but he 
wanted only a live guinea pig (for he doesn't eat salty food), and 
a length of undyed home spun cloth {hayeta btanoa) on the loom and 
some dry beans in a pot. He used no pomadas or injections, but 
cured only with his hands. (11) The rôle of the urou yaya as curer, 
can be seen therefore, as the counterpart to his rôle as a bringer 
of disease. In sub-section (b> we shall find examples of the devil in 
the same ambivalent position: at once the agent of illness and the 
provider of the remedy. Parsons's tale 'Imbabura visits Cotacachi', 
provides a comparative piece of evidence; the latter administers a 
remedy to the former when he sickens after eating, and in a footnote 
the author comments ;
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"Inferably, if Imbabura cures he also causes disease.
In Jfbaro belief, hills and mountains, the dwelling'r.
places of deceased sorcerers, send disease? disease
from the mountains is a widespread Andean belief," ,(op.cit,1281
A contemporary text from the same area, where Taita Imbabura intercedes 
to cure a young boy, demonstrates the persistence of this idea (LS/lM/81,
4,0 Concluding remarks
As we progress through the analysis of tales in this section, 
it will be seen that tale can be considered to provide, a form of lit­
erary expression for certain aspects of reality? the above, discussion 
should have suggested this for the tales looked at so far. There is 
one aspect which has only been referred to in passing, and which merits 
further emphasis in concluding this sub-section. The system of relation­
ships struck up between 'hill father' and humans in the legends above 
is a metaphor for the actual spiritual relationship, active or passive 
as it may be today, that exists between man and his physical environ?^ 
ment. That relationship depends above all on reciprocity; the term­
inology used to express this in the tales belongs to immediately j
recognizable social categories {oompadre/oomadre, padrino/ahijadol, 
with all that they imply both in terms of reciprocity and its counter^ 
part, venge an oe,(l 2 XPhe ritual expression of this relationship - in the 
past taking the form of infant sacrifice - in tale survives in symbolic 
form only, or in references to sickness and death caused by the oerro,
(13)., Oral narrative is rarely a direct reflection of reality, (l4l 
but it can certainly be a symbolic expression of it where certain 
structures belonging to reality are transposed onto a metaphorical 
plane. It is my contention that these structures are what at once 
ties a tale type more closely to the people to whom it belongs, and also 
allows for the introduction of certain foreign tales (AtT 327A; Hansel 
and Gretel is the example in mind herel, where these contain structural 
elements compatible with and therefore readily adaptable to the already
a
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existing system.
FOOTNOTES
(1) It has been pointed out how folklore tends to cluster around 
periods of anxiety in the individual life cycle (Dundee 1974:86); in 
the present text this is certainly the case - the anxiety is that surr­
ounding baptism. Elsewhere it may be that surrounding marriage.. In 
other cases, it may be an anxiety in terms of infringement of social 
norms, often connected with the local belief system. This is no 
doubt the case in the other urou yaya tales, where the only apparent 
indiscretion committed by the Hero figure is to wander too near to
the 'hill father's' abode, in the wrong weather conditions.
(2) GonzSlez Su5rez makes reference to a particular hill in the terr*> 
itory of the Caharis believed to be inhabited by a spirit of evil known 
as Supay-uroo to whom infant sacrifice was made (1890;150), and Velasco 
records the same information (1946,1:45),
(3) cf. Pock's account of the Taita Carnaval myth which describes the 
interior of the hills thus; "Baoia oalor en et oerro y habia frutas de 
todas otases, pero las frutas eran de oro," (1977b;5) The notion of 
gold within the hills is linked no doubt to Quechua creation myths 
which describe how at the end of the creation prior to this, the Incas 
buried themselves with all their gold; "Segûn tas teyendas, tos Inoas 
titeralmente desapareoieron bajo tierra oon todos sus bienes y oro en 
ta oonquista espanota," (Fock op.cit,17), Referred to further in 
sub-section (b).,
(4) Rosemary {Rosmarinus offioinatis L,) features regularly in ritual, 
popular lore, and tales ; springs of rosemary are placed on plates of 
burning charcoal to give off a pungent aroma in religious processions; 
it is often cited as an ingredient in the remedy for mat viento (eg.
EDC); see Tale 11, where the hero protects a dead man from devils by 
aspersion of rosemary; Cordero emphasises its use as an altar adornment; 
"se lo apreoia muoho, no sdlo por sus propiedades tdnioa, emenagoga y, 
sobre todo, vulneraria, sino tambiên porque su menudo y perfumado 
follaje, mirado siempre oomo propio de los altares desde las primitivas 
tradioiones y populares oreenoias del oulto oristiano, luoe siempre en 
nuestros tetnplos," (1950). Although unspoken, there is surely a conn­
ection between the urination and the subsequent salvation of the trav­
eller in LA's account from the urou mama. Urine aspersion also counter­
acts the rainbow and the devils,
(5) see Appendix I for more details of Carnival beliefs,
(6) Velasco records this also^(1946,I;51).
(7) Further points of comparison between the behaviour of the didbto 
and the urou yaya will be discussed later.
(8) Guevara records a belief for Tungurahua and Bolfvar that the devil 
captures unbaptized children born illegitimately and keeps them for his 
own ends; they are set to trap unsuspecting travellers and have vampire­
like attributes (1972:395); Parsons notes for Cantdn Cayambe, Pichincha; 
"Huaoaisiques or guagua ouoo are babies that have been abandoned on the 
road or in a pasture, unbaptized, and the spirit becomes a malevolent
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ouou," (op.cit,204); Costales and Peflaherrera de Costales also recorded 
the belief in the Huaoay Siqui for Carchi and Pichincha, and have data 
on the vampirish Unaguitla for Cotopaxi (1966:233-234), cf, Guevara 
(loc.cit,).
(9) Ventimilla (1968:174-179), Landivar (1971:112-119), Mufioz-Bernand 
(n,d,5-6),
(10) My informants (EDC, GGG, JSA, MJA, GZP) all denied the persistance 
of the practice today, however, Mena found it to be an important part 
of the Yachag Taita's methods in Imbabura (1969), and for a description 
of a comparable relationship between p'akko and aukis etc., for Peru, 
see Lira (1950).
(11) Curing practices in reality also include the blowing of smoke and 
trago over the patient's body, sucking at the body, and rubbing the 
affected parts with an egg or a live guinea-pig which is later killed and 
discarded in an unfrequented spot (cf. Parsons (op.cit,64-65) who records 
similar practices for the cure of mal aire in Peguche; diagnosis by 
'timpiada oon ouy ' is also a common practice (Costales and Pefiaherrera
de Costales 1966:472),
(12) For a discussion of the oompadrazgo see, among others, Mintz and 
Wolf (1950).
(13) Ortiz Rescaniêre in his analysis of the myth of Wa-Qon from the 
province of Canta, Peru, makes a similar observation regarding the 
devouring of children in oral narrative: "Este parece ser et sentido 
de tos saorifioios humanos que, aunque se dan a nivet oral, simhdtioo, 
reouerdan tos anttguos saorifioios de ninos," (1973:47).
(14) Indeed it may be a complete inversion or contradiction of it, 
see Lévi-Strauss (1967),
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Section A sub-section (bj; Tales of the devil
Texts
Group (il
Tale 4 ; La tuoha entre la oruz y et âidbto
Asi han oontado atrâs en Bihtiân, me han eontado asi; que ettos han 
muerto asi en et votque de oarro. Que ha eatado aasi quince dias sin 
reouerdo, sin nada, Entonoes diz que ha ido no sê por dânde tanbiên dis 
que ha ido, Vuetta que ha enoontrado oon oruz, Despuês ha enoontrado 
huishtus diae, tos diabtos, Ese zarnbito que me oontô atrâs,
Entonoes êt ha sabido adorar at oruz, Entonoes adorando at oruz et 
oruzito diz que ha satvado, Diz que ha estado oaminando, Diz que 
oamina y oamina y oamina y oamina. Al fin y a pasaron una quehrada y ha 
presentado dioe et oruz. Es que ha preguntado, diz que ha dioho;
- lA dânde estâs yendo vos? - diz que ha dioho,
Âsi es que ha dioho: - Vos no tienes que irte a donde porque vos sois mi
peôn - diz que ha dioho -, entonoes dhora sotamente es que dehes haoer
es de irse oonmigo, nada mds, Entonoes, vamos oonmigo porque attâ estan
esperando bas tantes - diz que ha dioho oruz,
Atrâs en Biblian sienrpre saben adorar at oruz de mayo,
Entonoes iba, iba, iba, dioe, Adetante, adetante et oruoito, entonoes 
êt heoho seguir. Al final ya yendo pasar a una quebrada es que ha 
enoontrado dioe ya oon tos diabtos. Et oruoito diz que ha dioho: - Vos 
adetante, Yo quedaré parada aqui - diz que ha dioho -, vos adetante, 
Entonoes at fin ya se ha ido pi bastante tejos. Et oruz ta quedada parade 
ya.
Ha enoontrado no mâs dioen oon un diabto, Entonoes et diabto diz que ha 
dioho: - lA donde estâs yendo? - diz que ha dioho -, ahora si que tienes 
que irte oonmigo. Que vamos no mâs, porque vos tienes que irte oonmigo.
At final entonoes han peteado dioe, to que mâs puede, Entonoes d'ahi 
oruzoa ha presentado at tado dioe, Presentando at tado entonoes que 
ha dioho: - Bueno, ahora si. Vos no has de ttevar, Yo si tengo que ttevar 
porque es mi peôn, Entonoes ahora si tienes que irte tranquitamente,
Et otro es que ya viendo oruz que ha eohado booa dbajo, Diz que ha dioho:
- Entoi'ioes vos te vas ttevando pero attâ ya nos enoontramos bastantes.
At final ha oominado, oaminado, oaminado, êse, bastante mismo,
Entonoes oaminando bastante diz que ha dioho: - Oi, ahora si aqui 
estamos bastantes, Ahora si vos no bueno vas a quedarte, Entonoes 
et oruz diz que ha dioho: - Vos va a venoer o nosotros vamos a venoer,
Ya vos sique oaminando mâé attâ,
Entonoes ha enoontrado bastantes mismo, bastantes diabtos ya, Enoontrando 
at runa diz que ha querido ttevar dioe. Si, oasi oomo runa mismo, zarnbito. 
Ha querido ttevar, Entonoes êt: - Pârate - diz -, al tado.
Et oruz a uno tambiên ha heoho revotoar dioe, a otro tambiên ha heoho 
revotoar, a uno tambiên ha heoho revotoar, a otro tambiên ha heoho revotoar. 
At final toditos diz que han quedado booa abajo, Pero ettos estân parados, 
Ino? Entonoes ha heoho adetantar diz que vaya.
-A
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Ltegando a donde era que ha estado^ dt-oe^  un oruz grande^ grande mismo 
es que ha estado ah-t, Dïz que ha estado taita Dios-ùto, Aht di-z que ha 
dieho: - zPara quê V'ienes? - d^z que ha d'toho.
Et oruz pequenïto que fue 'iguat oon ét diz que ha di-oho: - Sâto para 
haoer exper-ienota no mds V'ùene,
Entonoes diz que ha dioho: - Anda^ anda^ mostrards»
Entonoes es que ha dioho: - Aoâ abajo no mds^ ahriendo esta puerta no 
mdsj anda mostrards - diz .que ha dioho.
CiertOj oiertOj entonoes que ha de entrar adentro diz que ha sido infierno 
dioe. Un horror^ de paita dioe, temeridad dioe que ha estado. 1 êt estd 
parado diz que oon et oruoito at tado mismo. Se pasan por tadoj no dice 
que venga^ nada. Pasan por tado dioe.
At final un familiar satiendo diz que ha dioho (que et atma ha estado en 
infierno) que he de avisarj mandado una notioia. Que dê avisando en esta 
forma:, esta forma: - Porque yo adentrê tinderaoiôn de terreno. Por esto 
aqui es toy heoho muta - diz que ha dioho. ~ Estoy pastando a tos mutas 
pateadOj mordido estoy aquî. Da avisando a mi maridoj, a mis hijos que 
devuetve ese linderaoiSn de terreno - diz que ha mandado avisando.
Otro diz que ha dioho que entonoes va a mandar pidiendo un favor grande:- La ptata to que tengo estd enterrado en asiento de otta. Atti estd en 
pequeho oajonoito. Eso que avisa a mi marido. Por eso estoy aqui oa&i 
sufriendOj pastando a tos pueroos^ y mordido pueroos, todo hooioado porque 
estoy aqu't - diz que ha dioho que dê avisando a mi marido.
At final entonoes que diz que ha regresado y a iguat oon oruoito mismo y a.
Ja regresando entonoes ouando êt ha pensado que ha de ser un dia y una noohe 
no mâsj auanto imês quinoe dias que ha estado ya. En quinoe diâs ha oogido 
aouerdo entonoes. Ya despuês at mes que ha satido hooa y ha oonversado 
eso. Ahi estuvo oonversando ast. Asi era.
(Q)
Sij, pues a tos diabtos mismos ha estado pastando, Como et de robar tierra 
no ha sabido ser bueno, ni robar ptata peor. Entonoes por eso de robar 
ptata ha sabido estar pastando a tos pueroos en ttano grande. Eran diabtos 
heoho en forma de pueroos y de mutas no mds.
The fight between the cross and the devil
This is what they told me over the hill in BibliSn, they told me the 
following; that some folk had died in a car crash. That one man had been 
unconscious for two weeks. They say he went I don't know where during that 
time. Then he met a cross. Then he met some devils. That peasant fellow 
over the hill told me about it.
It turned out that he used to worship the cross, and because he was devoted 
to it, the cross saved him. They say he was walking along: walking and
walking and walking. Finally he was going through a narrow gorge when a 
cross appeared before him and asked him: "Where are you going? You've no
business to be going anywhere because you are my workman. You can only go 
if you go with me, that's all. So let's go together because there are alot 
(of devils) waiting farther on,"
Over there in BibliSn they always venerate the May cross. j
So they walked and walked. The little cross walked ahead and made the man 1
follow behind. Finally as they were going through another gully they met i
the devils. The little cross said: "You go ahead. I'll stay standing j
here. You go ahead," j
So the man walked ahead quite a distance, and the cross remained behind
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standing upright.
They say the man met a devil just then and the devil asked him: "Wliere 
are you going? Now you must go with me. Let's go then, for you have to 
go with me,"Then they say they had a fight, quite a tough one. And then the cross 
appeared at the man's side. On appearing, he said: ''Now then, now then; 
you aren't taking this man with you. He has to go with me, for he's my 
worker. Now you'd better just go along quietly.”
When the devil saw the cross they say he threw himself to tlie ground 
face down. He called out: "You take him then, but further on you will 
meet a whole group of us,"
And so they walked on and on, quite a way.
After walking for some while, the devil turned to them: "Now look, here 
there are alot of us. Now we're going to get the better of you."
"Either you will win or we shall win," said the cross, "now you go on 
ahead," he told the man.
And there were many devils there. They had wanted to take the Indian 
with them, it's said. (Q) Yes, a peasant from Bibliân is the same thing 
as an Indian more or less. So the cross warned the man to step aside.
Then it knocked down first one of the devils, then another, then yet 
another, and another. Finally they all lay there face downwards. And 
the cross and his companion still on their feet, right? For the cross 
had told the man to move ahead out of the way.
When the cross caught up with the man, they say a tall cross was
standing there. They say that God was there and asked the peasant:
"What have you come for?"
The little cross who was accompanying him answered:"He's just come to 
see what it's like, nothing more."
So God consented: "Go ahead, show him. Just down there, through that 
door. Show him,"
And sure enough, they were told they had to go inside and there was 
Hell. It was horrific, with cauldrons they say, very frightening. And 
the man stood there with the little cross right by his side. They went 
right past, no-one beckoned to them, nothing. They went right on past.
Then finally one of the man's relatives whose soul was in Hell came out 
to send a message back to her family: "Because I cheated over the boundary-
line to my land. I'm here turned into a mule, I herd the mules and get
kicked and bitten for my punishment. Tell my husband and my children to 
give back the boundary margin,"
Then they say another asked him to do her a big favour; "The money (I 
stole} is buried beneath the cooking pot. There it is in a little box. 
Tell my husband that. That's why I'm suffering here, grazing the pigs,
bitten and nuzzled by the pigs. Tell my husband,"
So finally, they say he came back with the little cross. On his way back 
he thought that he must have been away a day and a night, when to his 
surprise he found it had been a fortnight! So he came round after fifteen 
days,. Then after a month he began to speak and tell his story. There 
he was, telling it like that. That's how it was.
(Q)
Yes, well they were herding the devils themselves. For it was a sin to 
steal land, and to steal money even worse. So bfecause she had stolen 
money she had to graze pigs on the big plain. They were just devils in 
the form of pigs and mules.
Informant: EDC, 20th October, 1976
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VI Objects of worship
Zi.lO Personifications
0303,15, Places haunted by the devil
0303.9.5 The devil as abductor
0303.16.3 Devil's power avoided by the cross
F81 Descent to lower world of dead
F91 Door (gate) entrance to lower world
A671.2 Horrible sights in hell
E755,2,7 Devils torment sinners in hell
Q560 Punishments in hell
0303.3.3 Devil in animal form
0303.3.31.5 Devil in form of swine 
Q212 Theft punished
E345.1 Dead returns to replace boundary marks he has removed
E352 Dead returns to restore stolen goods
Tale 51 Ishoai mozoounaGa
Shug ishoai apanaoushpa causaounata parlagvini: tiyaroami i-shoai
mozoouna. Juin cuyanaoushpa causaroaauna, Shug punzha riroaouncuni 
yaoupi armaringapaj, gatun yaoupi, laoupi yaiauraaouna ishcaita.
Ishcaita yaieushpaoa shugca armavishpa Vhugshivoa shugoa yaoupi virca, 
Chaimanta ohai yaownanta ttugshig huauquioa guin ttaquishpa mana oausaita 
ohariroaohu, Buaoashpa puriroa maicunapi paita yuyarishpa, Chashnaoushpa 
ohai saquivig huauquioa violinpi tocanata yachacurca. Viotinpi tooashpa 
ganashpa pai ohai miounata oharivca. Shug punzha tupavoa nin shug amo, 
Biroa: - Nuoa haoiendapi gaou tooangui - niroa.
Chashna nigpioa niroa: -  ^^ Mashnatata paganguiari? - niroa,
Chaipioa amo nivoami : Can nishoatami pagasha*
Chaimanta ohaita uyashpa oushitta riroa ohai amohuan.
Chai amooa huasipi ohayaohishpa:, haoienda pungullapi, Haoi&nda punguttapi 
saquishpa virea: ~ Rinimi nuoa famitiaounata o^'aymungapa -• nishpa -, 
fiestata ruhuangapa,
Chaipioa paioa punguttapi saqurishpa tiyaoupoa. Chaipi tiyaougpioa 
uyariroami uoupioa: - Ay! Ay! •^ nishpa,
Cahimanta paioa: - Uoupi Imaigan ungushoa shinami sirioun imata? - nishpa 
uouta rioungapa riroa,
Chai uoupioa oashoaroami ohai yaoupi huanushoa paipa amigo, Paita rioushpa 
nirca: - Ah;, amigo, iimapata oaimanoa sharmnguiari? Ruoaoa riqui oashncmC 
oaipi oausaouni.
Urai singa paita gahuapi huaroushoa cashoaroa. - Ah, amigo! llmapata 
caiman shamunguiari? - nishpaoa niroami -, ounanoa paioa Ha famitiata 
pushashpa shamungami, Canoa na tooashpaoa pagota ousha nigpioa ningui 
ama ourita, ama outtquita, ni ama granota, soto uohupata pagaohun ningui, 
Paioa pagasha ningami outtquita, granota, ourita, imatapish, Canoa ama 
apag gapinguiohu, Uohupattata pagai ningui. Viotinpi tooashpapish santo 
rosario nishoata tooangui, Cattarigpi ni tuouohinapi viotinta gapishpapieh 
oruzta ruhuashpa gapingui,
Tuoui ohaita uyaroami,
Chaimanta amo shamugpioa, tuoui ■ famitiaounahuan ohayamugpioa, fiestata 
ruhuaroaounami ohaita tooaohishpa, Chashna nishoatami ruhuaroa,
Chaimantaoa na fiesta tuourigpioa na: — f!uoaman pagai niroami,
Amooa niroami: - iMashnatata pagashari? Can munashoata apaitta - nirca 
ourita outtquita granota riouohishpa,
Chaipioa niroami; - 'duoaoa ninimi uohupata,
Chaimantaoa mana pagasha nig shinatta mana oushitta pagaroaohu uohupataoa, 
Uohupata ougpioa moohitapi, sumerruounapi, agaohapi, imapimi pai pudishoapi 
apashpa shamuroa, Chashnami quishpirimushoarca, Chai amooa mana amoohu 
oashoaroa, Didbtomi oashoaroa, Haoiendapish mana haoiendaohu oashoaroa, 
Infiernomi oashoaroa.
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The two friends
I'm going to talk about two friends who got along very well together;
there were two boys who were very close friends. One day they went down
to the river to wash. Together they went into the water. When one of 
them had washed, he got out of the water, but the other was carried away.
The friend who had come out of the water was inconsolable and went
about weeping at the memojy of his friend.
So it was that the friend who remained learnt to play the fiddle. By
playing he could earn his bread. One day, he met a white man who said;
"Come and play at my haoienda,
"And how much will you pay me?"
"Whatever you ask," was the reply.
Hearing that, the young man happily went with the white man.
The man led the boy to the gate of his haoienda. He left him there saying: 
"I'm going to call ray family, to throw a party,"
So the boy stayed behind at tlie door. As he stood there he heard a sound 
witliin; "Ay! Ay!"
"Is somebody lying ill in there, or what?" he wondered, and in he went 
to see.
Inside wad his friend who had drowned in the river. When he saw the boy, 
he said; "Oh, my friend! What have you come here for? Look at how I am 
living here,"
He was hanging upside down above a cauldron; "Oh, ray friend! What have 
you come for? Now he will come bringing his family. Now, when he wants 
to pay you for your playing, say no to' gold, no to silver, no to grain, 
make him pay you only in ash. He will want to pay you silver, grain, gold,, 
anything. But don't take it. Tell him to only pay you ashes. And even 
when you play the fiddle, touch your holy rosary as we call it. And before
you even finish, holding your fiddle, make the sign of the cross,"
The boy listened to all this.
Then when the boss came back with all his relatives they had a party, 
making him play. He did as he had been told; when the party was over 
he said; "Pay me„"And the white man said; "How much shall I pay then? Take what you 
want," he said, showing him gold, silver and grain.
The lad said; "I want ash,"
He didn't want to pay, but reluctantly he paid with ash.
When he gave him tlie ash, the boy put it in his bundle, in his hat, in 
his hair, wherever he could, and carried it away. That was how he escaped 
from there. For that white man wasn't a haoienda owner after all, but 
the devil, And the haoienda was no haoienda, but Hell,
Informant; GGG, April 1976 (courtesy Live Drange)
G303.9,5,8 Devil takes violinist when he needs a good fiddler in hell
E755,2,1 Souls of drowned in heated kettles in hell
F402,7 Family of demons
0303,16,3 Devil's power avoided by cross
d771,7 Disenchantment by rosary or scapular
Tale 6; Ishoai noviata oharigmartta
Shug vuna ishoai noviata oharivoa. Chashna puriou&hpa shug noviata 
saquishpa shug novialla oazavaroa, Mana ishcaita oazavai pudiroa.
Chaimanta Ha cazamshpa alii oausaroa, Shug noviaoa saquirishpa shughuan 
cazaravoa, Chai shughuan oazavashpa mana atti oausaroa, Cusaoa naoa
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aVli Qausavoa, Atti hucœmihuan oausagpi shug punzha tupanaouroa.
Chaipi tupanaaushpa punta novia, punta huarmioa ftaca nivoa; Agai!
Canoa Hmashinata oausanguiari? lAttiohu oausangui o mana?
Chaipi Q^arioa niroami, punta noviaoa; -■ AVlimi oausani niroa 
huarmihuan huahuahuan tuouihuan apanaoush oausanimi nin.- ^uoaoa oan mana oazarasha nishoamanta ftuoaoa mana atti oausaniohu -• 
niroa punta noviaoa.
Chashna nishpa ohai maqui pHnaohi oallariroa. Punta novio ousa oana.
Cusa oasha nish mana ousa tuouroa pero punta novia chashna nish p Hfiaohi 
oattarirca. Chaimanta p Hnachioushpdlta inquitai oattariroa; Jacu mai 
oaru tlagtapi oausashun - nishpa -, chai caru tlagtapioa atti causai 
tiyangallami. Huarmita saquishpa gaoulta niroa.
Chaimanta punta noviooa; - Ma casado oani - nishpa.
Llaquirishpa huarmita hudhuata tuouita ttaquishpa arrepentirishpa rinapi 
ohuraouroattatami. Chaimanta pero paioa shungupi guin arrepentido oaroa;~ De gana oai tuouni. Cunanoa limaohari tuousha? Siohari causai tariringa 
o mana - nish.
Nishpa shinapish na ftampi yaiouroaouna. Mampi yaieushpaoa Ha aohoata 
rish, rish, risk, na aohoata rishpaoa tuparoami shug gatun oruz. Mampi 
atti tadopi shayaoushoaroa. Chai atti tadopi shayag oruz rioushpa ohai 
runaoa niroa; - Ea! Cai santa oruztta, Huoaoa de gana shinami oai tuouni. 
àMaipipishohari oausai taringa o mana? Muoa huarmi, ftuoa huahua saquirin - 
niroa.
Chaimanta huarmioa tadomanta niroa; - ^Xmanish naoion ohai maqui santisima 
oruz ningui? iMaipipish atti oausashunttami? nin.
Shinn, nishpa nunpatta riroa.
Chaimanta pasash aohoata rishoa quHpa shug amohuan tuparoami. Jana 
mutapi montashoa shug mayordomo taya. Chai niroa; - iMaimanta riounguiohi? 
Chai huarmioa niroami; - Causaita mashoash rioimohi.
Cusaoa pena penatta ttaquitta mana ima niroaohu, o'arioa. Chaimanta 
ohai amooa niroami; - Jaou nuoa haoiendapi oausangui - nish,--, chaipi 
tuoui taya attiounata oharini, tuoui oan ima nishoata ousha - niroa. 
Chaimanta oushitta riroa ohai huarmi.
Na ohai na aohoata rish haoienda riourXroai shug paya verdeyashoa, tegahuan 
o^atashoa haoienda. Chaipi paipa ftahuipi riouriroa ovega oorratouna, pavo— 
ouna, atattpaouna, tuoui taya aveouna, animdlouna. Chaimanta ohaipish 
rioushpa oushitta yaiouroa haoiendaman. Punguttapi tiyaohishpa ashata 
shayaroaouna. Chaimanta niroami ohai mayordomooa; - Uouman yaioui - nishpa. 
Huarmioa nunparashoa yaioungapa riroa. C^arioa tranoa tranoatta pena 
penatta ttaquitta yaiouroa uoupi. Chai Hampi maHarishoa ohai oruzoa, gatun 
Verde oruz tuoushpa o'aritaoa oanzhaman aisash shitaroa. Huarmitaoa 
uouman tangash shitaroa. Chaioa mana oashoa oaroaohu haoienda sino uou 
paoha gatun ninami oashoa oaroa. Chai nampi tupag amoman r*igohagpish 
gatun mayor Satands oashoaroa.
Tlie man who had two sweethearts
There was once a man who had two sweethearts. Then one day he left one 
of them and just married the other, for he couldn't marry them bothj 
He lived happily married. The girlfriend who remained married another man, 
but did not live a happy life with him. The man, however, lived well.
As he was living happily with his wife, one day he met up,with, the other 
woman. On meeting, his former sweetheart said; "Aha! And how's life 
treating you? Are you happy or not?"
"I'm living happily," he replied, "getting along well with my wife and 
child,"
"Well my life is not a success, all because I wouldn't marry you," said 
his first girlfriend.
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As she spoke, she began to beat him with her fists. He was to have been 
her husband but things did not turn out that way, and now the former sweet­
heart began to get angry. And as she grew angry, so she began to 
insinuate; "Let's go away and live in another town," she said, "in that 
distant town there'll be a good life for us. Leave your wife and let's go."
"But I'm married now," said her first lover.
But all the same he set off on the journey, weeping with regret for his 
wife and child. He felt very repentant at heart: "I have taken this
step pointlessly. Now what on earth will become of me? Will there be 
a life for me there or not?"
Thus saying, they set out along the road. Once on the road, they walked 
and walked, a long way. Having gone far they came to a tall cross standing 
on the right-hand side of the road. When he saw it, the man said; "Hey!
Oh holy cross! In vain I have done this thing. Now where in the world 
will I find a living? My wife and child are left behind."
And the woman spoke from one side: "Wliy do you bother to speak to the 
holy cross? We shall find some place or other to live,"
And so saying she walked on ahead.
So they passed on and having walked a long way, they met with a white 
man. He was mounted on a black mule like a mayordomo. "Where are you 
two going?" he asked,
"We are seeking a means to live," said the woman.
The was sorrowful and said nothing. Then the white man spoke: "Come
and live on my haoienda. There I have all good things, and shall give you 
anything you ask."
So the woman went happily along.
After walking a long way, the haoienda appeared before them; it was an 
old tiled building, green with age. Before their very eyes appeared 
sheep-pens, turkeys, chickens, all kinds of birds and animals. Seeing all 
that she went happily towards the haoienda. They were made to stand for 
a moment at tlie gateway, the mqpidomo said; "Come inside."
The woman was still walking in front, and made to enter. The man very 
sadly and reluctantly went to follow. Then that cross to which he had 
prayed by the roadside became a tall green cross and pulled the man outside. 
The woman he pushed inside. For that wasn't a haoienda after all but Hell, 
And that man who looked like a landowner whom they had met in the road 
turned out to be the chief Satan.
Informant: GGG, April,1976,(courtesy Live Drange)
Rl1.2.1 Devil carries off wicked people
G303.7.1.1 Devil rides on black horse
G303,9,4 The devil as tempter
G303,16.3 The devil's power avoided by cross
D995.0,1.1 Magic power of right hand for good
Z145 Symbolic colour: green
Fl66.ll Abundant food in other world
G303.3 Forms in which the devil appears
Tale 7; Diablo apashoa huarmioa
Cunanoa outin shugta partasha, manohu, Cashnashi oanai shug tiempo 
cazarashi oana shug viudota huahua apashoata; mana huahuaounahuan oashoa 
na pai, Pero guinshi entenadoounataoa guin p^inana, Mana rioui valina 
nin guin, Imalla miounitaounata misashpa taita maiman trdbagoman rigpipish, 
huahuaounataoa mana rioui valishpa: - Cai diahloounataoa mana riounayanohu - 
nishpa,
llmata ruhiian? Chashna shug punzha semegante rabiariouna nin oainaoushoa:
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- Cusaoa lima haras ringami? iMaiman trdbagoman o maipioa sirigringami? - 
nishpa na paipa ohai yuyairuouoa,
Entonoes huahuaounataoa nina nin; - Shugoa oashna ohaiman ri, shi^oa 
ohashnami ri, Mana ftuoaoa munaniohu fiuoa ftumpapi siriouohunouna 
shayaouohunouna, imatapish. MitVpungaraioumi fiuoa ftumpapi shayaraounguiohi - 
nishpa pHfiashoa.
Chaipishi nina ounan shug huahuataoa: ~ Ei taitata rioumugri. 0 mana 
oashpaoa didblo apashoa ri. Muoa rigrinimi de una vez didbto apashoa,
GUoayuta ruhuashoa, maravitlas miounata; hualtpa ououyulta, oui ouoayutta, 
shug punzhaoa, Chaimantaoa puri oaltarishoa, Pero nirashoa; - Didbto 
apashoami rini ounanoari. Diabto apashoami rini.
Chaimantaoa na rina nin fia ouoayuta quipish aparishpa, Hudhuaoimata o^atish 
oaohash maita, Chishita shamun ousaoa, Mana tarin, - Nuoa huarmi imaita 
riroa? - huahuaounaman tapun,- Cashna oashna ououyuta maraviltastœni ruhuaroa. Nuoanohitaoa pedradasmi 
o*atish oaoahroa oanzhata maipi sirigriohi nishpa. 0 yayata riougriohi 
nishpami niroa,
Chaimantaoa fia utoata puri oaltarishoa, Shina rishoalla; - Ima horasmi 
pimi tupan ohaihuanmi rini.
Chaimantaoa largo rishoalla fia guin, ohaqui pagtashoata, segun que pimi 
tupan ohaihuan ringapa, Shina rinalla nin, rinalla nin, guin aohoaruouta 
oaruta guin mai saoha montanas maita. Ma yaroai gapishoa nin ounan 
huarmitaoa. Yaroai gapigpioa mioungapa tiyarishoa shug semegante saoha 
montafta ohugpipi, shug amplio pambapi, Chaipioa taririshoa nin ullaohuouna 
fia gahua aire ta shamushpa pai ououyuta miouougpioa. Ma mana mioug ruhuashoa. 
Pai miouougllapita ullaohuouna tandanaoushpa shamushpa tuoui quiohushoa 
mtounatapish. Chashna pero paioa: - Didblo apashoami riouni - nishpaoa 
ashtan rdbiarish rishoa paipa millai shunguhuan fia. Chaimanta fia ri 
oaltarishoa fia gatarishpa,
Chaipishi tupana ounan oai sumag diositooa, shug yurag bestia montashoa 
sumaimana suou amitooa, Chaita nsihoa nin: - Senor amito, fiuoata pushai, 
Nuoaoa pimi tupan primero, ohaihuan rigriouni,
Chaipioa nishoa taita diositooa: -  Mana, ftuoaoa mana apaniahu, Euashatami 
shamuoun shug amo oanta apangapa, Chaioari oanta neoetashpami shamuoun. 
Nuoaoa mana apari pudiniohu, Shinashpami villa. Ma pasaohish oaohashoa.
Na maipi oashpapish semegante p hiyu, semegante tamia. Ma punzha tutayashpa 
ima mundota guin truenos, Semegante g’iru huaiouounata pasarishoa, Chaipimi 
tupashoa oiman ohai paita ccpag amohuanoa, Chai amotaoa nishoa nin; - Senor 
amito, fiuoata apai. Muoaoa pimi tupag ohaihuanmi risha nini. Niroani 
fiumpata shug amo rioushoani. Chaioa mana uyanohu huashata shamuoun shug 
ohaimi apsnga nishpami nin, iCanshi apaipa oangui?~ Ari, nuoaoa oaipimi oani apangapa oanta. Muoa neoetanimi,
Shinashpaoa entonoes gatun punohu ruhuash ohuraohishoa. Chazuruou nin, 
ama sefior niohun nina nin fialla, - Eero isantiguana yaohanguiohu? - 
nishoa nin,
- Yaohanimi - nishoa nin.
- Chaitaoa oungaringui nuoahuanoa, Chaitaoa mana oanoa ashun ima ninata 
oharinguiohu, Shinashpaoa caiman shamui,
Rumi ouohupi shayaohin nin mularuoupi, Montashoa, punohu de aguas 
satillishoa, anoaspi shitan largo, Chaipioa montan mana montanshi na 
serneg‘ante ta ounyaoun mularuouoa. Cuando bruja oashoa ohaioa, hrugapi 
montashoa.
Chashna fia shamushoalla, shamushoalla, shamushoalla,^ Ma maita oashpapish 
punohu de aguas tapashoa paioa, Cunan oashoa oai Biblidn oMmba ladoouna 
maquinaohaoa ohai ladolla shug gatun gutou tiyana oashoa, Muoapish segun 
que riouohincuna chaipimi ounan oai infierno punguoa ninouna. Chaita
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nuoapish ashataoa oasi tVuVtavini.. Shinaoa na ohaiman yaiougta nin 
ounan oai mulapi montaohish apashpaoa, Chaipi mularuouoa ima mundota 
guin ohayashoalla nin, ohai pungutaoa oada gaitado quimsa gaitaipi 
uouta nin na punguta, Pulvush shitash yaiouna nin ultimo quinto infierno'^ 
man na ohaioa.
Chaimanta na ousa ohayashpaoa nishoa: - Muoa huarmita rinimi mashoangapa 
ounanoa. iMaitaoha riroa?
Shinashpaoa na puri oaltarishoa shug semegante saoha huaiou montanata,
Chaipi ima mundo yantarioun nin hrugaouna, tuoui huaiou gunda paiounallata. 
Chaipimi shug ohazu tupashoa outin* Chai ohazu tupashpaoa nishoa nin:- Oi runitu, oanoa limata ruhuash purioungui?
Pero primerolla 7iishoa nin na: - Amito, lima horasta mana paohata oaipi 
oangui? Por si aoasito nuoaman shug notioiata oui.- Ama amito niohu, amigo ni - nishpashi guin guriarin - , yaohanimi 
nuoaoa pero mana huillashaohu ~ nishoa na.
Cuando na diahlo tupashoa paihuanoa, ousahuan, Chaipi shug gatun ohiooteta 
ohariohishoa, Entonoes: - Muoa yaohanimi maipi oagtaoa oan huillangapaoa. 
Entonoes ri ohai uraini huaiouman* Vraini huaioupimi mai maiounaoa 
sirioun, Pero ama oarganata ruhuanguiohu, paiounallata aparingallami, 
Yantatapish ohaipi yantaouncunami mai maioa. Camba huarmioa shug 
partepimi.
Chaipi ohioote ohariohishoa, - Paiouna oargarish na puri oallaringaounami 
y oanoa ohiootes alii oaru oarumanta oaihuan llushtilla, Chaipioa na 
ni huishtugpi ama gapiringuiohu. Ni mana asentana ohaiounaoa, paiounapa 
munai rinllami,
Chiootes mai maipi na huishtui oallarigpioa ohaipioa ohiootehuan alii 
tuoui lobragpioa ninshi: - Ay Jesuslla! - ninshi,
Chaipioa: - Aha, ounanoa ''Jesus" nioungui.
Chaipioa: - Nuoapami oaroangui - nishpashi na ninanaounouna paiounapurallata, 
Cuando brugoouna tuoui guin aparirish paiounallata yantarishpa rina nin 
na infiernoman yaiougta, Cunan uma puntamantaoa, ohupa siqui tullu urai 
tuoui api tallirioun nin, ounan oai mataca, Pero cai runitutaoa nishoa 
nin:-  ^Ama huishtugpipish gapiriohun. Alii llushtish Humpaohiohun,
Shinashpa ounan ohai Biblidn naoalla mana niouni, ohai maquina pasana, ohai 
lado, ohai gutou ahimamanoa rina nin, Shug oaipi p'uyu llutaipioa 
uouman, Paiounallatami yaicun nin guin, Jaitados oada gaitados uouman 
pungguta pasoash, Chaipishi runitupish uouman yaiouna,
Chaipioa na tupan nin ohai diablooa, Nishoa nin: - Cunanoa huarmita 
irigsisha ninguiohu? Jaou riouohisha - nishpashi nishoa,
Entonoes riouohigrishoa, Tuoui uoupioa ima mundoshi guin: oada filashi
tiyaoun segun oastigooha na, didbloounaoa oastigaoun segun guoha. Shug 
parte filaoa semegante pure paila nin, shug parteod ima mundo lastima 
oastigo nin, guin de una vez, Chaipishi riouohin: - iManohu oai? iManahu 
oai? - nishpash guin nwnpash purioun riouohishpa rigsiohishpa huarmita.
At final, quinto infiernoman pasaohishpa chaipishi nishoa: - IManohu oai? - 
nishoa nin,
-  Mana,
- IManohu oai? - nishoa nin,
- Ari, ohaipi nuoa huarmimi.
Alii tullpapi pailahuan alii nitishoa, ohaipi tuoui guin ninapi ounyaoun. 
Mahui imrulla oapirioun nin huarmioa. Chàipishi: — Caipi nuoa huarmimi, 
Caohariyd,
Imata ima oaoharinga! - Ma ohaioa mana llugshinohu, Chaioa na para siempremi 
saquirin oaipi, Imapata huahuaounata p 'inaroa, huahuaounata mana rioui 
valiroa, Cunanoa entonoes oaipimi saquirin, Canoa shamui caiman,
Shug ouohupi shug gatun allpa monton sirioun. Chaimantami shug
aorriervbe tampon gundata cun nin. Chaimanta shug tado cuohwnanta outin 
imataohari ashtan oun nin punohupi migttaohishpa. - Caihuan ri huasiman, 
Shug esquinapi gutoui, atti panhash shitai, y uouman yaioui. Huahuaounahuan 
atti oai vicunguittapish oaimanta shug semanapioa rioungui. Maravittastami 
oanoa ohavingui.
Shinashpashi na ttugohish oaohana ousataoa. Shug nahui quimttaipi ashata 
suenorinman rigohagpioa ounan oai Biblianohaoa, ohai gutou nishoa, ohaipi 
taririna ohai runituoa.
Shinashpashi na chaimanta shamun, - Nuoa huarmioa saquirinmi infievnopi, 
nuoa oashnami shaimni - nishpa huahuaounaman huiViana ounan taitaoa,
- Mamaoa infiemopimi, iMa ima ruhuashun?
At fin na: ~ Cunanoa oaitami oush oaohan, Caita shug esquinapi panhaohun 
ninmi, Shinashpaoa pambashun,
Na ohaipi tuoui panhash qu'ipa shug semanapioa mavaviltas uoupioa 
taririshoa nin, grano shina, llmatami taita Dios bendiashoa nishoa o 
didblo ayudaroa, imaohari na? Shinami na oausaioa alzarina nin, huahua-^ 
ounahuan alii tiyan nin, Pero mamaoa na mana llugshin, Infiemopi para 
siempre saquirina oashoa, Chailland fiuoa llullaoa.
The woman who was abducted by the devil
Now I'll tell another tale. It goes like this ; there was once a woman 
without children who married a man who had children already. Now she couldn't stand her stepchildren and used to get very angry with them.
Wlien their father was away at work she wouldn't give them anything to 
eat: "I can't stand the sight of these little brats," she would say.
So what did she do? One day she was furious all day long: "Where on
earth is my husband? How long will he be?" she thought angrily.
Then she said to the children: "You go that way and you go there. I don't 
want you hanging around near me all day. You only stand around in the
hopes of getting some grub. You go off and see your father, or go to the
devil. I'm going with the devil once and for all,"
She made herself some delicious food for the road; chicken and guinea- 
pig. Then she set off still saying; "Now I really am going with the 
devil. Let the devil take me."
Then she tied her food up in a bundle on her back and went, chasing the 
children away. In the evening her husband returned and couldn't find 
his wife: "Where has my wife gone?" he asked the children,
"She made some delicious looking food for the road, then chased us out of 
the house throwing stones at us, telling us to go just anywhere, or to 
go and find you, our father."
Now the woman had set off very early. As she went she said; "When I 
meet somebody I shall go with them."
Then she just walked a long way, as far as her legs would carry her, with 
the intention of going with whomever she met. She just walked and walked
a great distance into a forest. Now the woman became hungry. When she
felt hungry she sat down in a wide clearing in the middle of the forest 
to eat her food. As she was eating, there appeared a flock of buzzards 
coming through the sky. They wouldn't let her eat. For even as she ate 
they gathered together, swooped down and snatched away her food. But she 
said: "I'm going where the devil may take me," and more angrily and
ill-naturedly than before, she went on her way. Getting up, she set off.
Then she met a handsome fair—skinned white man mounted on a white horse, 
"Master, take me with you," she said, "I'm going to go with the first 
person I meet."
Then the white man said: "No, I shall not take you with me. Behind
me there's another landowner coming to t(%ke you with him. He is the one
who needs you. I cannot take you with me. So just go on,"And he sent her on her way.
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Somewhere farther on, a thick fog came down and it began to rain heavily.
As it grew dark there were heavy claps of thunder. She was passing 
through a steep-sided gully. Then she met the landowner who was to take 
her away: "Please master, take me with you, I wish to go with whoever
I meet. I told a white man whom I saw earlier on but he wouldn't listen 
to me. Will you take me?"
"Yes, I am here to take you away. I need you."
So saying, he made her put on a large rain poncho. He was a ohazo, and
told her not to call him 'master*; "And do you have the habit of crossing 
yourself?" he asked,
"Yes, I do,"
"Well, you forget that now you're with me. You mustn't say that any more 
now. So come here."
Ht> mounted her up on the haunches of his mule and clad her in a rain poncho,
That was a witch, that mule. She was mounted on a witch.
They came on and on along the road, who knows where, and she covered with 
the rain poncho. Now over by Biblidn, just by the railway cutting 
there was a great gap in the rock. They say that the gate to Hell is there
and I have been shown it too. But I'm lying a little on that point. So
she was to go in there, carried on the back of the mule. Then the old 
mule began to kick at the door and in three kicks he knocked it down and 
shattered it. Then they went into the last, fifth Hell.
When her husband got home he said: "Now I'm going to look for my wife.
Where can she have gone?"And so he set off into a deep river gorge in the forest. There, they 
say, there were many witches collecting firewood, the gorge was just full 
of them. Then a ohaso came by; "Hey, Indian, what are you doing here?" 
he asked.
But before that the man had asked him; "Master, have you been here for 
a while? Can you by any chance give me some news?"
"Don't call me 'master*, call me 'friend'," replied the other, cursing,
"I know but I shall not tell you,"
Then the devil met the husband and handed him a big horsewhip, saying:
"I know where there is s’omeone who will tell you. So go down into the 
gorge. Down yonder in the gorge they are to be found. But don't you 
carry the load, they themselves will just carry it. They are gathering 
firewood down there. And your wife is in another place,"
He gave him the horsewhip: "As they load up and begin to move off, you
just flay them witli this, {Chaipioa na munai rinllami -difficulty
with translation),
Then as they began to flinch under the blows of his whip he cried out:
"Ay Jesus!"Then they said; "Aha, now you're saying 'Jesus', You were for us," 
they all said just among themselves.Then the witches carried the load, having collected the firewood all
themselves, to Hell, {Cunan uma oai mataoa - difficulty with,
translation), But the devil said to the man; "Don't let yourself be 
caught. Drive them ahead of you, beating them well."
So now like that they went down into that gap in the rock that I 
mentioned before, in the railway cutting near Biblidn, They went inside through the fog and mud. They kicked the door open and the Indian went 
inside too.
Then he met that devil who said to him; "Now do you want to spot your 
wife? Come and I'll show her to you," said he.So he took him to show him. There inside in rows were all the punishments,
that the devils inflict, according to the sin. One row was all cauldrons.
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they say; in another part were the people who were being beaten. He 
showed the man the sinners: "Is she this one? Is she this one?" he 
asked as he went ahead, trying to help the man recognize his wife.
Finally he showed him through into the fifth Hell. "Isn't she this one?" 
"No,"
"Isn't she this one?"
"Yes, there's my wife,"
She was cooking right in a fire, squashed will into a pot placed between 
the fire bricks* Her eyes were popping out of her head, "Yes, there's 
my wife. Now set her free," said the husband.
But as if the devil would free her! "She won't go out now. She will stay 
here for ever, VJliy did she scold the children and treat them badly? So 
now she must stay here. You come this way,"
In one corner tliere lay a big pile of earth, and the devil gave the man 
a good-sized spadeful of it. Then he gave him some more from another corner, 
making him carry it in his poncho. "Take this home. Dig a hole in a 
corner and bury it deep down. In a week's time just go with your children
and take a good look at it. You will have treasures,"
And in this way he sent tlie husband on his way. In the twinkling of an
eye he found himself back in that railway cutting near Biblian and it all 
seemed as if he had just fallen asleep.
And thus he came home. "My wife is staying in Hell, so I came home," 
he told his children.
"Mother's in Hell, What shall we do?" they said.
"The devil sent me away with this soil," said tlieir father, " he told me 
to bury it in a corner. So let's bury it,"
So after they had buried it all and a week had passed, wonderful things 
appeared in its place, such as grain. Could it have been a blessing from 
God, or was it help from tlie devil? Who knows? So thus life began to 
improve, and the man lived contentedly with his children. But the mother 
came out no more. She stayed in Hell for ever. That's, my lie.
Informant: EG, 5th September, 1976
S31 Cruel stepmother
C12.2 Oath; "May tlie devil take me if,.,," Devil does
0303.6.2,5 Devil appears to persons ready to abandon their integrity
d 42 God in guise of mortal
E752,1,1 Devil in disguise hunts souls
Rll.2.1 Devil carries off wicked people
0303.16.3.4 Devil made to disappear by making sign of cross
0211,1,2 Witch in form of mule
A671,0,3 Entrance to cave as gate to hell
F80 . Journey to lower world
E755,2,4 Ghosts gather wood for hell fires
E755,2,8 Series of hells
e 755,2,7 Devils torment sinners in hell
0303.25.4 Devil cooks folk, in kettle
D935 Magic earthD859,2,1 Magic object received from other world
D812.3 Magic object received form devil
G303.22 Devil helps people
Tale 8: Didblohuan tupashoa rung
Rioungui: shug viagère oana nin, manohu. Muoa taita parldroa ohaitaoa,
nuoami mana yaohaniohu. Shug viagère nuoanohi taitapa hischuelo oana 
oaroa manohu. Cunan tiempomi oarros tiyan: tuoui tiyan siquiera, cartas
maiman rina oan. Tiempooa oartahuan rina oashoa nin ohaquiZtahuan.
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Llugshina nin oaimcçnta. Cuenoaman, Quitoman, Guayaquilman, maimampish,
Chaioa las dos, la una de la manana o très de la mcçnana, llugshina nin 
na oartahuanoa Cuenoaman nuoanohi bisahuelos, ohai.,
Chaioa entonoes shug didblohuan tupana nin avi, shug diablohuan. Chai 
diàblooa aparioushoa nin ayata ataundi. Chai oompanerooa nin nin diablotaoa:
- Amito - nishoa -, amito, imaiman rioungui?
Amito nigpioa entonoes nina nin: - Ama amito niohu, amigo ni. Nuoaoa mana 
amoohu oani.
Amigo nigpioa entonoes ohaihuan rina nin rina nin fia,
Chaimantaoa na maipidha shug plancha rumipi tiyarina nin. Na samash 'gagg' 
nish tiyarina nin na amigooa. Chaimantaoa ataud uoupioa nina nin: - Ay 
Jésus! lima maimanta aparingui? Ay Jésus! - nin.- Ah, ounanoa 'ay* nioungui. Chai ratooa imata 'ay' niouroangui, ounanoa 
'ay' nioungui - nina nin.
Na: - Ay Jésus! - nina nin.
Chaimanta rina nin outin na ohai oorrpanerohuampish rina nin, parlash pcœlash 
parlash, Na huaiou huaiou huaiouta o'atish rina nin rinalla nin. Chaimanta 
Ha maioha mai huasha llagtaman huasiman mai shug zambito tiyana nin. Shug 
zambooa: - Juraoha! Juraoha! Juraoha! - niounmi.
Chaimantaoa: - Nuoa pasaounllta. Mana ima paita ima niouniohu. Pasaouni- 
llami,
Cunan: - Rioushun: p'uoasha, p'uoasha. ilmatapa 'juraoha! juraoha!' nin? 
Allououna aullash nin, *auau' niouna nin, 'auau' niouna nin amigo pasaougpioa,
Chaipioa na ohai oompanerooa tapuna nin: - Amigo - amito nish atina nin -, 
amigo, limata allichin p'ucushoapioa? llmata alli? - tapuna nin.
Diosllatami lioenoiata ounmi. Chai huillag nin: - Caimi alli p'uoushoapaoa: . 
o'uohi desagua, marou muyu p'uoushoa, puleopi. Chai muyu p'uoushoa - nina 
nin -J llullulla liuoali nahui, quimsa laya huira, ashalla orispu, ashalla 
oaoashoa, reoien oaoashoa - nina nin -, huallpa majadas.
Mas de ohunga, ishoai ohunga layami, mana yuyarini na. Chai pasana nin 
p 'uounaoha nin na ohai juraoha nidortaoa. Na p 'uouna nin, na rin na, 
p 'uoushoa oaoharin.
Rina nin rina nin na oada puntopi samarashoa nin. - Ay Jésus! - niounmi -, 
ay Jésus! - niounmi.
Na chaimanta rina nin. Chai huaioupi na entonoes Ha oana nin ohai ohurataoa 
nin, oaja ronoa nin, luz nin, quillu nin, ima rosado nin, ima yuraglla 
riourina nin, ima puoa nin, ima yana nin, tuoui laya luz y oaja ronoa nin.
Chai tuoui shamuna nin na tupangapa fia ohai oondenado almataoa.Chaipi 
nina nin oompanerotaoa: - Bueno, nüoa oompanero, imata ruhuaipapish 
oanoa oaillamanta autiri. Imata vuhuangami oaimanta outiri - nin -, oanoa 
amigo oangui, oanoa mana juohasapa oangui, oaillamanta outiri. Imatapish 
nipa nuoa amigo, nuoa oompanero - nina nin.
Chashna shamuna nin amigos oaja ronoa, luz, tupangapa aima oondenadotaoa. 
Chaillamanta outimuna nin entonoes ohai amigooa. Chaioa fia outimuna nin 
maipimi 'juraoha juraoha' nioushoa huasiman.
Chai juraoha nidoroa Ha huanuoushoa nin quiru oanirishpa Ha libre. Chaipi 
entonoes nina nin ohai zombitota: - Bueno, limamantata huanuounguiari? 
iNaohu unai ungushoa o mana?
Chaipioa nina nin: - Reoienoitomi allououna aullagpi maijan pasaounga 
nishpa 'juraoha juraoha' niroani. Chaillamantami na yaioun mana yaioun 
ouerpo shugtaya imata tuouni, imalla — nin.
Chaillamanta nina nin entonoes posadoroa: - iMashnata pagangui nuoa 
jambish oush?
Chaipioa nina nin: - Can nishoatami pagasha. llmata ningui? Nuoa ousata 
jatariohigpi oan nishoataoa pagasha.
Huahunrnmn huila nin na ohutachinn oeroa na. Bulla nin huaoana ^ ni na
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ohutaohingapa na huanushoa, Nina nin: - Pero nishoatami pagasha,
Entonoes: - Bueno, jcaràisha,
%ioui layata manana nin ohai amigo Ima tuoui huiHashoata, Tuoui taya libre 
libre, Tuoui tandaohina nin, Jaou ruhuana nin tuoui, Chaipioa na shug 
ouoharitapi quiruta ishoai ladomanta oharinaoushpa uviaohina nin ouoharita- 
llapi, Cfiaioa unai unaipioa na dentro de una hora o media hora shinapioa 
na parlana nin gatarish: - Cashna oashnami oaroani, Uy, loanoa imata 
oangui? iDiosohu oangui? llmata oangui fiuoata gatariohish? Shug 
vidamantami outini - nina nin -, naoa gatariroani, Maigan shuhuagounaohari, 
imaoha, purioun, Chaillamantami 'guraoha guraoha' niroani, iChaimi imacha 
pasani? Chaillami ataque nina nin, casi oasi huaftuni,
P'u, ohaipi na alliyagpi outin yanandiohina nin,
Na ohai alli oagpi pasearioun; puriouna nin na ounan imata Canaregito 
oana nin, Nina nin: - Nuoanohi oai llagtata Caftaregos - nin,- llmata ruhuangui? Cunan oanoa Diosmi oashoangui,
Chaimanta huarmioa ashuana nin, huallpas huanuohina nin, opejata huanuohina 
nin, Parra oana nin, oasi unos tres dias de farra, Aig! uviana nin, 
mamita, uviana, Chaimanta huata y ohugpi torota pagana nin ari, Cai 
estado torota, Chaioa aisaohishpa oaohana nin gambishoamanta, Chai huasi'^ 
pioa ouoayutapish oaohana nin oashna tazapi huallpa huanushoa nin; oui 
huanushoa nin; siquiera shug quimsa huallpa huanushoa, Chaihuan shamuna 
nin, toro aisashoa ohai ganibishoamanta, Chaillami tuourin.
The traveller who met the devil
This is a story that my great grandfather used to tell about a journey 
he took; I don't know it very well. Nowadays there are. cars and so on 
and one can send letters to all parts. In the old days letters had to be 
delivered on foot; people would set out for Cuenca, Quito, Guayaquil, 
wherever you like. Our great grandfather would set off in the early hours 
of the morning, taking the letters to Cuenca.
Well, one day he met a devil who was going along carrying a body in a 
coffin. The traveller addressed the devil, saying; "Where are you going, 
master?"
At tliese words, the devil replied; "Don't call me 'master'. I'm not one 
of the haoienda bosses, call me 'friend',"
So, calling him'friend', the traveller went along with him.
After walking for a while, they came to a big flat stone and the devil sat 
down witdi a gasp; "Let's rest now," he said.
Then from inside the coffin a voice was heard to groan; "Oh LordI Where 
are you carrying me? Oh Lord!"
"Aha!" said the devil, " so now you're groaning! Awhile ago you weren't
groaning at all, but now you're groaning alright!"
And the voice repeated; " Oh Lord!"
Then they set off again, the devil and his companion, talking and talking 
as they went. The compnion followed him down and down into a deep ravine. 
And then they came to a house in a town down in the direction of Azogues 
where there lived a zanibo. As they went by the zambo called out:
"Juraoha! Juraoha! Juraoha!" to set the dogs on them.
The traveller just went on by, without saying a word according to all 
accounts. And the devil said; "Now then. I'll blow on the zambo. For 
what reason is he calling 'guraoha'?"The dogs started to howl as the friend devil went by.
When they had passed by, tïie traveller asked the devil; "Friend, tell me
what is a good remedy to cure a person who has been blown upon?"
God himself had given his approval to the question. And the devil
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replied; "A good remedy for a person who has been blown upon is to take 
pig's urine, some ripe altcmisa berries together with some puleo leaves, 
some young leaves of eucalyptus, three different kinds of animal fat, a 
little creosote, some fresh dung, some hen's droppings,,,."
About twenty different ingredients in all, but I can't remember them all 
now. And they went past, the devil blowing on the man who had called out 
j^uraoha'*,
And so they went on their way, stopping every few minutes to rest, and 
the voice from the coffin would call out; "Oh Lord!" On they went until 
they came to rest in a hollow. While they were in that resting place, 
the devils came in procession with the eaja ronoa/ surrounded by lights 
of many colours; yellow, pink, white, red, black. All kinds of colours 
surrounded the oaja ronoa. And there it came to fetch away the condemned 
soul of the dead man in the coffin. Then the devil turned to his travelling 
companion and said; "Now my friend, why should you stay here? You go back 
now. These devils will not harm you, there's no reason. You are a friend, 
not a sinner. Just go back,"
Por the other devils had come with tlie oaja ronoa and the coloured lights 
to collect the condemned soul. So the traveller returned to the house 
where the man who had shouted 'juraoha' lived.
He found him dying, with his teeth clenched tight in the throes of death.
He asked the sarribo: "What are you dying of? Have you been ill for a long 
time or not?"
And the zambo replied: "Just a short while ago, the dogs began to howl, 
and thinking it was some trespasser passing by, I called 'juraoha! juraoha!' 
Since then a great illness has entered me, my body has quite changed, I 
don't know what's happening to me,"
Thereupon tlie visitor said; "How much will you pay me if I cure you?"
The dying man's wife broke in; "I'll pay whatever you ask. What do you 
want? If you put my husband back on his feet. I'll pay whatever you ask." 
The man's children were crying noisily together, for their father was 
close to being laid out. "I'll pay whatever you ask," said the wife.
"Very well, I'll heal him," said the traveller,
Tlien he asked for all the ingredients that the devil friend had told him 
about. He had all the different things fetched and put together and witQi 
all those ingredients he made a medicine. Then using a spoon, he made the 
patient drinlc the remedy, forcing his teeth open on both sides. Time 
passed and then an hour and a half later, the sick man got up, saying;
"What a state I was in I What are you? Are you God? What are you that 
you can cure me so that I can get up? I've come back from another life.
A while ago I heard some people go by, and thinking they might be thieves,
I called out ^juraoha! juraoha!'* Then what on earth happened to me? I 
had an attack and nearly died,"
The traveller, seeing that the sombc was getting better, gave him another 
dose of the medecine.
Once the sick man was better, the Canarejo continued to stay around. He 
said; "I'm from the race of the Canarejos
"Well, whatever you are, now you must be God," said the other.
Then his wife prepared ohioha, she killed some chickens and a sheep, and 
there was a great party that lasted almost three days. They drank and 
drank. Then they paid him with a year and a half old bull, as big as 
that one you see there. And they sent him home leading the bull as reward 
for the healing. And they sent him with a good supply of food for the 
road; at least three chickens in a big basket. And so he came home, with 
the basket of food and leading the bull, for having cured the dying man. 
That's the end of my story.
Informant: JAG, 5th June, 1975
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G3Q3.3 ■ Forms in which the devil appears
G303.15 Places haunted by devil
G3Q3,2Q,4 Devil strikes man dead with disease
F402,1,5 Demon causes disease
G303.9.7 The devil advises human beings
D1810.2 Magic knowledge from devil
Dl500,1,37 Urine used in medecine
Q94 Reward for cure
Tale 9; El viagero quien se topâ oon et didbto
Une diz que estdba viagando, Entonoes estando viagando diz que dioe se 
enouentra oon un hombre llevando una tabla. Un pedaoito de tabla asi, 
Llevaba asi ('indicating right armjj o a la izquierda, no me aouerdo,
Diz que dioe: - Tû ladônde vas?- Estoy de viage a Cuenoa - diz que dioe,
Entonoes: - Yo tombiên estoy yendo alld. Nos vamos iguales,- Bueno, vamos,
Entonoes empezaron a oaminar los dos, Estdban oaminando diz que dioen en 
una parte donde habia una oasa donde hdbia muohos nifios, ino? Entonoes 
en la oasa esa ouando salieron los p&ros ladrando asi, ladrando y aullando 
un pooo, los ohioos diz que gritaban: - Juraoha! Juraoha! Juraoha! -
poniendo a los perros,
Ahi et didblo diz que dioe: - Ya ves,yo estoy pasando oada uno y no vale 
de nada, Ahora que yo voy a degar soplando - dioe,
Entonoes es que ya soplô, ino? Entonoes ese horribre le preguntâ; Y et 
soplado, iquê va a pasar?
Diz que contesta que esos se van a enfermar, y tal vez que van a morir, 
Entonoes: - Quê, ihdbrâ algûn medioamento para eso? - diz que le preguntâ, 
'^Claro que hay - diz que dice que den shalsha y semilla de altamisa 
y orina de muta,
Pero eso no es realmente muta, diz que dioe, sino que es pueroo, (Q). Osea 
dioen que la muta del didblo es et pueroo, Entonoes: - La orina de muta 
(no es realmente muta sino es de pueroo), y oaoa de pavo y de gallina,
Eso se refriega en agua y se da, Ese es el remedio para eso, Entonoes 
van oonversando oonversando asi, y êl llevada la tabla,
Entonoes van asi, Tanibién pasan por donde que estâxi los asaltantes,
Tombiên la misma oosa, Entonoes pasaron por alli, les oçgieron las armaa 
y degaron en otra parte, Y pasaron tranquilamente, Y al regreso lo mismo, 
Entonoes y a ouando llegaron en Perunoay: - Espêrate aqui diz que dioe - 
no te mueves de aqui, Yo te voy a regresar de aod no mds,
Entonoes êl estdba viendo seguramente para dânde va, en dônde llega, Ino? 
Entonoes 'tas ' en esa quebrada se abriô esa pena tal vez, pero no apareoe 
pena por alli, una rooa, Esa rooa se abre y oon ese sonido de las puertas: 
se ahriiia no mds, Entonoes diz que vio adentro una llama oolorado oomo 
un horno, Entonoes la tdbla que estdba teniendo le botâ adentro al fuego, 
ino? Entonoes dioen que no ha sido tabla sino ataûd, Entonoes lo botâ, 
Adentro diz que dioe: 'Ahiii no mds',
Entonoes degando eso saliô y se pusieron de viage otra vez, Llegaron a 
Cuenoa y regresaron la misma noohe, A Cuenoa ouando vigdba êl solo sdbia 
haoer un dia entero, Entonoes yendo oon êl la misma noohe a la oasa, 
Entonoes regresaron la misma noohe, Pasaron por los asaltantes y vinieron, 
Entonoes a lo que estdban al regreso diz que dioe pasan por la misma oasa 
que pasaron soplando, Ino? Diz que dioe: - Tû quêdate aqui, Los ninos 
ya han de estar en la agonia, Tû vas a avisar los remédias, Pero tû 
dirds que pague lo que tû pidas,
Entonoes llegando ese hombre diz que dioe; - Bueno, yo te puedo ourar,
El didblo y a se fue indioando eso ya.
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- Bueno, pero que paguen,- Bueno - diz que dioen oon todo gusto.
Con tdi que cura a tos ninos, Dioe traigan tdl oosa tdl oosa to que ha 
dioho et diahto, I ya van a tomar, Y vivier on tos ninos, Entonoes 
pagaron, Muoha ptata tat vez, Quedâ rioo ese hombre, ya no tuvo que 
viajar ni nada. Ahi termina,
The traveller who encountered the devil
There was once a traveller who met, as he was travelling, a man carrying 
a board, A little piece of board like this. He was carrying it like this 
(indicating right arm), or under his left arm, I can't remember. He asked 
the traveller: "Where are you going?"
"I'm travelling to Cuenca."
"I'm going there too. Let's go together."
"Very well, let's go."
And tiie two of them began to go along together. They were passing a place 
where there was a house full of children, and when the dogs came out barking 
and howling a little, the children shouted: "Juraoha! Juraoha!" thus 
encouraging the dogs to attack the intruders. Thereupon the devil said: 
"That's not good enough. Now I'm going to blow on them."
So he blew, right? Then the man asked him: "And what will happen as a 
result of tlie blowing?"
The devil replied that the children would get ill and perhaps die,
"Might there be any cure for that?" asked the traveller.
"Why, of course," said the devil, "they must be given shatsha leaves, 
attamisa berries and mule urine."
But they say that it's not really mule but pig, (Q) Well, they say that 
tlie pig is the devil's mule.
The devil went on: "Mule urine (which is really from a pig), and turkey 
and chicken droppings. You mix that in water and give it. That's the 
remedy for that."
And so they walked on, talking all the while and the devil carrying the 
board.
On they went like that. They also passed the place where the bandits are.
They did the same thing ; they passed by, took their weapons and put them
somewhere else.(*) Then they passed on without problem. On their way back, 
tlie same thing happened, Tlien when they arrived at Peruncay, the devil 
said; "You wait here. Don't move while I go ahead, and I'll be back for 
you in a minute,"
Well, the man probably watched him to see where he went, right? Suddenly 
the cliff in that ravine opened, but there isn't a cliff there, it must 
have been a rock. The rock opened with the crealcing sound of doors and 
they say the man saw inside red flames as of an oven. Then the devil threw 
the board he was holding into the fire, right? It wasn't a board after 
all, but a coffin. So he threw it in and a voice inside wailed; "That's 
enough I"
Then the devil came out, leaving that behind, and they set off again. They 
went to Cuenca and came back the same night. When the man went to Cuenca 
on his own he would take a whole day. But going witli the devil he would 
be home the same night. So they came back the same night. They passed 
the bandits' hiding place and came on. On their return they passed by 
the same house where the devil had blown. The devil said; "You stay here. 
The children must be dying. You can tell them the cure. But tell them 
to pay you what you ask."
(*) the informant refers to Tale 15, containing the same episode
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So the man arrived at the house and said; "Well, I can cure you,"
For the devil had told him how, "But you must pay,"
"Very well," tliey said, "it'll be a pleasure,"
So he cured the children. He told them to bring the things tlie devil had 
told him. They drank the remedy and they lived. Tliey paid him, probably
é^ot of money and the man got rich. He didn't have to travel any more oranything. That's the end.
Informant; GGG, 28th October, 1976
as for Tale 8, plus;
A671.0.2,1 Fire in hell
a 671,0,3 Entrance to cave as gate to hell
E755.2 Souls in hell
Group (ii)
Tale 10; Mo tinomanta
Tiemposhi shug rina nin maohoaohingapa shug molinopi, Motinopioa 
entonoes tuoui na atzarish quHpa ohayana nin, Chai molino duenoyuoa 
nina nin: - Mana outagriniohu. Caya madrugashpa quizasohu utoa gatto 
oantanoa shamushpami outasha — nina nin oaittapi saqui - nina nin,
- Imata saquirioushari, Cai mundo oarumantami oani, ^Entonoes 
oaillapita manohu pudini paoarinata ? - nishoa nin,
Entonoes: - Pudingui paoarinata - nishoa nin - , pudingui paoarinata,
Entonoes to que sea, ama manohanaohinguiohu imata. De repente pipish
shamuipa, maipi shamuipa, maipi shamuipa, entonoes uyaranguiari - nina 
nin,
Chashna entonoes na paioa oasi suenuouna nin,Sueftuouna nin,
Na unai tuta, oasi shug ohugpi tuta oeroataohari nin, Pero ohugpi tuta 
dooe horas, dooe de ta noohetaoa oasi sano y tirnpio, oasi ni ima mana 
ruido uyarin, mana ni imaohu, Atmaounapish purirmi oasi siete de ta 
nooheta purin atmaounapish y mittai ououounaoa purirmi, tas ooho y 
media has ta nueveoama purin, ououounaoa, Madrugado to mismo, atmita- 
ounaoa purinmi^, tas tres de ta martana ari, oasi oinoo de ta marlarta 
outin ouououna purin, tas tres, tas ouatro de ta mafiana purinouna, 
Chashnami entonoes oana nin motinopi, suenuouna nin ohai outaohingapa 
ridoroa,
Chaipi suenuougpi tuta ohayamuna nin semegante butta, Shamuna nin 
guin tuoui tayamanta tandanaoushpa, Shugttanoama shugttanoama shugttan-^ 
oama yaiouna nin, Chaimanta ohayana nin ohai oapitdn nishoa ohayana 
nin gatun yana tibro yana tapizruouhaun, Chai uttahuanga ptumashi oana 
tapizoa, Chayamushpami anotana nin, Na shugttanoœna ohayaouna nina 
nin: - Can, limata ruhuamungui? - nina nin,
-  Nuoaoa mismo taitahuan higahuanmi suenuohimuni -  nina nin,
Chaipi entonoes nina nin: -  Attita oashoa, attita oashoa -  nishoa nin, 
Shugoa outin nina nin: -  Nuoaoa huanuohiohimunimi -• nina nin,
Chaioa: - Canoa ashattata ruhuashoangui - nina nin,
Outin shug ohayashpa nina nin: *■ Nuoaoa outin mismo turindi panindipi 
suenuohimuni -  nina nin,
Chaimanta: - Canmi entonoes ashtan ganangui votostaoa - nina nin,
Cutin shugoa na ohayana nin: - iCan imata ruhuamungui?- Nuoaoa maioha ttagtapi yaoutami garoomuni, Ishoai huioundu pangattahuan 
nuoaoa yaouta garocmuni, Cunanoa ohaiounaoa nami na ni imata, mana ima 
oharinounaohu, ni ima yaou ni ima, Nami tuoui tiyashoa, huanuounouna - 
nina nin shugoa na,
- Can ashtan ganngui - nina nin oan ashtan ganangui,- Chai shug gatun huaiou rumi, rumi uoupi yaouoa - nina nin -, ohai
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rumi UGupi, Chai rumipi ishoai huioundu pangahuan huagtashoaoa, ohaioa 
nami yaou tugyanga, Chaillapi yaouoa jaroashoa sirioun -  nina nin,
Cutin shugoa ohayashpa nina nin: - Can, limata ruhuamungui?
-  Nuoaoa huanuohiohimunimi,.- V'a p ’itilta ruhuamushoangui - nina nin.
Ultimo na suohu ohayashpami nina nin, na ohayashoa mana ohayashoa:- Caipioa oarne orudunlta hedioun nina nin -, oarne orudunltami 
hedioun,
Cai shug, chai suenug huahuaoa santihuarishpa nin, oruz tuoushpa, na 
rosariohuan oana nin^ esoapulariohuan oana nin, Entonoes shina nd 
tublaouna puriouna nin, regresaohish na molinota puriohi oaVlarina nin, 
'Bummm' niouna nin na,
Molinopishi paiouna tuoui layata juin na ahotaouna nin jatun yana 
libroruGupioa tuoui tayamanta juin, Na ohai ultimo, suohu ultimo na 
ohayamushpami oaipioa: - Carne orudunlta hedioun - nina nin,
Chaimantami entonoes na gattoouna oantai oattarina nin, Na puoa gatto 
oantagpi: - Eso es mio - niouna nin,
Shug yana gatto oantagpi to mismo: - Eso es mio - niouna nin,
Yurag gatto oantagpi: - Eso es mio - niouna nin, quiohunaououna nin, 
Mishiou gatto oantagpioa ura singa siriounaouna nin, mittai runapa gatto 
nishpashi urai singa siriounaouna, Chaimanta rato et otro na paiounaoa 
ima shugigpioa 'tas* entonoes jatarina nin rosariohuanoa, Chaioa 
chaipishi nina nin: - Atmara shamunman, Atma Huoanohita manohaohinttami 
nina nin,
Chaipi na dioho heoho, Diositoohari na oasi shungu yuyaita ouroa, 
Chaipioa niyia nin, ohashna 'aaaaa' nina nin, Chaipioa na juin ohaipi 
shitash jiohush suohuoari yaiounattapish oana, Cai shugouna ouohumanta 
ttugshishpa libre sarunaoush juin, Paioa uttimota rina nin ohaipi tuoui 
tibroouna saquish tuoui, Yaou jaroashoa, ohai huioundu pangaouna libre 
ohaipi saquishpa rina nin, paioa na libre oasi ohaipi libre saquirina 
nin, Tuoui anotiounahuan, tuoui juin: pipimi suenuoushoa, pita huanu- 
ohimushoa, ima shina huanuohirnushoa, tuoui juin anotashoa na ohai 
tibropi saquirina nin, Chaillami nuoa ouentooa.
The haunted grinding mill
There was once a man who went to have some grain milled. He arrived 
when everything had been put away for the night. The miller said to 
him; "I'm not grinding any more now. Tomorrow morning at first cockcrow 
I may come to grind. Just leave your grain here,"
"As if I'm going to leave it here," replied the man, "I've come a long 
way. Can I not stay the night right here?"
"Yes, you can stay the night here* But in all events don't let yourself 
be frightened. Someone might come, you never know. So keep an ear open. 
And so the man went to sleep.
The night passed and it must have reached about midnight, although at 
midnight tlie night is usually quiet: not a sound is to be heard.
Spirits walk abroad at around seven o' clock in the evening, and the
devils walk between eight-thirty and nine. In the early morning too: 
the good spirits walk about at about three am, and then the devils at 
about three, four or five in the morning. So there was the man who had 
gone to get his grain made into flour asleep in the mill.
At night while he was sleeping there, there came a terrible din. All
kinds of devils came in a group. One by one they entered the mill.
Then the one they call the captain arrived with a big black book and a 
huge quill pen made of a buzzard's feather. When he arrived he wrote
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in the book. One by one they arrived and he spoke to them; "What 
have you done out there?"
"I have made a father sleep with his daughter," came the reply,
"Well done, well done,, said the chief devil, 
then another said; "I made a man commit murder."
"You have done little," said the devil, . . ;
Another came, up and spoke: "I on the other hand made a brotlier and 
sister sleep together."
"Then you will win a lot of points," came the reply.
Another came up; "What did you do out there?" he was asked,
"I stopped up the water supply in some town way off. Simply using 
two huioundu leaves I blocked off the water. Now those folk have 
absolutely nothing ; no water, nothing. They are all dying."
"You earn a lot of points," said the chief.
The other devil went on; "The water is behind a huge rock in priver-,
bed. If the rock was struck with two huioundu leaves, then thé water
would burst out. The water is lying blocked just in there,"
Then another devil arrived,
"And what have you done?" ’
"I made a man kill»"
"Huh, you have done little," was the verdict.
The last devil, a cripple, was approaching slowly; "There is a smell 
of raw flesh around here," he said, "there's a smell of raw flesh."
Then that young man who was spending the night in the mill crossed 
himself for protection. He also had with him a rosary and a scapular.
Then the devils began to set the machinery in motion and the mill began
to turn; 'bummm' it sounded.
So there in tlie mill they wrote down all kinds of things in the great 
black book. And that last crippled devil smelt the presence of human 
flesh as he came. Then the cocks began to crow. When the red cock 
crowed, the devils said; "That's ray cockerel."
Wlien a black one crowed, the same; "That one's mine."
Hearing the white code; "That one's mine," tliey said, and dismissed it. 
But when the gdtto mishiou crowed, they lay face down on the ground.
When their enemy's cockerel crowed, they lay down together on the ground. 
Wliile tliey were doing that, the man who was hidden suddenly got to his 
feet holding the rosary. Then the devils said; "The spirit may come 
yet; and the spirit will indeed frighten us."
And frightened they were; perhaps God gave the man courage to act.
'Aaaah' cried the devils. There and then they abandoned everything.
And the crippled devil had been about to come in also. The other devils 
came out of their corners, trampling on each other as they went. And he 
(the cripple), followed them at the last, leaving the books behind and 
everything. Leaving the book where the details of the water blockage 
were noted, they scattered. And the man stayed behind with all those 
notes; details of who had slept witli whom, who had killed whom and how. 
Everything remained behind written in that book, Ihat's my story.
Addendum
On a subsequent occasion the informant was asked to clarify the tale's 
ending. He explained further as follows;
The water was blocked by two huioundu leaves, but by beating against 
these with a certain large stone it would be released. The man is able 
to gather this information by eavesdropping (and, we assume, from the 
devils' book), and will be rewarded for his service. The same applies 
to the other 'evils' set down in the book: the hero will use the
information to set things to rights. The narrator further remarked that 
these events took place in the Tiempo de Dios Padre, ie. before this
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creation when, he explained, trees, stones and mountains could speak, 
Informant; EDC, 29th August, 1976
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Devil haunts a house 
Devil appears at midnight 
Parliament of devils
Devil writes into book names of those who call on him 
The devil as tempter
Fee-fi-fo-fum. Cannibal returning home smells human 
flesh and makes exclamation 
Incest punished 
Murder punished
Secrets of animals (demons), accidentally overheard 
from tree hiding place
Remedy for lack of water in certain place overheard 
in conversation of animals (demons)
The devil's animals and God's
Series: white cock, red cock, black cock, Tiese crow
at dawn and scatter ghosts
Devil disappears when cock crows
Disenchantment by rosary or scapular
Dry spring restored by removal of certain stone
Tale 11; Didbloya huasiman ygiaushoa rung
Shugoa maimanoha riroa, rishoalla nin, Napish na ohishiyagpioa oaillapi 
posasha nishpashi, Na huasi esquina shinamantaoa, nanmantaoa o'ayana, 
o'ayana, pi mana uyarin, ohunlla, Uuasizitu oushniouna, maiganoa oaipi 
oausashpami, huasi oushniounga, imaohari ashalla uoupi uyarigpioa rina 
nin arrimarish pungu oorredorman,Chayash o'ayagpioa uoupi uyarin nin:- Shomuilla, shamuilla, uoullaman arrimari - nishpa,
Ima horasmi huahuroa nin ohai huanugzitumi entonoes outin o'ay ana nin, 
Chai huahugmi o'ay ana nin yaiouohina nin. Chaioa ohaipimi rnanguitaouna 
ohaiouna timbuoun. - Chaiounata alli riouiohi, ohayaohi alli micui, 
nuoamanoa favorta ruhuai - nish, Ari nish: - Chaiounata tuoui ruhuashpaoa 
huasi huasha maioha shinallapirni shug romero huerta tiyanga - nin - , 
ohaimanta amush nuoa gahuapi shitash oui - nin -, nuoataoa na apag 
shamungaounami - ninashi,
Chaipi ari nishpa, ohaioa shina miouroaoha imaohariyd, ima alverga nin, 
ima motizitu nin, nina gahuapioa, mangaounapioa, Paioa siriouna,
Shinash rishpaoa, romerotaoari maroaita amushoa nin, Maroaita amushpaoa 
tuoui ouerpo gahuapi guin shitana nin, saunapi aohoata ohurana nin, 
Chaipishi nina ounanoa: - Chaita alli mioui, alli oamba huigsa pagtata, 
Apag shamungaounami nuoataoa, Canoa altoman huiohaioungui - nishpa,
Ari, na tuoui amsaymun, bas tante amsataoa, Shina na tuoui ohaiounata 
ruhuashpaoa altoman huiohaiouna na, Alto esoalerata o'atish huiohai- 
oushpaoa alto esquinallapish tiyaouna ohai runituoa.
Bas tante unai amsataoa na, nashi uyarinouna: 'taran' 'taran' 'taran'
nish, Na apangapa rinouna nin, Na apangapa rishoaouna nin, Chaipi
tiyaouna nin, na sumag Diosito nishpa, Diosman pero, Pero ohaioa 
medallahuan oana nin, Diosmi medallataoa oun, gatun medalla, . Chaioa 
mai, ima maipi uyarigpioa na medallata nombragpioa ohai rato na, 
Chashnashpaoa nashi ima mundo maestroouna tuoui na punguman yaioushpa 
uouman yaiounruouna, Uoupioa mai banooouna imaoha tiyana oaroa,
Chaipishi filallaruouna tiyarin, Ceraounataoa ouohu quinraiounapi 
maipipish oaoharish shitan nin, Ceraouna semegante bestia tulluouna
nin, Ciiaiounaoa gaganioun nin, Shinashpaoa entonoes nd altoman
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huiahaioushoa alto ouohupi tiyaouna nin, Chaipi yaiounruouna nin 
'p'uaa' ouohu muyundi banooouna imaounaoha tiyana oaroa^ Chaipishi 
filallaruouna tiyarin, Filallaruouna tiyarishpaoa entonoes que parlo 
nin juin, Shug ruouoa ashun mas de una vez imapa mana valish,,,,.,
(recording indistinct for two sentencesj.
Chai quimsa oruz apashoaruouna ohai mayor odbezaoa, Chai oruzta ladopi 
shcqjaohishpa tiyaoun nin: - Canoa, limatata trdbajamuroangui?
-  Nuoaoa oai oai oaita trabajamuroani,
- Ahd allimi, Canoa outin, limatata trdbajamuroangui?
- Nuoapish oai laya ohai layatami trabajamuroani,- Allimi,
Tuquipish: allimi paimanoa, Na outin shugman tapun ohaioa outin nin:
- Nuoaoa trabajamuroanimi shug solterahuan shug mozohuan - ninashi,- 
Chaitaoa na ohayaohig niohin nin, ohaitaoa mana manashi paipaohu,(Chaioa 
mana juoha oashoaohu solterahuan mozohuan suenuohina - interruption 
from audience^ Shina nd pasan tuoui oallimanta ima, oallimantami 
nuoanohi hulto raoional, Cunan tuoui ima hualluouna maipi ima juin 
dbrigaoionta, Shina tiyaoushparuounaoa na, shina shugta oastigashpa i
tiyaoun, - Bai ounanoa, oaiman pasai hombre, oaiman pasai - ninashi, "j
Chai ashun huishtutaoa. Mana uyana nin ohaioa, Shina pungu umbralpi i
tiyarishpa atin nin, Mana ouohuman pasan,- Nuoapish ima uyarigpioa
oaimanta oanouna jataringaoama nd nuoa oallpashami - nish, |
Como ni ima mana oallpana oampota oharishoa nin, Altomantaoa na na 
sentishoa nin na huiohaiouna nin. - Na apaiohi, na jatariohi, apaiohi,
Faioa jatarishpa paipi jahuallitu alzagrigpioa maitayd ni maiman, ni
rumi nin. Chai mas huishtushi ohaishi shug pHtishituta ouyuohina, i
Amen, Romerooa, 'I1Chashnashpaoa entonoes na naoha sentin ulldhuangaounaoa ninyd, Maioha if
esoalerata ishoai quimsa gradata o 'atish rishodhuanoa* Na ohaipi i
saquirina nin jahuamantaoa medallita medallita: - D a p ' s  soltando de 
es tos judios - ninashi. Chai rato galloounaoa tuoui muyundiohari *j
huasiounaoa tiyaroayd, Ima shina oashpapish, ohai shug solo outin 
maipi huanuna, pi mana oompanaoa, Chai shug solo rishpaoa ashun salva- 1
shpa rin nin, Chaipi entonoesoa na shayag saquirina nin na esoalerapi É
mana astan huiohaioun nin, Chaipi: - iQué gallo oanta? - nin. 1- Gallo negro, j
- Mio. iQué gallo oanta? |
-Gallo blanoo. |- iHo - nin -, iQué gallo oanta? 1
- Callimanta gallo, Gallo negro, 1
- Mio - nioushpallata, -j
Que gallo huagnasouta na , Mana Diosito lioenoiata oushoaoa, Tuoui |
muyundioha huasiouna maipi tiyana oaroayd, i
■1Chaipioa entonoes que na nina nin: - iQuê gallo oanta? j- Ese gallo mishiou - nin, j- Ese es del brujo - ninashi, J 
Del brujo nishoahuanoa ohashna pungupi tiyaougtaoa ohaipi del todito 
sarushpa polvush shitashpa llugshig runaouna, gallo mishiou na 
oantagpioa. Chaipi juin tuoui ultimo sarush shitash pasarishoa . 
qu'ipashi, jatarish ima mundota huishtuyash o'atirin, Raira atiridoroa 
maita, Shinashpashi entonoes que fia sumag Diosito manara ima ima ohai 
oagpioa, shinash fia ohaipi ouerpohuan pagta paoarish patojoounata tuoui 
oallpaohishpaoa, Cutin patojoounaoa maipi ima tuoun, Pai huahuaoa 
'tuoui ohaiounata alli alvertina nin, na Diosohariyd, Rimaohiroa,
Tuoui ima ima ruhuashoaounata juin paioa mioush, tuoui imanash.
1
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Ma chaipi paoarishpa cayandioa ohai tutlu ceraounataoa tandash aparishpa 
rina nin fia horribre maioha rey llagtaman, Maipimi rey llagtaoa.
Chaipioa maldeoido ladronounaoa yaouta paoamushoanid, Ciudad entero 
yaouta, Chaimi alli uyashpaoa ohai tulluounata patojoounapa oera 
tulluounata aparishpa rishoa nin fiampi yaioushpa. Maipi ohai rey llagta 
ohayangaoama, Chayaoushpa oagpioa nin de verasba yaouoa ni maipi ni 
esperanza. Animal huahuaounami, ima maipi raoional imahuan ima ruhuana 
imahuan uviana. Ni maipi ni ima esperanza, Chaquiounouna animal 
huahuaoa bultoouna maipi ohashna. Yaou seme jante yaououna maipi ohushag 
ohaquishoa, Shina ohayashpashi nina: - Bai, fiuoa oashna shamuni. lima 
shinata oaioa oai tuoush tiyaounguiohi? Cai oiudad enterooa - nishpa, 
Chaipishi parlanaounouna:- Cai modomi tuounohi,- Bueno, nuoaman Imashnata paganguiohu nuoa yaouta Ilugohish ousha?
Mai maiouna oreina nin, mai maiouna mana oreina nin: - Cunan oai 
oiudad enterooa pi mana pudinohu, maimanta, Cunan oaioari imatata 
fiuoanohimanta Ilugohish ounga -- nish, - fmoanohi pagashun tandanaoush 
mashnatapish pagashun pagata japinga maita ringa, fuera - nish mana 
oreina,
Shinashpaoa entonoes: - Bueno, limata mana oashna ningui? ilmapish 
tuounohi? - nishpa tuoui ohai patojoounapa oeraouna riouohishpa tuoui, 
Chaipishi tuoui entonoes pueblo enteroouna jatarishpa, Tuoui padres 
curas tuoui jatarishpashi fia. Ma oreina nin, fia riouna nin tuoui ima 
shina oashoata. Shinashi ohugpioa orein nin, ohugpi genteoa mana oreina 
nin: - Bueno yaoutara Ilugohish ouohun nuoanohi alli dobleta pagashunllami 
nishpa,
Entonoes ohaipioa ari nishpaoa fia oompromiso ruhuashoaouna nin fia. Chai 
yaou Ilugohidoroa fia mana oreina ninyd. Maipi ima layamanta. Chashna 
pero fia sumag Diosito fia paipa munaihuan ohai ruhuashoaoa fia tuoui juin 
tandanaoushpa ima mundo gente, mayor menor gente, tuoui llagta entero 
tandanaoushpa. Entonoes: - Bai, mana ouna Ilugohin, Ilugohishun bai 
tandaoaouiohi,
Ultimo gente mashna oashpapish tandanaoushpaoa, maipiohd, ohai Calvario, 
ohai Calvario lomapimi yaouoa. Ishoai ladomanmi shayaounga jatun 
manzana yuraruouna. Chai ohugpipimi yaouoa. - Bai jaouohi rioungapa - 
nishpaoa fia.
Chai oayandioa Ha ohurccna nin tuoui gente novedad juinta. Ma pai 
huahuataoa ohugpioa ohurashoaouna na. Ma rina nin alli tuoui ohinzhi- 
ohishoa tuoui. Ima mundo gente ohugpita, Rin nin riouohinouna nin, 
oaipimi, Luegoohd oaimanta mai bas tante oorrientepi oashoanga yura- 
ruounaoa ohai ohugpipi yaouoa, Chaipioa allan allan allan huàhuaouna 
nin p'u alli ohai huiraoooha, alli oaballeroouna summeruounapi migllashpa 
nin, puHadushpa nin allpata Ilugohishpaoa. Juinta aspishpa, shug métro 
uoupioa Hashi bas tante humedo tupashoa, Yaou allpa humedadoa. Chaipi 
entonoesoa oaipimi oaipimi yaouoa, Vamos uoumanoa astan oushillaouna 
tuoui genteoa pudishpaoa puHadushpa nin, migllashpa nin, sumerruounapi, 
ima lataounapi, ima shilaounapi, Pero Hampi Ha juin huaioa juin, Na 
oasi ishoai vara uoutaoha allagpioa. Ha yaquituoa riourinaniari,
Chaipioari del todito yaouoa Ha uouman Ha ohai ishoai lado ohimba 
purishpashi entero verde quHhua saporuounaoa tiyaoushoa, ohugpipioa 
yaou nin. Ishoai lado esquinamanoa seme jante animalruouna, Nahui 
muruouna del todito manoharish oallpana Ha. Tiyaoushoaouna ohugpipi, 
Chugpipioa yaou. Ima ohaita mana alli, siohari imata ruhuaroaouna, 
imaohari sapoounataoa, Libreohari Ilugohish shitaroaaunalla imaohari,
Ima mundo genteoa maipioa imata ruhuashoami oanga si. Sapoounataoa,
Yaouta jaroash tiyaougpioa. Chai sapooa ashun ashun humedad tupan, 
ishoaitata yaquituoa Ha saltamun nin sapoounaoa riourin nin, Sapoounata 
siohu huanüohin o sidhu oausagta Ilugohish shitanouna imami, ohaipioa
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yaquituoa maipi ima shinami tiyavoa, aohoalla oash, ashalla oash, 
junduouna oash, ima oashpapish, maipimi yaquito ashalla cash aohoalla • 
oash tiyashoapi nin yaouoa juin juinta Ilugshishoa,
Chaipioarin munai tuounaouna nin uvianaouna nin, juin ima shilaounapi, 
ima esoudillaounapi, ima hualluounapi, Pero juin pudirinaouna nin 
yaouta. Chai yaou Ilugshishoata outin Diosta shina outin juin. Ma 
mana oaoharina nin juin ohaipi, juin Diosta shinashi oharinaouna,
Yaouta oushoamanta, Muy mai rey llagtamanta mai ohai maipi, Ima 
mundo llagtaoha oaroayâ, Shinashpashi yaoutaoa llugshina sapoounataoa,
Chaita mana alli uyashoani, Siohu huanuohiroaounaohari Ilugohishpalla 
shitaroa imami, ohai ishoai saporuounataca, Chaiounata shina ruhuasha 
nishpa. Chai verderuounaoa manohanaipatapish, jiru animal verderuounaoa.
Chai ruounashi yaouta paoangapa utilouna,
The man who entered the devils* house (synopsis)
Wliilst the general meaning of the text is clear, the elderly informant 
used many obscure turns of phrase which made it difficult to arrive at 
a free-flowing translation; instead, therefore, a synopsis is given :
A traveller arrives late at night at a deserted house. A voice within 
bids him enter, which he does. The voice belongs to a dead man who is 
lying waiting to be fetched away by the devils. He asks the traveller 
to fetch rosemary and throw it over him, in return for which favour 
the traveller eats from plentiful pots of food in the house. Then he 
takes refuge in the upper storey of the house, as the soul advises.
He is holding a religious token as protection against the devils.
The devils arrive in procession, carrying candles made of horse-bones 
that burn with a green flame. They take up position in the room below 
and report to the chief devil on the sins they have caused to be committed, A crippled devil is tlie last to approach. They go to carry 
away the dead man. They hear tlie traveller moving and go to investigate.
The latter protects himself with the religious token, then the cocks ;
begin to crow. As each colour cock crows, the devils deny their power, 
until the crow of the gallo mishiou, when the devils are overcome and 
scatter.
The traveller then gathers up the candles they have left behind and goes 
to the town where the water has dried up, as he had overheard the devils 
say. In the town, the people and animals are dying of thirst. He offers 
to unblock their water for payment. The people don't believe in him 
until he shows them the devils' candles as proof of his story. Everyone 
lends a hand and digs to release the water. At tlie place where the 
water is blocked, two green frogs are found, of a kind believed to be 
'ill-omened' The traveller is paid for his services.
Informant; JY, 13th December, 1976
as for Tale 10, plus;
E281 Ghost haunts house
F166,11 Abundant food in other world
H84 Tokens of exploits
G303,10,2 Toad as follower of devil 
QlO Deeds rewarded
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Tale 12; Cpingarishoa hudhuaouna
Chai huambra piœishoa nin tuoui saohata purishoa nin, Pero mana nanta 
tarishoa, Mana maita Vlugshinata mana pudishoa, Entonoesoa ohugpi 
saohapioa shug huasi taririshoa, oushniyashoa huasi taririshoa, Chaipi 
paioa posashoa: - Caipioa pi gentemi oausanga - nishpa,
Mana pi oausag oashoa oomo ser enemigo malopa samana huasilla oashoa.
Chaipi yaieushpaoa paioa, jatun huasioha oaroayâ, jatun oashoa, na ohaipi 
paioa ohayashpa, na ohaipi tutayashoa: - llmata tuouni? lima shinata 
oani? limatata miousha? limatata imanasha na?
Ma quimsa punzhami oashoa na mana mioushoa, mana ima, huambrituounaaa,
Paiounata na tuta japishoa, Tuta japishpaoa imaohari juin manohanayashoa, 
Manohanayashoami nin juin, espirito juin manohashoa nin, Alto oashoa 
nin, Entonoesoa altopi ouerpooa sirioushoa nin, ohai uoupioa, Cuerpo 
sirioushoa nin, ay a nishun, ay a sirioushoa nin ohaipi,
Shamunouna nin, ima shutishpa shamunouna nin, Chayanouna ouerpohuan, 
tuta, Chayanouna nin semejante Harag' 'tararag' 'tarorag' nishpashi 
ohayanoima, Semejante oeraouna ouenta, pero mana ima oeraounaohu nin 
sino es que oaballo tulluouna nin, ima tulluouna nin, ohaiounapi 
huagtashpa shamun, Cutin ohai nina o'uru nishoa manaohu tiyan, jagan 
jagan, Chaiounaoa luces luces tuoushpa, luces tuoushpa ohashna, Chai 
tuoui luoesouna, tuoui ohai oaballo tulluounapish jaganlla nioun nin,
Chashna huaioashi ohayaounouna na ouerpohuan ohai huasiman, Chai 
huasiman ohayana nin, Euamhrituounaoa altopishi ohapanouna, Chai 
altopishi juin manohai, mana samai llugshishpa tiyaounouna nin altopioa, 
Chashnashi ohapaoun. Chashnashi: - Aqui cullqui hay, oarne orudo - 
nishpashi nin,
Upallitullami tiyaounouna nin huambrituounaoa, Cunanoa: - llmata 
tuounohi? lima oashun? llmashinata llugshishun oaimantaoa?
Chaimantaoa huambrituounaoa altomantaoa meanai japishoa nin, Paiounaoa 
semejante mesashi, ohai ouerpohuan ohayashpaoa alegre tiyaounouna nin 
mioushpa tuoui imanashpa, Ima imataohari mioushpa tiyaounouna nin,
Jahuamantaoa outin huambrituounaoa meanai japigpica mearishoa mismo 
mesallapita, (laughter from audiencej Chaimantaoa maqui huagtashpashi:
- llmata? iQuê es p's este? iPor quê estd oayendo agua? iQuê pasa? - 
nishpashi tiyaoun -, vamos a ver - ninaoun nin,
Shinashpa ohaipioa upallitu tiyaougpioa ohai huambrituounaoa gallitota 
apashoaouna oashoa na, Mishiou gallitota apashpa ohashna ohingarishpa 
purioushoaouna. Ma ohugpi tuta na gallo oantana horas na, Gallo oantana 
horastaoa ashun na paiouna ohashna tandanaoushpa tiyaougpioa: - Mana,
shuyai, shuyai,
Tiyaounouna nin tuouita listapi, listata ruhuashpa, Ruhuaounouna nin 
juin,
Chaipi ohai sipaiounataoa ninmi nin, ohai capatazoa ninmi nin: - iCanoa 
imatata trabajamunguiari? - nin,
- Muoa oaita trabajammi: nuoa oompadrehuan comadrehuan suenuohimuni,
Cutin shug na ohayan nin: - iCanoa imatata trabajamungui?
- Muoaoa turindi panindimi suenuohimuni,
Cutin shug na ohayan nin, oomo ser oaipi shug gente trabajopi patrorman 
huillash ouenta ima trabajota, ohashna ohayashpa. Ma ohayan nin shug 
outin: - iCanoa imatata trabajamungui?
Chaipioa: - Muoaoa panindi turindimi suenuohimuni, .
Cutin shug ohayan nin: - Muoaoa padrinohuan hijadahuanmi suenuohimuni,- Bien estd, bien estd - nishpashi nin,
Chaioa ohaipi outin shugoa fia ultimotaoa ninmi nin: - iCanoa imata
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trabajamungui ?
-Muoaoa solterahuan solterahuarmi suenuohimuni,- Camba trdbajooa mana valinohu - nishpaoa oastigashpa oaohana nin 
ohaitaoa, ~ mana alliohu trahajashoangui - nishpa,
Solterohuan solterhuanoa ohaioa mana paiounapa, mana trdbajashoa,
Chaioa ohashnashpœni entonoesoa ohashna tiraniata paipa na ouentasta 
ououn nin: ima trabajashoata, tuouita. Juin semejante jatim libro- 
ruoupishi ohai oapatazoa tuoui trabajoounataca ohasauioun, Chaioa, 
ohashnaougpioa ohai huambrituounapa gallooa oantashoa nin jahua 
altomantaoa: 'ououruou' nishpa oantashoa nin ohai huambrituounapa 
gallooa, Chaipioari tuoui tugyashpa del todito maita rinata aoertashoa. 
Juin rishoaouna nin llugshishpa, Chaimantaoa ohaipi paiounaoa na ohai 
librotaoa shitash jiohushpa rishoa. Mana apashpaoa rishoa, Shitash 
jiohushpa rishoa. Ima yaouounata jaroashpa nin, yaouounata tuoui maipi 
oanaod, Chaipioa yaouta jaroash yaouta pambashpa nin, Chaiouna mana 
imahuan mana miounata pudin, Huagra mana yaouta uvianata pudin: -limatata 
tuounohi?
Chaioa ohaipioa nishoa nin: - Mana, fiuoa yaohanimi ohai yaoutaoa, maipimi 
yaou,
Chaioa fia ohai yaoutaoa ohai huambrituounaoa fia huillashoa: - Cashna 
oashnami nin, ohai supaioa nishpa oashnami nin, Muoaman pagaiohi, fiuoa 
llugohishpa ousha,
Chaipi fia huambrituounamanoa mana oreishoa nin: - llmata oai huambra 
mana valinouna? llmata yaohanga? Imashinami llugohina, imashinami 
imataoa, llullashpa - nishoa nin mana oreishpa,
Chaioa: - Muoanohioa oai modo oai modomi yaohashpa shamuni, Cashna 
oashnami oashpa shamuni, Muoaoa de verastami ftuoaoa yaohani,
Chaioa na: - Yaoutaoa fid llugohishpa fiuoaman pagaohun tantota,. Muoaoa 
llugohina ousha.
Chashna nishpaoa peonouna tuoui jatarishpa rinouna nin yaou maipimi 
yaou jaroashoa maipi yaou pombashoata llugohingapa, Chaimanta fia 
yaoutaoa llugohinouna nin, Chaipioa creishoaouna que de verastami 
oashoa.
The lost children
There were some children who got lost in the forest and were unable to 
find the way out. They came to a soot-blackened house in the middle 
of the wood and there they took refuge thinking there would bepeople 
there. But there were a.. ..«.ople there at all for it was just a house 
used by the devils as a resting place. They went into the big house 
and as night fell they wondered what would become of them and what 
they would eat. They were there for three days without eating. The 
night came down on them and they became afraid. There was a soul 
tliere that frightened them. There was an upper level to the house and 
it was there that a dead body was lying.
Tlien in the night the devils arrived making a hollow banging sound as 
they came. They were carrying torches - apparently candles but in 
fact made from the bones of horses and other animals perhaps. They 
came banging on these. Then there was the burning of glow-worms.
So there was light from these and from the bone- torches as the devils 
came. In this way they came together to the house with a corpse.
They arrived and the children watched them from above. They were very 
afraid as they lay there holding their breath and watching. One of 
the devils said; "There's money, here, there's raw meat here,"
The children lay there quietly wondering what would become of them and 
how they were going to escape from that place.
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Then the children needed to urinate from where they were on the second 
floor of the house. The devils having arrived with the corpse were 
happily gathered below &t a table eating. Then when the children felt 
the need to urinate, they did so all over that very table! Then the 
devils clapped their hands together and cried all together: "Wliat's 
this? Why is water falling from upstairs? What's happening? Let's 
go and see."
Now it happened that as the children lay quietly up there they had with 
them a cockerel. They had been wandering lost carrying a gàtïo m'ishiou 
with them. The hour of cockcrow was approaching already. But despite 
this the devils were gathered together making a list. So they decided 
to wait before investigating the water.
Then the chief devil addressed the other devils; "What work have you 
done?" he said.
"I have made a Qompadre sleep with his G o m a d r e came the reply.
Then another devil approached; "And what work have you performed?"
"I made a brother and sister sleep together,"
Then another came up; for the process was rather like when people 
report to tlie foreman after some task of work has been carried out.
The chief devil asked; "What have you done?"
"I too made brother and sister commit incest."
And another: "I made a godfather sleep with his goddaughter,"
"That's good, that's good."
Then to the last he said; "And what work have you done?"
"I made a single man sleep with a single girl."
"Your work doesn't count," and the chief devil dismissed that worker 
with a punishment, saying he had not done a good job. For to make 
single people sleep together is not the devil’s work.
So in this way the devils rendered tlieir accounts to their leader.
The chief devil entered a report of all the work into a huge book. As 
he was doing so the children's cockerel crowed 'cockadoodledoo' from 
upstairs. Then indeed the devils were overcome and escaped as best 
tliey could from the house. As they rushed to raaJce their escape they 
left the book behind. In it were details of how they had caused the 
water to be cut off in a certain village. The inhabitants had nothing 
to eat and the cows nothing to drink. So the children used this 
information and went there. They said; "We know where the water is 
blocked. We know because we know what the devils did. Pay us and we 
will release the water."
But the people did not believe them; "What can theseyoungsters do?
What can they know about how to release the water? They're lying."
But the children insisted: "This is how we come to be here," they
explained, "we really do know." Then they said; "When we have 
released the water, then you must pay us so much. We will let the 
water out."
And so saying they went with a group of workmen to the place where they 
knew the water to be blocked. And they released the water. Then the 
people knew they had been telling the truth.
Informant; MC, 10th December, 1976
as for Tale 10, plus;Q242.1 Cohabitation of godfather and godmother punished
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Tale 13; Misihuan ovegcJiuan
Shug tiemposhi t'iyana nin shug mist guin jilluj, de una veB Jultu,
M  uouohata ni periootetaoari manashi pagtaohinohu, Tuoui uouta 
timpiashpa na mana millpunata mana tarishpaea gccpivi aattaTishea 
nin veoinopa ouiouna^ quesiVlo^ imatta golosinacuna tiyashoa imatta 
oooina uownanta^ oai hoxrbnientoca, chai gittumcm.ta imaohcœi.
Chaimantaea entonoes shug punzhaoa vishca nin. Cunanoa maipiohâ 
ovegitashi shayaeushoa nin shinattata mana m ' i., ahushag VLuohu
puzunlta huatashca shug pamhapi^ ttuchu pambup. rhaipioa misi 
ohayashaa oungaitla: - ilma tuoush oanoa ohayaaunguiyâ? ~ nishoashi
oaegataoa misioa.
Cutin misioa nishca nin: - Canoa de gana oaipi shayaoungui^ Faoitmi
g'aou maita. Maita rishun^ hai gaou - nishpashi nishoa.
Ovegaoa nishoa nin: “ ciJma shina nuca oashnapi huatashoapi visha? Ni
duehoaunaea mana shamm^ ohashna paoanini oaipi* Yavoaipi ohivipi 
guin huahunayeroa oani,
Cunanoa: - Nuoapish ohashnattata ha yavoaipi huahugriouni. Uoupipish 
tuouohini, Mana ashun maipi imata mioui pudiniohu^ De una bez maita 
gaou diahlo apashpa - nishpashi nin.
Entonoes ishoai tuaushpa huittanaoushpa nishpashi nin: - Eishun^ hai -
nishoa nin,- lima shina risha? - nishpa nigpioa ovegaoa outin misioa ima nishoa 
nin: ~ Mana^ faoilmi, Ratopi huoa hai oanag'o - nishoa nin oanoa 
huoataoa ama hai ninguiohu. Nuoaoa aspisha estaoata alii ouohupi 
huasoata polvo shitasha y gaou. Shamungaoamanoa pi dueho maiganpi 
vioungaoamanoa huoanohioa ha larganishun, Pero oondioion de que maipi 
ima yanoai gapigpi^ ima tutayan puvayan^ ima quilla tutay imapish 
oaohuny yaou gundashoa maita oagpipishy huoaoa huoa miounata mioushamiy 
pero outin oamha miounata mana oarai pudishaohu - nishpashi nin misioa.
Oveg'itaoa yaroagpioa ni miounata mana tarishoa. Chashna misiruouoa rin 
nin aparirashoa shug huanohacay ima shina niny huahua huanohaoa nishuUy, 
mama huanohaoa huahuata iina shinami aparin ohai cuenta huaiyurirashoa. 
Rinalla nin rinalla nin rinalla nin. Na tutayana nin maipioharioarupi. 
Carupi oagpioa guin yarcai gapina nin animal huahuapish. ^a ovegitaoa 
ninshi: - Yaroagrirmiiy lima tuousha misi? - nishpashi nin,- Nuoa lima ruhuashari? Chaipa huoa oondioional oaniy huoaoa yai>oagpioa 
mana oarashaohu. Nuoaoa miounata oharishami: zhutaouna niny oonegoouna 
nin.
Paioa aioha puro mioush rioun nin misioa. Ovegitaoa maita imatata 
miounga ni ohashnay pohre animal. Paioa tuoui lay a mioush rioushpaoa 
oushilla rioun nin. Ovegitamanoa shug oayandi quimsa semana shug puri 
hampioa ha taririn semegante quHhua. Cutin misimanoa ni ima.
Chashnashi rina pohre animalitooa guiuy llaqui huaoai oai shug ni ohai 
shug. Shina rishpashi outin ha rinalla nin rinplla niny oasi outin 
shug quimsa semana largo. Chashnashi largarina pohre animalca.
Shina rishpami semegante shug selva montaha shug leopardoy oulehrasy 
animales y semegante vihoras montahaman yaiouna nin ounan misihuan 
ovegahuanoa. Chairnan ohayashpa shug semegante viga ohaquimany shug 
puray ma?2a ha punzha mana avanzan nin. Ultimo ohaqui pagtashoa rishoa. 
Chaipimi ha nina nin: - Cunanoa peligromi oanohi. Cai mundo montahapioa
g'iru animalouna uyarioun. Cunanoa lima shina tuoushun? Uvinohu gdhua 
yura hahuiman huiohaioushun *- nishpashi nin misioa -, pero oanoa lima 
shinata huiohaioui pudingui? Nuoa aparisha - nishpashi nin.- Pero oan mana valioa imata pudingui huoa llashagtaoa - nishpashi nin 
ovegaoa.
Cutin misioa: - Mana - nishpashi nin,.
Pues aparishoami oanga 'aparishallami^ nishpa, Chai huiohaioui oallcvrin
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nin shug semegante vigôn alto ta guin,
Chaita huiohaieushpaoa shinapish vinshi gahua ohugpi huiohaioama 
aspirish aspirishy ima shinapish gatun Viashag ovegata aparishaa.
'Pag' ha vuelta nin yura uaupiy uou sapHman, Quimsa huiohaiouipiea 
ha tomo tutZu oasi nanaohishoa nin. Chaipioa nishoa nin: - Can
mana vaZi ohatZashoa mana vaZinguiohu. Megor saqui. Megor huoa oaipi 
ima shinashi paoarishaZZmi.
- Y mâs bien huoa huiohaioushay huoa guhua yramanta ohapashalZami.
Maipi ima animal maipi ima uyarigpioa huoa shungusha - nin misioa. 
Ovegitaoa nishpashi nin: - Megor shina oagpioa huoa ima shinapish ima
animal mioushoapishy oailla paoarishallami, Canllata rilla mai 
gahuapi rilla sirish paoarigri.
Chaimantashi huiohaioushpa gahua ultimo hahuiy shug montaha ultimOy 
ohai hahui puntaman huiohaioushpashi ohapan ruou misioa. - Cunanoa 
oashna paoarishun imaoha pasan huoa ovegitaoa - nishpashiy llaqui 
huaoai ni oai shug ni ohai shug.
Shinashpashi ha paoarina. Cmrnn oai gloriamuna mai shina gallo oantai 
maioha shimypioharioay shug semegante luz gaganioun nin. Maioha shug 
distante shug oinoo kilomètres shina piohariariy largo. Chaipioa guin 
gaganioun niuy gaganioun niny gaganioun nin, Cutin gaganioun niny 
outin huahuQun nin shug luz semaforo ouenta. Chaimantashi ha shinapish 
haoayandi gloria gloriata shitarina ha.
Misiruouoa shinapish aspirish aspirish uraiman. Chaipishi: - Ovegitaod - 
nina nin -, ovegitay ovegita - nishpashi -, imaipita oangui?
Manashi respondinohu ovegitaoa. Ura sapi ouohupi sirioushpa allpazitu 
niny uraioushpa umamanta ohugtagpi rigoharishoa. - Mana yuyaniohu - 
nishpashi nin ovegitaoa -, maipi sirishpa paoarimungui? Nuoa oasimi 
huahuni.
- Nuoami ashun oasi huahimuni ohiripi. Jahuapi semegante ohirimi oashoa, 
iManohu ima uyarin oamba rinripioa? - nishpashi nishoa misioa ovegataoa.
- Mana - nishoa nin -, huoamanoa swnagta sumag Diosoa pushash paoarin,- Pero huoaoa shug simaimana pueblotami rioumuni. Cunanoa ohaiman 
rishmiy gaou - nishpashi nin.
Shinashpaoa rishoa niny uraioushpa igual huillanaoushpa ishoaita tiyash 
huaoaoushpaounallata llaquilla.
Shug semegante yaou gundashoapi taririshoa nin. Chaipioa ima tuouny 
oasi tuouna nin paiounaoa. Nishoa nin: - Mana. Huahuna oausanay huoa 
aparisha. Canoa alii huaiyuringui - ounan ovegitaoa misitaoa.
Y shinashpaoa ha rin nin, rin nin, rin nin, yaoupi yaioushpa ohugpioama 
semegante yaou gundapi yaioushoa. Pues yaou aparishoa maioha semegante 
shug treiitta metros largotaoha aparishoa uraimaUy uouyan gahuayan,
Shug semegante timbuoug gundupi shitashoa nin remolinopi. Chaita 
hueoopa shitagpimi paizitu uouyan gahuayan ha ovegandi misindi taririshoa 
ohaipi. Chai shug ouohu molinoman shitagpimi outin oai misisituoa nishoa 
nin: - Ama penariohUy huoa por fin zafarinimi.
Uma oaramanta oharirashoa ovegataoa yaou ama apariohun. Shinashpa gahua 
pataman huiohaioushpaoari nishoa nin: - Maquita oui.
0 sino mana oashpaoa entonoes ishoai rinrimanta gapish huiohaiman 
ohutashoa ovegataoa. Yaou shug golpe gunda shamushoa outin huiohaiman 
remolinashpami huiohaiman shitashoa. Misizi'tu ohaita ha aisashpa 
llugohishoa, Tranquilomi ohaipi ha paiounaoa. - Cunanoari otro oaminada 
ruhuashun. Shinashpaoa rishun maipimi luzta riouroani. Chairnan paragta 
rishun - nishpashi nin.
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Shinashpami ha ohayashoa nin ohai maipi oashpapish haoiendamanoa.
Enoantado haoienda oashoa nin ohaioay diabloounapa, Chaipi ohayashoa 
nin. Uoupi yaioushoaouna nin. Misimanoa taririshoa nin aiohattaoa 
niny ima quesotlaoa niny ima maraviVlas miounay misipa miouna.
Ovegaman semegante potreroy maravillaSy oosa que mashna pudig pamba 
ovegitamanoa, Shinashpa ha: - Pioa duehooa shamungamiy shamungamiy 
shamungami - nish paiounaoa tiyaouna nin tranquilo uoupioa posangapay 
mahangapa -, tiyaounohiy oomo ohaqui pagtashoata shamuroanohiy ounanoa 
oaipioa oausaita gapishun - nishpa.
Shinashpashi ha tiyaougpioa oasi ohishi amsayashoatla shinataoa:- Naoa ima shinami parlaougta uyarcani.
Chai layallataoa imachari buHaounashi shamun maitaohari oaruta.
Chaiouna shamushpaoa ima alii personaouna shamunounay didbloouna 
shamuoushoa nin. Chaioa dueho oapataz yaioushoa nin uouman. Jatun 
semegante mesaruoushi tiyaouny shug salon cuenta uoupioa, Chaipioa 
shug libroounaoay tuoui laya libro niny shinalVatay shug yurag libro- 
llashi mana riourin. Tuoui libroshi riourioun. Shug gatun semegante 
oodigo laya librotaoa riououn niny riououn nin, riououn nin ohai gatun 
yaya oapatazoa,
Cutin oai shug hutu tentaoionounaoa shamushpaoa: - Ima oanoay limdtata
ruhuash shamungui? iMai imatata ruhuaohishpa shamunguiy maipi? lima 
ushindi yayandi paltaahimungui? lima yacutaohu garoamungui? 0 luyag 
mana uyagtaohu ruhuaohimungui? lima imatata oanoa ruhuaohirmmgui?
Shug ohayan nin, shug ohayan nin. Leooiontashi ouounoa imanapish hutu 
tentaoionounaoa gatun yaya tentaoionman. Shinashpashi ha unai unai- 
llapioa ha outin ohayamuna nin shug suohu. Chaishi shayaounlla nin, 
shayaounlla nin guin. Ima tuounata mana valiny singaruou allagyaoun 
oaiman ohaiman; shug o'uohi singashi ohaioa. (Asisha huoapish outin!} 
Chaioa shinaoa ha ohashna oaougllapitami ovegitaounaoa hashi huasi 
gahuapi oana. Shinallata ima shinami ounan montahapi tuoui urmashoaouna 
ohai layallata. Chaipipish tega huasiman huiohaioushoaouna nin,
Shinallata aspirishpa ima shinapish avanzaohishoa misioa ovegitata 
altoyaohinata. Jahua alto ohugpi owmbapioa oai ovegitaoa meanai 
gapishoa ha.
Meanai gapigpioa imata nishoa nin oai shug oompaheroounay misisituoa 
nishoa nin: - Alii alii meash huiohaiounguimanoa rabiatapish oun - 
nishpashi nishoa misioa.
- lima tuousha? Meanayagrin - nishpaoa guinshi looo apana ovegitaoa,
Mana forma oashpaoa oai tuqui lastimaounata uoupi riououshpaouy ima 
shinaohari outin siquita ouyuohishoa nin ovegitaoa mearingapa. Tega 
ima shinaohari paquirishoa nin, ohaglla ismushoa oashoa nin. Chai dueho 
tentaoionpa ohugpi mesapitaca imachari meado shutushoa nin uraiman.
Chai shutugpioa oai shug ullahuangaounaoa uoumantaoa guinshi oaita ohaita 
ohapaoun, Imata gahuataoa manashi rioui valinohu pero. Tuoui paiounapura 
uou paohata riounaououna nin ohai lastima mesataoa. Tuoui abrigash 
quHpa pero. Cungaillaoa nishoa nin ohai gdhuapioa Hragtraglla' 
'tragtraglla'. Huanu ha guin shutui oallrishoa ovegitapaoa ha. Tuoui 
ohai murituounaoa hashi ohai libroounataoa manohash pasarin. Chai 
oungailla gahuamantaoa misindi ovegandishi huaiouyana 'taraglla' 
gahuamantaoa: tegay ohagllUy allpay tuoui ohai tentaoion ohugpi libro
gatun oapataz humpapita.
Chaipioari Hugrig' nishpa ovegitaoa. 'Tugrig' ningaoamanoa ima tiempo 
'ha' llugshirishoa nin. Misioa oai shug ohai shugta 'pis' nishpay 
fUxhui'muruQwiapi tuoui arahashpa alloba nin cai shug ohai shugta.
Allaba diabloouna nin oanzhataoa nin polvoyash. Chaimantaoa rishoaouna
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nin oaruta ha shitash jiohushpa ohai ovejitaounata. Ovegahuan ounan 
oai misihuanoa duehoyash saquirin nin cai enoantado haoiendataoa.
Aohoata rishpaounaoa shug huishtuoa ninshi: - Chai ishoa ohaVLashoaouna 
huoanohita oaVlpaohinga. Bai gaou shungusha - nishpashi nin -, nuoami 
yaohaniy gaou.
Chai gatun yaya oapatazoa nishoa nin: - Mana. Ima oashpapishy huoata 
hahui murupimi oai mundota shug shutuimiy hahuitaoa rauraohiroa, Cutin 
ohai shug uohitlaoa hahuipimi aspiroa. Mana aoertaniohu imami tuoushun, 
JaouVlata mâs bien. Shitashpa paiouna ohaipi siriouohun - nishpashi nin. 
Cutin huishtuoa nishpashi nin: - Mana. Cutishunltata gaou - nishpashi 
nin.
Chaipi ovegaoa outin Vlugshishoa nin 'ba' nirashoa nin haoiendamantaoa.- Mana - nishoa nin -, vamos - nishpomi nioun nin.
Cutin oai shug animatoa niounmi 'pish ' niounmiy 'pish ' niounmiy 'pish' 
niounmi. Chaitaoha oazusha niounounami. Attaba nin otra oarrera outin 
oai tentaoionounaoa. Paiounapish ohaipi dueho saquirin nin. Misimanoa 
semegante maravilla miouna y outin ovegaman semegante haoienda potrero. 
Baoienda propio haenoantadata ganan misihuan ovegahuan.
The cat and the sheep
There was once a very greedy cat. Neither mice nor rats could satisfy 
its greed. When he had cleaned out his own house of food and could find 
no more to gwallow, he began to take his neighbours' guinea-pigs, curded 
cheese and any titbits there were from their kitchens, so greedy was he. 
One day, then,he was out walking. There was a sheep standing by, like­
wise with nothing to eat. He was tied up, his stomach empty, on a 
barren plain. The cat came by surreptitiously and said; "What on earth 
are you doing standing here? There's no point in your standing here.
Come on, it's easy, let's go off somewhere."The sheep replied; "How can I go when I'm tied up like this? My owners 
never come by, 'l spend all night here. I'm near to dying of hunger and 
cold,"
"I too am about to die of hunger just like you. I've finished all the
food in the house; there is no more for me to eat anywhere. Once and
for all, let's go. Let the devil take us," urged the cat.
So they told each other their tales, the two of them. And the cat said;
"Come on, let's go."
"How can I go?" said the sheep.
At his words, the cat said: "Oh, it's easy."
"Ah, nonsense," said tlie other.
"Don't tell me “nonsense'. I shall scratch around the stalce and break 
through the rope, and off we go. We shall be far away by the time your 
owners or anyone else comes along. But I make one condition: that
whenever you feel hungry, whether night be falling, whether it be getting 
dark, whether it be a full moon, or whatever be the situation, wherever 
we be, I shall eat ray food but, I shall not be able to give food to you.,"
So when the sheep was hungry he could find no food, The old cat went 
along carried all the while (by the sheep), hanging on all the time 
and carried in the way a female opossum carries her young. They 
journeyed far. They were far off, who knows where, when night fell.
As they were tliere, far from home, they began to feel very hungry.
Then the sheep said: "What will become of me, cat? I feel hungry."
And the cat replied; "Wliat can I do about it? That's why I made the 
condition that when you were hungry I wouldn't give you any food. I 
shall have ray food; zhuta birds and rabbits,"
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For the cat ate only meat along the way. Thus the sheep must have 
gone witli no food, poor animal. But the cat went along happily eating 
all kinds of tilings. Then after three weeks there appeared by the 
roadside a great patch of grass for the sheep. And this time there 
was nothing for the cat. So the poor animals went along, both crying 
unhappily. Thus they went on, walking and wa.3,king for three long weeks 
more. That is how they went away
As they went they came to a forest inhabited by leopards, snaltes, vipers 
and other wild animals. The cat and the sheep went into this forest.
As they did so, they arrived at the foot of some great tall trees, and 
tlie re all was in darkness, the light of day could not penetrate the 
trees. They walked on as far as they could. Then the cat said: "Here 
we are in danger. There are wild animals to be heard in this vast 
forest. How will we fare? Perhaps we should climb to the top of a 
tall tree. But how will you be able to climb it? I shall carry you." 
"But you won't be able to carry my weight," said the sheep.
But the cat ignored him and determined to carry the sheep into the tree. 
They began to climb a very tall tree.
They climbed thus until they reached the halfway mark, the cat scratching 
and clawing as best he could, carrying the big heavy sheep. Then 'thump“ 
they landed again at the foot of the tree. After three attempts at
the climb, the cat's back began to ache somewhat. Then the sheep said:
"You're a little weakling, you won't be able to manage this. Let's 
leave it. I'll just sleep somehow down here."
"But I had better go up. From the top of the tree I shall keep watch
and warn you if any animal makes a noise," said the cat,
"Even if that happens. I'll somehow spend the night just here. You
yourself go up to the tree-top and lie there for the night," replied 
the sheep.
Then the old cat climbed way up to the topmost branches of the tree 
and set watch. "Now we'll spend the night like this happen what may."
And the two of them wept unhappily. In this way the night passed and 
dawn broke. At cockcrow a light was seen burning. Who on earth could 
it be? It was some five kilometres distant. It burned brightly then 
died away, then burned brightly again, like the flashing of a beacon*
Thus dawn broke and light fell from the sky.
So the old cat scratched and clawed his way down the tree. When he 
reached the bottom, he called out for the sheep; "Sheep! sheep! 
where are you?"
The sheep made no reply. He had burrowed himself into the earth at 
the foot of the tree and was lying there. When the cat tugged him by 
the head, he woke up, "What's going on?" he asked, "where have you
slept the night? I nearly died."
"I came nearer to dying of cold. Up there it was very cold. Did your
ears detect no sound in the night?" the cat asked the sheep,
"No," said he, "God was with me through a very peaceful night."
"Well, I have just seen a beautiful town in the distance. Let's go 
tliere now, come on," said the cat.
And so they went, malting their way downwards, relating to each other 
the events of the night and still crying pitifully.
Then a great deep river appeared before them. What happened then? It
was nearly the end of them. But the sheep said to the cat; "Well, if
we live or die, I shall carry you. You hold on tightly."
And so they made their way half way across the deep river. Then the
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water carried them away some thirty metres downstream, dragging them 
down then lifting them up on its waves^ It cast them into a deep 
whirlpool of churning water. There the cat and tîie sheep found them­
selves together; tossing about in a whirlpool. As this happened, 
the cat called out: "Don't worry. I'll get out of here."
And he held on to the sheep's head by its fleece so that the water 
shouldn't carry him away. So the cat, managing to climb up onto the 
riverbank, said to the sheep: "Give me your hand."
Or if that wasn't the case then he pulled the sheep up by his two ears.
At that moment a gush of water swirled around the sheep and threw him
up towards the banJc, And the cat got him out by pulling him. So there
they were safe and sound, "Now we have another walk to do. Let's go
to the place where I saw the light shining. We'll stop there,"
So thus they arrived at a haoienda, who knows where. It was a bewitched 
haoienda, belonging to the devils. They arrived there and went inside. 
For the cat was to be found all kinds of marvellous foods, meats and 
cheeses. For the sheep there was rich pasture, as much, as he could 
eat. Expecting tlie owners to arrive at any moment, they stayed there 
happily waiting to ask for food and lodging, "Let's stay hera. We have 
come as far as our legs will carry us, now let's seek our living here," 
tliey said.
As they sat tlie re night began to fall, and one of them spoke: "I heard
voices just now."
Then what dreadful noise was heard approaching somewhere in the distance. 
The devils were coming. Then the chief of the devils came inside.
There was an enormous table inside a spacious room. On it there were 
books of all types; only a white- coloured book was lacking. All sorts 
of books were to be seen. That chief old-man devil was looking 
intently at a big book, like a book of law.
Then the minor devils were coming in. "You, what work have you done?" 
the chief asked, "what sins have you caused? Which father and daughter 
did you cause to sin? What water course have you blocked up? What 
temptation have you led people into?"
Another devil arrived, then another. The minor devils were giving 
their reports to the chief devil. So it went on for a long while.
Then there arrived a crippled devil. He just stood there for a long 
time. He couldn’t do anything but root here and there with his long 
pig-like nose. (Now I'm going to laugh!) But no, in spite of the 
devils' being there, the sheep and cat were already up on the roof-top. 
They were to slip down just as they had fallen from the tree. There 
they climbed too, up onto the tiled roof. In the same way, using his 
claws, the cat was able to hoist the sheep up with him. When they 
were up on the ridge of the roof, the sheep felt the need to urinate.
When this happened, the cat said; "You should have urinated before 
you began the climb, That maJces me angry."
"What shall I do?" said the sheep anxiously, "I need to urinate,"
And the sheep, lacking courage at the sight of the devils inside, 
waggled his tail and urinated. The tiles of the roof were broken and 
tlie thatch was rotten, so the urine dripped down right onto the chief 
devil’s table. When they saw the drips, some of the other demons came 
out and looked here and there, But how were tliey going to see up onto 
the roof? Between them everyone was intent inside on looking at the 
damage done to the table (after the questions had been asked and noted, 
of course).. Unseen, the pair above began to make a clattering noise 
and this time the sheep began to defecate. All its droppings fell and 
stained the devils' books. Unseen, the cat and sheep together made a 
hole in the roof and through it fell tiles, thatch and earth, with a 
crash, all onto the demons' book, right in front of the chief devil.
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Then indeed the sheep made more noise to frighten the devils. While 
he was doing that, the cat scratched their eyes out one after the 
other and put them each to flight. The devils fled outside shaken 
with fear. They went far away leaving behind the sheep and the cat.
These two together remained behind as masters of the enchanted haoienda. 
When they had gone a long way off, the crippled demon said; "Those 
two rascals chased us out. Come on. I'm going to investigate."
The chief devil said; "No, whatever may be the case, ^ o t  of urine 
fell into my eyes and made them burn. Then tliat other little one 
scratched my face, I don't know what shall become of us. We'd better 
just go and leave them to lie there."
"No," said the cripple, "let's go right back."
Then the sheep came out of the haoienda still bleating, "No," said 
the devils, "let's go."
The the other animal hissed at them, and perhaps they took notice of 
that, for again the devils took to their heels and ran. So the 
animals remained as masters of the haoienda. There was plenty of 
wonderful food for the cat and a big grazing field for the sheep.
So the cat and the sheep gained their own enchanted haoienda.
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Group (iii)
Tale 14; Diablohuan oontratadooa
Chai ejempto oaltarin ha: runa pbhre oashoa^ ohaimanta ohayugyashoaj
ouQoman vatirishoa. Chaimanta ouoooa oullquita oushoa. Cuoo oullquita 
oushoahuqn ohayugyashoa. Chayugyashoa quHpa hd unai huatata oausashoa. 
Chaimo}2ta ha plaza faltan. Na penarishoa mmaoa: mana mioush nishoa^
mana uviash nishoa, mana trago uviash nishoa. Chaimanta huavmi tapushoa: - llmamantata oanoa tlaquiringui? lima mana faltan? lima mana illan? 
Chayug oanohi, limamantatapetaringui?
Chaipi runa nishoa: - Cashna ohashnami ha huoa ttugohiroani ouooman
oai tal plazopa. Na ohai plaza ohayamunmi ounanoa. Tat punzhami apag 
shamunga huoataoa.
Chaimanta rishoa oonversaringapa, rishoa saoerdotepaman huarmioa. 
Saoerdote nishoa: - Caita ruhuai: quimsami shamunga apangapa. Cunanoa
entregai oarata yiœagyaohiohun quintal gabonhuan. Shugmanoa entregai 
shug maohetehuan trozo oaspihuan oruzta ruhuaohun potenoiahuan.
Shugmanoa entregaohun shug tinagahuan oedazohuan yaouta ashtaohun, 
yaouta gundaohiohun.
Entre las nueve de la nooheta apag shamushoa. Huarmioa taita oura 
saoerdote ha yuyaita oushoataoa ruhuaroa. Ëa tareata curoa oadaunoman, 
Shugman entregaroa machete, shugman entregaroa yana oara quintal gabon, 
shuginan entregaroa oedazohuan tinagahuan. Chaimanta trabagota ha 
oaVkcriroaouna. Trabagota nish shug mana oumpliroa, mana agustaroaohu 
nish shug trdbagotaoa.
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Chaimanta ha una de la mahana yana gatlo oantarog. Chaimanta 
tapunaouroai - iSiquiera maigan tareatamhuangutohi? - niroa shugaa. 
Chaimanta shugca niroa: - Nuoa mana yaouta gundadhi vatini - nish.
Shugoa niroa: - Nuoa mana oruzta potenoia ruhuai vatiniohu.
P 'aquirish o'atiroa.
Shugoa niroa: - Cara mana yuragyasha niniohu - niroa shugoa pedazo 
tuouroa.
Chaimanta: - llmata tuounohi? - niroa shugoa.
Chaimanta ohaipi niroa: - Tuta tiyanragmi. Trabagash o'atishun.
Niroa shugoa: - Manara oantanohu - niroa.
Chaimanta ha ishoai gallo oantaroa ha, uohupa gallo oantaroa. Chaipi 
ha outin tapunaouna: - iSiquiera oan tinagapi yaouta gundaohinguiohu? - 
niroa.
Chaipi niroa: - Mana, mana gunda tinagapi yaou - niroa.
Chaipi shug oruzta ruhuadorta tapuroa: -iCan oruzta ruhuai valinguiohu? 
iSiquiera oan?
- Mana, mana ruhuai valiniohu. P 'aquirishpami o'atin.
Chaimanta tapunaouroa outin, ha oarata yuragyaohigtami niroa:
-iSiquiera oan oarata yuragyaohiroanguiohu?
Niroa: - Nuoa mana yuragyaohi valiroaniohu - nin - , oarata tuoui 
ashun pedazo tuouroa.
Teroero taita Diospa gallo oantaroa, mishiou gallo. Puoa gallo oantaroa.- Na mana huoanohi galloohu, ha punzhayagrinmi.
Chaipimi ha ultimo oantan ha. - Mana pudinohiohu, huoa mana oarata 
yuiyigyaohi valini ~ n-in.- Nuoa mana valini potenoia ruhuanata.
-Nuoa mana yaou tinagata gundaohiniohu.
Shûmoa: - Shitarishunlla.
Shina niougpi gallo oantara, ohaimanta shitariroaouna ha atish 
punzhayagrigpi, mana valish.
Cedulata huarmiman ha outiohish ohaipi ha punzhayagpi runataoa huarmioa 
ha rig oonsolangapa riroa. Taita ourapapi ohaipi ha entonoesoa. Taita 
ouraoa o'ayaroa, runata o'ayamugri nishoa. Chaipi entonoes runaoa ha 
riroa. Chaipi taita ouraoa oonguraroa. Congurash quHpa niroa ohai 
ohayugyashoata: - Chai oullquitaoa ohugpitaoa pobreounaman régalai, 
ohugpitaoa oan saquiri. Shinashpami salvaringui.
Chaipi tuourin.
The man who had a pact with the devil
This story is about a poor man who tricked the devil and became rich.
The devil gave him money, but only for the space of one year. As the 
year drew to an end the man grew very sad: he lost his appetite, he
didn't want to eat or drink. His wife asked him; "Why are you so sad? 
What do we lack? We are rich, you have no reason to be sad."
So her husband explained that he had entered into a pact with the devil 
and soon his time would be up. Then the devil would come and carry him 
away.
On hearing this, the wife went to the priest to confess and ask advice. 
The priest told her that three devils would come and she was to do as 
follows ; to one of them she should give a black cowhide and a sack of 
soap and tell him to turn the hide white. To another she should give 
some logs of wood and a maohete, telling him to make a crucifix adorned 
with religous motifs. And the third she should order to fill an 
earthenware urn with water using a sieve. Well, that night, at about 
9 o'clock the devils came. The woman did as the priest had told her: 
she gave each of them a task. To one she gave a maohete : to another
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a black hid^ and some soap; to another a sieve and an urn. Then 
they all three set to work. But none of them were to complete 
their task.
At 1 o'clock in the morning the black cockerel crowed. At this, they 
asked each other; "Have you at least finished your task?"
One of them replied; "I cannot fill this urn with water using a sieve," 
Said another; "I can't make a crucifix with religious emblems. The wood 
keeps breaJcing in ray hands, "
"I'm not succeeding in whitening this hide," said the third, "it falls 
apart when I touch it*"
"So, what shallwe do?" said one,
"It's still night, let's keep working. The gallo mishiou hasn't 
crowed yet,"
A little later the second cock crowed, the ash-coloured one. Again 
the devils asked after each other's progress; "You at least must have 
filled the urn with water," they said,
"No, it isn't nearly full," came the reply.
So they asked the one who was making the cross; "Have you at least 
finished the cross?"
"No," came the reply, "I can't do it. The wood keeps snapping,"
And they asked the one who was whitening the cowhide ; "Have you 
whitened that hide yet?"
"I can't whiten it. It keeps falling apart in my hands."
Then the third cockerel crowed: the coloured cockerel that they say
belongs to God. "That isn't our rooster crowing," said the devils, 
"daylight is coming,"
And tlie last cockcrow before dawn was heard, "We can't complete our 
tasks," they said.
"I can't whiten tliis hide,"
"I can't carve out the religious emblems,"
"I can't fill the urn."So they decided to abandon the attempt. As they spoke they heard 
the cock still crowing. And so they were overcome by the daylight and 
forced to leave,
So now the wife had her identity card restored to her. Daylight came 
and she went to comfort her nusband who had been called to the priest's 
house. There the priest cast a spell. After casting the spell, he 
turned to the rich man and told him to give half his riches to the poor 
and to keep the other half for himself. In that way he would be saved. 
There ray story ends.
Informant; AB, 4th August, 1976
m 211  ^ Person sell soul to devil
G303.16.19.3 One is freed if he can set a task the devil cannot 
perform
K211 Devil cheated by imposing an impossible task
H1023.2 Task: carrying water in a sieve
H1023.6 Task: washing black wool white
G3Q3,16,3,1 Devils driven away by crossZ65.2 Series: white cock, red cock, black cock. These
crow at dawn and scatter ghosts 
A1751 The devil's animals and God's
G303.17,1.1 Devil disappears when ,cock crows
N846.2 Priest as helper
G303.16.14 Devil exorcised
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Commentary
1^0 Introduction
These narratives are mostly legends founded upon local folk 
beliefs concerning the attributes, habitat and behaviour of the devil 
as he is popularly conceived of. In the analysis I shall deal again 
first with the narrative pattern of the texts and discuss to what 
extent this can be said to be a common one to them all. Then the 
structure of the texts will be examined in terms of the relationships 
that are set up during the course of each one between hero and devil. 
Into this relationship there usually enters a third party who acts as 
mediator and brings about an apparent resolution. These tales, as 
the others in this section, are seen as expressions of the conflict 
between man and the non—human world, and the devil will be seen to be 
as ambiguous a representative of tliat world as any other of the dramatis 
personae to fill that 'slot’ elsewhere in the section. There will 
follow an analysis of the legends' content and the relationship this 
has to the wider context of the belief system,
2.0 Narrative structure
While all the legends have in common that they recount the 
meeting and relationship between human hero and devil(s), they have 
been divided into three groups according to the narrative pattern they 
follow;
Group (i) tales in which hero encounters devil whilst on a journey
Group (ii) tales in which hero encounters devils in deserted house
and overhears a meeting between them
Group (iii) tales in which hero makes a pact with the devil
Of the three patterns, the first two are by far the most common; several
factors suggest that they are patterns traditional to and perhaps oico-
typical of the area; they depict the devil as an ambiguous personality,
%
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bénéficient or maleficient according to circumstance. They are also 
patterns that extend beyond the confines of this sub-type, and may be 
traced in tales of other sub-types also. That is to say, they are 
deep-rooted enough to have had effect on other areas of narrative 
tradition. Group (iii), on the other hand, doesn't follow the 
requisite pattern of Journey— >Encounter— ^Arrival at other world, etc, 
of the type this section represents, and its theme is the familiar 
Faustian one, with the devil cast in his traditional European rôle.
2.1 Group (i); Encounters with devil whilst on a journey
2.1.1 General observations
Some general observations can be made about these as a group, 
before looking at them individually. The journey is usually given a 
specific local setting, such as the road from Cahar to Cuenca, a well- 
frequented trade route which presented many hazards to the traveller 
in the still-remembered days before mechanized transport. The route 
passes through some precipitous terrain, uninhabited and largely 
uncultivated as the drop of some 500 metres is made to the Azogues 
valley; the scene for the encounters is invariably some steep-sided 
ravine {huaiau/quebrada), and may be identified more precisely as 
Peruncay, near Bibli&n, for example,
' jThe linear development of these narratives provides a frame— 
work within which the hero sets out on a journey, encounters a non­
human agent, and arrives at the other world. Whether or not he/she 
returns safely home is a variable depending upon whether or not the\ 
relationship established with the non-human agent is a positive or a 
negative one. Where a mediator intervenes, that rôle may be played 
by an outside party, such as the personified cross in Tale 4, Alter­
natively, the structure of the tale provides for the appearance of a
loi
mediator by what I term a 'split hero' function. In such a case, 
there are two human protagonists (Hi and H2), rather than one, who 
at the start of the narrative are on equal footing in terms of function 
but who, as the tale progresses, come to adopt structurally opposite 
but complementary rôles, the one then acting as mediator on behalf of 
the other. This occurs in Tales 5,6,and 7. A parallel device is 
that of the 'split villain' function, as in Tale 8 where the devil 
first encountered by the hero protects him from a group of devils 
encountered at a later stage in the narrative.
It will be seen* that no one value may be assigned to the devil: 
he may act positively or negatively with regard to the hero, and may 
be found in one tale to adopt different attitudes to different human , 
protagonists. He may punish one while helping another. Sometimes 
the text makes it clear that the helper rôle is adopted towards those 
who are free of sin, whereas those who have infringed the moral code 
are punished. Elsewhere the moral standing of the hero is implicit 
only.
2.1,2 Tale 4
Tale 4: La luoha entre la eruz y el didblo
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EPISODES FUNCTION
I
H unconscious after road accident; 
has always worshipped cross 1
i H wanders through ravine 2
ii H meets personified cross 3
iii cross tells H to accompany him 4
II
iv H encounters devil 3
V devil tells H to accompany him 4
vi cross intervenes, devil overcome 6/9a
III
vii H meets group of devils 3
viii cross fights devils to protect H 6
ix cross overcomes all devils 9a
IV
X H and cross continue journey 2
xi they meet tall cross ('Taita Diosito') 3
xii 'tall cross grants H permission to see 
into hell 4
xiii smaller cross accompanies H to entrance 
to hell 7
xiv H takes messages from dead for living 8
V
XV cross accompanies H back again 4
xvi H recovers and finds was 'away' 15 days 9d
 -A
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With, regard to the linear progression of Talé 4, it concurs with 
the general description given above, the initial situation being of 
special note; the vulnerability of the hero, which leads to the 
encounter, is provided for by his entering an altered state of con­
sciousness after a road accident. This is not an unusual device in 
narratives dealing with supernatural encounters, and is mentioned 
further in sub-section (c).
The paradigmatic structure can be described firstly by looking 
more closely at the system of relationships set up between the actors. 
Each of these; hero, devil, and cross, represents a different sphere, 
which could be termed for the sake of argument: this world, hell, and 
heaven respectively. This could be expressed formally as follows; 
hero ; earth ; ; devil ; hell ; ; cross ; heaven 
The relationship in Move I between hero and cross is a positive one. 
of mutual reciprocity, the hero's former worship of the cross merits 
him the latter's protection. Into this initial harmony steps a dis­
ruptive force; the devil, who adopts a threatening attitude towards 
the hero. The cross then mediates on the hero's behalf and a triang­
ular set of relationships evolves which could be formalized in the 
triad;
(— )hero^ devil
(4.) \  y /  (->
cross
This situation lasts for Moves II & III, which are structural repetitions 
of each other. By Move IV, harmony has been restored, the hero is 
allowed a glimpse into hell, and then returns to this world in the 
final move. Thus the sequence I described as common to the tales has 
been followed through. As far as the inner coherence of the tale is 
concerned: Move I,in which the hero encounters the mediator,may be 
seen as a structural inversion of Move V, in which the same mediator 
guides him home, Moves II & III, as stated are structurally repetitive.
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and may together be placed in structural opposition to Move IV, where 
the encounter with 'Taita Diosito* has positive connotations in contrast 
to the encounter with the devils which was negative, The inner coherence 
of the tale could then be expressed thus ;
Move I ; Move Move IVl^ove III]
It is hoped that the above interpretation of the tale's structure will 
contribute to an eventual overall view of this group of tales as having 
much in common in the narrative pattern they follow,
2,1,3. Tale 5
Tale 5; Ishoai mozoouna
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OP EPISODES FUNCTION
I
two friends (H1&H2) bathe in river; 
Hi drowns, h2 survives 1
i H2 wanders, playing fiddle 2
ii meets amo who invites him to home 3
II
111 arrive at haoienda (hell) ... 7
iv H2 finds Hi punished in hell
V Hi gives H2 advice on how to protect 
himself against axno (devil) 6
III
vi devil brings family, H2 plays fiddle 4
vii H2 asks for payment in ash as ad­
vised 6viii devil overcome 9aIV ix H2 returns home 9d
The narrative pattern of this tale closely resembles that of 
Tale 22 and the comparative text GS/CA/18 (sub-section (e)), They all 
three trace the fates of two brothers or friends, one of whom dies and 
is followed to the other world by the other. In the case of Tale 22, 
the one to die (Hi), is wedded in death to the uVtaohu bird, and it 
will be suggested that in many ways the devil and the buzzard fill 
similar structural 'slots' in oral- narrative,
‘ Tale 5 contains an example of the 'split hero' feature des­
cribed above. In the initial situation, the two friends are on an 
equal footing as far as their function is concerned; both are human.
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and represent this world. When death, comes to oné of them, their 
friendship does not cease, but now consigned to the respective spheres 
of this world and the other world, life and death, their relationship 
becomes one of complementary opposition. This could be expressed thus;
Hi ; H2 ; ; other world ; this world ; ; death : life 
This prior differentiation between the two heroes may be necessary in 
order for Hi to shift rôles to that of mediator on H2's behalf when the 
i ,1 1er is threatened by the devil. Balance is disrupted when the latter 
appears, and the actors adopt the following attitudes in relation to 
one another;
(-*)
H2<r devil
W  \  /  (-1
Hi'
As with Tale 4, the position of mediator entails the most complex 
attitudes; he is in both a positive reciprocal relationship with H2 
(as former friend and present helper), and a reciprocally negative, 
relationship with the devil (being at once his victim and an effective, 
opposition to him on H2 ' s behalf).. The triad is an exact reproduction 
of that set up for Tale 4, helping us to see the similarities in 
structure between the two tales. Like Tale 4 also, this tale follows 
tlie described linear sequence of events; pivoting around the supers 
natural encounter and subsequent journey to hell, and ending in hero's 
safe return. In Tale 4, the main focus was on the journey itself, 
during which threatening encounters occured not onoe but twice, for 
greater narrative emphasis. In Tale 5, however, the greater focus is 
on the events after arrival at other world, and the means by which H2 
makes his escape,^
In paradigmatic terms, the structure of the tale may be des­
cribed thus; Move I, telling of the. encounter which, leads to the visit 
to hell, and Move IV, of the hero's return, may be seen as structural
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inversions of each other. The two intervening moves;II and III, are in 
a complementary relationship to each other - Move II in which Hi advises 
H2, and Move III in which this advice is successfully followed. This 
complementarity of structure reflects the mutual reciprocity that exists 
between the two friends. The moves could be arranged formally;
Move I ; Move IV ; ; Move II ; Move III 
h pattern begins to emerge whereby the first and last moves can be 
seen in inverse relation one to the other and, whilst some variation 
occurs, there is an equally complementary relationship between the 
moves tliat intervene between the first and the last,
2,1,4 Tale 6
Tale 6; Ishoai noviata charigmanta
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OP EPISODES FUNCTION
married man (Hi) deserts wife for 
former sweetheart (M2)
i they set out on journey together 2
I ii they pass a cross by wayside to 
which Hi pravs, H2 does not . . .3/4 ..
II iii meet amo who invites them to home 3/4iv arrive at haoienda 7
V cross reappears 3
III vi cross pushes H2 into haoienda (hell) 6/9b
vii cross pulls Hi clear 6/9a
The tale follows the linear sequence of all tales in the
group. In this case, greater focus is given to the initial situation,
which sets the tone for the ensuing events and offers an explanation 
of them, H2's persuasive wiles are dramatized, while Hi’s weakness 
of character is made clear, to account for his subsequent pardon.
The tale contains structural features which to some extent
combine elements of Tales 4 and 5, The mediator is a cross, so we
have symbolic interraction between the three spheres as in Tàle 4, 
There is a 'split hero'function as in Tale 5, However, the hero and
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heroine of Tale 6 are not in the same relationship^ to each other as 
were Hi and H2 in Tale 5; there, we saw a reciprocity which accounted
for Hi's shift in rôle to that of mediator. Here, there is a would-be
reciprocity - between man and lover - which is rendered impossible, so 
it would seem, (a) by the adultery upon which their relationship is 
based, and (b) by H2's impiety in contrast to the remorse and piety of
Hi, Thus the two hero figures are considered oppositions of each other,
and this opposition could be expressed in the following terms:
Hi
passively persuaded 
remorse 
piety 
salvation
H2
actively persuades, 
lack of remorse 
impiety 
damnation
Both are then threatened by the devil, and the cross mediates on their 
behalf. However, this mediation is measured against the moral standing 
of the hero in question; for Hi it has a positive outcome, for Hi it 
is negative. Because of the opposition between them, the relationships 
of Hi and H2 with devil and mediator must be viewed separately from the 
standpoint of each;
(~*) (— )(a) Hl< devil (b) H2-<^---- devil
(i") (— ) (+*)
cross cross
It will be noticed that while triad (a) for Hi corresponds exactly to 
that set up for Tales 4 and 5, where the hero is also saved due to his 
moral worth (explicit or implicit), triad (b) has some interesting 
variation. Here, because the heroine merits damnation, the cross's 
attitude towards her is negative, whilst the assistance he gives the 
devil in consigning her to hell can be read as a rare example of a 
positive attitude between these two actors. The correspondance 
between triad (a) and those for Tales 4 and 5 is an indication that 
a common pattern is emerging in the types of relationship described 
in these legends, and the value attached to them.
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The te;çTOS in which the paradigmatic relationship between the
moves can be described are as follows:
Move I ; Move 1X31
Hi's prayer to cross ; Hi's salvation by cross
H2's rejection of cross ; H2's damnation by cross
rr)ov6 HZ Ùn Druxrt Ctmt» (tnd a r e  Uiol irJLr\'\ 4 o
V\(xc,(:)r\dci /  ^  p iv o t îr, -j'kiL
6^  ywi tfxJUL roWcUa n^ovco IcÜQJk, % f 9
(oo.l(SW,
The tale follows the now familiar linear progression, and at the same 
time the moves into which that progression can be divided stand in a 
coherent relationship one to the other.
2,1,4 Tale 7
Tale 7; Diablo ccpashoa huarmi
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OP EPISODES FUNCTION
I
widower remarries; wife illtreats 
his children 1
i she (Hi) leaves home wishing her­
self 'to the devil' 2
ii buzzards circle overhead as she eats
iii meets 'Taita Diosito' who refuses 
to take her with him 3
iv meets ohazo (devil) who takes her 3/4
V they arrive at hell and enter 7
II
vi husband (il2) sets out to seek Hi 2
Vii H2 meets a ohazo who refuses to help 3/4
viii meets devil who helps him 3/4
ix follows advice and enters hell 7
X devil shows him Hi who is in hell 4
xi devil refuses to free Hi, but gives 
H2 soil to take home 9a/8
xii H2 returns home and buries soil 9d
xiii soil turns to grain for h 2 & family 9c
The initial situation is identical to that of Tales 25 and 26 (sub­
section (h), and corresponds to the opening sequence of A-T 327A with 
which they have some connection. However, in the present text, it is 
the stepmother who deserts her home, rather than the children who are 
deserted, which could be read as a structural inversion of the usual 
pattern.
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I have divided the text into two moves; Move^I which, deals with 
the departure, journey ,encounter, and arrival at hell of Hi, and 
Move II whichis in many respects structurally repetitive of the first in 
that it traces the same sequence for H2. The all-important difference 
between them is found in Episode xii, which describes the return home 
of H2, whereas Hi remains in hell forever.
The 'split hero' feature is represented here by the opposition 
set up between husband and wife. The initially balanced relationship 
between them - matrimony - is disrupted by the wife's own rejection of 
her home and responsibilities. From that point onwards the terms in 
which they oppose each other could be stated thus;
Hi
stepmother 
faithless 
hell 
damned 
remains in hell
H2
natural father 
faithful 
this world 
rewarded
returns to this world
The disjunction of HI and H2 is a prior necessity, so it seems, for H2 
to become a mediator on behalf of Hi, This shift in rôle, producing 
a human mediator who had formerly been on an equal footing with the 
victim of threat, is comparable to Tale 5, where the same thing happens.
There are other features of this text which compare with Tale 5 
in particular; H2 follows Hi to hell, guided there by the devil? H2 
finds Hi suffering torments. The pattern does not entirely correspond, 
however. In Tale 5 it was El who mediated on behalf of H2, saving him 
from a similar fate to his own. In Tale 7, it is H2 who intervenes for 
Hi, on the other hand, to no avail. The position of the mediating hero 
with respect to the devil is markedly different in the two tales; in 
Tale 5, H2 has to escape by cunning; in Tale 7, H2 is helped and rewarded 
by the devil.
The pattern of relationships set up between the actors here is 
as follows ;
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(— )_Hl<:--- devil
( t l  \  /  (4-1
H2^
%Comparing this with the triads drawn up for Tales 4,5,&6, the main 
point to note is the change in attitude held by the devil towards h 2.
For the first, but not the last time, we find the devil adopting a 
positive attitude vis à vis the hero. In the case of this text at 
least, I would suggest that this is due to the workings of the 'split 
hero' feature; for Hi there is no redemption, and it is almost as a 
counterbalance to this that for H2 there is reward. This is a struc­
tural explanation, and there is also the fact that the devil is an 
ambivalent quantity who may act for good or bdd according to circum­
stance, Further demonstration of this will be seen in Tales 8 and 9,
The paradigmatic arrangement of moves in relation to each other 
proves to be of particular interest in this, more complex, tale. As 
already noted. Move I is structurally repeated in Move II, with the 
exception of the final outcome. Then whereas at the beginning of Move I 
Hi departs ill-teraperedly from home, at the end of Move II, I-I2 returns 
with good fortune to home. In various terms, these moves can be con­
sidered inversions of each other:
Move I : Move II 
Hi ; H2
children ill-fed by Hi ; grain miraculously supplied by H2 
Hi leaves home ; H2 goes in search of Hi
Hi remains in hell ; h 2 returns home
Hi's ill-will ; good fortune of H2
Hi's rejection of children ; return to children of H2 
'Taita Diosito' refuses Hi ; first ohazo refuses to help H%
devil accepts Hi ; second ohazo guides I-l2
Thus episodes occuring in Move II are repetitions or inversions of 
episodes in Move I, both of which trace the progress of the hero fig­
ures on .their journeys to the other world and the outcome. Of partie— |
Îcular interest is the double value assigned to the devil, who offers |Jhelp to both but for different reasons, and with different end results.
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2.1,6 Tales 8 and 9
Tale 8; Didbtohuan tupashaa runa & Tale 9; El viagero quien
se topâ eon el diablo
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EPISODES FUNCTION
Tale 8 Tale 9 ^
I
traveller (H) on road 
to Cuenca 1/2
i meets devil (Vl - 'V 
villain), carrying coff­
in ..........
3
ii Vl and H continue jour­
ney together 4
iii pass house whose occu­
pant sets dogs on them 3
iv devil blows on them 6
V H asks about remedy for 
huairashoa, devil tells 
him 8
II
vi reach ravine where group 
of devils (V2) await 
coffin
pass bandits' 
hideout 3
via Vl protects H from bandits 6
vib arrive at hell, Vl throws in 
coffin
7
vii Vl sends H back home by same route, as without 
sin
Vl goes back 
same way with H 4
viia vi&via repeated 3/6
III
viii passes house where devil 
had blown on occupants 3
ix performs cure that devil 
had told him of 8
X receives reward 9c
xi returns home 9d
The two versions of the tale follow the same narrative pattern with 
slight variations, as can be seen from the table. Where a variation 
in the sequence occurs it is noted in the Tale 9 column, otherwise 
the events in the Tale 8 column apply to both tales. The linear 
sequence is comparable to that of other tales in the sub-section, 
with particular focus laid on Function 8, whereby H gains knowledge 
which he later uses to his own ends.
Here the dualistic nature of the devil is expressed in the 
appearance of two devil types in the one narrative - a 'split villain'
Ill
function, Vl is the friendly travelling companion, V2 the group of 
devils who come in procession in search of condemned souls, Vl in 
this case becomes mediator on behalf of H, when the latter is confron­
ted with potential threat from V2, Por analytical purposes, this 
•slot' may be filled by other dramatis personae, such as the bandits 
in Tale 9. The relationship between Vl and H in this tale merits 
comparison with that of cross and H in Tale 4, both devil in Tale 8 
and cross in Tale 4 adopt the rôle of protector against a group of 
devils met along the road. Such similarity in the functions of devil 
and cross points up still further the thin dividing line that obtains 
between tliese two members of supposedly opposed spheres, in narrative 
tradition. Neither is painted in black and white, but in varying 
shades of grey. The positive attitude of Vl in the present text is 
further demonstrated in the way he causes illness to an outside party, 
then provides the hero with a profitable means of curing it. Unlike 
the devil of the European 'pact' lore, in this relationship there is 
no suggestion of a debt, to be absolved at a later date on the part of 
the hero. So the set of relationships established is;
M V2
(+) y  W-!
Vl
The situation of the mediator is as usual complex ; he adopts an ambiv­
alent attitude towards his own kind; by bringing them the condemned 
soul which he carries in the coffin, but preventing them from carrying 
away his innocent travelling companion.
The moves into which the tale has been divided may be arranged 
paradigmatically to show the symmetry of the narrative thus;
Move I ; Move III 
journey from home ; return to home 
knowledge gained from devil ; knowledge put to use
Move II can be seen as the central pivot point around which the narr-
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ative revolves; containing the climatic moment of H's arrival at the 
other world, and his safe departure from it.
2.2 Group (ii); Encounters with devils in deserted buildings
I shall first examine Tales 10,11 & 12, which can be taken to be 
variants, ie, similar in terms of both structure and content. Tale 13 
contains elements of content and narrative pattern that differ suff­
iciently from those of the others for it to be looked at separately. 
Not least of these is the fact that it involves animal protagonists 
and on this and other counts is closely connected with Tale 28, a 
Caftar version of A-T130,
2.2.1 Tales 10, 11, & 12
Tale 10; Molinomccnta, Tale 11; Diablopa huasiman yaioushoa 
runa, and Tale 12; Chinqarishoa huahuaouna
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EPISODES FUNCTION
Tale 10 (key text) Tale 11 Tale 12
I
• H sleeps in empty mill
H shelters in 
empty house
Hs shelter in empty 
house
1/7
i xxxx condemned soul in house
condemned 
soul in 
house...
3/4
ii xxxx soul gives H advice
xxxx 6
iii devils arrive 3
iv devils hold meet­ing
V devil smells 
flesh XK%%
4
vi H crosses'self XXXX Hs urinate 6via gallo mishiou 
crows
vib H brandishes 
rosary
xxxx xxxx
vii devils flee 9a
II
viii H gains infor­mation from devils' 
book
(and talces 
their tor­
ches)
8
ix H gdes to town 
with drought
X offers help (shows tor­ches)
xi releases water 9cxii gets reward
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A reading of the above table should clarify the degree, to 
which these tales are variants of each other, differing only in minor 
points of detail. When comparison between the linear sequence of 
variants is made in tabular form in •this way, the 'key text', presented 
in the left-hand colunn, is used as the mean against which variants are 
held for comparison, Where any difference occurs in these, it is men­
tioned in its due place. If there is no such difference, and the epi­
sode occurs in the variant just as it does in the key text, the variant 
column is left blank. Where the episode is missing from the variant 
altogether, this is indicated 'xxxx'. These tales, together with 
Tale 13, have in common that the main focus is on the encounter, 
rather than on the journey, in which H overhears a meeting between 
devils in an abandoned building. Thus, whilst the pattern of func-«> 
tions is the same as for Group (i). in broad terms, the emphasis has 
shifted to a new area of the narrative. Associated with this char­
acteristic structure are certain recurring motifs, which will be dis­
cussed in due course.
These tales differ from those in Group (i) in that no direct 
relationship is entered into between hero and devil. Instead, the 
hero finds himself unseen but potentially threatened by the devils.
This threat is expressed in Episode (v) where in two of the three 
variants a crippled devil smells human flesh. The danger is overcome 
not by the mediation of a third party as in Group (i) tales, but 
rather by the use of some symbol which according to widespread and/or 
local tradition, has the power to vanquish the devil; sign of cross, 
sight of rosary, aspersion of urine, crowing of cockerel. The 
mediation by an object rather than by an actor, however, fulfills 
the same function (6), and the tales' narrative structure can be 
equally well perceived in terms of the relationships between hero.
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devils, and mediator;
(— 1
Move I; ----devils(+) (-1
religious
symbol
In Move II, the hero shifts to the position of mediator, vis à vis 
the townspeople whose water he is able to restore as a result of the 
information he overheard in Move I, thus;
(-)Move II: townspeople-^— — devils
\ /
The two moves into which I have divided the tales can be seen to 
stand in a symmetrical relationship one to the other, comparable to 
the one found to hold for Tales S and ^ of Group (i), namely;
Move I i Move II 
knowledge gained from devil : knowledge put to use
A structural similarity suggests itself between the Groups (i) and
(ii) at this stage: although the surface content differs, in terms of
inner function there is common ground between those tales where the
traveller gains information whilst on a journey, and those where the
hero overhears useful knowledge whildt hidden in a deserted house. In
each case the outcome is the same in terms of function; the hero puts
the knowledge to profitable use. This observation helps to illustrate
the usefulness of structural analysis, which causes similarities to be
observed between tales of different sub-types, where a mere comparison
of surface content might not do so. Where the tales are variants,
however, whilst the method has an intrinsic interest, it does not
necessarily reveal anything new. In the case of Tales 10,11, and 12
per se, therefore, the main interest is in comparative analysis, . It
is possible here to draw several comparisons with narrative traditions
from other areas, and I shall now turn my attention to this.
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2,2,1,1 Comparative observations
GS/CA/lAi^Huahiiaounata sh'ùtashoamanta^ provides a further 
Cahar variant - it is outlined in sub-section (h) in connection with 
the Mama Ahuardona tales. The tale begins as a variant of A-T327A; 
•Hansel and Gretel’, then the children having escaped from the old 
woman meet with a oabattero who gives them a religious token. With 
this they pass the night in a deserted had&nda and from that point 
the narrative corresponds exactly to these Group (ii) devil legends. 
The fact that such an association exists between the two sub-types 
in this area may explain the initial situation of Tale 12, in which 
the hero 'slot' is filled by two children lost in a forest who come 
across a deserted house; it is tempting to assume a 'Hansel and 
Gretel' type identity for those two children.
The initial situation for Tale 11, on the other hand, is too 
imprecise to give us such clues , and Tale 10, which locates the tale 
in a deserted mill rather than hao'ienda, invites comparison with 
HD/SA/18; 'The beggar and the devils of the mill', in which a beggar 
spending the night in a deserted mill witnesses the devils holding 
school. This is a variation on the Cahar 'rendering accounts' motif, 
but otherwise Dufner's text follows the Cahar ones closely in both 
content and narrative pattern.
Although I as usual restrict comparisons to the Andean area, 
it cannot be overlooked that A~T513; 'The two travellers' contains a 
similar linear structure, and it is there that N451.1 and n452,1, 
listed with the texts above, are to be found. Close structural 
comparison with this and the Cahar texts is to be found with PM/CT/1: 
'*Los tres hermanos^ ^ This has an additional feature of 'unsuccessful 
repetition', the story going as follows; two poor brothers leave home 
and take shelter in a cave where they overhear a conversation between 
a bear and a condor who discuss two towns, one where the water has
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dried up, and another where the people are turned to stone. As they 
talk, the condor smells raw meat, but the brothers are not discovered 
and live to visit the towns and earn their fortunes by setting things 
to rights. Upon their return home, their rich brother learns of 
their success and sets out to achieve the same results by imitating 
their actions. He, however, is discovered in the cave and eaten by 
the bear,(1)
The structural device whereby an overheard conversation bet­
ween animals leads to the hero's being able to set right a wrong can 
be traced back to traditional 16C sources: Francisco de Avila's coll­
ection contains an account of the poor man Huatyacuri who overhears 
information from two foxes enabling him to cure the rich man 
Tamtanamca (1966 (1598?) :34-39) ■ Modern-day descendants of this are
undoubtedly Mitchell's 'The skunk, the man and the sick princess' 
(1973:103), and the Ecuadorean PM/CT/5: 'Las tres hermanas\ I con­
sider it to be a narrative pattern indigenous to the Andes, to which 
the Cahar devil legends owe much in terms of their structure. If 
they owe any aspect of their pattern to the Indo-European type, this 
will be due to the prior existence of a compatible structure in the 
area, as I suggested in Chapter 2 would be seen to be the case. The 
Cahar text Tale 29; 'Urpi-GW^amanta' belongs to the same tradition, and 
is examined in sub-sectibn (i),
2.2.2 Tale 13
This tale contains a combination of elements of the devil 
legends of this group, and elements of both pattern and content 
comparable with Tale 29; ^PueblOnuevomanta^ * The points at which the 
two texts coincide are more easily seen if their linear structure 
is examined together:
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Tale 13; Misihuan ovedahuan compared with Tale 29; 
Puehlonuevomanta
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OP EPISODES FUNCTION
Tale 13 (key text). Tale. 29
animal Hs set out on 
journey 1/2
i arrive in forest at 
night 2
I ii animal sees light 
from tree
iii follow direction of 
light
iv cat helps sheep cross river
xxxx
V arrive at haoienda (thieves' den) 7
Vi devils arrive in night
xxxx
3
II vii devils hold meeting xxxx
viii sheep urinates onto 
devils' books xxxx 6
ix Hs. fall through roof 
making noise
Hs, make noise 
outside house
X devils flee (thieves flee) 9a
XI one devil returns (one thief) 3
xii Hs. put enemy to 
flight again 9a
xiii Hs. inherit building 
with all its riches 9c
The points at which the pattern of these two tales corresponds are 
also, as might be expected, those points at which Tale 13 diverges 
from Tales 10, 11, and 12; the journey sequence leading up to the con­
frontation in the house in the forest is given considerable space 
no such account is contained in the other tales of this group; the 
journey and arrival sequences are linked by a motif in which the hero 
figure spies a light from a tree top which guides him and his compan­
ions; (2) a contrast is drawn between heroes' hardship at the outset 
of the tale and their good fortune at inheriting a well-stocked house 
or hacienda', the repetition in the final episodes whereby the chief 
devil returns to investigate and is scared away a second time corres­
ponds to the last three episodes of Tale 29. involving the thief - no 
such structural repetition occurs in the other tales of the group.
Tale 13 does not contain the idea of good fortune arising from the 
acquisition of secret knowledge; the information imparted in the
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devils' meeting is inconsequential, and good fortune is merely seen 
in terms of inheritance of hacienda by heroes. This lack of logical 
necessity of the episode in which the devils 'render accounts' 
suggests that it is an intrusion into a tale which is in other aspects 
of its pattern more akin to the Tale 29 sub—type than the rest of the 
devil legends in the group. In terras of content; the appearance of 
animal as opposed to human protagonists links Tale 13 more closely 
still to Tale 29.
Reference to the Aarne-Thompson indices suggests that Tale 29 
is a variant of A-T130: 'The animals in night quarters (Bremen City 
Musicians)*, and this will be more fully discussed in the analysis of 
that text. It remains to consider how much Tale 13 owes to the same 
Indo-European type, and how much it belongs by adaptation to the local 
devil legend tradition. It could perhaps be labelled an oicotype of 
A-T130, whose oicotypical features have been encouraged to develop 
by the similarities in narrative pattern between the two tale types: 
thus the devils take over the structural 'slot' assigned to robbers in 
A-T130, and the associated episode involving the devils' meeting is 
naturally introduced. I have shown therefore that whereas at first 
glance Tale 13 appears to be nothing else than a variant of the other 
devil legends in the group, with animals taking over the hero function, 
it could be viewed as a variant of Tale 29 and by extension an oico­
type of A-T130. Such a view of the tale can only be reached by looking 
at its structure, and the way in which that structure invites innov­
ations of content to be included, (3) Now that the main points 
regarding the importance of the structure of the tale have been made, 
to devote additional space to paradigmatic analysis would not add 
usefully to the picture.
AI
■1
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2.2.3 Group (iii): Tales of the pact with the devil
The tales consigned to Groups (i) and (ii) involve accidental 
encounters with the devil to which events there may or may not be an 
explicit moral attached. Tale 14 on the other hand must surely derive 
from the popular demonic pact tradition surviving in Spain and else­
where in Europe well in^o the 16C. Here the hero sets out deliberately 
to get rich through a bargain with the devil for which he must ultimately 
forfeit his soul unless he can successfully outwit his debtee.
As only one variant of this text was collected, it is not 
possible to make an analysis of its narrative pattern in the context 
of that of other members of the sub-type, Certain features of content 
can be looked at on a comparative basis, however, and will be shortly. 
Firstly, however, I shall look at the structure of the narrative, albeit 
in isolation, as this may reveal unexpected affinities with other tales 
of other sub-types.
Despite its evident outside derivation, it should be examined 
to see whether or not it contains any features that link it in with more 
typical forms of beliefs surrounding the devil in the locality:
Tale 14; Diahtohuan oontratadooa
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EPISODES FUNCTION
I
H having made pact with devil grows 
worried as his time draws to close
not applic­
able as not 
of Section A 
type.........
i wife obtains advice from priest as 
to how to counteract devils
II
11 devils arrive; given impossible ■ 
tasks
7 (derives 
from local 
tradition)
iii black cockerel crows; devils making 
no progress
iv ash cockerel crows; devils confer aaain __
V gatto mishicu /crows; devils over­
come 9a
III vi H saved; priest performs exor­
cism not applicable
As indicated, much of the text does not conform to the narrative
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pattern typical of this section, but Episodes(ii)-(v), do contain some 
structural links. In those episodes we have an example of what might 
be termed structural triplication; 3 devils appear, to carry away the 
soul of the hero, 3 different tasks are set, 3 times a cockerel crows, 
3 times the devils declare one after tlie other that they are finding 
theirrespective tasks impossible. The moves which enclose these 
episodes at either end involve • the intervention of a priest who 
in Move I advises and in Move III performs an exorcism. The narrative 
is thus seen to have a neat and coherent symmetry. The triplication 
of the cockcrow, and the devils' denial of it on the first two 
occasions, is a major contributor to that symmetry, and it is in that 
feature that a link is to be found with other tales in the collection. 
The motif of the devils' denial of all cockcrows but that of the 
gaVio mishiau is found in the form of a simple formula in Tales 10,
11, and also 25. Here it is expanded into a set of episodes. What­
ever form it takes, the motif performs the same function in all tlie
tales in which it appears; that of effectively overcoming the devils,
«
2.2,3.1 Comparative observations
Although no other text comparable in structure to Tale 14 was 
found, fragmentary accounts were collected which showed the prevalence 
of the 'demonic pact' notion in the local belief system. Mestizos 
also had anecdotes to tell in this tradition and I suspect that the 
indian use of it, as yet not very widespread, is a borrowing from 
tlieir culture, It was common to find the notion of dealings with the
devil to explain any sudden or inexplicable rise in the fortunes of a ?|
;|
member of the community, (4) One mestiza, named Mercedes Molina, told 
how a very rich inhabitant of Coyoctor was believed to be Q^ompaotado^x 
a particularly good crop of potatoes turned to stones after he had 
sold them. I heard variations of this on a number of occasions from
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people in that community, m e z drew a comparison between the notion
of the pact with the devil (^ouou^) and the results of cooperation
with evangelist missionaries, according to the popular imagination;
’^ Cuentan que (los indigenas evangetistas) ponen S/.5 en 
oagôn y amaneoe siendo S/,100J^
The inference is that the missionaries in a sense 'bought' the souls
of evangelist converts in return for wealth.
Another explanation for such riches came from GGG, who des­
cribed how an indian from Chitaloma came by his fortune by entering a
pact with the devil; the latter came to take him away in a black 
motor car (an updating of the 'black mule' motif), but the man's 
daughters succeeded in protecting him - we are not told how, EDC had 
a tale about a man who bribed the devil to give him riches by cutting 
off the devil's ear and refusing to return it until everything he 
demanded was supplied. The 'pact' idea is less prominent in this 
example, and another account of a more one-sided deal with the devil 
was provided by a mestizo of Cahar town named Sr, Cordero, who told 
how a man had become rich after encountering the devil in the aerro, (5)
3.0 The content of the devil legends
The devil legends were divided into the above three groups 
according to criteria of structure, and the discussion of details of 
their content became incidental while their form was being studied, 
Despite tire interdependent relationship that exists between form and 
content, it is found easier to look at these separately, whilst always 
bearing in mind that the characteristics of the one are influenced by 
the characteristics of the other, and vice versa. (6) I shall now 
make a number of observations with regard to content, from two points 
of view: a) as far as elements of content (motifs) common from tale 
to tale reflect the common fund of popular belief from which such motifs
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are drawn; b) as far as recurrence of motif from tale to tale may be 
explained by common structural features between those tales, and thus 
reinforce the argument for the latter. It will be useful to note the 
group to which the tales in which each motif occurs belong, remembering 
that these groups are based on structural criteria, and of special 
interest when the same motif occurs in tales of more than one group.
3,1 The motifs
(i) oruZi Group (i) Tales 4,(6,7
Group (ii) Tales 10,11 
Group (iii) Tale 14
Cross symbolism in tale is - undoubtedly derived from its 
use in religious practice and folk custom. (7) It crops up elsewhere 
in the material also; Tale 24: f^^ aha outebvamanta^ and Tale 31: 
^Rundhuan oh^atti hiuzrm'Chuan^, for example. In the texts at hand we 
see how popular custom and belief are put to use in the context of 
oral narrative: in Tales 5, 10, and 11, the sign of the cross is used
in a conventional way - ritual becomes a narrative motif. Tale 7, on 
the other hand, merely alludes to ritual, when the devll'-ahazo warns 
Hi not to cross herself in his presence; this is a step removed from 
the direct representation of custom in tale. In Tales 4 and 6, the 
cross takes on human qualities to act for or against the hero; here 
we'have an even more literary allusion to popular belief, achieved 
through the device of personification. A further literary adaptation 
of cross symbolism is found in Tale 14, where a devil is set the task 
of carving a crucifix and its accompanying emblems; in the context of 
the belief system it is self-explanatory that he should find this 
impossible,
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(iii mutai Group (i) Tales 4,6,7,9 
Group (iii 
Group (iii) -
The fact that the motif does not appear in Groups (ii) and (iii)
suggests that it is bound to tales whose structure or narrative pattern
is tliat of Group (i) only, (8i This is to say that it is only found 
in those tales where the hero encounters an individual devil, rather 
than a group, with whom he establishes a.'direct relationship,* addition­
ally the pattern almost invariably involves the hero's arrival at hell 
and his witnessing of the attributes of the latter. The mule is a 
feature of the scheme, seen as an agent or servant of the devil; in 
Tales 6 and 7 the devil appears as mestizo boss, mounted on a black 
mule; in Tale 4, we see how sinners are forced to pasture the devil's 
mules as punishment in hell. As a corollary to this, and perhaps 
explaining why mules and pigs are juxtaposed in this tale, there is 
GGG's comment in Tale 9 that the mule's urine in the huaivashoa
remedy is really from a pig, and he elaborates:
"pero eso no es veatmente muta^ diz que dioe^ sino que es 
pueroo. » * ,osea dioen que la muta det diabto es et pueroo^^* (91
In the comparative texts similar references are found to an
association between devil/hell/sin and mule; GS/SA/5; ^Diahtoguna
Guttquida oushoamanda' contains a devil who rides a black mule; in
HD/SA/23: 'The oomadre and the aompadre* , an incestuous aomadre is
carried away into Cotopaxi on such an animal; in GS/CA/18; ^Ishoai
huauquiounamanta*  ^ an incestuous sinner is turned into a mule; Parson's
'The mule women' is an Imbabura variant of this (6p,cit.137-8), and she
also observes ;
"Mules seem to be closer to the spirit world than horses, 
excepting white horses. When a spirit {duende) is mounted, 
it is always on a mule or a white horse,"
(op.cit.204)
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(iii) huaiou Group (i) Tales 4,7,8,9
Group (ii)
Group (iii)
As with motif (ii), this motif is bound to tales in Group (i), 
the implications of which have been discussed. In Tales 4, 7, and 9 
hell is described as situated in a huaiou, its entrance behind a rock.
In Tale 8, at the corresponding point in the narrative (Move III), the 
hero meets a group of devils also in a huaiau (ravine),
Supplementary data in the form of meraorats reveals that the 
ravine setting for encounters with the devil and the location of hell 
belongs to a wider context of folk belief in the area, as I stated would 
be the case with some of the motifs. GGG, for example, gave an account 
of his own attempt to find 'hell’ in company with some friends as a 
boy; they imagined it to be situated in the gorge of Ayahuaicu, below 
Juncal, He also told of an experience attributed to his brother-in-law 
who was once led to the edge of a gorge by an alluring female devil, 
as he made his way home rather drunk one nlight, GS/CA/11; 'Cuouounamanta^ 
is the narrator's elaboration on many ideas surrounding the nature of 
uou paoha, its whereabouts and the attributes and behaviour of the devils 
who inhabit it; here too their habitat is thought to be the steep-sided 
gorges, behind rocks and boulders. (10) In SG/SG/3, also, hell is a 
cave behind a rock,
(iv) paita: Group (i) Tales 4,5,7,9
Group (ii)
Group (iii)
This also commonly occurs in the context of descriptions of 
hell, reflecting yet another aspect of the local belief system. The 
use of the paita, a shallow round cooking vessel, is evidently a local 
adaptation of the idea of the cauldrons in hell, derived from Catholic 
teachings. Again it is confined to the Group (i) tales.
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Supplementary data includes GGG's description of the hell, 
imagined in Ayahuaicu? he also had a brief aetiological account of S
how the paiïa came to be in hell; it was being transported from 
Guayaquil up to the sierra when the aerro stole it from its bearers, 
and from that day : ^^ estd sirviendo para infiemod' The legend of the 
paita stolen by the hill is found commonly in Cahar and elsewhere 
(cf, PM/CT/21; ^Paita*), but the connection between it and the origin 
of the vessel in hell is not usual. The eerro is held responsible 
for the loss of other objects also (eg. PM/CT/2; '^ La oampana perdida’), 
so such tales really belong to a separate tradition, EDC also cites 
the paita as an attribute of hell; see also GS/SA/4; ^Atmaguna 
paitahi tinibuohishoamanda ' and SG/SG3: ^Shuj viajeromanta',
(v) ta cada ^onoa Group (i) Tale 8
Group (ii) Tales 11, 12
Group (iii)
The fact that this motif occurs in tales of both Groups (i) 
and (ii), suggests a point of convergence between these; the oada 
ronca ('devils' drum') is associated with those narrative situations 
where a group of devils, as opposed to an individual devil, is encoun­
tered, In Tale 8, this group is met gathered in the characteristic 
ravine, sounding the cada ^onca and awaiting the arrival of the soul 
whom the individual devil is bringing to them. In Tales 11 and 12, 
the devils gather in a deserted building, typical of Group (ii), 
again sounding the drum and accompanying instruments, and with the 
purpose of fetching the condemned soul that lies on the upper floor 
of the building. The recurrence of the motif in tales of dissimilar 
narrative pattern must be explained by assuming it belongs to a wider 
framework of beliefs in which the fetching of souls by the devils and 
the sounding of the cada ronca, regardless of the pattern of the tale
__
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in which, this event occurs or, by extension, the location of the event 
(ravine or deserted building), Supplementary data bears out this 
assumption.
EDC's explanation of the phenomenon is the most comprehensive,
and as it draws together the two concepts - of devils in ravine and
devils in abandoned building - it is worth reproducing here. In
popular belief the two notions are put on a par with each other,
at least in this connection, whilst for the sake of analysis I
differentiated between them and considered the narrative contexts in
which they occured separately, EDC spoke as follows;
*^Chai oaja ronoaoa oana niavi shug tuoui layamanta oana nin^ 
Chai millai judas runaauna oana niari, paiounaoa purina nin^ 
Juin^ oasi bastantes personas^ painaoa siquiera cuarenta 
oinouenta oana ntn, Painaoa tuoui juin urau huaiou sonaohish 
purina nin, Uaipi na shug solo llugshin nin almata apangapa 
panteonman llugchig ringapa shug solo,, Chai shug solomi 
entonoes fia tupaohun nin que mai pues to oashpapish tupaohun 
nina nin luzounahuan^ tuoui ima shuti, Chaimanta na huaioa 
aparinouna nin mai oashj infiernomaUj mai oashpapish, 
Chashnallatashi purina nin^ shug molino tiyana. Molino^ 
shitashoa molinoounapij chaiounapi sirinacuna nin, Molino, 
huaiouaunapi, cai tasquiounapi oanaouna nin,”
"Yes, there is indeed a thing they call the 'devils' drum', 
made up of all kinds of things. The devils walk abroad 
together, about forty or fifty of them, up onto the hillsides 
and down into the valleys sounding the drum. One of them goes 
to the ■'graveyard alone to take away a soul. Then that one on 
his own meets up with the others, who are carrying lights, 
wherever they may be. Then between them they carry the soul 
to hell. Wherever there is an abandoned mill, they will lie 
down there. They may also be in the deep stony ravines, or in 
the waterfalls,"
The lights to which he refers are often associated with the oaja ranoa, 
and are the lights of torches made of the bones of animals, carried by 
the devils, that burn with a greenish or multi-coloured glow; JPD 
corroborated this. Further information came from GGG, arid JSA, which 
fitted in with the above, and GS/CA/11 describes how the devils carry 
away those who have committed incest between oonrpadres in similar 
circumstances ;
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Chai ta apan nin judas ouna uraiman, Chai de dob tant e nishoa 
chai uohilla oaja huajtash purinouna, Huajtash tuoui ohaiouna . 
ima mundo musioa shamush aparin nin, Uou paoharnan aparinga 
ohai uraiman maiounapi,*'
"The devils carry that person down. They go along beating that 
small drum called a redoblante, They come beating the drum and 
making music to carry him down to hell,"
That the concept is part of a broader based belief upon which legend
draws, is also suggested by the motif's appearance in TalelG, in
which an unquiet soul protects the hero from a procession of devils
that passes by with the oaja ronoa.
Costales and Penaherrera de Costales found comparable expressions
of belief for Saraguro and Salasaca; for the latter we learn;
*%a pintan mentalmente oomo una oaja que, sordamente resuena 
en la osoiwidad de la noohe persiguiendo a los ebrios, El 
informante expresa: '^Venia del pueblo por el oomino mds sôliào, 
ouando menos pensaba oi el sonido de la oaja ronoa, a la 
distanoia. ,. " Far a los oampesinoe la oaja ronoa enoama al 
demonio y, habita oaminos y sitios solitarios en los pdramos 
andinos,” 
f1966:237)
Guevara records for Pelileo that the devils are thought to sound the
oaja to protect thieves as they go about their business (1972:117);
but under ^mala legidn* he has an entry for Tungurahua which fits in
with the Cahar evidence more aptly;
*^Los oampesinos de Tungurahua y de otras provinoias de la 
Sierra, hahlan de la ^mala legiân^ o legiôn de didblos y abmas 
oondenadas que desfilan en la noohe, portando oirios enoendidos; 
pero ouando algûn ourioso se aoeroa a ver pasar esa misteriosa 
■ prooesiôn, un des filante se le aoeroa y le entrega su oirio, 
el mismo que al dia siguiente asoma oonvertido en oanilla 
humana, "(op.cit.272-3)
.1Thus the idea of the devils' torches being made of animal bones is 
put into a wider perspective.
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(vii. peoadoa/jucha Group (i) Tales 4,7
Group (ii) Tales 10,11,12,13
Group (iii) -
The tales in Group (ii) provide the more usual narrative context 
for the expression of social attitudes towards sin; we can infer that 
the sins which society most condemns are those for which the chief devil 
has the most praise as the 'under-devils* come forward with their 
reports. Folk narrative in this case is providing an inverted comm­
entary on reality. According to this criterion we understand 
incest between aompadre and oomadre to be the gravest of sins.
This attitude is borne out in the comparative data; GS/CA/14 
also cites incest among the sins caused to be committed; GS/CA/H 
cites this example when describing why certain people are carried 
away by devils; GGG agreed that incest between members of the same 
family, oompadres, or in-laws, were all regarded as sins, over and 
above others in gravity. He cited the belief in 'gagones* - the 
souls of incestuous couples that wander abroad in the form of dogs 
as if to broadcast the misdeed that is taking place, (11) Punish­
ment for oompadre incest is also the theme of pm/CT/16, and HD/SA/23, 
Tales 4 and 7 contain allusions to idea of punishment of sins in 
a different narrative context; from Tale 4 we learn that theft of 
money or cheating over land boundaries are also condamnable; Tale 7 
refers briefly to the idea of a hierarchy of punishments according to 
the sin.
(vii) uttaohu/ullahuangai Group (i) Tale 7
Group (ii) Tales 10,11
Group (iii)
References to the utZaohu occur in differing ways in the three 
tales cited; in Tale 7, buzzards circle overhead as the heroine is
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alone on the road; although the narrative context is different, a 
momentary association is made with the tale of the single girl and 
the buzzards (Tales 20 & 21). The heroine's subsequent encounter 
with the devil suggests a common value attached to the two figures - 
buzzard and devil - which shall be discussed in sub-section (e).
They undoubtedly belong to the same world, to such an extent that in 
Tale 11, the term ullahuanga is used as a synonym for devil; the 
association is also implied in Tale 10 where the chief devil uses 
a buzzard feather as a quill with which to write,
(viii) galto mishiou Group (i)
Group (ii). Tales 10,11,12
Group (iii) Tale 14
In Tale 14 we found the galto mishiou used as the last of a
series of cockerels whose crows were rejected in turn by the devils
as powerless over them; only the gatlo mishiou had the power to
overcome them. The explanation for this, given elsewhere in the
formulaic dialogue; "Yana gallo nuoapa, yurag galto nuoapa", etc,,
is that whilst the gallo mishiou 'belongs to God', all other kinds
of cockerel belong to the devil. This idea was expressed independently
by many informants, for example MC;
"Cai tiempopipish tiyanmi gallitoouna tuoui layat yura 
gallo, yana gallo, puoa gallo, tuoui laya, Chai gallo 
mishiouca taita Diospa, Chai yana galloouna, ohai morado 
galloouna, puoa galloounaoa supaipa,"
"These days there are all kinds of cockerel: white ones, 
black ones, red ones, all kinds. That gallo mishiou is 
God's. The black, purple and red ones belong to the devil,"
This idea was echoed by MEZ, GGG and JSA, The notion that a particular
type of cockerel should belong to God in contrast to all others ià
compatible with a farther reaching division of animals into opposite
categories, summarized for me by MEZ; 'of the devil' were a type of
large green frog (cf, the frogs found in the spring blocked by the
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devil in Tale 11), "tamhiên los lagavtos, los perriootes, los 
ourillos, el manungu, las culehras, las ouioas (o'uru), los raohig
(worm that lives in agave cactus), las Quoavaohas; de taita Dios
son las zhutas, uvpi, palomas," pigs, sheep, cows, guinea-pigs,
rabbits. Its appearance in devil legend is associated with the
0overcoming of a group of devils, enc^ntered on an impersonal basis? 
this accounts for its absence from Group (i) tales whose narrative 
pattern involves hero's relationship with one individual devil.
It may be traced beyond the context of devil legends to Tale 
33 of tlie Christ Child cycle, for example, where Christ transforms 
himself into a cockerel to elude his devil pursuers? this illustrates 
further tlie fact that this is another motif which, whatever its origins, 
has come to form a part of the broad base of popular belief which 
provides the substance of folk narrative,
(ix) suohu/huishtu Group (i)
Group (ii) Tales 10,13
Group (iii) -
These terms are used to describe further attributes of the devil, 
confined to those contexts where the devils appear in a group; the 
spread of this notion is exemplified by its recurrence in the Christ 
Child tales also (Tales33 & 34). EDC and LA both used the term in 
independent accounts. Whilst a minor motif, it provides further 
illustration of the consistency of narrative tradition,which regularly 
seeks to include it where the context is apt, and which transfers it 
from one branch of tradition to another where the context triggers off 
certain associations. On a comparative note, LS/CH/9; 'The life of 
Christ' contains an aetiological reference to the idea that a blind 
and crippled devil was left behind to tempt people, after Christ's 
cockerel had overcome all the rest of his minions.
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(x), devil as amo/hacienda as hell Group (i) Tales 5,6,7,8
Group (ii) Tales 11,13,12
Group (iii)
The image of the devil as amo and the related concept of hell in
the guise of a hacienda is made quite explicit in Group (i) tales where
these false appearances lead the hero astray? that these appearances
are not what they seem may be read further as a reflection of indian
experience in dealings with representatives of mestizo culture. (12)
Note that where his physical appearance is not mentioned, his words
are what entice the hero into his confidence, viz. Tale 8:
"Arna ami to nichu, amigo ni, Nucaca mana amochu cani, "
"Don't call me master, call me friend. I'm not a boss,"
Sometimes both techniques of deception are used in the same tale, eg.
Tale 7. In the comparative material, there is a similar narrative
context in Parsons's 'The mule women', in which the hero wanders up
onto the pâramo and encounters a 'man in a green suit':
"He drew nearer, he saluted, "Buenos dfas, patrdn!"
Green Suit responded, "Don't call me patrdn, call me 
friend. What are you doing round here?"
(op.cit.137)
This kind of exchange can be regarded as a formulaic motif to be
identified with a specific narrative environment, therefore.
There appears to be some variation in the application of terms
derived from real-life social categories; in Tales 5 and 6, the devil
is amo and mayordomoj in Tale 7 he is chazo and is contrasted with a
God figure who is amoj in Tale 8 he rejects the label amo and asks
to be called amigo, apparently to inspire the hero's confidence in
him. The notion of a God figure as amo is found elsewhere; in LS/CH/2;
^Pobre danzante^, Taita Chimborazo appears benevolently to a poor man,
and is described in terms reminiscent of the description of 'taita
Dios' in Tale 7 ;
"ohai alaja yuraj yuraj odballiru amu yuraj yurag oaballupi 
tiyarishoa,"
" I hih fair Fair gentleman seated on a wf, i f, 1 1 Fe horse,"
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cf, similar references to 'God' figures in HD/SA/3: 'The poor alcalde'.
and PM/CT/16; "Cutupagzi",
Such terminology may well be the folkloric antithesis to the
application of the term huiraoocha to the Spanish in the early days
of conquest, by a native population that confused, at least in popular
belief, this event with a return of their god, (13) In historical
reality, men were termed gods; in contemporary folk narrative we find
gods termed men. The devil as cono is also found as a motif elsewhere
in the comparative texts: see HD/SA/23: 'The oomadre and the oompadre'.
This apparent arbitrariness in the application of such value-laden
terms to figures who should by all accounts be associated with opposing
values leads us to question whether in the indian mind this is really
so: perhaps if the truth were ever to be arrived at, the ambiguity
which attaches to the devil in folk narrative would be found to
attach equally to manifestations of the Catholic god. The application
of the term amo falls short of complimentary in any context, given
its socio-historical implications, and we might find that still today
the indian concept of God and devil are as little distinct from each
other as were early conceptions of the Spanish overlords, as recorded
by the native chronicler;
"I thought they (the Spanish) were kindly beings sent |
(as they claimed)"by Tecsi Viracocha, that is to say, ^
by God; but it seems to me that all has turned out the j
very opposite from what I believed; for let me tell you, j
brothers, from proofs they have given me since their \ |
arrival in our country, they are the sons not of Vira- |
cocha, but of the Devil," ]
(Titu Cusi Yupangui, citing words attributed to Manco Inca, j
op,cit.31) j
To the ambiguity of concepts regarding the devil, we may therefore
add ambiguity of concepts regarding God, and what better term to
apply to either of these than that which was applied to the Spanish,
and continues to be applied despite the gradual disappearance of the
haoienda system; the term amo, (14)
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In Group (ii) tales, the concept of devil as amo is less 
developed and more implicit. Such implications are found in the term­
inology applied to the group of devils and their leader. The latter 
is referred to as oapataz and as oapitân; the narrator of Tale 12 
draws the following analogy with the devils' meeting;
"Cutin shug na ohayan nin, oomo sen oaipi shug gente 
trdbajopi patronman huillash ouenta ima trabajota, 
ohashna ohayashpa,"
"Then another devil arrived, just as here people come to 
report to the boss on their work,"
EDC spoke of the supposed hierarchy of the devils in hell, although
didn't identify their headquarters with a haoienda or other disused
building, he stressed that the 'younger' devils would go out to do the
tasks set them by the oapataz. In GS/CA/11, we find the idea expressed
that those people who are carried to uou paoha are made to work for the
devils as peones:
"Uou paoha ohaipi oharinga fia huoanohigta ha ohashna oausaohishpa, 
Na uou paohapi oausanohij paiounapa peon tucushpa oausanohij,"
"There they will make us live like that in hell. There we live 
as workmen in hell."
Here, hell is identified in the more traditional way with rocks and 
ravines, but the analogy can be made in either setting, A socio­
logical allusion may even be found in Tale 14 (Group (iii): the over­
coming of the devils described in terms of the wife's having her 
oêdula returned to her alludes to the practice of leaving one's 
identity card as a token (prenda) when an indian borrows money from 
a white.
The idea of hell as haoienda is a logical extension of the 
analogy between devil and mestizo boss. There are also other implic­
ations which link the notion with other aspects of the belief system. 
The haoienda of the devil in tale is frequently described as well- 
stocked with all kinds of food and good things, by which the hero is
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tempted (Tale 6)., and which, he may be lucky enough to inherit (Tale 13).
Such a notion may be corollary to the belief that deserted haaiendas 
are the domain of buried treasure. EDC in a conversation corroborated 
the idea that abandoned haoiendas may contain buried gold, guarded by 
the devils, and Tale 36 provides an aetiological reference to back up 
the idea; here the devils are believed to have been shut up in such 
a building by God as a punishment, and it is described as containing 
shining objects, presumably gold, GGG remarked that certain pre­
cautions should be observed if trying to dig up gold from places 
believed to be inhabited by devils, such as abandoned houses. Thus ■. . 
these latter derive a double-edged value - being potential sources of 
riches but equally well danger spots where diseases can be contracted 
from the presence of ’bad air'. GGG's own words should make this 
clearer ;
"Curita allashpa ohaipi entonoes diahloouna oausashoa nin, 
ohai antimonia nishoa, Ciœita tavishpa, ,, entonoes chai 
ouououna Vlugshiohun oruzhuan santihuarishpa tlugohincuna 
nin ouQucunata maiganounaoa, Jiohushoa huasipi ouououna 
causan ninouna, entonoes ohaipi oruzta ruhuashpa shitanouna 
nin; uohupata o miashpa shitanouna nin ohaipi ha sano nin, 
ouououna llugshin ha,"
"Devils or 'bad air' are present where gold is dug up, Some 
people when they find gold make the sign of the cross and I
the devils are made to come out. They say devils live in |
deserted houses, so by making the sign of the cross they are |
exorcised? by urinating or sprinkling ash the devils come out |
and everything is safe." (15) j
When we come to look at the possibility of there being structural |
Jequivalences between beliefs regarding the dwelling places, attributes ]
iand behaviour of the devil, and those of more traditional figures, j
Isimilarities between beliefs surrounding devils as guardians of j
•itreasure and beliefs surrounding huaoas will also suggest themselves. |
i
The Group (ii) tales in which devils' haoienda leads to good fortune i
;îfor hero, after necessary precautions against bad influences have been 
taken, are in my opinion the literary and metaphorical expression of 
these beliefs.
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4.0 The concept of 'devil' and associated notions in Caflar
In summary, I shall consider the question; what then does the term 
[diablo* mean in Cahar belief and tale? That there is no one answer 
to this the above analysis should have made clear. The notion of devil 
has been drawn from different traditions, some implanted, others 
indigenous, and the tales are the results of the reworking of a number 
of elements into a local coherent system,
4.1, Terminology
'Diablo^ is only one of many terms which, are applied in one 
context or another, by one informant or another, to express the notion 
of a 'threatening agent associated with the other world'. The concept 
of 'devil' in terms of the teachings of the Church should not be 
allowed to colour our understanding of how the indian has adopted this 
and other terms to apply to his own system of classification? a system 
which by no means derives from those teachings, although it has been 
very influenced by them. The terms used in the tales, and my inter­
pretation of their associations and derivations are as follows;
TERM TALE DERIVATION
judas 34 deriving from free association with.
judio 11,37 Christ's betrayers and enemies accord­
judai-ou 33 ing to the Gospels
ouau 14,37,GS/CA/11 traditional European terms, some
satands 6,33 derived from Bible
diahto 13,4,5,7,8,9
'bentaaidn 13 association with moral qualities
enemigo malo 12
millaiouna GS/CA/11
patojo 11
huishtu 11 from association with 'crippled
suohu 10,33,34 devil* tradition in popular lore
encogido 34
sup ai 12 Quechua term for 'devil' (16)
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oapataz
ohazu
amo
mayordomo
oapitân
13,12,33
7
5,6,7,8 6 
10
ullahuanga 13,11
derived from analogy with real-life 
social categories
from traditional association of this 
bird with the devil
It will be noted that I draw in tales from other sections, as a means 
of showing again how the concept is not confined to only one type of 
tale. Some of these categories are also reflected in the terminology 
found in Imbabura; "sopay, enemigo, maligno, atentaaiân, satands" 
(Parsons op,cit.89), and no doubt elsewhere.
4.2 The rôle of the devil: structural considerations
An aspect of Cahar devil lore which has only been hinted at in 
passing so far, is the possibility that many of his attributes may be 
seen to apply to other notions regarding the inhabitants of the non­
human world, and that the term diablo and its synonyms might be con­
sidered transformations of these, I refer particularly to associations 
at a structural level between devil and buzzard , also discussed in 
sub-section (e), devil and urau yaya/mama, and devil and rainbow. I 
shall look at some of these now.
Aspersion of urine , considered an effective measure against the 
power of the devil, is also advocated as a remedy against contact with 
the rainbow, and, as mentioned in sub-section (a),in one account 
appeared to be linked with the safe return of the hero from the domain 
of the urou mama. The rainbow, furthermore, was referred to by EDC 
as an agent of the enemigo malo, synonym for didblo. Such consider­
ations suggest that whilst these personages are quite distinct one 
from the other on one level, there is a level at which they can all 
be seen to imply an analogous threat to humans who come into contact 
with them; the analogies are expressed in different ways, as shall be 
seen.
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The devil, as we saw, may be held responsible for the abduction 
of unbaptized children, in much the same way as traditionally the urou 
yaya was made offerings of the same. In sub-section (h) it will be 
discussed how the intrusion of devil legend elements into Tale 25;
^Huahuacunahuan jatun mamaruovthuan ' might be a result of traditional 
associations between devil/Mama Ahuardona/Mama Huaca, and cannibalistic 
tendencies. There is a level, though not apparent on the surface of 
the narratives, at which all these personages can be seen to perform 
similar functions.
There is also a connection between devil and urou yaya in the 
idea that both can cause disease; contact with either can result in 
huaivashoa, and it would seem that such ideas associated with the 
devil are a transformation of ideas formerly attached to a figure in 
the indigenous belief system. The antithesis to hill father as 
bringer of disease was hill father as assistant to the ourandevo, 
and,in tale at least, we find devils who both cause illness and provide 
the remedy for it. (17) To continue in the same vein, there may well 
be a mutual association between the rôles of devil and urou yaya 
behind a comparison to be drawn between the letter's gift of maize, 
to H in Tale 1, and the devil's gift of soil which turns into grain 
in Tale 7. To some extent H2's visit to hell in the latter tale can 
be seen as structurally similar to H's visit into the hill in Tale 1,
Some indication has already been given that the devil as guardian 
of treasure, and the associated illness he can cause, might fill the 
same 'slot' as the antimonios that cause illness when the huaoas are 
disturbed. I have no certain evidence that the popular beliefs 
surrounding huaoas in Cahar are related to those surrounding the 
soq^a maohula or gentiles, of myth found in present-day S.Peru, however, 
Gow and Condori's description of the Peruvian evidence calls for some
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comparison to be made ;
"At apareoer el sot en et horizonte y aantav et gatto, 
oompvendievon (tos primeros hombres -  Hawpaq) que no 
tenian tiempo de esoaparj enterravon su oro, plata, tejidos, 
herramientas y adornos; estos son tos 'tapados', tesoros 
esoondidos que arden de noohe y que son exoavados a to 
largo del tietnpo,, ,los hawpaq se lanzaron haoia la setva 
maldioiendo al sol,,,pero la mayoria quedS inmovilizada,,, 
y fueron quemados o transformados en piedras y rooas donde 
todavia moran, ,,otros se han oonvertido en el temido soq'a 
maohula, el espiritu mortifero de la malêvola izquierda de 
tos antepasados,,,se puede ooger el mat de soq'a respirando 
el vapor de sus huesos, ,, "
(Gow (R.) and Condori 1976:21)
Whilst mythological details .*'1 Ffer somewhat, the attitudes towards 
huaoas in the Canar area are closely comparable, (18) What they have 
in common is a fear of the 'breath' of the ancestors, in Cahar assoc­
iated with the material remains of these. If we presuppose a connection 
between these spatially distant but culturally related beliefs, it is 
the next logical step to suggest structural similarities in the belief 
system between certain aspects of the devil lore and lore regarding 
ancestors, tlieir haunts and effects of the living. The logical step 
I am taking can be described in these terms ; if Ecuadorean huaoa 
and devil lore are structurally related on certain levels, and huaoa 
and Peruvian tapado beliefs belong to the same category, it follows 
that we should be able to draw comparisons between Ecuadorean devil 
lore and Peruvian lore surrounding the tapados/soq^a maohula. The 
following table lays out the comparisons which I think to be valid;
Attributes of the soq^a (Peru) (19) Attributes of the devil (Cahar)
1. according to myth the Hawpaq maohula 
disappeared at emergence of sun and 
crowing of cockerel
devils vanquished at daybreak 
with crowing of cockerel
2, in their haste to escape they buried 
treasures which may still be dug up 
today
devils are guardians of buried 
gold - usually in deserted 
haciendas
3. some were transformed into rocks and 
are believed still to live in these
believed to inhabit hell which 
is situated behind rocks (or 
in deserted haoiendas\
4, some converted into soq^a maohula, 
contact with whom can cause sickness. 
Not good to frequent its haunts.
contact causes sickness, not 
good to frequent its haunts.
.J
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4.3 Conclusions
Whilst the devil in his many rôles and guises is an individual 
in his own right, it can be seen that there are many points in the 
structure of the belief system at which lore regarding him cuts across 
lore.regarding other characters in that system. There is no doubt 
that certain aspects of the concept of devil in Cahar are transform­
ations of other concepts more native to the area. In short,the devil 
legends comprise a synthesis of Catholic and indigenous elements, the 
latter of which are also attached to more traditional local figures, (2q )
FOOTNOTES
(1) cf. a Mexican-American version of this tale; ^Los dos oompadves\ 
which has the same pattern of rich/poor and unsuccessful imitation, 
and the same sequence of events is followed (Miller 1973:275),
(2) where the narrative 'climate’ is right, this motif has also been 
introduced elsewhere: see Tale 25, which is considered to be a fusion 
of A-T327A and the devil legend sub-type under study,
(3) the concept of 'oicotype' will be explained and more fully applied 
in sub-section (h).
(4) cf, Poster (1964), who found tales of buried treasure in a Mexican 
peasant community performed the same function.
(5) for full details of these 3 examples, see Appendix II;
(6) in this matter I agree with Lévi-Strauss"s discussion of Propp, 
referred to in Chapter 2, in which he also states: "Fovme et contenu 
sont de même nature^ justiciables de la même analyse^ Le contenu 
tire sa réalité de sa structure, et ce qu'on appelle forme est la 
'mise en structure' des structures locales, en quoi consiste le 
contenu^'' (op,cit,137)
(7) the introduction of crucifixes, and their superimposition upon 
sites already attributed a religious significance by the native pop-c- 
ulation, was a part of the early process of evangelization, as we 
learn from the Constituciones del Frimer Sinodo de Quito (1570);
",*,y tanbien mandamos poner cruzes en muchas guacas y adoratorios 
que hemos man-dado destruir en las juntas de los caminos en las 
camongas que son las quentas de las lagunas y en los cerros altos 
por que generalmente en estos lugares son guacas y adoratorios de 
los yndios lo qual nos parescio por que donde dios fue ofendido 
agora sea bendito y rreverenciado," (introd, Vargas 1945:90),For references to usage of crucifix/sign of cross in contemporary 
folk custom, see; Guevara (1972:?); "Diablo en fuga, Para ahuyentar 
al diablo, ^ ^ usan talismanes de apariencia catôlica o sus propios 
conuletos de la herencia tradicional indigena^ " Also Carvalho-Neto
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{1964;?!, see entry under 'Cruz' where he cites examples of use of 
sign of cross in folk custom? Costales and Costales de Penaherrera 
(196-1;275) refer to its usage in combating the 'votadora', and in 
(1966;438-445), they trace the origins and development of sign of 
cross as popular folkloric symbol, including various egs, of fiestas 
held for the Cruz de Mayo in other parts of Ecuador (cf. Tale 9), also 
cite its use in agricultural and curing ceremonies.
(8) Motifs (iii) huaiou, and (iv) paila also fall into this category.
We may infer from this that not only is the motif bound to those 
narrative contexts where certain structural characteristics prevail, 
but also that to some extent the representations of the devil as seen 
in the three groups of devil legend belong to three traditions of devil 
lore and narrative,characterized by the motifs they contain as well as 
by their narrative structure. Common ground between the three groups 
is mainly in the area of motif, and we will come to examples of this 
also.
(9) a further corollary to such mule lore may be found in another 
branch of Cahar narrative tradition, namely in Tales 33, 46, and 
remarks by GZP - all containing aetiological references to the curse 
put on the mule by the Virgen Mary, For the mule in tradition in 
Peru, see Morote Best (1952,1958a;824-825).
(10) the texts of these accounts are reproduced in the Appendix III,
(11), for comparative references to this belief, see; Iiandfvar (1971:107), 
Costales and Penaherrera de Costales (1966:235-236)? GGG's account is 
reproduced in the Appendix IV ; conversations with MJA and MT confirmed 
these attitudes.
(12) the terminology of social categories varies from region to region 
in Ecuador, and is different again to that used in Peru, In the Cahar 
area, the terms amo/patrôn may be applied to members of either the 
ohazo or the bianco classes, more commonly the latter. The chazo 
occupies a particularly ambivalent place in the scheme of things, being 
an indian who has forsaken his origins by rejecting indian clothing, 
adopting Spanish as his main means of communication, and often seeking 
work closer to the town and more linked to the market economy. The 
term rutu is often used synonymously with chazu, literally meaning 
someone who has cut their hair, another sign of the indian male's 
rejection of traditional mores, Chazu and rutu do not therefore 
denote a racial distinction, but rather a shift in lifestyle which 
creates barriers and friction between this and the class they seek
to reject. The term bianco in the context of Cahar is applied to 
those town dwellers who will also own much of the land worked by the 
Indians, and who in the wider context of Ecuadorean society would 
probably be termed cholo or mestizo^ Por further discussion of these 
points, see Pock (1976), who found chazu to be the same as mestizo^
(13) see Wachtel's documentation (1977;22), which gives extracts from 
Titu Cusi Yupangui (1916), who was sceptical about this commonly held 
idea.
(14) the ambiguity of God figures is further suggested by the appear­
ance of a cross/'taita Diosito' as guardian to hell in Tale 9,
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(15) cf, Guevara (1972:354) who cites Costales and Peflaherrera de • 
Costales (1961:273-274) on methods of excavating buried gold and the 
precautions necessary to avoid antimonio.
(16) see Caceres Olazo's documentation of the characteristic interpre­
tations of supay as equivalent to devil by the Spanish chroniclers 
(1970:21-25); cf. Nufiez del Prado (J.) (1970:103 104).
(17) these tales (8 & 9) are of course figurative expressions of the 
popular belief that contact with the devil's 'breath' causes huairashoa. 
Further evidence for the existence of this belief was supplied by GGG 
in a memorat about his father (see Appendix V).
(18) see Mufioz-Bernand (n.d.lff,)
(19) this evidence is drawn from Gow (R.) and Condori (loc.cit,)? more 
detailed description of the soq’a, which transcends points of comparison 
with Cahar devil lore, may be found in Nuhez del Prado (J,)(op,cit,82-89)
(20) the seeds of this synthesizing process in belief, and thence in 
legend, may be found in the ethnocentric interpretations put upon indian 
religious practices by the early chroniclers and missionaries and perpet­
uated over the centuries, a situation which was not unique to the Inca 
area, as Correa, speaking about the attitudes that developed in 
Guatemala remarks: "Dioses aborigènes igual Diablo oristiano; tal fue
la consigna que llenô la obra evangelizadora de América," (1971:11),
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Section A sub-section (c); Taies of the return of the dead
Texts
Tale 15; El vigjero que se enoontro con un almi'ta
Voy a contar del alma primero: la mujer diz que se quedaha, entonaes
el esposo se muriâ. Entonces siempre êl anda, el alma, todos los veces, 
ino? El viajero entonces se topâ con ese alma, ino? Entonces diz que 
dicei ~ àAdônde estds yendo?
Seguramente estaha viagando a Cuenca, decia^ Acd abajo, mds abajo de
Biblidn hay un punto que se llama Feruncay^ Antes que cruce el puente
fevrocarril hay una quebrada que se llama Peruncay^ Entonces mds acd 
arriba hay un punto que se llama Fabrica de Quesos. Ahi se llamdba 
Saltos antes^ Entonces por ahi habia muchos asaltantes que asaltaban 
a la gente y a los viajeros, Entonces una vez se encuentra con el 
alma, Ahi en esa bajada habia muchos asaltantes. Entonces el alma 
diz que depia: - Tû quêdate aqui no mds, yo voy a iv adelante. A lo 
que yo regreso, entonces nos vamos iguales,
Entonces êl se adelantâ un pooo, y regresô. Entonces a lo que otra 
vez iba con êse, estaban bien dormidos los asaltantes. iQué es lo que
hacia? Cogia todas sus armas y llevaron y dejaron en un pues to
escondido. Entonces los asaltantes quedaron dormido àlli. Entonces 
se fueron asi a Cuenca.
Regresaron. Entonces la misma cosa. Rider on dormir y pasaron. A lo 
que llegan de alli por ese sector mds o menos es que dice: •“ Oyete, 
coïïïpahero, mahana mi esposa va a hacer una minga de trdbajo. Quêdate 
aqui para dormir y mahana que ayudes en el trdbajo a mi esposa,
Entonces la esposa estaha dormida dice. El se va, entra. La esposa 
diz que ténia una olla llena de chicha preparada, algunaà tal vez.
Entonces coge un envase, una 'shila' que se llama. Coge la shila, trae
la chicha, y le da asi. fnarrator gestures aspersion on groundj Pero 
diz que dice: - Tome.
Pero le riega un poquito en el suelo. - Puede que usted haiga dado mal
viento, 'huairashca' que dicen,
(Q: iRegô para evitar mal viento?)
Si. El aima mismo diz que decia: - Puede que usted haiga dado mal 
viento. - Riega un poquito en el suelo y toma,
(Q: Entonces, lia mujer no sdbia que era un aima, o si sabia?)
La mujer estàba dormida. Osea el aima era el marido el que estdba 
andando haciendo eso, Entonces dio la chicha, Tomaba, A lo que estâ 
tomando êl chicha, êl fue saliendo y a. Porque ya iba a amanecer, 
Entonces déjà advirtiendo que ayude eh el trdbajo d.e la mujer, Y que 
tome esta chicha,
Entonces al dia siguiente, sentado en el corredor afuera no mds, diz 
que cuenta: - iCâmo viniste? - diz que dice,
Ahi diz que dice: - Su marido me encontrô. Nos fuimos a Cuenca iguales 
y vinimos iguales, Como sehas me déjà dando esta shila de chicha. Ya 
acdbê de tomar,
Ahi la mujer diz que dice: - iPor quê no has avisado?
Asi muchas veces le encontraba asi con ese homhre pero no se topdba 
con la mujer. La mujer diz que decia que pudiera pagarle pero que 
traiga al marido. Pero no diz que parecia el marido, Siempre le 
ayuddba en el trdbajo, pero no êl mismo sino que hacia ayudar con otro^ 
Le traia rohando a otro para que ayude.
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The traveller who met a soul
I'll tell you the story of the soul first: they say that a wife
remained behind when her husband died. Now the soul always wanders 
about, right? So the traveller met this soul, right? And the soul
asked him; "Where are you going?"
He was probably going to Cuenca, Just down below, below BibliSn, there's 
a spot called Peruncay, And further up this way there's a place called 
Cheese Factory, It was called Saltos there before. Well, around there 
there used to be alot of bandits who would attack travellers. Well, 
one day the traveller met the soul, and they began to journey by night. 
There on that hill going down, there were many bandits. So the soul 
said; "You stay just here. I'm going to go ahead. When I come back, 
we'll go on together,"
So he went on a little way, then came back. As they went along again 
together, the bandits were all sound asleep. What did the soul do?
He would take all their arms and carry them to a hiding place. Then 
the bandits would remain sleeping there. Then they went on to Cuenca,
They came back and the same thing happened: they put the robbers to
sleep and passed by. As they arrived in that area more or less, the 
soul spoke; "Hey, comrade, tomorrow my wife is going to have a minga.
Stay here to sleep so that tomorrow you can help her in the work."
Now his wife was asleep and they went into the house. They say that 
she had a pot full of ohioha ready, or several maybe. So the soul 
took an earthen jug, a 'shila' as its called, took some ohioha in it 
and did tliis, (narrator gestures aspersion on ground) Then he said; 
"Drink." But he sprinkled a little on tlie ground saying; "You may 
have caught a little mal viento, or'huairashoa'■ as we say,"
(Q; Did he sprinkle it to avoid mal viento?)
Yes. The soul himself said; "You may have caught mal viento
He sprinkled a little on the ground and drank,
(Q; Did the woman know it was a soul, or not?)
The woman was asleep. You see, the soul was her husband who was doing
this, So he gave him the chieha and he drank. While he was drinking
ohioha, the soul went out, for day was breaking already. And he left 
word that he should help his wife in the work, and drink the ohioha.
Well, the next day, as the traveller was sitting just outside the house
in the oorredor, tlie woman asked him; "How did you come here?"
"Your husband found me. We went to Cuenca and back together. As a 
sign he gave me this jug of ohioha. I've just finished it".
And the woman said: "Wliy didn't you tell me?"
And so on many occasions, the soul met that man like that, but he 
never met his wife, Thewife told the man she could pay if he were to
bring her husband. But the husband never appeared. He always helped
her in her work, but not himself. Instead he helped through another 
person. He would capture somebody else and bring them to help.
Informant; GGG, 28th October, 1976
E332.2 Person meets ghost on road 
E363 Ghost returns to aid living 
E265.1 Meeting ghost causes sickness 
E321 Dead husband's friendly return
e 415 Dead cannot rest until certain work. is. finished 
E596 Living person in service of a dead man 
E585 Dead person visits earth periodically
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Tale 16; Atmahuan tupashoa rung
Nuoa rini oavpi shug parlota pavlash saquingapa, Tiemposhi shug 
ohashnallata ring nin, Shug oartahuan puvina nin, Cuenoaman rieuna 
nin, Na gatavishpa vina nin ohaira tutamantami oanga nishpa riouna 
nin, mana tutamanta oashca nin, ohaiva ni manava ohugpi tuta, Eïouna 
nin viouna nin riouna nin. Chashna riougpioa mai huaiouta pasaougpioa 
manohanayana nin. Juin manohanayana nin de una vez juin. Pai 
tigrariougpioa almita huashata o'atig riouna nin. Chaihuan rina nin 
atmahuan. Na ishoai tuoush nina nin: - Ama manohariohu. Ëuoaoa- 
huarmita rioungapa riouni - nina nin nuoa huarmita rioungapa riouni. 
Canoa ama manohariohu.
Shina rina nin rina nin rina nin almitahuan parlash par lash par lash:
- Nuoa huarmi rioungapa riouni. Nuoa huarmi juin oh'alli oaroa. Cunan 
shughuan oazaragrioun. Chaitami rioungapa riouni. Castigamungapa 
riouni - nishpa riouna nin maiohari ha.
Shug hawnanta ha quinrai huiohai muyushpaoa ohai almitaoa nina nin 
ohai viajero runataoa: ~ Ama riohu, Caillami shamui, Cai nan 
patallüüïian huiohaioushun porque millai runaounami shamuoun ohaitaoa - 
nina nin ohai almitaoa.
Ghaimanta entonoes pai huiohaioush ha unaita shayaougpi ha judaiou 
runaoa pasananiari ha. Runa aparishoa ha ohai mismo uoullapita samarina 
nin. Samarigpi nina nin: -Ay! - nina nin.
Pero mana oaja oana nin: solamante t'ulupi oana nin ohai almitaoa.
Chaipi 'ay! ' nigpioa ha imataoha nina nin. Pai ha nan patapi shayaouna 
nin. Pero almitaoa alli ladoman ohurash ohai runituta, viajero 
runataoa.
Shina riouna nin riouna nin riouna nin ha maitaohari pasashpa. Ëa 
jatun yaou huaiouta pasash hanta huiohai rioushpa nina nin: ~ Nuoata 
o'ati. Jaou oai han patainan oomoquierapish huiohaioushpallami liooalu- 
man - nish ohaipimi semejante tropa enterito shamuoun. Ëuoanohitaoa 
ima ruhuangami - nishpaoa -, huiohaioushun - nina nin -, liooaluman.
Mana huiohaioui Valina nin ohai runitu viajerooa. Ëa almitaqhari 
aparish huiohaiouna nin, liooalu puntarnan huiohaiouna nin. Ëa unaita 
tiyaougpi paioa manohanaimi urmana manohanai. Cutin huaira tangash 
shitaî'ia manohanai. Jahua punta liooalupi tiyaouna nin. Chaipi almita 
nina nin: - Ama manohaiohu. Ni ama urmangui ni ima. Nuoa shitariohi- 
shallomi, nuoa uraouohishallami - nina nin.
Shina riougpi entonoes ha uou quinraitaoa semejante oaja ronoaoa 
pasana nin: juin tuoui laya luz, banda rnusioa, ima flautas, ima,
tuoui laya pasana nin, juin bulla. Bulla pasana nin. Unaita pasash 
qu'ipa entonoes jahua liooalumanta uraiouohina nin almitallata. Chai 
nina nin: - Todavia manara rishun. Porque oai paiouna rishoaoa 
asufrilla mashna ounga - nina nin -, asufrilla mashna ounga, huoanohita 
daho ruhuangami. Ashatahuan parashun - nishpashi tiyarinaouna.
Parlo oana nin: ima shina mai purishoa, mai paioa ha salvaoionpi,
paioa tuoui ima shina oastigashoa, tuouita parlana nin juin. Tutayashoa 
parlana juin de una vez parlana nin ohai runaman.
Chaimanta ha shina rina nin rina nin rina nin ha maipi cashpa ohayashpaoa 
nina nin: - Ëuoa huarmioa oazarashpami shamuQuriga. Canoa rilla. 
Tupashpaoa oanta mana pi invitangachu. Chai aoordeon maestropa huarmimi 
ninga: - 'jaou oaserito, jaou oompadre. Chaipi ohayashpaoa huoaman 
imallata oaragpi, uviaohigpioa, oanman uviaohishallami, oarashallami, 
pasaohishallami. ' 'Jaou' nishpa pusharina nin. Ëa ohashna pusharina 
nin.
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Chaipi nina nin: - Nuoa ohayashpaoa oastigashami - nina nin -, huarmita 
oastigashami. Pero ama huitZanguiohu, ama oanoa parlanguiohu. Biohu 
oan parlagpioa huillagpioa oantami prezush shamuna - nina nin -, 
oantami prezush shamunga. Canoa ama huillangui, upattitu oangui, 
upaVlitu. Siohu oan huillagpioa oanrami goderingui - nina nin ohai 
almitaoa.
Maipiohari hoda gente tupana nin. Boado gente tupashpaoa pi mana ha 
'gaou' nina nin. Ladota pasana nin. Chai aoordeon maestropa huarmi 
nina nin: - Jaou, oasero, gaou oaharegito. Nuoaman imata oaragpi, 
imata uviaohigpioa, oanman pasaohishallami - nina nin.
Chaimanta rina nin. Na oooinaman o'atish yaiouna nin. Cooinapi 
paoarina nin. Chai viagero runituoa paoarishpa ha, farra ha guin 
suehuohingapa rinaouna nin, ha bailash, tuoui guin.
Cayafuîi ha madrina padrinoouna gatariohingapa rigpioa ima tiempp 
ohiriyashoa oana nin. Ishaimanta ugllanaoush suehuoushpa ohiriyashoa 
nin. Na ohaipi bulla nin, guin alhoroto nin ari: lima shinata huahun?
lima shinata oaioa tuoun? nishpa bulla. Chai rato oomisarioman rina 
nin. Comisario shamuna nin. Tiyashoa hoda genteoa prezuohina nin 
oanouna huahuohishoanguiohi nishpa. Entonoes oomo mana paiouna 
huahuohishoanga, quiquin ousa shamush, almita shamushpaohari ha, 
sipiroa nin, ounga rigtupi shug hutu filito ouenta yaiourishoa oashoa 
nin, verdeyashoa, ohaishi entonoes ha huahuohish saquina nin. Taitaoa 
Qomisario nin tuoui ohaiounaoa piohoa outinshi guraohina ari oan 
yaohanguimi nishpa. Canoa rioushoanguimi pi huahuohigta, pi ohai 
ruhuagtaoa nishpa oomisariooa. Utisiana nin, ni ima mana tarina nin. 
Sanito y limpioshi oana. Solo oungapishi ashalla yahuar taririshoa 
nin, nada mds. Chaillami huoa ouentooa.
The man who met an unquiet soul
I am going to tell you a story of the old days; there was once an 
Indian who used to get up before midnight to take letters on foot to 
Cuenca. He would get up before dawn and walk and walk. On one 
occasion he was going along through a narrow gully when he became • 
frightened. When he looked behind him, he saw that the soul of a 
dead man was following him. The two fell in step and the Indian
walked along with the soul. As they walked along together, "Don't be
afraid," said the soul, "I am going to see my wife. Don't you be 
frightened. Wlien I was alive she was very unfaithful, and now she is 
going to get married again. I am going to punish her."
Thus the soul talked as they went along, who knows where.
At one place the soul turned off the road and climbed up a steep bank
to the side; "Don't go that way," he told the Indian, "come along this
way. Let's climb up onto the side of the road for the devils are 
coming along the main path."
So the traveller followed suit. He climbed up the bank and as he stood 
there a long while, sure enough, a devil came by on the road. He was 
carrying a condemned soul, not in a coffin but simply in a sack. From 
inside tlie sack tlie body could be heard to moan. As it moaned, the 
traveller just stood there on the bank above the road. But the unquiet 
soul had placed him on his right-hand side, so he was safe.
And so they walked on and on. Who knows what paths they must have 
taJcen, until they entered a steep-sided gorge where a river ran. As 
they went up tills path, the soul said: "You follow me. Let's get off
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the road as best we Ccin by climbing a eucalyptus tree. A whole 
group of devils are due to pass through this way. They might do us 
harm."
So saying, tlie soul suggested they climb a eucalyptus tree. But the 
traveller couldn't climb it. Perhaps the soul carried him up to the 
top branches of the tree, for there he found himself and there he 
stayed for a long while : terrified firstly of falling out of the tree,
and then frightened that the wind might blow him out. There they both 
were at the top of the tree; "Don't fear, you won't fall down, I shall 
hold onto you and then I shall carry you down again," the soul 
reassured him.
As they were watching, there came a procession of devils along the 
narrow slope that led through the gorge. They carried with them the 
oaja ronoa and torches witli flames of all colours. Some of them played 
on musical instruments; flutes and so on. They passed by maJcing a 
tremendous noise. Some time after they had gone by, the soul himself 
brought the Indian down from the eucalyptus tree: "We won't go on just 
yet," he said, "they have left sulphur in their wake and it could harm 
us. Let's wait here a while."
So saying, tliey stood there together. The soul talked to the traveller, 
telling him how he had been to heaven, how he had punished the living, 
of many things. As he stood there talking, darkness fell.
After that tliey went on their way, arriving who knows where. "My wife 
will come this way after her wedding. You just go with the wedding 
party. When you meet them, not one of them will invite you to join 
them, but then the accordeonist's wife will say; 'Come on, friend, come 
on, oompadre,. When we get there I will share any food and drink they 
give me with you. Let's go®. And she will take you along. When she 
talces you along to the house. I'll come too. And that's when I'll 
punish my wife. But you mustn't say a word to anyone. If you tell any­
one about me, you instead will be taken prisoner. So keep silent or 
you will put yourself in danger."The unquiet soul advised the Indian with these words.
And so it was: along the way, the Indian met up with the wedding party.
As they met up, not one person invited him to join in. They passed 
by without a word. But then the accordeonist's wife said: "Come along, 
friend, come along, Caharejito, Whatever they give me to eat and 
drink, I shall shore it with you."
And so he went with her. When they arrived, he followed the party 
into tlie kitchen, and there he spent the night. The bride and groom 
were there and tliere was much drinking and dancing until they grew 
tired and retired to sleep.
The next morning, the wedding godparents went to get the bridal pair 
out of bed. They found them stone dead, locked in a cold embrace.
Then there was a great uproar, everybody wondering how they had died.
So they went to the police station to report the matter. Then a 
police officer came. All the wedding guests were taken prisoner under 
accusation of murder. But of course they hadn't killed the couple at 
all, but the soul of the woman's own dead husband had entered the room, 
had strangled them with a sort of green cord, and had left them dead.
The police inspector interrogated each person five times, trying to 
discover who had witnessed the murder. An autopsy was held but no 
evidence could be found. The bodies were sound and healthy. All that 
could be detected was a little trace of blood on their necks, nothing 
else. That's my story.
Informant; EDC, 29th August, 1976
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same as for Tale 15, plus:
E363.3 Ghost warns the living
G303.4.8.1 Devil has sulphurous odour
D995.0.1.1 Magic power of right hand for good
E752.1.1 Devil hunts souls
G303.15 Places haunted by devil
E221 Dead spousefe malevolent return
E234 Ghost punishes injury received in life
E234.0.1 Ghost returns to demand vengeance
E230 Return from dead to inflict punishment
Q241 Adultery punished
Z145 Symbolic colour; green
Tale 17; El alma desasosegada
De ahi los viagevos antes dioen que se enaontrahan eon el diahlo y con 
el alma tamibiên. For egenrplo una vez que se muere un marido, Cuando 
estaban viviendo siempre es que sàbîan pi^eguntar ambos: - Si yo me 
muerOj iquS pasarias tû? ~ diz que sabîan deoir, ino? Entonoes que la 
muger diz que deoia: - Yo moriria igual -diz que deoîa -, me fuera 
igual,
Siempre deoian eso, ino? Una vez se llegô a morir el marido. La 
noohe en que se enterré, entonoes le llegô no mds el marido, que ya 
querîa llevar: - Tû dig is te que vas igual oonmigo.
La muger diz que oorria asî, nada. Le amaneoia teniendo de los brazos, 
asi, Ya oeroa del amaneoer se desapareoiô. Todas las noohes pasaba 
asi, dioen. Entonoes se iba a alguna parte, oorriendo. Nada. Se iba 
a los montes, peor. No degaba, queriendo llevar a ella tambiên, 
dioiendo; ~ Vamos, como digiste que vas a ir igual oonmigo. Como 
deoias que vas a ir igual oonmigo,
Todas las veoes solo asi. De ahi la muger se volviô a la oalamidad, 
Entonoes que vivia una hermana legos, ino? Entonoes una Vez se ha 
querido ir alld, ino? Donde que estâ la hermana. Cuando llega el 
aima, el marido, (ella ha salido), entonoes ha tenido una faga, ino? 
Ahora no aoostimbran la faga, Entonoes ouando seguia molestando a 
ella en la oasa dioiendo: - Vœnos, vamos y vamos,
Entonoes ella diz que haoia tener la faga, la punta de la faga. Entonoes 
se desenvolvia poquito a poquito, poquito a poquito, Entonoes se 
saliô; avanzô salir. Entonoes el aima quedâ teniendo asi la faga.
El quedâadentro. Ella oorriô donde la hermana. iQuê es lo que pasa? 
Entonoes el aima ya sintiô pues no lo que ya no vuelve, entonoes 
seguramente se largô, empezô a seguir atrds, Cuando estd siguiendo 
deoia, ya el aima andaba râpido tal vez, entonoes avanzô a ooger, pues 
no, Cuando iba a avanzar a ooger se metiô en un monte, puro espinos, 
se metiô adentro, Entonoes êl tambiên queria seguir atrds, entrar ahi, 
Entonoes diz que metia la mano: - Ayauuu! - es que deoia. Por el otro 
lado: - Ayauuu!- Que dioiendo: - Vamos! Que saïga!
Pero êl no podia meterse en los espinos, Entonoes yalo que iba a 
amaneoer, iba a aclararse, entonoes se desapareoiô. Por fin, a las 
muchas veoes, entonoes y a llegô donde la hermana. Entonoes llegando 
donde la hermana diz que deoia: - Oye, hermana, ime hioieras el favor 
de visitar mi oasa? Ahi quedan mis animalitos: ouys, gatos, perros 
quedan ahi botado todo.
Dioiendo eso se muriô. En la oasa de la hermana, Ese molestaba diz 
que oomo un ano.
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The unquiet soul
They say that in the old days travellers would meet with the devil, and 
with spirits too, Por example, once a woman's husband died. When he 
was alive, they would always ask each other ; "If I die, what would you 
do?"
And the woman would say: "I will die with you. I would go with you," 
They always said that, right? Then the husband died, The night he was 
buried, his soul came to the wife and said; "You said you would go with me, "
And the woman ran away, but to no avail. All night he held her in his
arms like this, and tlien as dawn came he disappeared. That would happen
every night, they say. She would run away but it was no good. She 
would run to the forests, but she couldn't escape him. He wouldn't 
leave her alone, wanting to carry her away with him, and saying; "Come 
on, you said you would go with me."
Again and again tlie same thing happened and the woman became more and 
more troubled. One day she wanted to go to her sister's house, who 
lived far away. At that moment her husband's soul arrived. Now the 
woman was wearing a faga, you know? Nowadays the women don't wear a 
faga. Well, as her husband continued to annoy her saying; "Come on, 
come on," she gave him the end of the faga to hold. Then she gradually 
unwound herself from it and managed to escape. The soul just stood 
tliere holding the end of the faga while his wife ran to her sister's
house. What happened next? Well, the soul then realised that she
wasn't coming back, so he must have made after her. He caught up 
with her very quickly and as he did so she entered a clump of very 
thorny bushes. He wanted to follow her in but he put in his hand and 
cried; "Ouch!" And then the other one; 'Ouch!"
All the while he was crying: "Come on! Come out of there !"
But he couldn't enter the thorn bushes. Then dawn began to break and 
he disappeared. At last, after this had happened many times, the 
woman arrived at her sister's house and asked her sister; "Will you do 
me the favour of visiting my house? My animals are abandoned there ; 
my guinea-pigs, dogs,and cats,"
So saying, she died there in her sister's house. They say that that 
soul troubled her for about a year.
Informant: GGG, 28th October, 1976
some as for Tales 15 and 16, plus:
M254 Promise to be buried with spouse if she/he dies first
E265.3 Meeting ghost causes death
E256 Dead carry off living
K500 Escape from death or danger by deception
E452 Ghost laid at cockcrow
E452.1 Dead quiescent during day
E415 Dead cannot rest until certain work is finished
Tale 18; Causavishoa huarmioa
Huahuna nin shug huarmi. Nuoanohi ounadopa tia oana nin. Huahushoa 
nin ishoai punzhata y oausarishoaroa. Manara enterragpi oausarishoaroa. 
Pero ohaimi parlashoa nin paiouna: ha riouroami nin huasi uoumanta 
llugshishpa alli lado huasi esquinamanta riougpioa shug vida hanoa 
riourishoa nin. Chaipi tiyarishpaoa rinalla nin ohaita o'atishpa.
Chai hampi yaioushpaoa. Chaimanta ha aohoata rishpa tupana nin shug 
palloa han. Ishoai han: shugoa sumag han, shugoa ohushag oasha gunda 
quiohqui han. Entonoes ohai quiohqui han y ohai anoho sumag han 
ohugpipi shug santo tupana nin. Chai shuti oana nin Santa Rosa. Chai
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tupashpa nina nin: - Caitami aamha hanoa. Ri oaita - nishpa,
Chaimanta ohai quiohqui hanta rioush, aohoa yaounaita oharina nin, 
Yaounaita oharishpaoa rina nin, Yaou riourina nin ashallitu, tuma 
yaou, Pero ohai yaouoa ashalla oorrioun nin twnata, Chai oorrioug 
yaoutaoa paioa uviasha nina nin, Yaounayan pero mana imahuan huishi 
Valin nin, Entonoes urai singa sirish uviasha nin, pero mana pudin,
Yaou ashtahuan uouyashpa rina nin, Mana pagtan, Entonoes uouyash 
rigpi mana imashina uviagpi, paioa shug yurag allouta o'uyashoata 
oharina nin, Yurag allouoa rinripi yaouta huishishpa uviaohishoa nin 
paiman, Chai rinripi yaouta huishish uviaohig ha aviashpa rinalla nin 
ohashna,
Na ohaimanta riouna nin maipiohari shug alfa ohagra, qu'ihuata, Chai 
Chagrapioa parourioun nin ohushag leohe shina yranlla yaouhuan. Chai 
leohe laya yaouhuan parouriougpioa ohai shug tupag, ohai Santa Rosa- 
huan oag shug uohilla huarmi huambra tupashoa nin, Chaioa ha riouohin 
nin: - Caioa oamba mamapa leohemi — nishoa nin -, oamba mamapa leohemi - 
nishoa nin,
Chaitapish pasarin nin, Shugpi riourin nin semejante huagraouna, yana 
huagraouna, Chai huagraouna nina nin maoanaououn nin ishoaita, Chaiouna 
samanaoushpa samanaoushpa maoanaououn nin, Chaiouna nin, ohai huambraoa 
huillan nin: - Chaiounaoa huauquindi huasi uou fomiliandi maoanaouounami 
nin, Cutin ohaita pasashpa rin nin, Chaimanta riourin nin malva 
ohagra, aohoa malva, Chaipi outin ohuya yaouhuan parououn nin, Chaioa 
nina nin: - Camba mama huaoashoa huiquimi - nishoa nin,
Shina huillashoa: - Camba mama huaoashoa huiquimi oaioa,
Chashna pasrin nin shug haoienda pungu oashoa nin, Chai haoienda 
pungupioa shug semejante yana negro runa almaounata balansapi pesaoun 
nin ohashna, Entonoes maijan almataoa haoiendamanta uouman shitan nin, 
Maijantaoa agohamanta j apish oanzhama72 shitaoun nin pesashpa, Paifhuan 
tupaytgapa riy% nin chai negrooa ohai huarmihuan. Pai nina nin: - Nuoaoa 
pimayi, mw'ia imata debiniohu, ilmatata nishpa jizilla shamuoungui nuoata 
japiringapa?
Chaipi mayta imata ruhuash outirin,
Chaimanta ohashna ohayana nin na shug iglesiapi, Na tuoui ohaita 
pasarishpa, Chai iglesiapi ohayagpioa aohoa oantoraouna, andasouna, 
aohoa mayoral, mayordomo llugshinouna fiestapi, Corpuspi, TuoiXi 
chaiouna riourishoa nin. Chai ricurishpaoa nin ohaiounapi entonoes 
oantaoushoa nin oantota iglesia uoupi, Chaipioa nina nin: - Nucapish 
oantanata yaohairlmi ~ nishpa -, ohai piohoa (mana yachniohu imaohâ) 
misterios yiishoata oantaroani - nin -, ohai piohoa misteriosta 
oantashpa eyitonoes pasagrigrini - nin -, altar mayorman,
Chaipioa entonces jaroan nin ohashna quimsa dedota riouohishpa,
Chaipi y%in outiohish oaohashoa nin.
Chaimanta shamuna nin outin outish ohashnallata, Ima shinami riroani 
ohashnallata ohai hanta outimuna nin, Maipioa malvas ohagra, ima alfa 
ohagra, riouyia nin shinallata haoienda pungu, mismo ima shina rishoa 
ohashnallata outimima nin huasiman, Huasiman ohayana oercapioa paioa 
oioushoa nin aohoa genteouna purioushoa nin aohoa. Caiman oorrioun 
nin, ohaiman oorriouyi yiin. Ei%tonoes pai nina nin: - ilmatata ruhuash 
huoa huasipi oai mundo genteounaoa? - nin,
Ey'itonoes: - Mana ima oashoata oeroa nin imata ruhuash ohai ynundo gente 
huoa huasipi purioun,
Chaimantashi manohaimanohari ohayarina nin huasiman, Huasiman ohutaraoun 
nin, Chaipi pai nina nin: — iRita oaipioa jizi tuoushpa siriounohu
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imatari? - nina nin. 
Bueno ohaimanta uouman yaiougrina nin. Alli alli sentigpioa paillata 
sivioushoa oana nin. Sirioush tuouroa!
The woman who revived from the dead
There was once a woman who died. She was my brother-in-law’s aunt.
She was dead and unburied for two days, then she revived. But this is 
how they told the story; she left the house setting off from the right- 
hand corner and taking a road of life that appeared there before her.
She set out along that road. After she hadwaHced for a long time she 
came to a fork in theaoad. From there on there were two roads: one
beautiful, the other narrow and thorny. At the junction of the narrow 
road and the beautiful wide road, she met a saint. This saint's name 
was Saint Rose. As they met, the daint spoke; "This is your road. Go 
this way."
So as she made her way along the narrow road, she felt very thirsty.
She came to an irrigation channel where there flowed a little water and 
she wanted to drink from it. She was so thirsty but she had nothing 
in which to collect the water. So she lay face down in an attempt to 
reach the water, but still she couldn't. The water was flowing too 
far below her and she couldn't reach it. Now she had with her a very 
faithful white dog, and the white dog collected water in its ears and 
gave her to drink. The dog gave her to drink by collecting water in 
its ears, then having drunk went on its way.
After tliat the woman came to a field of alfalfa grass. The field was 
being irrigated witli whitish water that looked like milk. As she stood 
by the field being watered with milky liquid, there appeared a young 
girl alongside Saint Rose. She indicated the field, saying: "This is 
your mother's milk, this is your mother's milk."
Then she passed by that place also. In another place there appeared 
two black bulls fighting together. They were fighting together, 
stopping to catch their breath, then fighting some more. The young girl 
said of them: "They are fighting between brothers, within the family," 
Again she passed by on her way. Then she came to a field of malva.
There the field was being watered with clear water. The young girl 
said: "Those are your mother's tears," That is what she told her:
"Those are the tears your mother wept."
In this way they passed on until they came to the gate of a haoienda.
In the doorway of the haoienda there was a big black man weighing the 
souls of the dead on a pair of scales. As he weighed them he would 
throw some of them inside the haoienda and others he would take by 
their hair and toss them outside. The negro came forward to meet the 
woman, but she addressed him: "I owe nothing to anybody. Why are you 
coming forward smiling, with the intention of capturing me?"
Whereupon the negro went back to his place without doing anything.
Next she arrived at a church, after passing all those places. When she 
arrived at the church she saw a crowd of choristers, litters bearing 
holy images, and people dressed up as haoienda bosses come out in the 
Corpus Christi processsion. They all appeared before her. As they 
appeared, at that moment they began to sing a chant inside the church. 
Then the woman said; "I too know how to sing the five mysteries as they 
are called (I don't know what that might be - narrator), If I sing the 
five mysteries then I shall go up to the high altar,"
But then the people blocked her way pointing at her with three fingers. 
And they sent her back the way she had come.
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So she came back just the same way she had gone. Just as she had gone, 
she came back; passing the malVa field, the alfalfa field, the gateway 
of the haoienda* She came home by the very same route. As she drew near 
to her house she saw a crowd of people running back and forth. She asked 
herself; "Why is there such a crowd of people at my house?"
And then she thought ; "There is no reason for such a crowd of people to 
be wandering about my house like that."
Then she must have approached her house in a state of fear. When she 
arrived at the house she stood in the doorway. From where she stood 
she could see a corpse laid out in the room. She said to herself:
"What joker is it lying there, or what is going on?"
Then she went to enter the room. Slowly reality returned and it was 
she herself who was laid out a corpse. She was laid out in the end!
Informant: GGG, 5th November, 1975
D996,0.1.1 Magic power of right-hand for good 
F57,1 Narrow road to heaven
N848 SAint as helper
V223.1 Saint gives advice
B421 Helpful dog
E751.1 Souls weighed at Judgment Day
A671.1 Doorkeeper of hell
V70 Religious feasts
E722 Soul leaves body at death
E750,2 Perilous path for soul to world of dead
E752.1 Soul in jeopardy after leaving body
N681.0,1 Return home to one's own funeral
E750.1 Souls wander after death
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Commentary
1,0 Narrative structure
1,1 Tale 15
Tale 15: Et viajero que se enoontrâ con un almita
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EPISODES FUNCTION
man dies, his wife remains alive 1
i traveller (H) is on way down to " 
Cuenca
> 2
I ii H meets husband's soul on road 3
111 they travel on together 4
iv soul protects H from bandits 6
V they continue to Cuenca & return 2
Vi soul protects H from bandits again 6
vii soul asks H to wife's house to help 
her in minga next day
4
II viii soul offers H chicha and asperses 
some on ground to protect from mat 
viento
4/6
ix H helps soul's wife in work; same 
recurs many times
6
.. ..
The relationship between H and the non-human'agent is here based on 
the principles of mutual exchange that underlie many of the social 
institutions and customs of the Quichua - the minga among them. The 
protection afforded the hero figure by the soul in Move I, is repayed 
in Move II, when the hero shifts to the rôle of mediator and assists 
the soul's wife, h closer look at the pattern of this relationship 
will show the similarities between this and other legends in the 
section.
Due to the fulfillment of the obligation of hero towards soul, it 
is understood that he is able to return safely home after his exper­
ience, He is not made to pay the debt with his life or health as was 
the case, for example, in Tale 1, This tale is connected to the 
belief system in that it reflects the popular conception that the 
souls of the dead will wander abroad preoccupied by some unfulfilled 
task or promise which still binds them to the world of the living; in 
this case the preoccupation is with the bereaved wife's difficulty at
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finding herself left alone to manage the daily work load. The soul 
now belongs to another sphere to that of his widow and employs an 
intermediary to act on his behalf between the two spheres. Thus a 
triangular relationship is established, as was the case with the 
devil legends. A close similarity can be noticed between Move I of 
this text and the Group (i) devil legends. Tale 9 is similar even 
to the point of containing an episode whereby the devil protects the 
hero from bandits by the wayside. The two tales were in fact told by 
the same informant, 9 following 15, and the compatibility of their 
narrative patterns probably encouraged the recurrence of the episode 
from one tale to the other.
Developments in Move II cause the underlying meaning of this 
tale to differ from that of the Group (i) devil narratives, however. 
There, the progress of the narrative centred around the human hero, 
and the possibility of his profiting from the encounter. In tales 
involving encounter with a soul, it would seem that these are ultimately 
oriented towards the soul protagonist and his efforts to derive profit 
from his relationship with the living. Thus Move II shows how the soul 
uses the human hero to his advantage. Tale 16 contains a comparable 
sequence of events. Tale 18 is narrated entirely from the viewpoint 
of the soul protagonist. This significant variation of the by now 
familiar journey framework of the local legend may be explained if 
we take the function of such tales to be the expression of anxieties 
on the part of the living towards the dead, and their fear of offending 
them through neglect or some other oversight.
The triad of relationships set up in Tale 15 between the the three 
protagonists, showing the shift of human hero to the mediator 'slot', 
can be shown as follows:
(4-1souK )widow of soul
(+) \  (+)human 
I ••'t:aqoj.
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It should also be borne in mind that while the soul can act as protector 
of the living, as he did in Move I, he is also a potential threat, 
capable of causing illness in those who come into contact with him if 
he is not well-disposed towards them. The fact that the human protag­
onist in this tale obeys the laws of reciprocity accounts for the 
positive relationships established between the actors. The ambiguity 
in the character of the souls of the dead gives them a cognitive 
affinity with the devil in the local belief system; it has been seen, 
for example, that the devil also may cause tmairashoa in those who 
encounter him. The affinity is so strong that the two personages 
take up rôles in tales whose narrative patterns are closely comparable,'.
1.2 Tale 15
Tale 16; Almahuan tupashoa runamanta
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EPISODES FUNCTION
I
mail carrier on way to Cuenca at. 
night
1/2
i mail carrier (H) meets soul on road 3
ii they travel on together 4
iii soul protects H from party of devils 
that passes by 6
II
iv soul asks H to go with wedding party 
of his widow and her lover 4
V H joins wedding party 6
vi next morning bridal pair found dead, 
killed by soul
Several of the points made for Tale 15 apply to this text also; the 
journey - encounter sequence is again responsible for the development 
of the narrative; again the relationship between hero and non-human 
agent is a mutually reciprocal one. The hero responds to the soul's 
request that he should act as a 'front' while the latter carries out 
the murder of his faithless wife, in return for the protection he had 
been afforded in Move I. This leads again to a shift in function of
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the human protagonist from hero position to that of mediator. The
differing attitudes of traveller and soul from one move to the next
can be formalized by these triads;
(— )Move I; H4 devils
(4-1\ / «soul
(— )Move II; soul ^adulterous wife
(4-) \/ (-)
So it is seen again that as long as humans treat the inhabitants of 
the non-human world according to accepted moral and social rules, they
ywill come to no harm; in this code of beha^our the principle of recip­
rocity is paramount.
1,3 Tale 17
Tale 17; El alma desasosegada
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EPISODES FUNCTION
husband and wife promise to follow 
each other to death; husband dies 1
i husband's soul returns to haunt wife who has not kept promise 3
I ii wife escapes to her sister's house 2
iii soul pursues her 3
iv wife evades him by trick with fàja
V she escapes into thorn bush 9a
vi dawn breaks and he disappears
vii woman asks sister to care for her 
livestock 6
viii she dies, claimed by soul of husband 9b
The assignment of functions for this legend shows that the pattern 
differs from the customary journey-encounter sequence. Although 
repeated encounters take place between the woman and the soul of her 
dead husband, the emphasis of the tale lies in the theme of the 
unkept promise - an element of which was also seen in Tale 16,
This same theme forms the initial situation in Tale 31, a 
borrowed migratory tale. Whethcf there has been i .w' hiGiice and in
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which direction it occurred is a matter for speculation. As with 
Tales 15 and 16, the structure of this narrative read at the level 
of the relationships between the actors can be seen to describe a 
triangular process in which the dead husband and his living wife are 
set up in opposition to each other, in a negative relationship der­
iving from the wife's failure to keep her word. Such is the power of 
the soul over the faithless woman that the letter's attempts to use a 
third party, her sister, as mediator and protectress fail and she 
finally succumbs. It is an interesting reflection of the belief system 
that she makes preparation for death by consigning the care of her 
animals to her sister, so that concern for them will not follow her 
beyond tliis life.
1.4 Tale 18
Tale 18; Causarishaa huarmioa
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EPISODES FUNCTION
I
soul of dead woman (H) 'revives' after 
2 days 1
i H sets out on journey 2
ii arrives at fork in road where saint 
directs her ... 3/6
iii white dog helps her fetch water
iv sees fields irrigated with mother's milk
2/3V sees 2 bulls fighting
vi sees field irrigated with mother's tears
vii passes entrance to hell {'haoienda.) 7viii comes to church where she is warded off
II
ix returns home by same route 2
X arrives home to witness her own wake 9d
The focus of this tale is entirely on the soul as protagonist or 
hero figure. There are many features of content which set it apart
from the others; it is rich in motifs not found elsewhere in the
collection, many of which it is not possible at this stage to inter­
pret or explain. Underlying this content, however, it is possible to
trace the same pattern as found in other legends: journeyencounter-—
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arrival at other world— >return. Curiously, here we look at the 
progress of events as if from the other side of the mirror; instead 
of following the path of a human protagonist to the non-human world 
and back, here we follow the route of a non-human protagonist (soul) 
to the world of the living and back to the world beyond - death.
This explanation accounts for her arrival at the church where she is 
rejected by the congregation - apparently living -, for as a soul 
prior to burial she is potentially dangerous to those with whom she 
comes into contact, Her route takes her past the entrance to hell, 
and it is presumably her freedom from sin that permits her to pass 
on unhindered. Just in the same way are living human protagonists
allowed to visit hell and return from it unscathed in some of the
devil legends, for example. Tale 18 could be seen in the following 
terms as an inversion of some of the devil legends - Group (i) in 
particular;
Group (i) devil legends : Tale 18
human protagonist : non-human protagonist 
journeys from this world ; journeys from other world to
to other world this world (church)
is threatened ; threatens the living
is saved ; is rejected
returns to this world ; returns to body for funeral
The soul legends with human protagonists - 15 and 16 in particular - 
might also fit into this scheme, as following a pattern akin to that 
of the Group (i) devil legends. The present text should not be over­
simplified for the sake of comparisons, however. The above scheme of 
oppositions does not take into account that the soul in Tale 18 also 
encounters non-human mediators - Santa Rosa and the negro doorman - 
who represent the spheres of heaven and hell respectively. This this 
tale is more complex than any examined so far; the soul protagonist on 
its journey explores the possibilities of heaven, hell, and this world
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in turn before returning to the body for burial and final integration 
into the world beyond life.
Whilst still on the subject of the narrative pattern, it should 
be noted that the journey of the soul to the other world is a common 
framework for Andean oral narrative. In many cases, an encounter with 
a non-human agent is put down to the altered state of conciousness of 
the protagonist: he/she may be drunk, asleep, or ill. The wanderings 
of the 'soul' are a corollary to this. In the comparative material we 
find, for example, an Imbabura text: 'Led astray by a spirit', in 
which the drunken protagonist thinks herself to have been carried 
away by a duende, and during their journey to have passed through 
8 stages, each marked by a change in the physical environment and the 
appearance of new features such as certain animals, which constitute 
the tale's motifs. There is a remarkable structural similarity with 
Tale 18, notable for the stage by stage progress of the soul protagonist. 
(Parsons op.cit.135-136) GS/SA/4: 'Almaguna pailabi timbuahishcamanda' 
describes a journey to the other world allegedly made by the narrator's 
father when he was uncounscious due to severe sickness. He reached 
the 'Senor Jesds', who told him to return home as he had not yet been 
called for. One is reminded here also of Tale 4, where the hero pays 
a gratuitous visit to hell, also in the charge of 'taita Diosito', 
when suffering after a bad accident, (1)
2,0 The content of the tales
As legends, these are closely linked to the belief system of the 
area, and different texts focus on different aspects of it. To take 
Tale 18 first, as the most complex of the four; there exists a belief 
that the soul of a person due to die is apt to leave the body during 
sleep and retrace its steps, visiting old haunts as if in farewell.
Dogs are thought to have the power of perceiving such spirits and their 
re 1.1 Irant. howling is interpreted as an augur of d. •'u (2) The rôle
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of the dog as guide to tlie soul after death is not as common in 
Cahar lore as elsewhere in the Andes, (3) although the white dog here 
clearly performs that function. Equally, the wandering of the soul in 
the period between death and burial was less commonly referred to, 
although in this tale it is at that stage that the soul sets out on 
its journey. The tale can thus be seen as the literary expression of 
the commonly held belief in the wandering of souls from the body. The 
same concept found expression in Tales 15-17, which likewise explored 
the theme of contrast and conflict between life and death, between the 
living and the dead, and the reluctance of the latter to come to terms
with their new state.
While I cannot offer interpretations for many of the motifs in 
this tale, there is comparative data which serves to show they are a 
part of the wider system of narrative traditions in the area; the 
narrow road and the wide road referred to in the text are evidently 
the roads to heaven and hell respectively, as GS/CA/11 makes more 
explicit:
"Cietoman huiohiauna, oieloman rina nampish puro oasha 
manaohu oan puro huin pato ninohij oai tZajta,,. Ima mundo 
jero oana nin, huin manohashpa mana purin nin ohai Diospaman 
rina hanoa, Chai malignos ohai judaspoman rina hanoa ima 
mundo oarretero nin, Cunan oai oarretero haga nishpa nin, 
briVLashpa nin, sumai mana ruou, "
"The path that goes up to heaven is full of thorns and sticks 
we say here... Its a very difficult path, very frightening and 
hard to walk, the path to God's place. The path to the devils'
or Judases' place is a big road. They say it shines and is a
very beautiful road."
The Parsons text from Imbabura already referred to contains a remark
in keeping with this idea:
"This time she was aware of a very kind man who carried her 
by a pretty and wide path with flowers on either side, and 
the ground seemed to be of glass (she says that the path to 
hell is like that; and to go to heaven it is a path of thorns," 
(loc.cit.)
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Fock also documented this belief for Juncal«
"Thus the road to the other world is depicted as a path 
that bifurcates into a right and a left branch; that on 
the right leads to heaven and that on the left leads to hell,,
(1976:7-8)
He goes on to comment on the association between right and left and 
upper and lower in Juncalese world view, categories which extend from 
the geographical to the social sphere in the native classification 
system.
References to right {alli lado). and left {lluqui lado) are frequent 
in the present collection; the heroine in Tale 18 sets out on her jour­
ney from the right-hand corner of the house; EDC commented that almitas 
will pass you by on the right, and devils on the left; note how the 
almita in Tale 16 makes the hero stand on his right as the devils go 
past; GGG described how an unseen being gripped his father's left arm ■ 
when he was suffering from huairashoa. In ritual also the right-hand 
takes precedence: the right-hand flank of the Corpus Christi procession 
carries such prestige that its organizers are bribed with food and 
drink to allow participants a place there. Right and left may also 
correspond to male and female; in the Mass at Sigsihuaicu, the con­
gregation divided so that men sat on the right and women on the left,(4) 
With reference now to the tales as a group : additional data
illustrates furtlier popular concepts regarding the souls of the dead.
The alma oondenado is the soul of a man who committed incest, the most 
serious form of which is that between compadres (JSA, EDC, GGG, MJA), 
There is little else in common, however, with the carnivorous, fire- 
breathing monster of the same name so richly described in some of the 
Peruvian material. (5) Cahar informants described them as relatively 
harmless spirits of the dead tliat come back to places they have fre­
quented in life to seek out some money or other item they might have
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hidden, whose whereabouts they feel a need to communicate to their 
survivors (GGG), EDC made a clear distinction between the oondenado 
and the almita, the latter being the unquiet soul, not guilty of sin, 
bq,t unable to rest in peace due to some unfinished task. (6) The souls 
in hell in Tale 4, however, send back messages to their bereaved out 
of that same need,
A relationship between these tales and a wider framework of 
narrative tradition can also be seen; Tale 17, it was suggested, 
contains a theme to be found also in Tale 31, which is recognizable 
as a variant of A-T512, At the same time, the theme of burial of 
spouse with the dead was not alien to Andean ritual in former times: 
Cieza de Ledn recorded how wives of oaoiques would be buried with 
their husbands, (7) and Parsons noted ritual suicidal intent at the 
graveside as recently as 1945 (op,cit,79), (8) Tale 17 also contains 
remnants of motifs associated with the Andean version of D672 "Obstacle 
Flight" - discussed fully in sub-section (g), The escape by unwinding 
from the faja belongs there: Morote Best gives a summary of Argiiedas's
text from Jauja, where the heroine escaping from her oondenado lover 
persuades him to hold on the the end of her faja as he enters a lake; 
when he is well advanced into the water she cuts herself free (1958a; 
804, cites ArgOedas 1953:151-153), In the same connection the motif 
of the woman's escape into a thorn bush may be derived from the same 
tradition, where frequently the heroine throws down an obstacle which 
becomes a bush of thorns in the pursuer's path. Most typically in the 
Andes the 'Obstacle Flight' sequence is found in the context of flight 
from a oondenado lover, so it could well be that this text is an 
abbreviated and simplified relative of that tradition. Elsewhere in 
this collection it is found in the context of flight from devil-spouse 
(Tale 24), which further illustrates the interchangeability of the 
actors within rôles or structural 'slots' that remain constant.
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FOOTNOTES
(1) a notable comparison in the wider context can be made with a 
text collected in Ayacucho, Peru, where the informant describes her 
stage-by-stage Journey to hell while very sick; 'Our Lord' sent her 
back as he was not ready for her (Zuidema and Quispe 197 3:367),
(2) guinea-pigs, owls (cusoungu), and doves {urpi) are also thought to
be endowed with this power and reveal it in certain patterns of behaviour; 
such animals are referred to as 'brujaouna'.
(3) "it is believed that one should treat one's dogs kindly, since 
once dead they can help tlieir former owner on its journey to the land
of the dead," (Zuidema and Quispe op, cit, ). ; cf, Nufiez del Prado (O, ) (1952:2) 
where the same idea is mentioned.
(4) cf. Hertz's essay on the pre-eminence of the right hand (1960),
(5) Argdedas has published texts of 46 oondenado tales from Jauja and 
Concepcidn (1953;127-193);see also Morote Best(1958a.;828ff,),
(6) Guevara has entries under "Alma on pena"^ "Alma que se esoapa del 
ouerpo"; "Alma que reooge los pa&os", all of which corroborate the Canar 
evidence (1972:75,77); see also Carvalho-Neto (1966:82), arid Costales 
and Peftaherrera de Costales (1961,1966), for similar references to 
beliefs in almas, including the idea that they can cause sickness in 
those that come into contact with them.
(7) "a los difuntos los metian en las sepultuvas de la suerte que 
haoian sus oomaroanos, aoompahados de mujeres vivos," (1853;398)
(8) see also Gifford and Hoggarth for Peruvian reference to ritual 
suicidal intent at the graveside (1975; 75 ); they also document
evidence on the oondenado (op,cit. 101 ),
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Section A sub-section (d). ; Tales of the outohi
Text
Tale 19; Sotterahuan Cuiohihuan
Shug sottera oana nin. Juin uroupi uroupi uroupi uroupi miohina nin. 
Misaman mana shamuna nin. Ni ima puebloman, ni maiman mana shamuna nin 
ohai sottera. Juin solo uroupi ovejaouna nin, huagraouna nin, bestiaouna 
nin miohina nin urouttapi, Mamacuna nin, yaya nina nin: - Ri, huambra, 
ri misaman.
Nigpi mana uyana nin mana misaman shamusha nishpa. Solo uroupi miohina 
nin, juin. Cada punzha urouman, urouman, urouman, Shinaoushpalla ha 
misaman ni mai mana shamuna nin ohai solteraoa solo uroupi mishishpa,
Chaipi shug oompaheraouna nina nin; - Juin uroupimi shug novio 
tiyan, Noviomi tiyan uroupi: shug punzhaoa puoa punohu, shug punzhaoa 
olaro punohu, shug punzhaoa verde punohu juin purin ohai mozooa. Chaimi
juin purin uroupi ohapash - nina ndn,
Chaipioa nina nin ohai mamaoa: - Ëuoa lungata reparamush oungui, Rioush
oungui. Mana lungaman ima pasanga, ima tuounga - nina nin.
Chaipioa ohai lungaounaoa nina nin: - Mana, ohai uroupi juiimi purin 
ohai mozooa. Shug punzhaoa shug punohu, shug punzhaoa shug punohu juin 
purin alaja suou mozitomi, Alaja oaroa, dlaja mozitomi - nina nin.
Chaipioa na shina shug -punzhaoa, shug ohishioa manohayana nin juin 
ovejaouna nin, huagraouna nin, bestiaouna nin. Juin manohayana nin, Ëa 
ohaimanta oayandioa manohayagpioa tapuna nin ohai oompahera huambraounaman. 
CJiaiounaoa nina nin: — Mana, ohai mozomi aparishoangaoha. Mozo juin 
shug punzhaoa shug punohu, shug punzhaoa shug punohu juin purig oashoa.
Suou mozo juin puriouroa, Chaimi aparishoanga mana ima. Cunan oaina 
punzha mana oompanarishoaniohu paihuanoa, Chaimi aparishoanga - nishpa 
nina nin.
Mama yayaouna tapuna nin: - Mana shamun, mana imana, Caina miohingapa 
rishpa mana shamun. lima nishpata mana uyarin? - nishpa oaya madrugadota 
rina nin rioungapa animatounata uroupi. Uroupi rioungapa rigpi, jahua 
lomaman ttugshigpioa, ohai jahua pugru urou ugsha oana nin tiempo urou 
tomconayi llugshigpioa jahua pugru pambapioa semejante ouiohi ahuariouna 
nin juin. Puro ohiohi ohugpipi oana nin ovejaouna, huagraouna, 
bestiaouna oana nin. Chaimanta shina ovejaounata huaoash amuna nin, 
bestiaounata, tuoui animatounata nugpaohish shamuna nin mama yayaounaoa,
Ëa ohashnaoushpa na semana tuouna nin, Chashnaoush ishoai semana 
tuouna nin, Chashnaoush quimsa tuouna nin. Shinaoush na quitta tuouna 
nin, na mana taririna nin. Juin huaoash mamaounaoa puriouna nin: - 
Ëuoa huahua mana shamun - nish
Shinaoush sugta quitta tuouna nin. Shinaoush ha oanohis, pusag quitta 
tuouna, ha huata tuouna nin. Na mana taririna nin sotteritatta urouman 
rishpa ha uroumantaoa.
Na oashna ha huata yattipi shamushoa nin sottera y ay a mamata visitangapa 
nina nin, Cusaoa: - Ri visitamugri, ri rioumungui oamba yaya mamata - 
nina nin,
Chaipi y ay a mamapaman shamushoa oaroa. Solteraoa shamuna nin huata 
yattipi, Shamushpaoa ha huahuayu shamuna nin, Huahua aparishoa, ohai 
Quiohi-pa ohurita aparishpa shamuna nin. Chaimantaoa nina nin yaya 
mama: - iMaimantata shamunguiyari? Huaoaouroanioari. iMaipita 
oaroanguiohi? llmatami mana shamunguioari? —  nina nin,
Chaipioa nina nin: ~ Ëa visitangapa shamunioari rU' Taitiou mamita 
riounaman shamunioari pero — nina nin.
Chaimanta: - Rioushun huoa nietata rigsisha - nina nin.
Chaimantaoa nina nin: - Mana, 'mana riouohiohun' niroa. Cusaoa
'amn ; ' -liwiui _ r.‘ ■ 'ohimi '"lan' nish 'h-in ' iprti sh'-''nr.' oharon
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m n a  mn^
CliaimantaGa nina tvCm *- v%sh oui yaqu'ttuman shinashpa huahuata 
oa'Cttapi suenota saqwt -  nina nin^
Ari nishpaoa suenota saquivina nin yaouman^
Pai yaauman shconungaoamanoa huahuata vicuna nin^ Huahuaoa sumaimana 
juin Quiohi^ huahua cuiohi ohuvillata, sumaimana suou, sumaimana taj^ go^  
sumaimana oana nin huahuaoa juin^ Nahui pestanitascuna tuoui taya 
tuQuncuna nin^ cuiohi cuentattata, oomo cuichipaVla chuvi^ Chaipica 
shamushpa nina nin: - Avi^ nuca huahuataca cachashca vicush tiyacunguichi^ 
*Mana vicuohichun’ nivoa^ oanounapish Ha vicush tiyacunguiohi - nishpa 
apavishpa vina nin uvouyash, Chailtami nuca pavto.
The young girl and the rainbow
There was once a young girl who spent all her time herding the flocks 
in the hills and would never come to Mass or down into town at all. She 
would just stay in the hills tending the sheep, cattle and horses. Her 
parents would tell her to go to Mass but she refused. Every day she 
went only to the hills to graze the animals and she would never go to 
Mass.
Then some of her friends told her mother; "There is a suitor up there 
in the hills. He's a young man who goes about one day with a red poncho, 
another day with a light-coloured poncho, the next day with a green 
poncho. He walks about in the hills watching out for people,"
And the girl's mother said: "Look after my girl. Watch that nothing 
happens to her."
The girl's friends replied; "But that young man walks about in the hills. 
One day he wears one poncho, the next day another. He's a handsome, 
fairhaired young man,"
Then one afternoon the sheep, the cows and the horses were scared away.
The day after the scare the parents questioned their daughter's companions. 
They said; "Perhaps that young man has carried them away. That youth 
used to walk about wearing one colour poncho one day and another colour 
the next. He was a fairhaired young man. He will have carried thfem 
away without doubt. We didn't go with your daughter yesterday. He will 
have carried her off."
The parents questioned them; "She doesn't come home. She went herding 
yesterday and she hasn't come back. Why do we have no news of her?"
And so saying, they left at dawn to go and look for the animals in the 
hills. They went up into the hills to look. Up there in the hills 
there is a broad hollow in tie land where the ugsha grass grows. When 
they emerged onto that plain, they saw a huge rainbow weaving its light 
in the sky. There, right under the centre of the rainbow, was the flock 
of sheep, cows and horses. Then, weeping, the girl's parents drove the 
animals before them and brought them home.
In this way a week went by. Then two, then three, then a whole month
had passed and the girl did not appear. Her parents went about grieving
for her: "Our child hasn't come home," they mourned.
And thus six months passed. Then seven months, then eight, and finally
a year was up. And the young girl who had gone to the hills did not 
come back.
Wlien more than a year had gone past, the girl came to visit her parents.
Her husband had told her to go and visit them and then to return. So
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she ca,me to her parents' house after more than a year. She came bring­
ing with her a child, the son of the rainbow. Her parents asked her;
"Minere have you co^me from? We have been weeping for you. Where were 
you? Why did you not come home?"
"Well, now I have indeed come to visit you, my father and mother," she 
answered,
"Let's see our grandchild. We want to see it," the parents aaid,
"No," replied the daughter, "my husband gave me strong warning that I 
should not show it to you,"
So her parents said: "You go and fetch some water and leave your child 
just here to sleep."
Agreeing, the child stayed sleeping while she went for water.
While she was away getting the water, the parents took a look at the 
child. It was a beautiful baby, the very child of the rainbow ; fair- 
haired and long in body, a really beautiful child. It had eyelashes 
of all colours, just like the rainbow itself, for it was the rainbow's 
son. When the daughter came back, she said: "Here you are looking at 
my child that my husband sent with me. He warned me not to show it to 
you, and now here you are sitting and looking at it,"
And so saying, she took her child with her and disappeared into the hills. 
That's my story.
Informant; PTA, 29th August, 1976
t 521,2 Conception from rainbow
0315,2.3 Tabu; looking at rainbow
C310 Tabu; looking at certain person or thing
033 Tabu : offending supernatural child
032 Tabu; offending supernatural husband
0952 Immediate return to other world because of broken tabu
0953 Person must remain in other world because of broken tabu
Q223.7 Punishment for neglect of Mass
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Commentary
1.0 Introduction
Whilst I collected only one text in Cahar dealing with the theme 
of the rainbow, substantial supplementary data was gathered from 
informants other than the narrator of the tale to prove a wide distrib­
ution of beliefs attached to the phenomenon in the area; these were part­
icularly JSA,MEZ, GZP, ECZ, EDO, and GGG. Tale 19 is therefore analysed 
mainly in the context of these beliefs, and we will see again how 
legend adapts belief to meet its needs.
2.0 Narrative structure
Tale 19; SoVbevohuan ouiohihuan
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EPISODES FUNCTION
shepherd girl (H) spends all her time 
in hills, never attends Mass 1/2
I i her friends warn her parents of the 
rainbow-suitor 6
ii H disappears 3
iii parents find livestock under arch of 
rainbow
iv after year H returns home with rain­
bow's child 5/9d
II V parents violate 'don't look' taboovi H returns forever to rainbow’s 
domain
9b
The pattern of this tale does not fit as neatly into the 
journey encounter sequence as tales in the devil narrative sub­
section, for example. It is the heroine's absence from home, rather 
than a specific journey, which creates the 'narrative climate' in 
which the encounter can then take place. Her contravention of social 
norms is emphasized and implicitly censored by the informant who is, 
interestingly, a woman. The mediation (Function 6), in this case by 
friends who are concerned for her safety, takes place before the 
encounter, rather than after it, as is usually the case^ Move II, 
in which the heroine is given a second chance, but fails again to
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meet the standards of behaviour expected of her, gives the tale a unique 
pattern, although the theme being dealt with is reminiscent of Tale 1, 
in which the displeasure of the uvou yaya has similar consequences.
The tale would suit an anthropological analysis, into themes of taboo 
and the consequences of its violation; it acts as a metaphorical 
expression of a network of beliefs extensive in the Andean area regard­
ing the rainbow. I shall concentrate mainly now on the ethnographical 
interest of the text and of the statements of belief which supplement 
it,
3.0 Content >
3.1 Rainbow beliefs in historical perspective
The rainbow has featured in the belief system of Andean peoples 
at least since Inca times, (1) Then, it enjoyed a veneration equal 
to that of the moon, stars, thunder and lightening, one of the halls 
adjoining the Temple of the Sun in Cuzco being dedicated to it (Garcilaso 
1960,11:114), At the popular level certain beliefs attached to its 
presence :
"tlaman at aroo ^ouyahu'^ y con tenerle en esta venevaoiân^ 
cuando le veian en el aire oerràban la booa y ponian la 
mano delante^ porque deaian que si le deso uhvian los dientes 
los gastaba y empodreoia,”
(loc.cit.)
While in modern-day Ecuador, contact with the rainbow is a portent of
bad, in Inca mythology its appearance might be taken as a good omen,
according to Santa Cruz Pachacuti Yamqui, who relates how Manco Capac
is believed to have turned to the rainbow as an oracle in time of need.
His comments also reveal a variation in the terminology applied to it;
’^aquel avoo del oielOj llamado 'cuyehi^ o 'tuvumanya* o 
fyayaoauvi!"
(1968:285)'
Cobo's information implies that the rainbow had a dualistic 
nature, and was capable of signifying good or bad;
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'^Tçûrihiên tenian pov mat agüévo y que era pava moriv o para
algûn otro dano grave, ouando vian et aroo det oieto, y a
veoes por buen pronôstioo^ Reverenoiâbanto muoho y no to 
osahan mïrar, o ya que lo miraban, no lo osdban apuntar 
Qon et dedo, entendiendo que se moririan^ "
(1956,11:233) (2)
Such dualism recalls the ambiguous character of objects of popular
belief in modern-day Ecuador {urou yaya, devil, etc,).
3,2 Contemporary beliefs
Apart from the data collected from the above-mentioned informants, 
comparative notes are drawn from the many twentieth-century observers 
who have published on this subject, (3)
3.2.1 Dual classification of the ouidhi (aroo)
EDC specified that there are two kinds of aroo, both of which 
cause disease: the aroo ootorado is that which appears by day and the 
sickness caused by it is usually curable; the aroo btanoo appears by 
night and causes an incurable illness, (4) The aroo is an agent of 
tlie enemigo mato ( a synonym for didbto, as seen above), and arches 
over the earth with one 'foot' in a lake, for example, aid another on 
the earth. This dualistic classification of the rainbow prevails 
also in the neighbouring oantones of Alausf and Chunchi (Costales and 
Pehaherrera de Costales op.cit.453), The available data from that 
area corresponds in other aspects with my own, as will be seen.
3.2.2 Places inhabited by the rainbow
All informants concurred in that the rainbow is thought to 
inhabit water or watery places: irrigation channels, ditches between 
fields, lakes and marshes, and waterfalls. In this connection we can 
take into account comparative data for Pindilig; Muhoz-Bernand 
describes a distinction made by the people between those diseases
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caused by bacteria i^enfermedades miovohiosas ^ , deriving from culture- 
contact and curable only with medicines from the botioa, and those 
caused by antinionias, explained by the local belief system and curable 
by herbs or magic (1975;56ff), Into the latter category falls 'rain­
bow sickness'. As in Cantdn Cahar, it is associated with specific 
ecological zones, notably the high moorland marshes:
"Para los campesinos, eiertos lugares espeaifioos estdn 
aavgados de m a  espeoie de eleotrioidad, que tlaman 
antimonia, Estos lugares son: 1) las oiênagas de djonde 
salen los arcos iris,,,"
(op.cit,59)
3,2.3 Forms taken by the rainbow
Apart from its generally-known attributes, some informants held 
further beliefs concerning the physical manifestations of the the 
cuiohi. The most common of these was a connection between the rainbow 
and a 'calf of gold'. EDC termed this the ^beoerro barroso' and des­
cribed it as a brightly coloured fire in the form of a young calf, 
which appears at the foot of the rainbow, and will burn anyone who 
tries to catch hold of it, GGG'd evidence differed slightly as he 
seemed to identify ouiohi and calf as one and the same thing:
"El ouiohi dioen que es un heoerro de oro. Que vive 
solamente en la laguna, Por ejemplo alli en Junoal 
hàbia una laguna en Huairahuin, al lado de la Panamerioana, 
alli, Alli tarrbiên hay ouiohi; deoian ^ouiohi-biziK ., 
diz que vive en las lagunas, que en el momento ouando el 
aroo iris se para en alguna parte, el beoerro dioen que 
estâ levantdndose, Ese oomo el temero estd levantdndose, 
tieiihla, no. Al momento que estd saliendo va a parar, 
para haoerse en algunas partes,"
He added to this that the rainbow in this shape, before it rises, is
contained inside a black bag:
"teniendo la suerte de ooger eso es muy hueno dioen porque 
es oro, Entonoes algunos oogen ouando estd saliendo de alli,
Dioen que pueden ooger al beoerro para que no saiga, oon 
bolso ahi, todo, Esos pueden tener oro, Pero una vez se 
sintiS dioen, segurainente el beoerro, o oomo, una vez se 
llegô a sentir eso, ouando estd yendo a ooger, quema dioen, 
osea ese color oreen que es fuego, no,"
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Comparison may be drawn with beliefs found in Chunchi and Alausf
that the rainbow as a calf is hidden in a bag of money;
"Este aroo (Colorado) igual que el hlanoo, habita las 
ciênagas, y se ooulta en una boisa de plata (hualones) 
y cuando va a salir, se escuchan bufidos oomo los de un 
beoerro, El aroo quema ouando se ooulta,"
(1966:453)
The connection between the rainbow and animals or bags of gold could 
be accounted for in a number of ways, (5) In the context of 
Ecuadorean Quichua culture it most probably results from an assoc­
iation between the ecological siting of the huaoas (where buried gold 
allegedly lies) and the habitat of the ouiohi •. in both cases, the 
high, inhospitable pdramo, (6) Notably, the ^oro vivo^ of the huaoas 
is often conceived of in animal form in Pindilig;
"El ^oro vivo' puede no estar guardado y manifestarse hajo la 
forma de un animal. Ver a dioho animal trae suerte, pero 
debe evitarse el tooarlo, El oro de la huaoa se oonvierte 
prinoipalmente en ave,,.pero tambiên puede apareoerse en la 
forma de un sapo, de un cone jo, de una lagartija o de un 
ratôn. En todo oaso se trata siempre de animales pequenos e 
inofensivos, aspeoto que los vuelve aûn mâs peligrosos para 
el que los enouentre, Estos animales reluoen, oomo si el oro 
les irradiase del ouerpo,"
(Muhoz-Bernand n.d.5)
The identification of rainbow with animal is to be found at
another level also, in data from Imbabura and Pichincha, Parsons has
substantial evidence of this and also refers us to Karsten who heard
in Pelileo (Tungurahua) of a woman who had exposed herself menstruous
to the rainbow and later gave birth to a child that was half pig,
half human (Parsons op,cit,9?, cites Karsten 1920:70), The Pichincha
belief finds expression in a memorat about a woman who went for a
walk one afternoon when there was a rainbow:
"My little grandmother came to a spring. What was her 
surprise to see some baby pigs, pretty and fat, with very 
luminous hair and on their shoulders bands of different 
colours. The little pigs were grunting and playing in the 
water, and , as she watched them, they disappeared in the 
mouth of the spring. My little grandmother became pregnant.
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The child was born very white, with hair blond (red) like 
the flame of a candle; he was very intelligent and intuitive," 
(Parsons, op.cit, 191 ).
I quote this passage at length as its description of the rainbow's
child, fairskinned and good-looking,recalls that of Tale 19, (7)
3.2.4 Those vulnerable to the rainbow
Not all informants specified the kind of person most vulnerable
to the rainbow. Both men and women may contract ouiohi japishoa, ECZ,
for example, remarked that people wearing red ponohos would be likely
candidates, which corresponds with evidence for Chunchi and Alausf;
"El aroo iris,,,persigue y se apodera de las personas 
vestidas de rojo,"
(Costales and Pehaherrera de Costales, op.cit,454)
The present text demonstrates how folk legend has transposed this 
belief; the rainbow is personified for narrative purposes, and pre­
sented as a young man who dresses daily in a different coloured ponoho, 
red among them,
JSA specified that contact with the rainbow affects menstruating
women. As I have mentioned, Karsten recorded the same for Pelileo, and
Muhoz-Bernand found the same attitude prevailing in Pindilig;
"El aroo ataoa a gente de amhos sexos, pero sobre todo a 
las mujeres enointas o menstruantes: en este oaso se dioe 
que da 'el aroo en la sangre', "Cuando nos enfermamos de 
las reglas," ouenta una mujer, "es malo ir a pasar por los 
oiênagos, Cuando pasamos, ya ouando vemos nosotros estar 
eohado el aroo, y a diremos que nos ooge el aroo,,,"
(1976:59)
Landfvar's text (loc.cit.) also describes how a menstruating woman 
is made pregnant by the ouiohi,
3.2.5 The results of contact with the rainbow
The sickness caused by the rainbow is referred to variously as 
ouiohi japishoa 'Sp.oogido del aroo) and ouiohi huaira (Sp.arco airel.
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The manner in which the sickness is contracted, its symptoms and its 
cures, if any, stem from empirical associations with physical phenomena 
of the environment, and extend to associations bordering on the meta­
phorical, It is from the latter that legends such as the one presented 
here can be said to arise.
There is some variation in descriptions of the symptoms involved;
whereas EDC places the covering of the body with sores and pimples in
this category, GGG described symptoms not unsimilar to those associated
with huairashoa, a paralysis of the limbs being the most characteristic,
GZP corroborated the latter, (8) The former type of symptom finds 
more correlation in other parts of Ecuador than the latter:
"In ouiohio ootorador red ouiohio, there are tumors and 
and abcesses, over the body, some breaking out, some 
healing, all the time,"
(Parsons, op,cit.197, cf.op.cit.65)
And skin eruptions of various kinds are allotted this cause in Munoz- 
Bernand's findings also (op.cit.62).
A female informant associated contact with ouiohi with an abnormal, 
apparently uterine, growth known as muta matriz which can, according 
to her, only be removed by operation. In western medical terms she 
would appear to be referring to a tumor. (9)
From the evidence so far, it is now possible to divide the symp­
toms into two groups: the outbreak of sores and pimples, together with 
paralysis of the limbs stem, no doubt, from empirical associations 
with the damp, unhealthy marshlands where the rainbow is frequently 
seen. The sexual implications of rainbow impregnation belong to a 
metaphorical sphere, on the other hand, perhaps originating in 
phallic symbolism, and lowland mythology (rainbow = snake), Such 
origins are forgotten, and what remains in practice is a belief that 
no doubt provides a convenient 'excuse' for unexplained pregnancies.
By reading between the lines of the following extract from a letter
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written by a parish priest at Izamba (Tungurahua), this is certainly
the conclusion to be drawn;
"Me encontré una ooasïân oon una india que Itordba amarga- 
mente, - iPor quê floras? la pregtméê, — Porque me ha 
oogido el ouiohio - me dijo, y me va a matar mi marido, 
- Pero ipor quê? - Porque reoiên pasa el ouichio sobre mi 
y me deja emharazada, estando leg os de mi marido,"
(Rodriguez Sanddval, op.cit.124) (10)
3,2,6 Protection and cures (11)
ECZ recommends the throwing of urine in the direction of the 
rainbow as a protective measure. (12) As a cure, she advocates 
cleansing the body with agi (oapsioum anuum), incense, rosemary, 
santamaria (?),{l?>) and puleo (bistropogonmollis HBK), (14) These 
items after use should be thrown onto a well—trafficked street.
EDO's cure for ouiohi Colorado introduces an association with 
the colours of tlie rainbow: scraps of cloth of different colours
(green, red, yellow, black, purple) should be gathered, burnt, and 
their ash mixed with the same ingredients as are used against mal. 
aire, (15) The resulting mixture {'agua') is taken internally. The 
cure advocated by GGG suggests the same association; a water is made 
using flowers of different colours. Cleansing with a guinea-pig to 
which strings of different coloured wool have been attached would 
also belong to this category (see Parsons,op.cit,197)
4.0 The relationship between belief and tale
The Cahar text and similar legends from elsewhere reveal a close 
connection with popular beliefs in the rainbow's power to impregnate 
women, while to my knowledge the other dimension of belief, relating 
to physical illness explained by empirical associations, is not to be 
found in legend form. I shall therefore deal here with the first ,
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dimension only, I have already remarked on a possible 'realistic' 
reason for the usefulness and thus the perpetuation of the belief in 
question. The legend as its literary expression acts as a convenient 
vehicle for this perpetuation. I shall now make one or two further 
observations regarding the way in which folk narrative adapts folk 
belief for its own metaphorical ends.
I noted that in curing ritual, metaphorical associations are to 
be found - the colours of the rainbow are represented in the remedies. 
In the legend, a comparable tiling happens; in the Cahar text the 
colour theme is repeated in the rainbow youth's ponohos, and in the 
description of his child's eyelashes; in Pichincha, as we saw in the 
extract quoted, it occurs in the colours of the pigs whose presence 
is implicitly responsible for the heroine's impregnation.
In the description of the physical attributes of the rainbow's 
son, tiiere is a further point that would have certain categorical 
significance for the listener; the child's beauty is expressed in 
terras of his fairness and his tallness, both of which are notably 
non-indian traits, and his father was described in the same way as 
a 'handsome blond young man'. Moreover, both are characteristics the 
indian would automatically associate with the white man. The latter, 
in the native classification system still represents a being who is 
at once superior and awesome, to be mistrusted and feared. The 
equivalence between 'God' and 'white man' and 'devil' has been dis­
cussed in connection with the devil legends; God figures too may be 
described as fair-haired in legend (see Tale 6, for example), and 
in the comparative material descriptions were found of the 'hill father' 
as blond and handsome (Taita Chimborazo, for eg,). The rainbow, then, 
is seen to have attributes of a similar order in its personified form, 
and might therefore be included at a structural level in the same
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category as devil, 'God', or even 'hill father', attributed'an 
equally ambivalent nature, and worthy of the same amount of fear and 
respect in dealings with him, In legend, the rainbow's ambivalence 
is expressed in the way hé allows the heroine to return home with his 
child, but only under the condition that she allows no-one to look at 
it. The prohibition broken, his sympathy is retracted and she must 
return forever to the hills, which outcome is reminiscent of the 
heroine's fate in Tale 1 as a result of her incorrect treatment of the 
urou yaya,
FOOTNOTES
(1) Rainbow mythology in the highlands no doubt has its origins in 
that of the tropical lowlands where the rainbow was and is frequently 
associated with a snake. Lévi-Strauss reproduces a Gran Chaco myth 
collected by Lehmann-Nitsche wherein a monstruous snake is destroyed 
and after death turns into a rainbow (1970:304), For further discussion 
of lowland associations with the rainbow, see op,cit,245-250. Parsons 
gives us references to the Jfbaro connection between water boa and rain­bow (op.cit.92).
(2) cf, a belief held in Imbabura: "si atguien le senala oon su dedo, 
êste se pudi^e," (Costales and Pehaherrera de Costales 1966:454).
(3) Rivet (1906:91), Parsons (1945:131,191,197-8), Rodriguez Sandôval 
(1949:124), Carvalho-Neto (1964:147), Costales and Pehaherrera de 
Costales (1957:233, 1966:450-456), Guevara (1972:147-8), Mena (1969:18-19), 
Landfvar (1971:102-107), Muhoz-Bernand (1976:59-63).
(4) In tropical America there also exists a distinction between a 
diurnal and a nocturnal rainbow, the latter of which is perceived as 
a black space in the Milky Way where normally there would be stars 
(Lévi-Strauss, op.cit.247).
(5) One is of course reminded of the belief in pots of gold at the 
rainbow's end found in Europe and elsewhere,
(6) The term guaoa is applied by Cobo to the site at the foot of the 
rainbow; "a aquella parte donde les pareoia que oaia el pie del aroo, 
la tenian por lugar horrendo y temeroso, entendrtendo que hdbia alli 
alguna guaoa o otra oosa digna de temor y reverenoia," (1956,ii xiii:233),
(7) cf, Landfvar's text from Biblién where it is described as: "suou, 
zhirbu, gordo y Undo," ("blond-haired, curly, plump and pretty")
(op.cit,102),
(8) The description of symptoms here suggests rheumatism; GZP's 
recommendation was to rub the affected part with aoeite de haoalao, 
a somewhat atypical remedy.
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(9). The only other context in which I came across this term was in 
Munoz-Bernand's discussion of taboos on certain foods. In the words 
of one of her informants ; "El aguaoate no es ni agrio ni duioe, no es 
nada, Tiene seoreto, Viene a formarse oomo una oriatura, oomo deoimos 
'mutœnatris ', Eso se ovia, oomo oviar una oviatuvita en el seno de una," (op,cit.63),
(10) cf, the 'explanation' for the discarding of unwanted infants in 
certain localities, in connection with sub-sections (a) and (b); such 
can be the pragmatic functions of folklore.
(11) see also; Parsons (op.cit, 197-8), Muhoz-Bernand (op.cit59.-63) ,
Mena (op.cit,18-19), Landfvar (op.cit,102-106).
(12) cf, the protective and curative powers of urine in connection with 
contact with the devil; also Costales and Pehaherrera de Costales 
(1966:453),
(13) also used as a curative for malaire,
(14) also used in remedy against gatun huairashoa, see Tales 8 & 9,
(15) ie. huantug hlanoo (datura suaveolens H et B), puleo, santamaria, 
guizhguizh (alonsoa oaulialata R et P, romero, manteoa de ohivo, 
manteoa de gallina, trago, agua florida.
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Section A sub-section (e); Tales of the ullaohu
Texts
Group (i)
Tale 20; Solterahuan uilaohuhuan
Shug tiempo shug soltera tiyashca nin, Chai sottevaoa entonoes rinata 
yaohashoa nin misaman, Tiyashoa nin novioouna aohoa, Tauoa tuouipish 
interesadoouna pero paioa mana uyag oashoa pita, Entonoes shug punshaoa 
rioushoa nin misaimn, Misaman riougpioa shug ultaohu riourishoa nin,
Taita Dios permisopi, nuoanohi mat ruhuashoata aspioushoa nin, Chai-- 
mantaoa ohurarishpa pasarishoa nin shug ladoman nahuita ruhuashpa, 
Chaimantaca ohai sotteraoa na outimun nin, Cutimugpioa entonoes oashoa 
nin shug g oven ohaipi shayaoushoa nin: yurag ohivo zamarro ohuraoushoa, 
paoha ouzhma, oamisa yuraglla, tuoui, Shug vestishoa guin paioa shug 
fiesta Vlugshioug ouenta, Chaipioa nishoa nin, ohai solterata 
rioushpaoa nishoa nin: - Nuoatapish pushaiari,“ Jaouyari - seguro oashpaoa nishoa nin,
Entonoes ohai rato rishoa nin igual,
Uuasiman ohayashoa nin. Mama yayaounapa numpapi: - Caitaoari oazcoragrinimi, 
Pita mana uyag oashoa yaya mamaounaoa munag oashoa shugounata oazaraohun. 
Pero paioa mana uyashoa, Chaitaoa oazarashami nishpa nishoa nin. Chaioa
ullaohu oashoa, Chaioa forma de oristiano riourishoa ohashna pai 
soherbio oashoamanta. Taita Dios oastigasha niroa, Entonoes ohai 
punzha ohayœi na, Huasita ruhuaoushoa ohai solterapa yaya mamaoa,
Huasita ruhuaougpioa: - P'u, nuoamanoa oaioa mana ima trabagoohu, Shug
ratitopimi rtuoa ruhuasha, - Entonoes shamun nin: - Euoa rinimi 
'pushamungapa nuoa familiaounata ayudanaouohun, Canounaoa riouiohi 
imallata oanounapa pohrezata, Nuoa oai ratopimi trahagasha,
Chaioa pushamun nin, shamun nin p'u genteoa, aohoa. Chaioa ratitopi 
huasitaoa altiyan nin, Chaimanta shug punzhaoa na huasitaoa oubiertan 
na, Cunan: - llmahuanta o'atanohi? - nishoa nin mama yayaounaoa - , 
oaraoho, ounan na huasioa ruhuashoa, pero imahuanta o'atanohi?
Chaipioa nishoa nin: - Nuoaman oui shug bestiaounata maipi fletash, 
manash, imashinapish, oui, Nuoa amugrishallami nuoa solo.
Pita rinaoun niougpioa: - Mana,nuoa rishallami,
Shug huambritota oaohashoa nin oompanaohishpa, Caohashoa nin dooe 
mulas, Pai solito rishoa ugshata amungapa, huasita o'atangapa,
Chayan ugsha pues topi,
Huambritooa na ohaipi na oompaHarishoaoa ohaipi oarganaoungapa, 
oharinaoungapa rishoa, Paioa limatami ruhuan? Nin: - Canoa oaipi 
oai ugshata oaipi p'itioui, Nuoa rinimi ohainiounapi mashoamungapa,
Ashtan ugsha maipi largolla tiyanoha - imami nishoa nin,
Huambraoa riounata avanzashoa nin ullaohuouna guin muyurishpa oaoushoa 
nin na, Chaimanta pambayaroa nin, Huambritooa paoallapioa ugshata 
ouohuoun, pudin mana pudin paipa partetaoa, Na pooo rato nirmi nin:
- Huœnbra na hestia apamui oargangapa,
Cahitnanta huambritooa arinishpa rina nin: - Nuoapish ugsaroanimi,
- Mana, ohaita saquilla, Nuoa na oaipi na oabalashoami tuoui ohunga 
ishoai mula,,,,fia ohunga quimsami oashoa, Chunga quimsamantaoa shug 
mula faltan. Huambritaoa nishoa nin: - iMaipita shug oaballooa?" Apamui oargangapa, ohunga ishoai oaipimi,
Na gapin oargan, gapin oargan, iMaita shug bestiaoa?
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Entonoes ouando fia pai o^ayamugrishoari ohai familiaounata, ohaipi invi- 
taoionta ruhuashoa shug bestiataoa, Ëa uou pasoanouna ohaipi. Imata 
riouringa ashun solo tulluounalla maipioha sirioushoa nin. Solo 
tulluounalla. Chaita rioushpaoa huambritooa nishoa nin: - Caipi bestia 
huanush oashoa. ^Imashi tuouroa?
Chaipioa nishoa nin: - Jaou jaoulla. Na mana ima Ha taririn imata 
riihuashun. Siquiera oaiounapi oargash rishun,
Na tuoui mashna oargashoa Ha ratitopi oarganouna,
Huasiman ohayan. Na oushilla yaya mamaoa tupan, Chaipioa nishoa nin:
- iMaita shug bestia? Chunga quimsamanta shug faltan.
Huambritooa nishoa nin: - Shinami ohingarin, Tulluounallami taririn. 
llmaoha pasaroa?
Chaipioa nishoa nin, tapushoa nin: - llmashi pasash oanga shug hestiaoa? 
Chaipi nishoa nin: ~ Huambraoa mana alli ouidash, Huoa ugshaougpi limaoha 
tuoun bestiaoa? Sioha singuroa, siohari mai imcmi pasaroa. 
bia pasan ohashna. Na o'atanouna tuouita. Chaioa o'atashoaoa oashoanga 
nin, na rioungapalla paipa o'atashoaruouoa, Chaimanta na paiounaoa 
uyansan. Na huasita o'atanohi nishpa, tuoui odbal nishpa, entonoes 
taitapa ahuana tiyashoa. Chaita ahuai oaVlarishoa taita: - Cunan punzha 
nuoa rinimi ahuangapa.
Saquin mana pagtarishpa, mana tuoui ahuai pudinohu, Chaipioa nishoa nin:- Cunan rini tuoui ahuangapa. Cunan punzha tuouohishami.
Shug paoha àhuanita oashoa nin, P'u ohaitaoa shug ratito volaohin nin,
Cutin rina nin. Cunanoa imaoha misa pasana gastohuan oashoa. Chaipioa 
nishoa nin: - Cunan shug huagratami amunata ohariroanohi maioha 
uroumanta. Vaqueroouna entregasha niroa.
Chaipi nishoa nin: - P'a, ohaita nuoa amugrishallami, Huoa solo, Entonoes 
nuoaman ouoayuta oui Huoa risha vaqueroounaman imashinami, Cunan na 
trato ruhuashoanguiohi, Huoa risha amungapa,
Ari nishpa ohai rato imalla paiounapa afanidad ouoayuta oushoa,
Chaihuanoa rin,
Bueno, huagraoa oaraoho, semegante p'ina huagra, Laziashpa ounouna nin 
vaqueroouna trinoashpa, oarai. Cunan: - lima shinami apangui?
Paioa: - P'a - nishoa nin -j oaita aisarishallami shug ovega shina,
Na huagra atish paita sagmangapa shamugpioa 'tas ' ohulla nahui muruta 
Ilugohin. Na huagra outin rdbiarishpa paita aventi oallarigpioa, outin 
shug nahui muruta Ilugohin, Ha huashioun, Chaimanta sliamun aisashpa, 
Huagraoa ishoai Hahui illaglla shamun maipipish oaohun, Na ohayamun 
huasipi, Chaioa: - Riqui shina aniunillami Huoaoa,
Chaipi nishoa nin: - Caimi de verasta tuouita ruhuan: ahuanata ratopi 
Ilugohin; huasita ratopi ruhuan; p'ina huagrata apamun, Caitaoari 
nuoa ushi, Huoa huahua oazaraohunlla, Paitami riousha yernotaoa.
Chaipioa Ha huambra, oomo paipish oazarasha nioushpa oaoushoa. Ha 
oazaraohinouna, Cazaraohishpa uyansan,
Chaimantaoa rin, Nishoa nin: - Ëuoaoa rigrinimi ounanoa familiaounata 
rioungapa, Rigsiohingapa huarmiman, Nuoapish oharini marna, nuoapish 
oharini familiaouna, tioouna, primoouna, uh, aohoatami oharini - nishoa 
nin,
Cunan oai mundo ullaohuounataoa oharishoamari oanga! Bueno , Chaimanta 
rin, Na imallata pobreoitoouna ruhuash oaohan, apaohishpa huahuamanoa 
oaohan, - Ri riougri ousapa familiaounapaman ri, Maigan pudigpioa 
pushamungui.
Na rin.
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Chaimanta juin rinlla paioa largo, ^a shug urou lomaman Ilugshin,
Chai lomata shitarishpaoa nishoa nin, ounan oaitami shug llano riourin, 
ohai llanomantaoa: - Cunan oaitami rishun.
Chai llanotapish tuouohina nin ; - Cutin ohai lomaman Ilugshishun.
Cutin ohai lomaman Ilugshina nin, Na shinaoush shayoun, Aparishoa mas 
huarmioitooa, paioa ohushaglla, Chaimantaoa ninmi nin: - iManachu utoa 
puri pudingui? - nishoa nin,
- Maimantata shœnunohiohari, oai mundo oaruta shamunohi, Nami shayouna — 
nishoa nin,
- JJpalla siringui, pagta nahui muruta Ilugohiman - nishoa nin ligerito 
shamungui,
Paioa oaruta niimpashpa rin nin,
Cutin shug loma urou Ilugshin rin, - Nuoa familiaounaoa faltanrami.
Chai ohimha lomapimi oausan,
Riouohina nin shug oarupi urouta, Chaimanta rin nin na paiounaoa 
ohashna huarmioitooa shayoushoa, aparishoa oaru oaru o'atishoa, Bueno, 
ohai uroupi ohayan, Chaimantaoa patapi Ilugshin nin, shug semejante 
o'aoa oashoa nin, ohai uroupi ohayagpioa. Chai o'aoa patamantaaa ninmi 
nin: - Mamita Andréa - nish oaparin nin,
Chaipioa ura ohugpi o'aoamanta shug Iluohu uma, shug ullaohuoa 'ouaj* 
nishpa unnta alzash rioun nin. Chai oashoa nin, ohaipi oausashoa nin, 
ohai maohaipi. Entonoes pai huarmioitooa sustiyarishpa ima ouentata 
oai o'aoapi outin oausaroa suegraoa, - Chaimi nuoa marna - ninmi nin 
patamantaoa, Chaimantaoa ninmi nin: - Cunan oaita shitari,
Shug maita mana shitaripa o'aoata, - Rinimi nuoaoa familiaounata pusha'- 
mungapa. Invito na oamba oaohashoa ouoayuta miouohunouna,
Chaimantaoa na rin paioa, Maioha ima shinaoha riougpioa fia ashun 
volashpa rioushoa, Caruta volash rishoa,
Shug allquituoa o'atish rishoa paiounahuan pagta, igual, Allquituoa 
igual aullashpa nin, ladrashpa nin, ohai ullaohu, ohai Iluohu umata 
rioushpaoa, Shinapish: - Parai - ninmi nin iïuoa fia tupamunimi.
Chai o'aocananta Ilugshishpaoa shug ratitopi patayarrun nin alas 
pasoarashoa shayan nin, Nueraoa 'zai' nishpa tupashoa,~ Caitami nuoa mcona taita oaoharoa,
Ratopi japishpa tuoui volaohin nin, Chaimantaoa ninmi nin: - Cunanoa, 
hija, ri outishpa maitami shamuroangui, ohaita outiri, Familiaounahuan 
shamimgapa rinmi nuoa huahuaoa,Cantaoa mana pagtaohingaohu, Shinaoa 
outiri, Pero pagta llanoman Ilugshinguiman, maita mitioushpa ringui,
Sacha uou, ugsha uou, maita, Pero llanomanoa ama Ilugshinguiohu,
Maita mana rinata pudishoa, maioha shug llanopioa Ilugshishoallata fia, 
Chaipioa jahua airetaoa ima mundo shamushoa oai mundo ullaohuouna 
mashoashpa, Jàhuamanta riououroaounaohariyâ maitami rioun, Chaipioa 
'zas^ uraiounouna, Ju, pobre huarmitaoa ohaipi huaioan, Allquituoa 
ladrashpa misash o 'atioushoa, Pero ni imata pudin, oai mundo animalounaoa 
huaioan ratitopi, tuoui tuouohishoa, Tuoui yahuaroitohuan saltash 
saquirishoa ugshapimi, saohapi, llanopi,
Chaimanta rishoa allquitooa outishpa, Allquitopish yahuarpi ohapurishoa, 
ohashna misaoushpa, Huasipi ohayashoa nin allquitooa ladrashpa, 
aullashpa, - Caioa mana ima alli shamunohu - nishoa marna yayaouna 
fiuoa huahua imaipi? lima tuoun? 
lahuarlla allquitooa ohayan, Chaita rioushpa outirishoaouna, o'atish 
allquitotaoa üa fiumpaohishpa.
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Allquitooa numparishpaoa, maipi ohayashoa, maipimi paipa ama tuouriroa. 
Chaipi ohayashpaoa aullashpa, jahuata saltashpa oashoa nin, Chaipi 
yahuaroito tupashoa nin. Cai mundo batallashoa, tuoui trastioitoouna 
mai maita saquirishoa, Chaiounata apash shamushpami, entonoes entierrota 
ruhuashoa, Na ohaipi pobre huarmioitooa ejemplopa saquirishoa oai vida 
oausaipi nuoanohi qu 'ipa huinaiounaman oai experienoiata yaohaohun,
Porque mana alliohu agllanaoa,
The young girl and the buzzard
There was once a single girl who used to go to Mass, There would be 
lots of suitors there for her, but she took no notice of any of them.
One day as she was going into church, there was a buzzard nearby on a 
rubbish heap, scratching in the filth and putting its head on one side 
to swallow. Wlien the girl came out again, there was a fine young man 
standing there, dressed in white goatskin leggings, a tunic woven of 
fine sheepswool, a white shirt and all, He was dressed up as if he 
were going to a fiesta. When he saw the young girl, he said to her;
"Take me with you."
The girl was sure this time, and replied; "Let's go,"
So they went on their way together.
Well, they reached her home and she declared before her parents; "This 
is the young man I shall marry."
She had never listened to tlie proposals of other men, and her parents 
would have preferred her to marry someone else. But she took no notice, 
wanting only to marry that young man. And he was really a buzzard! He 
had appeared to her in the form of a human being as God wanted to 
punish her for her pride. So he arrived, and it happened that her parents 
were building a new house. As they were working on it, the buzzard-man
said; "That's not even work to me. I can finish that job in no time.
I'll go and bring my family to help. You see about preparing some food,
whatever you can manage. I'll finish the work in a jiffy."
So he brought alot of people to help, and the house was up in a moment. 
After that, they needed to put a roof on the house, but; "What would they 
roof it with?" the girl's parents asked themselves.
Wliereupon tlie young man said: "Hire or borrow a horse for me and I'll 
go alone to fetch roofing."
When tliey asked whom he would go with, he replied that he would go alone. 
But they sent a young lad to accompany him. They sent thirteen mules, 
and off he set to bring back thatching for the house.
When they arrived at the place where the straw was, the man addressed 
the boy who had been sent to help him fetch and load the straw: "You 
cut this straw here. I'm going over there to look for some longer 
pieces."
Then tlie boy saw a whole crowd of buzzards circle overhead and come down 
to land. So he hid himself and went on cutting his share of straw as 
best he could. After a while, the man said; "Bring the horses for 
loading now, boy."The boy obeyed, saying that he too had collected some straw. But the 
man told him to leave his part for he had already gathered enough for 
twelve mules....but there had been thirteen mules! One of them was 
missing! The boy said:"Where's the other nag?"
"Come and load these twelve," the other replied.
So he helped lift and load the straw; but where was the other animal?
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You see, the buzzard-man had gone to call all his family of buzzards 
and invited them to feast on the animal. They’d devoured it whole!
There was nothing left of it now but a few bones scattered about the 
ground, Wlien the lad saw this, he said; "Here’s where the mule died, what can have happened to it?"
And the other replied; "Let's be off. There's nothing left of the 
beast, nothing we can do about it. Let's at least take these ones back loaded,"
And in a moment they had the animals loaded and ready,
Wlien they arrived home, the girl's parents were very happy to see them. 
But they said; "Where's the other mule? One of the thirteen is missing." 
The boy answered; "It got lost, and then only a pile of bones was to be 
found. What can have happened to it?"
And tliey asked the suitor: "What can have happened to the mule?"
Whereupon he replied: "The boy didn't look after it properly,. While I 
was cutting straw, what can have happened to it? Perhaps it fell down 
a slope, anything could have happened,"
And so tlie incident was dismissed, and they put the roof on the house.
The suitor roofed the house for them: his work was a sight worth seeing. 
And afterwards they ate and drank to celebrate, very satisfied with the 
completion of tlie job. Then the girl's father had some weaving to do.
He sat down and began weaving, but he couldn't manage to finish it all 
in the day. The girl's suitor said: "Leave it to me. I'll finish all 
that weaving in a day."
It was a piece of weaving in sheepswool, and in an instant the girl's 
suitor had finished the work!
After that, the girl's parents had an obligation to provide food, as 
they were having a Mass said. "We were to bring a bull down from the 
moors," they said, " the cowherds wanted to provide one for us."
So the buzzard-man said; "That's no trouble, I'll go on my own and bring 
it down. Just give me some food for the journey and I'll go to see the 
cowherds. You've made the deal with them, so all that remains is for 
me to go and collect the bull. So saddle me ahorse and I'll go."
The parents agreed and in their growing fondness for him provided him 
with food, and he set off.
Now this bull was a huge, ferocious beast. The cowhands had him very 
firmly tied up, "How are you going to take it home?" they asked the 
buzzard-man.
"Easy," replied he, "I'll just lead it along like a lamb."
He unfastened the bulland it came charging towards him, about to butt 
him with its horns. But the buzzard-man poked out one of its eyes.
Again the angry bull was about to toss him in the air, but the buzzard 
poked out its other eye and brought the beast down. Then he pulled it 
along towards home. The bull had lost both its eyes and came along 
feeling its way and walking wherever it was led. So he arrived home and 
announced; "Look, this is the way I bring the bull."
Thereupon the girl's parents said; "This young man really can do every­
thing; he finished the weaving in no time, the house was built in a 
jiffy, he has brought home the angry bull. We must certainly marry our 
daughter to this man. He shall be our son-in-law,"
And as the youth too was in agreement, so they were married and a 
wedding feast was held.
After the wedding, the husband said; " Now I'm going to see my family, 
to introduce my wife to them."
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And her parents said; "Go child, go and come back,"
For the husband said; "I too have a mother and relatives: uncles and 
aunts and cousins. I've a big family,"
But of course his family was going to be a flock of buzzards! So the 
girl's poor parents prepared a humble offering of food for their 
daughter to take, saying: "Go and visit your in-laws and those who can 
come, bring them back with you,"
And they set out.
They travelled for a long time until they came onto the side of a hill, 
Tliey journeyed on the hillside for a while until the husband said;
"Now we shall go out onto that plain you can see over there,"
And when they came to the end of that valley, they went up again onto 
a hill. In this way the woman grew tired, for she was carrying a load 
while her husband had none. He asked her; "Can't you walk more quickly?" 
And she replied; "Oh what a long way we seem to have come, I'm so tired," 
"Hold your tongue while you rest," the husband warned her, "watch I don't 
poke your eyes out. Now come on quickly."
And he led the way, walking far ahead of her.
Again they came onto a hillside, and he said; "We haven't reached my 
family yet. They live on that hill opposite."
And he pointed out a mountain a long way off. So they continued 
walking and the poor woman followed him, growing more and more weary 
under the weight of her load. Then at last they arrived on that 
mountainside. Wlien they got there, they came out onto a flat place from 
which a huge rock reared up. From the ledge of rock the husband called 
out: "Mama Andrea!"
And from half-way down the rock the bald head of a buzzard emerged and 
gave a hoarse 'caw' in reply. That was where it lived, in a hole in 
the rock! The poor woman was extremely frightened when she realised 
that her mother-in-law lived in the rock. "That's my mother." her 
husband told her.
Then he told her to stay where she was, on the giddy ledge of rock, 
while he went to bring his family to share with them the offering of 
food the girl had brought. And somehow he flew way off into the 
distance.
Now tlie girl had a little dog who had come with them to talce care of her, 
Wlien he saw that bald-headed old buzzard he barked and howled. Then she 
heard a voice call; "Stay where you are, I'm coming down to get you,"
And out of the rock came the ugly buzzard. In an instant it had landed 
beside its daughter-in-law and stood there slowly opening and closing 
its great wings,
"My parents sent me here," the girl said.
In a moment the buzzard had taken hold of her and had flown her down 
from the rock. Then it said; "Now, daughter, go back the way you came.
My son is going to come back with all his relations. He won't be able 
to make you go round them all. So go back, go home. But be careful 
not to go out onto the plain, keep yourself well hidden in the under­
brush of the hillside, in the long grass, wherever you can. But don't 
go out into the valley,"
So the girl set off. But she couldn't follow the instructions, soon 
she just came out onto an open plain. Then a great flock of buzzards 
came flying through the air looking for her. They must have been able 
to spot her from the sky, and they swooped down and devoured the poor 
woman. The little dog ran after them barking to defend his mistress.
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But he was helpless against them; that great flock of birds finished 
her off in no time. Her blood was scattered all over the grass and the 
bushes of the valley.
So the little dog ran home, covered with blood from his efforts to 
defend his mistress. Arriving at the house, he barked and howled so 
that the girl’s parents knew something was wrong, "Where can our 
daughter be?" they wondered.
When they saw the dog covered in blood, they followed it back the way 
it had come. And the dog led the way to where his mistress had been. 
When it got there it began to howl and leap in the air in anguish.
There they found blood spattered everywhere, together with her clothing, 
so vicious had been the attack. They carried these few remains back 
home and buried them. So that poor woman is an example for us to teach 
our children, so that they may learn that it isn't good to be choosy.
Informant: JMD, 15th August, 1976
D350 Transformation: bird to person
D641,1.2 Transformation to be able to woo maiden
H335.0.3 Devil as suitor assigned tasks
Q331 Pride punished
Q441.1 Punishment; winning as a wife and then killing
Q415 Punishment; being eaten by animals
H310 Suitor tests. A suitor is put to severe tests by his
prospective bride or father-in-law 
H326.1 Suitor test; aptness in handicrafts
H336.2 Suitor required to catch wild animals
Hi161,2,2 Task; killing fierce bull
t 131,1,3 Marriage against will of parents
T131 Marriage retrictions
C162.3 Tabu: marrying outside of group
B602 Marriage to bird
T137 Customs following wedding
B421 Helpful dog
Tale 21; Solterahuan uilaohuhuan
Nuoa miohish purish yaohaouroani, parlaroaounohi ouentota, Niroaouna: 
ima shuti, shug soltera tiyashoa nin, juin solo misconan purishoa,
Chai misaman purishpa shug oastillano allquito o'atiohishoa, Shug 
p'uoushoa soltera, Chai oastillano allquito igual purig oashoa misaman, 
Misaman igual purishpa entonoes maipiohari shug ullaohuoa shayaoushoa 
nin, Chaimantaoa misaman pasarigpioa ismata aspiouna nin ullaohuoa, 
Chaimantashi misamanta llugshinrugpioa maipioha shug sumaimana mozo 
siriouna nin, Chaipioa nina nin: - Nuoata apariari - nina nin-, tiaoito 
nuoata pushagri - nina nin ohai solterata,
Chaipishi ohai solteraoa: - Jaou, jaou - seguro oashpaoa nina nin, 
Chaimantashi entonoes o'atirina yaya mamapa huasiman, Yaya mamapa 
huasimantashi, outin na ohashna huasita ruhuana nin, ugshaman rina nin, 
Chaimanta punohuounata ahuana nin ohai ullaohuoa,
Chaimantashi, ima shuti, ugshaman oaohagpioa shug oaipi shamushpaoa, 
entonoes bestiapa nahui muruta ohurush mioush shamushoa nin ullaohuoa, 
Chaimantashi na rishoa, oaohashoa solterapa yaya mamaoa riohunmama yaya 
suegrata rigsimungapa, Chaipi oaohagpioa nishoa nin, ouita ousashpa, 
aiohaounata yanushpa, oaohana nin yayahuan suegrata mamata rioumungapa, 
Chaipishi entonoes nina nin maipioha rioushpalla na mana avanzagpi nina 
nin: - iManohu avanzangui?- A^ ana avanzaniohu -nigpioa nina nin: - Nuoapa alli ugllari nuoa
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apamngapa - nina nin,
Chaipishi ugllarina alli lomopi ugllarigpi na rina nin volai volashpa, 
Jahua oieloixt volash vigpi ullaohu tuouna nin na,
Yaya mamapapi ohayagpi, shug jatun maohai huasipi tiyaouna, juin pioolla 
atirishoaouna, Chaipishi entonoes nina nin ohai suegraoa: - llmapata 
shamurangui? iSonsaohu caroangui? iLooaohu oaroangui? Caipi na 
rinouna familiata amungapa na mioungapa, - nina nin,
Chaipishi entonoes nina nin: - Ama llanoman yaiounguiohu, Saoha 
saohallata ringui, Chaipishi paioa oungarishpa llanoman yaiouna nin, 
Alzarish riougpi jahuata ima mundo ullaohuouna shamuouna nin, Chaipishi 
na llano pambapi japishpaoa miouna nin, Chai oastillano allquitooa 
shugta o 'atina nin, shug na oaimanta japirina nin, shugta o 'atina nin, 
shug na oaimanta japirina nin. Shinaoa solterata na tuouohina nin 
uIlaohuounaoa,
Chashnashi entonoes na shamuna nin oastillano allquitooa huasiman 
mamaounaman huillangapa, Llugshiouna nin, yaiououna nin aullashpa 
huasipi ohayashpaoa, Chaipi solterapa mcomoa nina nin: - iMaita 
duenooa? iMaita saquirinyari? - nina nin,
Chaipishi oanzhaman llugshishpa ohirribata rioush aullana nin, Chaipishi 
ima shuti, na rina nin oastillano allquitota fiumpaohishpa solterata 
rioungapa, maipiohari tullulla siriouna nin, Chaipishi imaoha saoha 
yura p'anguitapi ima yahuaroito ashallata saltacuna nin, Chaitashi 
amuna jatun mushu manga tinajapi dhurana nin, Chaipioa ishoai 
semanapioa fia llullu huahua oana nin, Chashnashi oana.
The single girl and the buzzard
I learnt this story from my friends as we were herding the sheep.
They told how there was once a single girl who used to go to Mass on 
her own. As she went to Mass she was always followed by a little 
terrier dog. She was quite a mature young woman. One day as they went 
to the Mass together, a buzzard was to be seen nearby. As they went 
into the church, it was scratching in a pile of rubbish. Later, when 
she came out of Mass, there was a very handsome young man lounging 
outside the church. "Hey, miss," he said, "take me home with you."
And the young girl replied with assurance; "Come on, let's go."So the young man followed her to her parents' house. Later on he left 
her home and went to fetch straw for a house they were building. Then 
the buzzard-man wove some ponchos.
One day, returning from fetching the straw, the buzzard poked out the 
horse's eyes and ate them as he was coming along the road. Then one
day the girl's parents sent her to meet her in-laws. They prepared
roast guinea-pig and other meats for her to take and sent her with her 
husband to visit his family. As they were travelling on the way to the 
in-laws' house, she grew weary and he asked her; "Can't you walk any 
further?"
She replied that she could not, so he told her to hold on to him tightly 
and he would carry her on his back. Turning into a buzzard, he took her 
on his back and the two of them went flying through the sky.
Now the buzzard's parents lived in a great cave, and they both bad long 
sharp beaks. When the couple arrived there, the girl's mother-in-law 
said to her; " What have you come her for? Are you a fool? Are you
crazy? He has gone to fetch the whole family to eat you."
The mother-in-law then instructed her saying; "Don't go down into the 
valley, keep only to the mountainside and you'll be safe."
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But the girl forgot the words of advice, and went down onto the plain. 
Raising her head, she saw a whole crowd of buzzards coming towards her 
tlirough the sky. There on the flat plain they caught her and devoured 
her. The little terrier dog tried to chase them away one after another, 
but each time they fought him off. And so the buzzards put an end to 
the single girl.
So the terrier came back to the girl's parents' house to tell them 
what had happened. When he arrived, he ran in and out of the house 
howling. And the mother asked: "Where's your mistress? Where has she 
got to?"
And the little dog ran outside and away into the distance, howling as 
he went. The parents followed after it and the dog led the way to where 
the girl lay, nothing but a pile of bones. But they saw a drop of her 
blood trembling a little on the leaf of a nearby bush. Taking it home 
they placed it in a tall new earthenware jar, and two weeks later a new 
baby grew there inside the pot! That's how the story went.
Informant; MEZ, 3rd June, 1976
some as for Tale 20, plus:
E35 Resuscitation from fragments of the body 
Group (ii)
Tale 22; Huauquindi uttaohuounahuan
Ari, mana qazarashpa huanushpa ullaohu oazaran nin huaHushoa qu'ipa,
Cashna nin, entonoes, shug soltera shug soltero mana oazarashpa oausan 
ohashnalla, Entonoes huanugpioa ullaohuouna na huarmi tiyan ninshi oai 
shug vidapi, Entonoes ohai ullaohuounaoa ninmi nin, shuti nin Andrea, 
Entonoes shug huauquindi oana nin, Chaiounaoa shug mana oazarashpa 
huanuna nin, punta, shug qu'ipata huanuna nin ohashnallata, Entonoes 
ohaimanta mismo ohai huauquipaoamaman rishoa nin ohai qu'ipa huanugoa, 
Chaipioa nina nin: - Ah huauqui, iimapata shamungui oaimanoa? - nishoa 
nin -, lima nishoa mana oazarangui? Entonoes ashata parai oaipi fmoa 
rini nuoa huarmita oayangapa - nishoa nin,
Nina nin: - Maipitari nuoallata oayangapa risha,
Entonoes paillata oayangapa rina nin shug patamanta,- Chai ura huaioupimi nuoa huarmica milluouta ohagraounga - nishoa nin, 
Paioa ahuaoushoa nin ohai ousaoa,
Entonoes ohai pataman tuoushpaoa 'hermana Andrea ' nishpa oayangui nishoa,, 
Chaimanta rina nin 'hermana Andrea' nish oaparin nin, Chaipioa uramanta 
oontestan nin ushou 'uuy ' nin, - Mcma vali ushou - pai - aoazu 
loantaohu oayaouni nuoaoa? Nuoaoa nuoa huauquipa huarmitami oayaouni - 
juriashpa shamuna nin outin outishpa,
Entonoes ohaipi outin outigpioa tapuna nin: - iNaohu oayamungui?
Chaimanta: - Ari axyanimi pero pi mana riourinohu - nina nin —, shug 
ushou payaounami oontestan, Chaita alli juriashpami shamuni - nina nin, 
Entonoes ohaipi nina nin: - Aah huauqui, limapata ohashna juriamungui? 
Cunanoa shamushpa nuoataoa limatami ruhuangaouna ohaiounaoa? -^nin -, 
ohaitanii nuoa huarmioa. Can ounanoa ri outishpa y utquita oazarai 
oampish y oai shug huauquiounatapish utoa oazaraohingui, I mamaounatapish 
ningui huahuaounata oazaraohiohun, Nuoa oaipi oashnami oausaouni.
Cunan rioushpa ringui nuoa ima shina oaipi oagta - nina nin,
Entonoes ohaipi ohayamushpaoa shug tispi shug tispi shug tispi tuoui 
pedazo pedazo aioha aparin, ohushag tulluta saquishpa, Cutin oayandi
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tutamanta outin vomitanouna nin ushououna, Cutin oausarin nin chaioa 
Vomitashoamanta, Rioushpa outimuna nin, entonoes oausavina nin 
outimushpa entonoes ohaioa huauquiouna tuoui oazavana nin.
The two brotliers and the buzzards
Yes, if somebody dies without marrying they say they marry the buzzard 
after death. So it is, then; an unmarried woman or man live just like 
that, without marrying. Then when they die there is a buzzard-wife in 
the other life. Now that buzzard-wife is called Andrea, Well, there 
were two brothers. They died without getting married; first one and 
afterwards the other one died just like that. Then the last one to die 
went to where his own (dead) brother was. Then the dead brother asked 
him; "Oh brother, why have you come here? Why didn't you get married?
Well, stay here a moment and I will go and call my wife,"
The other said; "I'll go myself and call her wherever she is." So he 
went himself to call her from the ridge,
"She must be gathering some mellooo down in the gully," said the husband. 
He, the husband was weaving.
So then he told him to call from tlie ridge 'Sister Andrea', So he went 
and called out 'Sister Andrea'! Then from down below a buzzard answered 
with a hoarse caw. "You no-good buzzard, do you perhaps think I'm calling 
to you? I am calling my brother's wife." And cursing the buzzard he 
came back. When he returned the brother asked; "Have you called her?"
"Yes, I called but there's no-one about," replied the other, "an old 
female buzzard answered me, so I cursed at it and came back,"
So then his brother said; "Oh, brother, why did you curse it like that? ' 
Now what will they do to me when they come? That one is my wife. Now you 
go back and get married soon and make your other brothers get married 
soon too. And tell our parents to make their children get married.
This has been my fate. Now, go, now that you have seen my situation here," he said.
So then when the buzzards arrived they pulled him to bits, stripping 
his flesh bit by bit to the bare bones. Then the next evening the buzz­
ards vomited and he revived from their vomit. He came back having seen 
his brother's fate; reviving he came back and then all the brothers got 
married.
Informant; GGG, 5th November, 1976 
some as for Tale 20, plus:
C30 Tabu; offending supernatural relative
Till Marriage of mortal and supernatural being 
G79.1 Animal-wife devours her husband 
E32.0.1 Eaten person resuscitated 
FBI.1,2 Journey to land of dead to visit deceased
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Commentary
1.0 Introduction
The texts examined so far have all belonged to the genre category
of legend, and it has been possible to relate them substantially to
data in the form of memorats and expressions of belief. The tales of
the ultaohu also deal with a local belief, namely that the unmarried
would be captured by and married, before or after death, to the
turkey buzzard. (1) Enquiries after details of this belief invariably
\led to a recounting of the tale itself, and in this way six variants 
from three communities were collected, only two of which I present in 
full, the others being summarized in Table 1 , The theme and structure 
of Tales 20 and 21 has much in common with the Andean tale type 'The 
condor and the shepherdess', to be discussed. This, in addition to 
the fact that the belief was nearly always expressed in tlie context 
of the tale, led me to consider them as legend that bordered on folk­
tale or, to put it another way, folktale with an element of belief .
This element appeared to be largely responsible for the tale's 
popularity: it was widely used as a vehicle for the expression of
moral and social attitudes towards marriage.
2.0 Narrative structure
Tales 20 and 21 and their variants, and Tale 22 respectively, 
follow, in my opinion, two distinct sub-types of narrative pattern, 
each to be found widely in oral narrative in the Andes of Ecuador and 
elsewhere. As already stated, Tales 20 arid 21 are structurally 
similar to the 'Condor and the shepherdess' type; they can be desig­
nated 'Group (i)'. Tale 22, together with a comparative text (GS/CA/18), 
have other structural affinities; they can be "Group (iil', I shall 
now discuss each of these groups in turn.
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2.1 Group (i)
The Andean tale type which may be labelled 'The condor and the 
shepherdess' relates how a young girl pasturing the sheep is abducted 
by a condor in handsome human form and taken to live in his cave, I 
shall now compare the pattern followed by Ecuadorean and Peruvian 
versions of that tale with the versions of the turkey buzzard tale 
from Cahar, This will be done firstly by summarizing the relevant 
comparative texts in three tables (1-3). Table 1 contains Tales 20,
21, and four other Cahar variants, whose narrators are indicated by 
their initials. Table 2 outlines Ecuadorean versions of the condor 
tale, namely; LS/CH/6: 'Cundurndi uvija miohindi', IID (1975b;25-28) 
(Salasaca), Costales and Pehaherrera de Costales (1959;129-133) 
(Salasaca), and JC/lM/3; 'Shuj oundur shuj llama miohi ouitsahuan', (2) 
The two Peruvian versions of the same type, typical of S, Peru, are 
Argüedas and Stephan (1957:126-138), and Mitchell (1973:117-121).
The application of the function headings drawn up for tales in 
this section reveals how far the Group (i) tales can be identified 
with the rest on grounds of structure. Certain features are not 
accounted for by those broad definitions, in particular the suitor 
test sequence, and the altered position of the journey function (2), 
which has a different meaning for the progress of the narrative, 
taking place as a result of the encounter, rather than leading to it. 
These features correspond, I believe, to the point at which the 
texts diverge from the narrative pattern typical of local legend, to 
follow patterns which have more in common with certain branches of 
Andean folktale tradition. It will be seen that the Bear's Son tale 
(23), and the Snake Sister tale (24), treated as folktales, diverge 
in a comparable way from the legend pattern.
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Table 3; Peruvian versions of 'The condor 
and the shepherdess
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EPISODES {^FUNCTION
Argüedas&Stephan (key text) Mitchell
I
girl (H) pasturing sheep 1/2
i condor appears in human form 3
ii regular meetings ensue xxxx 4
iii H conceives child (after arrival in cave)
5
iv H goes with condor (tricked into going )..
7
V only raw meat in cave
II vi hummingbird informs parents 6
vii hummingbird tricks condor & 
H escapes
III viii condor pursues H 3
ix hummingbird overcomes condor in fight
xxxx 6
X condor comes to girl's house 3
xi condor drowns in boiling 
water
9a
MORAL
MESSAGE
xxxx xxxx
In broad outline, the pattern is an overall one; a single girl, 
away from her familiar surroundings, meets and is seduced by a bird 
lover who takes on human form for the purpose of courtship. She is 
taken, willingly or by a trick, to the cave dwelling of the latter, 
from which she attempts to escape, successfully or not, An animal 
or bird mediates between her and her parents and re-establishes 
contact between them either before or after her death. The differ­
ences between the three sets of texts are also helpful for our under­
standing of tlie Canar versions in the wider context. Immediately 
apparent is the contrast in the initial situations of those tales 
where the buzzard is the non-human agent, and those where the condor 
fills the rôle. This transformation is paralleled by the girl's 
attendance at Mass on her own and her anti-social refusal of suitors, 
contrasting with the girl who spends time away from home, in the hills 
pasturing the sheep alone. In terms of narrative tradition, the
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second of these would appear to be the more indigenous. The 
Ecuadorean tales as a whole favour the dog as intermediary of the 
heroine's behalf, as opposed to the hummingbird in the Peruvian 
versions. This suggests a move towards rationalization; it is more 
reasonable to expect the shepherd girl to be assisted by a dog than 
by a hummingbird. In Canar, although the 'shepherding' theme is 
lacking, the company of a dog on a journey is no less realistic a 
touch.
Of course the outstanding transformation to be accounted for is 
that which allows for the buzzard in the Caflar tales to play the 
rôle filled elsewhere by the condor. This instance is not simply a 
matter of a shift in surface structure that does not alter the internal 
meaning or 'function' of the actor in question. The local belief that 
those who did not marry would be devoured by a non-human spouse was 
quite emphatically connected with the turkey buzzard, while no refer­
ence was found to the condor in this region. So the peculiarity can 
be explained if we note that in the condor tales - both Ecuadorean 
and Peruvian - virtually no didactic element is found, whilst in 
connection with the buzzard, the moral message is practically the 
tales' Toison d^etve. It would seem that the Caftar texts are indeed 
an example of the way in which an already existing, traditional, 
narrative framework can be used for the expression of specifically 
local beliefs.
A discussion of transformations calls for the inclusion of the 
outline of a further comparative text, allied closely in narrative 
pattern with the Group (i) tales;
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JC/lM/9; Shuj usu shuj ou'ttsahuan
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EPISODES FUNCTION
I shepherd girl (H) pasturing sheep 1
i bear wants to marry her, parents 
won't agree
3/4
ii bear eats H 9b
II iii hummingbird informs parents 6
iv parents take home her remains
V H revives from blood placed in trunk 9a
III
vi bear wants to marry resuscitated H 3
vii parents agree to avoid repeating same 4
viii bear helps build house
ix get bear drunk in fiesta
X shut bear in house and burn him to 
death
9a
This tale provides Propp’s thesis with further support. The 
substitution of bear for buzzard, or hummingbird for dog, would have 
virtually no effect on the functions to be extracted from the narrative. 
This is not to say, however, that it would do nothing to the meaning 
the tale would have for the listener, that is to say, the different 
associations that reference to 'bear' or 'buzzard' would evoke. As 
we have seen, in Canar the buzzard has a localized and specific rôle 
in popular lore, while the bear there and throughout the Andes is 
most commonly connected with the story of the 'Bear's Son'. This 
Imbabura text, therefore, could be seen to provide a structural link 
between two widely spread groups of tales; the 'Condor and the 
shepherdess! on the one hand, and the 'Bear's Son' on the other.
Common features of structure between the two sub-types will be dis­
cussed in sub-section (f), The comparative text JC/lM/9 is also 
remarkable in that, while containing the same functions as my Canar 
versions, it has re-ordered them to produce a tale whose action is 
cyclical in nature. Instead of there being a single linear progression 
from encounter to the final death of the heroine, the resuscitation 
of the latter gives rise to a further opportunity for the bear to 
pursue her, and for the action, to some extent, to repeat itself.
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However, the bear's ultimate fate constitutes a structural inversion 
of the first move: where he had killed her, now she kills him.
Cyclical progression with its complexities of inversions and oppositions 
is a common feature of traditional Andean narrative; it will be further 
commented upon in connection with Tale 23, and Tale 24 provides the 
most outstanding example of it. These remarks bring me to look at 
the paradigmatic structure of the Group (i) texts.
The implications of the relationship between unmarried girl and 
buzzard-man reflect anxieties with regard to the social and moral 
attitudes of the community at large, attitudes connected with 
marriage in particular, (3) The desirability of marriage, as the 
institution upon which the economic stability of the individual is 
founded, is expressed through tales in which the fate of those who 
do not fulfill society's expectations is described. As is common 
in folktale, the anxiety is expressed in terms of a struggle between 
two opposites: in this case, the human heroine and her bird lover.
The two belong to opposite spheres; this world and the other world.
The heroine is enticed from this world by the bird who, for the 
purposes of her seduction, steps over the barrier between the spheres 
by temporarily adopting human form. (4) He goes still further: by 
succesfully completing the 'suitor tasks' set him, he wins her 
parents' confidence. Thus his non-human qualities are applied in the 
performance of humanly impossible tasks, so here too the opposing 
spheres meet.
Mediation on the heroine's behalf occurs twice after her arrival 
at the other world: both her buzzard-mother-in-law, and her dog
attempt mediation on her behalf. Her failure to heed the former's 
prohibition is the cause of her downfall (Tale 20), The relationships 
established between H and the other actors could be described by the
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triad;
(—1 bu z zar d-man
(•+*) {— )
dog/buzzard-mother- 
 ^ in-law
From a cross-comparison of the linear sequences of the tales,' it is 
noticeable that the different versions offer alternative endings; in 
some the heroine is revived from a drop of her own blood or saved by 
other means; in others she dies. Such alternatives are to be expected 
in a tale founded upon the conflict between opposites. The preference 
for one kind of ending or another may be the result of local convention 
or individual choice; the psychological reasons, which surely exist, 
can only be speculated upon. The 'general rule' indicates a prevalence 
for the triumph of the heroine in the Peruvian texts (where the condor 
perishes in a pot of boiling water); in the Ecuadorean condor and 
buzzard tales, the death of the heroine predominates,
2.2 Group (ii)
The theory that the turkey buzzard tales constitute a fusion 
between local belief legend and Andean folktale is supported, if 
somewhat indirectly, by the fact that the same belief and its 
associated preoccupations are to be found expressed in tales from 
the area of an apparently different pattern. The analysis of these 
will differ from that of the Group (i) tales, in that few compar­
ative texts were found for other parts of the Andes, but rather 
comparative evidence of a structural nature is found in other sub­
sections of the Canar material itself.
2,2.1 Tale 22
The outline of Tale 22 is as follows;
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Taie 22; Huauquindi ullaohucunahuan
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EPISODES FUNCTION
there are two unmarried brothers; one 
dies, the other follows
1
I i the second to die (H2) joins the 
first (Hi)
7
ii H2 goes to call Hi's wife, who is 
gathering mettooos
3
iii finds only a female buzzard, whom he 
curses
iv returns to Hi who is alarmed
V buzzards devour H2 9b
II vi buzzards vomit, H2 revives from vomit 9a
vii H2 returns home and marries, learning 
from Hi's fate
9d
MORAL the unmarried will so be punished in 
death
There are certain shifts in the sequence of functions in this tale 
which mark it as a separate sub-type; the encounter with buzzard- 
spouse takes place after arrival at other world, rather than before 
and leading to it. The circumstances of the encounter could be seen 
as an inversion of the circumstances pertaining in Tales 20 and 21 ; 
in these latter the buzzard-husband"s appearance leads him to be 
treated as a human, which leads to H's downfall. In Tale 22 the 
buzzard-wife appears in animal form, is treated accordingly and the 
offence leads similarly to H's death. These differences could be 
summarized thus:
Tales 20 & 21 
buzzard as human 
this world 
treatment as human 
fatal sympathy
Tale 22
buzzard as bird 
other world 
treatment as bird 
fatal antipathy
H is devoured
H's subsequent revival from vomit in Tale 22 could be said to fill the 
same 'slot' as H's revival from a drop of blood which occurs in Tale 21 
and in the structurally similar JC/lM/9, The Tale 22 variation no 
doubt derives from empirical observation of the birds' real life 
habits. (5).
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This tale, therefore, whilst it conveys a moral message similar 
to that of the Group (i) tales, appears to belong to a different 
sub-type. The most outstanding aspects in which they differ are 
firstly, as stated, in the marriage of H to the buzzard taking place 
after death, instead of constituting the .episode that leads jW death. 
This factor does away with the need for the buzzard to take on human 
form in order to entice the erring human away, which gave Group (i) 
a close affinity with the 'Condor and the shepherdess' type. Secondly, 
in Group (ii) the rôle of hero is split equally between two brothers 
whose functions are interdependent and complementary. It is necessary 
for Hi to die, in order that H2 might follow him into death, observe 
his fate, and escape a wiser-man. The tale therefore has close 
similarities of narrative pattern with such devil legends as Tale 5, 
which also have this 'split hero' feature. There too w e . saw how H2 
followed Hi to hell, saw the fate of his friend, and succeeded in 
cheating tlie devil to then return home having, it is understood, 
learnt a lesson from Hi's experience. These structural similarities 
between ullaohu tale and devil legend support my suggestion, to be 
more fully discussed below, that these non-human agents (buzzard and 
devil) belong to the same realm of associations in the belief systemm 
and for this reason can be seen to fill structurally similar rôles 
in tales of differing manifest content,
2,2.2 GS/CA/18
An examination of the outline of GS/CA/18 will add further to the 
picture :
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GS/CA/18; Ishaai huauquimanta
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EPISODES FUNCTION
there are two brothers, one dies (Hi), 
the other (H2) sets out to find him
1/2
I i H2 arrives at roadside crucifix where 
odbdlteTO gives him directions
3/6
ii meets buzzard-woman in ravine 3
iii H2 sent to fetch mule whose eye he 
wounds with whip 4
iv H2 returns to buzzard-woman's house
V Hi and H2 go to sleep in separate rooms
vi H2 hears cries in night
vii H2 awakens to find Hi devoured by buzz­
ard-woman, only bones remain
9b
II viii H2 takes Hi's bones and returns to 
where crucifix is 6
ix arriving at crucifix Hi revives from 
bones
9a
X Hi warns H2 that he must marry 6
xi H2 returns home where he finds his 
aomadre, with whom he had illicitly 
cohabited, has a wounded eye
9d
xii H2 marries but dies after a year 9b
MORAL the unmarried/incestuous will so be punished
The initial situation of this text corresponds to that of Tale 22, 
and Tale 5, and a further structural affinity with the latter lies 
in Episode (i), where a oahatlero directs H2 to the ravine, just as 
the cai]0 of Tale 5 directs H2 to hell. From this point onwards, 
however, the similarities are superficial only, and the underlying 
pattern followed by this more complex tale can more usefully be com­
pared with yet other tale types of the Ecuadorean Andes; 
al GS/CA/14; ^Hudhuaounata shitashoamccnta', which starts out as an 
indian variation of A-T327A: 'Hansel and Gretel'; in it the brother 
is devoured by a cannibalistic old woman and the sister escapes 
carrying his bones. On the road she meets a Gabattevo who tells her 
not to look while he makes the brother whole again. Because she 
breaks this prohibition, the brother is re-formed into a dog instead 
of a human being. An Imbabura variant of this is to be found in
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Parsons's collection (op,cit,132),
b) the encounter with the oomadve in the form of a mule, whose eye 
becomes, damaged, recalls Parsons's 'The mule women', where a man 
wandering in the hills is led by the devil to a hell-haoienda where 
he is induced to herd mules, one of whose eyes he damages in the 
process. Allowed to return home he finds his illicit mistress with 
a wounded eye (op,cit,137-8), The incident here, as in the Canar 
tale, serves to criticize the sin of committing incest within the 
ooïïïpadrazgo relationship.
The analyses of Tales 22 and GS/CA/18 have served to show the 
following; that beliefs regarding the uttaohu are not confined to 
one tale type, but are found in tales with differing structural 
features. This reinforces my argument that Tales 20 and 21 and 
their variants fuse local belief with a traditional narrative pattern 
elsewhere associated with condor tales, Structural affiliations can 
be established between Tale 22 and GS/CA/18 and certain types of 
Cahar devil narrative, tales of the 'Hansel and Gretel' type - which 
also provide a link with the 'Mama Ahuardona' tales of sub-section 
(h) - , and other tales of encounters with the other world. The 
interdependence of structure and content is such that it leads me to 
suggest that mental associations between categories such as; 'devil', 
^ultachid, 'Mama Andrea', 'cannibalistic old woman', 'Mama Ahuardona', 
may be set up to account for what appear to be transformations in the 
content of tales, encouraged by similarities of structure. Categorical 
connections between the uttaohu and the devil have already been 
suggested briefly, and I now take this case to illustrate my point. 
Additionally, a comparative position in the structure of the narrative 
between uttaohu as handsome abductor and devil as the same, as found 
in Tale 24, can be suggested,
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3.0 The ultaohu and the devil
The fact that the uttaohu and the devil can be found to perform 
structurally similar rôles as threatening non-human agents in tales 
of similar narrative pattern (Tales 22 and 5 in particular), calls 
for the question: are these motifs transformations which stem from 
an association between the two in the belief system? By looking at 
the contexts in which references to the buzzard occur elsewhere in the 
material, this would appear to be the case. In the broader sphere of 
popular lore, the bird is considered to be a kind of 'agent of the 
devil'. That same label attaches to the Mama Ahuardona, as will be 
seen; in some versions of tales featuring her she is found in company 
with numerous devil offspring. So a family likeness between buzzard. 
Mama Ahuardona, and devil suggests itself.
As far as specific association with the devil is concerned, 
there is various evidence; GS/CO/7; ^'Uttahuangamcmta'^ describes how 
in a former age the uttahuanga birds were servants of God. (6) They 
miscarried his orders and as a punishment were cursed and condemned 
to eat rotting meat. GS/CA/13; '^ Noen avoata ruTa,shoamanta" is a more 
complex narrative, the first part of which follows the biblical story 
of Noah’s Ark. It provides the context for the uttaohu'^ s misbehaviour 
and subsequent cursing. In discussing the content of the devil 
narratives, I dealt with the uttaohu as a motif, noting how in Tale 10 
we are told how the chief devil uses an a buzzard-feather quill pen, 
and in Tale 7 how the heroine, is threatened by a flock of the birds 
immediately prior to her encounter with the devil. In Tale 11, again 
during the meeting of devils in a deserted building, the narrator 
uses the term uttahuanga synonymously with diahto, and in Tale 12, 
these birds act as lookouts for thë. devils. Thus the structural 
connection between the Group (ii) tales and local devil legends
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probably derives from the wider association between the two figures 
apparent from a study of other contexts in which the two are juxtaposed. 
It mightbe concluded that a connection at a level of content (devil 
and buzzard belong to the same sphere in the belief system), became 
a connection at the level of structure (devil narrative and buzzard 
narrative coincide in narrative pattern),
FOOTNOTES
(1) Cathartos burroviana Cass* - a carrion-eating bird not unlike a 
small vulture in appearance, often to be seen wheeling in the sky 
above the pdramo, cf. Parsons records the anxiety prevailing in
Cayanibe and Otavalo if someone of marriageable age should die celebate;
it is believed that he/she will be married in death to a she/he goat 
(op,cit,59).
(2) An Ecuadorean version collected by Roswith Hartmann has also been 
brought to my attention.
(3) The sociological questionnaire together with information gathered 
in informal conversations confirmed that social expectation pressur­
izes the average woman into marriage between 16-20 years; men between 
18-22 years. Bachelor- and spinster-hood are viewed with disapproval, 
suspicion, and, at the least, pity,
(4) A universal motif; a Lisu folktale from N, Thailand, an analysis
of which was brought to my notice, contains a dragon-king who carries 
off his bride by the same means? the article is also of interest for 
the similarities between the author's method of analysis and my own 
(Durrenberger; 1978).
(5) As we learn from Garcilaso; "hay otvas aves grandes negras que 
Los indios llarnan ^suyunty' y los espanoles 'gallinata*j son muy 
tragones de oarne^ y tan gotosas^ que si haltan alguna bestia muevta 
en et oœnpo comen tanto de etta^ que aunque son muy tigeras^ no pueden 
tevantarse at vueto por et peso de to que han comido^ Entonoes 
ouando sienten que va gente a ettas van huyendo a vueta pie, vomitando 
ta oomida por desoargarse para tomar vueto; es oosa dono&a ver et 
ansia y ta prisa con que eohan to que con ta misrna aomieron, " 
(1950,11:320)
(6) The Quichua terms uttahuanga^ usohou and uttaohu were used syn­
onymously in Cafiar,
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Section A sub-section (f); The Bear's Son taie
Text
Tale 23; Osopa ahuri 
I
Shug huarmisitu vishca nin maiahaTi saoha tlagtaman vidata mashocœingapa, 
Chaimanta tupashoa nin shug osohuan^ Osooa apcœin nin paipa huarmita 
ruhuashpa ohaipi oausangapa montahapi. Entonoes niougpi ha huata ha 
yatli oharishoa shug huahuitata^ Chaioa o*ari ahuri oashoa nin ohai 
osopaoa. Chai huahuitaoa huihana huihan* Juin llullumij ha jatunyan» 
Osooa apamunata yaohashoa nin tuoui huarmi imatanii neoesitan ohaita 
apamunata yaohashoa, - Ri mangata amugri.- Ari - nishoa nin.
Rasajeroounapaman rnaipi suehuougpi ohai mangata shuhuamungapa rishoa,“ Ri yantata amugri.
- Ari - nishpa yantata amugrishoa.- Ri ninami illan. Ninata gapiehi^ Ëuoaoa mana ohahuata miouniohu. 
ïanushpami miouni. Rinata amugri,
Entonoes pasajeroounaman maipiohâ romada maipi oashpapish suehuna 
yaohashoaouna. Chaimanta rig oashoa uvin nina huizhu o fosforosta 
shuhuamungapa, üuihaoun, Bueno: - Neoesitani ounanoa shug plato,
Cuohara huoa neoesitani,
- Ari - nishpa ohaita lo mismo apamuna,
Tuouitapish solo pobre pasajeroounapata, ^umpa tiempo oomo puro 
pasajerosj ounanmi oarro^ ounanmi maquina^ ounarmi avion tiyan, Rumpa 
tiempo mana tiyana oashoa ni ima, Shinaoa ohai pasajeroouna puro 
bestiallapi puriouna oashoa, Apashpa ima neoesarioounata oaimanta ni 
ohai llagtamanta, ' Entonoes apash shamushpa ha ougpioa huarmioa oontento 
almuerzota ruhuan, Tuoui neoesariosta tuoui cumplin,
Entonoes ohai huahuitaoa tiyagpioa ha ÿuioio yuyash rishoa ohai uohilla 
o^arizituoa, Ra Qatunyamun^ ha oorriente huambritu tuoumushoa. Tapushoa 
nin mamaman: - ilmaraiouta^ mama^ oanoa oai oueva oai saoha ima mai ta 
mana ripagpioa ima shinata oausaoungui? iManaohu maiman ima Ilugshinata 
mairnantata shamuroangui? Cunanoa - nishoa nin maimanta shamush
oashpaoa huoanohi rishun ohaipi huoa rigsigrisha ninimi, Mana oaipi 
oausasha ninichu,- ilmamanta rishunyari, higo? Camba taita shamushpaoa hüoanohitaoa 
huahuohingwni.- ilmamanta huahuohinga? Ruoanohi rishunllami, Chai animaltaoa maiman 
aviash oaohai, Ruoanohioa hanta gapirishun,
Chaimanta nishoa nin riohun amungapa ninata huahuohig tuoushoa nin, 
Entonoes ha: - Cunan ninata apamugri, ilmahuanta japiohishun ninata?
Ima mana yanui pudinohiohu,
Ari nishpa rina nin osooa apamungapa. Mana oonsegui pudishoa utoataoa 
ohai ninataoa, Paiounaoa madrugashpa ha oso rigpioa ohai ratollata ha 
hanta japiohishoaounaj viaje hanta^ , mamandi,
Na dooetaohari osooa ohayamush oanga nin paipa huasimanoa, ohai ohuplla^ 
mai oueva^ maipi oashpapish^ ohaiman, J mana tarin, Chaquita c^atishpa ■ 
shamushoa osooa, Maiohari shug gatun marna yaouta ha tuoui pasaougpi 
mamaoa riounata avansashoa nin oso shamugta, Chaioa: Canoa niroangui
mana gapingaohu^ imana ima rioungaohu manohu ningui? Chaioa oamba 
taitaoa ha shamunmi,
Maitaohari osooa puro oallpashoa shamuoushoa nin, Chaimanta nishoa nin{- Mana mama^ ama oazoiohu. Apamui ligerito pasashun, Nami yaoupi 
oanohi^ ligero pasashun.
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Jatun semegante mama yaou tuoui pasashoahuanoa entonoes maohete aisash 
oashoa nin, Osooa nadashpa pasagrigpioa puro singattapi maoheteqhi 
po'Lvushoa nin, Na singapi tuoui nutouta polvushoaoa mana pudishoa nin 
Vlugshinata; yaou aparin, Chaimantaoa mamata pushan rin, Chaioa:- Riqui mama shina rinattami, Canoa manohaoungui, Jaou - nishoa nin,
II
Chaimanta ohayashoa shug tlagtaman, Chaipi ohayashpaoa nishoa nin: 
-Nuoanohi oaipi maipi oasi shug posadata manashun oaipi oausangapa,
Pueblopi ohayashpaoa shug huasita arrendashun ~ nishoa nin,
Mana arrendaohishoaohu huasiyu duehuounaoa, Mahaohishoatta tiyaouohun:- Pobre forasteroouna imaimantaohari shamuroa? - nish,
Paiounapa trahagos ha maita ouita shamushoataoa parlagpioa de oonsideraoion. 
Chaipi oausaouohun, Chaimanta huombritutaoa esouelapi ohurashoa,
Esouelapi ohurashoa purigpioa huambraouna molesti oallarishoa nin: - Oso! 
Oso! - nishpa -j oso! - nishoa nin,
Huambraoa entonoes oashoa nin ha ohugpimanta huiohaimanoa ouerpo ha 
oristiano oabal, Uraimanoa entonoes oiertoohari oaroa nin ha oso 
oerditashuan oashoa cuerpoounaoa, Chaimanta entonoes imatami ruhuan: 
mamaoa esouelapi ohurashoa puriougpioa huambraounaoa molesti oallarishoa 
nin: - Oso! - nishpa,
Pimi moles tan ohaitaoari shug huagtaimi oosa que maita oaohag oashoa 
nin, Chaimanta profesoroa nishoa nin que huambraoa mana alliohu oaipi 
oagrin, Huambraounataoa oaipioa guin huambra molestosoounaoa: - Vamos, 
oso! - nishpa nin,
PHhaohiouna oashoa nin: - Vamos oso^vos sois animal! - nig oashoa nin,
Chaimanta huambrituoa shug punzhaoa profesortaoa nishoa nin: - Sehor 
profesor^ huoaman oai f avorta ruhuai, JJohilla huambraounata alvertinata 
que ama huoata molestaohun animalpi ohurashpa, Nuoa mamaoa oristianomi^ 
mana animalohu, Chairaioumi huoatapish esouelapi eduoaoionta ohuraroa, 
Nuoaoa animal oashpaoa huoaoa mana esouelapi oaimanohu,
Favorta ruhuaohun que ama ashun molestanata, Shina alvertishpa ouohun, 
Profesoroa nishoa nin: - Muohaoho maloriados oanounaoa shina molestanguiohi, 
llmaraiouta ohaita shina ruhuanguiohi? Mana alliohu ohashna ruhuana^ 
ohashna rirnanaoa, Por algomi eduoaoionpi oanguiohi, Nuoata has ta que 
malpi ohuranguiohi ^manohu? Nuoaoa oanounataoa oaipioa eduoaouni imata,
Cutin shug viage outinllata huillana nin, Ra ishoai^ quimsa^ ohusou 
outin huillana nin: - Chashnami motestan, Ruoa mana aguantagriniohu,
Sehor profesor^ ama sentimiento oharinguiohu? ïupai propasanmi,
Chaimanta nishoa nin profesoroa: - Cuidado pagta imata ruhuanman oai 
huanibringu; huoaoa alvertiounimi, Eduoaoionpi oanguiohi, Imata 
ruhuashpata oanounaoa maloriados tariringuiohi guin propasashpami oan 
nishpami niroa.
Chai huambraounaoa ohai ratooa humilde nin^ mana ima ninohu,
Pero ha oanzhaman Ilugshin, Reoreopioa ha molestan: - Shug oso! - ninmi 
oso! oso! - oaparina nin shug oso! - niouna nin oarumantaoa,
Entonoes ohaipi shug huambra gapig tuoun, Shug huagtai solo ohai huam^- 
brataoa eternidadman oaohashoa, Chaimantaoari ha entonoes autoridadoa 
nishoa nin: - Cai huambrata gapish prezuna,
Los demas huambraounaoa outin testigopi servishoa nin^ si paiounallatamf 
oaparishpa molestanata yaohan 'oso^ nishpa, Jupai propasashoami oaroa, 
Chaimantami mana aguantashpa oai viageoa ohaita ruhuan, Paillatomi 
mashoaroa, Bueno^ autoridadoa nishoa nin: - Todavia muohaoho^ ni imata 
ruhuanata mana pudinohi,
Cunan outin: - Bueno - ninmi nin -j esouelallapita eduoash o^atiohun,
Quizas paipish ouentapi urmash ringa.
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Chaimantaoa esouelapi oashoa outin, Puriouna nin outin shug 'oso 
oso' ni oaViarin nin unai punzhaounatlapi ha oungaohishpatlaoa,
Cutin ohai huambrata o'atish odltpashpaoa pai huambra atish oaVlpaougpi 
huashamanta huagtashpaoa^ gugutipi huagtashpaoa shug huagtai ohai pambapi 
urmaohiyi nin, Singa hahui urmashoa^ rumipi urmashoa, Chaipi saquirishoa, 
Chaimanta nishoa nin: - Cunanoa oai huambrata oai ima shinata oaipi 
oharioui mana pudinohiohu, Muohaohos maloriados juin molestan, Chaipi 
jahuapi ha huambraoa ha ishoaita huahuohin, Cunanoa manaohari pudigri-^ 
niohu oaipioa,
Na ashtan juioioyamuna nin pero ha ashtan jatun nin, Ratito paioari 
huihaoun nin, Entonoes ha qu'ipaman esouelamanta Ilugshin,
Cutinllata esouelapi ohurashoa nin, Esouelapi ohuragpioa shug profesor 
oambiarishoa oashoa nin, Chai profesoroa mana yaohashoa nin oso pai 
imata ruhuanata yaohashoataoa. Entonoes ohaipioa ohasquishoa. Si 
paillata oanman oaroa mana ohasquinman oashoa pi oashpapish profesoroa, 
Entonoes ohaipi esouelapi purioun, Cutin nishoa nin shug huambrahuan 
shinami p 'ihanaoushoa nin esouelapi, Profesoroa mana yaohaihuanoa 
rishoa nin oastigangapa, Imdhuanohari oastigagriroa, Oso tigrarin 
ohaita japin^ quiohun urata shitan profesortaoa, Shug huagtai maita- 
ohari banoa jahuata oaohashoa nin muspagta. Chaimanta entonoes oai 
huambra oaita ruhuan, Cunanoa autoridadman huillan,
Autoridadoa nishoa nin: - Cai huambraoa ha ohashnallatami ha tiempo
mana pudinohiohu imata ruhuanata, todavia muohaoho, Mejor oai llagtamanta
oambiashun,
Chaipioa nishoa nin maijanta mama maijanta taita oayanami oaitaoa oaipi 
aolarangapa, - Cai huambra oashnatdririn ima shinataohari pudishun,
Cai llagtapioa mana oonservai pudinohi, Mejor ohaipa randioa maita 
oaohashun^ mai shug llagtaman aviashun,
Ari nishpa entonoes ha autoridadoa shina nishoaoa japishoaouna shug 
odballota mahashoa nin qutoridadoa, Shug oaballo bien aperadota oushoa 
nin, Chaita ougpioa nishoa nin: - Cai ocd?allotaoa huoa mana ima 
ohasquiniohu, Nuoaoa mejor ohaipa randioa rigrinimi ashun lado oonvento, 
maipimi huoaman oonvenin^ dhaipimi rini oangopa,
Shina nishpa rishoa nin,
III
Cutin maijanohari nishoa nin: - Cunanoa oai huambrata ashata manohaita 
yaiouohunoa, Ashun uoupi ohuranohi shugoa outin ataudhuan shamushpa 
tiyarinohi ohai uoupi, Pai solito tiyaougpioa ohai ataud uoumantaoa 
'taj taj' niohishun ruido ruhuashpa, Entonoes manohaihuanoa huambraoa 
ha alii ohiringallami,
Na shugoa ataudpi yaioun^ shug amsa puralla uoupi. Huambrataoa 
prezoounmi nishoa ohai uoupi ohuran, Chai uoupi oashoa nin huambrata 
punguta huiohoash saquin. Shugoa ataud uoupi tiyaoun^ sirioun entonoes 
Huahushoami oaipi nishpa huillashoa huambramanoa, Chaimantaoa ha unai 
ha juin, pura uoupi huiohoashoa tiyaoushpallata, Cagpioa oungailla 
ataud uoumanta 'taj taj taj' niohig oashoalla, 'Taj taj taj' niohioun 
nin, 'Taj taj taj' huanibrataoa manohayaiouipi ohurangami, Manohaipi 
ohurasha nishpa,
Imata huambraoa manohanga nin! Jatarish nin: - iQuê quieres vos? No 
ves que ya estds muerto, Ipor quê no mueres del todo? ninmi nin,
Cutin 'taj taj' niohin nin quizas manohanga nish, Ataudta japin^ 
pambapi alii taoanaounj pasoan, Chaimantaoa pasoarishoa nin ataudoa,
Chai uoupi llullashpa tiyaougtaoa^, siriougtaoa, japin. Be una vez 
huahuohishoa nin, Chaimanta tapaohishoa nin ataudtaoa, Chaimanta 
paioa tiyaouna nin banoapi.
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Unai alti unaipi shamunmi autoridadoa rioungapa huambra manohaihuarmi 
oanga^ llugohingapa oanzhaman, Imata manohanaihuan oanga sino es que 
na huanuohishoa shug ataud uoupi oagtaoa, Chaimantaoa nishoa nin:- Juan DilOy a ver^ oanzhaman llugshi - nishoa nin,- Na ltugshigri)timij ha ttugshigrinimi, Caipi oanouna niroanguiohi 
ha huahushoami nishpa, Mana ima tuoui huahushoaohu oashoa, Ashun 
ataudta ruidota ruhuashpa^ 'taj taj' niohishpaj 'tarag' niohishpa 
oaipiy huoataoa ashun molestashpa. Nuoa rahiarish jatarishpaoa 
ounanmi de Verastami huahushoa. Llullashpa oashoa manapish huahushpa 
ataud uoupi sirioushoa, Cunanmi huahuroa. Cunanoari huahuohiroanimi, 
huoa quiquin huahuohini,- Ayayayj loiertotaohu huahiœoa?
Calipash rigugrinouna nin autoridadounaoa, Cierto ima tiempo huahushoa, 
Chiriyashoa ha, Ataudtaoa paillata pasoashoa, Tablahuanp'aquinaoushoa 
tuoui taririna nin ataudruouoa, Na huahuohishoa,- Ayay oaitaohu ruhuanga - nishpa autoridadoa ninmi nin oai huambra-^ - 
huan mana oausaiohu, llmatata ruhuanohi? llmata ruhuaipa oanohi ? - 
nishoa nin,
Cutin paiounapura huitlanaoushoa,
Chaipioa ninmi nin^ , outin shugoa ninmi nin: - Entonoes ounanoa limatata 
ruhuashun? Cunan shug uouta jutoushun pura uoupi, Chai uoupi jutoushpaoa 
entonoes ohaipi shug yaioushpa shug baldeta aisash yaiougrishun ohdipij, 
shug oalaveratapish apamushpaoa^ shug huahushoa oalaverataoa ohai lado’~ 
llapi ohurashpa ohaita rioushpaoa huarribraoa manohanaihuan tiyaounga 
uoumantaoa haldehuan umapimi shitashun 'tarag' niohishun, Chaioa quizas 
arrepentirishpa quizas mana ashun ohaita riJiuanga,- Alii ninguitami, Chai allillatami, Shina ruhuashun - nishoa nin,
Shugoa aohoa uouta jutoushoa nin puralla uoupi, Chai uoupi yaioushoa 
nin, Balde apashoa^ ishoai baldeounata, Huambrataoa prezush uoupi 
yaiouohin, Punguta Have shitan, - Uoupi shug oalavera tiyaoushoa, 
Cuidado pagta oai rimarinllami - nishpashi autoridadoa riouohish 
saquin shug oalaverata, Tiyaoushoa nin ohaipi huambrapa ladollapi,
- Caimi rimarinata yaohan, Caioa pedradanllami - nishpashi nishoa^ 
Chaimanta punguta Have saquina nin, Huambraoa nishoa nin: - Siquiera 
luzta saquiohiari, Cai puropishi saquinguiohi huoata nishoa nin,,
Imata mana uyash desentenderishpa rinouna nin, -■ Luzta apamuiohi,
Mana oashpaoa huoa maijan oaipi oagpi huoa huahuohish shitanimi,
Chaipi nishoa nin; - Mana manohaihuanoa imataoha ruhuanga - niounllami 
vivisallamanta shina nioun oanzhaman llugohiohun nishpallami - nioun 
ninaoushoa nin,
Chaimanta huambrataoa uou ohai shug jutou purallamantaoa huambra purapi 
tiyaougpioa haldehuan 'tarag' niohioun nin 'tarag' niohioun in,
'Tarag' niohigpioa huœnbraoa nina nin: - Favorta ruhuangui^ upalla 
siriounata. Pagta huoa jatarishpaoa outin imata ruhuaiman,
Cuando uoumanta baldeounahuanoa o'atigpi o'atigpi 'tarag tarag' huambrapa 
umapioa, Huambraoa maitarni balde shamuroa purapi tanteash rishpaoa, 
Tuparishoashi jutoupi oagta 'aaa' ni^mi nin, Huahushoa tuoushpa 
japishpaoa de una vez 'aaa' niohishoa nin ashuan. De una vez despaohashoa 
jtin ohaipi,
Unaipi shamun autoridad punguta pasoan, Chai huambrata tupan nin:- Na Hugshij hijo3 llugshi, iManohanaihuanohu tiyaoungui?- ilmata manohanaihuan oasha? Ashun irashuan tiyaouni, Cai 'uouman 
oai shug yaioushoa oai uoupi, Baldeouna apashoa, Nuoata casi umata 
paquin puntai haldehuan pedradashpa, Na j apish de una vez despaoharoanimi.
A
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Chai jutouHapitami sirioun - nishoa nin,
Riougrinouna,. Cierbota huahug sirioushoa nin ohaipi,. - Ra mana vida 
valor tiyanohu oaihuanoa, Cunan aviashun shug llagtaman,- Bueno - nishoa nin autoridadoa -3 ounanoa ouoayuta oushun, Shug 
odballota sillashpa oushun, Cushun shug armamento, Cushun shug arginas 
oullqui, Cushun huallpa3 ouiouna, alii ouoayuta oushun. Alii oahallopi '- 
sillashpa oushun montashoa riohun,
Chaita ruhuashoaouna,
IV
Ra bueno, Caballopi montan, Despedirina rin ha tuoui alii armashuan,
Tuoui punzha purishoa3 tuoui punzha, Caballo montashpa rishoa. Chug 
montahapi ohayashoa ha montahapi tuoui punzha rishpa, Ra tuoui tuta- 
yaougta entonoes riounata avansashoa nin shug huasiba han ouohupi3 saoha 
uoupi, Chaipi maijanohari piohari ohaipi riourina oashoa nin, Nishoa 
nin: - Ama ohai huasipi ringuiohu samaringapa, Jidhushoa huasimi3 
haoienda jiohushoami. Chaipi oagpi paoarigounaoa tuouipish huahunounallami, 
Tuoui viajerosmi lo mas huahunouna ohaipi,
Chaipi nishoa nin: - Mana3 ima shina oagpipish3 ohaiounataoha ohai 
ruhuagpi3 pero huoataoa mana ruhuangaohu, Rinimi ohaipi posangapa,
Cayashpa yaiouna nin, Raioa mana oreishoa, Piouna shitashoa sirioushoa 
nin huasi haoiendaoa, Uouman yaioun3 odballota oanzha qu'ihuapi huatan, 
Sillata pasoan, Paioa uouman yaioush tiyaoushoa nin, Rishoa nin 
espelmahuan3 fosforo^ 'tuouihuan oaohashoa niri3 tabaquit03 tuoui. Raoha 
las nueve de la noohe yallipish,
Chaipioa ha jahua altomantaoa rimarinmi nin: - Rinimi uraioungapa3 
rinimi uraioungapa,
Paioa ninmi nin: - Uraioui3 uraioui - nishoa nin,
Luzta japiohish tiyaoushoa nin. Reoienoito miougrioushoa nin huallpitata, 
huallpa yanushoa oashoa MtM, ouoayutaoa, Entonoes ha urmagta rioushpaoa 
arginastaoa de oontado siran3 ohuran ohaipi3 tiyaoun paioa, Chaipioa 
urmana nin shug lado ohanga, Cutin qu'ipata lo mismo shinallata ninmi 
nin: - Rinimi uraioungapa,- Uraiouij uraicui entonoes, Uraioui,
Cutin shug lado ohanga urmana nin'paglla'. Siriouna nin chaipi, Cutin 
niwni nin: - Rinimi uraioungapa, Uraiougrinimi3 uraiougrinimi - ninmi 
nin,
Uraioui uraioui nigpioa ha ima urmana nin. Cutin shug nigpioa outin 
urmana nin shug lado oostillas3 rigra urmana nin, Chaimanta ha 
enterrarina niari oristiano tuoushpa.
Sirioushpaoa paioa ohapash tiyaoun nin, luzta japiohish, Paioa shug 
buen nerviohuan oashoa nin, Chapash tiyaoun nin. Chaimantaoa ha ohanga, 
rigraouna, uma, oostillasouna, tuoui urmashpaoa entonoes ha oontado 
jatarin niari ha oausarishpa, enterrarish, Jatarishoahuanoa fuera 
paita ha tiyaougpi ohayashoa japirishpaoa ha oasi mana imanagta 
ruhuagriniari, Paioa 'tas' jatarin igual maoanaoui oallarishoa nin,
Chai oashoanga nin alma oondenado, pi oashpapish ohai haoiendayuoa ohai 
altopi oashoa nin. Shinashpa yanga genteounahuan maoanaououshpa paioa 
ha ima shina oashpa any ash ima shina huahuohig oashoa lo demas 
posadorounataoa, Pero osotaoa mana pudishoa, Tuoui tuta maoanaoushpa 
paoarishoa nin: oai shugoa puntai punete jaitashpa paioa puntai nervio
pero oada shitaita oosa que ouohuman arrimaglla oashoa nin, Tuoui 
tuta paoarinata avansashoa nin maoanaoushpa,
Ra las Guatro de la mahana oashoanga nin mas o menos, Chaipi entonoes 
ninmi nin: - Cunanoa unioo oanmi o'ari oashoangui, Jaou riouohisha 
ounan oaipimi tuoui oosasouna oharini, Cai tami guardiashpa tiyaouroani,^
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Cunan caimi camba, Canmi ftuoataoa ounanoa salvangui^ entonoes ounanoavi 
oanman regalagrini,
Charishoa nin oai tuoui enteros: jahua altopi oai mundo oullquiouna^ 
maravillaSy tuoui huaoaiohishoaouna, Tuoui uouta^ tuoui oovval^ tuoui 
mai3 tuoui patiota3 viouohishpa tuoui shina ougpi ha gloriamuna nin. 
Riarimugrin nin. Rai riouohish pushash puriougllapita. Chashnashpashi 
ohai huasiyu duehotaoa salvash oanga nin ohai osooa. I pai saquirishoa 
ohaipi oausangapa.
The bear's son
I
There was a woman who went to the saoha country to seek a living.
There she met a bear. The bear made her his wife and carried her away 
to live with him in the undergrowth. After something more than a year 
she gave birth to a son by the bear. The child grew and grew. The 
bear used to bring everything his wife needed. "Go and fetch me a 
cooking pot,"
"Yes," he would say.
And he would go and steal the pot from travellers sleeping by the way,
"Go and fetch firewood."
"Yes," and he would go to fetch wood.
"Go and fetch me fire. I cannot eat raw food, I eat cooked food.
Fetch fire."
So he would go to where the travellers were sleeping in some little 
house built of sticks and steal embers or matches from them. The child 
grew. Then tlie woman said; "Now I need a plate and a spoon,"
"Yes," said the bear and he brought them.
He took everything from travellers. For in the old days people only 
travelled on horseback. Nowadays there are buses, trains, and planes. 
Those travellers would be carrying all the necessaries for their journey, 
and the bear would steal from those things, When he gave her the things, 
his wife would then happily prepare lunch.
Gradually the child grew up and began to be aware of his surroundings.
One day he asked his mother; "Why do you live in this cave in the bush, 
mother? You seem to have no intention of leaving to go back where you
came from. Let's go. I want to see the place where you come from. I
don't want to live here,""How can we leave here, son? When your father comes he will kill us,"
"Why should he kill us? We shall just go. You ænd that animal on some
errand and we'll take to the road."
Then the woman let the fire go out and sent the bear off to fetch a 
means of lighting it: "Go and bring me fire. What shall we light the 
fire with? We have no way of cooking."
Agreeing, the bear set off. But he was unable to find fire quickly. 
Meanwhile tlie bear's son and his mother got up early while the bear was 
away and took to the road.
It must have been midday when the bear arrived back at his home and 
found they had gone. Following their footprints he came after them.
As they were crossing over a great wide river, the mother saw him 
approaching; "You said he wouldn't catch us," she said to her son,
"but there's your father coming for us,"
And the bear came running after them. Then the bear's son said;
"Don't worry, mother. Now we're in the river, let me carry you and we'll 
cross it quickly."
Now as they were crossing the river, the boy was holding a maohete in 
his hand. As the bear came swimming across after them he gave the animal
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a blow on tlie snout. With his head split open, the bear couldn't get 
out of the river but was carried away by the current. And the boy 
carried his mother safely over ; "There you see, mother, there is no
need to be afraid. Let's go,"
II
After that they arrived in a town. On arriving, the boy said; "Let's 
see if we can rent a house in this town and live here."
But the landlords did not rent them a house, they just lent them one, 
and wondered where the strangers came from. They commented amongst 
themselves upon their arrival. And there they let them live. Then 
the bear's son was sent to school.
Wlien he was at school the other children began to tease him, saying ;
"Bear boy! Bear boy!"
Prom the waist upwards the youth had the body of a human being, but 
downwards he had the hairy body of a bear. So when his mother sent 
him to school his companions teased him calling him 'bear'. Then anybody 
who teased him was likely to be felled in a single blow. The teacher 
saw that it was not going to be good for the child to be in school, for 
the other boys taunted him and angered him by saying; "Bear! Bear!
Come on, bear! You're an animal!"
After that, one day the bear boy said to his teacher; "Sir, do a 
favour for me by telling my classmates not to tease me by calling me
an animal. My mother is a human being, not an animal. That is why she
sent me to school. If I were an animal I would not be at school,"
And so he asked the teacher to warn the children. The teacher spoke;
"You ill-mannered boys, why do you treat the bear boy like that? It is 
not good to do and say those things. Por some reason you are at school. 
Why, your behaviour even reflects badly on me, I am here trying to 
teach you,"
On several further occasions the bear boy told the teacher; "This is
how they tease me, I am not going to put up with it. Sir, have you
no feelings? They abuse me too much."
So the teacher said; "I am warning you to be careful that this lad does 
nothing to you. You are receiving education, so why do you behave so 
badly, abusing him so much?"
And at that moment the schoolchildren stood humbly without saying 
anything.
But when they went out into the yard, they began to tease again; "Bear! 
Bear! Bear!" they called to him from the distance.
Then the bear boy grabbed one of them and with a single blow sent him
to eternity. After that the authorities said; "That youngster must he 
taken prisoner."
The other schoolboys served as witnesses to the fact that they them­
selves were in the habit of teasing the boy by calling him 'bear'.
They had pushed him too far until, unable to take any more, he had 
reacted violently. The dead boy had asked for trouble. So the author­
ities said; "He's still a child, we cannot do anything." And then;
"Let him go on attending the same school. Perhaps he will change his 
ways."
So he went back to school again. After several days, however, his com­
panions forgot themselves and began to jeer him again; "Bear! Bear!"
The bear boy ran after one of the boys and overcame him from behind.
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He dealt him a single blow in the neck and sent him to the ground where 
he fell face down on a stone and remained there. Thereupon the people 
said; "Now we cannot keep this child here if he behaves like this.
Those bad-mannered boys tease him. The youngster has killed two people 
now. Now we really cannot keep him here,"
For now the bear’s son was growing bigger and becoming more aware of 
things. He grew very quickly indeed. So once again he left the school.
Then he was put back into school again, but this time with a different 
teacher. That teacher didn't know of the bear's son's past history, so 
he accepted him. If it had been the same teacher as before, he would 
never have received him. So there he was at school again. And again 
he got into a fight with one of his classmates. The teacher, not know­
ing the danger, went to punish the boy with some weapon or other. The 
bear's son turned around and threw the teacher across the room, over 
the top of the school benches, until he fell unconscious. That is what 
the boy did. Then the authorities were told.
The authorities said; "This youngster has been behaving in this way for 
some time and there is no way we can punish him for he's still a child.
It is best that we send him to live in another town,"
Having decided tliis they called for his mother to talk the matter over;
"Your son is behaving in this way and there is nothing we can do. We
cannot keep him any longer in this town. Instead of that, itfe best we 
send him away to some other town."
As everyone agreed, the authorities lent the boy a well-bridled horse. 
When they gave it to him, the boy said: "I will not accept this horse. 
Instead of that I would do better to go to some convent to live,"
And so saying, he went.
Ill
Then some certain people (in the convent) said; "Now let's give this 
youngster a scare. We will place him in a room.and one of us will come 
with a coffin and lie down inside the coffin in that room. Then when 
he is alone in the room, the person inside the coffin shall make a
tapping sound. We shall soon have the lad cold with fear,"
So one of them got into a coffin inside a dark room. They captured 
the boy and placed him in the room. Then they closed the door on the 
boy. One of them was lying there inside the coffin and they told the 
boy that it was a dead man. So he sat there locked inside the room in 
pitch blackness. As he sat there, a tapping sound was heard to come 
from inside the coffin: 'Tap tap tap' the man sounded from inside the 
coffin thinking that it would give the boy a fright.
But as if the bear's son would be afraid! Getting up, he went over to 
the coffin: "What do you want? Don't you realise you're dead? Why don't 
you die properly?" he said.
Again the man made the tapping sound hoping to frighten the lad. But 
the boy took hold of the coffin and dashed it on the ground. Whereupon 
it burst open. Then he took hold of the deceitful man lying inside, it 
and killed him once and for all. Then he placed the lid back on the 
coffin. Then he sat down on a bench.
After a long while the authorities came to see whether the boy was 
afraid and to let him out. But he wasn't frightened at all, in fact he 
had now killed the man inside the coffin. They called to him; "Juan 
Dilo (Juan del Oso), come out,"
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"I'm coming, I'm coming, You told me this person was dead. But he 
wasn't entirely dead after all. He annoyed me by tapping and banging 
from inside the coffin. Annoyed, I got up and really killed him. He 
was lying there inside the coffin pretending to be dead when he wasn't 
at all. But now he died. Now I killed him myself,"
"Oh no! Is it true?" and the authorities ran to take a look.
He had indeed been stone dead for some time. The boy himself had 
opened the coffin. It was split open and its boards broken. And the 
boy had killed the man inside. "Oh no! Can he really have done this?" 
said the authorities, "there is no way of living peacefully with this 
lad. What shall we do now?"
And between them they devised another idea.
Said one of them; "Now what shall we do? Now we shall make a hole in 
a dark room. Then one of us shall climb into that hole with a bucket 
and at the side of tlie hole we shall place a skull so that when the boy 
sees it he will be afraid. Then the person shall emerge from the hole 
and hit the boy over the head 'bang' with the bucket. Perhaps then he 
will repent of everything he has done."
"That's a good idea," said the rest, "we'll do tliat."
So one of them hollowed a deep hole in the dark room and climbed into
it taking two buckets with him. They took the bear's son prisoner, 
placed him in tlie room and locked the door. "There's a skull inside 
this room, be careful for it may speak by itself," so saying they 
showed him the skull as they locked him into the room.
The skull was sitting on the floor beside the boy. "This skull speaks 
and may attack you," they said as they turned the key.
Then tlie child called; "At least leave me a light. You are leaving me 
here in complete darkness."
But they went away pretending not to hear.
"Bring a light. If you don't. I'll kill anybody who may be in here." 
"Pie'll be too frightened for doing that," they said, "he's just saying 
that so that we will let him out,"
Then the person who was hiding in the hole began to make banging noises 
on the bucket in the darkness. When he heard the sound, the bear's son 
cried; "Do me a favour: be quiet. Don't make me get up for I might do 
anything to you."
But from the hole the person continued by hitting the boy repeatedly on 
the head with the bucket. The boy in turn felt in the darkness in the 
direction of the blows. On being found, the man in the hole cried 'aaa'. 
The boy took hold of him and caused him to cry out some more, then once 
and for all he killed him.
After a while the authorities came and opened the door. They asked the 
youngster; "Come out, sonny. Are you frightened?"
"As if I'd be frightened! On the contrary. I'm angry. Somebody else 
came into this room along with me, carrying a bucket. He almost split 
my head open with it. So I took hold of him and finished him off. He's 
lying just there in that hole."
They went to have a look; sure enough he was lying there dead.
"There is nothing more we can do with this lad. We shall send him away 
to another town," said the authorities, "let's give him some food for 
the road, a horse and saddle, arms and a bag of silver, We'11 give him 
a good food parcel of chicken and guinea-pig. And we'll send him on 
his way on a good mount."
And that is what they did.
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IV
Well, so the bear’s son mounted his horse, took up his weapon and said 
goodbye. He rode all day long until he finally arrived in an area of 
montaha. As night was falling, he made out a house in the forest at a 
bend in the road. At that moment somebody or other appeared before him 
and said; "Don't seek lodging in that house. It’s an abandoned 
haoienda. All those who pass the night there meet their death."
But the bear's son replied: "Whatever may happen to others, no harm will 
come to me, I am going to seek lodging there,"
He did not believe the warning and entered the haoienda^ calling out as 
he went. He left his horse tied up to graze outside, untied his saddle­
bag, and went into the haoienda where he sat down. He had all provisions 
with him; candles, matches, tobacco. It must have been about nine o' 
clock at night or later.
Then a voice was heard from up above; "I'm coming down. I'm coming down," 
And the boy replied; "Come down, come down."
As he said it he lit a candle. He had been about to eat a little cooked 
chicken he had with him. But then when he saw what was happening, he 
closed his bag again and put it aside. Then a leg fell through the air 
and landed beside him. Shortly afterwards, he heard the same words again; 
"I'm coming down."
"Come down then, come down,"
Again on the otlier side of him a leg fell 'thump' to the ground and lay 
there. Then the voice came again; "I'm coming down. I'm going to come 
down,"
As the boy called 'Come down', a head fell to the ground. Each time he 
spoke, something fell: this time some ribs, then an arm, then more ribs, 
tlien another arm. After that all these limbs buried themselves and 
thus formed themselves into a human being again.
The boy continued to lie there watching out by the light of his candle.
He had a good strong whip with him and he lay watching. Then the legs, 
the arms, the head, the ribs, everything that had fallen, stood up 
again, coming back to life after burying itself. As it got up it went 
over to the boy and grabbed him in order to do him harm. But the youth 
leapt up and began to fight back. That creature must have been a con­
demned soul, probably that of the owner of the haoienda. He had always 
fought and killed the ordinary people who came there to lodge without 
any difficulty, But he could not do so with the bear's son. They 
fought each other all night: one with his fists and the other with his 
whip drove his opponent into a corner. The whole night went by and still 
they fought.
It must have reached about four o'clock in the morning when the 
condemned soul said; "You are the only one who has proved to be a real 
man. Let's go and I'll show you my possessions. I've been here 
guarding them and now they are yours. You have saved me now, so I 
make you this gift."
He had all kinds of wonderful treasures, enough to make you weep,. He
showed the bear's son through all the rooms of the house, the farmyard
and the patio. Then the dawn broke. Dawn broke just as he was leading 
the boy through the property showing him everything. So it was like 
that that the bear's son saved the condemned soul of the haoienda 
owner. And he himself stayed there to live.
Informant; JMD, 15th August, 1976
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cf. A-T 301; The bear's son? A-T 326; The youth who wanted to learn 
what fear is,
B601.1.1 Bear steals woman and makes her his wife 
B500.2 Animal husband provides characteristic animal food 
B535.1 The bear's son. Human son of woman who marries bear 
acquires bear characteristics 
F511,1,1 Strong man son of bear who has stolen his mother
R45.3.1 Bear keeps human wife captive in cave with stone at
entrance 
L114.3 Unruly hero
B531 Human offspring from marriage to animal
A1415.2 Theft of fire by animals
A140G Acquisition of human culture
F611.3,1 Hero's precocious strength
P612.2 Strong hero kills playmates: sent from home
Hi461 Test; sitting up with corpse
H1410 Fear test: staying in frightful place
H1411.1 Fear test: staying in haunted house where corpse drops
piecemeal down chimney. Dead man's members call out to 
hero; "Shall we fall or shall we not?"
E31 Limbs of dead voluntarily reassemble and revive
E754.1 Condemned soul saved
q 82 Reward for fearlessness
Qlll Riches as reward
E461 Fight of revenant with living person
E465 Revenant rewards its conqueror
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Commentary
1,0 Introduction
The Bear's Son tale as found in Canar is a folktale rather than 
a legend, having no direct ties with the belief system of the region, 
although the analysis will show that its narrative pattern can be com­
pared in certain aspects to that of the local legends. Many variants 
of it are to be found throughout the Ecuadorean and Peruvian Andes, 
although this was the only version I collected in Canar, The bear as 
a symbol in Andean folklore generally, however, is to be found not 
only in tale, but also in ritual. The Peruvian fiesta character, the 
ukumari ox pauluaha, is based on the bear, and so too may be his Canar 
counterpart the ruau yaya. Their behaviour and rôle in the fiesta is 
comparable in some ways to that of the bear's son in tale, (1) It is 
not altogether surprising that the bear should have found his way into 
folklore, as we learn from both early and modern-day commentators that 
the animal was and is a feature, if not a very prominent one, of the 
regional landscape. (2) That bears might, or might have once, present 
a real tlireat to man, is suggested by an Imbabura text in which a 
bear attacks the livestock on a hacienda and a party is sent out to 
kill it with whips and lassoos (JC/lM/10; "Shuj usu shuj turuhuan").
The analysis of the tale will fall into three divisions: 
structural analysis, which will take into account the tale's relation­
ship with the narrative patterns of others in the section, and will 
examine the inner structure of the text itself; comparative analysis, 
which is given considerable space due to the large amount of compar­
ative materials available; and a paragraph devoted to discussing the 
sociological implications of the tale within the context of indian 
culture, It is considered to be a tale that fulfills a need for 
social criticism, which it provides at a symbolic level, and that it 
is this need that keeps it alive.
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2,0 Narrative structure
Tale 6; Osopa ohuvi.
MOVE EPI­
SODE
CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EPISODES FUNCTION
I
Eu
0)m•HrH
woman (HI) leaves home for forest 1/2i Hi captured by bear 3
ii taken to bear's cave 7iii gives birth to child; half bear, 
half human (H2) 5
iv bear steals fire and utensils for 
her 4
V Hi and H2 trick bear and escape 9a
vi H2 kills bear father
II
WiH
yg
S'S
vii Hi and H2 arrive in town not app­
licable
viii H2 sent- to school
ix H2 kills schoolmates
X H2 sent to convent
III
,.4Jw cr-4 Q)rt) >
B 8
xi H2 arrives at convent
xii priest tries to frighten him with 
'corpse' ......
xiii H2 kills attacker
xiv H2 sent away with arms, matches, 
cooked meat
IV
0)-^  w o•H t)
XV arrives at haunted hacienda 1/2
xvi warned not to enter 6
xvii enters 7
xviii condenado appears limb by limb 3
xix I-I2 fights condenado 4
XX II2 overcomes condenado 9a
xxi H2 inherits hacienda 9c
There are certain traits in the linear pattern of this tale that 
may be compared with that of local legend, so function headings have 
been assigned, as the above table shows. However, these functions 
occur in cyclical fashion, as is more typical of Andean folktale; the 
heroine of Move I gives way to her son as hero in Move II, and the 
overcoming of non-human agent thence occurs on two separate occasions 
which are structurally repetitive (Episodes (vi) and (xx))., So, in 
its capacity as a folktale, the text diverges from the pattern 
common to legend, as did the ullaohu tales. In the case of Tale 20, 
for example, the 'suitor test' sequence was seen as such a divergence. 
In the present tale, the series of trials through which the hero
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passes during his progress from life in the cave to his inheritance 
of the hacienda form a pattern equally incompatible with legend 
structure. Those struggles - against school, convent and condenado - 
must be gone through to enable the hero to progress from an animal 
state (in cave) 'to a civilized one (in hacienda). Curiously, the 
buzzard-man’s tests occupied a structurally inverse place in that 
story: constituting the stage through which the non-human agent
needed to pass in order to lead his victim from her civilized state 
to his animal home. Thus, we begin to perceive both structural and 
thematic levels at which these two sub-types might be compared; the 
comparative features could be summarized thus:
Tale 20 heroine's home suitor tests buzzard's cave  ^ ^ ^
CULTURE TRIALS NATURE4--------- 4-------- - -- <---------
Tale 23 hacienda school/ bear's cave
convent/
condenado
The movement between one sphere and the other, in whichever direction 
it might be, is in each case engineered by a semi-human protagonist: 
buzzard-man or bear-boy. This ambiguity in their status adds a fur­
ther dimension to the interpretation; it assists their rôle as med­
iators between this world and the other world. It will be seen in 
Tale 24 below tliat there too the mediator is ambiguous: the daughter 
of a union between woman and snake. All tliree sub-types follow a 
broadly similar linear pattern, comparable with that of local legend, 
but the narrative complexity they owe to the folktale genre causes 
divergences from it.
The syntactic layout of the episodes in chronological order 
prepares the way for a paradigmatic analysis of the tale's inner 
structure. The narrative traces a series of conflicts; the conflict 
between animal and woman, between nature and culture (which the former 
stand for respectively), and most importantly, that between the
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anomalous hero and society. The content of the tale relates the struggle 
of this hero, half human half animal, to reintegrate himself into a 
society that rejects him and to which he at first can only relate by 
a misdirecting of his animal strength. The depiction of struggle and 
conflict as part of the content reflects in the tale's inner structure 
also. Thus it is that in a paradigmatic analysis of the above arrange­
ment of episodes, a pattern of oppositions is revealed; Move I, 
which relates the birth of the hero and his initial rejection of his 
animal origins by killing his bear father, can be seen as a structural 
inversion of Move IV, where the bear's son arrives, well-equipped with 
the accoutrements of culture, at the hacienda where he overcomes the 
condemned soul of its owner and inherits his wealth. Moves II and 
III can be seen as intermediary stages through which the hero passes 
during his progress towards social integration. They are structural 
parallels of each other, each representing the bear's son's outdoing 
of certain social institutions (school and church respectively) which 
try to tame and model him according to their terras. The structural 
relationship of moves one to the other could therefore be expressed 
as follows :
Move I : Move IV ; : Move II : Move III 
Thus the symmetry and logical cohesion of the tale's inner structure 
is clarified.
Furthermore, the arrangement of oppositions within the 'Move I : 
Move IV' relationship could be stated in these terms:
Move I 
cave 
nature 
raw meat 
lack of fire 
destruction of father 
ostracism of hero by society
Move IV
hacienda
culture
cooked meat
possession of fire
defeat of condenado
reintegration of hero into society
And the arrangement of parallels within the 'Move II : Move III'
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relationship as follows;
Move II // Move IIIschool // conventschool authorities // priestkilling of schoolmates // killing of attackersexpulsion of hero from school // expulsion of hero from convent
In structuralist terms, therefore, the tale can be seen as a set of 
episodes which form a pattern of oppositions and parallels to each other, 
and all of which serve to give form to the conflict epitomized in the 
anomalous hero who, in his origins, is of two worlds and who struggles 
to resolve that paradox,
Seen as a mediator between two opposed worlds, he progresses 
from an initial stage of disorder, brought about by his mother's vio­
lation by the bear and his own anomalous birth, to one of order, when 
he 'saves' the condenado and inherits the hacienda^ Such a pattern, 
it is of note, fits the general description of myth and tale structure 
given by Terence Turner in his re-analysis of the Oedipus myth;
"Traditional narrative genres such as myth, tale, and legend 
typically begin with an action or event that violates or 
mediates the structure of the prevailing order, giving rise 
to a situation in which actors and elements stand in ambiguous 
or contradictory relationships to each other. The "plot" or 
narrative sequence proceeds from this point through a series 
of permutations of the relations between these actors and 
elements toward a final state of equilibrium in which all 
elements again stand in unambiguous (synchronic) relations 
to each other,"
(1969;33)
He makes the statement in the context of his argument that myth as a 
genre often attempts to resolve the apparent contradiction between 
synchronic and diachronic elements. (3) The relatively unchanging 
laws and order of society can be seen as the synchronic backdrop against 
which the subjective struggles of the individual (the hero) follow 
a diachronic progression (ibid.). This progression, in the case of 
the text at hand, is given dramatic form in the way it traces the hero's 
early inability to control his animal strength, through to the final 
stage where he is shown to have found a way of channelling it construe-
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tively by fighting the condenado, (4)
3.0 Comparative analysis
In its historical-geographical context, the tradition of the 
Bear's Son tale can be divided into two branches; the Euro-American 
and the Andean traditions. The divergence between the two occurs 
consistently at a particular point in the linear progression of the 
narrative, as will be seen,
3.1 The Euro-American tradition
By the Euro-American tradition I mean all those versions of the 
tale which have close and apparently direct links with A-T301 and 
variants. Hansen has made Spanish American type additions to the 
A-T listing but none of these diverge significantly from the outline 
documented there (Hansen op.cit,). The Aarne-Thompson work includes 
an exhaustive listing of sources for the type, of which Espinosa's 
collection is of the most interest to the scholar wishing to trace 
Hispanic connections (Espinosa 1946-7,II;49Bff,), Analytical workd 
on the Spanish American versions have been numerous, (5) Additional 
collections of texts for the New World include two Ecuadorean mestizo 
versions from Quito collected by Carvalho—Neto (1966;Nos,2 & 3), which 
follow the Euro-American outline rather than the Andean. The latter, 
as will be seen, appears to be the exclusive patrimony of indian 
culture.
3.2 The Andean tradition
The Bear's Son tales which belong to the Andean tradition 
correspond to the A-T type description in the initial stages only, 
those which are indispensable to the ensuing sequence of events:
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"301: The three stolen princesses. 1, The hero is of 
supernatural origin and strength (a), the son of a bear 
who has stolen his mother.,., (h) he grows supernaturally 
strong and unruly,"
Prom this point the Andean versions diverge from the A-T type, whilst 
comparison restricted to the Quechua area only, shows a consistency 
in narrative pattern sufficient for me to support the view that this 
is an independent Andean type. (6) This is not to say that the con­
tent of the Andean versions is wholly indigenous, in its derivation.
While there are indigenous motifs, there are also both motifs and 
fragments of other A-T types to be found in the tales. The original­
ity of the Andean type is to be found rather in the way it integrates 
indigenous narrative structure with a mixture of native and borrowed 
motifs. This it does consistently across the versions, fitting tog- |
ether motifs and episodes, borrowed or otherwise, to bring about a |icoherent and logical narrative creation, albeit as hybrid as the I1Bear's Son himself. {1
13.2,1 Comparison of episodes in the Andean tradition ij
There now follows an analysis of versions of the tale from
Ecuador and Peru, taking the form of a comparison of the episodes and
motifs contained in these. This approach seems to be an indispensable
one, given the already existing breakdown drawn up by Morote Best
along these lines (op.cit,). I have selected those motifs from his
^Indice general de motivos ' which have comparative connections with
other variants at ray disposal. These latter have been given abbreviated
titles as follows, for ease of reference:
Ecuador - Canar
CAl Caflar JMD (Tale 23)
CA2 Caftar JSA
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Ecuador - elsewhere
CH LS/CH/8
CO GS/CO/1
IM JC/lM/26
S G Saraguromanta: 6-11
Peru
QU Gow (R.) (1976:4-5) - Quispicanchis
LUl Argüedas (1960-61:176-193) - Lucanamarca
LU2 Argüedas (op.cit.193-195) - Lucanamarca (7)
HU Orconi (coll. Hoggarth 195?) - Huantura
The Morote Best entry is cited,then followed by a listing.of those
variants in which the same motif is to be found; any additional
relevant detail not specified in the definitions is shown in brackets.
"1. El oso rapta a una muohaoha valiêndose de difeventes medios'^
CAl (woman strays into forest); CA2 (woman married already)
CH (woman married, goes for water); CO; IM (girl collecting berries 
on mountain); SG (girl herding cows)
QU (girl pasturing animals, bear appears as fine mestizo)} LUl (girl
left alone while husband goes to town); LU2 (left while husband
goes on business); HU (tending flocks)
’^2, La eneierra en su oueva y alii la sustenta, "
CAl (bear steals cooking utensils and fire for her); CA2
CH (only given meat to eat); CO (not allowed cooked meat); IM (stone
across entrance, only raw meat, no fire)
LU2; HU
"S, La mujer se ayunta oon el animal y eonoihe im hi jo,''
CAl (child hairy from waist down); CA2 
CH; CO; IM; SGQU (half bear, half boy); LUl (covered in hair with human head);
LU2 (called 'Juan Oso'); HU
”4, Huy en madre e hijo/s"
CAl (send bear for fire, escape in his absence); CA2 (send bear for 
water)CH; CO; IM (bear's son (BS) moves stone from entrance); SG 
QU (send bear for milk-white cow, BS rolls stone away); LUl; LU2;
HU (send bear on difficult task)
"5, El animal persigue a la m u j e r , ^ "
CAl (BS helps mother cross river) ; CA2 (BS helps mother cross river).
CH; CO; IM; SGLUl (BS helps mother cross river); LU2 (BS helps mother cross river)
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llega a la oasa de êsta,"
QU; HU
"5a, Hay un animal que interviene en la huida de la madre,"
LUl (frog impersonates sound of her washing clothes while she flees)
"6, La mujer y los hijos haoen una trompa para matar al animal, "
QU (pot of boiling water); HU (pot of boiling water)
"7, Llega el oso^ cae en la trompa y muere,"
QU; HU (8)
"?a, El hijo mata al padre,"
CAl; CA2
CH (by burning); GO; SG
LUl (9)
"8, El hijo es entregado a un aura,"
CAl
QU (baptized); LUl (baptized); LU2; HU
Tiene fuerza descomunal: mata a los homhres,"
CAl (trick with 'corpse' in coffin)
QU (hurls would-be assassins from bell-tower); LUl (hurls would-be 
assassins from bell-tower); LU2 (kills emn disguised as 
condenado3 ) hu (pushes would-be assassins into pit/from bell- 
tower/' corpse ' trick)
"9h, Destruye la iglesia y sus santos de yeso, "
(Tale 58 contains this episode) (10)
"9c, Mata a sus companeros de escuela, "
CAl; CA2 
CO; IM (11)
QU; LUl (12)
"9d. Va al monte en pos de lena, Lo envia el cura con el propôsito 
de que lo coman. las fieras  ^ pero vuelve con ellas cargadas de lena,"
QU; LUl; HU (13)
"9g, Destroza unas calaveras que tratan de asustarle una noche,”
CAl
"9h, Lucha con un, condenado y lo vence, "
CAl; CA2 {condenado named 'SansÔn')
QU (BS carries wooden doll for defence); LUl; LU2; HU (carries 
wooden doll) (14)
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"10, El 'condenado' agradecido porque le ha 'salvado' le entrega un 
tesoro,"
CAl (hacienda and money); CA2
QU (marries condenado's daughter also); LUl (marries condenado's 
daughter); LU2 (marries condenado's daughter); HU
3.2,2 Comments on the above comparison of episodes
Prom the above comparison of episodes it can be seen that of the 
available Ecuadorean versions, it is the one from Caftar presented here 
that proves to be the most detailed and, by extension, to have the 
most points of comparison with the Peruvian ones. As mentioned, the 
other Ecuadorean variants terminate after the episode recorded in the 
'Indice' as "7a, El hijo mata al padre," They then proceed to an 
assortment of atypical and on the whole inconclusive terminal episodes 
as follows ;
CH BS and mother return to her rightful husband and the family 
settle down to live a happy life 
CO priest expresses admiration for BS's strength 
IM BS is publicly executed in punishment
SG mother takes up residence in town, BS must stay away because 
of abnormal hairy body
This truncation of the tale cuts out the episode with the condenado,
so important in Peru, occuring in 36% of the versions studied by
Morote Best, and 100% of the additional variants referred to above.
The incidence of the fuller version in Cafiar provides reassuring
evidence of its survival in Ecuador, and there is nothing to suggest
that further versions of the fuller kind do not exist elsewhere,
waiting to be collected. Meanwhile its survival in Cajnar, at least,
is surely due to the active rôle played by the ambiguous figure of
the Bear's Son for a people experiencing the dilemmas of bi-cultural-
ism and bi-lingualism. HMD's rendering left me in no doubt as to his
and his audience's identification with the hero, in particular during
the episodes that take place in school, and I shall discuss this point
further in %  4.0. Further to the alternative endings found in the
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shorter versions, variant endings in many Peruvian texts relate the 
death, rather than the triumph, of the Bear’s Son, as Morote Best 
records ;
"16, Es empugado des de una torve: muere 
17, Muere quemado dentro de un h omo
18, Es muerto por su madre"
(loc.cit,)
The negative resolution of the hero's dilemma is found in the 
Imbabura version (IM), and the Saraguro version represents a compro­
mise, allowing the BS to remain alive but ever ostracised from society 
(SG). The variant endings are structural inversions of each other, 
making room for either a positive or negative outcome according to 
local tradition, or perhaps the whim of the narrator (cf,. the alter­
native outcomes in the turkey buzzard tales).
In the comparison of episodes, I included: "9b, Destruye la 
iglesia y sus santos de yeso", for whilst this does not occur in 
Tale 23, it is to be found in Tale 58; 'Taita ouritahuan huinaohishoa- 
huan j which I believe to be a part of the Andean tradition of the 
Bear's Son tale despite the fact that the informant from whom it was 
collected seemed to be unaware of the fact. That tale comprises the 
adventures of a 'priest's boy' (with some variation in motif), and 
has been placed in Section D (a): 'Bawdy priest tales', due to the 
fact that it was related to me as such, out of the context of the 
tradition to which it clearly belongs.
There remains one final comment to make on this comparison of 
episodes; the motif of the condenado that falls limb by limb from 
above to the hero's side is not listed in Morote Best's summary. It 
is to be found, however, in two of his individual summaries, for 
tales from Ayacucho and Cajamarca, described as follows;
"Buamanga, Ayacucho. ,,,cae desde el teaho una mono, luego 
otra, Despuês caen las piernas, el estomago y cae, por 
fin, la ccà>eza,,,
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Chota, Cajamaraa,,,,A la medianoohe alguien dice:
"Cayaré, cayaré," Juan responde: "Cdyete si. no te 
duele," Efeotivamente oae una pata, despuês la otra, 
despuês un brazo, despuês el otro, has ta que oae la 
oaheza y se forma un ouerpo. Es un ânimo oon el que 
comienza a pelear, "
(op.cit,147)
That author postulates an indigenous origin for this motif, drawing 
comparisons with the dismemberment of spirit beings in other contexts 
in Peruvian lore (op.cit,156), However, due to the close affinity of 
the motif with Thompson's H1411.1, found in A-T326 (see listing with 
text), we cannot discount the possibility of the episode in Andean 
tradition being the result of a fusion between borrowed and native 
categories with which the borrowings were compatible,
4,0 Sociological implications of the tale in Cahar
If we are to understand the tale of the Bear's Son as a study of 
conflict and its resolution, the next step is to ask ourselves what 
this conflict might be in the real-life context of the indians of 
Cahar; what underlying symbolism operates to keep alive this tale in 
all its details in 1976? What does the story say to its narrator and 
his audience? Other tales examined so far have found their raison 
d'etre in their function as expressions of local beliefs, or as 
vehicles for a didactic message. The Bear's Son tale, I believe, 
touches on areas more sensitive than these and therefore more intan­
gible and less accessible to the outsider's understanding. Nonethe­
less the answer to these questions seemed only too evident from the 
emotive rendering of the story supplied by JMD in the presence of 
several members of his family.
The sending of the Bear's Son to school and the taunting to 
which he is subjected there is the episode or set of episodes with 
which the narrator and his audience appeared to identify most strongly.
.1
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Much verbal emphasis was lain on the jeers; "Oso! Oso! Vos sois animal!", 
as the narrator recited the episodes, repeating them four times over 
for greater effect. It is legitimate, I think, to interpret the Bear's 
Son as a living symbol of the indian, caught between two cultures and 
two languages, The scenes in school are those which invite us most 
readily to enter his predicament, for there the Spanish language dom­
inates, representing all that experience has told the indian to dis­
trust, and yet that which every day is being sold to him as desirable 
and worthy of attainment, (15) The quasi-humorous episodes involving 
the church authorities focus attention on yet another institution 
belonging to the national culture which has encroached upon and under­
mined the native lifestyle over the centuries. Folktale provides a 
medium for satirical comment oh the theme,
I have suggested that this tale may be read as an allegorical 
expression of the individual's attempt to analyse and come to terms 
with social conflicts that beset him in his day to day life; the 
applicability of such imagery to the specific context of Andean 
society has encouraged the tale's development in and adaptation to 
that environment. The following observation upon the nature of myth 
and tale gives theoretical backing to this interpretation:
"At the level of specific content, narratives such as myths 
and tales typically concern the most obsessive, complex and 
problematic situations and relationships of the social order,,. 
Symbolic narratives, in short, represent cultural models for 
coping with typical patterns of subjective stress involved in 
the orientation of individuals to problematic situations in 
their social and cultural orders. They are, in a sense, meta- 
oategories, dealing with the reintegration of divergent and 
often traumatic individual experience with the normative order 
of categories."
(Turner op.cit,35-36)
The Bear's Son, as I demonstrated in § 2.0, can indeed be said,
symbolically speaking, to confront certain "complex and problematic
situations" in the social order, and we can now give these concrete
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form in the context of present-day Cahar,
Perhaps, however, the analysis so far has tended to over-simplify 
the message of the tale. Turner spoke of a "final state of equilibrium" 
at which myth and tale typically arrive; also of the unambiguous rel­
ations" in which elements stand one to the other by the tale's end 
(see §2,0), As we now consider the tale's message in its concrete 
setting, such a generalized statement serves a limited purpose. While 
the hero's defeat of the Gondenado in the final move represents another 
step towards the reestablishment of order, (16) can we as easily say 
that his inheritance of the hacienda in the last episode corresponds 
to a "final state of equilibrium"? I think not: the significance of
this concluding episode in the social context of the tale is at best 
ambiguous and at worst a contradiction in terms. Taking the Bear's 
Son to stand for the indian in search of his place in society, as has 
been done, this outcome calls for the question: what is an indigenous
haoendado? Rosalind Gow, in her structural analysis of the tale in 
Peru, posed this same question in her summing up (1976:45). Her 
study goes beyond my own in that it seeks to place the tale in an 
historical framework, thereby tracing a continuance of structural 
categories of mythical thought from the 16C to the present time. 
Nonetheless some of her observations are of value in considering this 
particular question;
"The Ukumari myth in its entirety reflects the .,.convergence 
of Andean temporal and spatial structures... the dual process 
of this convergence is most dramatically seen in the final 
image of the hacienda owned previously by a greedy and un­
scrupulous misti but inherited by the Ukumari,,,, In spatial 
and evolutionary terms (the hacienda) is the highest point of 
mythical civilization, symbolizing like Cuzco not only wealth 
and power but also intrigue and corruption. By regaining their 
patrimony the indians have also inherited the potential des­
truction of their precursors."
(op.cit.41-42)
The apparent triumph of the Bear's Son is therefore a two-sided coin,
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and no doubt reflects ambivalent attitudes towards the world of the 
mestizos, which currently appears to the indian to be at once dis­
trusted and yet desirable. It is relevant here to remember the sym­
bolism attached to the hacienda elsewhere in the material; in the 
devil narratives, for example, where the devil is the haoendado, and 
his hacienda hell,
FOOTNOTES
(1) see Morote Best (1957 ; 158) , Gow (D.) (1976; 229—232),, Barrionuevo 
makes explicit association between Juan Oso of the tale and the ukuku 
of the fiesta (1968:183), for description of Cafiar’s rucu yaya see 
Appendix VI.
(2) "Tambiên se hatlan osos y muy pocos; porque oomo toda la tierra 
del Peru es limpia de montanas bravas, no se crian estos animales 
fieros en ella; y tambiên porque los Incas, oomo digirnos en sus 
oacerias reales, mandaban que los matasen, Al oso llaman 'veumari' 
( u o w n a r i ) Garcilaso(op,cit.,II;318), Morote Best in his exhaustive 
study of 25 versions of the tale, identifies the real-life bear as:
"Oso: Ursus frugilegus Tsohudi o Ursus Ornatus Cuvier, Quechua:
Ukumari, Ukumali, Ukumaria, Aimara: Hukumari, Homhres literarios: 
Ukuku," (op,cit.135),
(3) Whereas the analytical approaches of Lëvi-Strauss and Propp res­
pectively tend towards the extraction of one or other of these elements 
in a tale's structure (see Dundes's introduction to Propp (1968;xii)), 
Turner sets out to show that the key to both the structure and message 
of a narrative is to be found in the "dialectical interplay of synchrony 
and diachrony." (op.cit.34,sic.).
(4) Dramatic form is given to narrative in the same way in other 
branch^ /.P Andean oral tradition; in the tale 'Ch'acha son of the 
wind' , hero in his childhood accidentally kills his schoolmates
in a similar incident (Mitchell 1973:138-146); the same structure 
prevails in the tales in Section B regarding the excessive unruliness 
of the Christ Child; neither is it a pattern confined to the Andes; 
a reference in Propp gives us a hint of similar events in a Russian 
tale type : "a son or grandson causes trouble or makes a fool of him­
self (tears off the arms and legs of passers-by). The townspeople 
complain, and the grandfather drives out his grandson." (op,cit,76)
(5) Hudson (1951), Colgrave (1952), Goodwyn (1953), Szoverffy (1956), 
Warren (1962:173), Barakat (1965, 1967), Miller (1973:195-209),
(6) Elsewhere suggested by Morote Best (op.cit,), and Gow (R,) (1976),
(7) The Argüedas texts are accompanied by a commentary in which he 
draws comparisons between Morote Best's material and Spanish versions 
contained in Espinosa (loc.cit,).
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(8) The low incidence of Episodes 5a, 6 & 7 can be explained if we 
take them to be incidental intrusions from the Peruvian 'Condor and 
the shepherdess' type,where the sequence is common.
(9) The similarities between the 'Indice ' end here with the sole 
exception of Tale 23; the terminal episodes of the other Ecuadorean 
versions are summarized in the comments below.
(10) The relationship between the Bear's Son tale and Tale 58 is 
furtlrer mentioned in the comments below.
(11) In Ecuadorean variants, this occurs before the episodes with the 
priest,
(12) In Peruvian variants, this occurs after episodes with the priest.
(13) cf. Tale 20, where buzzard tames wild bull as test.
(14) Here is an affinity between the BS of the tale and the ukuku of 
ritual, who is described as carrying a doll on his person (Morote Best, 
op.cit.158).
(15) An interesting corollary to the implications of the 'school' 
episode is to be found in the tale 'llmanasam mana iscuelaman riyta 
munanchu? (iPor que no se quieve iv a ta escuela?)', collected by 
Ortiz Rescaniêre in Lima (1973:143-149); the same author also refers 
us to his article: '/Ppr quê los niftos no Van a la escuela?' (1971),
(16), Recalling that the condenado is thought to be the soul of a man 
who has broken the taboo governing incest between coirtpadves (see sub­
section (c)).
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Section A sub-section (g); The Snake Sister tale
Text
Tale 24; Hafia aulebramanta
Shug solteva oausana nin mana oazavash, Mana huahuayu oana nin ohaioa, 
Causaouna nin pai sotita ni pi a'avihuan mana oazarasha nishpa nin. 
Chaimanta rishoa nin huevtata muyungapa, Chaipioa shug outebva 
tupavishaa nin. Culebra tupavishpaoa manohachi&hoa paitaoa. Chaipioa 
nishoa nin: - Ay oulebva!
Huigsa junda aulebravuou nishoa nin. Chai oulebvaoa huigsa junda 
oashoa nin, Causana aohoa tiempopiaa entonaes paipish huigsayu 
tavivishoa, Pai huigsayu tarivishpa paioa yuyavishoa: '~àI>Tianiantata 
nuoaoa huigsayu tuouni? Nuoa mana pi a'avihuan oaniohu - nishoa nin 
limconanta?
Chaipi nishoa nin musouipi ohai oulebraoa: - Ama manohariohu. Nuoami
oampioa oani - nishoa nin.
Entonaes ohaimanta ha punzha pagtagpiaa huaohashoa nin ishoai huahuata 
ohai huarmioa. Shugoa oashoa nin culebva, shugoa oashoa nin oristiano. 
Chai oristiano oulehrahuan ishoai huahuata tarishpa imata ruhuanata 
mana pudishoa nin, Entonaes tuta musouipi riourishoa nin mamamanoa 
shug oulebra, Nina nin: - Oi, mamita, huoataoa maipi'mi can manohariroa’-^ 
ngui ohaillapita churashpa oui.
Chai musoushoata yuyarishpa ohai huahua outebrata japishpa maita 
manoharishoa pues topi saquingapa rina nin,
Entonaes oristiano huahuataoa huihaohi oaCiarishoa nin, Chaioa 
huihashoa ha huihashoa, ha gatun soltera pagtashoa. Boitera oashpaoa 
nin, guin sumag oana nin ohai huarmi huahuaoa, Aohoa novioouna tiyan 
pero mana oazarsha nishoa nin ni pihuan, mama ouentallata, Mana 
oazarasha nin. Entonaes ohaipi oazarashoa ha; shug shamushoa nin 
oaru llagtmnanta. - Nuoa mana oai llagtata oazarashaohu, oaru 
llagtamantami oazarasha - nishoa nin.
Chaita yuyashpa puriougpi ohaymushoa nin oaru llagtamanta shug alii 
riina ha pai gustashoa nin oazarangapa. Na oazaiwia ohuraoushca nin,
Chai runaoa guin huarmita o'uyag oashoa nin guin sumag tratash,
Chaipi oazarash oausashoa nin,
Chaipi oazarash oausaoushpa ha aohoata oausashoa nin, alii oausaoushpa-^- 
llata nin, - Cunanoa nuoa familiaounata rini rioungapa, Visitash 
outigrini nuoa familiata - nina nin,
Ari nish ohaipi saquirin nin. Huarmi huasipi saquirigpioa ohai 
oulebra hahanoa shamuna nin paipaman-Canoa allita oazarasha nishpa 
oanoa ohai tuouroangui - nina nin -, ounanoa imashi tuoungui, Cunanoa 
oantaoa apaipa shamungaounami, Paipa familiahuan oamba ausa shamungami, 
aparingami. Canmanoa shug alii bestiaouna sillashoa sumaimanami 
shamunga. Alii odballo sillashoa sumaimana aperoouna ohurashoa shamunga, 
Pero oanoa listito oangui ringapaoa, Apangui oanoa puohoa, tig eras, 
algodôn, gabôn, hagoha, apangui shinami - nina nin -, ohaitaoa ha 
rnaleta ruhuash listito oangui, Pero pagta oanoa montanguiman ohai alii 
bestiapioa. Canoa burritopi montasha ningui - nina nin,
Ari nish entonaes ohashna alvertish saquirina nin,
Na ousa outimuna nin aohoa paipa familiaounahuan, Cusa outimushpa ha 
paiman shug bestiata entregan nin ohaipi montaohun. Chaipi nina nin:
- Mana, nuoaoa mana montashaohu ohaipioa, Nuoaoa urmashami, mana 
montanata yaohaniohu. Shug burritopi montasha - nina nin,
Entonaes ohai paipa haha oulebrallata burro tuoushoa nin, Chai burro 
tuoush ohaipi montashoa ha mismo hartallapita, Mxmlash enbonoes ;
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callavishoa paioa, Maleta apashca: tijevas, algodon, puohoa, hagoha,
jabon, Entonoes ohaita apash paitaoa nishoaouna nin, humpapi ohurasha 
nishoa nin, Pero nina nin: - Nuoaoa mana humpapi mana rishaohu,
Nuoaoa huashatami risha hiœritopioa, nuoaoa sariœishami, A H i  bestia- 
ounaoa burrotaoa sarungami - nin,
Chaimanta nina nin: - Chugpipi ohurashun,- Ni ohugpipi peor mana rishaohu, Nuoaoa huashata o'atishaltami, 
oanouna humpaiohi.
Entonoes ha tanto nina nin ohugpipi ohurashun, humpapi ohurashun, nada, 
May'ia uyagpi al fin ha rinouna ha paita huashata o'atiohish, 
Tigrariourashoa rioushpallata rinouna nin ha oungarishpa ohaita. Sin 
fin rishoaouna paiounaoa,
Na haoiendapi ohayanouna nin. Hacienda oai infierno oana nin,
Chayashpaoa nina nin, ounanoa ha suegrooa nina nin: - Nuerata 
uraiouohishun, nuerata uraiouchishun, Caipi ha bestiamanta uraiouohishun 
nuerata, Nuerata tupashun nish ha outinounaniari, Maita pi paioa 
burritopioa giohurishoa nueraoa, Jiohurishpaoa ha aohoata oaruta 
shitarin paiounaoa burro montashoa, Cutimui oallarishoaouna, Suegro 
mana tarigpioa noviotaaa tupaohun oaahashoa, huarmita tupamuohun, Chai 
7%oviooa didblo oana nin, Shamuna nin, tiyarashoa, Na avansana oeroa 
nin burro montashoataoa, Na avansana oeroa oagpioa algodon pedaso 
shitashoa nin hampi. Algodon shitagpioa semegante p'uyu tuoush libre 
tutayash garoashoa nin ohaita, Ima shina mana utoa p^sai valishoa 
p'uyuhuan, Cutin ohaitapish ha atish pasamuna nin,
Cutin gdbonta shitana nin, Jabonta shitagpioa tamia nin tluohoa 
tuoush garoashoa nin. Diablo mana utoa puri valishoa lluohoahuan 
urmashpa, Urmashpa gatarish pasamun in ohashna ha huarmita gapingapa, 
Chaimanta ashtaun ha outin oeroa oagpioa ha outin hagohata shitashoa 
nin. Nagohata shitagpioa tuoushoa nin semegante oasha nin, ima mundo 
oasha tuoush garoan nin hampi, Chai oashatapish mana oazushpa ha 
pasamunllata nin, Na al fin ha huasiman ohayana oeroa nin, Entonoes 
ha hagoha tuourigpi puohoata shitana nin. Puohoaoa ima mundo saoha 
angu tuowva nin, Chaipi entonoes liarishoa, ohaquiouna liarish urmash 
mana puri valin nin ha, Puohoata ohashnapish atish ha pasamunllata 
nin. Ultimota ha tigerasta shitana nin, Tigerasta shitagpioa ohugpi 
hampi ha gatun verde oruz tuoush garoana nin, Na huasiman ohayana 
oeroapi, Chai gatun verde oruz tuoush garoagpioa, ohaipi didblo 
tugyash outirin, Cusa oana nin,
Chaimantaoa didblo tugyash outirishoa quHpa ha haha oulebraoa ha 
burro oashpa outin oulebra tuoushoa, Cutin oulebra tuoushpaoa alvertish 
saquirin: - Cunanoa pagta oazaranguiman, Cazarashpaoa pi mai pobré- 
Qunata, huagohaounata oazarangui, ama pi oarumanta oazarash ninguiohu, 
Huasi Quohu ounan rigsishoaounata oazarangui. Cantaoa ha 
quishpiohishpami saquigrini, Pagta oazaranguiman fueraounahuanoa, 
rigsishoahuan oazarangui,
Chaioa ari nish saquirin shina mana oazarash purioush,
Cutin na oazaranxx nin, Chaipioa oazarana nin ha oristianohuan, Chai 
oristianohuan oazarash oausaoun nin, ha alii oausaoun nin. Alii 
oausaougpioa outin punta novio, ohai didblooa, outin ohai paipa ousapa 
novia tuoush outin yaiouna nin, Cutin ohai novia tuoush yaioushpa 
entonoes tiyarin nin ohaipi ha, Na ohaihuan taririshpa paita guin 
p'ihai oallarin nin ousaoa, Sumaimana huarmi nin pai outin. Alii 
huarmi paitaoa guin p'ihan nin, P'ihash ha maoaoushpalla mana pushash 
oausasha nishpa ha^ ishoai hahuita churushpa saohapi shitangapa rina nin 
ousaoa. Chai huarmihuan oausaoushpa^ pero mana ohai huarmi oana nin, 
ohai didblohuan.
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Chaimanta ha saohapi shitashoa ha, hahui mana rioui valin, hahui 
chiœulla ohaipi huaoaouna nin paioa. Chai huaoaougpioa outin ohai 
hahanoa ohayana nin, outehvaoa, mamapaman pevo. Mamata nina nin:- Caniba huahuaoa lima layataoha oausaoun? Ri apamui shug vaso yaouta - 
nina nin -, oanzha huasi esquina^ huasi dlar esquinapi ohurashpa 
paoariohishun - yiin.
Chuya vaso yaouta apamush oahipi ohuran nin, Huasi esquinapi 
ohurashoa, Cayandioa paoarin nin ohushag yahuar yaouoa, Chaipi nina 
nin ohaioa: - Riqui mai^ta oamba huahuapa oausaioa oashnami - nin -, 
ounanoa jaou rioushun - nina nin,
Chaipioa paioa yaohashoa nin maipi oagtaoa ha. fia saohapi oashoa nin, 
hahui ohurushoa shitashoa, hahui itZagtla sirioushoa huaoashpa.
Maiman mana llugshi vatish. Chaiman.ta ohaipi ohayan nin, flahanta 
nina nin, jurian: - Canoa alvertishoani ni ima mana oazarai 
fueraVlatata oazarangui. Cunan oamba ousapa oausaita jaou rioushun - 
nina nin.
Entonoes hahui murupioa ohurashoa nin saoha pangata japishpa, pero 
oashtushoa nin, oashtush muoush putvish hahui murupi ohurashoa nin, 
Ashtaun unaillapioa rioushoa nin hahuipi, libre, Chashna juriashpa 
entonoes: - Jaou ounan oamba ousapa oausaita rioushun - nin,
Arita nish riyia nin, Entonoes haoiendapi ohayana nin, Chayashpaoa 
nin: - Posadata oui - nin.
Chaipioa nina nin ohaioa: - Ari, posada tiyanmi.
Shug huallpaouna o ’uohiouna suehuna uouta riouohina nin ohioairiohun,
- Chaipi suehuiohi - nina nin.
Arita nish ohaipi suehungapa siririnouna, Chaipi suehuoun nin, ha 
ohaipi oamata ruhuan, piohanouna nin, tuoui sumagta alliohinouna nin, 
suehuna oœmta ruhuai oallarinouna nin.
Entonoes paioa oashna lado uoullapi oashoa nin. Pai suehuna oashnamanoa 
ohiquero (?), Entonoes ohaipioa parlanaounouna nin, juin parlanaouna 
nin. Chaipioa entonoes oahi ousaoa nina nin: lima nish huoa huarmi 
shinata rimarin? Nuoa huarmi shinami rimarin, ohashnata.
Imata tuoun nin, juinmi suehuoun nin, ohai moza huarmioa suehuoun nin. 
Paioa uyaoun nin oasillitu, - Nuoa huarmi shinata rimarioun.
Chaimanta entonoes jatarish rioungapa rina nin huoa huarmi oanga nish, 
Ari, oiertota paipa huarmi oashoa. Chaipioa nina nin, ohai oulebra 
hahanoa nin: - Ui, lima nish oanoa huoa hahata oashna padeoiohingui?
Cai mundo pasaohingui, imamantata chashna ruhuangui? Canoa sumaimana 
huarmihuan oangui. Cwminoa jaou oamba huarmita rioushun,
Chaipi entonoes oamapi suehuoun nin paipa huarmioa, moza huarmioa, 
Chaipioa luzta japiohish rioun nin, Riougpioa ohai hahan rimarin mana 
rimarin rioicrishoa nin semejante gaohusapa. Semejante allou suehu 
lay ata ohupa uoupi singata satishpa suehuoushoa nin, Chaioa: - Riqui 
ohioaimi oamba huarmioa - nishoa nin, shina nin-, oai huoa hahata oai 
mundota padeoiohiroangui. Cunan oai sumaimana huarmihuan oashoangui 
oanoa, juin.
Chaipioa : - Ari.
Shina nin mana nin tugyashoa nin ohai oamaoa, tugyash Ilug&hirishoa 
nin ohai didblooa, Entonoes ohai hahan oulebraoa mana ni oulebra 
oashoa nin, angel oashoa nin. Angel rimarigpimi entonoes paioa tugyash 
Ilugshirishoa nin ohai uoumanta, Chaimanta ha hahanpa oausaita alli- 
ohish saquishpa paipa humpamanta paloma tuoushpa oieloman rishoa nin. 
Chaillami.
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The snake sister
There was once an unmarried young girl. She had no children and she 
lived alone with no man, for she wished to marry nobody. One day she 
went for a walk in an orchard. There a snake appeared before her and 
frightened her. "Ah, snake!" she cried.
It happened that it was a pregnant snake that the woman saw, Some time 
went by and then she found that she too was pregnant. On finding her­
self witli child she thought: "How have I become pregnant? I have been 
with no man. What is the cause?"
Then in a dream that snake spoke to her; "Do not be afraid, I have 
impregnated you."
Wlien her time came, the woman gave birth to two children: one of them
was a snake and the other a human being. When she found that she had 
two children and one of them a snake, the woman didn't know what to do. 
But at night in a dream the snake appeared to its mother and said; 
"Mother, take me to the spot where you were frightened that time, and 
leave me just there."
When the woman recalled the dream, she took the snake-child and left 
it at the spot where she had been frightened.
Then she began to raise the human child. The child grew and grew 
until she became an attractive young girl. She had many suitors but 
she didn't want to marry any of them, just like her mother. Then a 
young man came along from a distant town and the girl said; "I shall 
not marry someone from my home town, I shall marry someone from a 
far-off place,"She was thinking that when a handsome young man arrived from afar and 
she liked him enough to marry him. So with him she braved marriage. 
That man loved the woman very much and treated her very well, So they 
married and lived together,
A long time passed after they were married; life just went on. Then 
one day the husband said; "Now I am going to see my family, I will 
come back when I have visited them."
His wife agreed and stayed behind. While she remained behind in the 
house her snake-sister came to her; "Although you wanted to make a 
good marriage, look what has become of you," she said, "now what will 
happen to you? They will come to take you away. Your husband will 
come witli his family and take you away. He will come with a fine well- 
bridled horse. But you be ready for him; take with you a ball of wool, 
a pair of scissors, some unspun cotton, some soap and a comb,. Pack 
these things and be ready. But be careful not to mount that fine horse. 
You demand to ride the little donkey,"
Thus the snake-sister left her with this warning.
Then the husband returned with a great number of relatives. Upon 
returning, he gave his wife a horse for her to mount,. But she said;
"No, I will not mount that beast. I'll fall off, for I do not know 
how to ride, I shall ride on the little donkey,"
Then her very own snake-sister turned into a donkey. So the woman 
mounted on the back of her own sister. Once mounted, they set out.
She carried in her bag the scissors, the cotton, the wool, the comb 
and the soap. Then her husband's relatives wanted to place her at the 
head of the file. But she said; "I won't go in front, I will travel 
behind on the little donkey and follow in your tracks. The better 
animals will tread on me if I go in front."
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Then they said; "Then let's put you in the middle,"
"Worse still. No, I won't go in the middle, I shall just follow 
behind, you all go ahead of me,"
For some time they tried to persuade her to go first in front then in 
the middle, but to no avail. When she wouldn't heed them, they finally 
let her follow on behind. At first they kept looking back to see if 
she was still there, but later they forgot to do so. They travelled 
on and on without end.
Then at last they arrived at a haoienda. The haoienda was Hell, When 
they arrived, the girl's father-in-law said: "Let's make my daughter- 
in-law dismount. Let's get her down from her horse,"
And now they did all go to the back of the line to find the daughter-
in-law. But she had gone astray who knows where on the back of the
little donkey. They had strayed far away, donkey and rider. The girl's
in-laws set out in pursuit, but"when her father-in-law couldn't find 
her, he sent the husband to find her and bring her back. Now that 
husband was the devil. He soon began to catch up with the girl on the
donkey, When he was close to catching up with her she threw the piece
of cotton onto the road. When she threw down the cotton it turned 
into fog: everything grew dark and the devil was impeded on his way.
He couldn't progress quickly with tlie fog stopping him. But then he 
overcame the fog and continued on.
Then she threw down the soap, whereupon it turned into rain and made
the road slippery. The devil couldn't move on quickly for he fell on
the slippery surface of the road. Slipping and sliding he finally 
passed the obstacle and continued his pursuit of the woman. After that 
he grew nearer to her and this time she threw down the comb. As she 
threw the comb it turned into a great thorn bush and blocked the road. 
But the devil took no notice of the thorns either and just passed on. 
Then at last they came near to the girl's home. As the effects of the 
comb ended she threw down the ball of wool. The wool turned into a 
oreeper that wound itself around the devil's feet causing him to fall 
and preventing him from walking. Then he overcame the obstacle of the 
wool and just came on his way. Finally she threw down the scissors.
As she tlirew these down a tall green cross sprang up in the middle of 
the road and barred the way. They were now close to the girl's house. 
When the tall green cross barred his way, then the devil was overcome 
and turned back, He was her husband.
Then after the devil had been vanquished and had gone back whence he 
came, the snake-sister turned from a donkey back into a snake. On 
doing so she left her sister with this warning: "Now beware of marrying: 
marry a poor man or a rich man as may be, but do not marry a stranger. 
Marry someone you know from your own neighbourhood. I leave you now 
having rescued you. But beware of marrying outsiders, marry someone 
you know."
The other, agreeing with these words, remained behind and for a time 
did not marry.
Then one day she married again. This time she married a human being.
She lived happily with the man she married. Then one day, as they were 
living happily, her first husband, that devil, took on the form of the 
woman and entered the house. Having taken on the appearance of the 
man's wife, the devil came into the man's house and sat down. When he 
was discovered with the devil-woman the woman's husband grew angry, 
beating her, and telling her he did not want to live with her, the
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husband put his wife's eyes out and took her away to the forest. He 
was living with that woman who was really the devil.
The woman was now blinded and abandoned in the forest where she wept 
constantly. While she was weeping, her snake-sister came to the house 
of their mother. She said: .How is your daughter's life going? Go 
and fetch a glass of water. We shall leave it to sit overnight in the 
corner of the balcony of the house."
So they placed a glass of clear water at the corner of the balcony emd 
the next morning it had turned all to blood. Then the snaJce said:
"Look, this is how your daughter is living somewhere. Let us go and 
see her."
For she knew of the woman’s whereabouts already. The woman was aban­
doned in the forest with her eyes put out she lay crying and unable to 
find her way out. Then the snake-sister arrived and scolded her saying;
"I warned you not to marry any outsider whatsoever. Now let's go and 
see how your husband is faring."
Then she picked some leaves from the bushes, chewed them in her mouth,
then having well masticated them she placed them on the woman's eyes.
After a while she completely recovered her sight. Then the snake 
said, still rather crossly: "Let's go now and see how your husband fares." 
The woman agreed and they set off. They arrived at the haoienda. On 
arriving; "Give us lodging," they said.
"Yes, there is room," replied the other.
Then he showed them to a room where the pigs and chickens slept so that
they would be apart. "Sleep here," he said.
They agreed and lay down to go to sleep. That is where they slept; 
they made the bed there, swept the floor and cleaned the room beautifully.
Now the husband lay just on the other side, just in the neighbouring 
room. They were talking among themselves and he said: "Why is my wife 
talking to herself like tliat? My wife is talking to herself like that," 
Now that devil-wife was fast asleep. The husband was listening quietly; 
"My wife is talking to herself like this."
Then he got up to see, thinking it might be his wife. And of course it 
was his wife. Then the snake-sister said to him; "Hey, why did you 
make my sister suffer so** You made her go through all this, why did you 
do so? You have a lovely wife. Now let's go and see your other woman."
Now his devil-wife was sleeping in bed. Lighting a candle he looked at 
her. That snake-sister was still talking as he looked, and a great 
horn appeared on the creature's head. The horned creature was sleeping 
like a dog, with a tail. Just like a sleeping dog it was lying with its 
head buried in its tail. The snake-sister spoke; "Look, your real wife 
is sleeping separately. You have made my sister suffer so much, and 
she is a lovely wife for you."
"Yes," said the husband.
Thus the snake-sister spoke, and the bed and the devil vanished in a puff 
of air. That snake-sister hadn't been a snake after all, but an angel,
As the angel was speaking, the devil was vanquished and disappeared 
from the room. Then the angel turned into a dove and flew away from 
them to heaven,leaving her sister with a better life. That's all.
Informant: GGG, 5th November, 1976
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Commentary
1,0 Introduction
This text falls into a category somewhere between that of folk­
tale and local legend: in its complexity of narrative structure, and 
its detachment from a specific location in time and space, it is a 
folktale. It does contain, however, certain features of theme and 
content that link it to those narratives that are more clearly in the 
category of legend: the heroine's failure to adhere to social expec­
tations resulting in an unnatural union, and the identification of 
the devil with haoendado, and her abduction to the ôther world, for 
instance.
Only one version of it was found, and no variants were found in 
the comparative texts, unlike the case with the Bear’s Son tale. The 
sequence of the heroine's escape from her non-human spouse by means 
of 'Obstacle Flight' is commonly found in Andean tales, particularly 
in the Peruvian context of flight from a oondenado lover, so compar­
ative analysis may be applied to this section of the tale, at least. 
Firstly, however, let us look at the narrative structure of the text 
as a whole.
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2.0 Narrative structure
Tale 24; Hana oulebvamanta
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EPISODES FUNCTION
I woman (Hi) who has refused to marry 
goes out for walk 1/2i HI encounters pregnant snake 3
ii Hi finds herself pregnant 4
a
iii snake appears to tell her in dream it 
has caused pregnancyfO iv Hi gives birth to 2 children; one a 
snake, the other human 5
it
V snake child tells Hi in dream to re­
turn it to place of origin 4
vi rears human daughter as normal 5
II vii daughter (H2) refuses to marry 1
viii H2 marries handsome stranger 3
ix H2's husband leaves to fetch his 
family 4
X snake sister warns I-I2 that husband is 
devil and to take precautions 5
r - i
£
xi H2 prepares herself according to snake 
sister's instructions
xii sets out on journey with devil-spouse 2
CM
xiii arriving at hell-haoie7tda they find H2 
has escaoed 9aIt xiv H2 evades pursuit by devil
III XV H2 remarries 1
iH xvi devil takes on H2's form and steals her husband (H3) 3I-'
U xvii H3 abandons H2 and lives with devil- wife 4
noit
xviii snaJce sister reveals H2's fate to Hi 6
xix snake sister and Hi rescue H2
IV no XX snake sister reveals identity of devil- wife to H3c4 xxi devil is overcome 9axxii snake sister becomes dove and flies to 
heaven
The repetitive features of this tale's narrative pattern illustrate 
the cyclical nature of narrative commonly found in the Andes? the 
Bear's Son tale was another example of it. In the present text, 
cyclical progression is marked firstly by the transference of 
heroine rôle from mother (Hi) to daughter (H2) between Moves I and 
II, There are also minor repetitive features within tlie moves 
themselves, such as, for example, the appearance of snake progenitor
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in a dream (Episode (iii)) and tlie appearance of snake child in a 
dream (Episode (iv)), both occuring in Move I. Between Moves I and 
II a structural repetition can be noted, firstly in the initial 
situations. The mother's refusal to marry, and subsequent encounter 
with the snake is repeated in her daughter's rejection of suitors and 
eventual marriage to the stranger-devil, As has been seen, a breach 
of social norms is a structural necessity for the subsequent encounter 
between human and non-human protagonists, and the ensuing relation­
ship between them, in all tales of the section. In Move III, H2 
becomes yet again victim of deception by the devil, but this time in­
directly, through the medium of her husband (H3), who is also taken 
in by the former's false appearances. All three repetitions serve to 
illustrate cyclical progression; at each move the sequence of events 
appears to repeat itself, yet at the same time the action progresses 
a stage further on from the last.
The oppositional relationship between mortal and supernatural 
spouse is represented on tliree different planes during the course of 
the tale. The pattern can be described as follows;
Hi ; snake : ; H2 ; devil ; ; H3 ; devil 
The text describes a series of relationships in which mortal is 
opposed to non-mortal. The relationships do not end there, however. 
Consistent with Lëvi-Strauss's definition of mythical thought processes, 
which may operate in folktale also, these sets of oppositions are med­
iated by a third party in an attempt to bring about a resolution of 
the conflict expressed by the oppositions (1972:224), I shall now 
show how his statement is applicable to the text under study. The 
mediating function here is performed by the snake sister, product of 
the first of the preternatural unions, or oppositions, who after her 
birth detaches herself from the family unit and becomes the linking
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factor between the moves that ensue, by playing an active rôle in 
the resolution of the conflicts that each of those describe.
Move I; 'Hi ; snake', stands for Lévi-Strauss's "two opposite 
terms with no intermediary". It results in the birth of two children, 
and as the narrative proceeds we see how the first opposition is 
replaced by another in which one of the children is opposed to the 
devil, and the otlier child acts as mediator. Thus the original 
opposition has fulfilled Lévi-Strauss's statement by being "replaced 
by two equivalent terms which admit of a third one as mediator".
This pattern also provides a structural comparison with the devil 
legends in which a 'split hero' feature was found - whereby a shift 
in function on tlie part of one hero figure enabled him to act as 
mediator on behalf of the other. The present case could be viewed as 
a variation upon that pattern. Move II, therefore, describes a set 
of relationships which can be represented by a triad as follows :
(-)Move II ; H2^--- devil
snake sister
Thus it is shown schematically how the snake sister's mediation assists 
H2 against the tlireat from her devil-spouse. From now on the narrative 
presents permutations of relationships which can all be described by 
this triangular model, and Lévi-Strauss's statement: "then one of the 
polar terms and the mediator become replaced by a new triad and so on" 
can be seen to apply. As with Tale 20, these triads represent conflicts 
which in turn can be said to arise out of social preoccupation with 
marriage and the identity of in-laws, (1)
In Move III, a mutually positive relationship is seen for the 
first time - perhaps to be expected as it holds between two mortals;
H2 and H3 - which is shortlived, however, due to renewed threat from
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the devil;
(+ ')-Move III (a) ; H2<--- >H3
<-) y/" (-)
devil
The text does not make clear the initial situation that gave rise to 
this new threat; H2 has presumably made a blameless marriage to one 
of her kind this time - the husband is referred to as a hv'ist'Lano \
Out of the deception of the husband develops a set of totally 
negative relationships, brought about by the doubly negative influence 
of the devil ;
(-)Move III (b) : H2<----- devil
(-)\ y /  (-)
H3
We see that H3 has now shifted his position in the triad and occupies 
the 'slot' previously filled by the devil, that of threatening inter­
mediary between two spheres. The negative influence of the devil 
causes the husband to adopt a uniquely negative mediating attitude 
towards his wife.
This situation is resolved by the reappearance of the snake
sister in a positive mediating rôle, thus;
(— ")
Move III (c) : H2<—  -d^il
(+) (-)
snake sister
This final mediation brings about the resolution of tlie series of 
oppositions set up between human and non-human spouses. Move IV cul­
minates in this final resolution, in which a mutually reciprocated, 
positive relationship between H2 and H3 is finally established. Thus 
the narrative has progressed: the original conflict in Move I is 
resolved and a harmonious relationship is set up in which no further 
mediation is necessary.
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By tracing the shifts in relationships between the actors of the 
tale in the way set out above, the pattern seen to run through the 
narrative suggests relationships between parts of the narrative which 
a syntagmatic layout of episodes alone would not reveal. The initial 
opposition (Move I) and final resolution (Move IV), can be seen in 
paradigmatic terms to be in structural opposition to each other. Moves 
II and III both contain triads in which H2 and H3 are threatened in 
turn by devil-spouse, and in each case the threat is mediated by the 
snake sister. They are thus structurally parallel to, or repetitions 
of, each other. The relationship between the moves constitutes the 
inner structure of the narrative, and reveals its symmetry. This can 
be summarized schematically as follows;
Move I : Move IV 
Hi's refusal to marry : marriage of H2 
abnormal union : normal union
Move II ; Move III 
H2's refusal to marry : H2's marriage sanctioned 
H2's marriage to devil ; H3's union with devil 
■ mediation by snake sister ; mediation by snake sister
devil overcome : devil overcome
It should be noted that, despite the apparent structural repet­
itions which can be traced by comparing the relationships of Hi, H2, 
and h 3 in turn, with supernatural spouses, the outcome of the narrative 
is a positive one in which these conflicts are resolved; H2 remains 
to live 'happy ever after' with her human husband. Thus we are made
aware that the tale follows a spiralling type of progression: the
outcome is a step forward from the initial situation. From disunity 
and lack of harmony there is a progression to unity and harmony. The 
element that made such progression possible can be traced back to the 
very disunity at the outset; Hi's abnormal impregnation results in the. 
birth of the snake sister, whose existence makes possible the gradual 
move towards unity, by her acting out the rôle of mediator. Thus it
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is that myth or, in this case, folktale, providès itself from within 
its own structure with the means of resolving the contradiction it 
poses,
3.0 Comparative analysis
Comparative analysis is restricted to a study of the nature and 
distribution of the 'Obstacle Flight' motif.
3.1 0672 Obstacle Flight; Indo - European tradition
In Indo-European tradition, this motif belongs primarily to 
A-T313; 'The Magic Flight. From the ogre's house. The fugitives throw 
magic objects behind tliem which become mountains, wood, or sea; or 
they change themselves into various animals or objects'. It is also 
to be found in A-T 314: 'The youth transformed to a horse', where the 
heroine is assisted by her companion's transformation into a horse 
that bears her, akin to the snake sister's transformation into a 
donkey in the Cahar text. The diffusion of the tale of the Magic 
Flight in Indo-European tradition has been well charted by historical- 
geographical analysts. Their efforts have been reviewed by Utley in 
his detailed account of paths of folktale migration to the Americas 
(1974:7), The tale is believed to be of far-flung and ancient 
origins recorded, for example, as a part of official Shinto myth in 
8C Japan (Kroeber 1948:544-545, cited by Utley, loc.cit,). Its diff­
usion has also been discussed by Boas (1940:464), Aarne (1930)', 
Thompson (1946:289), Sapir (1949;412-27) ,and von Sydow (1948:192), (2).
3.2 D672 Obstacle Flight; Andean tradition
In Andean tradition, the Obstacle Plight' motif is most commonly 
associated with a certain sub-type of oondenado tale to be found most
,/
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commonly in Peru, and documented by Morote Best (1958a)* in this work 
he sets out to thoroughly invalidate Kroeber's remark that the motif 
had been found in oral narrative on all the continents but South 
America, (3) Basing his analysis on 15 variants of the tale type from 
an area including Junfn, Huancevelica, Ayacucho, Apurfmac, Cuzco, and 
Puno, Morote Best summarized their motifs under 12 general headings 
(op,cit,799-800). Below I give a shortened version, in translation, 
of his summary. Motifs 9 and 10 correspond to the 'Obstacle Flight';
1, A young couple have incestuous relations,
2, They leave their home town for the high mountains,
3, The man returns home to steal food or money.
4, The parents kill him thinking him a thief; they discover his
identity and bury him,
5, The oondenado returns to his lover,
6, The lover does not realise at first he is a oondenado, despite
his odd behaviour,
7, He talces the woman with him on a long and difficult journey 
through the mountains,
8, They arrive at the house of an old woman who reveals the man's 
secret to the girl,
9, The old woman provides the girl with objects to help her escape;
soap, a comb, a mirror, a needle, a ribbon (the objects can vary).
10, The girl flees the oondenado throwing down the objects in his path:
the soap becomes a slippery mountain, the comb a thorn bush, the
mirror a laJce, the needle a river, the ribbon a long road,
11, The girl is saved and takes refuge in a variety of places.
12, It is revealed that the old woman is the Virgen. (4)
Apart from Tale 17, there is no further Incidence of the motif 
in the Cahar material. An instance of D642.7 Transformation Flight, 
which is closely linked, is to be found in Tale 33i ^ Nzno Jesusmanta\ 
where the Christ Child transforms himself into a cotton tree and a 
cockerel in order to elude the devil-Jews, The 'Obstacle Flight' 
motif is found, however, in the comparative texts, eg. LS/CH/9, in 
which a comb thrown onto the road by the fleeing Christ Child turns 
into a forest in the path of the devils, and a mestizo version is 
included in Carvalho-Neto's collection (1956;No.47),
This is a motif with great adaptability to a variety of contexts 
as has already been seen, and as can be seen further by reference to
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Morote Best's listing of other tale types in which it is to be found 
(op.cit,833-839). These include, of particular relevance to the 
present study, the ''Cuento deZ oso que robô a la ohola^\ in which the 
fleeing mother and her bear-child use the devices of 'Obstacle Flight' 
in order to escape the bear: a comb which becomes a thorn bush, a 
needle a river, a ribbon a very long bridge. Apart from this sequence, 
which fits so neatly and logically into the context, the pattern of 
the tale's episodes follows those typically found in the Bear's Son 
tale in Peru. The wholesale incorporation of the motif into different 
Andean tale types was no doubt encouraged by the way in which it was 
possible to fit it as a self-contained unit into almost any tale which 
contained a flight sequence, without necessitating any alterations in 
the structure of that tale. Carvalho-Neto's No, 47: ^^ Las hijas del 
rey^’f referred to above, is a tale of evident European descent, in 
which a king's daughters defend their kingdom by these same devices.
The variability of context in which D672 Obstacle Flight can occur in 
Andean narrative may be summarized as follows:
Pursuer Pursued Where found
oondenado 
devil 
devils 
bear 
wi tch 
3 fills taa
wife
wife
Christ Child 
wife
little girl 
wild animals
Peru, Ecuador (Cahar) 
Ecuador (Cahar)
Ecuador (Cahar, Chibuleo)
PeruPeru
Peru
This summary is limited to the texts I had available; there may well 
be other type contexts to add to the list.
4.0 The tale in the context of Cahar
Whilst, unlike the local legends, this folktale cannot be closely 
related to the context of the local belief system, it is worth summing 
up the several levels at which it can be seen to fit into the context 
of oral narrative tradition in Cahar, and the Andes as a whole. It
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contains certain elements that link it to the devil legend tradition; 
the abduction of heroine by non-human spouse is a familiar theme) the 
'Obstacle Flight* motif has carved a niche for itself in Andean narr­
ative, and this text contains a valuable example of it; at the level 
of deep structure it can be seen to describe a series of oppositions 
such as those between human and non-human, this world and the other 
world, and so on*, and in tracing the sequence of events we find func­
tions such as initial situation (violation of social norms)— >encounter— >
journey—>mediation—)overcoming of non-human agent, giving it much in 
common with the structure of other texts in the section,
FOOTNOTES
(1) For a N, American example of the narrative expression of this 
preoccupation, see Hymes's study of a Clackamas Chinook myth (1971).
(2) citations from Utley (loc.cit.)
(3) cites Kroeber (1948:213),
(4) For further study of the tale type by the same author see Morote 
Best (1955); for full texts representing the type see Argüedas (1953: 
150-153); an as yet unpublished variant was collected in Quechua by 
Pauline Hoggarth in Calca (1977); additionally Tale 17 of the present 
collection may be taken to be a derivative of the Andean tradition of
the flight from a oondenado lover.
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Section A sub-section (h); Tales of the Mama Ahuardona
Texts
Tale 25; Huahuaounahuan jatun mamaruouhuan
Nuca shug ouentitota paT’lagTin'i^ Rioungui: shug vunito viudo oausashoa^ 
ishoai huahuitata apashoa. Chaimantaoa oazavashaa outin shug huopmihuan^ 
Chai huarmioa entonoes chai huahuitaounata mana p-ieui valishoa^ Juin 
rimarish maoashpa cashaa, - Cconba huahuaounata ri maipi saquimugvi^ 
nuoa oanhuan causas ha - nishoa ohai runitotaaa^
Eimitoca rishca saritata camoha&hpa cuoayushpa huahuaounata saohapi 
saquimungapa, Chaimantami huahuaounata nishoa nin: - Canoa oaillapi 
tiyaoui, nuoaoa vini yantangapa - nishoa runaoa,
Chaimanta huahuaounaoa: - Ari^  ^ taitito^ nuoanohi oaillapi shuyagrinohi, 
Canoa utoa shamungui - nishoa.
- Canounaoa oaillapi oanguiohi. Nuoa pini yantata ohigtangapa - nishpa 
saohaman pishoa.
Chaimanta saohapi shug sapoman valipishoa ^taj taj^ niouohun. Chaimanta 
huahuaounaoa nishoa: -  Taititooa yantatami ohigtaoun^ yantatami 
ohigtaoun - nishoa.
Chaimanta entonoes na mana shamuna oagpi, huahuaounaoa ohaillapi 
suefiushoa. Cayandioa ohai sapa oamohitata shitash shitash shitash 
pishoaouna saohapi ama ohingapingapa. Chaimanta pishoaouna pioungapa 
ohai yanta ohigtag puestopi: -iMaipimi taitito? - nish.
Chaimanta taititooa ha mana pioupishoa ohaipi ha^ illashoa. Chaimanta 
nishoa nin: "-Taitito hami pishoa - nishpaoa.
Sapa oamohitata pioushpa pioushpa shamushoaouna saohamanta llugshishoaouna.,
Chaimanta saohamanta llugshishpaoa entonoes ha huasiman papag shamushoa"- 
ouna. Chayashpa huasi siquioitollapi tiyaoushoa huahuaounaoa^ layaoa 
ha mependaoushoa ohai huapmihuan. Chaimanta nishoa nin yayaoa: - Ai^ 
higaj nuoa oai plato lugpitota huoa huahuaounapi hugpapi ohupashoani 
imalla - nishoa y ay a.
Chaipioa nishoa nin huahuaounaoa: - Taitito oaipimi oanohi - nish.
Chaipi ha ohai taititopa huapmioa nishoa nin: - Na quipu nanaihuan 
huahunimij ha quipu nanaihuan huahunimi,
Na singai oallanishoa.
Chaimanta entonoes taitaoa outin ha huahuaounata apapishoa mai saoha 
mds shitamungapa^ mas, Mds saoha altupaspi shitamungapa. Chaimanta 
si huahuaounaoa ha mana llugshi valishoa. Chaimanta si huahuaounaoa 
ha mana llugshi valishpaoa shug jatun sachaivanta gahuashpa ohapashoa:
- iMaipimi huasi tiyan? ~ nishpa.
Chaimanta entonoes shug huasita pioushoa shug saoha uoupi upa pambapi^ 
Chaimanta ohai saoha pambapi huahuaounaoa o^atinaoupishoa ishoai 
tuGushpa. Ishoai tuoushpa pishoa saohapioa.
Shug haoiendapi ohayashpa ohai haoiendapi shug jatun mamapuoushi 
tiyaoushoa yanushpa pailapi, Cahimanta huahuaounaoa allilla shuhua'- 
mugpishoa nin miounata, Chaimanta huahuaoa nishoa nin^ tupitaca nishoa 
nin: - Campish shamui^ campish shamui. Caipimi shug opistiano tiyashoa - 
nishpa pailamanta llugohishpa mioushoa shuhuash shuhuash shuhuash.
Chaimanta ohai panioa outin shug pupitota quinzhullishoa oashoa.
Chaimanta ohai mamaoa shamushoa na, ohai mama na japishoa huahuitacunataoa., 
Nishoa nin: - Caillaman shamui, hijos, ■ Caillaman shconui - nishpa 
huahuata uouman ohupashoa.
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Na huahm uoupi oagpioa nishoa nin: -  Jahua altoman jahuai. Nuoa 
huahuaouna shamushpaoa canounataoa mioungami -  nishpa.
Chaimantaoa nishoa jahua attopioa huahuaounaoa ouohitopi tiyaoushoa 
nin. Chai ouohitopi tiyaoushpaoa entonoes nishoa nin: -  Na huahua- 
ounaoa shamushoa -  nin.
Filaitla juin, aohoa. Chaimantaoa nishoa nin: -  Nuoamanoa aioha 
ashnan jahuapi, aioha ashnan jahuapi - nishoa nin ohai huahuaounaoa.
Chaimanta ohai huahuaounaoa entonoes ha juin tiyavishoa uoupi juin 
oaltimanta. Listata pasashpa oai shug huahuaouna maipi ima ruhuamushoa 
maipi imanashoa listata pasashpa tiyarishoa. Chaimanta ohai huahua'- 
ounaoa ha nishoa nin: -  Mamita huoaoa juin aioha jahuapi ashnaoun.
Juin aioha jahuapi ashnaoun.
Chaimantaoa mamaoa nishoa nin: -  Mana, hijito, mana.
Chaimanta huahuaounaoa llugshivishoa nin outin ha mai trabajoman.
Chai huahuaounaoa llugshirigpioa nishoa nin mamaoa: - -  Viditaouna, 
lhaohu huiralla oanguiohi? -  nishpa nishoa nin.
Chaimantaoa shug Mamita Virgencitaoa shug uouoha ohupitata oushoa nin.
Mconaoa tapushoa nin: -  Rioushun deditota, lhaohu huiva oanguiohi ? -  
nishoa nin.
Chaimanta huahuaounaoa shug uouoha ohupitata piouohishoa nin.
-  Manopa, hijos, manapa huipayanguiohiohu -  nishoa nin.
Chaimanta uouoha ohupitataoa ha ohingaohishoaouna paiounaoa.
Chingaohishpaoa dedota piouohishoaouna ha paiounaoa. Dedota 
piouohigpioa : -  Ai, viditas, hami huipa oanguiohi -  nishoa nin.
Chaimanta shug jatun pailata shayaohishoa nin huahuaounata pelangapa 
ohai mamaoa. Chaimanta entonoes pelangapa tiyapiougpishi ha outin 
ohai huaptni huambpita ohapishoa shug chuohioito. Rupitota apashoamanta 
ohuohioito tugyashoa. Chaimanta huahuaouna shamushpaoa ha mioungapa 
oagpi ohai o^api huahuaounaoa nishoa nin: ~  Cunan mamita ha oaldoshun 
ounan huipomi oashoa nishoa nin.
Chaipi mamitaoa nishoa nin: -  Bueno.
Chaimanta ha pailapi yaouta shayaohishpaoa, nishoa nin ha; Shamui I
oaiman -  nishoa nin -, oaipimi canoa apmapigpingui - nish paila I
puntitapi huopmi huambpitataoa ohupaohishoa nin. I
Chupashoa nin timbucug yaoupi tangashpa shitangapa. Huapmi huambpitaoa I
nishoa nin: - Canpa tiyapi caipi -  nishoa nin. |
Huapmi huambpita pishpaoa paitapa yaoupi tangash shitashoa. Pai j
pailamanta llugshishpaoa uohupapi ohapupishpa juin singushoa nin ohaioa. I
Chaipi o^opi huahuaouna nishoa nin: -  Gallo blanoo huoapa, gallo yana 1
huoapa - nishoa nin. \
Chairni mishiou gallitooa oantashoa. Chaipi tugyash tucui llugshipishoa |
juin, ohai huahuaouna ohai bpujaouna tuoui mai ta. ^
The old woman and the children
I am going to tell a story. Look: there lived a widower who had two |
children. Then he married again, and his second wife couldn’t stand j
those children. She would beat and scold them. One day she said to the •
man; "Take your children and leave them somewhere, then I shall live |
with you," I
So the man toasted maize for the road and took the children to leave I
them in the forest. Then he told the children: "You stay here, I am j
going to collect firewood," 3
"Yes, father, we'll just wait here. Come back soon," they replied.
"You stay here. I'm going to chop wood," he said as he went off into 
the forest.
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Then in the forest he asked a frog to make a chopping sound. And the 
children said; "Our father's cutting wood,"
Then when he didn't return, they fell asleep right there. The next day 
tliey went along throwing the toasted maize to the ground so as not to 
get lost in the forest. Then tliey went to look in the place where the 
wood was being chopped. "Where's father?" they said.
But their father was nowhere to be seen, he had gone. So they said: 
"Father has gone already."
So following the trail of toasted maize they came out of the forest.
When they had emerged from the forest they arrived at their house. 
Arriving, they stood just behing the house. Their father was having 
supper now with his wife and he spoke, saying: "Oh, my dear, at least 
I have put a little dish of broth where my children used to sit." 
Thereupon, the children called out; "Here we are father!"
Then their father's wife said: "I've got terrible toothache! I've got 
terrible toothache !"
And she began to roll on the ground in anger.
So after that, the father carried the children to the forest again.
This time he went to leave them further in and farther away in a place 
from which they wouldn’t be able to get out. This time, truly unable 
to find the way out, they climbed to the top of a tall tree and looked 
out from it in the hopes of spying a house. Then they saw a house in 
a clearing deep in the forest. So together they followed the trail 
through the woods towards that place.
They arrived at a haoienda and Idlere there was a large old woman cooking 
over a pan. So the children went forward stealthily and stole some food. 
Then one of the children said to her brother : "You come too, you coipe 
too. There's a person here."So saying they stole food from the pan. Then the sister took an egg 
and hid it in her bosom. Then the old woman came and caught the children 
and said; "Come here, children, come here."
And she put the children indoors.
When they were indoors she told them; "Climb upstairs or my children 
will eat you when they come home."
So then the children climbed upstairs and crouched in a corner. When 
they were hidden in tliat corner, the woman said; "My children are back 
now, "Her children filed into the house and as they entered said; "I can 
smell meat up there, there is a smell of meat up there,"
Then tliose old woman's children all gathered in and sat down together 
in the room. They put together a list of all the things they had done, 
where they had been, and what they had been up to. Then again they said: 
"Mother, there is a strong smell of meat from up there."
But the old woman answered: "No, my son, no,"
After that the children went off to work again. When they had gone 
out the old woman spoke to her captives; "My little treasures, are you 
fat yet?"
Then the Virgen Mary gave them a mouse's tail so that when the old 
woman said: "Let's see your finger, are you fat yet?" the children 
showed her the tail of the mouse, "Not yet, children, you're not fat 
yet," said she.
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Then one day they lost the mouse tail. Having lost it, they showed 
her their own fingers, and when they did so she declared; "Ah, my 
treasures, now you're fat,"
Then she got a big pot ready in order to skin the children. Now as she 
was preparing to skin them, the little girl suddenly found she had a 
baby chick, which had hatched from the egg she had taken. Then the old 
woman's children came home in order to eat the children, beginning with 
the girl. As they were getting ready to eat her those male children ' 
said to their mother; "The child is fat now, mother, let's have some 
soup."
And the mother replied: "Very well,"
Then as she was getting the water ready in the pot, she called to the 
little girl; "Come here. You are going to have a wash here."
And she sat her on the edge of the pot. She sat her there in order to • 
push her into the boiling water. But the little girl said: "You sit 
here first."
And the girl pushed the old woman into the water instead. Then as she 
got out of the pot, she rolled over and got herself covered in ash from 
the fire. Then the boy children said; "The white cockerel is ours.
The black cockerel is ours."
But then the gaVto mishiou crowed and thereupon they all ran away, with 
their hearts bursting; the children, witches and all. They disappeared 
who knows where.
Informant: JMT, 7th July, 1976
of. A-T 327a : Hansel and Gretel 
S143 Abandonment in forest
R135 Abandoned children find way back by clue (breadcrumbs,
grain, pebbles, etc,)
N776 Light seen from tree lodging place at night leads to
adventures
G401 Children wander into ogre's house
G422 Ogre imprisons victim
g 82 Cannibal fattens victim
G84 Fee-fi-fo-fum. Cannibal returning home smells human
flesh and makes exclamation 
G82.1.1 Captive sticks out bone instead of finger when cannibal
tries to test fatness 
G526 Ogre deceived by feigned ignorance of hero, Hero must
be shown how to get into oven (or tlie like) , Ogre shows 
him and permits himself to be burnt
Z65,2 Series; white cock, red cock, black cock
A1751 The devil's animals and God's
G303,25,19 Parliament of devils
d 838,2 Magic object taken from ogre's house
G303,16,1 By help of Virgen devil may be escaped
Tale 26 : Mama Ahuardonahuan huahuaounahuan
Viudo viuda oazarana nin oada uno huahuitaounahuan. Huavmioa o^avipa 
huahuitaounata mana vicuna pudina nin paipa huahuaman granitota oarashpa, 
outin o'apipa hudhuaounaman soto oalditoltata oarashpa. Cusahuan mana 
a l H  oausan nin. Cusata nina nin: -  Camba huahuata vi maipi shitagri. ■ 
Chaipimi alii oausasha - nina nin.
Cusaoa na ohaita uyashpaoa rina nin ha huahuitaounaman mai montahaman 
ha apashpa ohaipi ha rnontahapi shitangapa. Chaupi montahapi shitana 
nin.
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Chaipi ûhayashpaoa: -  JRinimi Huoa yantata pHtingapa  -  nishpaoa 
huahuitaounata saquishpaoa pina nin.
Na ohaipioa yantata p Htingapa pini nishpaoa shug tapu, shug pututa 
saquina nin huapoushpa. Huaipahuanoa ohaita Haj tag* niohicun nin 
na. Juin tapdeyamuna nin fia. Tapdeyamugpi huahuaounaoa pina nin 
pioungapa. -‘Chaipioa soto ohai matiVla huapowoaoushoa nin. Chaimanta 
huahuaounaoa na outin pishpaoa mds desieptavishoa mds desieptapishoa 
montanapi.
Montana ohashna jatun yupitapi huiohioush ohaipi suefiuna nin na alto 
yupapi, Chashnashpa na outin oayandi punzha pupi oallapina nin.
Chashnash jatun yupoman huiohioush piouna nin maiman huasi tiyan 
pioupinohi, maiman llagtaouna ima pioupish nish. Chaimanta upaiman 
pioupina nin jatun llano ouohupi semejante haoienda. Chaiman avansana 
nin huahuitaounaoa. Chaimanta na ohai llano esquinapi haoienda oaipi 
ohayashpaoa na o*avi huahuaoa pina nin ohaipi pioupingapa.
Chaipi Ahuapdonaoa toptillata puhuaoupoa oashoa nin. Chai ppimepo 
pishpa fia o*api huahua jillushoa nin na toptillata. Chaimanta na 
qu*ipa viaje pipioa panioa asishoa nin. Chaipi fia Ahuavdona de oontado 
o*api huahuata japivishoa nin: -  Ai, nuoa huahuitaouna -  nish.
Chaimanta na tinajapi satish ohupashoa nin huahuitaounata na oebangapa. 
Chaimanta oiouohina nin uouoha ohupitata. Chaimanta na oada semana 
deditota piouohina nin, ohaipi huahuitaounaoa piouohina nin uouoha ohupata. 
-  P*u, todavia tullu tullupaounami -  nishpa nina nin na.
Chashnashi na shug viqjepioa fia ohupata ohingaohishoa nin huahuaouna. 
Chaimanta shug viajepioa dedota piouohina nin fia. -Nami gopdo oashoaouna - 
nishpaoa na Ahuapdonaoa.
ïantata ashtai oallcœina nin. Ashtash aohoata ashtashpaoa hopnota 
puhuashpa na, ohaipi ninata japiohina nin. Chai ninata japiohina nin.
Chai ninata japiohishpaoa huahuitaounataoa nina nin na: -  Shamuiohi 
oai ladopi sipinguiohi -  nish -, nina ladopi.
Chaimanta: -  Riouohi ima shina siripinata -  nishpa fia huahuitaounaoa 
nina nin,
Cashna sivipish nigpi huahuitaounaoa yuyapishoaouna nin. Paitopa nina 
ladopi'sipipiougpi tangash shitashoa nin ninapi.
Chaimanta huahuitaounaoa upouman pishoaouna nin atishpa. Chayashoaouna 
anangupa huasipi. Anangu nishoa nin: -  Apamui nuoa zafasha nuoaman 
sumeppu oopa junda ouzhituta mashoash ouiohi -  nishoa nin,
Mashoash ohayamushoaouna nina nin fia swieppu oopa junda ouzhituhuan.
Chaita oushaoaouna nin. Chaimanta Ahuapdonaoa o*atishoa nin pudhoa 
oupuputa numpaohishpa. Puohoa oupuputa fiumpaohish ohayashpaoa nishoa 
nin: - iManohu uyavin nuoa huahuitaouna ? -  nish.
f^ a ohaipioa: - Nuoa quipu nanaihuan oani, oamba huahuataoa entpegasha, 
nuoa quipu nanaihuan oani -  nishpa.
Huahuitaounata oada ladopi oashna satina nin. -  Nuoa mai oamba huahuata 
entpegasha, nuoaman favopta puhuai ~  nina nin fia anangu.
Chaimanta shug jatun pataman pina nin upouman semejante pefia, Chai 
patapi na siquipi llugohiohina nin piquita. Chaimanta entonoes na ohai 
pata ladoman ohupana nin anangu imaoha Ahuapdonata. ^a llugohi 
oallavigpi ashun uou uoupi nishpa na *paju* na ohashna uouta ashunlla 
oashna pioupishoa *pez* *ajo! * Ahuapdonataoa uou huaiouta shitashoa 
nin na ohaipi shunguta tugyaohish. Chaillami nuoa ouento.
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Mama Ahuardona and the children
A widow and a widower, both of whom had children by their first 
marriages, were married. The woman couldn’t stand her husband's 
children and would feed her own children grain while only giving a 
little clear soup to them. She didn't live at ease with her husband 
and one day said to him: "Take your children and abandon them somewhere. 
Then I'll live happily,"
Hearing that, the husband took the children way into the wild forest 
and left them there.
When they arrived tliere, he told them: "I'm going to cut firewood."
And so saying he left them. Then he took a gourd and hung it on the 
branch of a tree so that it would bang against the wood in the wind.
It grew very late. As it grew late, the children went to see. There 
was only the gourd banging against the tree. So the children went on 
getting more and more lost in the forest,
There they climbed a tall tree and slept there. Then the following day 
they set off walking. From the tall tree they were able to see where 
there might be a house or a village. Then below on the edge of a clearing 
they made out a big haoienda. So they headed for that. Then when they 
arrived at the haoienda on tlie adge of the clearing, the boy went to 
take a look.
There was Ahuardona cooking tovtitlas. The boy went forward and stole 
a tortilla. Then on the next trip to steal, his sister giggled. Then 
Ahuardona seized upon the boy; "Aha, my little children," she said.
Then she put the children into a tall jar to fatten them up. Then 
they showed a mouse's tail. Every week instead of showing a fing'er, 
they would show a mouse's tail. "Pooh, they're still skinny,"
Ahuardona would say .
Thus it was that on one occasion the children lost the tail. So that 
time they showed a finger, "Now they're fat," said Ahuardona.
So she began to gather firewood. She collected together a lot and 
prepared an oven, then proceeded to light the fire. As she was 
lighting the fire she said to the children: "Come and lie down here 
beside the fire,"
Then the children said: "Show us how to lie down,"
The children devised this plan when she wanted them to lie down. When 
she lay down by the fire first, they pushed her into the flames.
Then the children escaped to the hillside. They arrived at the house
of a skunk. The skunk said; "Go and fetch me a hatful of insect larva,"
So they went and came back with a hatful of insect larva and gave it
to him. Then Ahuardona followed them carrying a ball of wool before
her. She arrived with the ball of wool before her and asked; "Has 
there been any sign of my children?"
The skunk replied; "I have toothache. I'll hand over your children, I. 
have toothache,"
And he put the children one on either side, "I'll hand over your chil­
dren if you do me a favour," said the skunk.
Then he went up onto a high ledge of rock on the hillside. There on the
ledge he made Ahuardona extract a flea from his backside. He placed 
Ahuardona near the rim of the ledge. Then as she began to get the flea 
out, loud noises issued from inside him and then, pow! he threw Ahuardona 
over the cliff to her death. That's my story.
Informant; SM, 10th June, 1976
as for Tale 25 nlns: G552 Piscue from ogre by heifJ'u! animals
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Tale 27; Mama Ahuardona
Mama Ahuardona diz que era una mujer muy veterana, no. Tenia oahellos 
bien largos, pero tenia pulgas y piojos y muahas oosas en la oabeza, 
en todas partes, Entonoes las hijos son los demonios dioen, no.
Entonoes uno se haoia oriada de la Mama Ahuardona. Entonoes dos 
hermanos oreo, no me reouerdo bien, un dia se sentaron a espulgar a la 
Mama Ahuardona. Quedâ bien dormida.
Pero antes de haoer eso diz que tenia a los dos hijos en un oajon pa*
que no vea el propio hijo, no, fue el demonio. Entonoes oada vez que
Venia el hijo o el demonio, le iba ver en el oajôn. Y del oajân diz 
que tenia un rabo de ratân, le mostraron un raho de ratôn asi. Entonoes 
ouando ve, de ahi ese demonio diz que deoia: - Todavia estân flaoos, 
todavia estân flaoos.
Entonoes al muoho tiempo ya iban a trdbajar, es que salian.
Bueno, un dia es que estaban espulgando a la mujer. Han estado 
espulgando diz que ha quedado dormida, Entonoes ellos avanzdbon a 
trinoar por los oabellos, amarrar por todos lados. Bien amarrado le 
iban dejando y llevando todas las oosas de ella.
old Woman Ahuardona
They say that Mama Ahuardona was a very old woman. She had very long
hair, but she had fleas and ticks and lots ■ of things in her hair and
everywhere. Well, her children were the devils, right? Then a girl 
became Mama Ahuardona's servant. And the brother and sister sat down 
one day to delice Mama Ahuardona. She fell fast asleep.
But before that they say that she had the two children in a box so 
that her own son who was tine devil wouldn't see them.,Then every day 
when the devil-son came, he went to see them in the box. And from the 
box they say they showed him a mouse tail, so that when that devil 
saw it, he would say; "They're still thin, they're still thin."
Then after some time the devils would go out to go to work.
Well one day the children were delicing the woman. They say that as 
they were delicing her she fell asleep. Then they were able to fasten 
her by the hair, they tied her up on all sides by the hair. When she 
was secure they left her, taking all her things with them.
Informant: GGG, 28th October, 1976
some as for Tale 25, no additions
Tale 28: Mama Ahuardona anashuan
Shug runa oonoubinata ohariroa. Chai runata Mama Ahuardona apariroa 
oastigangapa, Chaimanta shug labor ohumbita ohumbillishpa ohayaroa 
infierOman. Chaipi huiohoaroa, infiernopi huiohoaroa. Chai labor 
ohumbita rioushpa outin, huahuaouna niroa: - Can oai nagoha ohumbi 
alajata riouni, ohaita nuoanchiman oui.
Mama Ahuardonaoa riroami individuoman oastigota oungapa, remediota 
mashoangapa. Huahua ououounaoa oaoharoami oaohari&hoa. Labor ohumbita 
saquishpa paiounaman ouohun nishpa ouroa. Runa llugshiroa infiernomanta. 
Llugshishpa shamuroa. Huahuaouna alvertiroa que ligerito riohun, ama 
demoraohun. Bueno. Ciertota llugshiroa juioio illag shamuroa infierno- 
mantaoa.
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Shug jatun maehai tiyaroa. Maohaipioa anas tiyaouroa pulluta dhuashpa,
Chaipi mitiouroa. Mama Ahuardona o*atimurca puohoa oururuhuan japi 
runata nishpa. Chai maohai pungupita yaiouroa. Anasman niroami Mama 
Ahuardona: -  Chai runata nuoaman entregai, Hugohish oui -  niroa.
Puohoa oururu yaiougpioa entonoes anasoa niroami: - Nuoa oanman runata 
entregasha, nuoaman shug favorta ruhuai. Pulluta ahuash tiyaouni 
entonoes siquipi yaiouroami piqui. Mana ima shina llugohi valiniohu.
Llugohish oui -  nishpa rogaroa anasoa.
Chaipi Mama Ahuardona ohaita llugohingapa ugsiroa. Chaita llugohiougpi 
entonoes anas supirishpa Ahuardonata oallpaohiroa. Runata shitash 
llugshiroa. Mana ashun outiroa, puohoa oururu ohaipi saquiriroa.
Chaipi anas niroami. Mama Ahuardona llugshishoa qu*ipa: -  Cunanmanta 
ohai oonoubinata shitash jiohungui. Quiquin huarmita o*uyangui, 
quiquin huarmita amangui. Quiquin esposami valin. Santamente 
oausangui. Chaimanta na quishpish shamushpa quiquin huarmihuan oausaroa 
santamente. Chaipimi na shitash jiohuroa. Chaipimi tuouriroa.
Mama Ahuardona and the skunk
There was a man who had a mistress, Mama Ahuardona carried that man 
away to punish him. Tying a woven ohumbi around himself he arrived at 
Hell. He was shut in there. Then when the children saw the woven 
ohumbi, they said: "What a pretty striped ohumbi I see, give it to us,"
Mama Ahuardona went to give an individual a punishment, and to fetch 
medecine. The devil children meanwhile freed the man and sent him 
away. When they asked him to give them the ohumbi, he left it for them.
The man came out of hell. The children warned him to go quickly and
not to delay on the road. So it was true that without awareness of !
what had happened, he came out of Hell. 1iThere was a big cave and in the cave was a skunk weaving a blariJcet.
The man hid there. Mama Ahuardona came after him with a ball of wool 
to catch tlie man. She entered the doorway of the cave and said to the -j
skunk: "Hand that man over to me, bring him out." *
As she entered with her ball of wool, the skunk said: "I shall hand the i
man over to you if you do me a favour. As I was sitting here weaving |
the blanket, a flea crawled up my backside. I can't get it out at all, ’ i
Get it out for me," the skunk asked her. • |
Thereupon Mama Ahuardona went to get the flea out, As she was extracting I
it, the skunk expelled gas and put Ahuardona to flight. She left 
leaving tlie man behind. She didn't come back again, her ball of wool 
remained there.
When Mama Ahuardona had gone, the skunk said to the man; "From now on 
leave your mistress. Love your own wife, care for your own wife. Your 
own wife is good. Live a moral life,"
And so the man was saved and came away to live a moral life with his 
own wife. He left his mistress. That's the end.
Informant; AB, 4th August, 1976
G530.2 Help from ogre's daughter (or son) 
B300 Helpful animal
G5QQ Ogre defeated
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Commentary
1.0 Introduction
These texts shall be discussed mainly in connection with their 
narrative pattern, and with reference to a number of connected var­
iants from Cahar, other parts of highland Ecuador, and Peru, The 
main aim will be to discuss how far the tale of the encounter of two 
abandoned children with a cannibalistic old woman can be said to be an 
oiCOtype of A-T327A; 'Hansel and Gretel'. The term 'oicotype' was 
originally borrowed from botany by von Sydow, and applied as follows 
to the study of folklore:
"When then in the field of traditions a widely spread tradition, 
such as a tale or a legend (ie. sagn), forms special types 
through isolation inside and suitability for certain culture 
districts, the term oicotype can be used in the science of 
ethnology and folklore."
(1948:243, note 15)
Dundes, in reference to von Sydow, has clarified the use of the term
still further;
"The concept oicotype differs from the notion of subtype in 
that the oicotype is tied by definition to a very specific 
locale,,,.What von Sydow calls oicotypification consists of 
the regular, almost predictable alteration that takes place 
when the content of a tale is changed to fit the culturally 
preferred pattern in a given locale."
(1965 :220)
Certain of the texts in this sub-section suggest strong influence by 
the A-T type; are they then a Cahar variant, or oicotype, of 'Hansel 
and Gretel', and nothing else? This is the matter to be considered. 
The original use of the term, as the above definitions show, was con­
fined to the study of typical local features of content that made a 
tale 'oicotypical', I shall look at the Cahar texts partly from that 
angle. However, Dundes has taken the use of the term beyond von 
Sydow's original application of it, showing how just as there may 
exist oicotypes of content, so may there be structural forms of a 
narrative which are oicotypical to a particular locale, (1) It is
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from this latter angle that the 'Mama Ahuardona' texts will be examined 
in particular. There is evidence that whilst at first glance these 
texts seem merely to be adaptations of an Indo-European tale type, 
there is much in their structure that owes nothing to that type. They 
are in fact the result of a fusion of two tale traditions or two tale 
types, one Indo-European and one Andean, rather than simply an oico­
type of a borrowed tale. The reasons why such a fusion should have 
occurred will be discussed , and further support for the views of Hymes 
and Dundes with regard to the borrowing process - discussed in Chapter 
2 - will be found. Tale 28, for example, shows that there is an Andean 
tradition separate from the 'Hansel and Gretel' pattern? Mama Ahuardona 
is a part of the local belief system, and she may play a part in tales 
which have nothing to do with the A-T type.
2.0 Narrative structure
Emphasis will be lain in this part of the analysis upon the 
questions, peculiar to the texts at hand, that have been outlined 
above. If we are to consider the extent to which some or all of these 
tales might be Cahar oicotypes of A-T327A, it will help to reproduce 
here the Aarne-Thompson description of the type, as a point of refer­
ence ;
"327A, Hansel and Gretel. I arrival at ogre's house,
(a) children are abandoned by poor parents in a wood.
(b) but they find their way back by cloth shreds or pebbles 
that they have dropped. (c) the third time birds eat their 
breadcrumbs, or grain clue and (d) they wander until they 
come to a gingerbread house which belongs to a witch.
II the ogre is deceived. The ogre smells human flesh and 
has the children imprisoned and fattened. (b) when his 
finger is to be cut to test his fatness the hero sticks out 
a bone or piece of wood. (d) the ogre's wife or child 
burned in his own oven (Type 1121). Ill Escape."
The discussion will be taken in two parts; a consideration of oico­
typical features of content, and a consideration of those of structure.
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2,1 An oicotype of content?
Preceding studies of Amerindian versions of the type have, 
generally speaking, kept their search for the oicotypical elements 
in the texts to the level of content, An is P^wli^son (1974) ,
who attempts to explain transformation in motifs in his Peruvian 
Amazon version in terms of Yagua material culture, The same approach 
could be applied to my own material to explain, for example, the sub­
stitution of maize kernels for breadcrumbs to mark the trail home 
(Tale 25); why a gourd replaces the dead branch of European versions 
to sound like an axe against wood (Tale 26); (2) and why the old 
woman figure lives in a haoienda rather than a gingerbread house 
(Tales 25 & 26),
Sometimes such transformations may be explained by the narrative 
traditions of the culture, rather than by material or sociological 
features of it. In Tale 25, for example, the father enlists the aid 
of a frog to maJce the sound of wood-chopping, which motif surely der­
ives from the Andean tale type 'The condor and the shepherdess' - 
described in sub-section (e) - where the heroine typically asks a frog 
to make sounds of washing while she escapes from her condor lover.
This same motif recurs in the Cahar fox and rabbit cycle, incidentally, 
where the rabbit employs a frog to make wood-chopping noises to keep 
the fox happy while he, the rabbit, escapes (Tale 38), The recurrence 
of the motif in these three different type contexts can be explained 
in terms of the tales' structure; in each case the narrative demands 
a device whereby the heroine or trickster be enabled to escape from 
the villain or dupe, as the case may be. In each case the device is 
the use of sound to deceive the one into thinking the other is close 
by and hasn't escaped at all,. The effectiveness of the frog motif in 
the traditional Andean type has caused its spread to those other contexts 
where the tale structure invites it.
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2.2 Structural oicotype?
It is straightforward enough to account for transformations at 
the level of content when a talé is borrowed from an outside culture. 
Oicotypical features of such a tale's structure are less obvious, and 
in order to identify and explain them, it is necessary to examine the 
tale in the context of the narrative patterns typical of the culture 
area. I shall compare the narrative structure of the 'Mama Ahuardona' 
tales with that of other tales in this section, and show how each of 
them is either a structural oicotype of A~T327a , or belongs to a sep­
arate narrative tradition, or represents a fusion of both of these 
trends, In order to establish which is the case for each of the tales,
I shall look at each in turn,
2.2,1 Tale 25
This tale is a structural oicotype of A-T327A whose originality 
is to be found in the intrusion of episodes that belong more usually 
to the narrative pattern associated with devil legends of the Group (ii) 
variety. These were tales in which, to recap ; the hero, wandering from 
home, climbs a tree to take his bearings, then comes to a deserted 
haoienda. As he shelters there, sometimes finding food, a party of 
devils arrive and hold a meeting; the eavesdropping hero is saved by 
the crowing of the cockerel or other typical means. The form of this 
local legend invited the introduction of A-T130; 'The animals in night 
quarters', which fits the structure almost exactly, I believe the 
motif 'N775 Light seen from tree lodging place at night leads to adven­
tures' came into Cahar tradition via that borrowing, and it is now to 
be found inserted into many tales where the narrative structure invites 
it, such as the present.
The intercalation of features of local devil legends into Tale 25 
is made easier by the fact that Mama Ahuardona herself is, in my belief.
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no immigrant witch of Indo-European origins, but rather a well-known 
figure of the local belief system whose functional similarities with 
the old woman in A-T327A suited her for this present rôle. Comparative 
material to be looked at later will support this suggestion. As a part 
of the belief system, she is thought to be mother of the devil, and it 
is this association that encourages the insertion of devil-legend 
sequences into the present text. The table below has been arranged 
so as to make clear the interraction of the two traditions; the Indo- 
European type and the local Andean legend:
Tale 25: Huahuaounahuan jatun mamaruouhuan
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EPISODES FUNCTION
Corresponding to A-T327A Corresponding to
Cahar devil legend
I widower remarries, step­
mother illtreats chil­
dren (Hs)
1
i father abandons Hs in wood 2
ii Hs return home 9d
II iii Hs are abandoned again 2iv Hs climb tree and 
spy haoienda
V Hs arrive at old wom­
an 's haoienda 3/7
vi Hs steal food inclu­ding an egg 4
vii old woman captures Hs and fattens them
viii devil children come home and smell flesh
ix devils list sins
x' devils leave 'for 
work '
xi. Virgen gives Hs 
mouse's tail 6
xii. Hs lose tail, old 
woman prepares pot
4
xiii stolen egg hatches 6
xiv devil children return
9aXV
H pushes woman into 
own pot
xvi cock crows, old wom- and devils overcome
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The fusion of these two traditions is so well-established in this 
version that it has developed its own inner logic to account, for 
example, for the crowing of the gaito mishicu that traditionally puts 
the devils to flight; the theft of the egg (Episode(vi )) is a prep­
aration for its hatching out (Episode(xili)), and this in turn inferably 
accounts for the timely crowing of the cockerel (Episode (xvi)). The 
introduction of this final episode has even brought with it the trad­
itional formula with which the devils announce the crowing of the diff­
erent coloured cockerels, none of which affect them but the mishiou. 
Episode(viii)is somewhat debatably placed in the column of those 
episodes that derive from Cahar devil legend. On the one hand the 
flesh-smelling ogre is a feature of the Indo-European type ('G84 Pee- 
fi-fo-fum’), yet at the same time it has become such a well-integrated 
attribute of the devil in Cahar legends, that I consider its intrusion 
into the present text to be due to that tradition rather than any other,'(3)
2.2.2 Tale 26
In this tale the old woman figure is named, whereas her identity 
as Mama Ahuardona in Tale 25 had to be inferred from close similarities 
between the two texts. This tale again follows A-T327A closely up to 
a point, but develops in such a way that its identity as an oicotype 
can be firmly asserted - if we allow for what amounts to the fusion of 
narrative traditions to count as the formation of an oicotype. Unlike 
Tale 25, this tale does not owe its originality to an interweaving of 
structural features deriving from local devil legends; in fact, all 
those episodes » listed in the second column of that table are lacking.
It does follow the sequence of episodes that correspond to A-T327A 
up until Episode (xii ), where instead of preparing a cooking pot, the 
Mama Ahuardona lights a fire into which the children succeed in pushing
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her. She does not die, however, but pursues them as they escape, 
and another move develops. There are one or two other points of 
variation in the tale’s content up to the end of Move II; for ex­
ample, the successful return home of the children by following a 
trail 6f maize is missing; the father's first attempt at abandoning 
them succeeds. As the tale develops into Move III, the point of 
divergence from A-T327A is reached, and the sequence of events is 
then as follows;
Tale 26; Mama Ahuardonahuan huahuaounahuan
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EPISODES FUNCTION
I & II 
as for 
Tale 25
III xvii Hs arrive at house of skunk 3..xviii Hs fetch insect larvae for skunk 4
ixx skunk hides Hs 6
XX Mama Ahuardona arrives looking for Hs 3
xxi skunk denies knowledge of their where­
abouts, asks MA to remove flea from back­
side
6
XX ii skunk releases gas in MA's face, she falls 
over cliff 10a
The fusion of this sequence of events with the aforegoing narrative 
is not unique in the Andean area. By looking at some of the compara-- 
tive data we can appreciate more fully how the Cahar texts constitute 
at least an Andean, if not a Cahar, oicotype by dint of this character­
istic. Ortiz Rescanière records two versions of the Peruvian myth of 
’Wa-Qon’; in one version, this cannibalistic monster captures and 
devours the mother of the divine twins, offspring of 'Pacha-Kamac’ 
and 'Pacha-Mama'; the twins then escape from him by tying him up by 
the hair while he is sleeping (Tale 27 contains this motif). They 
then take refuge in the home of a skunk, who sets a trap for the Wa- 
Qon when the latter comes in pursuit and causes him to fall to his 
death in an abyss. (4) The myth unravels further, describing how the
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twins eventually ascend to the heavens and transform into Sun and 
Moon, While the outer structure of the myth differs, the sequence 
concerning the skunk forms a self-contained unit which has been effect­
ively transplanted into Tale 26 whose context at that point demands it, 
and whose structure easily accommodates it.
Also in Peru, tales are found of a cannibalistic female Icnown as 
Achiquee. Ortiz Rescanière records two versions, one of which opens 
with an account of the abandonment of two children due to famine; they 
encounter Achiquee who devours the brother. The girl escapes carrying 
her brother's bones and is sheltered by a skunk; later the boy is rev­
ived from his bones by God. (5) We should look forward here for a 
moment, and note that the girl's escape sequence is found in GS/CA/14, 
to be reviewed below.
The Ecuadorean Chificha tales, which appear to form an oicotype 
for Imbabura, have much in common with Achiquee and, by extension, 
with Mama Ahuardona. Typical versions are; jC/IM/6; ’’Chifioha payapaj 
parlii", ls/im/3; taita huahuaounahuan", ls/im/2; "Shug llaotccpi 
taita-mama t-iashoa'*, and Parsons's two variants of "Chipioha" (1945: 
131-134). In Jose Chavez's version, while again beginning according 
to the A-T327A pattern, the children then encounter the cannibalistic 
Chificha who asks them to delouse her. While doing so, they discover 
a second mouth in the back of her head, the one she uses to devour 
human beings. They escape when she falls asleep and are sheltered by 
a condor who hides them in his nose, and denies knowledge of their 
wherealoouts when Chificha comes looking. The children then ascend to 
heaven in a paila and Chificha, attempting to follow them, falls to 
earth and is killed. The first of Parsons's variants recounts the 
devouring of the brother by the Chificha and his sister's escape 
carrying his bones with her.
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The connection between Tale 26 and the traditions found for 
other parts of the Andes lies in the development of the narrative 
beyond Episode (xvi'), that is to say, in Move III. The children's 
protection by the skunk and the letter's deception of the Mama 
Ahuardona when she comes in pursuit, is reminiscent of sequences 
talcing up similar structural positions in the narrative in the 
Achiquee and Wa-Qon traditions in Peru, and in the Chificha tales of 
Imbabura. In the case of the latter, I take the rôle of the condor to 
be structurally equivalent to that of the skunk elsewhere. As we look 
at the remaining texts from Cahar, more lines of comparison with other 
versions will become apparent.
2.2,3 Tale 27
This text is incomplete due no doubt to the informant's rather 
hazy recollection both of the narrative details and the sequence of 
episodes. It is worth including, nonetheless, as it provides evidence 
of fusion between features belonging to devil legends (as also found 
in Tale 25), and features found elsewhere in Andean narrative trad­
ition (as also found in Tale 26), Despite its brevity, we can find a 
hint of the devil legend connection in the reference to the Mama 
Ahuardona's devil sons, who leave to 'go to work' (cf. Tale 25, Epi­
sode (x )). The delicing motif is a common one in the Chificha tales, 
and the device of tying her up by her hair in order to escape recalls 
the twins' escape in the Peruvian Wa-Qon myth. (6)
Tale 27; Mama Ahuardona
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EPISODES FUNCTION
I children (Hs) in MA's service 1i Hs kept in box 4
ii MA's devil children smell human flesh
iii devil children leave for work
iv Hs delice MA
V MA falls asleep
vi Hs tie her up by hair and escape 9a
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It is also of interest that this variant has dispensed altogether 
with the sequence of events leading up to the children's capture by 
the old woman, deriving from A-T327A; its theme and content belong 
entirely to local and Andean folktale traditions. Although in rational 
terms this omission can be explained by faulty recollection of the 
tale on the narrator's part, it is interesting that that which is dis- 
remembered is that very portion which we assume was introduced from 
outside in the first place. When folk memory begins to fail, so it 
would seem, it is the locally traditional which is the last to be 
forgotten .
2.2.4 GS/CA/14
I now introduce a comparative text which, belonging to the same 
culture area, contributes valuable evidence to the case for the exist­
ance of a Cahar oicotype, or set of oicotypes, of A-T327A, (7) It is 
a text to which I have already referred in connection with the uHaohu 
tales, where we saw that the sequence where the heroine escapes carry­
ing her brother's bones, from which he later revives, had been inset 
into GS/CA/18; "Ishoai huauquimanta", due to the structural similarities 
between the two narratives at that point,and an apparent categorical 
association between the utlaohu and the Mama Ahuardona. The early 
part of Schulze's text follows that of my Tale 26, that is to say the 
lines of A-T327A, with one or two minor points of difference; broad 
beans instead of maize kernels are used to leave a trail, and that 
episode follows logically on to the children's successful return home 
after their first abandonment; as in Tale 25, the second attempt at 
abandoning them is successful. The Mama Ahuardona fattens them on the 
flesh of unbaptized children; this detail is of relevance to my dis­
cussion of her structural connection with the Mama Huaca figure found 
in local belief elsewhere in the province, and a possible assimilation
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in some aspects with lore surrounding the urou mama (see §4,0 below)i 
Whereas Tale 26 diverged from the A~T pattern after the children 
have pushed the old woman into her own fire, this variant diverges at 
an earlier stage, as soon as the old woman finds the children to be 
fat. At this point, she takes the brother into the house to sleep 
with her and the next move, which becomes Move III, develops;
GS/CA/14: Huahuaounata shitashaamanta
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EPISODES FUNCTION
as for 
26 to Move III
III xiii MA takes boy child to sleep with her 4
xiv girl child hears cries in night
9bXV next morning finds her brother red­uced to pile of bones
xvi girl (Hi) escapes with boy's (H2) 
bones 2/6
xvii meets aahatteTO who tells her to look away while h2 revived 3/6
xviii Hi breaks looking taboo, H2 revives as d og only 9a
IV xix oaballevo (God?) gives them religious token and sends them on their way 6
XX Hs arrive at deserted hao'ienda 7
xxi devils gather below 3
xxii devils list sins
xxiii overcome devils with religious token 9a
V xxiv continue journeys 2
XXV arrive in town where water has dried 
up and king is dying 7
xxvi use overheard knowledge from devils 
to put things to rights 8
xxvii father and stepmother called for, 
stepmother killed in punishment not appli­cable
As can be seen, this text diverges from the A'^ T pattern onto 
quite a different ’tack' from that of Tale 26; the similarity bet­
ween the two texts is only in the episodes they both owe to the 
Indo-European tradition. GS/CA/14 strikes one immediately as being 
more complex and rich in detail than the versions in ray own collection. 
Moreover, it elaborates many of the features drawn from other areas of
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Andean tradition, already discussed in relation to that collection; 
after setting the scene along A-T327A lines, it develops at Move III 
into the 'escape with the bones' sequence also found in the Chificha 
and the Achiquee tales; at Move IV, the heroes arrive at a deserted 
hao'tenda, which event triggers off a sequence which coincides almost 
exactly to the Group (ii) devil legends of this collection. The 
sequence constitutes a tale in its own right in the case of Tale 12, 
The final episode of GS/CA/14 does not fit in with the pattern of 
tales in this section, no function can be applied to it. It derives,
I believe, from a borrowed tale type - A-T707; 'The three golden sons' 
at the end of which a wicked stepmother is punished in the same way, 
and a version of which was related to me by EDC, although not included 
in this study.
2.2.5 Remarks in summary of §2. 0
So far, I have discussed those tales involving the Mama Ahuardona 
which to a greater or lesser extent merge elements of A-T327A with 
structures derived from more traditional branches of Andean oral narr­
ative, to form oicotypes of both structure and content. The two more 
traditional narrative patterns with which the A-T327A structure was 
found to be associated are that of the Wa-Qon myth and related tales, 
and that of the Canar devil legends, (8) Tale 25 illustrates how 
two patterns may be ingeniously interwoven, the resulting hybrid 
becoming a coherent narrative in its own right. On the other hand. 
Tale 26 and GS/CA/14, whilst they join two branches of tradition into 
a logical whole, tirese are placed consecutively one after the other 
rather than being interwoven. Tale 25 combines A-T327A with devil 
legend structure; Tale 26 combines it with the Wa-Qon type structure; 
GS/CA/14 owes something to each of these. Tale 27, despite its
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impoverished narrative style, also provides a link between the Wa-Qon 
tradition and the devil legend tradition, and furthermore almost 
entirely suppresses the A-T327A elements.
3.0 Tale 28; Mama Ahuardona in a wider context
The narrative structure of Tale 28 appears to have nothing to do 
with the Indo-European tradition discussed for Tales 25-27. It presents 
us with Mama Ahuardona in what I suppose to be a locally traditional 
context, with some structural debt to the Wa-Qon tradition;
Tale 28; Mama Ahuavdona anaahuan
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EPISODES FUNCTION
I adulterous man (H) 1
i MA carries H to hell 3/4
ii arrives in hell 7
iii her devil children free him, told 
not to delay on road 6
' II iv takes refuge in skunk's cave 6
V MA arrives looking for him 3
vi skunk puts her to flight by trick 6/9a
vii Ii freed 9d
viii skunk issues moral warning
This text is not very skilfully narrated, and o^veral points remain 
obscure, however, the following are clear; we have here the Mama 
Ahuardona in her rôle as mother of the devils, but even more, her 
dwelling place is identified as hell and her function is the moralistic 
one of carrying sinners off there. In other words, there is a fuller 
assimilation with the lore of the devil legends, where the devil cap­
tures sinners and directs the other devils in the performance of their 
tasks,
In Tale 28, the victim's escape is curiously assisted by the devil 
children themselves, (9) and leads to Move II, whose pattern coincides 
with that of Move III of Tale 26, whose derivations have been discussed. 
The moralistic rôle adopted by the skunk is an innovation, however, 
and may well be a later development. As with the ultaohu tales.
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for the perpetuation of traditional narrative structures, a didactic 
note is added to give the tale a functional purpose relevant to modern 
usage ~ once the quasi-religious functions of myths themselves have 
dwindled. (10) This tale also provides us with a link, at the level 
of structure, with another set of oial narratives commonly found in an 
area to the immediate south-east of Cantdn Cahar; the legends of the 
Mama Huaca, in some of which this personage is found to fill an iden­
tical structural rôle to that of the Mama Ahuardona,
4,0 Mama Ahuardona and the Mama Huaca
The figure of the Mama Huaca has already been mentioned in regard 
to her possible associations in popular lore with \ \.. .uvau mama (see 
sub-section (a)). Legends concerning her have been collected in 
Pindilig, Province of Cahar, (11) and in Paute, Guachapala, Gualaceo 
and Chordeleg, Province of Azuay. (12) The variant versions collected 
by vintimilla contain a wide range of associations, all linked with 
this one personage: Version I follows A-T327A with little variation
but for a few transformations at the level of content, the most notable, 
of course, being the introduction of the Mama Huaca into the rôle filled 
elsewhere by witch or Mama Ahuardona, Version II describes the capture 
of a sinful man by the Mama Huaca, who carries him to her hillside 
abode (not specifically termed hell). Eventually he escapes and seeks 
refuge with a skunk who performs the usual trick when the villain comes 
in pursuit. Here the Mama Huaca, as I have said, fills the 'slot* 
corresponding to Mama Ahuardona in a tale which is clearly a variant 
of my Tale 28. V ntimilla's Version III is less familiar in the con­
text of the Mama Ahuardona tales, but has features which recall the 
lore surrounding the utqu mcmax a man out in search of Mama Huaca*s 
beautiful daughter is captured by the old woman and forced to live in
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her cave for one year. She has gold guarded by large dogs (of. sub­
section (a)); eventually he escapes with some of the gold and returns 
home a rich man.
According to one of Landfvar's versions, the Mama Huaca is a 
female who inhabits a cave, possesses golden cobs of corn and feeds 
on new-born puppies;
**ouando se aoeroan tos ^orïst-îanos ' desapareoe^ si estos 
le llevan perros tiemos y le dejan en la entvada de ‘la
Gueva^ la Huaoa les deja granos de oro,"
(op.cit.113)
This is strongly reminiscent of the behaviour of the lœou mama figure, 
and encourages me to reconsider Mama Ahuardona, to whom Mama Huaca is 
closely related, in the light of the evidence regarding the former 
practice of infant sacrifice which was discussed in sub-section (a),
In connection with GS/CA/14, I noted how in that variant, the Mama
Ahuardona fattened her victims on the flesh of unbaptized children, a
motif which clearly derives from an association between her, the
Mama Huaca, and the urcu mama, in the complex of beliefs. My conten­
tion is, therefore, that associations between the theme dealt with in
A-T327A and certain aspects of the belief system of the Cahar region
were responsible for the appeal of the former, and its subsequent 
incorporation into the latter. Here indeed may be the already exist­
ing structures which encouraged certain borrowings whose own structures 
were compatible; here is support for the theories of Dundes, Hyraes, 
and the Marandas, referred to in Chapter 2, with which I agree. 
Certainly, the Pindilig version of A-T327A recorded by Munoz-Bernand 
where the old woman figure is actually named UTOU mama further backs 
up ray contention (op,cit.6),
Another of Landfvar's versions is a variant of vintimilla*s 
Version II described above, and contains in addition the detail 
whereby the skunk asks the sinful man to collect him some insect
.4^
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larva in return for his protection; this same motif is to be found in 
Tale 26 (Episode xviii).The data available to us concerning the Mama 
Huaca, therefore, shows that her rôle in oral narrative in the Canar/
Azuay regions corresponds very closely to that of the Mama Ahuardona 
in the present texts. The only attribute that does not appear to 
correspond to both traditions is that of the 'guardian of treasure', 
which is found in several of the versions of the Mama Huaca legend, 
but not in connection with Mama Ahuardona, in my collection at least,
I maintain however that to all intents and purposes the two characters 
fill the same categorical and structural 'slot' in the belief systems 
and oral narratives of the adjacent areas, and suspect moreover that 
the very name 'Ahuardona' (although some informants pronounced it 
'Ahuadona') derives from the Spanish ^guardav’, suggesting that she is 
potentially also the guardian of treasure like her counterpart the 
Mama Huaca, even if this attribute does not feature in my present data,(13)
5.0 Concluding remarks
The above analysis should have shown that these texts constitute 
something of a unique case in the collection for the way in which they 
combine a well-known Indo-European tale type with already existing, 
localized narrative traditions. Mama Ahuardona is a feature of the 
local belief system with many categorical associations beyond those 
with which the functions of the European witch figure coincides.
Certain oicotypical forms of A-T327A have evolved in Cahar which take 
that fact into account. Moreover, we may find tales of the Mama 
Ahuardona which are quite independent of outside influence. The form­
ation of oicotypes of A-T327A has had far-reaching effects upon 
narrative traditions in this area. By being able to combine with local 
forms, the originally borrowed structure has set down roots and is well
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on the way to becoming 'Andeanized', Tale 12; *'Biahto apashoa 
huarmioa” (sub-section (b) )., is an example of this process: the
initial situation there is identical to that of A-T327A/Tales 25&25 - 
a stepmother who cannot abide her husband's children treats them 
cruelly. However, this time it is the stepmother who deserts her 
home, and is lured away by the devil to languish in hell for her sins.
In concluding, I wish to point out two further levels at which 
these tales could be examined, which would give them a firmer place 
still in the system of Cahar oral narrative as a whole. Firstly, 
the functions that define the tales in this section can be found here 
too - these tales have much that connects them to the legend pattern, 
as well as what they owe to folktale tradition. Then they describe 
a set of conflicts between hero and non-human agent, just as do all 
the texts of the section too. The lost children, or sinful man, are 
set up in opposition to the Mama Ahuardona as a result of a disruption 
of harmony at the outset of the tale ; the intrusion of stepmother or 
the committing of adultery being the respective causes of this. The 
opposition (H ; Mama Ahuardona) is then mediated by a third party, 
either gaVlo mishiau or skunk, and the initial opposition is resolved, 
harmony is restored. This system of relationships could be formalized 
as follows:
(~*)— -Mama Ahuardona
(”V) N (“*)helpful animal
And we are reminded of the triads representing positive and negative 
relationships between human and non-human agent that may be extracted 
recurrently from within the structure of these Section A tales.
To remind ourselves of this level of interpretation for the tales 
at hand is necessary if we are to understand the reasons for the cate­
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gorical associations that account for fusion and confusion between 
Mama Ahuardona/Maraa Huaca/wrcu mcwia/devil, and the overlapping that 
occurs between these tales and those of Chificha, Achiquee, etc, from 
other parts of the Andes. These terms are all variables, in the final 
analysis, that may be seen to belong to a constant structural frame­
work; one which describes the struggles between such perennial opp­
ositions as nature ; culture / young : old / this world ; other world, 
and a framework upon which local variants of narratives that express 
this struggle are worked out.
FOOTNOTES
(1) He has discussed the theory of this point at length (1974; 81-82)_, 
and has shown how it might work in practice in application to 
Lithuanian folktales,(1962a) and African folktales, (1971) He does 
stress, however, that oicotypical features of structure are likely to 
stretch across a wider area, and even cross-culturally, than features 
of content which may be limited to a narrow geographical area (1974;82)
(2) See Opie and Opie for an early published version of the A-T type, 
containing the 'dead branch' motif (1974:241),
(3) It is a localized attribute of the devil to the extent that it is 
also found in other tale types; viz. Tale 33: 'Nifio Jesusrnanta", where 
the devils smell Christ's whereabouts.
(4) Ortiz Rescanière (1973:39-44), recopied from Pedro Villar Cdrdova 
(1933).
(5) Ortiz Rescanière (op,cit.184-185); see also Argüedas and Izquierdo 
Rfos (1970;120-123), reproduced in Ortiz Rescanière (op,cit.51),
(6). 'Delicing' is a common motif in Andean narrative, performing one 
or other of the following functions; a) it leads to the discovery by 
hero of non-human agent's true identity eg, JC/lM/6; b) it offers a 
chance for the non-human agent to abduct human victim, eg, LS/CH/6, 
in which the condor disguised as a young man uses this ploy to bring 
his victim to his side; c) it offers a chance for the hero to escape, 
eg. Tale 27,
(7) My grounds for classing this text as a 'Mama Ahuardona' tale lie
a) in its theme; b) in its structure; c) in my interpretation of what 
appears to be a mistranscription in the text. The untranslatable line; 
"Chaioa mana avavdona oashca nin^ oristianota micuj” should, i think, 
be rewritten as; Chaica Mama Ahuardona oashoa nin^ Gvistianota miGuj"^ 
which would then translate as; "That was the Mama Ahuardona who eats 
people" (GS/CA/14:75).
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(8) It may be argued that these are of European derivation and, to 
some extent, they probably are; however, the fact that they have suff­
icient life in their present environment to influence other areas of 
its oral traditions warrants their recognition as integrated members
of the local folk culture,
(9) Would it be too far-fetched to suggest this is structurally com­
parable to the sequence in Tales 20 & 21 where it is the mother of the 
uZlaohu who assists and warns the heroine to escape?
(10) Propp suggests such an historical relationship between myths and 
tales (1968:106), which is partially agreed with by Lévi-Strauss 
(1960:133).
(11) Muhoz-Bernand (n,d.)
(12) Vintimilla (1968), also reproduced by Guevara (1972:276-278), 
Landfvar (1971) ,
(13) This etymological connection was suggested by Muftoz-Bernand’s 
reference to; ^^ hiiaoas, guavdonas  ^ iivoutaitas^ eto^ ", as if they belonged 
to a common realm of associations, and she has confirmed that tliere is 
popular confusion between them (1978, personal communication),
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Section A sub-section (i); Miscellaneous
Texts
Tale 29; Urpiouncmanta
Shug pasajëro tïyana nin^ Shug pasagerooa vicuna niUj, ima shuti^ 
oargahuan rioushpaoa* Pasajevoca vicuna nin vicuna nin vicuna nin,. 
Tutayagpica maioha sacha uquitullaman yaicuna nin ohaipi suenungapa^
Chai pasajevi'toca chaipica na oavga ux*aicuchina nin, ohai cuchitollapi 
tiyavina nin» Chaimantaca uvpicunaca juin manada entevito shanruna nin, 
Manada entevito shamushpaca^ ima shuti^ ishcai pasajevitoca tiyacuna 
nin chai sacha siquitoca ohaipi suenungapa. Uvpicuna manada entevo 
shamushpaoa nina nin: ~ Nuoanchi oai pvesidentemi huahuoun, iCai 
pvesidentepaoa imashi alii canga? - nina nin,
Chaipi chai pvesidente huanucugpica shug nina nin^ ohai mamacha cana 
cavca^ , chai mama uvpica nina nin: ~ Paya noveleva upalla oai - nina nin, 
Chaimanta ohai: - Upalla oai - nishca nin -, noveleva upalla oai^  ^
hucanohita japig shamunga - nigpioa ohai pasajevitoounaca uyashpaoa 
mai umata alsashpacha vicuna cavcavi,
Chaica ohai tutayagpica allinlla huiohai llugshishpa japingapa 
huichaicushoa nin, Chai novelevata japishoa nin uvpitaca, -Mana^ haha 
noveleva^, mana. Nana upalla oai- nishpa^ nishpami maitami vina nin 
chai novelevata japishoa nin,
Chaitaoa uvpica nishca nin: - Nucanohi umia^ nuoanchi piquia^ nuoanchi 
alias^ nuoanchi ohupiaj, nuoanchi piohia, quinvai vumipi putashca chai 
sumomi alii oanga^ chaihuan jatavinga - nina nin,
Chai vuhuashca nin chai pasajevoca huahucugpi vishoa nin yaicungopa:- lima tucungui oainallamantaohu^ ounanllamantaohu? lima tuoungui? 
lima sentingiii? - nina nin,
Chaipica - Nuoa jambishaohu^ imashnatata pagash ningui? Nuoa jamhisha - 
nina nin,
Shinash quinvai vumipi outash sumota cushpa chaitaoa, Jambina nin chai 
pvesidentetaca, Chaimi nishca pveoiota pagashoa nin, iMashnatacha? 
Milta, juin, Chaita mana alii yachani mashnatacha pagan oavoa chaihuan. 
Juin uviashpa nin^ juin uyansashpa^ juin pasashcaounami chaioa,
Chaimi tuouvin.
The traveller and the doves
There was once a traveller travelling along with his load. When night 
came down he took cover in a hut of sticks there. There he put down 
his load and sat down in the corner. Then a whole flock of doves came 
along. There were two travellers there taking rest beneath the trees 
when the flock came by. As they arrived, the doves spoke; "Our 
president is dying, what would be a good treatment for him?"
Then one of the doves, it must have been the mother bird, spoke; "Be 
quiet, you old gossip. They will come and catch us unless you're quiet," 
and as she spoke those travellers looked up and saw them there indeed. 
Then when it was dark one of them quietly came out of his resting place 
and climbed the tree in order to catch the bird. He caught the dove 
that had been gossiping. The bird had been warned to be quiet and now 
it was caught. Then the dove spoke: "Take our head, our beak, our wings, 
our tail, our breast and grind it all together on a flat stone. That 
juice will do him good, with that he'll get better again,"
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So doing that, the traveller went to where the dying man was and asked 
him; "How have you been since yesterday? What's the matter with you? 
What do you feel? I shall heal you, how much will you pay?"
And so, grinding the ingredients on a flat stone, he made the juice 
and administered it. He cured that president. Then he paid the price. 
How much might it be? A thousand suoves, a lot, I don't really know 
how much he might have been paid. Then they drank and ate in cele­
bration. There it ends.
Informant; PTA, 29th August, 1976
N451.1 Secrets of animals accidentally overheard from tree 
hiding placeN452 Secret remedy overheard in conversation of animals
B512 Medecine shown by animal
P1045 Night spent in treeB235 Secrets discussed in animal meetingH963 Tasks performed by means of secrets overheard from tree
Q94 Reward for cure
Qlll Riches as reward
Tale 30; Pueblo nuevomqnta
Shug punsha shug animalitoQunaoa tandanaaushoa niroa shug parteman,
Shug punzha nishca nin atlquito Ha juin mayoryash mana pudishca nin 
ladvaruxta, Chaipica nishca nin oai amoca: - Cai attcuca ima mana 
valinohu; mana Zadvanata yachan ni ima^ solo sivishpa pasan, Sipish 
shitallani,
Bueno allquitooa entendin manohuj, pevo cai animaZitvca solo shimi 
Zlugshina mana pudin. Bueno sentimentohuan saquirin animalitoca,
Chai mismo punzhaViata outin shug huasipi nishca nin oai mishica mana 
japi pudinchu uouchacunata, Paipa numpallatatami pasaoun animatcunacaf 
pero mana japin, Ctaro mishi na mayovyashpaca Hahui mana vioush^ chai- 
raicumi mana japi pudin,
Cutin shug amoca nishca nin: - Cai burvo mana apri valinchu. De 
advedemi oaipi chavinohi^ ni ima favorta mana ruhuanohuy mana apavi 
pudiny ni ima,
Cai animalitosGuna tanto tiempo sevvido na mayoryashoay mana pudishca 
llashag oac*ga aparinata, Cutin shug tutamantaca-nishoa niuy mismo 
tutamantay chai ratOy chai semanallata shug amoca nishca nin: - Cai 
gallooa mana utcata cantan ni huaVipacunata mana empottan, Shinaca 
shamuounmi familiaouna nuevo nacionmantay ounan oai gatlotaca entoncesoa 
chaipimi ashun pelashun, Jaou rioushun cooinera - nishca nin, 
Gatlinohuan ohayashoa nin: — Cai gaViotami petangui - nishca nin,
Paita ricuchishca nin galtitotaca, Bueno chaica na sentimentohuan 
galtoca saquivishca, Tuouipish vucuyagpi nucanchitaca despreoian 
nishca nin,
Entonoes na allquitooa madrugashpa rishca nay utcata amava paita 
sipigpi, Tutamanta sipina canga nigpioa mactrugadota vishoa na shug 
nampi sivicushca, Ishcai nampi: chai nanca vaquivig oashcay shugoa 
shug ladomany shugca shug ladom an , Chaipi tiyashca shug sacha yuva, 
Chaipimi allquitooa sivicushca, Chaipi sivicugpica cungailla mishi 
chayan: - ilmatata vuhuash can caipi cangui?
- HombvCy nuoataca cashnami: — nuoa joven oashpaca animalcunata 
ouidavoaniy huasita ouidavcaniy ohagvacunata ouidavcaoaniy cunanca
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mana pudiniahu jatavinata, Amoca ninmi cunanca sipish shitanami 
nishpa nin, Cai allcuca ima favovta mana ruhuanchu nishpa nin, 
Chaivaicumi shanmrcani caiman, ^uca vicunimi cavu Itagtaman, Einimi 
pueblo nuevoman,
Mishica nin: - Nucatapish pushagriy nucapish vigrinillatami, ^ucatapish 
shinallatami nin, Nuca fiahui mana vicugpi ucuchacunaca numpata 
huashata pasan, chaitaoa mana japin nishpamiy nucataca huanuchinata 
nishpami niuy chaivaicumi shamuni, Chaimanta cunanca na ishoai 
tuouncuna,
Cutin quHpaoa na buvvo ohayamun, Buvvo nishca nin: - Ahova companevos 
imata vuhuash cancuna oaipi tiyacunguichi?
Tuoun tuculla pasacushoa niUy manaj*a gloviagpiy tuta tuta, Entonoes 
chaipi nishca nin: ~ Ëucanchi cashnami huasipi nucanchita mana vicug 
pudigpiy ttugshish shamuvoanohiy huanuchina nigpi,
Buvvoca nishca nin: - Nucatapish sipish shitasha ninmi, Allcucunaman 
cavangapa vaquevopa altououna shamugviuy huagvaounahuauy cai s émana, 
Caitaca sipish shitana nuoataoa allcucunaman cavana nishpami nin, 
Chaivaicumi shamuni llugshishpa. Pueblo nuevoman nucapish viouni,- flucanohipish vicunchillatami,
Na quimsa tucun fia,
Entonoes gallo ohayamun nin, Gallo pasacushoa niUy ima shinachari 
shug sacha yuvapi huagtavishpa alas *patag' ninmi nin, Chaimanta nin:- iPita pasacunguiohi?
- Nuoa,
-  iMaimanta vicungui?- Nuoa vicunimi pueblo nuevoman, Chaipishi causai tiyan Hucanchi 
yuyacunamanca, Chaimanmi viouni, Chaipi causangapa, f^uoaoa mana 
contai pudiniy mana utoata jatavinata pudini, Na jovenpi cashpaca 
utoata oantaouroani la una de la mananata, Cunanca mana pudinichu,
Na gloviamugtami oantoni, Chaimanta cunanca despedishpa oachan 
ninmi oocinevaman vivcami viouchingapa amoca cai gallotaca. Pueblo- 
nuevomantami shamuoun shug visitantes familias. Cunanca chaiman 
chaipami pvepavashun caitaca pvepavanguiy cai gallotami huahuchinguiy 
nishpami nivca, Cunanca nucaca shitag shamunimi de capvichOy oai 
tuqui tiempo sivvishoata paicuna mana agvadesishpOy chaita vuhuashca 
nin. Ni cooineva paipa rmngapi mana viounga ni tampooo ni amo paipa 
platopi mana vioungachu nucataca, Chaimantami shamuni shitashpa, 
Capvichavi shamuni, Cunan nuoanchi tucui viounohi jaouchi nucapish 
vicunimi,
Entonoes na tucui tandanaoushpa vinouna nin, Na mishi viny buvvo 
viuy gallo viny allquito vin, Tucui tandanaoush vincuna, Jatun 
nanta vishoaouna, dïicui punzha puvishoaouna, Shug montafia vicuvishcoy 
Ha ohishi tutayan, Mishica vatotaoa buvvopa lomopi vin, Eatotaca 
puvishpa vin, Gallitoca shinallata chaquillahuan puvishpa, Buvvocavi 
mana tanto shaycushcachu oanga, Ashunoavi mishiy allcuca mana tanto 
shayoushoaohu oanga, Gallomi ashun shaycushoa canga,
BuenOy na tutayan, Tutayagpica chai montafuxpioa cai^llapi pacavishun 
nishpashi ninacushoa, Cai puvapica limashinata vishun? Nanta mana 
vigsinchiyimaitami vina? . Entonoes nishca nin caillapi pacavishun, 
Tucuilla tandanaoush avvimavishcacuna, Shug vamada uquito viouvishca 
niuy chaipi shug chuglla tuoushca, Chaipi avvimavishcacuna, Galloca 
como altopi suenun nishca niny saohata jahuayashpa, Shug alto sacha
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tiyashca nin shug liooali shina recto, Chaipi sueHucushca paica,
Tuta rigcharishpa cantana cevcapi ricunata avanzashca luz achigacugta* 
Uraicushca nishca companeroounaman huittangapa: - CompaneroSy nami 
huasiman cerca cashcanchiy shug huasi posada tiyanmi, Jacu ricushun, 
Chaipi shug posadata quiza cunga. Quizas imallata nucanchimampish 
ima caranga. Cashna tucui punzha cainanchiy cashna tucui punzha en 
ayunaspi canchi, Jacu manashun imaVlata,
Entonoes chaimanta puri callarishcacunashi tucui tandanaoush,
Igualitoca sacha yuraman huiohaicushpa, Chapashpay chapashpay chapashpa 
rishca chashna: na cercacunay na cercacunay nami caitlapi, Cutin 
ohapangapa rishca nin: cutin nami caitlapi, Na shinacush chayancuna 
chai huasipi, Huasica achigyacushoay nina achigyacushoa niny luz, 
Entonoes paicunaca chaipi chai huasipica chayan, Entonoes paicunaca 
banda musioota tucui callarincuna, Gallooa primerashcay primer cantan, 
Burroca bajopi cantan, Na tocancunuy banda entero tocancuna pungu 
patiopi, Patiopi tocagpioay shuhuag huasi cashoa chai huasica, 
Duenoounami c^atimun nuoanchi shuhuashoa apamushcata nishpaoa tucui 
sus to llugshirishcacuna maipi ima tucungapoy sacha mai tucui miticush,
Paicuna tucui tocancuna shug banda, Na tucui tocan entonoes yaioushoa— 
cuna uoupi ricungapa luz aohigyaougpioa, Ucupica oashca nin micuna 
maravillasta ruhuash charicushcaouna nin shuhuagcunaoa, Huagra 
lluchushoay huagra yanushca ohaicunahuan cashca niny moteouna timbucushca 
niny tucui shug bodapi cuenta, Paiounapa uyansa, Entonoes paicuna 
chayany uouman yaicuuy alii micuncuna, Allquitooa pungupi como siriny 
pungu corredorpiy alajvpiy suenucushoa, Mishica paipa tullpapi 
obligaoiSn sirina suenunuy tullpa jahuapi cashca, Suenucushoa nin, 
Burroca rishca canzha patiomany chai pambaman oahipi sivicushca niny 
shaycushca, Entonoes na chashna tucui animalitocuna oada uno puestopi 
suenuna, Cada uno chaipi suenucushoa,
Chaimantaca tuta unai tutay ohunllayshpay pi mana uyavinay mana 
vigchagpiy entonoes shomucushoa shug shuhuagoa: - Ricugvishami si,
Tucuioa manchashca ama viohiohu - nishpa,
Pevo shugoa covaje rishca vicugvinata: - Cunan vishami huanuna causana 
vigvinimi vioungapa, Cai mundo genteca tocashpaca mai tacha vincuna 
ohunllayanmi. Apiqui nami cutivish canga - nishpa pensashoa,
Cuando imata vutivinga! Suenucushcaouna!
Entonoes na chayashpaca ninata japiohioushca nin p^uoushpa, Ninaoa 
como na huanushcashca nin, Pevo na siempve nina japichishca puestopi 
yantaounaca jaganicushca nin, Luzta japichingapa p'uoucushoa nin, 
P'ucucugpioa entonoes mishica vigchavishoa, Mishica vigchavishoahuanca 
manchavishpa *pis* nigpioa umata alzaviougvigpicay fueva nahui! Fueva 
Hahui! Chaimantaca susto canzhaman llugshish callpagvishca nin,
Canzha pungupica allcuca 'jan jan^ cutin, Polvush cachana nin, Cutin 
buvvo manchavig tucush ahugpi patiopi imachavi sivicushca nin. Calipash 
jatavin buvvo patadas nin chaipi singuchish cachana nin chaica,
Chaimantaca fueva sacha ucu maita puvicun, Ima shina cutinata mana 
acevtashca cutishpa vishca nin oai shugcunaman huillangapay oompanevo'^ 
ounaman: - Chashnami vuhuany shug hvujami tiyaoushcuy nina patapi,
Chaimi espadahuan nucata viqui nahuita polvush caohan, Canzhapi shug 
guardian chaipi cashca, Nucataca lanzaounahuan juinmi viqui pasachish 
oachaUy yahuav chapuny tvastecuna lliquin, Cutin chaipi shug machashca 
sivicushca chugpi patiopi nuoataca puntai jaitazo cada jaitazo uva 
paxrbata singuchish cachany solo singushpallami atimuni, Chailla vishoa 
niUy maipi ima tuoungapa vin nin, Paicuna saquirin dueno ohai huasihuan, 
Shuhuagcunaca maipi ima tucun!
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The new land
There was once a farmer who one day remarked that the farm-dog was 
getting old and could no longer bark; "This dog is useless, it can't 
even bark. It just spends its time lying down," he said, "I'm going 
to strangle it."
Now the animal couldn't speak but he could understand his master's 
words. And he was very upset by what he heard. Now that very same day, 
in another house, the master remarked that the cat could no longer 
catch mice; "The animals run right in front of her nose but she doesn't 
catch them," he said.
For of course the cat was getting old and her eyes were weak; that was 
why she couldn't catch mice.
Then another farmer was heard to say; "This donkey can't carry loads. 
We're keeping him here for no reason; he's good for no task at all."
The poor animal had served for many years; now he was growing old and 
couldn't carry heavy loads any more. Then that same morning another 
master commented; "This rooster doesn't crow early. Neither does it 
fertilize the hens anymore. Now, I have some relatives coming to visit 
me from the new land, so let's skin the old bird for them to eat. Let's 
go and see tlie cook," he said.
And he came with the rooster and showed it to the cook saying; "Skin 
this bird."
Well the cockerel was very upset; "Everyone despises us when we get old," 
he said to himself.
The next day the little dog got up before dawn, before he was due to be 
strangled, and went out onto the road to lie down. It was a place 
where the road forked, one path going one way and the other another. 
Nearby there was a low bush, and the dog lay down beneath it. As he
was lying there, the cat came along unknown to her master ; "What are you 
doing here?" she asked,
"It's like this," the dog replied, "when I was young I looked after the
other animals, the house and the fields. Now I can't get up. My master
wants to strangle me, saying that I'm no good any more. So I came here.
I'm going to a far-off country, to the new land."
And the cat said: "Take me with you. I'm going along too. I'm in the 
same situation. My sight is failing me and the mice run in front of me
and behind me. My master wants to kill me because I can't catch them
any more; that's why I 've come."
So now there were two of them.
Then a little later, the donkey arrived and said; "Well my friends,
what are you doing here?"
He made quite a noise as he came past. It was still night as they 
all gathered there. The others said: "They don't like us at home and 
wanted to kill us, so we came away,"
And the donkey said; "They wanted to strangle me too. This week the
cowmen are coming with the bulls, and they were going to feed me to
their dogs. So that's why I came away. I'm going to the new land,"
"Why, so are we," said the others.
And now they were three.
Then along came the rooster. It was passing by and landed in the 
bush, somehow making a great beating noise with its wings, "Who goes 
there?" cried the other animals.
"It's me," replied the rooster.
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"Where are you going?"
"I’m going to live in the new land, because I can't get up early and 
crow any longer. When I was young I used to crow at one o'clock in the 
morning. But now I can't. Now I don't crow until daybreak. So the 
master wanted to get rid of me. He went to show me to his cook. He 
ordered him to kill and prepare me for some relatives who are coming
from the new land to visit. But I was very angry and got out of there.
This is how those people repay me for all the time I have served them.
But I'll neither be seen in the cook's pot nor on my master's plate.I've come away very angry,"
Then he added; "So now let's all go, I'm coming too."
So they all went along together: the cat, the donkey, the rooster and
the dog. They went together along the highway, They walked all day 
and then at nightfall they came to a mountainside. Sometimes the cat 
rode on the donkey's back, and sometimes she walked. The rooster went 
on foot. The donkey and the dog were not so tired; but rather the cat 
and the cockerel grew weary.
Well, night fell and they decided among themselves to spend the night 
on the mountainside. For how could they walk through that darkness 
when they didn't know which way the road lay? So they snuggled up 
together in a little makeshift house of sticks that they found, and 
there they prepared to sleep. As the cockerel sleeps high up, he 
climbed to the top of a tall tree, as tall as a eucalyptus, and there 
he slept. He awoke in the night, when it was nearly time for him to 
start crowing, and managed to make out a light burning in the distance.
So he came down from the tree to tell his friends: "Friends, we are 
near a house! There's a house and shelter over there. Let's go.
Perhaps they will give us a roof. Perhaps they will give us something 
to eat. For we haven't eaten anything all day. Let's go and ask for 
something."
So they set off walking together. The rooster would fly to the tree 
tops to spy out the way; "We're nearly there, we're nearly there," 
he would cry as he watched out, "it's right here, it's ri^ht here,"
And in this way they arrived at the house where the light was shining. 
When they got to the house they began to make noises like a band of 
musicians. First the cock began to crow, then the donkey brayed in a 
deep bass voice, then all of them struck up different notes in the yard 
outside. Now, this house was a thieves' den, and when the thieves 
heard the noise, they thought the rightful owners had followed them to 
take back all the things they had stolen. So in a great fright, they 
rushed from the house and ran off to hide somewhere in the woods.
Then the whole band of musicians went into the house where the light 
was still shining. Inside the thieves had prepared the most wonderful 
meal. It was just like a party: a cow had been skinned and roasted, 
and there was a pot of boiled maize, all for them to eat their fill.
So when the animals arrived and went inside they had a great meal.
Then, as the dog liked to sleep in the doorway, he went outside to lie 
in the corridor. The cat always slept on the flat stone by the fireplace, 
so she lay down there and went to sleep. Then the donkey went outside 
to the yard and lay down wearily on the ground. And so each of the 
animals took up his favourite position and fell asleep.
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Then in the middle of the night when all was quiet and no-one would 
wake up and hear him, one of the thieves came to the house. The other 
thieves had been too frightened and did not want to go, but this one 
was brave and went to have a look saying; "Whether I live or die, I 
shall go and take a look. All is quiet, those people that were playing
music must be far away by now,"
But they hadn't gone away at all - they were all asleep in the house!
Well, when the thief arrived, he tried to light the fire as it had gone 
out. He bent down and tried to light it by blowing on the glowing 
embers of the logs. And while he was blowing, the cat woke up. When 
she awoke whe was frightened and hissed, raising her paws in the air 
and sticking out her claws. And when she hissed, the man who was 
blowing the fire looked up - and she scratched out his eyes!
In a great fright, the thief ran out into the corridor and there the 
dog began to bark ferociously! He sent him packing, bitten to bits!
Then the donkey lying in the middle of the yard took fright and got to 
his feet. He kicked the thief with his hind legs and sent him rolling
along the ground! So the thief took to his heels and made for the
woods, running blindly to get back to his friends, hardly knowing where 
he was going. And he told his friends what had happened; "There was 
a witch on the ledge beside the hearth and she scratched my eyes out 
with a sword. Then in the yard there was a guard who attacked me with 
a spear, covering me with blood and tearing my clothes to ribbons. Then 
there was a drunkard lying in the middle of the yard who kicked me and 
sent me rolling on the ground!"
And so the thieves made off - who knows where! And the animals stayed 
behind to become the owners of the house!
Informant; JMD, 15th August, 1976
cf. A-T 130; The animals in night quarters (Bremen City musicians)
B212 Animal understands human speech
B296 Animals go a-journeying
N776 Light seen from tree lodging place by night leads to
adventures
K1161 Animals hidden in various parts of house attack owner with
their characteristic powers and kill him when he enters
J1762 Animal thought to be person
Q U O  Material rewards
Tale 31; Runahuan dh^gVli huarmihuan
Rini shug ouentitota pavlangapa, Numpa tiempo shug soltevahuan 
solterohuan shug aontvato ruhuasheaouna hasta la muevte, Ima horas 
paicuna falleceviSy igual paicuna sepulturapi cangaaama, Shug tiempo^ 
shug solteva tiyana nin, Shug joven puvina nin cazi enamorashpa,
Chai solterataoa nina nin: - Buenoy nuoa oazaranimiy matviomoniota 
avmagvinimiy compvomisota vuhuagrinimi, Nuoa ima horas huanuniy can 
ima horas huahunguiy chaipi igualito enterravishpa chaipi causangapa 
ima horas nuca causaringaoama,
Chaimanta purina niny purina niuy na matrimonio oumplina nin,
Matrimoniota cumplishpaca na puriouna nin huata piohca quilla cazamento, 
Entonces huanuna nin huarmi, Na sepulturata ruhuachina niny alii anohOy 
alii dohlito nay respiraciân llugshinata, Entonces na huarmica huanushcay 
paioa vivo, Entonces sepulturapi na pambarina nin como compromise 
ruhuashoaoa, Chaimanta causana nin ishcai chunga chuscu huatata fia
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sepulturapi igual,
Chaipi aausashpaca na shug martes punzhaea yaiouna nin shug ohuspi,
Ima sisa asusinahuan oaptashoa, Chai yaiaugpi ohuspita huanuchina 
nin, Tutaca entonoes nuoanchi apunohi Je su Cris toca revelana nin:- llmapata ohuspita huanuchircangui? Mana chuspiohu caroa^ nucami 
carcani. Cai mundo huata can chashna sufringui compromise ruhuashca, 
Cunan oumplishcanguiy entonces cunanca de lo mismi yaicusha, Chai 
sisataca quimsa cutin canca huarmipa jahuapica cruz ruhuash pasangui, 
Huarmica entonoes na sueno ouentami rigcharinga, Caxriba huarmi ni ima 
mana tucushoay mana ismushca^ ni mana chaquishcay ni ima, Sanitomi 
camba huarmica - nishpa na nuoanchi apunohi Jesu Cristoca musouchina 
niny tuta revelana nin,
Entonces cayandiy miêrcoles doce horastacay yaiouna nin ohai ohuspiaa 
cutin na sisallamanta, Chaipi sisata japishpa chuspitaaa japishpay 
muohashpay ohai sisahuanca huarmipa jahuapica quimsa oruzta ruhuana nin, 
Huarmica na suenomanta cuenta ^aij ' nishpa samaita aisashpa na jatarina 
nin, Jatarishpaca nina nin: - Cusita igual shina cashcangui,
Chaimanta nina nin: - Ari, Cainalla shina suenuroanchioari,
- iCaipichu cashcanchi ? - nina nin,
Cusaoa respondina nin: - Imata cainalla oanguiariy ishcai chunga chuscu 
huatami oaipi cana igual - nina nin,
Chaimanta na: - lima shinata llugshinohi? iMaitata llugshinchi ? - 
nina nin,
Chaipi na panteony como panteonpioa na ima shina enterracush cana niny 
chai jahua purioush c*ay ana nin, Chai respiracionmanta c*ayagpica 
nina nin: - Caita pasoash oui, Llugshisha ninchi nuoanohica - nishpa, 
Entonoes panteSn urai shamushpa llugchina nin,
Chaimanta shamuna nin, Huasiman shamuna nin shamuna nin, Maicha 
lamar ladota shamushpaoa entonces na ousa malanoohe casi maltrato 
oana, Suenucuna nin, Shug marinero shamushpaoa chai huarmita inquitana 
nin, Inquitashpaca na baroopi ohurashpa aparina nin, Pai yuyaita 
Qopigpioa na suenomanta rigcharigpica entonces tronoota sauna 
suenucushoa nin, Huarmica quiên sdbe ima horasmi rirca maita chai 
marinerohuanoa, Pero ohai sisita bolioushca oana nin,
Chaimanta na tuta na maipichari sueno japigpioa tamu huashitallapi 
suenuna nin, Pero semejante lamar yaou ladopi, Chaipi tuta revelana 
nin: - Ari, Cancalima ruhuashpata huarmita cacharish shitangui?
Camba huarmica na marinerohuauy shughuauy rinmi,- lima shinata pasasha? - nina nin -y lima shinata pasasha cai mundo 
laya lamar yaouman shug ladomanoa?
Chai nina nin: - Ama ima ruhuaiohu, Quimsa oruzta lamarpi ima cruz 
ruhuash shitai, Chaimanta sisitapi tiyari, Sisaoa pasangallami shug 
ladomanoa - nina nin,
Pasana nin na shug ladomanoa, Pasash na shayacuna nin, Chai rey 
huanushoa cana nin, Na piohca chunga huata huanushca cana nin reyoa,
Na pi mana purina nin ohai rey causana pueblo palaciopi. Pi ni maipi 
ni gente ni ohuspiy mana purina nin. Alii guardiashca cana nin,
Paioa riouna nin na chugpi calleta na preso japina nin, Chaipi preso 
japigpioa nina nin: - Ari, Nuoa cashna cashna shina shinami carcani, 
Compromiso ruhuashpa tal tanto huatatami nucaca caipi cashpami nuoa 
shamucuni huarmi ohangaohish marinerohuan rishca - nish,
Entonces: - Canca huanugta causaohigmi cashcangui, JaoUy reyca 
cinouenta anos huanushoami, Chaita causachingui - nish aparina nin 
alii oastigash alii azotishpa aparina nin.
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Chaipi ohayashpaoa entonoes apunohi Jesu Cristoman oraoionta ruhuashpa |
Gutin quimsa oruz ruhuashpaoa entonoes reyoa jatarina nin, Casi I
respiraoionta japishpa jatarina nin: - Aijy imaipiohâ oani? llmaohâ |
tucuroani? - nish gatarina nin reyoa, j
(at this point the narrative is very confused, but the gist is that the |
king then offers the herohis daughter as reward) |
Entonoes ohashna nishpaoa na rina nin rina nin, Na oarana nin meg ores |
atimentos nay me g ores vestuaris ohuraohina nin, Chai nina nin: - Mana 1
rUioa ningûn ima mana oazarasha nini. Ni ima mana ima oasha niniohu, 4
Nuoaoa ûnioo oasha ninimiy oapitdn marinero ohuraohin, Nuoa huarmi i
maita ima horas shamungaoama entonoes nuoa ohaipi rioungapa - nina nin, i. . IChaipi entonoes na shina hataHion enterahuan oaohana nin ohai marinero 1
oapitân maipimi arrimarin hotetoounata ttugohin ohaiman, Arrimarigpioa |
entonoes chai capitdn mandontaoa na llugshish shitashpa chaipi cana nin |
na piohca huata, Piohca huatapi outina nin huarmica na, Na alairi |
shamuna nin, Na haroopioa shamuna nin shamuna nin ohayamuna nin, j
Chayamushpa entonoes paioa shayouna nin, Na manddn sillitapi tiyacuna 1
nin, Sillitapi tiyaoushpaca na chai batallionta nina nin: - Chaimi |
nuoa huarmi shamun, Chaipi en seguidita gapinguiohi, Pedazo ruhuashpa |
nina churangapa - nina nin, |
Na batallionca rishpa na gapina nin huarmitaca niny capitanta lo mismo, j
Capitanca como paillatami ordenacuna nishpaoa Ha shamuna nin paipa |
banquitaman, Paipa sillaman tiyaringapa, Na shug tiyacugpioa entonces |
Ha llugshina nin, Guardiashca oana nin batalliôn entero soldadocunahuan, j
Na huarmita gapig shamushpa gapig shamushpaoay mismo palacio numpaman :|
apag shamushpay rupachina nin, Chaillomi nuca cuentoca seHoritUy j
agradeoinimi.
A faithful husband and a faithless wife |
I am going to tell a story of the old days about two young people who ;|
were married until death. They made an agreement that when one of them |
died the other should live along with his partner in the grave, A  j
young girl and a young man fell in love and he asked her to marry him ^
with this condition:"Wlien I die, or when you die, we must be buried |
together and there we shall live in the grave until the dead one comes a
back to life," |
And so they were married and lived together happily for a year and five |
months. Then the wife died. As his wife was dead and he remained i
living, the man kept to the arrangement they had made. He ordered a |
specially wide grave to be dug, with a shaft for air, and there they |
were buried together. There they lived together in the grave for four 'I
and twenty years! IjOne day, a Tuesday, as they were there, a fly flew out of a lily- I
flower where it had perhaps been trapped, and entered the grave, Seeing |
the fly come into the grave, the man killed it. That night, however, 1
our Lord Jesus Christ appeared before him and asked; "Why did you kill ;
that fly? For it was not a fly, it was I, You have been suffering i|
all these years for the contract you made, Now you have fulfilled that 1
contract, so I shall come to you again in the grave. Take the lily- 1
flower and make the sign of the cross three times over your wife's j
body. She will then wake up as if from a long sleep. Nothing will ^
have happened to her; she will not be rotten or shrivelled or anything, |
Your wife will be alive and well." |
With these words our Lord revealed himself to the man in a dream. j
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So the next day, Wednesday, at midday, a fly again flew out of the 
same flower. This time the man grasped the flower, took the fly and 
kissed it, and with the flower made the sign of the cross three times 
over his wife's body. Then his wife awoke as if from a dream.
Gasping to catch her breath she sat up. "My husband, you have been
here with me," she said.
"Yes," he replied, "just yesterday we were both asleep here."
"You mean we have been here all the time?"
"You haven't just been here these few days past," said her husband,
"we've been here together for twenty-four years,"
Then they began to wonder how they would get out of the grave, for 
there they were buried in the cemetery. They heard people walking 
overhead and called out to them through the air shaft; "Open up here!
We want to get out!"
And so some people dug down into the grave and helped them out.
After that they came home to their house somewhere on the seashore.
There the husband fell asleep but slept very badly. While he was 
sleeping, a sailor came and pestered his wife and took her away with 
him in a boat. Suddenly the man came to his senses and awoke to find 
he had been sleeping with his head on a log. Who knows at what hour 
of the night his wife must have stolen away with the sailor?
But the husband still had the flower in his pocket. That night he
was wandering somewhere on the seashore when sleep came over him and 
he lay down behind a clump of grass. As he lay. Our Lord appeared to 
him again and said; "Why have you let your wife go? Your wife has 
gone away with another man, with a sailor."
And the man asked; "How am I to follow her across that great ocean?"
The vision replied; "Do nothing. Just make three signs of the cross
over the water, then sit down in the flower. The flower will simply |
carry you over to the other side."
And so he passed over to the other side of the ocean. He stood up
and looked around him. In that land the king had died. He had lain 
dead now for fifty years and no-one was allowed to enter the palace; 
not a soul, not even a fly could enter there, it was so well guarded.
Well, as the man was walking down the street he was taken prisoner.
At this, he began to explain his story; that he had followed an 
agreement with his wife and had spent so many years in the grave with 
her. Then she had come back to life, but now he had lost her to a 
sailor. Hearing his account, the people said; "So you know how to 
bring the dead back to life? Well, our king has been dead for fifty 
years. Come on, you must restore him for us,"
And they led him off, beating and whipping him as they went.
When he arrived where the king lay, the man made a prayer to Our Lord 
and then made the sign of the cross three times over the body. At 
this the dead man arose, gasping for breath; "Ah! Where on earth am 
I? What on earth has happened to me?"
Then the king declared that the man must marry the princess. They gave 
him fine foods to eat and dressed him in the best clothes, But the 
man said: "I don't wish to be married to anybody. All I wish is that 
I may be made a sea-captain so that I may watch out over the sea for 
my wife's return,"
And so his wish was granted.
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He arranged to sail with, a whole fleet of ships to the place where the 
other sailor was known to harbour. On his arrival he took over command of the port and waited there for five years. After five years his wife 
came back « He could see her clearly as she approached by boat towards 
the shore. As he awaited her arrival he remained seated in his chair 
of office. Prom there he directed the officers of his fleet; "There 
comes my wife. As soon as she lands, take her prisoner. Then cut her 
to pieces and burn her,"
So the men advanced and captured the wife and her captain-lover, This 
captain, as he was used to being in charge, approached his seat of 
office to sit down. But there the other man was seated in his place. 
And he was taken under guard by all the men of the fleet. Then the 
wife was brought captive before the palace, and there she was burned to 
death. That's my story miss, thank-you.
Informant; EDC, 10th June, 1976
cf, A-T 612;The three snake leaves
M254 Promise to be buried with wife if she dies first
Sl23,2 Burial of living husband or wife with dead spouse
ElBl Means of resuscitation learned
El62,0,l Resuscitation after great length of time 
E165 Resuscitation of husband giving up half his remaining
life
D630,4 Deity has power of self- transformation
Dl500,1.4 Magic healing plant
E105 ResuscitatiDn by herbs or leaves
N817.0.1 God as helper
D1814.3 Advice from God
DBll Magic object received from God
D1766.6 Magic results from sign of the cross
R212 Escape from grave
D1814.2 Advice from dream
D975 Magic flower
Q94 Reward for cure
K2213,5 The faithless resuscitated wife
Q241' Adultery punished
Q261.2 Treacherous wife punished
Q414.0.2 Burning as punishment for adultery
Tale 32; Sccpondiy suenondiy apangurandi
Shug sapo shug sueno y apangura ri callarina nin aviarishpa, Aohoa 
ooruta rishpa na shayoushaaouna nin, Shayoushpaoa ima shina mana rinata 
pudishoaouna nin shayoush, Chai oueayuta mioungapa rishoaouna nin shug 
llano pambaman, Chai llano pambapi oueayuta miouaugpioa riourishca nin 
bestia tullUy tueui libre y libroy libre y oabalito tuoui oashoa niny 
tulluQuna, Cunan imata ruhuash: - Caita tandaohishpa alliohishun — 
nishoa nin -y bestiata ruhuashun ohaipi montangapa quimsa tuoushun, 
Entonoes tulluta tuoui tandashoaouna nin, Bestia tulluta tandashpay 
sumaimanata alliohishpay bestiata tuoui formashoaouna nin, Chai 
bestiaoa puri oallarishoa nin tuoui quimsaoa ohaipi montanouna,
Chaimanta na aohoa ri oallarishoaouna, Aohoata rigpi shug haoienda 
tiyashoa nin, Chai haoienda punguta gatun nan pasana oashoa nin, Chai 
huasipioa shug haoiendayu dueno amo oausana nin, Pero ohai huarmi 
amaoa mana pihuan asinata yaohashoa nin. Ni pihuany ni pihuan mana 
nunoUy ni cusahuan ni pihuan mana asig oashoa nin, Chaimanta entonoes
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ohai quimsaauna montashaay tuttumanta oahaZto ruhuashpa montashoa,
Chai pungupi riourigpioay entonoes ohai oahallooa haoiendamanta 
cashoanga tat vezy ohai oabalto tuVluoay entonoes ohai oahallooa 
haoiendaman yaiousha nishoa nin pungumanta na, Atish yaiougrigpioa 
paiounaoa ohutashoa nin^ atranoan huashaman, Chutagpioay yalli 
ohutagpiy limata tuoun? Tuoui desash regarin nin libretay libre,
Chaipi ruman nin tuoui haoiendapi, Chaipi na ohai senoraoa asishoa nin, 
Chai asigpioa: - Riquiy loanca imamantata asingui? - nishpa amooa 
pHnarishoa niny cusaoa -, oamba noviomi oashoanga ohai quimsaounaoa. 
Celai oallarishoa,
Chaimanta japishpa uoupiy oaroelpi quimsa uouta pasachishyuoupi 
huiohoash shitana nin ohai sapo apangura y suenota japishpa, Quimsa 
uouta pasachishy uoupi huiohoash shitashpa tutaoa yuyarinaouna nin, 
Paiounaoa nin: - Cunanca limashi tuoushun? Caipi na huiohoashoa 
oanohi, lima shinaoa llugshishun oaimantaoa? - nin,
Chaipi nin: - lima shinata llugshishun? - nin,
- BuenOy nuoay nuoaoa allash o^atisha - nina nin apanguraoa.
Scrota: - Canoa aspish o^atingui,
-Nuoaoa amoounataoa suenuohish o^atisha - suenooa,
Chaimanta na tuta allpata allashpa uouta jutoui oallarinouna niny quimsa 
Quarto uoumanta llugshingapa, Apanguraoa allashpay sapooa aspishpay 
suenooa amoounata suenoohishpa, Chaimanta llugshinouna niny na quimsa 
Quartota tuoui allash llugshishoaouna nin, Chaimanta huasiman outimush 
rinouna nin, Chaimantashi oai llagtapi suenoounay sapoy apangura tiyan, 
Chaillomi,
The frog, the dream and the crab
A frog, a dream, and a crab set off on a journey, bidding farewell to 
their homes. When they had gone a long way, they grew tired. So tired 
were they that they could go no further. They went down onto a flat 
plain to eat the food they had brought with them for the journey. As 
tliey were eating there, there appeared nearby the bones of a dead horse 
scattered all over the ground, "Let's collect these and put them 
together," they said, "let's make a horse and mount it, the three of us," 
So they collected up all the bones and put them together finely, forming 
them into the skeleton of a horse. Then the horse began to walk with 
the three adventurers riding on top.
They went on a long way until they came to a haoienda. The main road 
passed by the gate of that haoienda. The owner of the haoienda lived 
in that house, and his wife never laughed. Nobody could make her laugh:
not her husband, nor anybody. So the three travellers were mounted on
their horse of bones. Now the horse had maybe belonged to that haoienda 
in life. So when that gate appeared, he wanted to go through it into 
the haoienda. As it was about to go in, they pulled it back. They 
pulled and pulled, and what do you think happened? The whole thing 
collapsed to the ground! It all collapsed there in front of the 
haoienda. Then the woman laughed. When she laughed, her husband got 
angry; "What are you laughing for? Those three must be lovers of yours," 
He began to get jealous.
So then he caught the frog, the crab and the dream and imprisoned them 
behind three locked doors. As they were locked up there, behind the 
three doors, night fell and they thought; "Now what will become of us? 
Here we are locked up. How shall we get out of here?"
"Well," said the crab, "I can dig with my claws, and you can follow
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scratching with, your feet," he said to the frog,
"I shall come behind when I have put the master and mistress to sleep," 
said the dream.
So then in the darkness they began to burrow their way through the 
earthen floor in order to get out from behind the three doors. The crab 
dug, the frog scraped, and the dream put the master and mistress to 
sleep. Then they came out, digging their way past the three doors.
After that they came back home. That, they say, is why there are dreams, 
frogs and crabs in this village. That's it.
Informant; GGG, 28th October, 1975
B296 Animals go a-journeying
F1025 Objects go journeying together
E3Q Resuscitation by arrangement of members
h 341 Suitor test; making princess laugh
h 341,3 Princess brought to laughter by foolish actions of hero
Q433 Punishment: imprisonment
r40 Places of captivity
r 210 Escapes
A2162 Origin of frog
A2171 Origin of crustaceans
Al399,2 Origin of dreams
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Commentary
1 ; 0 Introduction
These tales have been placed in a sub-section apart as, whilst on 
grounds of their structure they have much in common with the Section A 
type, their content does not relate them to any of the other sub-sections. 
This latter is due, in some cases, to the fact that they can be iden­
tified as A-T types which have undergone little change in tlieir new 
environment. I shall examine each of them in turn, placing particular 
emphasis on those features of their structure that could be held to 
account for their appeal to and introduction into the repertoire of the 
Cahar storyteller, and in arguing tliat compatibility of narrative 
structure can explain the adoption and adaptation of extraneous mat­
erial, I shall again show the validity of the theories set out in 
Chapter 2 with regard to this issue,
2,0 Tale 29
Tale 29; Urpiounomanta
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OP EPISODES FUNCTION
I
traveller (H)takes refuge under tree 
for night 1/2
i doves pass by overhead 3
ii doves’conversation reaches ears ofH 4
iii H gains information from conver­
sation (remedy) 8
II iv H travels to another town 2
V H revives president with remedy 8
vi H gains reward 9c
The pattern of this text, as was seen, has much in common with the 
Group (ii) devil legends. There is an Aarne-Thompson type (A-T613) 
that corresponds to it closely, and the temptation is to suggest that 
it is a straightforward borrowing. However, the pattern whereby a 
hero overhears a conversation between animals regarding t±ie illness of 
a person in authority, and is subsequently able to follow the instruc-
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tions in order to heal that person and receive a reward, is one to be 
found in the Andes as far back as the 16C, and still to be found over 
a wide area today, Francisco de Avila collected the tale of Huatya- 
curi’s cure of a local chief's illness by this means (loc,cit,), to 
which I referred in the discussion of the devil legend Tale 12, There 
too I mentioned certain modern-day descendants of this type, such as 
Mitchell (loc.cit,), PM/CT/1, and pm/CT/5. In the latter, as a further 
example, a poor girl cures her lover after hearing a dove speak with 
a solitary bird. The evidence therefore reveals a well-established 
Andean tradition for this narrative pattern, and the degree of influence 
of the international tale type is questionable; its compatibility with 
already existing structures would have encouraged any borrowing that 
did take place.
The content of the tale from Cahar is also linked to a local
context, by the appearance of the dove, rather than any other animal,
as intermediary. The dove as the animal that divulges the secret and
recommends a cure from its own body fits in with local beliefs; this
bird is one among a number of animals referred to as brujaouna^,
thought to be capable of sensing the approach of death, and announcing
it in their behaviour, as GGG reported;
'^Cusovnguoay ohaimi ohai huaoagpiy gentiouna huaflugrin,
Urpipish, Urpi huasi gahuaman shamushpUy ohai urpi 
huaoashpayfia ungui tiyan a huanunouna nin, Chaimanta 
urpi huaoashoamanta piohca quiflapi o sugta quillapi na 
huasiyu huanun, Urpiounapish brugaounami, Urpiounapish 
huafiunga oagpi huaoana nin, "
"When the owl cries, people are going to die. And doves 
too. When doves alight on the roof of the house and cry, 
then there is sickness or someone is to die. Five or six 
months after the dove cried, the house owner dies. Doves 
are 'witches' too. Doves cry too when someone is going 
to die."
MEZ answered my enquiries about the use of doves in remedies with the 
assertion that the heart of a freshly killed dove passed over the body 
is an effective remedy for certain illnesses, and a dove's egg in
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agua de manzanilla is good for a ^pulsario^ (lung infection) - a rel­
ative of her grandmother's was reportedly cured in this way,
3.0 Tale 30
Unlike Tale 29, there is a strong argument for the identification 
of this text with an Aarne-Thompson type (A-T130), I have alrealdy 
examined its narrative pattern with reference to its common ground 
with Tale 15 of the Group (ii) devil legends. It was suggested that 
that tale might be an oicotype of A-T130 whose oicotypical features 
were the result of influence from the devil legend pattern, Such 
influence, in turn, would have occurred as a result of compatibility 
between the structure of the two tale types in the first place. Again 
Dundes's suggestion is borne out, and we can look for reasons for its 
adoption in its structure rather than its content.
4.0 Tale 31
Tale 31; Runahuan oh^alli hUarmihuan
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EPISODES FUNCTION
X couple promise to follow each other to 
the grave 1
i wife dies, husband (H) buries himself alive with her for 24 years 2
ii fly enters grave, H kills it 3
iii Christ appears and tells H he was the 
fly, instructs how to revive wife ..  3/6 , _ _
iv fly emerges from flower again, H follows 
instructions 8
V wife revives from dead __ 9d
vi they emerge from grave and go home
XI vii wife elopes with sailor while H asleep 1
viii Christ appears again to H and advises ...3/6____
ix H follows advice in pursuit of wife 2
X H comes to town where king has died
xi H uses remedy used for wife to revive 
king 8
xii as reward H becomes sea-captain and 
waits for wife's return to port 9c
xiii wife returns and is punished
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The application of function headings to the episodes of this tale 
is only intended to point up in broad terras the similarities between 
the pattern of this tale, an apparently wholesale borrowing from un­
determined Indo-European sources, and that of the material examined in 
the rest of the section. These similarities are; a) the initial sit­
uation sequence, b). in the acquisition of information by supernatural 
means and its subsequent implementation by the hero for his own profit. 
The initial situation may be compared with that found in Tale 17, and 
some implications of this were speculated upon in sub-section (c),
The second sequence is associated with the Groups (i) and (ii) devil 
legends: in the first group we saw how a remedy taught by the devil is 
later used by the hero in return for reward from the person he cures? 
in the second group, information is also acquired which enables the 
hero or heroes to set right a situation to their own benefit. Whilst 
much of this tale must be borrowing, its narrative pattern matches up 
with the culturally preferred structures of the adopting area.
The initial situation sequence may be closely compared with 
A-T612, containing some of the motifs listed with the text above, A 
comparable version, in the Americas was collected by Miller, her No,74; 
’^La esposa infïel'' (1973:265), The pattern there differs somewhat in 
that the husband uses the prelearnt method of resuscitation on himself 
after he is put to death by his wife's lover. The A-i-T listing does 
not bring in the use of the remedy on a later occasion at all. It 
would seem, therefore, that the occurrence of this 'subsequent use of 
remedy' sequence in the Cafiar Tale 31 is best explained by the popul­
arity of a similar pattern in the other, more traditional material.
The narrative context of this borrowed tale type is particularly 
suitable for the introduction of the sequence, and so we see what is 
almost certainly an illustration of Dundes's suggestion that a
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culture might; "perhaps alter borrowings in such a way as to make them 
conform to the preferred structural type"(loc,cit,i,
5,0 Tale 32
" Tale 32: SùenonârLy sapondi^ cvpànqiœdrïdi
MOVE EPISODE CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EPISODES f u n c t i o n
I dream, frog & crab (Hs). set out from 
home . .i Hs find animal bones which they make 
into skeleton horse 3
ii continue journey mounted on skeleton 2
111 arrive at haaienda where woman never 
laughs 7
iv horse attempts to enter ...
V horse collapses, woman lauahs
vi jealous husband captures Hs and locks 
them up 9b
vii using various means, Hs escape and 
return home 9d
Whilst this tale contains a number of motifs traceable to 
Thompson^ index, and apparently derived from tale sources of Indo- 
European type, there is no one A-T type to which it can be related as 
a whole. The initial situation in which the actors set out on a jour-r, 
ney can be compared perhaps with that of A-T130 and A-T210, containing 
motifs B296 Animals go a-journeying* and 'Pi025 Objects go journeying 
together', as shown in the listing with the text. We are reminded 
also of the pattern of Tale 30, the almost unchanged version of A—T310, 
which also, broadly speaking, involves the journey of animals to a 
haoienda whose inhabitants they get the better of. Such comparisons, 
it must be stressed, are only at a broad level of underlying patterns, 
as is the case with all the tales in this section,
What such a method of analysis helps to show yet again is that 
apparently extraneous material may be found to have structural simil­
arities with local narrative forms, and its appearance in the Indian
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storyteller’s repertoire be explained in terms of its compatibility 
with already used and accepted narrative patterns. Not to be over­
looked as an additional factor, in the case of 32 in particular, is 
the tale’s sheer entertainment value. This is a story that appeals 
strongly to the imagination and sense of humour. The aetiological 
note at the end of the tale appears to be gratuitous, and probably 
has no real function in the preserving of the narrative, although it 
may act as an 'excuse' for its re-telling.
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CHAPTER 4 
Section B; The Christ Child cycle 
Texts
Tale 33; Nino Jesusmanta
Entonoes ppimevamenteoa San Josecitohuan Maniita Vivgenhwxn oana nin^ 
Paiouna mppido y mujer» Chai manido y muQev oagpimi entonoes oai 
Mamita Yivgenoa nina nin Josetaoa: - Oi^ Jose^ iguat oashun^ igual 
piwiaushun - nishpa nina nin San Josetaoa* Chaipi entonoes tuta nina 
nin; - Cunanoa nuoa mana ima ohushagtlaohu oani^ ounanoa cambata 
huigsayumi cani - nina niari Mamita Yivgenoa*
Mamita Yivgen ohashna ningpioa entonoes Joseoa nina nin Mamita 
Yivgenta: - iNuoa aoaso oamha cuevpopi ohayaouni? iNuoa oamba 
ouevpopiohu avrimaviouni? iJma vnhuashpata oanoa ohashna ningui? - 
nina niavi*
Eabiavina nin San Joseoa*
Entonoes bnvvota apamuna nin potvevomanta* Buvvota apamuah potvevomanta 
pavejana nin^ , tuoui fveno ohnvaohina nin, Tutitoounapi tuoui tiyash; 
hevvamientaouna ohuvana nin: mavtilto nin^ ima tenasa nin^ , ima fovmSn 
nin^ ima villavavquin nin^ ima sevvooho nin, ima nitel nin, esnadva nin, 
Cavpentevia tayataoa tiyashoa tiyashoa tiyashoa hevvamienta, ^a oomo 
paioa oavpentevo y albanil oana nin San Joseoa* Chashna buvvitopi 
apaohishpaca vina nin maiohavi, oasi siete dias pitvin, siete noohes 
puvin ima* Na ohaipi oana nin ha paioa ha aviavish, ha Mamita Yivgenta 
shitash giohush ohai nishoamanta vabiavish vina nin* ^a maipichavi 
tutayash ha posashpa oagpi ha buvvito mana avanzashoa nin* Chaipi 
nishoa entonoes: - CaiVlapi posagvini,
Buvvitota samaohishpa, quHhuitapish tiyanmi, buvvitoman oavash samaohish 
nina nin*
Chaipi nigpioa nin entonoes ohugpi tuta hovasoa San Joseta vevelana nin 
Nino Jesusoa todavia Mamita Yivgenpa huigsapiva oana nin, Mamita 
Yivgenpa vientvespiva* Chaipi San Joseta vevetana nin* Nina nin:- Oi, taita, lima vnhuashpata huoataoa shitagvingui, huoa mamitata 
shitagvingui? Nuoaoa oamba huahuami oani, imanohu yuyangui? lUttimo 
quHpata ohayashpa manohu yuyangui? ^uoa mamitapa vientvespioa, manohu, 
asisuna sisahuan shitavoangui* Chaimi huoa naoevivoani. Can mana 
Quevpopi shayavishoangui, mana imanish oangui pevo asisuna sisaoa 
ouevpopi naoevivoani - nishoa nin huoa ha naoevivoani, ilma 
vuhuashpata oanoa huoata shitash giohungui? lima vnhuashpata huoataoa 
saquivioungui? - nishoa nin ha vevelashoa*
Chaipi tutaoa ha, Mamita Yivgenoa huaoashpa o^atina nin hanouna 
ohingavish, hanouna mai oai ohaita puvishpa ha, mana tavishpa ha, 
Huaoashpa o^atina nin ha Mamita Yivgenoa ohaquipi, San Josepa ohaquipi,^ 
Na ohashna vevetagpi entonoes nina nin: - Avi, oievtomi oanga^ huoa 
oievtomi shitavoani. Chaimi oanga - nishpa entonoes avvepentivish 
shuyana nin,
Na Mamita Yivgen ohayana nin,
Chaimanta outina nin maioha ha oai Pavaiso tlagtata outina nin, Pav^aiso 
llagtata outishpa ha, oai Belenman shamuna nin, Belenpioa oausana nin 
ha algunos dias* Casi ohai vatooavi Tiempo de Dios Padvepioavi oana 
nin zafavina nin, Casi piohoa quillalZapi zafavina nin, Nino Jesus ha 
naoevina nin, Na quimsa quittamanta huashaimanoa ha estvetta tiyavina
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nin ha .oielopioa<, semegante e&tvella ha, Luoero tiyavina nin, Belen, 
ohai llagta reotopioa tiyavina nin,
Chaipi oai milZai Judasouna, oasi miZZai sotdadoouna nina nin; - lima 
vuhuashpata ohaipi Zuoevo tiyavin? lima vuhuashpata?
Mana amivinouna nin guin de una vez mana amivinouna nin; lima 
vuhuashpa ohaipi Zuoevo tiyan?
Aohig aohish ha Zuoevo tiyavina nin, ohai ohishi Zuoevo nishoa, 
semegante hviZZash, gaganish, Entonoes ohaipioa ha oana nin, naoevina 
nin, Naaevishoa BeZen ZZagtapi,
Chaipi naoevishpaoa ha semegante heZada oana nin, semegante vasu, ohivi 
pdvamo oana nin, Chaipioa entonoes oai Zeonhuan tigvehuan ashtanaouna 
nin ugshataoa, Ugshata ashtash; shugouna oaspi, shugouna ugshata 
ashtashpa huasiohinaouna nin, Huasiohigpioa entonoes nina nin, ounanoavi 
ha dhugZZapi, ohugZZitata vuhuashoa oana nin, Chaipi Niho Jesusoa oana 
nin,
Chayana nin angeZitoouna ima aZgodonhuan, ohayana nin angeZitoouna,
Juin nov&dad que niho naoevishoashi, Na oomo ohai Tiempo Dios Padvepioavi 
oana nin saoha, vumiouna, ima tuoui guin vimavin, animaZouna vimavin, 
tuoui oana nin Tiempo Dios Padvepioa, Chaipi nina nin: - Bueno entonoes 
oanoa oaipi oai, huoa vini outimimgapa - oai San Joseoa Mamita 
Vivgentaoa,
Chaipioa ohayana nin vaoa ohayana nin, samai ohuvana nin, Ouegita 
ohayana nin miZZmitata ouna nin, samai ohuvashpa miZZmita ouna nin 
ovegita, C*uohioito ohayashpa samita ouna nin, Buvvitooavi, ima 
shuti, huaiva Zadomi shayavishpa gavoana nin buvvitooavi ha Mamita 
Yivgenta, Cutin oai muZaoa ohayana nin *ua* ^ua* nivash ohayana nin, 
MuZaoa aisash shitana nin Niho Jesuspa huasioito vuhuashoata, 
amuZZishpa aisash shitana nin, gaitana nin, Chaipishi Mamita Yivgen 
nina nin: - Canoa pava siempve muZa mama oangui, ama huaohangui,
Nunoa ama huahuata ohavingui, oanoa pava siempve muZa mama o^atingui — 
nishpa nina nin Mamita Yivgen maZdeoiana nin,
Shinashpashi oai muZaoa mana ima huaohan, mana imana, huavmi muZaoa 
mana huaohan, mana ima nin, Chai muZa Mamita Yivgen maZdeoiadomanta,
Chaimanta outin huagva ohayana nin, Huagva ohayashpa o^aouvishpa 
entonoes oaohuhuan aventana nin, Chaipi Mamita Yivgen ha nina nin:- Carriba ohashnamanta, oamba shina givu geniomanta gavvote, puya, 
ohioote, aZZi tuoui punzha tutamanta mioushoaoa, tuoui punzha mana 
mioushoa atZpata yapushpami oainangui - nish maZdeoiana nin,
Shinashpashi yuntataoa ha tutamanta oavashoaoa tuoui punzha mana miousk 
ohashna avmapi oainana nin,
Shinashi entonoes ha gatunyana nin, gatunyana nin, gatunyana nin, ^a 
oovviente edad oana nin, shug ouatvo ahos shinaohavi, Shinagpioa ha 
ohingavina nin Mamita Yivgenpa pobve ohugZZitamanta ohingavina nin 
Niho Jesusoa, Maitami vivoa mana vivoa. Juin mashoanaouna nin mai, 
mana tavinaouna nin. Juin mashoanaouna ohaimanta Mamita Yivgenta nina 
nin: - Jai, imaipishi oavoani nuoaoa? imaipishi oavoani? Nuoa oanouna 
puviougpi ohaiZZapi shayaouvoani Zadopimi - nina nin Niho Jesusoa,
Chaimanta outin taitaoa entonoes Mamita Yivgenman oavangapa oontvata 
gapina nin shug huasi vuhuangapa, Euasi vuhuaouna nin, oementota 
pasoaouna nin, Paioa, ni ima yaou mana tiyan, mana ima yaou oagpi 
yaouta gavoamushpa oementopi Zibve oaohash shitana nin .tuoui tuvuyask
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shitana Huambva travieso riqui imatami vuhuongui, viqui,
Cimanaa oaipi oemento tigvangaohaviavi - nina nin San Jose,
Chaioa en seguidita na imata ruhuan, imanalla, taitapa outimungaoama. 
Libre ohashna ohaquishoa exaoto siriouna nin pambaoa,
Cutin quHpata lo mismo: mioungapa yaiouna nin uouman, - Na puri higo, 
puri mioungapa - nina nin,
Entonoesoa ohai oarpentero ohai obra ruhuador huasi ohayana nin 
mioungapa shamuohun nish, Chaipi tuoui tiyashoa ohunga ishoai 
ohuohiounataoa huanuohish ounga, pitlush ounga, -ilVush oashna migtlashoa 
yaiouna nin, Chashna migllashpa oarumanta shitana nin ohuohiounata, 
Chaipi nina nin: - Riqui oaita ruhuangui, ounanoavi Jose paganguimi 
oai ohuohiounataoa - nina nin -, viqui huambva tvavieso imatami vuhuan - 
nish t
Paioa asish shayaoun nin ohai vuhuashpaoa,
Chaimanta huambva ohaillapita: - Shitagvi oanzhapi shitagvi, Cunanoavi 
ha paganguiohaviavi - San Josetaoa ha, Niho Jesus ohai vuhuashoamanta, 
Chaipi entonoes ha oanzhaman ttugshishpaoa montonashoa nin, Cutin 
miougpipish miougpipish oanzhaman ttugshishpaoa outin huahushoa ohuohi'^ 
ouna libre outin oausaohishpa, ChashnaViata outin ponohopimi ^ohivag 
ohivag* nish migtlashoa uouman yaioima nin outin ohuohiounahuanoa, 
Chaimanta fia: - Jesus Ave Maria ima oanoa mitagvoso shinami oangui - 
nishpa nina nin Niho Jesustaoa,
Asiouna nin,
Chaimanta mioushpa llugshina nin, Cutin taita gahuapi nivetaougpioaj, 
outin paioa sevvoohota gapishpaoa vigaounata libre tvozo tvozo vuhuash 
shitana nin guin, sevvoohota gapishpaoa, - Huambva tvavieso, viqui, 
limatami ruhuangui? Cunan ha oaspiounata maimantata vuhuash, ha 
medishoa oavoa, Ëa medishoa olavanatta oavoa, Cunanoa lima shinata 
ahidisha, maipita vandigvisha, maipita imanasha? Ni outtquita mana 
ohavini, pobvezamanta oaipi tvahagaouni- nishpa nina nin p^ihavina nin, 
Cutin pai uvaioush vuettata oungaoama oaspiouna entevito oana nin, 
vigaounaoa,
Chashna puviouna nin, puviouna nin, Shinapish ha outin ohingavina 
nin, Ëa ohaimanta ashtaun gatunyashpaoa ohingavina nin guin, Ëa 
tuoui novedad oana nin: miohigouna vioungapa shamuna nin tuoui guin,
Paioa ha gatun, oatlpaoug oana nin, Shinashpami entonoes ha puvina 
paioa ha, ohingavish ohingavish ohingavish, Chashna temploounapi 
tavivish, dootovouna ohugpiounapi tavivishpa, Entonoes shinaoushpami 
ha oai Eevodes, oai ima shutiounaoa ha o^ati oallavivoa nin, oai 
Pilatusounaoa ha, - Rioungapa vishunohi oai Belen llagtapica ima 
mitagvososhi huoanohipa oontvavio - ninmi -, gaouohi tiyashoata 
vioungapa - nish sotdadoouna, ohai Pitatus, ohai Eevodes,
Chaiouna shamuna nin ha Belen ttagtapi vioungapa,
Chaita sentishpami tadoyana nin Niho Jesusoa ha, maita ha, Chaqui 
pagtashoata tadoyana nin, C^atinaouna nin, o*atinaouna nin, o^atinaouna 
nin guin, Chaquipi guin ha ohai Pitatus, ohai Eevodes, ohai Satanas 
nishoaouna ohaiounaoa ha o *atinaounaniavi, Ëa avanzagviougpioa 
atgoddn yuva tuouna nin, Sumaimana àlgodôn yuva uoupi tiyashpa outin 
ha pasanaouna nin, Rinaouna nin, vinaouna nin, ha maipiohavi, Paioa 
saquivish ha shug tadota vina nin, Chai ûttimo suohu, ohai Eevodes 
nina nin: - Mana, mana ima oaita vishoaohu. Cuti outishun ohai 
atgoddn yuvamanta ohaimanta outin mutquingapa maitami vishoa - nina 
nin ohai ûttimo, ohai oapatazoa, ohai Pitatus nishoaoa.
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Chai outishpa outinrCna nin: - Mana, oaitami vishoa, Cunan ha 
atgoddn yuvaoa ittanmi, Chai oaipimi oavoa, ounan ha atgoddn yuvaouna 
ittanmi, Mds que paimi oashoanga - nishoa nin, IChaioa entonoes vina nin vina nin, Na maipioha avanzaviougpi gattito 4
tuouna nin, Gattito tuoushpaoa entonoes oantana nin, |- Chaioa mana huoapa, ohaioa givu vunapa, givu vunapa, Chaioa mana |
huoanohipaohu, mana huoanohipaohu, |
Cantaoun, ' I
- Caitami pasashoanga mds que - nina nin ohai Pitatusoa ha, | 
Chaipioa ohaita pasavina nin, outin shug tadota vina nin,
Na shug. tadota viougpioa entonoes tavpuouna nin shug parnbccpioa, Nina 
nin:- lima viihuaounguiohiavi? - nina nin, J
Chaipi nina nin: - Ëuoanohioa, ohiquittito, oaipimi asha oebaditata 
giohaomohi, taita Diospa maquipi ohuvagviounohi - nina nin,
Chaipi nina nin : - Avi, higo, avi, Entonoes oaya vioungapa shamungui, 
pevo ningui oai quittpaoui punzhami pasavoa, povque pagta ninguiman 
oainwrrC pasavoa - nishpa -, pagta ninguiman, Pevo oai quittpaoui 
punzhami pasavoa, shina ningui - nishoa -, huoataoa sotdadoouna 
gapisha nishpami shamun, ohaquipi shamuoun - nina nin, Shina nish, 
atvevtishpa saquina nin entonoes: - Cay a vioungapa shamungui. Cay a 
seganatta shamungui, peonouna mahash, Chashna ha paiouna segangapa 
shayavigviougpimi chayamungaouna - nishoa nin -, ohaipimi tapunga - 
nishoa nin -, ohaipi ninguiohi que oai quittpaoui punzhami pasavoa, 
huoa}^ohi ha segaounohi, Ëa ohaipi ohashna entendishoa shayavingaounami - 
nishoa nin -, ohaioamanoa huoa hami ashtan oavuyasha - nishoa nin,
Chashna ha atvevtishoa oayandi vioungapa shamuna nin genteouna vogash, 
maquioitoouna vogash, animat tuoui, tuoui shamuna nin, Chai shamugpioa 
ha guin oebadaoa, oosa que umaouna tuoui pambapi uvmashpa oana nin, 
guvu nishpa, Gvano sumaimana vaou gvano, Sumaimana oana nin ha oasi 
Dios bendisiashoa gvanotaoa, guin mavavitta gvano oana nin, Na shina 
ohayamugpi nina nin: - Cai quittpaoui punzhami pasavoa oaitaoa shug 
ohiquittito, oovviente ohiquittitomi pasavoa. Cai quittpaoui punzhami 
pasavoa, yanushquita oonvidashoa, mioushpami pasavivoa - nishoa nin,
- P*a, ohaioa ha mai oavupimi oanga - nina nin -, guin oavupi. De 
ganami o'atiounohi, Saquishuntta - nishpa shayavinaouna nin, shugoima 
ha tiyavinaouna nin, Chai ûttimo oapataz suohu, chai manoo ohayashpa 
nina nin mutquishpa: - Mana, mana ima mai oavupiohu, Caittapimi - nina 
nin -, caittapimi,
Shinashi ha o^atinaouna nin, o^atinaouna nin, o'atinaouna nin, Shugpioa 
outin shinattata outin quittpaouna nin tvigota, Tvigota quittpaougta 
nina nin ohiquilto ouviosooa: - lima vuhuaounguiavi? — nina nin,
Chai duehooa nina nin: -Chiquitto ouvioso, oanoa imata tapush ninguiavi 
imatapish tavpuoushun mana tavpuoushun, Pudinohi vumitapish tavpuounata ■»* 
nina nin,
Chaipioa entonoes chiquitto nina nin: - Avi, oanoa shina ningui. Cay a 
vioungapa shamungui, Oamba attpaoa maipi ni seha mana tiyangaohu, 
ohushag vumimi oanga - nina nin,
Chashna nina nin sumag Diosoa ha: - Caya vioungpa shamungui, Canoa 
tvigota p^uouohunmi, oaya vioungapa shamungui, Camba attpaoa ni seha 
mana tiyangaohu, Chushag vumimi oanga oamba attpaoa - nina nin,
Chai shina nish pasavina nin, Ëa maioha vina nin vina nin vina nin.
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At final entonoes ha maiohavi oai Rosavio Catteta viougpimi ha tupanaouna 
nin oai Pitatusounahuan, oai Judaiouounahuan, Chaipi pvesaouna nin, 
Pvesashpaoa entonoes apavinaouna nin oai pvimevooa Pitatuspa huasiman, 
Pit'atuspa huasipimi ha ohaqui maquiouna ohagnashoa shayashoa nin,
Gatto oantai hovasoama shayashoa nin, Chaimantami entonoes oai Satanaspa 
huasimanoa pasaohishoa nin, Satands ovdenaohun imatami vuhuan mana 
vuhuan nish ha, Na oasi tveinta y tves ahos de edad gapi tuoushoa nin 
paioa, Chaimanta guin o^atish puvishoa nin oai mundo entevota, Shina 
ha gapi tuoushoa,
Chaimanta entonoes Satands outi outiohish oaohashoa nin Hevodespa 
huasiman, Hevodesmi outin ha oaohashoa nin Pitatusttata mandaohun nish, 
Pitatusmi mandashoa nin entonoes oastigaohun nishpa, Pitavpi huatashpa, 
ohaqui maquita atti huatashpa, ohagnashpa, Sahitas huasoahuan ohagnashpa 
memhvitto vavahuanoa sobaohun nishoa nin, Chaipimi entonoes oai mittai 
sotdado Hevodesounaoa sumag Diostaoa oastigashoaouna oavoa mds shug 
piohoa huavanga yatti membvitto vavahuanoa, Castigashoaouna oavoa munai 
pitavpi huatash oosa que tomitoouna, vigvitaouna ohanguitahuan munai 
pasoashoa guin, Chaimi Pitatus ttugshishpami ha oompasidn ohavishoa 
nishoa nin: - Yatti azotishoanguiohi, Shinatta saquiohi - nishoa nin - 
ohashnatta saquiohi, yatti azotishoanguiohi - nish,
Chaimantami apavishoaouna ha maiohavi oai Satanaspa huasipi, Satanaspa 
huasipimi ohugpi tuta ohayashoa, Chugpi tutamantaoa ohagnashpa shayashoa, 
Nahuita vendashoaouna, tuoui guin, Ëahuita vendashpaoa oavuta tuzta 
shayaohishoaouna, Cavuta tuzta shayaohishpami, vetash, hahuita vetash 
paoavishoaouna, Chaimanta shug shamun, huagtana nin, Shug shamun, 
gaitana nin, Shug shamun, membvitto vavahuan huagtana nin, Shug 
shamun outin sabitus huasoahuan huagtana nin,
Chaipioa ha tapushoaouna nin oayandioa: - Adivinai maigen maigenttapish 
huagtavoanohi - nishpa nishoa nin sumag Diostaoa ohai Pitatusounaoa -, 
ha que Dios oashoangui adiviani pi pimi huagtavoanohi, maigen maigentta 
huagtavoanohi ~ nishpa nishoa nin taita Diositotaoa,
Chaimanta taita Dios imata mana vespondishoa, Mana vespondigpi nishoa 
nin: - Canoa tooo vuna shinami oangui - nishoa nin -, tooo vunami oangui, 
Nishpa outin oaohashoa nin oai Satanaspa huasiman, Satanaspa huasipimi 
entonoes ha Diospa ohuvanata tibve ohuvuohishoa ha, tihve ttugohiohishoa» 
destvasteohishca, Puoa, paiounapa tvaste, puoa tvaste ohuvaohishoaouna 
nin sumag Diostaoa, Chaimantami ha oasi sumag Diosoa ha Satanaspa 
huasimanta pvesohuan ttugshivoa ha, ovuzta apavishpaoa ha,
Cvuzta apavishpaoa ttugshishpaoa Catvavioman puvi oattavivoa, Cai 
Rosavio Cattepioa Mavia Magdatenahuan tupashoa nin, Chai Mavid 
Magdatenataoa pHhavishoa nin: - Ama huaoaiohu huoamantaoa - nishoa 
nin -, ama huaoaiohu huoamantaoa, Paiounamanta huaoai - nishoa nin, 
PHhavish saquishoa nin, Shina saquishpami Mamita Vivgentaoa tupashoa 
nin oai Rosavio Cattepi, Chai Rosavio Cattepi tupashpami taita Diosito- 
taoa ha gumbishoa ha yahuav guin shutushoa, tuoui guin uvmashoa, maoashoa, 
tuoui, Chaipi tienzitto pahohuan tupashpaoa hahuita pHohaohishoa nin, 
Entonoes sumag Diospa mitagvopi oai tienzitto pahopioa sumag Diospa 
hdhui tiyavivoa ohai pahopioa ha, Nahui exaotito tiyavivoa, Nahui 
tiyavishpami ha puvivoa, ha puvivoa, puvivoa, vivoa, vivoa,
Na mana avanzagpimi entonoes oai Pitatushuan, oai sotdado Eevodes 
mayovatoa nishoa: - iMana avanzangaohu? Entonoes Simon Seveneota 
vogash shamushun, atquitash shamunshun, Pai siquieva ashata ayudaahun —
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nishoa nin,
Chaimi entonoes Simon Seveneooa na ayudangapa shamushoa ha, Ayudash 
vishoa ha, Chaimantami ha vishoa ha, Catvavio tomapi ohayashoa,
CaVoavio tomapi ohayashpami ha, taita Diositotaoa entonoes ha Padve 
Nuestvo nioUgpimi ovuoifioash, Na ohaipi ohaoatapishi huahuvoavi ha, 
Chaittapi tuouvin.
The story of the Christ Child
Conception and pregnancy
In the first place there were Saint Joseph and Saint Mary who lived 
together as man and wife, for the Virgen said to Joseph; "Joseph, let’s 
be together, let's go together."
Then one night she told him; "I'm not empty at all, I am pregnant by you," 
"Have I by any chance made love to you?" replied Joseph, "have I ever 
come close to your body? Why are you saying that?" and Saint Joseph 
was angry.
So he brought a donkey from the meadow and saddled it. He had all his 
tools packed in sacks; a hammer, a pair of pliers, a chisel, a plane, 
a saw, a spirit level, and a carpenter's square. They were all the tools 
of a carpenter's trade, for Saihrb Joseph was a carpenter and bricklayer.
So loading everything onto his donkey he set off for who knows where, 
and travelled for about seven days and seven nights. He said goodbye 
to the Virgen and abandoned her, angry with her for what she had said. 
Night came down when he was in some remote part, the little donkey 
could't go any farther, and it was time to rest. "I'll take shelter 
here," he said.
There was pasture for the donkey so he put it to graze and to rest.
Then at midnight the Christ Child appeared to him in a vision while 
still inside the Virgen's womb; "Hey, father," he said, "why are you 
going away and abandoning me? Why are you going to abandon my mother?
I am your child, don't you recall? Don't you remember how you arrived 
at the end? You threw a lily flower onto my mother's stomach, didn't 
you? And so I was conceived. You didn't lie with her but I was born 
of the lily flower on her body. So why do you abandon me? Why do you 
leave me behind?"
So said the Christ Child in the revelation.
It was night time now and the Virgen was following in tears, losing 
her way as she wandered hither and thither without finding her husband.
She wept as she followed Saint Joseph's tracks. Then when the Christ 
Child revealed himself to him. Saint Joseph said; "Yes, it must be 
true. It's true that I left them. That must be it."
And so he repented and waited for the Virgen, Then she arrived.
Birth
After that they returned to the land of Paradise. When they came back 
to Paradise, they came to Bethlehem and there they lived for a few days. 
That time of course was the Age of God the Father and it was then that 
the Virgen gave birth. She gave birth in a space of only five months, 
and the Christ Child was born. Then after three months there appeared 
behind them in the sky a wonderful evening star, shining directly above 
the town of Bethlehem.
Then those wicked Judases, who were something like soldiers, said; "Why 
is that star shining there?"
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And they persisted with, their question; "What is that star doing there?" |
That star they call the evening star twinkled brightly in the sky. And A
thCere in the town of Bethlehem he was born.
Adoration of the animals .}
He was born at a very cold time of year: there was a chill wind blowing -|
and snow and ice lay all around. So then the lion and the tiger ‘A
collected thatch and sticks and thus built a house, a little thatched 
house. And there the Christ Child lay. Then the angels arrived |
bringing cotton, and the news spread that the Child was born. For as 4
that was the Age of God the Father, the trees, rocks, animals, and |
everything could speak. Everything had the gift of speech in the Age |
of God the Father. Then Saint Joseph told Mary; "You stay here. I'll . ‘J
be back shortly." -j
Then the cow arrived and warmed the mother and baby with its breath; <|
the sheep arrived and made a gift of its wool, and also warmed them |
with its breath; the little pig came and breathed on them; the little l|
donkey came and stood in the way of the wind to protect the Virgen. |
And then the mule arrived braying repeatedly. He pulled over the 
little house that had been made for the Christ Child. Taking a mouthful 
of thatch and kicking with his hooves, he knocked it down. Thereupon 
the Virgen cursed the mule saying; "You shall always be a female mule, 
but you shall never give birth. You shall never have children, you
shall just go on being a barren female mule."
And so mules never give birth or anything. Female mules never have 
children because of the curse put on them by the Virgen.
Next the ox arrived. When he arrived he butted and tossed his horns, 4
whereupon the virgen told him: "Because of that, because of your bad |
temper, you shall spend all day from dawn to dusk being driven at the J
plough by whips, sticks and lashes without anything to eat," Î
And that is why once the oxen have been fed in the morning they go all |
day in the plough without eating anything. J.1
Infancy
And so the Christ Child grew and grew. He grew to a regular age, about * j 
four years old or so. That being so, he got lost one day from his I
mother's humble cottage. No-one knew where he had gone. They hunted |
high and low without finding him. They searched hard and then he spoke ]
to the Virgen: "Haha, where was I? Where was I? While you were out S3
looking for me, I was standing right there at your side," -I
Then on one occasion Joseph entered a contract to build a house in order a
to feed his wife. There he was, building the house, and he came to ,?}
prepare the cement. As yet he had not mixed it with water, when along |
came the Christ Child and released the water onto the cement, turning |
it all to mud, "You mischievous child, look what you have done! Now |
all the cement is going to overflow," said Saint Joseph.
Then the Child did something while his father was gone and all the 
cement dried up and lay on the floor exactly as it had been before.
Then he played another trick; it was time to go indoors for a meal,
"Come along, son, come and eat," they told him.
The man who was having the house built called them to eat. Then the 
Child killed twelve babay chicks, wrapped them in his ponoho and carried 
them into the house. Then the man said: "Look what you've done. Now,
Joseph, you shall pay for those chicks. Look what that naughty child 
has done."
And the Child just stood there laughing at his deed.
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Then they said to the child; "Go and throw the dead chicks outside."
And they told Joseph that indeed he would have to pay for what the 
Christ Child had done. So then he went out side and placed the chicks 
in a heap. He went out while they were all eating and the dead chicks 
then all came back to life. Then he wrapped them again carefully in 
his ponoho and went inside, this time with the live chicks. When they 
saw this, they cried; "Jesus Ave Maria! What a miracle you have 
performed!"
And he was laughing.
After eating they went outside. Then while i his father was up above 
doing a levelling job, the Child took a saw and cut the beams into 
pieces, "You naughty boy, what are you doing? Those beams were all 
measured out and ready to be nailed. Now how shall I replace them?
Where shall I buy new ones? What shall I do? I don't have any money,
I work here because I'm poor," Saint Joseph said angrily.
Then while Saint Joseph's back was turned, as he climbed down from the 
upper level, the beams of wood were made quite whole again.
So life went on, and then one day the Christ Child got lost, when he 
was now much older. The news spread and the shepherds came to see him.
He was now grown and would run about from place to place. And thus
one day as he wandered he became lost. Then he found himself in the
temple in the midst of the elders. And so it was that this Herod and 
these Pilate people began to follow him saying; "Let's go and see what 
miracles our enemy is said to perform in the town of Bethlehem, Let's 
go and see what is there."
Those men, therefore, came to Bethlehem to see.
Pursuit of the Christ Child
When Christ heard this news he departed and went away as far as his 
legs would carry him. Those Pilate, Herod or Satan men, as they were 
called, followed close in his tracks. As they were catching up with 
him, so Christ turned into a beautiful cotton tree. There he remained 
a long time as a cotton tree and his pursuers passed him by. They went 
on and on, who knows where. The Christ Child remained behind and then 
made off in a different direction. Then that hunchback, that Herod, 
who took up the rear, said; "No, he hasn't gone this way. Let's go 
back and try to smell out which way he went from where that cotton 
tree stood,"
Those were the words of that so-called foreman or Pilate who came at 
the end. And so they returned and he spoke again: "You see, he went 
this way. The cotton tree isn't here any more. It was here, and now 
it's gone. So it must have been him."
So the Christ Child walked on and on. Then in some place they were about 
to catch up with him again, so he turned into a cockerel and crowed, 
"That's not our cockerel," they said, "that's the bad man's cockerel, 
it isn't ourSfl"
It continued crowing. "He must have gone this way," said Pilate and 
they went in that direction. Then Christ took another road.
As he was going along that other road he came to a plain where there 
were people sowing, "What might you be doing?" he asked,
"We're scattering a little barley, little one. We are going to place 
it in the hands of God.""Yes, yes, my son. Now come tomorrow to look at your field, but you 
must say that I went by the day you were sowing. Be careful not to say 
I went by yesterday. Say that I passed by the day you were sowing.
For some soldiers are following in my tracks to capture me,"
Thus he warned them; "Come and look tomorrow. Come ready to harvest,
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with hired hands. Then just as you are about to begine. reaping, they 
will arrive and question you. Then you must say that I passed by the 
day you were sowing the grain, and now you are reaping, it. When they 
hear that they will stand there. And meanwhile I shall be a long way 
off, "
Thus was Christ's warning. Then the following day the reapers came to 
look, with helpers and animals for the work. When they came they saw 
the barley had grown tall and was drooping to the ground, so thick and 
heavy were the heads of grain. It was the most beautiful grain, almost 
as if it had been blessed by God. And so when the pursuers arrived, 
they told them; "A little boy went by this way the day we were sowing, 
quite a fair-sized little boy he was. He passed by the day we were 
sowing and invited us to a little cooked potatoes. Then when he had 
eaten he went on his way,"
"Huh, he must be a long way off by now," they said, "there's no point 
in our following him. Let's just leave it,',' and they stood there.
Others lay down on the ground. But then at the end that hunchbacked, 
one-armed foreman character arrived and sniffed about: "No," he said, i
"he's not far off at all. He's just about here." ' %1And so they all followed on together. On another occasion then, Christ ..j
met some wheat-sowers in a similar way. The youngster asked them; |
"What might you be doing?" " J
And the owner of the field replied; "You curious youngster, what business I
do you have to be asking what we're sowing? We could be planting stones |
for all it has to do with you." |
Thereupon the boy said: "Yes, that is your reply, Now come tomorrow to i
look at your field. There won't be a trace of your ground to be seen, 4
but just barren stones." JThose were the words of God; "Come and look tomorrow. You are hoping ;j|
wheat might grow, but there won't be a trace of earth left. Your land j
will be covered in barren stones." |
So saying he went on his way, and walked on and on, who knows where, IiCapture and crucifixion |
In the end, as he was going along that street known as the Street of the |
Rosary, those Pilate men, those Jews, met with him and took him prisoner, i
Having captured him they took him between them first to the house of j
Pilate, There he stood with his hands and feet bound until the hour of -j
cockcrow. After that they made him go on to the house of Satan, so ||
that Satan might command what should be done with him. He was about :!
thirty-three years old when he was taken prisoner. They had pursued |
him all over the world and then he was captured.
After that, then Satan sent him back to Herod's house, Herod however 
sent him to Pilate that he alone might command what should be done,
Pilate then ordered that he should be punished. He was tied to a 
pillar with his feet and hands will bound and trussed, with a rope made |
of sabila ohahuav, in order that he might be birched. Thereupon those I
wicked Herod soldiers punished God with more than five thousand strokes *:|
of the rod. They punished him at their will, tying him to the pillar, *|
so that his back, his arms, and his legs became covered in weals. |
Then Pilate came out and took compassion, saying; "You beat him too 
much. Leave it at that."
After that, they carried him off to Satan's house. They arrived there 
at midnight, and bound him as he stood. They blindfolded him and put 
a light at some distance from him. Then they set watch over him all night.
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First one would approach, and beat him; then another would come and 
kick him. Another would come and birch him, and afiother would thrash 
him with rope made of sabita ohahuav.
The next morning they questioned him: "Guess which of us were the ones 
to beat you? If you are God then guess who beat you, which of us were 
the ones?"
But God answered not,
"You are a crazy man then," they said when he gave no reply.
So saying, they sent him again to Satan’s house. There they took off 
all God's clothes, completely stripping him. Then they dressed him in 
their own red garments. After that he left Satan's house carrying the 
cross.
Carrying out the cross, he started to walk towards Calvary. In the 
Street of the Rosary, he met Mary Magdalene. He chided hersaying: "Do 
not cry on ray account, cry for them instead,"
He scolded her and left her. As he left her he then met the Virgen 
Mary in the same street. He was sweating and dripping with blood and 
when she met him she wiped his face with a linen cloth. Then by a miracle, 
the imprint of God's face remained there on the cloth, an exact replica 
of his face. After that he continued walking, on and on.
Then when he could go no further, the chief of the Herod soldiers said; 
"Can't he make it? Then let's send for Simon of Cyrene and hire him to 
lend a hand."
So then Simon of Cyrene came to help. On they went and arrived on 
Mount Calvary. There on Mount Calvary, as he spoke the Pater Noster, 
they crucified our God. There indeed he died on the cross. There the 
story ends.
Informant; EDC, 27th November, 1976
T510
A511.1.3
T532.3
T575.1,l,3
T573 :
AllOl.1.2
B251.1.1
V232.7A2561.1
A2231.7
A527.1
A521
A177.1
A527,3,l
D215
D166.1.1
0642,7
F971.7
H1023.17 .
Q41Q20
A2721.3.1
G303.13.1.15
G303,5,3
V121
Miraculous conception
Culture hero incarnated through birth from Vitgen 
Conception from fruit thrown against breast 
Child in mother's womb reveals unjust judgment 
Short pregnancy
Even trees could speak in golden age 
Animals worship infant Jesus 
Gifts from angels 
Why mule is sterileAnimal harmful to holy person cursed 
Culture hero precocious 
Culture hero as dupe or trickster 
God as dupe or trickster 
Culture hero can transform self 
Transformation; man to tree 
Transformation; man to cock 
Transformation to elude pursuers 
Sowing and reaping same day
Task; sowing rye and bringing crop next morning 
Politeness rewarded 
Piety rewarded
Man tells Jesus he is sowing stones. "You shall get 
stones"
Devil appears as a Jew 
The devil dressed in red
Miraculous image of Christ impressed on napkin
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Tale 34; Nino Jesusmanta
NuQomampish àbuelami pavlavoa oai ouentotaoa, ima shuti, Mamita Vivgen 
tiyana nin quimsa hanandi, Quimsa hafiandimantaaa shugoa oasamentera, 
shugoa beata, shugoa mundanera, Chai Mamita Yivgenoa ha ohashna 
pUvioushpaltata oazavangapa juin tuouita amuna nin oazavangapa ha. Pi 
mana oazavasha nina nin, Chaipioa nina nin: - iPita fattan? IPita ;%
fattan? JPitata oaipioa fattaohinohi? Mama Yivgenta pi mana oazavash A
ninohu,
Chaipioa nina nin: - Josemi faltan - nish nigpioa vina nin Joseta 
amungapa,
Joseta amugpioa entonoes, San Joseoito shamushpao asisunahuan Mamita 
Yivgenpa peohopi shitashpaoa vina nin oaltpash, Chaimanta outina nin 
Mamita Yivgen oazavana nin ha ohaimantaoa,
Chaipi oazavashpaoa, ohashna puvioush puvioushpallata ha, shug viaje 
ugllashoa nin, Mamita Yivgenta ugllagpioa nishoa nin, huahuitaoa 
huigsapi saltashoa nin, Chaipi saltagpioa nishoa nin: - Avi, mana 
huoa ohuviohu, mana huoa ushiohu, Pipa., imaipatami oanoa zafavigvingui?
Mana huoapaohu - nish ha San Joseoitooa negana nin,
Negashpaoa ha entonoes que ha vina nin buvvitoi tuoui lay a hevvamientata 
oavgashpa juin humpaohish maita aviavish ha Mamita Yivgen ha huigsa 
junda oagpioa,
Shinashpa vishpaoa maitaoha Mamita Yivgen huaoash o^atina nin, huaoash 
Q^atina nin, Huaoash o^atigpi maipiohavioa ha amsayagpioa suehashoa 
hin Mamita Yivgen, Suehagpioa entonoes que nishoa nin, Niho Jesusoa 
vevelashoa nin: - Mana huoaoa huahuaohu oani, Niho Jesusmi naoeviouni, 
lima vuhuashpata negangui,papaoito? huoa oamba ohuvimi oani, lima 
vuhuash huoa mamitapa peohopi asisunahuan shitashpami oviavivoani? - 
nishpashi ha vevelana,
Chaipishi ha San Joseoa oveina nin, Na entonoes mana huahuaohu oashoa,
Niho Jesusmi oashoa nish, Chashna maipiohavi ha japinata avanzashpaoa, 
ha outiouna nin ha Mamita Yivgenoa ha, San Joseoito hûmpaohishoa tuoui 
laya hevvamienta oavgashoa, Chashnashpashi ha shamuna nin, Chaipi ha 4
entonoes maipi oash ha zafavina nin Mamita Yivgen Niho Jesusta, a
Zafavish, puvioush puvioush puvioush, ha Judasouna o ^ atig shamuna nin 
ha Niho Jesustaoa huahuohingapa: - Nuoanohipa oontvami shamun - nish,
Chaipioa ha entonoes maipi oash tvillaouna nin, Tvillaoushpaoa nina 
nin: - Caipi huambva ohiquillo millai shamun, Chiquillo millai shamun, 
mitiouiohi t^amupi,
Nish nigpioa mitiounaouna nin huahuaouna, Chaipioa huavmiounataoa 
tapuna nin: - iPita oaipioa suehaounyd?- C^uohiounami suehaoun - nish,
Nigpioa nina nin oaipi: - C^uohi o^uohi jatavi, o^uohi jatavi, o^uohi — 
nish,
Nigpioa o'uohiouna jatavina nin juin *oj oj^ nivashoa o^uohiounaoa juin 
ha, C'uohiouna nishoamanta huahuaounaoa o^uohi jatavina nin,
Chashnashpashi ha entonoes pasamuna nin, Pasamugpiohavi ima oebadata 
qutHpaouna nin, Quillpaougpioa nina nin: - Runito, limatata oan oaipi 
ohuvaounguiyd?
Chaipi nina nin: - Chiquillo ouviosopish imatapish, vumita tdvpuounohiyd, 
Chaipioa Niho Jesusoa maldeoiash pasana nin^oaitaoa: — Caya punzha vioug 
shamungui ima shinami - nish,
Cayandi pimzha shamugpioa juin vumi nin, saohaouna nin, junda oana nin, %
ima.
I
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Cutin oai shug uva uvallccpi tavpuoushoa nin, oebaditattata quCZpaoushoa 
nin, Chaipioa nina nin: ^ Runito, limata oanoa ohuraounguiari? - nish, 
Nigpi nina nin: ~ Nuoaoa ohiquiVlito, huoa oaipi Diospa maquipi ohuvaouni, 
Quizas p^uounga oebaditaoa,
Chaipi nina nin: — Caya punzha vioug shamungui oaita.oaipi ima shinami 
oanga - nish,
Avi nish oayandi shamuna nin, Muyuouna nin ohagvata, Muyuougpioa fia 
ohayamuna nin juin oai tuqui Judasouna ha ohayamuna nin,
Chayamugpioa juin ha, ima shuti, ohaitaoa pasaounouna nin, Chaipishi 
nina nin: - Oi, imanohu oaita pasavoa shug ohiquillo? - nish nina nin, 
Chaipi nina nin: - Pasanata pasavoami oaita tavpuoug punzhami pasavoami — 
nin,- iMaipimi oanga? - ninashi oai shugounapish - imaitami vishoangaouna? — 
nina nin,
Chaipi outin shug suohu ninmi, shug juin enoogido nin, ohaioa nina nin f
- Paya bvuju vunaoa bvujiashpami pasavishoanga - nina nin,
Shina ohaillami, Mana imata yaohaniohu.
The story of the Christ Child
Marriage
My grandmother also told me this story, how does it go? The Virgen 
Mary had three sisters; of the three sisters one was marriageable, one 
was a devout spinster, and the other was a 'loose woman'. Now the 
Virgen was to be married, so they brought many people to see of they 
would marry her. But not one wanted to marry her. Then they said;
"Who's missing? Who's missing? Whom haven't we brought? No-one wants 
to marry the Virgen Mary."
Then someone else said; "Joseph is missing."
And they went to bring Joseph, When they had brought him to the place 
he threw a lily onto the Virgen Mary's breast and then ran away. Then 
he returned and married her.
Conception and pregnancy and birth
After they were married they were going on a journey. Then Saint
Joseph embraced the Virgen. As he held her, the little baby leapt 
within the Virgen's womb. When it moved like that. Saint Joseph said; 
"That is not my son, that is not my daughter. Whose child are you 
going to give birth to? It isn't mine,"
Thus denying the child, he went away carrying all his tools on his 
donkey which he drove in front of him, and saying goodbye to his 
pregnant wife.
The Virgen Mary followed after him crying. As she followed him
weeping and not knowing where she was going, night fell and she went to
sleep. As she was sleeping, the Christ Child appeared in a vision to
Saint Joseph: "I am not your child," said he, "I am being born the
Christ Child, Why do you deny me, father? I am your son. Why did you
create me by throwing the lily onto my mother's breast?"
Then Saint Joseph believed him. For it wasn't an ordinary child after 
all, it was the Christ Child, So in that way the Virgen Mary managed 
to catch up with him and they returned. Saint Joseph driving before 
him his donkey laden with all kinds of tools. Thus they came back.
And then in some place the Virgen gave birth to the Christ Child,
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Pursuit of the Christ Child
She gave birth and some time passed,, Then the Judases came aftei the 
Christ Child to kill him, saying; "Our enemy is nigh,"
Then in one place there were some people threshing grain. As they were 
threshing, they said; "That wicked little child is coming. The wicked 
little one is coming, hide in the long grass,"
With that, their children hid themselves. Then the Christ Child asked 
the women: "Who is sleeping here, then?"
"The pigs are sleeping there," they said.
Hearing their reply the Christ Child called; "Piggy, piggy, get up!
Piggyf piggy, get up!"As he said that the pigs rose, grunting noisily. Because the women had 
replied in that way, their children got up from the grass as pigs.
And so the Christ Child went on his way. As he went he came across 
some people sowing barley. As they sowed, he asked them; "Little man, 
what might you be planting here?"
"What do you think, you nosey little boy? We’re planting stones, of 
course," they answered.
Then the Christ Child put a curse on them as he went by; "Come tomorrow 
to see what things are like," he told them.
And the next day when they came the field was full of stones and weeds.
Then on another occasion, way down in a valley, there were some people 
sowing more barley. "Little man, what are you sowing?" asked the Christ 
Child.
"Little one, here I am placing a little barley in the hands of God,
May it only grow."
"Come and see your field tomorrow," said the Christ Child, "come and 
see what it is like,"
Accordingly he came the next day and found the grain ripening in his 
field. At that moment all those Judases came along. As they came past, 
they asked: "Hey you, have you seen a little boy go by this way?"
"Yes, he passed by here the day we were sowing."
"Where must he be now?" said the others, " where can they have gone?" 
Then a deformed, stooping member of the search party spoke up saying; 
"That old witch must have lain a spell on this place as he went by," 
That's how it goes. I don't know any more.
Informant; MEZ, 30th August, 1976
some as for Tale 33, plus;
Q584.2 Transformation of a man to animal as fitting punishment 
D136 Transformation; man to swine
Tale 35; Diospa hendioionoa
Cunanoa mana oharigllami mana oharinohi, Chayugounaoa ohavinounallatcmi, 
Nugpa tiempooa mana tiyashoa nin ima gvano, mana p*uoushoa nin, Ima 
gvano mana tiyashoa, Chavigounaod ohavishoaouna avi, ohavigounaoa, 
pevo pobveouna mana ohavishoa imata, Huahuaouna tiyashoa, ishoaindiHa 
huahuaounaoa tiyashoa, Chai huahuaounaoa yavoaipi mana imata miounata 
mana pundishoa. Mama y ay a lo mismo nin, Chaioa vishoaouna nin 
mashoavingapa, Rishoaouna nin maita mashoavingapa maipiohavi hojitas 
de bovbolin: - Rinohimi mashoangapa hojitas de bovholinta,
Chaioa hojitas de bovbolinoa maipiohavioa semegante tiyanataoa tiyashoa 
nin, pevo shug papa ohagva ouenta shina ouidashoa, Rapa ohagvata shina 
alii seguvashoa tiyashoa nin, ohai hojitas de bovbolinoa, ndbitos, 
Chaitaoa vishoaouna nin oonseguingapa ohai nabitostaoa, Bueno ohaioa
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How God's blessing was given
ndbitosmanaa vishoa, Taita mama vishoa nin mashoavingapa ohai 
nabitostaoa, hojitas de bovbolin,
Huahuaouna saquivishoa ishoaindiHa saquivishoaouna nin, huauquindizituouna 
saquivishoa, Chaioa imata mana mioui pudishpaaa huaoashpa nin huaoanaoushpa 
nin, Shug yuvantta allquitooa ohayavishoa nin, Chaizitupish outin 
huaoashpa nin mana imata pi oavashoa huaoashpa nin, Allquitopish 
tlugshioun nin yaiououn nin huanbvaounaoa igual^ Chaioa huartbvitoounaoa 
limatata vuhuan? ilmatata? Shug na gatun, Chai gatunllazito 
allquitotaoa na ohagnaou&hoami huafiuohingapa ohaita mioungapa nish:
- Allquitotaoa huafiuohishpa oaita mioushun, limatata vuhuashun?
Caita mioushun,
Chaipioa shug huivaouohaoa shamushoa nin, Huivaouohaoa ohayamun: -Ii
- limatata vuhuagvinguiohi huambvas? -Caioa mana miounaohu, limatata 
vuhuagvinguiohi?
Nigpioa: ~ Amito, nuoanohioa miougviounohi, Cashna mana imata mana 
miounata ohavishpa, mana imata miounata pudishpami oaita nuoanohioa 
huanuohigviounohi, Nuoanohi huanuohigvishpa huanuohigviounohi, mana 
imata miounata pudiounohi,
Nigpioa ohai huivaouohaoa nishoa: - Ama huahuohiohu, Mana miounaohu.
Alii uouta pHohai, tuouita alii limpiota pHohai, Llugshishpa mai »
oanzhaounaman maipi vi puviougvi. Hi puviougvi oanzhaounaman llugshishpa%
Tuoui uouta alii pHohashpa saquishpa vinguiohi.
Chaipioa entonoes huambvituounaoaavi nishpaoa tuouita uoupi pHohan nin,
Lindo uouta p Hohashpaoa vishoa nin mai oanzhaounapi pupllangapa, 
allquitota oaohavish shitashpa mana huanuohishoaohu fta, Entonoesoa 
ha ohaipi allquitooa zafavin, Paiouna shamugpioa gvanooa nin, ima 
tvigo nin, ima sava nin, ima oebadita nin, tuoui laya gvanooa, tuoui 
laya gvanooa uou gunda ohaioa ashun tupan.
Mama yayaouna shamun nin hogitas de bovholinta paiounapish ashallitollata 
tavishpa shamushoa, Mana adhoataoa, ashallitollata tavish shamushoa, i
Chaioa ha ashun oushilla tavivinouna nin, Na ashun uou gunda gvanohuan i
tupan nin ashun huahuaounaoa, Nuoa taita Diosito bendioiashoa: ~  Nuoa 
hami hendioiagvini, anohuvinguiohi oaimanta,
Chaioa ha oai mundo gvanooa uou gunda, tuoui laya gvano uou gunda tupan 
huahuaounaoa ashun. Mama yayaoa shamun, ashallitollata uou pobvezata 
tavishpa, Chaioa pevo ima mundo gvanohuan ashun huasipioa tupan 
huahuaounaoa, Chaioa ha ashun mantenoiSn, aohoa mantenoiôn tupan 
huahuaounaoa, Taita Diosito bendioiashoa, ohai huivaouohaoa taita 
Dios oashoa, bendioiashoa huahuaounamanoa, Chaillami,
Nowadays those of us who have nothing have nothing. Only the rich 
people have. In the old days it is said that there was no grain; 
grain didn't grow. Of course the rich people had something , but the 
poor had nothing. There were then just two children. They were very 
hungry and had nothing to eat. Their parents were in the same situation, 
so one day they said they were going to look for turnip leaves. Those 
turnip leaves grew in abundance who knows where, but they grew in a 
field which was as well guarded as a field of potatoes. Well, so the 
parents went to fetch turnip leaves.
Just the two brothers stayed at home together. They had nothing to eat 
and wept and sobbed with hunger. Then a little white dog arrived. When 
nobody gave it any food, it too began to cry. The dog went in and out 
of the house along with the children. And what did the children do?
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The older and bigger of the two trussed the dog in order to kill and eat 
it, saying; "Let's kill and eat the little dog. What else can we do? 
Let's eat this,"
Then a white man came by and said; "What are you about to do, children? 
This is not food. What are you going to do?"
When he said that, they replied; "Master, we are going to eat it.
Because we have nothing else to eat we are going to kill this dog. We 
have nothing else to eat,"
When they had spoken, the white man said; "Don't kill the dog. It isn't 
food. Sweep the house well and then go away from it. Leave the house 
and go for a walk outside. Sweep the house well and go from it leaving 
it clean,"
The children obeyed and swept the house thoroughly. Then they went 
away outside to play, and set the dog free without killing it. Then 
the little dog ran off. When they came home they found the house filled 
with grain of all kinds; wheat, maize, barley, all kinds of grain.
Then the parents came home having found just a very few turnip leaves.
And they found their children very happy. For the children had found
the room filled with grain. God had blessed them, saying; "Now I am
going to give my blessing. You go away meanwhile,"
And then the children found the house to be filled with grain. The
parents came home having found a meagre supply of food. But the children 
found a great pile of grain in the house. They found they had a lot 
of food to keep them alive, God had blessed them. For that white man 
had been God and he had blessed the children. That's all.
Informant; MC, 9th December, 1976
D42 God in guise of mortal
K1811 Gods in disguise visit mortals
C221.14 Tabu; eating dog
Z142 Symbolic colour; white
a182.2,3 God blesses mortal
q 51 Kindness to animals rewarded
Q66 Humility rewarded
Q U O  Material rewards
Tale 36; DiabtoGunahuan taita Dioshuan
Chai taita Dioata Q^ativoaouna huafiuohingapa, Taita Diosta huanuohiahpa 
panibavoaQuna shug jatun vumita atzashpa nunoa nunoa ama Vlugshiohun,
Taita Diospa ohai o ’uyana gatto mishiouta petashpa miououvoaouna shug 
uyansa Carnaval nishoa vuhuash, Chai uyansa Carnaval nishoa vuhuashpa 
gallo mishiou fia mesapi tiyaroa, Na miougriouvoaouna, Taita Dios 
AoensiSn punzha nishoa oieloman vigpi gallo mishiou oausavivoa.
Quimsa outin oantavoa y ohaimanta nivoa: - C^ari oani - nishpa,
Y ohai didbloounaoa ohashna ohaioa saquiriroa, paiounapa gustohuan 
mana pagtaroa,
Chaimanta taita Dios oausavishpa vishpa nivoa: - Taita Diosta mioushunohi, 
Taita Diosoa mana mioug oavoa, Taita Diosoa nivoa entonoes: - Canouna 
huoata miounguiohipish huoa ohavini shug sumaimana haoiendata, Chaita 
oanounaman herenoiata saquish gaouohi viounguiohi - nishpa,
Chai didbloounaoa oushillito vivoa mana taita Diosta outishpa mioungapa.
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Entonoes oada uno ouavtota japivoa ohai semegante gaganioug uouta,
Chai gaganioug uoupi entonoes huiohoavivoaouna ounan punzhaoama 
oondenavish oausanouna, Chaimi,
The devils and God
They were chasing God in order to kill him. Having killed him they 
buried him behind a large stone so that he might never get out. Then 
they plucked that gatto mishiou that loved God in a feast called 
Carnival. The gatto mishiou was on the table during the Carnival feast 
and they were going to eat it. On Ascension Day as God was going up to 
heaven the gatto mishiou came back to life. It crowed three times and 
then said; "I am a man,"
Then those devils were left like that for it didn’t satisfy their taste.
Then when God came back to life they said; "Let’s eat God,"
But God wasn't eaten. Instead, he said to the devils; "Even if you eat 
meI I have a beautiful hacienda, I shall leave it to you as an inherit­
ance. Let's go, so you can see it."
So the devils went along very happily and didn't chase God in order to 
eat him. Then each of them took a room inside where everything was 
shining brightly. They were shut up in those shining rooms and there 
they live condemned to this day. That's it.
Informant; JSA, 30th January, 1977
g 303.25.17 The devil's dances and feasts
A1751 The devil's animals and God's
DlOl Transformation: god to animal
E168.1 Roasted cock comes to life and crows
V30.1 The eaten god
K550 Escape by false plea. A captive makes a request or
promises an action that permits him eventually to 
escape
G303,8.3,1 Devil is thrust into hell by God
A177.1 God as trickster
F166.1 Treasure in otherworld
Tale 37; Causavishoa gallomanta
Chaiounaoa (ohai Judio runaouna o ninouna ououounal Jesusta pambashoa 
quHpa fiestata ruhuashoaouna nin tuoui laya miouita vuhuashpa, Sumag 
miouita vuhuashpa miouounouna nin: - Cunanoa ohai bvugo vunata Ha 
huanuohivoanohimi, pambavoanohimi, Cunan Huoanohi fiestata vuhuashun - 
nishpa,
Cavnavalta vuhuaounouna nin,
Cavnavalta vuhuaougpioa na Jesus oausavishpa yaohashoa nin paiouna 
miounata miouougta, Paiouna miounata miououshoaouna nin huallpaounata 
petashpa, galloounata, Chaita pelash miouoush, tuoui laya gallota 
pelash, ultimotaoa mishioutapish pelash nishoa nin, Chaimanta Jesus 
ohaita yaohashpa oaohashoa nin shug iriuta ohaipi ohai gallo mishiou 
pelashoa ohayashpa tispiohun,
Chaipi gallota inu tispigpioa oausavina nin gallooa, ^C^atag^ nish 
pambapi sivivina nin gallooa, Chaipioa: — Chai bvugo vuna oausavishoamt 
nish manohavish gatavishpa vinouna nin, Rioungapa vivoa, Mana 
tavivoaouna.
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The cockerel that came, back to life
Those men (the Jews or devils as they are calledi prepared all kinds 
of food and gave a feast after they had buried Jesus, They prepared 
a delicious meal, saying; "Now we have killed that witch and buried 
him. Now let's have a feast."
So, they held the feast of Carnival,
As they were holding the Carnival feast, Jesus came back to life and 
learned that they were eating a meal. They had plucked and drawn 
chickens and all kinds of cockerel for the meal that they were eating.
And finally they had also plucked and drawn the gdllo mishiou. When 
Jesus learned this, he sent a tick to pinch the bird that had been 
skinned.
When the tick pinched the cockerel, the bird came back to life with a i
squawk, and lay on the floor. Then the devils said;"That witch has come -4
back to life."
And, afraid, they got up and went to see. But they did not find Jesus,
Informant; GGG, 28th October, 1976
some as for Tale 36, plus;
G303,3,1,15 Devil appears as a Jew
B291 Animal as messenger
El8 Resuscitation by tickling
B515 Resuscitation by animal
J
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Commentary i |
1.0 Introduction
These tales belong to a widespread cycle of oral narratives in 
the Andes concerning the life of Christ. Many of the motifs the 
cycle contains can be traced to the Apocryphal gospels, and no doubt 
arrived in this area via missionaries and other outside sources of 
influence. However, the tradition seems to be longstanding enough to 
have taken on specifically regional characteristics, and the reworking 
of the cycle over the years has produced many idiosyncracies explicable 
in terms of its indian milieu.
The word 'cycle' is the key to explaining a certain shift of 
emphasis which occurs in the approach to the analysis of these tales, 4
By it I mean a lengthy episodic tale which may be told as a whole, or 
be broken down into its various component parts, or moves, which could 
then be told as independent tales in their own right, This is in con­
trast with the series of separate folktales and legends with under­
lying structural similarities of which Section A was made up. The 
'Fox and Rabbit' tales of Section C are also treated as a cycle. In 
such a case, the breakdown of tales into episodes demands immediate 
textual comparison with other versions from the same cycle. Thus it 
is that content and comparative analyses are made before turning to 
structural considerations, rather than vice versa as hitherto has been 
the case. The comparative approach is twofold; firstly in the con­
text of contemporary Andean material, secondly in the historical con­
text of the Indo-European sources to which certain episodes may be 
traced.
2.0 Comparison of episodes in Ecuadorean Andean tradition
The tales to be compared with regard to the linear sequence of
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episodes they contain are divided into two groups; the Caftar tales;
33, 34, 34a (not presented here as it was collected in note form),
35, 36, and 37; the comparative tales from elsewhere in Ecuador; 
GS/CA/5; ^^ Jatun Dios puvishoamanta"t LS/CH; "The life of Christ", 
Version 1, GS/co/4; ^'Naupa taitamito puvishocmanta^', gs/sa/3; "Senov 
Jesus nauba tiernpo puvishoamanda’', hd/sa/13; "The life of jesus", 
jc/im/1; "Imashna Jisu Cristuoa japishoa ayaouna'^ , jc/im/11; "San 
Pablo Quoha pavlu", and Parsons’s "The Jesus Child lays a curse"
(1945;146). What now follows is an index of the sum total of episodes 
appearing in the Ecuadorean material, showing their distribution.
2,1 Index of episodes
I Conception, pregnancy and birth
1, Joseph chosen as worthiest suitor
34, 34a (identified when rose sprouts from his staff1 
LS/CH
2, Joseph throws lily onto Mary's chest 
33, 34
LS/CH (throws roses)
3, Mary inexplicably pregnant
33, 34, 34a (pregnancy discovered when child kicks in womb).
LS/CH
4, Joseph angered by Mary's pregnancy 
33, 34, 34a
LS/CH
5, Unborn Christ Child (CC) reveals his identity to Joseph in dream 
33, 34, 34a (Angel appears in dream)
LS/CH (Angel appears in dream)
6, Animals visit new-born CC and are blessed or cursed according to 
their behaviour
33, 34a (shepherds and 3 Kings also visitl 
LS/CH (3 Kings only visit)
II Infancy
7, CC removes parts of playmates’ bodies for use as toys 
LS/CH
8, CC turns cement to mud then back to powder 
33
&
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9, Kills then revives baby chicks 
33
10, Cuts up beams then restores them
33
III Adulthood and pursuit by deyil-Jews
11, Disguised as white man blesses poor household 
35
LS/CH, GS/CA/5, j c /IM/11 (disguised as beggar in these three texts)
12, Turns inhospitable whites into pigs
34
LS/CH, GS/CA/5, Parsons
13, Causes inhospitable whites to die in.earthquake 
LS/CH, JC/IM/11 (causes flood)
14, Turns into cotton tree 
33
15, Turns into cockerel 
33
GS/CA/5, GS/CO/4, HD/SA/13
16, Rewards respect by making barley ripen overnight 
33, 34, 34a (makes wheat ripen).
LS/CH (also ripens beans), GS/CA/5, HD/SA/13, JC/IM/11 (wheatl
17, 'Devils' told he passed by on day of sowing
33, 34 (one of devils deformed), 34a (one of devils deformed)
LS/CH, GS/CA/5, HD/SA/13
18, Punishes disrespect by turning potatoes to stones 
33 (wheat grains to stones), 34 (barley), 34a
LS/CH, GS/CA/5 (barley), GS/CO/4, HD/SA/13, JC/IM/11 (wheat)
19, 'Obstacle Flight'; comb thrown onto road becomes forest in path 
of devils
LS/CH
20, Hides in field of lupins and curses them for giving away his 
presence
LS/CH, GS/CA/5 (quinoa plants cursed), GS/CO/4, GS/SA/3, HD/SA/13, 
JC/IM/1.
21, Pregnant female devil among pursuers slips on peas and produces 
multiple birth, seen by devils as punishment for chasing Christ; 
peas rewarded with bland flavour
HD/SA/13
22, CC turns into sheep
34a (and is herded by parents)
LS/CH (enters sheep's stomach), GS/CA/5, GS/CO/4 (enters sheep's 
stomach), JC/IM/1 (hides in sheep)
23, Enters calabash that protects him, blesses it 
LS/CH, GS/SA/3, HD/SA/13
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IV Capture, death and resurrection
24, Captured by devil-Jews 
33, (34 and 34a are inconclusive)LS/CH, GS/co/4 (captured by devils when in form of white cockerel 
which they buy), HD/SA/13 (caught while hiding in calabash)
25, Blindfolded, beaten, and made to guess identity of tormentors 
33
LS/CH
26, On way to Calvary leaves imprint of face on Mary Magdalene’s / 
handkerchief 33
27, Crucified 
33
GS/co/4 (in addition to death by cooking)
28, Death by cooking 
36 (symbolically by cooking of cockerel), 37 (cook cockerel)
LS/CH (symbolised by cooking of cockerel), GS/CO/4 (devils kill A
and cook cockerel into which Christ has transformed himself),
h d /s a/13 (apparently cook him in human form)
29, • Resurrection36 (God/Christ reincarnated from cooked cockerel), 37 (cockerel 4
revives at same moment as Christ)
LS/CH (cockerel's body reforms and it ascends to heaven), GS/CO/4 
(cockerel flaps agi in devils’ eyes and ascends to heaven), |
HD/SA/13 (Christ turns into cockerel upon resurrection and flaps 4
ag'i in devils' eyes)
30, Devils afraid, escape into caves or mountain tops 
LS/CH, HD/SA/13
31. God tricks devils into being locked up in hacienda 36
2,2 Remarks on the ’Index of episodes’
The ’Index of episodes’ does not necessarily present those episodes 
in the order in which they appear in the individual texts. There is 
in particular some variation in the positioning of Episode 12; "Turns 
inhospitable whites into pigs", and the Parsons text is a single epi­
sodic narrative which elaborates this episode in isolation. There is 
also variation in the respective blessing and cursing of the sowers 
(Episodes 16 & 18); the one may occur before the other or vice versa. 
The blessing of the poor household (Episode 11) may also vary its
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position in the different versions where it appears, On the whole 
such variations do not significantly alter the meaning of the narrative, 
but the fact that they occur made it clearer to represent the sum 
total of episodes by an index, rather than in the form of a table, 
which would have suggested a uniformity in the sequence and distrib­
ution of episodes that does not exist.
The episodes are, up to a point, free-floating motifs belonging 
to the cycle which may be drawn into or omitted from the tale at the 
narrator's discretion. However, there is a consistent dividing line 
between the main sections (numbered I-IV) of the cycle. Episodes 1-6 
of part I do not vary in order of appearance, and constitute an integral 
unit which occurs only in Tales 33, 34a, and LS/CH, Part II is found 
fully developed only in Tale 33, It is part III that contains the 
bulk of the motifs, and it is here that some freedom is employed from 
version to version as to their order of appearance. Episode 15 presents . 
something of an anomaly; it belongs properly to part IV, where it is 
a part of Episode 28 involving the cooking of Christ prior or subse- j
quent to his transformation into a cockerel. In the case of GS/CO/4,
Episode 15 leads straight on to Episode 24, where Christ is bought by 
the devils while in the form of a cockerel. From this the narrative 
moves to Episode 28, So it can be seen that the 'Index of episodes' 
should not necessarily be taken to be a chronological arrangement of 
these.
The final two episodes in the 'Index' (30 & 31), do correspond to 
the final episodes of three tales in particular, and lend an interesting 
aetiological note to the conclusions of those narratives. They offer 
explanations for the existence down to the present day of devils in 
caves or mountain tops, and haciendas respectively. Although it should 
be borne in mind that the three tales (LS/CH, HD/SA/13, and Tale 36) 
come from different culture areas within the sierra, it may still be
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reasonable to adcl this apparent structural equivalence between devil 
as inhabitant of caves and mountains, and devil as inhabitant of des­
erted haoiendaB, to my argument developed in Section A (b). that such, 
variations may be considered to be transformations of each other in
rtraditional namtive.
A last remark should be made in connection with the theme of reward 
and punishment for hospitality or the lack of it as it is dealt with in 
the tales; one of the episodes that explores this theme is that in 
which God disguised as a beggar punishes the inhospitable by causing 
a natural disaster (flood/earthquake), This episode forms a part of 
the cycle often found quite separate from the context of Christ’s 
adventures as he is pursued by the devils. The flood inflicted by 
Christ as punishment for lack of hospitality is usually offered as an 
explanation for the origin of a local lake. Further examples are to 
be found in Parsons’s; "The origin of the Laguna de San Pablo" (op,cit. 
130),, and in QS/AG/i'J^IahuaT ouohamanda", in which a haoienda is 
flooded. For Peruvian examples see Morote Best (1953a)., Tale 35 of 
this collection no doubt derives from this part of the cycle.
A .comparison between the tales at my disposal, assisted by the 
’Index', shows that LS/CH is the most complete of the texts (containing 
22 episodes). Tale 33 is the second most complete (17 episodes), but 
does not include Episode 28: "Death by cooking", and episodes that 
follow it. Instead these are represented for Cafiar by a separate 
text from a different informant. Likewise, Episode 11; "Disguised 
as white man/beggar blesses poor household" forms part of LS/CH, but 
in Canar again constitutes a text on its own, not immediately recog­
nizable, if taken out of context, as part of the cycle. Thus the 
LS/CH text, although it comes from a different culture area, can be 
used as a valuable yardstick against which to measure my own less 
cohesive material, and argue quite viably that the diverse Canar texts
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belong to one and the same traditional cycle,
3.0 Comparative analysis
3.1 The Spanish American area
Stark, has discussed comparative versions from Central America and 
from elsewhere in the Andes (19761, These include a version from 
Huaraz, Peru (Pantoja Rafti©s (1974,II;431-435, 445)1, an Ixil version 
from Guatemala included in Shaw’s collection (1972;111), another Mayan 
variant from British Honduras (Thompson,J;(193G; 161-162) ), and a New 
Mexican version to be found in Espinosa jj( 1937), To these could be 
added a further Central American version from Chichicastenango (Tax 
(1949)1, a Peruvian tale of Christ as trickster being pursued by 
supay and containing many of the same episodes as the Ecuadorean 
material {Altvanohis Phuturvnaa, 11:23), and Guevara’s account in his 
article on Ecuadorean aetiological traditions (1954:61-631,
3.2 The Indo-European sources
It is possible to trace several of the episodes arid motifs in the 
Cafiar and other versions back to the Apocryphal gospels, and to late 
medieval European legends deriving from them, I will not venture to 
discuss paths of diffusion, but simply offer examples of such sources. 
The episodes occurring during the infancy and childhood of Christ 
relate in particular to sectionsof the protevangelium of James, the 
Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew, the Gospel of Thomas, and the Arabic Gospel 
of the Infancy of the Saviour, all of which are contained in The Ante- 
Nicene Christian Library (ANCL), (1867, Roberts and Donaldson eds,)..
Summaries of them are also to be found in James’s Apocryphal New Test- 
ament (19 53), The incident of the resuscitation of the cock as a sign 
of the Resurrection is found in the Gospel of Nicodemus, also included 
in the above-mentioned works. Many other authors have compiled
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summaries and commentaries on the Apocrypha, and also reproduce some f
of the popular legends derived from them, (11
I shall now point out those motifs found in the Ecuadorean branch 
of the cycle which can be most readily traced to such sources. For 
simplicity’s sake I shall confine most of the references to James (op, 
cit.l, The numbers refer to the ’Index of episodes’;
1, Joseph's rod; James 42 (Protevangelium)
4, Joseph angered by Mary's pregnancy; James 44 (Protevangelium).
6, Adoration of animals; James 75 (Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew)
Cursing of certain animals; Rappoport 51-53 (cites Krauss 1883,11%
12Iff,) (popular legend)
10, Christ restores beams; James 52-53 (Gospel of Thomas - where Child 
adjusts length of beams Joseph has cut incorrectly).
12, Turns children into pigs; James 68 (refers to Budge op,cit,), see 
also ANCL, XVI ; 119 (Arabic Gospel of the Infancy), In both'.versions 
the children are turned into goats. (2)
16, Makes barley ripen; Gaer 62-63 (popular legend; "At that moment 
they saw a labourer sowing wheat in a field along the road. The 
child Jesus picked up a handful of the seed and threw it by the 
wayside. Instantly it grew before their eyes and ripened, ready 
for reaping. In this tall wheat Joseph and his family hid them­
selves, Soon Herod's men came by and asked the farmer: "Have you 
seen a woman passhere carrying a child in her arras?" "Yes," said 
the farmer, "I saw her as I was sowing the wheat." "The wheat is 
growing and ripening," said Herod's henchmen, "It must have been 
sown many months ago," And they went away."
29. Resurrection of cotk; James 116 (Gospel of Nicodemus - Judas’s
wife speaks to him as follows just before he goes to hang himself;
"Say not nor think not so; for as well as this cock that is roasting 
on the fire of coals can crow, just so well shall Jesus rise again, 
as thou sayest," And immediately at her word that cock spread his 
wings and crowed thrice. Then was Judas yet more convinced, and 
straightway made the halter of rope and hanged himself,"
4,0 Structural considerations; the place of the Christ Child 
cycle in Andean narrative
So far I have considered the cycle at the level of content, in |
particular with regard to the motifs it contains, and much historical 
and comparative work may be done on tales like these with such an 
evident debt to popular Indo-European sources. However, some expian­
ts
h
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ation for their initial appeal and lasting popularity among the 
Quechua peoples should be sought. This explanation would be expected 
to be found at the level of structure, rather that one based on affin­
ities at the level of content. Indeed there are certain features in 
the pattern and underlying structure of the tales that are compatible 
with that of Andean myth of more indigenous content.
The first example for comparison is taken from Francisco de Avila’s 
collection; "Como suoedio Cuniraya Vimooaha en su tiempo y oomo 
Cahuillaoa pario a su hi-QO y to que passo" describes the impregnation 
of the virginal Cavillaca by the culture hero, Cuniraya Viracocha, and 
the latter's pursuit of the former when she escapes with her child 
{1965;23-29), The pursuit sequence contains various elements of interest 
to the present discussion; Cuniraya, we are told, wandered the earth 
in the guise of a ragged beggar whom nobody wanted - reminiscent of the 
present-day tales in which the same rôle is adopted by the Christ figure. 
Here, however, the culture hero is the one who is in pursuit, whereas 
in the Christ stories he is being pursued. In structural terms this 
can be regarded as an inversion in the pattern, rather than a deviation 
from it. The journey/pursuit sequence includes a ’question and answer’ 
routine, which takes place between the hero and various animals that 
he encounters along the way. Those that help him towards the where­
abouts of his mistress are blessed; those that do not are cursed,(3Ï The , 
similarity in pattern of the Christ Child’s treatment of those who 
respond favourably , and vice versa, is strong enough to suggest that 
these already existing patterns may have helped the adoption of compat­
ible material. The structural similarities between the two myths can 
be extracted as follows;
i
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Function 16C Peruvian myth;
"Cuniraya V-traGoaha"
20C Ecuadorean myth; 
"Nino Jesusmanta"
miraculous
conception
by eating fruit from flower thrown onto 
her breast
fatherhood
revealed child points out his 'beggar' father
child speaks while still 
in womb
pursuit hero pursues heroine hero pursued by devils
question/
answer
hero blesses animals who 
answer favourably - curses 
those that don't
hero blesses courteous, 
curses discourteous
The second example comes from contemporary versions of origin myths 
from the Andean area reproduced and interpreted by Ortiz Rescaniere 
(1973)., who sets out to show similarities of structure and theme bet­
ween myths that vary widely in historical and geographical source.
The structural pattern most common to Peruvian origin myths is that ' 
whereby a first creator fathers a son, often of semi-divine, semi­
human parentage, who sets about destroying the first creation and 
creating a new one. Some of the best known are also discussed by 
Mishkin (1940), Among Ortiz Rescaniêre's material is an Aymara myth 
"Supaya"f in which the original creator figure in the pattern is given 
the name ’Jesucristo* and his son is Supaya (op,cit,24-26). An almost 
identical variant is to be found in CSceres Olazo (1970:23), attributed 
to Isidro Rojas of Llavini, Puno, The son stands for all that is bad, 
thus bringing the notion of morals into play, Jesucristo is poor and 
ragged, his son is rich, so the myth describes an . opposition between 
father and son, rich and poor, good and bad. This conflict is expressed 
in a series of episodes in which Jesucristo outwits the scheming Supaya, 
and it is here that a pattern emerges that I find comparable with the 
Christ Child cycle in Ecuador; Supaya fills the rôle of dupe in 
episodes which include the crop-ripening, and the hiding in the sheep’s 
stomach to avoid capture. I would venture that traditional narrative 
structures included this mythological trickster sequence, enacted
■I
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between two figures of a former creation, and onto this pattern have 
been grafted features of content introduced from popularized Catholic 
lore,
4,1 The Christ Child cycle in the context of the corpus as a whole
There remains to point out that the tales of the Christ Child are 4
not entirely isolable from the other material of the collection. No 
classification system for folktales should be held to be watertight, 
and there are points of comparison to be made both at the levels of 
structure and of content.
To take the latter first; perhaps the most obvious mofif Obmmoh 
to this and to the Section A legends is that of the gcClZo mishiou. In 
Tale 33, the devils are put off the scent by Christ's transformation 
into cockerel, upon which they remark; "Chaioa mana nuQanohipaohUj mcxnq 
nuoanohipaohu"* ("That cockerel is not ours") Thus it is demonstrated 
again that where the narrative context is appropriate, the same form­
ulae are called for over and over again, regardless of tale type.
The narrative context at this point calls for the outwitting of devils 
by the hero; the traditional cockerel device is introduced by the 
hero's self-transformation. The identification of Jews with devils 
makes possible the inclusion of other motifs more commonly found in 
the devil legend type. The pursuers are led by one devil who is 'sugHu^ 
or *huishtu'i the crippled devil of local lore. Moreover, they smell 
out their quarry, another attribute we have seen to be typical.
Still in connection with Section A tales, certain thematic links 
suggest themselves between Tale 35 and those devil legends that involve 
child heroes who leave home and come into contact with a non-human 
agent that results in good fortune, namely such tales as 12, 25, 26, 
and GS/CA/14, all of which combine A-T327A with the devi1-legend pattern.
They commonly relate the rejection of children from a home where food
J
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is inadequate, their encounter outside the home with the non-human 
agent leads to the resolution of this lack. In Tale 35 also, contrast 
is drawn between lack and plenty, but this time, the children remain at 
home while the parents set out on a journey. Whilst at home a non­
human agent, namely 'taita Diosito’, visits them, and they are blessed 
with miraculous grain. The pattern of Tale 35 could be seen in part 
as a structural inversion of that of the Section A tales to which I 
referred;
Tale 35 Tales 12, 25, 26, GS/CA/14
lack of food
parents set out
non-human agent enters home
food denied 
children set out
non-human agent encountered away 
from home
contact leads to good fortune
There would appear to be a connection at the structural level 
between Tale 35 and popular customs and beliefs surrounding Taita 
Carnaval,. He is thought to inhabit the hills, and only comes down to 
visit the homes of people on the Monday and Tuesday of Carnaval,
During this period a table is kept prepared in a room which has been 
well swept, with all the foods he likes, (4) Should he visit the house 
good luck will be with the family for the coming year, but the room 
must be left empty or it is thought he will not visit. My suggestion 
is that there is a common underlying structure between this set of 
customs, and Tale 35 in which the God figure instructs the heroes to 
prepare the house then absent themselves from it whilst the blessing is 
bestowed. At the same time the theme of the benefactor who blesses 
the impoverished household is found elsewhere in the Christ Child cycle 
(see Episode 11 of the 'Index of episodes'), and Tale 35 is also linked 
to that.
Finally, a few points at which these tales link also with the fox
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and rabbit cycle ; Tale 36 contains some interesting reminiscences in
both theme and form of that group of texts, and also of Section A,
God as trickster, about to be eaten by the devils, employs a device
common to the fox and rabbit tales whereby he offers his pursuers a
better deal in order to evade capture. Not only is the method of
deception reminiscent, but the pattern of the dialogue is structurally
almost identical. Just compare the following two extracts:
Tale 38; Conejohuan atughuan 
. " - Bmno tio^ miûunguipish ima vuhuanguipish ahug huallpata 
pagasha^ shug pavohuan shug huallpahuan - nina ninj^
" "Well, uncle, even if you eat me or whatever you do, I shall
give you a chicken and a turkey","
Tale 36; B'iahtocunahuan taita Dioshuan 
" “ Canaima nuoata miounguipish nuoa oharini shug sumaimana 
hacrCendata, Chaita oanaunaman herenoiata eaquish gaouohi 
riounguiohi," "" "Even if you eat me, I have a beautiful haoienda and I
shall leave it to you as an inheritance. Let’s go, so you
can see it.""
As has already been noted in Section A, Tale 36 also provides us with 
an aetiological hint as to how deserted haoiendas came to be the 
domain of devils and buried treasure. Thus, many points of contact 
can be made out between the Christ Child tales and other areas of the 
corpus,
FOOTNOTES
(1) eg. Hone (1820), Wallis Budge (1899), Donehoo (1903), Dâhnhardt 
(1909), Rappoport (1934), Gaer (1952), and Ballou (19721,
(2) The Gospel of Thomas contains many episodes in which, the Christ 
Child displays a malicious nature, but is always miraculously able, to 
right the wrongs he causes; in the Caftar cycle he acts in character, 
although it has not been possible to trace each episode to an exact 
possible source,
(3) See also Trimborn (1952) on cursing of animals in the Huarochiri 
myth.
(4) See Appendix I for further details; Fock corroborates this and 
provides further details (Fock and Krener 1977b;4)
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CHAPTER 5
Section C; Animal Tales
Sub-section (a); The fox and rabbit trickster cycle
TextsTale 38; Atughuan oonegohuan , '
Rioungui: oonego purioushoa nin shug huerta ladota* Chai oonegooa 
entonoes guin danushoa huevtata haoiendapi^ Chai oonegooa purishoa 
purishoaj, puahoa^ haoiendapi shug huevta dafiushoa^ Chxipioa duenooa 
nishoa: '^ilmata mioun oai huertataoa?
Duenooa ohai mayovatohu ima o huasioomaoahu oashoa^ Nishoa entonoes 
oonegota gapishpa presushoa oonegotaoa, Chaioa na gapi tuaushaa 
Qonegitooa tugllapi* Chaioa ha tugllapi tiyaoushoa nin ha oonegotaoa 
huahuohingapa duehoounaoa»
Chaipioa ha atugoa purioushoa nin tadopi* Conegooa nishoa nin: - Tioj, 
tioj shamui oazavangui^ ffuoatami gapin oasaraohun - nishoa nin^
Atugoa nishoami: - Sobrino huambra^ huoata imata nin visha uyangapa - 
nishoa nin*
Chaipi entonoes vishoa ha tiooa*~ Tio^ t huoaoa y alii uohillanrt oaniy oarmi gatun oangui* Caza'^ai - 
nishoa nin*- Ai?iy sobrino huanibvay huoaoa oazavasha* Entonoes oanoa llugshivi - 
nishoa nin*
Tugllccpi yaiouna nin atug*
Chaimantaoa atug ha yaioun ha oonegooa ladoyashpa shamushoa*, Entonoes 
ha atugoa ohaipi saquivin tugllapi* Chaimantaoa entonoes ha duenooa 
fierrota ousaoushoa nin* Chaioa fievvota ousashpaoa ha fierrota siquipi 
satishoa nin atugta* Atugoa nishoa nin: - Cazavashallmiy oazavashallami 
nishoa nin*
Chaimantaoa mi fierrota siquipi satigpioa ha rishoa nin duenooa* Chdipi 
huahush siriouna nin atugoa*
Chaimantaoa entonoes unaipi oausarish siquillahuan siquillahuan 
aisarishoa shug yaou gundupi oangccpa ohai atugoa* Siquipi fierrotaoa 
ohugpillapi satishoa* Chaioa rishoa ishoai punzhata oashoa^ yaoupi 
satishpa sirioushoa* I outin ha oausarishoa atugoa* Nishoa oonegotaoa*- Buenoysobrino huanbray ounan gccpishpaoa mioushomi* ilmapata llullany 
imapata oazaraohisha nishpa llullan?
Entonoes ha puriouna nin puriouna nin*
Conegooa tiyaouna nin shug gatun rumi maohaipi ohai uoupi* Chaipi 
entonoes atugoa ohayanalla nin* Chaipi nishoa nin: Sobrino humbvay
Hmapata llullaroangui? Cunan mioushomi* Cazaraohisha niroanguiy 
àimapata llullaroangui? Cunan mioushomi*
Chaimanta nishoa nin: - Tidy miounguipish oai rumi tigrashpaoa tuoui 
mundo enteromi tigranga* Cai rumita oharinaouiy tio*
-  A r i y  sobrino huambra - nishpaoa oashna ohariouna nin gaitarish shug 
rimita* .
Chaioa: - Tio y oanoa ohariouiy huoa rini shug oaspita pHtimungapa*
Rina nin ha*
Chaimantaoa shug sapota rogana nin maohetehuan Hag tag* niauohun*
Sapooa niouna nin *tag tag tag** Entonoes tio atugoa nina nin: - Buenç^ 
sobrino huombraoa p *itiounmi* A r i y  ari p*itiourmi* Cieptotami rumi
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tigragriom* ^
Chaimantaoa entonoes na unai nin fiaj, oasi tuoui purl'zha ohaniaunlla 
rumitaoaohccparashoa* Na tuoui punzha 'tag* nioun nin^ tuoui punzha*
Fera ha oonegooay sdbrinooay largarishoa maita* J, sapotla ha manohu 
’tag" tag’ ninatayaohashoa* Chaioa ’tag’ nioun tudyi. punzha*
Chaioa tardeyamugpi ha huigsa yavoai gapigpica vina nin ha oaVtparash* 
Rumioa shinallata tiyaouna nin* Chaimantaoa riougvina sapo ’tag tag’ 
nioun nin* ^Maipi maitami vivoa oonegooa? Chaimantaoa nina nin:- BuenOy ounanoari miounimi* ilmapa llutlan? Caitapish tlutlany ha 
ishoaipi ha* Cunanoavi miounimi*
Chaimantaoa ha puriouna niny puriouna nin atugoa outinilata gapisha 
nish* Na maipi shug shuita uoupiy shutla uoupi tiyaouna nin oonegooa* 
Chaipioa: - Cunanoari ha g apish miounimi ha ounanoari*- Buenoy tioy miounguipish ima ruhuanguipish shug huallpata pagashxy 
shug pavohuan shug hudUpahuan - nina nin*- A r i y  sobrino huambra entonoes ohaita pagangui entonoes que mana 
miousha*
Chaimanta entonoes rina nin shug huàUpata amungapay shug pavotay pero 
llullashpalla* Chashna bolsapi amuna nin gatun oasha maruoha nin*
Chaioa ohai atugta nina nin: - Chimba ohimbapi miougri* Caipioa 
duehoouna o ’atimushpaoa oanta huahuohingami *
Nishpaoa entonoes atugmanoa apaohish oaohana nin - Caipioa pavo huallpa 
tuouimi - nishpa*
Chaimanta atugoa aparish rina nin.
Chaimantaoa: - Ayau! ayauî pavo shillul ayaul ayau! huallpa shillu! —  
nish riouna nin*
Juin tugsioushoanga manohu oashaouna* Shug huaioupi ohayashpaoa ’zas’ 
oaoharish shitana nin* Chaita pasoan nin ’zas ’ entonoes que atingamiy 
’zas’ maqui satishpa gapina nin* Chaipioa entonoes que t ’uluta pasoana 
niny maquita satina nin oashapi* Libre pambarina nin maita* Imata 
huallpa ni pavo oangay solo oasha maruoha* Chaimantaoa: — Jesus y 
sobrino huambray ioaitaohu ruhuanga nuoataoa? Imata ruhuaniy ounanoari 
miounimi - nish ohaipi shitash rina nin oashataoa*
Chaimantaoa outin na puriouna nin outin puriouna puriouna% Maipioha 
shug shullashoa uoupioa puriouna nin* Chaipi tiyaouna nin oonegotaoa 
outin gapQna nin tiooa soîpoinotaoa* Atugoa tio manohu y oonegooa sobrino* 
Chaimanta tiyaouna nin* Na p ’uoha ounanoari ha gapina nin oonegotaoa 
mioungapa ha*
- BuenOy tioy miounguipish ima ruhuanguipishy rioushun shimita ha 
mioushoa pavo huallpa*
Chaimantaoa nishoa: - Sobrino 'Ounan miougrinimi*
Entonoes tiotaoa nishoa oonegooa: - Rioushun quiru siquiounapi tiyaoungami 
aioha,
Nishpaoa entonoes: - Ari nishoa nin*
Chaimanta oonegooa saltash shimipi yaioushpa ohunzhullita polvushpa 
siqui gutouta llugshirishoa nin*
Conego outin puriouna nin ha* Na saoha uouounapi shina ha ohingarishpa*- Cunanoari ha largarigrinimi maita* Mana gapi tuoushaohu - nishpa* 
Cunanoa oushilla purina nin haundpiy oasi shug ooho dias o quinoe 
dtas oana nin ha oonegooa* Chaimanta purioushpallata ha tiooa tarina 
nin sohrinotaoa* Chaimantaoa nishoa nin: - Cunanoari ha mana 
quishpinguiohu* Cunanoari mioushomi* Mioushomi ounanoari* Al fin ha 
tuouita engahangui*
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Chaimanta n im Tio, bmno y  miounguipish ounanoa pagasha shug ove^ata* 
Ovegaoa oanmanoa pagasha huoata mioungapa* Nuoa uohilla oani -  nin ha 
ovejaoa gatun* Chaihuanoa huigsa pagtanguimi —  nina nin* 
-  Nay a r i y  sobrino huambra -  nishoa nin*
- Cunan ha oaoharish oaohashariy rishari - nishpa rina nin buenOy tiOy 
oanoa ura ura huaioupi ohapanguiy huoaoa gahua gahuamanta oaoharish 
oaohasha oveg'ataoa. Chaparanguiy ohaimantaoa gapinguittami - nina nin* -
Chaimantaoa ha sobrino huombraoa entonoes gatun ohai estado rimipi 
oarata pilluna nin oveg'a ruhuash* Chaimantaoa nina nin: - TiOy tiOy tiOy 
ohapanguiy ohapangui* Oveg’a riny oveg’a rin - nishoa nin*
Chaimantaoa: - Ariy sobrino huambra "-'nish ohangata pasoashpa ohapana 
nin garoashpa*
Singuohishpa oaohana nin shug quinraimanta* - Tioy  tioy  ohapanguiy 
ohapangui* Oveg’a riny ovega rin*
Imata ovega oanga! Jatun rumihuan oarapi pitlush tuoui potvushpa 
llapohinaoushpa rina nin tiotaoa* Chaipish ha pasan* Buenoy  outin ha 
ladiyarin oonegito shinash rin* Causarinallata nin ha tiooa*
Puriouna nin, puriouna nin* Cutin shinallata ha unai nin ounanoari 
oausarishoa nin tiooa* Chaimantaoa entonoes puriouna nin oonegooa*
- Cunanoari ha mioungapa mioushomi, Imapata engahan ha ouântaê veoes*
Na ounanoari -  nishoa nin*
Na gapishoa nin oonegota haysobrinota* - Cunanoari ha miounimiy 
ounanoari miounimi,- BuenOy tioy miounguipish ima ruhuanguipishy ha gatun pozo ruhuanaoui* 
Cai pozo llugshishpaoa tuoui guioio enteromi tigranga* Entonoes ha 
pozota ruhuanaouiy oaita libre oorriohish oaohangapa yallimana pozo*
Tiooa ayudana nin semegante pozo ruhuanata, Tuoui libre semegante pozo 
ohaioa ayudaouna nin. Chaimantaoa entonoes ha sobrinooa nina nin:- Buenoy ri tio ura zangapi ohangata pasoashpa garoagri oai yaouta 
pasaohishpaoa ha salvarishunmi huoanohioa* Mana oashpaoa mana salvari'-^  
shunohu*
Entonoes ha tio ta oaohana nin ura zang’a pataman*
Zanga patapi ha oaohashpaoa nina nin: - Tio ohapanguiy ohapanguiy yaouta 
pasaohishpa oaohangui - nish*
Chaparash shayaouna nin ohangata pasoashpa. Chaimantaoa entonoes^ ha 
sobrino oaohana nin ha yaoutaoa’ohaobil’ nish rina nin yaouoa* Na 
rish imata gar oanga nin! Tuoui libre y tuoui polvushy tuoui saoha 
uouounata polvushy tuoui libre polvushy atugtaoa aparina niuy pedazaahpa* 
Yaouoa imata mai paitaoa oazunga yaouoa* Na cone go ohaipimi libre rina 
nin hay libre hay ohaipi hay ohaipi si zafarina nin maita apariroa niny 
oosa que montaha uouta polvushpa* Chgipimi ha oonegitooas ha zafarish 
ha vidata oharina niny ha mana miouny vivo*
The fox and the rabbit
Now then; the rabbit was wandering in the kitchen garden of a haoienday 
doing great damage to the vegetables. The owner said; "What's raiding 
the kitchen garden?
The owner must in fact have been the mayoral or a huasioama* Then he 
caught the rabbit and imprisoned him in a trap. He stayed there in the 
trap so that the owners might kill him.
Then the fox passed by and the rabbit called to him; "Uncle, uncle, 
come and get married, I have been caught because they want to marry me 
off."
..4
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The fox replied; "Young nephew, whatever you say, I'm going for a 
drink,"
And he went of his way. But the rabbit called after him; "Uncle, I'm 
very small and you are big. Get married,"
"Very well, young nephew, I shall get married. So you get out of t h ere" 
And the fox climbed into the trap instead, •
So the fox got into the trap and the rabbit made off. There the fox 
remained in the trap. Then the owner of the orchard heated an iron
rod and put it up the fox's backside! The fox all the while thought he
was going to get married! "I'm getting married! I'm getting married!" . 
he cried.
But then the owner put the red-hot iron up his backside and went away, 
leaving the fox dying on the ground.
Then after a long time the fox came to himself and dragged himself along 
slowly to a pool of water. The hot iron had been pushed right up inside
him. So he went into the water and lay down in it for two days. Then
he revived and said to the rabbit: "Well, young nephew, when I catch 
you I shall eat you. Why did you lie, saying that you wanted to get me 
married?"
So they went their ways.
Then one day the rabbit was standing in the hollow beneath a big rock.
The fox was due to arrive any minute. Then he came by and said;
"Young nephew, what did you lie for? Now indeed I shall eat you. You 
said you wanted to get me married. What did you lie for? Now I shall 
eat you,"
Then the rabbit said; "Uncle, even if you eat me, when this rock topples 
over the whole world will turn upside down. Help me to hold up the rock, 
uncle,"
"Yes, young nephew," he said, and so held up the rock to prevent it from 
falling,
"Uncle," said the rabbit, "you hold the rock up and I'll go and chop
some sticks," and off he went.
Then the rabbit asked a frog to make a chopping sound with his machete* 
The frog obliged, and so the fox said to himself; "Well, my young 
nephew is chopping wood. Yes, he's chopping. So it must be true that
the stone is going to topple over."
So then a long time passed. The fox held the stone up and watched out 
nearly all day. All day the 'chop chop' sound was heard. But the 
rabbit had already cleared off. And it was the frog that was making 
the chopping sound, wasn't it? He went 'chop chop chop' all day,
Then as it grew late and the fox got hungry he made off at a run. But
the rock remained just the same. Then he went to look and saw it was
the frog making the chopping noise. Where on earth had the rabbit gone? 
Then the fox said: "Well, now indeed I shall eat him. Why did he lie? 
This was a lie too. Now he has tricked me twice. Now I shall really 
eat him,"
After that the fox went on his way, wanting yet again to catch the
rabbit. Now the rabbit was sitting in the dew-soaked grass, The fox
said to him; "Now I shall really catch and eat you."
"Very well, uncle, even if you eat me or whatever you do, I shall give 
you a turkey and a chicken,"
"Yes, young nephew. So if you pay me that I shan't eat you,"
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So the rabbit went off to bring the chicken and the turkey, but just 
lying. So he brought a bag filled with great maruoha thorns. Then 
he told the fox; "Go oyer the hill to eat this. The owners of the 
birds are coming after you and will kill you."
So saying, he sent the fox off carrying the bag apd telling him: "Here 
are the turkey and the chicken,"
So the fox carried the bag and went oh his way, . ■ '
As he went he cried: "OuchI ouch 1 That must be the turkey claws I Owl 
owl Those are the chicken claws !"
The thorns must have been pricking him a lot, mustn't they? Arriving 
in a river gorge, he freed his load and threw it to the ground. He 
opened the bag and put his hand inside. He delved his hand right into
the thorns. There was no chicken or turkey at all but just maruoha
thorns. Then he cried; "Jesus, that young nephew, has he done this to 
me? What shall I do? Now I really shall eat him,!'
So saying he flung the thorns aside and went on his way.
After that now he wandered about for some days. He was walking somewhere
in the dew-soaked grass and there he met and caught his nephew the
rabbit again. The fox was the uncle, you see, and the rabbit was the
nephew. Now this time indeed he caught the rabbit with the intention
of eating him,
"Well, uncle," said he, "even if you eat me or whatever you do, let's 
look inside your mouth to see the bits of turkey and chicken you ate,"
But the fox insisted; "Nephew, now I am going to eat you."
Then the rabbit said to his uncle; "Let's see if there are any bits of 
meat still stuck in your teeth,"
So the fox opened his mouth and said 'Ah."
Then the rabbit jumped into the fox's mouth:and, destroying his intestines 
on the way, came out through his anus.
Again the rabbit was going his way. He took himself deep into the 
forest saying; "Now I shall go far away somewhere, I shall not be 
caught,"
So now he happily wandered for a long time, around a week or two.
Then just as he was wandering, the uncle found his nephew again, "This 
time now you shall not escape," he said, "this time I really shall eat 
you. For you are always deceiving me."
"Very well, uncle. Even if you eat me I shall pay you a sheep. I shall, 
pay you a sheep and then you shall eat me, I am little and the sheep 
is big. It will satisfy your stomach,"
"Yes, nephew," replied the fox,
"Now I shall go, set the sheep free and send it to you, You watch 
out in the hollow down below, I shall set free the sheep and send it 
down to you from the top of the hill. Keep a good look out and then 
just catch it,"
So then the young nephew made a 'sheep' by wrapping a large stone 
that size in a sheepskin. Then he called out; "Uncle, uncle, uncle I 
Watch out! Watch out! The sheep is on its way! The sheep is on its 
way ! "
"Yes, young nephew," answered the fox as he opened his legs wide, 
watching out to stop the sheep. The rabbit sent the 'sheep' rolling 
down the slope.
"Uncle, uncle! Watch out! Watch out! The sheep is on its way! The. 
sheep is on its way!"
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Informant; JAG, 26th May, 1976
r
As if it was a sheep! The great stone wrapped in a sheepskin rolled 
down onto the uncle and flattened him. Well that happened too. Then 4
the rabbit made off. The uncle just came to his senses again, ;
The rabbit went his way. Then again in the same way, the uncle revived 
after a long time. Then he said: "Now indeed I am out to eat Aim^ ^ y  
has he deceived me so many times? Now indeed I'11'.get him,"
So he caught the nephew rabbit; "Now I'm really going to eat you," he *1
said, ’9
"Very well, uncle. Even if you eat me, or whatever you do, help me 
dig a well just now. If this well bursts the day of judgement will be 
upon us. So help me make the well and make the water run in this 
direction. So the uncle helped to make a big well. Then the nephew 
told him: "Well, uncle, go down into the ditch and stand with your 
legs apart to guide the water through. In that way we shall be saved.
Otherwise we shall not save ourselves,"
So he sent the uncle down to stand astride the ditch.
As he sent him down to the ditch he told him; "Watch out, uncle, watch 
out. Direct the water between your legs."
So he stood with his legs apart keeping a good watch out. Then the 
nephew sent the water flowing. With a great 'whoosh' it fldwed out.
And as if the uncle could stand in its path! It flowed out, destroying 
all the vegetation in its way, and carrying the fox along with it, 
battering him to bits. As if the water was going to pay him any 
attention! So then the rabbit ran away, free of the fox. He was 
carried off who knows where. Then the rabbit escaped with his life, 
he wasn't eaten.
K842 Dupe persuaded to take prisoner's place in a sack; killed I
The trickster keeps shouting that he does not want to go 
to heaven (or marry the princess); dupe gladly substitutes 
for him
K711 Deception into entering bag
K842.3 Tied animal persuades another to take his place 
K1251 Holding up the rock. Trickster makes dupe believe that he 
is holding up a great rock and induces him to hold it for 
a while
K567 Escape by pretending to perform errand for captor 
K553.1 "Let me catch you better game," Captured animal pretends to 
help captor bring more desirable victim. Escapes 
K550 Escape by false plea. A captive makes a request or proposes 
an action that permits him eventually to escape 
K1840 Deception by substitution
Tale 39; Atughuan oonejohuan
Shug Gonejo tiyana entonaesy viviaimo conejo* Entonoes atugoa oana nin: 
shug o ’ari shug huarmi, Entonoes atugtaoa tratana nin tio y huarmi 
atugtaoa tia* Es que sonso oonejo entonoes ha tratarin tiataoa*
Tratarishpaoa entonoes ha puri oatlarin* Tratarishpa puri oattarishpaoa 
entonoes Hmata pasan? Na nin shug punzhaoa: - Oiy huambray lima 
ruhuaoungui? - nina oonejotaoa*
-  A i j y  tioy huoaoa shug Undo huagohutami oharini* Pero oanoa oaittapi 
shay ai y huoaoa jahuamanta oaohasha singuohish ohagnashpami oaohasha*
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Entonoesy Hmata pasan? Vivo rin jahuapioa* Shug ovega oarata gapin, 4
pillun rimipi* Alii pillush ovega ruhuash ohagnash oaohan* Atug 
ohaparaouna nin, ima shuti: - Ovegcmi shamun - nishpa*
Rumi peohopi huagtashpaoa oosa de que muspaohishpk pasarina nin, mana 
huanuohishpa* '
Cunanoa rin: - Japishallatami huahuohishpami oontentdrisha lungutaoa, 
pues mana saquishaohu huoa oaita ruhuan huoata, riqui, oasi huahuohin*
Entonoes ha huombraoa ouidado purin* Chaimanta nina nin, ima shuti, ^
shug punzhaoa tupan* - Y lungu, lima ruhuaoungui oan oaipi?
-  A i j y  tioy huoaoa oaipi, ima shuti, imallitoounataoa apaouni tiata 
yaoharoani huaohashoata - nish ", ohaimi riouni apash oaipi* Aparish 
oui - nishoa nin* Chaipioa jundaohina nin tuoui lay a oasha: ima 
shihan, ima tuoui urou oashata t ’ulupi ohurash* Cai sonsooa aparish 
rin* Paioa entonoes libre saquirish entonoes*
Cada tugsishoata nin: - Ayau! ayau!' Anas shillu! Ayau! Cundur shillu!
Ayau! ayau! Sugsu shillu!
Imata sugsu shillu oanga! Sino oashaouna, tugsiouna nin lomopioa!
Chayana nin: - Hija, huambrami tupan* Caioa, entonoes, japi oaita, ■ '4
japi oaita entonoes* Huambrami oaohan imalla ruhuash miouohun - nish* 4
Tia atug pasoan nin entonoes ha: ^ Huambra oaohashoata rioushun*
T ’uluta pasoan, t ’ulupi maqui satin, oasha olavarin nin maquipioa*- Ay! Huambra fuera! Na ounan ha mana pasanga, maoasha huahuohisha - 
nishoa nin*
Na oaprioharin outin* Huambra ouidado purin nin. Pero tiapamanoa 
rish o ’atina nin. Mana ima maipi ima paioa oazuna* Chai shug sonso 
maipi purioushpa imata yaoharoa*
Entonoes ha purin, purin, purin* De repenteoa entonoes tupanaouna nin*
-  Na huambra -  nishpa tiallata rdbiarina nin -  riqui oaita ruhuan, pues 
ounanoa japishpaoa oastigashallami -  nishoa nin*
Nina nin: - Aij, tia, huoata shamui visitangapa* Shamui visitangui*
Entonoes jutoupi yaiouna nin* Entonoes tia sonsaoa outin oonejota ! 
japish oastigash mioungaraiou jutoupi umata satishpa mana llugohi 
valin* Cone jo muyurin paitaoa alii uohurishpa shitarina nin*
Paioa ha maitaoha riroa nin, oonejooa rin* Chaipioa juin oaprioharin 
nin: - Cunanoa manata saquishaohu* Ima shinaoa maipioa tupangami - 
nina nin -, huahuohishallatami*
Chaimanta nina nin: - Canoa huahug tuoui* C ’ayaohisha huoaoa hucaribrata 
shamuohun rioungapa huahushoata. Pero huahug pagta atiohinguiman - 
ha atugta, o ’aritaoa nina nin -, huahug tuoui* Shamuna nin tiota 
rioungapa huahushoata*- Ay, tia, vida ouri! Tio huahushoashi, huahushoami ninmi* Chaimi 
shamuni notioiagpi*
- Ari* Chaipi huahushoami sirioun* Cunan rioui, sobrino, Hmata 
ruhuangui?
- Mana, tia, huahushoa oashpaoa supiringami! - nishpashi nin*
The fox and the rabbit
There was once a very crafty rabbit. There were also two foxes; a i
man fox and a woman fox. These were the rabbit's uncle and aunt. One 
day the fox met the rabbit and said to him; "Hey, youngster, what are 
you up to?"
"Oh, uncle," replied the rabbit, "I've got a beautiful lamb for you.
You wait here and I'll roll it down from the top of that hill tied by 
the legs,"
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And the sly rabbit went to the hilltop. He made a 'sheep' by wrapping 
a sheepskin well arond a stone? then he trussed it up and sent it 
rolling down the hill. The fox was keeping a lookout, thinking a sheep 
was coming. But instead the stone hit him full on the chest and 
knocked him out, although it didn't quite kill him.
After that, the j^ ox determined he would only be happy when he had 
caught the rascal and killed him. He could not let him do such, 
things to him, why he had nearly been killed! So after that the 
nephew went about with caution. Then one day the fox met the rabbit;
"Well, young 'un, what are you doing here?"
"Oh, uncle fox, here I am carrying along a few little things for my 
aunt, as I heard she has just given birth. Why don't you take them 
for me?"
Now the rabbit had filled the sack with all kinds of thorns; shihan 
thorns, and all the kinds of thorn that one finds in the hills. Now 
he was free of the burden, •' I
As the uncle walked along, each time the thorns dug him in the back, 
he cried out; "Ow! Those must be skunk's claws! Ouch! Condor's 
claws! Ow! ow! Blackbird's claws!"
But of course they weren't blackbird's claws at all, but thorns and 
spikes that were sticking into him! Well, he arrived home and giving 
the bag to hjis wife, he said; "Take this, the young rabbit met me along
the way and sends these things for you to eat,"
So the aunt opened the bag with the words: "Let's see what he has sent," 
She opened the sack, put in her hand and the thorns pierced her flesh!
"To the devil with that young rabbit! This time he won't get away 
with it, I'll beat him to death!" she cried, for now she was angry. 
Again, the rabbit took precautions for a while. But soon he stopped 
heeding their threats and continued to go to his aunt's house. And 
the stupid uncle fox didn't realise.
So the rabbit went about his business. Then one day they met up again, 
rabbit and aunt. Now the aunt herself got angry; "Look what you have
done, well now I am going to catch and punish you,"
Then the rabbit said to her; "Aunt, come and pay me a visit,"
So he disappeared into his burrow. Now the stupid aunt wanted to catch,
and eat the rabbit in order to punish him. She put her head into the
hole after him, and it stuck! The rabbit danced around her, covering 
her face with chili paste! Then he left her there like that.
After that the rabbit set off again, this time who knows where he went? 
The aunt fox was angry and declared that she couldn't let the matter 
pass, "Wherever he is. I'll really kill him this time," she said.
Then she said to the uncle; "You lie down and pretend to be dead, and 
I'll go and call the rabbit to come and pay his last respects. Pretend 
you're dead, but be careful not to give yourself away!"
So the rabbit came along to see the deceased; "Oh dear aunt! X hear 
my uncle is dead. I came as soon as I heard the news,"
"Yes, there he lies dead," she said, "look at him, nephew, what are 
you going to do now?"
The rabbit took a closer look and then cried; "Ha ha! Aunt, if he ■.
were really dead, he would hardly fart, would he?!"
Informant; MJA, 13th April, 1975
some as for Tale 38, plus;
cf, A-T66B; Sham-dead animal betrays self
K186Q Deception by feigned death
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Tale 40: Atughuan oonejohuan
Shug Quentitota ounan rini huoaoa parlangapa* Nimpa huihai Canar 
parlashoata* Rioungui: shug oonejohuan shug atughuan tiyashoa* Tio 
nishpa rimanata yaohashoa oonejooa atugtaoa* Chaimanta tiaoa ungushoa' 
oamapi saquirishoa tiomah nishoa nin: - Jaou rioushun imallata tiaman 
oonvidangccpa*' -Tia unguslf-mana imata mioui Vatinohu huasipi aashpa - 
nishoa*
Chaimanta tiooa: - Ari, sobrino - nish aparishoa*
Chaimanta nishoa nin: - Jaou shug ovejata randishun - nishpa*
Chaimantaoa shug yana oarata oparishoa ovejata ruhuashpa rimipi piltu- 
shpa ohaimantaoa nishoa, oonejooa nishoa raposotaoa: - Tio, oveja 
singurinmi* Jaroangui - nishpa*
Tiooa ohangata pasoashpa jaroash shayaoushoa* Chaimantaoa entonoes 
rumi oara pillushoaoa tiota peohopi huagtashpaoa huahuohish shitarishoa* 
Vhaimantaoa unaita oausarishoa tiooa* Chaimanta nishoa nin: - Sobrino, 
limamanta ohaitaoa ruhuangui? - nishpa tiooa entonoes jatarishpa*
Chaipioa nishoa nin: - Tio, ovejatami oaohariroani* Canllata mana 
jaroai vatinguiohu - nishoa*
Chaimantaoa sobrinotaoa tiooa huaHuohishami nishpa o ’atish purishoa*
Sobrinooa atirishoa maita*
Chaimanta entonoes ishoai punzhapi tupashoa* Chaimanta nishoami nin 
tio: - llmamantata oanoa oaitaoa ruhuangui nuoataoa? - nish sobrinotaoa 
rimarishoa*
Sobrinooa nishoa nin: - Tio, imapapish Huoata maoanguipish, jaou shug 
tratota ruhuashun - nish*
Chaimanta nishoa entonoes: - Bueno, sobrino - nishpa*
Nishoa: - Nuoaoa oaipi oai mundo huatlpaounata oharini - nishpa 
oashataoa t ’ulupi ohurashoa*
Tiomanoa apaohish oaohashoa* Chaimanta apaohish oaohagpioa tiooa nishoa 
nin: - Ayau! ayau! Huallpa shillu! Ayau! ayau! Pavo shillu! - nish 
purioushoa*
Chaimantaoa tiooa ohayashoa huasipi nishoa nin: - Hija, nuoa sobrinooa 
oaitami huallpahuan pavoounahuanmi oush oaohan* Cunanoa paila yaouta 
shayaohishpami pelagrini - nishoa*
Chaimanta entonoes Ha tiaoa jatarishpa pailapi yaouta shayaohishoa* -A
Chaimanta tiooa nishoa nin: - Pagta pasoanguiman, Huallpahuan pavohuan 
volaringomi t ’ulumanta ~ nishoa nin*
Alii huatashpa juin ohurash ouohupi* Chaimanta ouohupi huatash 
ohuragpioa nishoa nin tiaoa: - Nami yaou timbuoun* Apamui huallpahuan 
pavohuan pelasha nuoa sobrino oushoata - nishoa*
Chaipioa nishoa nin: - Caioa hija - nishpa t ’uluta aparishpaoa paila 
yaou ladopi pasoagpioa puro oasha oashoa: ohahuar oasha, yurag oasha, 
tuoui ohaiouna oashoa* Chaimanta entonoes tiotaoa tiaoa umapi shitash 
oaohashoa: - Ri maipi sirigri oai oashahuan oaiman apashoa* Nuoata 
idia ruhuash puringui - nish*
Chaimanta entonoes tio nishoa nin: - Sobrinota ounanoari huaHuohishami*
Cunanoari mana saquishaou - nishpa na juin purishoa*
Chaimantaoa entonoes sobrinooa atirishoa outin maita Ha outin* Quimsa 
punzhapi outin Ha tupashoa* Chaimanta nishoa nin: - Aja! Cunanoari 
oantaoa huaHuohishallatami* Riqui Huoata oai mundota idia ruhuash 
oaohangui* Cashaounata apaohish oaohangui - nish*
Chaimanta nishoa nin: - Mana tio, Huoaoa pavohuan huallpahuan oaoharoani*
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lima nishpata ohaita ruhuaroangui, tio? iMaipi huallpata shitashpa 
oashata aparishoangui? - nish sobrinooa Ha llullashoa* Chaimanta 
nishoa nin sobrinooa: - Tio, na ounan ohaitapish pasashun, imanashun* 
Cunanoa jaou outin mashoashun oanmanoa aioha gustan - nishoa*
Chaimanta entonoes tiooa nishoa nin: - Bueno, ari, bueno - nishoa nin*
Na amistari'shpa rishoaouna outin maitapish mashoangapa*- ,
Tiaoa huasipioa nishoa nin: - Tiooa mana uyarin - nish ohapaoushoa* 
Chaimanta ohapaougpi entonoes Ha tiota nishoa nin: - Tio, oanoa oaillapi 
shuyaoui* Nuoa rini tratamungapa shug ovejata* Quizasohu maijen 
o ’atunga - nishpa*
Chaimantaoa tiapaman cutin shamushoa* Tiaoa nishoa nin: - iTiota' 
maipita saquimungui?
Nigpioa: - Tiooa nami shamuoun - nish llullashoa*
Chai mayor tiooa na ohaipi suenashoa* Mana uyarigpioa outin huasiman 
shamushoa* Chaimanta sobrinooa outin na nampi tupash nin: - Tio, 
nuoaoa nami shug ovejata tratamuni* Jaou'rioungui alliohu nish* 
Chaimanta tiota oparishoa nin Ha ovejata tratamuni nishpa tiota 
aparishoa Ha* Tiooa mana risha nishoa*
Chaimanta entonoes solitario shamushoa* Solitario shamugpioa nishoa 
nin: - Oi, sobrino, lima shinashi ohai yuranlla ohupitataoa ruhuan? - 
nishoashi*
Sobrino nishoa entonoes: - Mdna tio, faoilmi oaiog,* Shug oaspita 
Idbrashpaoa ohai jahuapi tiyarishpaoa shina yuranlla ohupitaoa 
llugshinllami - nishoa*
Chaimanta entonoes oaspita labriashpaoa tiota jahuapi tiyaohishoa* 
Jahuamanta tangashoa oaspioa tuoui oai yaioushoa,' puzunoama yaioushpa 
ohaipi tiotaoa huanuohishoa*
Tiooa ishoai punzhapi juin oausarishoa* Juioiota japish huasiman 
rishoa* Chaioamanoa oonejooa Ha maita purioushoa na maita purioushoa 
Ha, juin tranquilo* Chaimanta tiooa Ha nishoa nin: - Cunanoari mana 
saquishaohu* Miougrishami*
Cunan sobrinota miougrisha nishpa entonoes Ha mioungapa purioushoa nin* 
Chaimanta entonoes maimantaoha amuroa ëhug huallpata oonejooa apash 
purioushoa, Chaimanta nishoa nin: - Tio, riqui Huoa mana llullaniohu* 
Riqui huallpata apash shamuni - nishoa*
Chaipimi nishoa nin: - Ai, nuoa sobrinollatami, limatapish ruhuangui? 
Tuouitami ruhuangui, pero huallpahuan shamui - nish oushilla tupash na, 
rnaquinaoushpa Ha tiyash parlash* Na tiooa miououshoji huallpata pelashpa 
ohaipi* Chaimanta nishoa nin:- Tio, oaita mioui* Nuoa rigriounimi 
shug bodaman invitashoa - nishoa*
Chaimanta entonoes tiooa nishoa nin: - Bueno, hijo, ohaitaoari nuoaman 
gustanmi - nishoa*
Chaimanta entonoes rishoa Ha mioushpaoa jaou bodaman nish inquitash* 
Chaimanta tiotaoa yaou jundashoapi shug uohilla oaspi shitashoallata 
ohashna pasaohioushoa* Chaimanta tiooa yaou jundashoapi rishoa* 
Chaimanta rumi jahuapi tiyashoa aparioushoa nin* Tiooa: - Sobrino, 
shamuiari nuoata maquita oungui - nishpa*
Chaimanta sobrinooa ohirrba ladoman tuoushpa asioushoa nin* Chaimanta 
asioushpaoa entonoes nishoa nin: - Cunan rioushami ima shinami' maita 
pasan - nish*
Tiooa outin rumi jahuamanta yaouman saltash yaoupi nadash rishpaoa 
oarupi llugshigrishoa* Chaimanta llugshigpi paioa atirishoa outin 
shug ladota na*
I
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Chaimafita shug ladota atirishpaoa outin vishoa paioa shug huevtaman 
Qoles leohuga oehollata mioushoa* Chaipi tiooa ohaita purioushoa*
Chaipi entonoes huertata ouidador runa, huasioamaoa, llugshishoa*
Chaimanta raposota nishoa nin: - Aja, ocmmi miounata yaohashoangui*
Chairaiau oarmi purioungui - nishpaoa shug garrote lomopi oushpa 
raposotaoa volteashoa* • ,
Chaipi raposoca nishoa nin:'- Mana nuoaoa, oonejo vivotami o ’atish 
puriouni* Nuoata cai mundo ruhuan - nish oontestashoa*
Chai oontestagpimi entonoes na mana huanuohishoa raposotaoa* Na outin. 
shamushoa huasiman*
Chaimanta outin shamushpaoa fia huasipi ohayash sirioushoa* Chaimanta 
raposopa huarmioa nishoa nin: - Nuoa ousaoa fiami huaftun* Sobrino oanoa 
mana shamungui t nish*
Chaimanta yaiouohun ohaita nioushoahuan oonejota fm mioungapa* Mana 
yaioushoa oonejooa, pungullapi tiyaoushoa* Fungutlapi tiyaoushpaoa 
nishoa nin: - Mana huanushoaohu Huoa tiooa, oausaounmi — nishoa nin*
Chaimantami nishoa entonoes tiopa huarmioa nishoa nin:-^ Huanushoami,
Na mana jatarinohu. Na oaina punzhamantami shina sirioun* Sobrino, 
yaioush rioush oui* Tiooa imami tuoun,
Mana paioa yaioushoa, pungullapi tiyaoushoa* Tiooa allinlla jatarish
ohapaoushoa yaiougpi mioungapa. Chaimanta paioa Ha sentishpa atish '
oallparishoa, Ha uouman mana yaioushoa* I
« iiChaimanta, mana yaioushpa quinoe diasta outin maita purioushoa* .
Chaimanta quinoe diasmanta outin tupashpa nishoa nin: - Mana, tio, fki ' , j
oai mundota ruhuangûi, oai mundota imanangui, miousha ningui jurangui* |
Miounguipish jaou oai animalito rioushun - nish shug animalta riouohish 
aparishoa*
Chaimanta tiooa nishoa: - Mana rishaohu*
Chaimanta entonoes maimantaoha tariroa shug uohilla ouriquingatashi 
apamushoa oonejooa* Tioman riouohishoa nin: -  Riqui oai mundota cmuni 'I
oanman oarangapa* Tio oan shinashpami maoasha ningui - nishpa* {
Entonoes tiooa ohaita japish mioungapa rigpi tiotaoa outin oonejooa j
na shamushpaoa jaitashpa puzunpi jaitashpa ohaipi saquishoa* Chaimanta Î
huanuohishoa na* Conejooa raposota huaHuohishpaoa Ha rishoa paioa \
shug ladota oanbiarish, Ha mana ohaipi tupash, outin familiaouna \
shamush maoangami nishpa* Chaimantami entonoes Ha paioa separarish i
oausagrishoa mai ladopi* Chaillapimi tuouriroa* |
The fox and the rabbit
Now I am going to tell you a little story that was told by the folk of 
Canar in the old days. It goes like this; there were once a rabbit and 
a fox. The rabbit used to call the fox 'uncle'. Then one day the aunt 
fox stayed in bed sick, and the rabbit said to the uncle; "Let's go and 
get the aunt a little something to eat. She's at home, ill and unable 
to get herself any food,"
The fox agreed and went along with him.
Let's buy a sheep," said the rabbit.
Then he took a black sheepskin and wrapped it in a stone. Then he said 
to the fox; "Uncle, the sheep is rolling, stop it,"
So the uncle stood with his legs apart to block the path, of the sheep.
Then the stone wrapped in a sheepskin hit him in the chest, knocked him
to the ground and killed him. Then after a long time the uncle came
round. Getting to his feet, he said: "Nephew, why did you do that?"
But the rabbit replied; "Uncle, I loosed a sheep for you. You yourself 
couldn't stop it."
Tlien the uncle went after his nephew wanting to kill him. But the 
nephew escaped.
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Then two d,ays later tl^ uncle met the rabbit and said; "Why did you 
do that to me?" ' 4
The nephew replied; "Uncle, whatever you do, even if you beat me, |
let's do a deal,"
"Very well, nephew," said the fox.
"I have a lot of chickens here," said the rabbit, and he put some 
thorns in a sack. Then he Sent the fox on his way carrying the sack ' 
and as he went, carrying it, the uncle cried; "Owl Owl Chicken's claws!
Ow! Ow! Turkey's claws!"
éThen when the uncle reached home, he said to his wife; "Here, my dear, 
my nephew has sent a gift of chickens and turkeys. I'll get a pot of 
water ready for plucking them."
Then the aunt got up and prepared a pot of water. The uncle told her;
"Be careful not to open the sack? the chickens and turkeys will fly out,"
So he tied the bag securely and put it away in a corner. When he had 
done so, the aunt said; "The water's boiling now. Bring the chickens 
and turkeys that my nephew has given me and I'll pluck them,"
"Here you are, dear," said the fox and he brought the bag to the fire­
side, Then when she opened it the aunt found that it was full of
cactus spines of all kinds. So she emptied them onto the uncle fox's
head; "Get out of here," she said, "you've brought me a bag of thorns.
You're always playing tricks on me."
And so the uncle said; "Now, nephew, I really shall eat you. Now I
shan't leave you in peace," and he went on his way.
After that the nephew escaped far away again. In three days' time they 
met again. "Aha," said the fox, "now indeed I shall just eat you. Look 
at all the tricks you have played on me. You sent me off carrying a 
bag of thorns,"But the rabbit replied; "No, uncle, I sent you with turkeys and chickens.
Why did you do that, uncle? Why did you throw out the poultry and carry 
home ^orns?" So saying the nephew lied. Then he spoke again: "Uncle, 
now let's let the matter go. Now let's go and look for meat, that you 
like so much,"
"Very will, yes," replied the fox.
So they became friends and set off again to look for meat.
The aunt was at home watching out for her husband; "There's no sign of 
the uncle," she said.
While the aunt was keeping a look out, the rabbit said to the uncle;
"Uncle, you wait just here. I'm going to do a deal for a sheep and 
I'll be back. Perhaps somebody will sell me one,"
Then he came back to the aunt's house. She asked him: "Where have you 
left the uncle?"
And the rabbit lied in reply: "The uncle is just coming,"
Then the uncle fell asleep where he was. Later when the rabbit didn't 
reappear, he came home. The rabbit met him again on the road; "Uncle,
I ’ve managed to get a sheep. Let's go and see what you think of it,"
So he took the uncle along, saying that he had obtained a sheep. But 
the uncle didn't want to go.
Then a solitary bird came by. Thereupon the fox asked; "Hey, nephew, 
how does that bird come to have such a white tail?"
"Oh, that's easy, uncle. If you sharpen a stick and sit on the end of 
it, your tail will come out white,"
So he whittled a stick and made the uncle sit on the end of it. Then
...a
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he pushed him down onto the stick. It went up into him as far as his 
stomach, and there he killed the uncle.
In two days the uncle revived. Coming to his senses, he went home. Up
until then the rabbit was wandering about peacefully. Then the uncle
said; "Now indeed I shan’t let him be, I am going to eat him."
And so the fox went his way, wanting to eat his nephew. Then the rabbit 
came along, bringing a chicken from somewhere, "Uncle, look, I wasn't 
lying. See how I bring you a chicken," he said.
"Ah, my little nephew, what do you think you're doing? You play me all 
kinds of trick. But come here with the chicken."
And he greeted the rabbit happily, shaking his hand and chatting. Then 
the fox plucked and ate the chicken. The rabbit told him; "Uncle, you 
eat this, I have to go to a party to which I've been invited,"
Then the uncle said; "Very well, my son, that's just the kind of^thing 
I like."
So then, after he had eaten, the fox persuaded the rabbit to take him 
along to the party. Then the rabbit made the uncle cross a river by 
means of a very small log that had been lain across it. The fox fell 
into the water and was carried away onto a rock. Then he called;
"Nephew, do come and give me a hand."
But the nephew had crossed over to the other side and was laughing.
As he laughed he said to himself; " Now I shall see how he gets out of 
this one."Then the uncle jumped from the rock into the water and swam until he 
came out of it some way off. As he emerged from the water the rabbit 
had escaped again in the other direction.
So, having escaped in another direction, he came to a vegetable plot 
where he set about eating cabbages, lettuces and onions. There the 
uncle came after him. Then the man who looked after the plot, the 
huasioama, came out and said to the fox; "Aha, so its you who's been 
eating the vegetables. That's why you're wandering about."
And he took a stick and knocked the fox on the back.. Then the fox 
replied; "It's not me. I am after the crafty rabbit. He has played 
a lot of tricks on me."
When the fox made this reply, the man didn't kill him. Then the fox 
came home again.
When he got home he lay down and his wife said: "Now ray husband has 
died and you don't come to the house, nephew."
With these words she wanted to persuade the rabbit into the house in 
order to eat him. But the rabbit didn't come in, he just stood in the 
doorway. As he stood there, he said; "My uncle hasn't died. He's 
still alive,"
But the uncle's wife said: "He's dead. He won't get up any more. He's
been lying like that since yesterday. Nephew, come in and take a look
at what has happened to your uncle." 4
He didn't go in. He just stood in the doorway. Then the uncle got up
quietly and looked about, so that he could eat the rabbit when he came 
in. Then when the rabbit heard this movement he ran away, and didn't 
go inside.
After that episode, some two weeks later he was walking about somewhere, 
and met up again with, the fox; "Oh, uncle," he addressed him, "what 
are you doing? What are you up to? You curse me and want to eat me.
Even if you eat me, let's go and see this animal I have,"
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He took the fox to show him an animal he had, 'though the fox was 
reluctant to go. Somewhere or other he found a little ouriquinga 
bird and brought it to show to the uncle; "I have brought this for you 
to eat. And even so you want to beat me,"So the uncle took it and was about to eat it when the rabbit gave him 
a great kick in the belly and left him there, Tliat time he killed him.
When he had killed the fox the rabbit went away so as not to be found '
in those parts, for the fox's family might come and beat him* So he 
went away to live in some other place. That's the end.
Informant; j m t , 15th July, 1976
some as for Tale 38, plus;
A2378.8 Origin of colour of animal's tail 
KlOOO Deception into self injury 
Q302 Envy punished
q 331,2 Vanity punished <
Tale 41 ; Atughuan oonejohuan
Urouman I tugshina nin tiohuan sobrinohuan* Uroupi tio yaPooohishpa 
sobrinota miousha nina nin, Sobrinooa oonejo, tiooa atug, Sobrino 
nina nin: r Tio, Hmata mioungui nûoataoa? Nuoa utitla oani, mana 
sagsanguiohu, Tiq jatun puzunta oharingui -  nin r, jatun puzunta ^
oharingui, tio. Nuoami mejor huagohuta oharini -  nina nin sobrinooa,- iMaipita huagohu? ’ Î~ Chai jahuapimi - nina nin -, fiami nuoa oaohagrini, Tio oanoa oaipi 
ohapangui. Natlami Huoa huagohuta oaohasha,
Tio ohapana nin urapi ohapaouna nin. Sobrinooa shug oveja oarapi 
jatun rumita piltushpa singuohish oaohana nin. Tiooa urapi ohapaounmi,
- Tio, ohapangui, ri Ha japingui, tio - nina nin,
Chaimanta tiotaoa, tiota shungupi huagtashpaoa rumioa yaoiman singuohish 
oaohana nin tiooa, Tio maioha urapi tlugshina nin aohoata yaou aparishoa,
Chaimanta outin sobrinota mashoashpa rina nin iooa mioush nish paita 
idia ruhuan nishpa, Chaimanta nishoa nin sobrino: - Mana tio, oanVlata 
pasaohish oaohangui ohaioa huagohumi oaroa - nishoa nin -, tio ama 
Huoata miouiohu, ohainigpimi shug semejante gorda aiohata Huoa oharini,
Jaou ohaipi,
Carasha nishpa aparina nin tiota, Chaimi tio rina nin, Shug yegua 
jatun llano parrbapi siriouna nin sueHashpa, SueHashpalla siriouna 
nin, mana huaHushoa tuoush, Chaimantaoa tiota nishoa nin: - Chaipi 
mioui, tio,
Chaimanta oallari nishpa riouohishoa nin, Na tiooa Ha mioui oallariahoa I
nin Ha siquimanta umata satish, Chaimanta tiohuan Ha umata satigpi 
yegua jatarishpa oorooviashpa rina nin maita tiota huaHuohish maipi 
shitangapa, Chaillami Huoa ouento.
The fox and the rabbit
An uncle and his nephew went out onto the hillside. When the uncle 
felt hungry there on the hill he wanted to eat the nephew. The nephew 
was the rabbit and the uncle the fox. The nephew said; "Uncle, why do
you want to eat me? I am small, you will not be satisfied with me.
You have a big belly, uncle, I have a lamb for you instead,"
"Where's the lamb?" ,
"Up there. I'm going to send it down to you right now. You stay here
and watch out. I'll send the lamb to you in just a moment,"
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So the unciLe was watching out down below and the nephew wrapped a big 
rock in a sheepskin and sent it rolling down. The uncle was watching 
out below, "Uncle, watch out! Catch it, uncle!" called the rabbit.
Then the stone hit the uncle in the chest and sent him rolling into the 
water. He was carried away by the water and didn't get out until he 
was far away.
After that the uncle was looking for the nephew who had played the trick 
on him, wanting to eat him. Then the nephew said; "No, uncle, that 
was a lamb. You yourself let it go past without catching it. Don't 
eat me, uncle, over there I have a fat bit of meat. Let's go."
And he led the uncle away wanting to give him some food. So the uncle 
went along. On a flat plain there lay a mare asleep. She was only 
sleeping as she lay, she wasn't dead. The rabbit told the uncle; "Eat 
there, uncle,"
He showed the fox the mare and told him to start eating. So the fox 
began to eat by putting his head into the horse's rear. When he did 
so, the mare got to its feet, bucked and threw the fox in the air 
killing him. That's my story.
Informant; ET, 3.0th June, 1976
additions ; , _
K553.4 Wolf is requested by horse to start eating from the rear? 
kicked to death
Tale 42; Atughuan oonejohuan
Conejooa oana nin, semejante vivo oonejo, Atugta tontoyaahina nin, 
Atugoitooa puriouna nin zumbazurita mioushpa, ima zhutita miouahpa 
oana nin, Chaipi puriouna nin atugoitooa, Chaipi nina nin: - Ho, 
tio, tio, shamui oaiman - nina nin,
Chaimanta ari nish tiooa rina nin armaringapa, Armarigpi nishoa nin:
- Tio, oai jatun rumita tranoangui oharingui, oai jatun rumita, Pero 
alii jaitarish oharingui, Cai rumi shamushpaoa nuoanohitaoa tuouimi 
huanuohinga - nishoa nin oonejooa —, oharingui oanoa — nin,
Ari nishpaoa atugoitooa ohariououna nin rumita jaitarishpa juin, Rimi 
ima horas shamun nish ohaparashoa juin. Vivo na ohaimanta: - Bueno, 
ounanoari, oaita ruhuan semejante sobrino, ounanoari mioushallatami, 
Japishallatami, mioushallatami - nina nin,
Chaimanta bueno na nina nin; - Tio, tio! Al fin lima ruhuangui? Al 
fin nuoata miounguipish pero oai yaouta jaroai, Cai yaou nuoanohitaoa 
aparigrinmi - nina nin -, aohoata shimita pasoashpa yaoutaoa jaroangui 'r 
nina nin,
Ari nish tiooa adhoa shimi pasoash jaroaouna nin yaouta, Yaou tuoui 
llugshirina nin shimiman yaioush, Na ohaita ruhuana nin, Na ohai 
ruhuashpa na pai vivo fia ladiyarin oonejooa, Chaipi nina nin:- Cunanoari, semejante huambra sobrino, mioushallatami, japishallatami 
nina nin,
Chaimanta nina nin: - Tio, tio! Nuoata miounguipish, fiuoata japinguipish, 
oaipi shug oveja huafmshoa, Chaitara shamui mioungui - nina nin,
Ari nishpa ohaita miououna nin miououna nin, - Pero oai puzunoitota 
ouoayupa, oai dhunzhullioitota yanta huatana huasoata ruhuashun - ning 
nin,
Chaipi nina nin: - Ari, sobrino, ari - nishpa nina nin.
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-  Ho, Ho, \pero rioushun, rioxmhun quirupioa aioha yaiourishoa shina -  
nina nin, ' '*
Chaimanta ari nishpaoa: - Shimita pasoai, shimita pasoai rioungapa - 
nina nin,
Ari nish shimita pasoashpa, riougpioa saltash yaioushpa siqui jutouman 
llugshirina nin oonejooa! .Chashnami,
The fox and the rabbit
There was once a very crafty rabbit. He used to make a fool of the fox.
The fox used to eat zumbazxAra birds and zhuta birds. That's how the 
fox lived. One day the rabbit said to him; "Uncle, uncle, come here,"
The uncle agreed and went to have a wash. As he was washing the rabbit 
said: "Uncle, hold up this big rock. But hold it up well. If it falls 
over it will kill us all. You hold it up."
So the little fox agreed and held up the rock to stop it falling over.
He kept a close watch out to see when the rock was going to fall over.
Then he realised the trick and said: "Well, this is what my rascally 
nephew does. Now indeed I shall just eat him. I shall just catch him 
and eat him."
Well after that, one day the rabbit said; "Uncle! Uncle! What are you* 
doing? Even if you are going to eat me, stop the flow of this water.
This water is going to carry us away. Open your mouth wide and stop 
the course of the water,"In agreement, the uncle opened his mouth wide and stopped the water.
The water all flowed out and into his mouth. So the rabbit played that 
trick. Having done that, the crafty rabbit made off in another direction. 
And the fox said; "Now indeed, my rascally young nephew, I shall really 
catch and eat you."
Then the rabbit said; "Uncle! Uncle! Even if you eat me, even if you 
catch me, there's a dead sheep here. Come and eat that first,"
So the fox ate it. The rabbit told him; "Keep the sheep's stomach for 
a ouoayu and with the intestines let's make a thong for tying up firewood," 
"Yes, nephew, yes," said the fox.
"Uncle, uncle, but let's see if any of the meat has got stuck in your 
teeth. Open your mouth so I can have a look,"
When the fox opened his mouth, the rabbit jumped into it and came out 
at the other end! That's how it is.
Informant; TSA, 20th November, 1976
no additions
Tale 43: Atughuan oonejohuan
Conejooa ohaipi japirishoa sisa huertapi, Chaipi mana oaoharin, Chaipi . 
presorin, Nuoanohi oompa’ Antuouoa pasaouahoa nin ladollata, - llmata 
ruhuashpa oashna shayaounguiari?
Nigpioa: - Ay, horribre, nuoaoa oashnami oani: shug muohaoha donoellahuan 
oazarai nishpami oaipi nuoata presonouna, Presoshoa tiyaouni - ohaipi 
presorioun -, tiooa, jatun oangui, alii oangui, aohoata nrloimgui 
uviangui, Nuoaoa imata mana pudishaohu,
Ari nishpa sonso animaloa outin oaoharish oaohan, Pairuoushi ohai oera 
turupioa llutarish saquirin Antuou, Conejooa rin vivota ashun, Rin 
oonejooa largo maita, Chaioa shamuna nin unai unaipioa sisa huertayu- 
ounaoa, Na ima horas presorinata jaohashpaohd shamushoa nin jatun 
fierro barrandilla puoalla aisashoa, Chaipioa nishoa nin: - Ay, nuoa 
oaitaoa nuoaoa oazarashallami, oazarashallami,
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- Ah, bribân, oaihuan aazavai nishpaoa oahi semejante fierro ausashoata 
tuoui siqui; jutoupi satishoa ninyà*
Chaipi rupdohishoa* Shinash oaoahrish oaohashoa, Eishoaruou,: t
Cutin oai shug bribonoa maipi ohapaouroaohariyâ: - Tio, tio, yaoupi 
siquita sati, yaoupi siquita sati,
Maipioha ima ouroa paioa, imata maipi, Rupash potvoyash maita riounf 
Shina rin atish tiooa, Maita ima shina rishpaoa ohayarin fla maipi, mana 
yuyaniohu atli, asha ashaVlatcmi yuyani,
Chaipi shinapish maioha shug jatun loma quinraipishi tiyaounaruou, 
Conejoououoa shug jatun rumiruouta oveja oarapi alii pillushoa, Tio 
brutooa o ’atishoaoha maita puriounyâ, Rina nin, - Ah, huambra 
Juanohu, iimatata ruhuaounguiari?
- Ay, tio, nuoa oaipi tiyaouni oai ovejata lluohusha nishpa, Nuoalla 
mana pudish •tiyaouni. Tio,' oanman ousha horribre, oan lluohush nrtoungui, 
Canoa jatunmi oangui,
Ari ari nish oushilla,
- Chai urani uraiman ri, ohaipi alii jaroangui, Nuoa oaoharisha,
Ari nishpa shug quinrai loma uraitaoa bastanteta urai rish dhaipishi 
shayarina, Ima mundo rigra pasoashoa shayaoun nin jaroashpa, Caioa 
ovejaruouoa oaoharishoa rin nin tio shayaougpioa, Tiotaoa paira 
tiondi ovejandi huaiquiyanounalla, Ovejandi tiondi huaioa rinouna nin, 
Chaipioa: - ,Alau tiolla! lima tuounguiari? iMaiman ringuiari? - nishpa 
ladotaoa oatlpaounashi,
Tiooa ovejandi rin huaiquiyash, Ladota maipi shina zafarigpiohariyd, 
Maita outin ladoyashpa rina nin, Tio huahuaoa zafarish, Ovejaruouoa 
Imaita rin? Shinashpashi outin maita ima shina rishpaohari animaloa 
outin, tentadooa, paotado animalohd, Rinaruou nin, maita oashpapish 
tîo huahuaoa na, Zafarishpa outin o ’atishoaohd purioun shug animalpish 
outin, Rina nin zafarish,
Maioha shug loma quinraillapitashi tiyaounaruou nin oonejoruouoa, Na 
ohuraiounahuan valirishoa nin, Tuoui quinraitaoa juin: -JLmapa tio, 
nuoata miounguipish oaitara ruhuashun, oaita ruhuashun, Nuoata 
miounguipish,
Caita ohuraiouna valirish, ohuraiounaoa shug lado esquinata oallpaoun 
outin shug na ohurai nin, Chaipi uyash outin tigrarish shug ladoman 
oallpaoun na outin jahuapi ohurai nin, Maijan ladronman mana Hugshin 
nin, Caipi ohurai, ohaipi ohurai nin, Pobreoa oallpan, desmayan, 
shayoun, Chaipi jilu tugyash huanuna nin, - Ay, tiolla, vidalla, 
nuoataoaIpiman saquinguiari? Alau! lima tuoushari - nishpashi,
Ima mundotashi huaoaoun tiota huanuohishpaoa, Tiooa huanuna nin jilu 
tugyash, Paioa ohuraiounahuan libre saquirina nin, Asha ashata yuyani: 
pitapish parlash asiohiourça ohuraiounahuan, Imaoha ohai ohuraiounaoa 
oana oaroa, Caipi ohaipi uyarigpioa tuoui ladoman oallpaoun, mana 
avanzan, Jilu tugyash huanun, Nish asiohiououna parlash.
The fox and the rabbit
The rabbit was caught there in the flower garden. Then he wasn't 
released. He was taken prisoner there. Our oompadre Antucu was passing 
right by there. "What are you standing there like that for?" he 
asked.
"Oh, man, here I am like this. They have taken me prisoner because 
they want to marry me to a maiden. Here I am a prisoner. Uncle, you 
are big and strong. You can take a lot of food and drink. I shan't 
be able to manage,"
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So the stupj^d animal set the rabbit free and he stayed- there daubed in 
that sticky white mud. The rabbit on the other hand was clever and 
went off. Then after a long while the owners of the flower garden 
came by. When they learned that there was someone in the trap they came 
with a red-hot iron rod. Then the fox called; "Aïi, I'm going to get 
married. I'm going to get married."
"You scoundrel," said the gardener, "marry this if you will,"
And he put the heated iron right up the fox's backside. He was burnt 
and then set free. He went away.
\
Again the other rascal was watching out for the fox; "Uncle, uncle I 
Put your arse in the water 1 Put your arse in the water I"
The fox went his way burnt and battered. Thus he escaped. Off he 
went, and arrived I don't know where. I don't remember the story well,
I just remember a little.
So then they were somewhere on the slopes of a high hill. The rabbit 
wrapped a large stone in a sheepskin. The uncle came following him.
He said: "Ah, young Juanchu, what might you be doing?"
"Ah, uncle, I want to skin this sheep but I can't. I'll give it to 
you, uncle, for you to skin and eat. You are big and strong,"
The fox agreed happily,
"You go down there below and stop the sheep in its tracks, H 1 1  send 
it down to you."
So the fox went down to the bottom of the hill and stood there. He 
opened his arms wide and stood ready to stop the sheep. As he was 
standing tliere the 'sheep' was set free and as it rolled down, both 
the sheep and the fox together rolled down into th^ gorge. "Hey there, 
uncle! What's happened to you? Where are you going?" dried the rabbit 
as he ran off in tlie other direction. The fox and sheep rolled down­
wards while the rabbit escaped well away. Who knows where he went?
Then the uncle escaped too. Who knows where the sheep ended up? And 
so again that wicked animal went his way, who knows where? Then the 
fox escaped and went back to following the rabbit again.
This time the rabbit was sitting just on the side of a hill. Now he 
had made a plan with some travelling tradeswomen from Chimborazo.
"Uncle,"he said, "even if you eat me, let's do this first. Even if you 
eat me."He made a plan with the tradeswomen that they should run from one 
corner to the other. When the fox heard them they would turn around and 
run to the other side. "Here's the woman, here's the woman," the 
rabbit called.
The poor fox ran, he fainted, and he grew tired out. Then his innards 
burst and he died, ,
"Oh my dear uncle, my life, who shall care for me now that you're gone? 
Oh, dear, what shall become of me?" cried the rabbit.
He wept bitterly as he killed his uncle. The uncle died with his 
innards burst. And the rabbit remained behind with the tradeswomen,
I just remember a little of what people used to tell, making us laugh 
with the story of the women. Who might they have been? The fox heard 
them here and there and ran after them in all directions without being 
able to catch them. He died with his guts bursting. That's how people 
talk, making people laugh.
Informant: JY, 13th December, 1976
additions ;
K741 Capture by tarbaby (cf. Tale 45 where the motif is more explicit)
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Tale 44; A’pughnan Gonejohuan
Chai Gaaho oolovado tiyanmi: tuoui tiempo parlana yuyarishpaaa*
Bueno^ shug punzham-i tupanaouvoa atug sobrinoGunahuan^ Sohvino 
GaTGomi Goneço y ohuGur-itlo, InV'CtarGcm'C vaqueropa usht Gazaraaun 
ntshpa sobrïnoGuna t-to atugta* Bueno atmi-t'Cvoam'C atugoa^ Na oha'C 
vaqueropa ushipa huasiman Tingapa nivca^ oonegooa viàtiniata^
Gh.uouT'illoQa tamborero Gavoa^ Chaioa ^ton ton^ ninga^ Ttooa oushitta 
viroa vaqueropa ushi eazaraeun nigpi sagsag ta micungapa^ SobrinoGunaea 
solo enganavGa» Chaimanta apariroa t'to nugpashpa riroa shug vaqueropa 
ushi Gazaranmi nishpa ehayaroa eorralman^ orillaman^ Entonees ohaipimi 
Qutin allouGuna llugshiroa tiohuan japiriroa. Conejohuan ehuGurillohuan 
ohai tronerapi yaiQuroa, mana llugshiroa, AllGUQunaoa tiotara siquita 
polvuroa^ pasaohiroa, Tio rabiahuan riroa*
SobrinoGunahuan outin maipioa tupangami: - Castigashami, Caita 
mioushpami oontentarisha.
Unaipimi tuparoa, unaipi tupagpimi niroa: - Shug ovegatami oharini g ana 
lomapi, Chaita oaoharisha oan gapingui, miounguij ohaihmn sagsanguimi^ 
Singuohiraa gatun rumita aarahuan pillush urmashpa, Chaioa tiota niroomi 
ura panibapi: Pagta pasaohinguiman oai ovegata,
Ovegaoa riroami lomamanta, Rumimi oarca, Singuroa, Tiotaoa maohoashpa 
ohaipi huahuGhiroa,
The fox and the rabbit
There is a bawdy tale; I remember what people are always saying. Well, 
one day the fox met his nephews. The nephews were the rabbit and the 
weasel. They invited him to the wedding of the cowhand's daughter..
Well, the fox accepted. So they were going to the house of the cowhand's 
daughter, the rabbit as a fiddler and the weasel playing a drum. The 
uncle went along happily to eat his fill at the wedding. But the 
nephews were only deceiving him. Then the fox went ahead into the yard 
of the house where they said the wedding party was. Then the dogs 
came out and the uncle was caught. The rabbit and the weasel escaped 
into the drainage channel, and the dogs pulled the uncle to pieces.
The uncle went away angrily.
Again he met with his nephews; "I shall punish them. I shall be happy 
to eat them," he said.
After quite a while he met them and one of them said; "I have a sheep 
on the top of tliat hill. I shall set it loose and you catch it and 
eat it. That way you will be satisfied,"
So he rolled a large stone wrapped in a sheepskin down the hill, and 
called to the uncle on the flat ground below: "Be careful not to let 
the sheep go by you."
The 'sheep' rolled down the hill. It was really a stone. It crushed 
the uncle and killed him.
Informant; AB, 4th August, 1976 
additions :
J514 One should not be too greedy
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Tale 45; Atughuan aonegohuan
Jitlushpa purig oaraa huertaounata oonegooa^ Chaimantaog entonoee 
shug oolamanta runata ruhuash ahuraroa, Chaipi ha entonoes ohai 
runataoa sentishpaoa atli maqui huagtaroa, Maqui pegavivoai. Oi^ 
tiOi occrago^  oaoharingui !
Lluqui maqui lihrerami, Lluqui maqui huagtaroa, Ishàai maqui 
pegarirca,  ^Chaimanta: - Tio oarag'o oaoharingui^ pagta gaitaiman^
Chulla chaquimi gaitaroa^^ alii ohaqui, Chai pegariroa, Na: Tio^
oarago oaoharingui!
Chulla ohaqui librerami, - Ëuoa gaitashpaoari pero tio oan ima tuoush 
mana oaoharinguiohu?
Lluqui ohaqui gaitan, ^a ishoai maqui ohaqui ha prenderiroami oashna 
ha goma ruhuashoa runapij gccpi tuoungapa ha, Chaimanta entonoes niroa:- Tio^ oarago^ oaoharingui!
Umahuan uma pegariroa,
Tio atugoa pasaoushoa, - Oi^ tio^ tio^ shamuij, shamui,
Como oonegotaoa gatun girru gaganiouhuan siquipi satingapa shamuouroaouna 
ha^ girruta gaganiohishpa, Tiota oreiohishoa: - Tio, ounan punzha 
huagra huahugrioun, Cunan punzha ouiouna tiyagrioun, Garmi 'gatun tio 
oangui, Carmi gatun huigsa oangui, tio, Nuoqoa uohilla huigsa oani„ 
Cunan punzha^reypa ushita oazaraohun huoata, Chairaiou ima mundo 
mi oui ruhuagrioun, Tio, oan reypa ushita oazarai,
Ari nish tonto tiooa pai pegariroa. Chaimanta gatun gaganioug girru 
ousashoahuan shamushpaoa tiota siquipi satigpioa gahuamantaoa maquita 
huagtashpa bailashpa tiahuarmi purioun, Chaimantoa entonoes: ^ Ja, 
ladrSn, mahoso, huerta gillug - nishpa,
Na oaoharish oaohagpioa gahuamanta,
Jahua lomamantaoa: - Tio, tio, yaoupi siqui sati, yaoupi siqui sati 
nish oaparin,
Ari nish tiooa yaoupi siqui satin, Chaimanta entonoes ha llugshirin 
tiooa llugshirishpa nin,
Tia ha huaohan ohai huambra Alegopaoa, Huahua uohilla singa nishoa, 
llullu atugta, Chaimanta entonoes pobre tiooa huarmiman manteningapa 
mana yaoharoa huarmipa unguitaoa. Chaimanta gapimun yutu, gapimun 
dumbadur, gapimun ouohupa, gapimun ourinquinga, gapimun sugsu, gapimun 
mirlo, tuQui ohaita t'ulupi aparish shamuougpioa: - Tio, oaillami 
mana pagtangaohu, Ashataun gapimugri - nishpa oreiohish oaohashpa 
gatun yura oashata t^ututa gundaohiroa, tuoui ohai animalounata 
llugohish oaohashpa,
Chaimanta tiooa t'ulumanta lomopi oasha tugsigpioai - Ayau! ayau!
Yutu shillu! Ayau! ayau! Dumbadur shillu! Ayau! ayau! Ahas 
shillu! Ayau! ayau! Yutu pioo!
Chaioa ohayamun, Tiapaman ohayamushpaoa ha t*ulupi maqui sqtishpa 
oasha g'apirin, yura oashata, Maquita rioushpa, yahuar llugshishpaoa:
- Maldito, mal oristiano, ima sobrino oanga!
Tiapish ohaimanta rabiariroa, ha mana ashun ha mozayash niroa ha:- Riqui huoa mantenoiSn, huoa ousa oai mundo tuouita gapimushoa, 
ohairashi ~ nish,
Shamugpioa entonoes ha miousha niroa tiapish, Chashnami ohai bribôn 
oonegooa tiota ohai ruhuaroa.
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The fox and the rabbit
The rabbit used to steal from vegetable plots. Then a man made of 
glue was put to catch him. When he noticed the man, the rabbit hit 
him with his right hand, and the hand stuck fast, "Hey, mate, damn 
you, let'me go!" he cursed.
His left hand was still free. Then he hit him with his left hand, and 
both : hands were stuck. "Damn you, mate, let me go or I might kick you!" 
Then he kicked him with his right foot. That too got stuck, "Damn!
Let me go!" cursed the rabbit.
The other foot was still free, "Even when I really kick you, why do 
you not let me go?"
And he kicked with his left foot. Now both his hands and both his 
feet were stuck like that to the man of glue and the rabbit would now 
be caught. Then he cursed again; "Dammit! Let me go!"
And thumpîng with his head, that too got stuck.
The uncle fox was passing by. "Hey, uncle, come here, come here," 
called the rabbit. For the gardener was heating an iron and was coming 
to put it up the rabbit's backside. The rabbit deceived the fox;
"Uncle, today a bull is to be slaughtered. Today there is to be 
guinea-pig to eat. You are big, uncle. You have a big belly. I have 
a little belly. Today the King's daughter is to be married to me.
That is why a lot of food is to be prepared. Uncle, you marry the 
King's daughter,"
The stupid fox agreed, and took the rabbit's place, stuck to the tar­
baby. Then they came with a great red-hot iron rod and put it into 
the fox's backside, while the rabbit looked on from the hill up above, 
clapped his hands, and danced with the fox's wife, "Thief, deceiver, 
pilferer!" they called the fox.
Then, when they set him free, the rabbit called from above; "Uncle, 
uncle,put your arse in the water, put your arse in the water!"
The fox did so. Then the fox got out of the water.
Now the fox's wife had a child by the rascally rabbit;,a snub-nosed 
baby fox. And the poor uncle fox didn't dnow how to keep his wife 
during her confinement. So he caught some different highland birds 
for her to eat, and was coming along with them all in a sack. The 
rabbit tricked him, saying; "Uncle, there is not enough here. Go and 
catch some more,"
And while the fox's back was turned he emptied out the birds and filled 
the sack with brambles and thorns. Then the thorns pierced the fox's 
back as he carried the sack along, and he cried; "Ouch! those are the 
partridge claws ! Ow! Dunibadur (?) claws! Ouch! The skunk's claws!
Ow! The partridge's beak!"
And so he arrived. As he arrived home to his wife, putting his hand 
into the sack the thorns dug into him. When he looked at his hand and 
saw it bleeding, he cried; "Curses on that wicked youngster, what sort 
of nephew is he?"
The aunt too was angry and now no longer flirted with the rabbit, saying; 
"Look how he has taken all ray husband's game."
Now the aunt too wanted to eat the rabbit. That was what the rascal 
did to his uncle.
Informant; JSA, 23rd January, 1977
cf. A-T 175; The tarbaby and the rabbit. The rabbit,who has been 
stealing fruit from a garden is captured by means of
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a tarbaby, an image with tar. The rabbit tries to 
make the tarbaby talk and finally becomes so angry 
that he strikes it. He sticks to the tarbaby and is 
captured 
K741 Capture by tarbaby
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Commentary
1.0 Introduction
These tales have in common that they relate the trickster-like 
antics of the fox and the rabbit in a series of episodes which vary in 
frequency and order of distribution from version to version. The tales 
belong to a cycle for which a common fund of episodes is available in 
the local tradition, for each informant to draw upon according to his 
knowledge and caprice. The relationship between fox and rabbit is an 
antagonistic one, and further tales were collected which give us explan­
ations for their anti-social nature in relation to the world of men, 
and to some extent explain their enmity towards each other. Those 
tales include 33, dealt with in Section B, and Tales 46-49, which I 
shall look at in Section C (b)., below.
propp's theory of function would be well borne out by the fox and 
rabbit tales, where the same episodes are performed by different animal 
actors according to geographical and cultural location. In Colombia, 
Venezuela, and the Caribbean, tiger replaces fox, but rabbit remains.(1). 
In N, Central Ecuador the wolf {toho\ is concurrent with the fox {atug/ 
TXiposolf (2) In S. Central Ecuador (Cahar), only fox and rabbit were 
heard of. In Peru, the fox (atug/zorro) remains, but rabbit {oonego\ 
is replaced by mouse {ukuaha), (3) and in Bolivia by monkey (Aymara: 
kusilu), (4)
The personalities of the animals are stereotypical and remain 
constant throughout the area of distribution of the tales, despite 
changes in the identity of the animal in question. In the case of 
Ecuador: the rabbit is quick, crafty, unscrupulous, a beau, a flirt, 
and vain. Although his scruples usually bring him out on top in his 
brushes with the fox,the explanatory tales (46 & 47 in particular) 
show that his vanity and presumption can result in his humiliation.
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The fçx is the rabbit's dupe, gullible and brought down each time by
his greed for food and his own vanity.
When we meet the fox and mouse of Peruvian tradition, we find the
same qualities apply, as Morote Best describes;
"El ratôn es el simhoto de la malioia, de la viveza, de la 
aotividad oorporea y mental, del engano y el fingimiento,.,,
El zorro es un sugeto taimado y orêdulà,,,,No hay animal que 
no lo engane: el burro, la wallata, el ouye, el ratôn,,,,, 
pero es a éste a quien debe su fama de gran tonto,
(1958b;21)
Whilst, speaking of the fox and rabbit as found in some Bolivian
versions, Paredes Candia gives us an equally apt definition:
"siempre figura oon las oalidades del ser ruin^ trapaoero 
e indigno"
he says of, the fox, and of the rabbit; .Î:
J"eZ- indigena siempre lo représenta en su literatura oral 
oomo el muohaeho guazôn, reidor, hr omis ta, que dia y 
noohe estd planeando gugarretas a oosta del zorro,^^(1973:14) I
. \Morote Best also refers to the anthropomorphization of the animals in %
Peruvian tradition, whereby the mouse is typically identified as; ’
"un govenaito de voz aflautada y vestido plomo, oon los 
ogillos saltones y pioaros^*
and the fox;
"es un apuesto y tonto g’âven de poncho rogizo, enemigo de 
los perros y de los, aohetes, gran egeautante del olarin'^
(loc.cit,)
An explicit anthropomorphizing of the animal characters does not 
seem to occur in the Ecuadorean material, although they do demonstrate 
traits of character which are commonly associated with human beings.
It seems relevant to consider whether the Andean fox and rabbit (or 
mouse), tales should be classed as 'analogistic' according to von 
Sydow's use of the term. That is to say, whether the animal characters 
in question speak and act just as a human being would do in the same 
circumstances, or whether, on the other hand, it is not possible to |
exchange the animals for human characters: that although they are
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made to speak and act as if they were humans, they remain essentially 
animals in their habits and personalities (1948;134 sic.i. Speaking 
for the Ecuadorean material at least, I would say that the depiction 
of animal characters belongs to the latter category.
However, if not wholly anthropomorphic, the animals can be said 
to play a rôle which is at least allegorical. Although they are un­
deniably animal in behaviour, they display traits of character which 
can be said to be projections of human fallibility. In attempting to 
understand the original appeal of these tales to the Indian audience, 
which has encouraged their preservation and development, it is also 
tempting to read allegory into them at the level of social context, 
rather than merely at a didactic level. As Mitchell has remarked;
"an interesting factor is that these conflicts most often 
involve animals not normally in conflict in everyday life, 
and thus the language here may be analogical of conflicts 
existing in the culture itself",
(1972:64)
In the Ecuadorean context, this statement is not strictly applicable, 
as conflict between fox and rabbit is a realistic notion. Nonetheless, 
it might be considered possible to interpret that conflict in allegor­
ical terras of the rabbit as the indian finding a chance through the 
medium of folk narrative to express a sort of wish-fulfillment as he 
gets the better of the fox-wcsf^sc?, Equally however, one could say 
that the reverse is the case, that the tales are the Indian's pessi­
mistic expression of relationships between social groups, where the 
rabbit-mesttso gets the better of the fox-indian, the dupe who is the 
victim of his own naivetd in the world of the mestizo. Due to the 
subjectivity and flexibility of these interpretations I believe it is 
best to avoid them, especially in view of the fact that I neyer found 
any implication in the attitudes of the informants towards the material 
that such was its ulterior message. Rather, it seems most sensible for 
the analyst as audience, to take the tales at their face value; as good
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entertainment containing a strong sense of that rather sadistic sense 
of humour so peculiar to both indian and mestizo classes in Ecuador,
It is their appeal to that sense of humour that seems to be uppermost 
in preserving their popularity.
1.1 The tales as myth?
The following comments stem from a comparison between these tales 
and the well-documented animal trickster tradition of the Winnebago 
(see Radin 1956). Whilst the fox and rabbit cycle in contemporary 
Quichua society cannot be said to be placed in a mythological past, 
like that of the Winnebago trickster, in which trickster doubles as 
culture hero in his exploits, which trace a progression from both 
physical and psychological anarchy to order, these tales do contain 
some features which are reminiscent of mythological trickster cycles 
of other culture groups, the N. American indian among them, (5) The 
Winnebago trickster, for example, is ostracised from society at the 
end of a former creation. Popular tradition in Cahar tales describes 
the.early curse of both fox and rabbit, as I have mentioned, and their 
relegation to the periphery of human society. The Winnebago trickster 
suffers a lack of awareness of his physical limitations; the fox demon­
strates an equal ingenuousness in Episodes 25-27 of the cycle (see
chart below). The ease with which he comes back to life after lethal i
■ .treatment at the hands of the rabbit could be seen as part of this 
•syndrome'. Wakdjundaga is motivated and duped as a result of his |
insatiable need and desire for food; the fox's downfall stems equally j
from his greed, |
The rabbit is also capable of classic trickster-like performances, |
for example Episode 12, in which he enters the fox's mouth and escapes |
iby exiting through his anus. In many of the Cahar versions there is -i
implicit reference to sexual indiscretion between the rabbit and the i
1
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wife of the fox; in Tale 45 it is explicit - we are told that the fox's 
wife has given birth to snub-nosed children fathered by the rabbit.
This aspect of the cycle would be read in mythological terms as the 
breaking of the taboos of incest between blood or ritual kin (depending 
upon whether we take the uncle-nephew relationship between fox and 
rabbit to be a consanguineal one, or a ritual one of Qompadrazgo),
The lack of adherence to moral and social laws is another traditional 
trait of the trickster figure. Thus, whilst these tales are not myths 
in the strict sense of the word, they do contain elements of trickster 
cycles which are common with those societies where the trickster is an 
essentially mythological being.
I,2 Comparative data
Before proceeding to the breakdown of the tales, it should be 
pointed out that animal trickster tales such as these are part of a 
far reaching folk tradition, that spreads from India, to Europe,
Africa, and the New World, The most thorough historical-geographic 
study of the distribution of the tales is probably that of Espinosa, 
although this is restricted to the study of the Tarbaby’ motif (1930, 
1943). Additionally there are the works of Boas (1912) , Hansen 
(1957), and Harris's collection makes interesting comparative reading 
(1955), Boas's work contains tales of rabbit and coyote with extensive 
comparative notes.
2,0 Distribution of episodes in the Ecuadorean versions
There were 28 variants at my disposal; nine collected by myself 
in Cahar, one by Schulze in the same area, others from elsewhere in 
the highlands in manuscript form, and some were available in published 
form. The chart which follows maps the distribution of a sum total of 
27 episodes through this whole corpus of 28 tales. These tales have
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been labelled as follows, for ease of reference; 
gs/ca/2s ‘*Atugmanta oonejomccnta"
CN/17; "EZ- tio loho y el sohrino oonejo^^ (Carvalho-Neto 1966;no.l7)CN/18; "EZ- tio lobo^’ (Carvalho-Neto op,cit.No.181
gs/co/3; '^AtUgmanta^‘
pm/ct/4; "EZ- sobrino oonejo’^
gs/sa/2; "Lobo oonegomanta''
gs/ag/3; "Conego atugmanda"
LS/iM/4; ^'Conego huertapi purishoa'*
ls/im/5; "Shug Qonego naupa tiempo tiyashoa"
LS/im/9; "Conego huambra"
HD/SA/27î "The rabbit and the wolf"
jc/im/8; "Shug atug’ huarmindi shug oonig’uhuan" 
jc/im/15: "Shug atug shug ouniguhuan"
jc/im/16î "Shug atug’ shug’ ouniguhuan"
jc/lM/17; "Shug atug shug ouniguhuan"
YL; "Cunumanta" (Yuquilema 1974;22)
IID; "Lobo ounun" (IID 1975a;33)
PS; "Briars for beans and stones for a goat" (f||:^ons op*c|ti|148)
SEE ATTACHED CHART
2.1 Structure of the tales
The tales are compiled of a series of episodes' each of which 
is capable of standing on its own as a single unit or of forming one 
of a string of units, which lead on one to the other by means of a 
circular pattern as follows:
rabbit tricks fox tfox resolves to eat rabbit ^rabbit tricks fox
In more that 50% of the versions, the initial trickery occurs in 
Episodes 1-8 whereby the rabbit persuades the fox to take his place in 
a trap (the 'Tarbaby' motif). However, in the other 50%, the traditional 
antagonism between the two animals is a given from which premise the 
narrator works, with no real need to set the scene. At the end of 
each episode the threat of the fox to eat the rabbit is reaffirmed as
a result of the letter's treatment of the dupe, and so the necessary ;
grounds are provided for the next episode. Such are the cyclical 
characteristics of this set of tales, in contrast to thoèe of Section
A, which generally followed a linear pattern culminating in a resol- â
ution of the initial situation rather than coming round full circle to 
a repetition of it. The structure of the Christ Child cycle has more 
in common with the present tales, particularly in the trickster
Distribution of episodes for 28 variants
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rabbit steals from kitchen garden (rabbit = Rl X X ' X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 16R caught'■in tarbaby trap X X X X X X X X X X X 11R caught in other trap X X X X 44 R tempts fox with 'get 
married' ploy (fox = F) X I1 X X X X X X 7b R tempts F with 'eat meat' 
ploy X X X X X X X X X X 10b F takes R's place in trap X ! X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 15i F has hot iron stuck up back­
side (or otherwise punished) X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 16
6
Ü R tells F to put backside in water X X X X X Xy R persuades F to hold up rock 
while he fetches sticks X I X 2iuR asks animal to make sound of wood being cut X 111 R fills bag of 'poultry with 
thorns & gives it to F, some­
times as gift for F's wife X X X X X X X X X X X
12R escapes by leaping into F's 
mouth & exiting through his anus X X
(2)X X 4
13 R sends stone wrapped in 
sheepskinjto waiting F at bottom of)hi11, p knocked out X X X X X X X X X X
(3)
X X X X X , 14
14R persuades F to stop water 
course with his body, F swept away by water X X X 3
lbF's wife gets head stuck in 
R's burrow entrance, R covers 
her face with aji X 1
16 F plays dead, R comes to 
wake, F gives self away by
passing wind
X X 1 X X X 5
1/ sexual relations implied bet­ween R and F's wife X X X 3iB R leads F to river on way to 
party, F nearly drowns X ! 1lyR tells F to eat horse, latt­er only asleep,kicks F i 1A) F taken to wedding feast, 
bitten by dogs (4)X 121 R distracts F's attention 
with poultry, kicks him X 122 F set to chase women, dies of exhaustion X 123 R tells F there's cheese in lake, F tries to drink lake i X X 224R tells F not to eat whole 
sheep as needs parts of it 
for different purposes
1
1j
X X 2
2bF wants white tail, R tells him to sit on stick, F impaled X
!
1
2b F wants a p'Cfano, R tells 
him to remove own shin bone 
to make one 1 X X 22) R tells F certain kind of 
fruit can be obtained by 
flitting testicles with 
stone, F does so & dies 1
X 1
NOTES: (1) this version was unrecorded, giVen by PTA
(2) the chuQuvillo does it under R'1 instructions, killing F(3) uses cowhide instead of sheepskin
(4) R's function filled by R and ahkouvillo (ie. the R function is duplicated)
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sequences. But the surrounding framework of those stories, deriving 
from the Gospels, gave us a clear beginning, middle and end, rather 
than a circular pattern as found here.
2,2 Order of episodes
Following on from what has been said about the structure of the 
tales, it is to be expected that no apparent laws should govern the 
order in which the episodes are drawn upon by different informants, ■ If 
we study the order in which they do appear from tale to tale, however, 
it will be seen that this is not strictly true;
Tale Order of episodes
38 1,39 13
40 1341 13
42 9,43 If44 20
45 If45a: IfCN/17; IfCN/18; 1 fGS/CA/2 11
GS/CO/3 13
GS/SA/2 IfGS/AG/3 11
PM/CT/4 IfLS/IM/4 IfLS/IM/5 IfLS/IM/6 23
LS/IM/9 27
HD/SA/27; 1,
JC/IM/8 11
JC/IM/15; 13
JC/lM/16; 26
JC/IM/17: 1,
YL IfIID: IfPS; 11
The most striking point arising from the above table ie the fre­
quency with which a selection of the episodes between 1-8 appear in 
numerical order and often at the beginning of a tale. These episodes 
incorporate what I choose to call an 'episode cluster', and describe
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a sequence of events closely comparable to 'A-T175; The tarbaby and 
the rabbit', They form the starting point for the fox and rabbit tales 
in 13 out of the 28 versions. The specific features of this particular 
set of episodes will be more fully discussed in §4.0.
No other episode or group of episodes appears as frequently or 
shows such a consistent predilection for a particular positioning in 
relation to other episodes, which leads me to conclude that the addition 
of other episodes to those of the'Tarbaby' sequence is an arbitrary 
decision to be made by the narrator, allowing him room for creativity 
within the set structural framework. If anything at all dictates the 
order taken by episodes, it must be the popularity of the episode in 
question. Episode 13, which makes an appearance in 15 tales, opens 4 
of them, and takes second place in another 4, Elsewhere, it follows 
after the 1-8 cluster. Episode 11, occurring in 10 tales, is the 
opening episode of 3 of them, and takes second position in 2, I would 
argue that the more popular the episode, the closer its position to the 
beginning of the tale; not as a result of any structural necessity for 
the pattern of the narrative, but simply because its popularity in that 
particular area causes it to be the soonest brought to mind by the 
narrator. The incidence of certain episodes and their frequency of 
occurrence varies within the Andean region. Let us now look at some 
of the comparative examples from elsewhere.
3.0 The episodes in a comparative context
The Thompson motif listing attached to the texts shows that some 
of the episodes may be traced to Indo-European and Afro-American com­
parative sources, some df which are mentioned in §1,1, However, few
■jof these correlations conform in the the details of their content, 4
' . I'KlOOO Deception into self-injury' is a case in point; Episodes 25-27 J
clearly fall under this heading, while the specific examples given by |
-I
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Thompson do not correspond. There has therefore been considerable 
innovation at the level of content, and reworking of old themes, in 
the animal trickster tales of the Andes, Some of these may b'e the 
individual creations of the narrator, perhaps unique,to him or her, 
and shortlived in their history. Episode 22 may be an example of such 
a process. Others have accumulated a traditional popularity in the 
area, for example ’K1251, Holding up the rock', commonly found in 
Peruvian versions, but only occurring twice in the Ecuadorean (Episode 
9), Morote Best describes other common episodes to the Peruvian var­
iants, including also Episodes 11 and 16, Not found in the Ecuadorean 
sample, but very popular in Peru are the episodes of the fox getting 
his head.stuck in the mazamorra pot, the 'rain of fire' episode, and 
the episode in which the fox is duped into burning his own young, (6)
The occurrence of Episode 10 can be traced to another branch of 
Peruvian oral tradition and its appearance explained in structural 
terms: its traditional context is that of the tales of the Condor's
mistress, where the frog is enlisted to make sound of clothes being 
washed while the heroine escapes (see Argûedas and Stephan op.cit,
126-138); it will be recalled that the same episode crops up in the 
'Mama Ahuardona' tales. Episode 15, which also makes an isolated 4
appearance, is probably derived from the same source : the rabbit over­
comes the threat posed by the fox's wife in Tale 39 in the same way 
as the hummingbird overcomes the condor in Argûedas's version of the 
'Condor's Mistress', tliat is, by rubbing aji in the adversary's face.
(loc.cit,),
4,0 'A-T175; The tarbaby and the rabbit'
As I have noted, the episode cluster 1-8 forms the starting point 
for more than 50% of the sample, and it seems reasonable to consider 
it as the basic motif of the cycle. It derives from A-T175, the com-
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parative study of which has been exhaustively carried out by Espinosa
(ops.cit,). By comparing the form it takes in the Ecuadorean versions
with his findings, a striking similarity is to be rioted with the form
taken by the Spanish American versions included in his analysis. He 
divides the tales into 56 'elements', which correspond to those units
I refer to as episodes. Elements 43-46 of his analysis are unique to
Spanish America, with the exception of one version from the Lesser
Antilles and one Anglo-African one. He describes these elements as
follows ;
"43, "They want me to marry the king's daughter", or
"They want me to marry a pretty girl"
44. "They give plenty of food, chicken, etc."
45. The substitute animal is scalded with hot water
46. The substitute animal is stuck with a hot poker, 
sometimes in the anus."
(1930;189)
The variation in the ploys used by the rabbit to persuade the fox 
to take his place in the trap is of interest; it would seem that the 
'get married' ploy has less in common with the values of the adopting 
Quichua culture than the 'eat meat' ploy. The persistence of the first 
of these may also be influenced by the existence in the same culture 
area of versions of 'A-T1535; The rich and the poor peasant' in which 
a human dupe is tricked into taking the place of human trickster by 
similar means, A Cahar version of this is found in Tale 63. The 'eat 
meat' ploy, on the other hand, has probably been encouraged by its 
kinship with the values of the society, where meat is accorded a high 
prestige value, eaten only on feast days, MEZ's remark concerning the 
fox's fate in Tale 44, made as she helped me with transcription, was 
that such was his punishment for greedily wanting to go to a fiesta, 
where he would eat meat; "por bodero, queriendo aomer oarne". It is 
also interesting that in Tales 45 and GS/SA/2 the 'marriage' and 'meat' 
ploys are combined, no doubt through a logical association between 
weddings arid the eating of meat.
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The fox and rabbit cycle in Ecuador, therefore, has its main foun­
dation in the 'Tarbaby' tradition. It should be noted that in Cahar, 
however, the instances of that are low. In my own collection it is 
only well developed in Tale 45, and is just hinted at in Tale 43.
GS/CA/2 contains only a sketchy version of it. Additionally, it occurs
in Tale 46, which has been consigned to sub-section (bi, below. In 
many of the Cahar tales, nonetheless, the rabbit is caught in some 
unspecified kind of trap, the fox tricked into taking his place, and 
receiving his punishment. Thus the narrative pattern of the sequence 
remains the same, whilst the surface feature of the 'Tarbaby' motif is 
either lost, or transformed arid simplified. 6 out of the 10. Cahar 
versions contain this narrative sequence, and where it is well-known 
by the informant, it comes at the beginning of the text, reinforcing 
the theory that, originally at least, it was the basis of the fox and 
rabbit tales, to which many permutations of further episodes could be 
added,
FOOTNOTES
(11 Hansen (19571; "74k & L; Rabbit is caught and is going t o ,be 
skinned cooked and eaten. Tiger (fox) passes & rabbit tells him he is 
tied down in order to eat a cow (or marry a princess). Tiger (fox)
exchanges places with rabbit and is scalded, L; Rabbit tells tiger .
that King will give princess to whomever eats heifer. Tiger goes to 
help rabbit. Latter rolls huge stone down hill & tells tiger it is 
heifer. Latter tries to stop it and is badly injured,"
(2) GS/CA/2; "Lobo Gonegomonta", HD/SA/27; "The rabbit and the wolf"
(3) for Peruvian versions there are many sources, the following is but 
a selection; Hoggarth (L.), "Hug ukuohas" (unpub. ms, coll, Cuzco), 
Morote Best (1950b) in which the author sets Peruvian versions of the 
fox and mouse tales in the context of Espinosa's exhaustive studies of 
the tradition from India to Europe to the New World (Espinosa A, 1930, 
1943), Morote Best (1958b:20-27) for a section entitled "E't zorro^ 
Personage de nuestros ouento populares"-, Lauriault (1958; 119-121, 
143-150, 150-152)for "Atoqpa ouenton okuoha oompadreyoq", "Okuohowan 
atoqpa ouenton", and "Nina para ouento", respectively, Tello (19231 
contains 3 fox tales; Navarro de Aguila (1946) on fox and mouse tales; 
Jiradnez Borja (1940, 1937); Ravfnes Sânchez (date?); "Ooho ouentos del 
zorro"\ see also Chertudi (1962).
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(41 La Barre (1952;42-451
(51 see also Hoggarth(P.1 (19751, for an appreciation of the Winnebago 
cycle, and Howard (19751 on animal tricksters in folktale.. The 'Pascual 
and Diego' cycle in Peru appears to be the most explicitly mythological 
of the Andean material, as this setting of the scene would suggest;
"el zorro es el ûltimo animal que ha salvado del diluvio. universal. Se 
halla desesperado por su soledad, peroenouentra a Diego (el ratôni y 
haoe amistad oon él" (Morote Best 1950b;38),
(6) Morote Best (1958bj20-27),
J
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Section C sub-section (b); Aetlological taies of the fox and rabbitTexts '
Tale 46; Atughuan oonejohuan Mama VirgenhUan
Raposooa Mamita Virgen maldioion oana niari, Cai ovegitaoa Nino Jeaus 
naoerigpioa ohashnalla oaohun nishpa ovegitaoa paipa oriataoa regalashoa 
Mamita Vivgenmanoa. Entonoes chaioa purioushoa nin puvioushoa, Na 
gatun oana nin ha o^uyashoa, C^uyana ovegita oana oashoa nin San 
Josepa to mismo ha, Mamita Virgenpa, angelitoounapa, tuoui guin, 
Shinashpami outin oashna retratopish tiyan, Retratopish tiyan oai 
sumag Dios Semana Santa huahugpipish ovegita tiyan, gatlito tiyan,
Simon Sereneo tiyan, ha ohaiouna ha retvato oai Santo Sepuloropioa ha 
représentante tiyanouna ha, Chai ovegitataoa regalashoa nin ha mama 
ovegitaoa huahuata, Cai raposo ladronoa entonoes shuhuash mittpushoa 
nin, Chaipishi Mamita Virgen nishoa nin, San Jose nishoa nin: -  Canoa 
ama ni pi genteounapi ama gunto oausanguiohu, Canoaoausangui urou 
urou, rimi siquiounapi suehushpa, mai saoha siquiounapi suehnshpa,
Uroupi oausangui ama genteouna igualoa -  nina nin ama genteouna 
iguatoa, Porque oanoalimamanta huoapa o^uyanata shuhuash millpunguif 
Chashnalla shuhuash millpungui -  nishoa nin ohashnatta shuhuash 
miltpufigui sea ovega, sea zhuta, sea huatlpa, sea oonegota, sea ohuspi'^ 
ouna. De repente hay punzhaounaoa tariringa, -hay punzhaoa mana 
tariringa, hay punzhaoa ohuspiounallahuan oausangui -  nishoa nin,
Chashna maldeoishoa nin, Chaipishi entonoes raposooa ha maldeoishoa 
puriouna nin.
Entonoes oonegooa oomo vivoiari, dondequiera vivo paioa bien saite, bien 
guapo, has ta donoellasounahuan huaoaohish puriroa, shug punzha invitana 
nin: - Tio - nina nin -, gaou, Nuoa shug sumaimana o^uyana splterami 
llugshigrioun, tupagrioun ugshangapaoa, j
Conegooa oomo vivo aparina nin maiohari shug ugshana llagtaman, >
Semegante ugsha oana nin: oasi shug ouatro oinoo metros largo de ugsha ,
Chaipioa entonoes oai oonegooa nina nin: — Shamunga, hallami shamimga, ' \
Riounguii tio, apurailla ugshashpa, ' '
Conegooa oana niari sugta mulapi, Pai solo mana ringaraiou ohxi j
abromashoari oonegooa tiotaoa, atugtaoa,- Tio, - nishoa nin -, hallami shamunga rioungui, Nallami oui ousashoa'^ ' |
huan shamuna - niroa -, huoa enamoradaoa rioungui hallami shamunga,
Rioungui, hallami ohayamunga - nina nin,
Chaipioa tio huahuaoa apurash ugshaoun nin, Paioa tiyash oantaoun nin, 
maquita huagtaoun nin oonegooa.
Entonoqs ohaimantaoa ha ugshash tuoui huatana nin, Tuoui tiollatata 
huataohina nin ugshatapish: - Nami tio, oanoa gaitarish oharingui, 
huoa shitagrinimi, Mana oashpaoa tio oanllata shitai asi fuera ohupa"^ 
huan oharingui outin, tio - nina nin -, oargataoa, teroio ugshataoa^
Mana huoallataoa ima shinata ohupahuan oharish, oanohari - nina nin,
Entonoes que ohulla ladomanta shitana nin teroio ugshataoa, Teroio 
ugshata shitashpaoa oonegooa pataman hüiohaioushpa ohayana gaitarish 
shay ash ohariouna nin, Jaitarish shayash oharioushpa: - Tio! tio! 
garoai! garoai! garoai! atigrinmi! ^ushou ushou ushou^- nina nin,
Chaimantaoa tiotaoa bestiaounaoa munai gaitash pasana nin, Pero:
- Tio! tio! - niroa niroari -, mana ni anguta ohurash oongui ni imanash 
oangui - nina nin,
- Ladrân, ounanoari mitlpushami - nishoa nin,
- Pero, tio, huoaoa oapariouroanimi, huillaouroanimi, Nuoata riqui 
imatami ruhuan - nina nin,
Paillatami millmata pelash riouohina nin: - Riqui, huoa oai trastitaoa -f
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lliquish shitan - nina nin -, huoapa sumaimana traatita ttiquiah ahitafi - 
nina nin, '
Chaioa ha tiota outin ahromaohina nin oarganaouohun, ' ^ a hestiaounata 
amuoa nin outin ha shayaohishpa,- Cunanoari, tiito, Paitara cai tuta miltpunguimi — nina nin angu 
sobreoargataoa - paitara miltpunguimi, Nuoa oaiman riouni, hççllami 
urani, ' ,
Mai urana huiohaiounapimi oanga,
Chaita oargaohig rishpaoa asi fuera: -* Canllatata pushash huasitaman 
rishun - nishoa nin -, huasitaman rishun, Taitaouna ohaipi oagpi mana 
utoa ruhuaroa — nishoa nin oonegooa atugtaoa, Chaioa ha shina rina 
niari, Huasipioa ohayana nin: - Jalil gali! puri! puri! Imapari - 
nina nin -, oai horasohu shamuoungui ohai pHti ugshahuan? - nina nin, 
Chaimantaoa nina nin: - Nuoaoa guin yaroaihuan shamuouni, Nuoa tiotami 
rogash shamuni, Chaiman oarash oungui. Nuoa ashtan oagllapi hami 
outini - nishoa nin,
Chaimantaoa tiooa ha saquirin ohaipi ha oui ousashoata mioungapa, 
aiohata mioungapa saquirin ha, Entonoes sobrinooa direoto riari ha 
huasiman ugshahuan, sugta mula ugshahuan, Cosa que munai arrepentiohiahpa 
guin, hestiaounahuan gaitaohish, guin anohita oana niari: vaziuounapi 
hestiohuan gaitash, ohangaounapi bestiaouna gaitashoa, Suohu shamuna 
nin ha pobre tio huahuaoa guin,
Chaimanta entonoes ha sobrinooa ohayana nin maipi oashpa huihaohig 
mamapapi ohayana nin, Chayashpaoa nina nin: - Alag, sumag Dios 
huoataoa y a ves huoa maqui ima shinami ohMohuyxshoa shamuni, Canouna 
huasipi yanga siriounguiohi - nina nin,
Entonoes shina oagpioa yanga siriougpioa: - Cay a yantaman ri - nina nin, 
Entonoes: - Mana, oaita ruhuagrinimi: ha huoapa shug sumaimana tiomi 
tiyan, Chaitami rogagrini - nina nin,
Rina niari ha ugsha saquishpaoa rina nin oonegooa tiopaman,
Entonoes tiooa sobrino ohayangaoamanoa ni imata mana oaran ni ima, 
Yaroaipioa: - Uag! - nioww. nin -, uag! - niouna nin,
Munai guin bostezaouna nin guin, Chayashpaoa nina nin ohai solterataoa:
- Ima ruhuashun, oampish oreanguillami, Shug huahua ovegata oui huoa 
tio miouohun - nina nin —, ohaihuan oontentaohishun nina nin -, mana 
oashpaoa yaohaoushpaoa munaimi millpunga - nina nin -, Na oaita oushpaoa 
alvertishun - nina niari,
Chaimantoa bueno, soltera ari nishpaoa oorriente maltdn ovegitata 
oushpaoa ura uou aparishpa sumaimanata millpuna nin, Chaimanta nina 
nin: - Cunanoari, y a ves, tio, ouita mana oaran, pero ya ves ovegata oun 
niixa nin - ounanoari, tio, Cunan oayzpaoa yantaman ohashnallata 
shamugpioa outin paipish oarangallami,
Ari nishpaoa entonoes outin: - Shug enamoradatami oharini uraiman uraiman, 
Nami ohaita rigrini, gaou tio - nina nin mioushoa quHpaoa,
Chaimi nina nin, suehuoushpa gatarina nin, punguta huagtana nin oonego 
*gag gag gag* niohina nin,
Na oonego ohayana nin, Conego ohayashpa ha, rinashpalla pero, oaruta 
paimi, oomo oaipioa mana ima ovegaouna tiyan, ni ima mana tiyanohu:
- Canoa pobremi oangui pero enamoradami oangui, manohu - nina nin,
Chaipi soltera nina nin: - Ari, huoaoa enamoradami oani oantaoa,
Canod outin tuoui layamanta sonsoyaohish puringui - nina nin —, oanoa 
ningui *oayaoa huoa oanmanoa ohayamugpi quimsa oui ousashoatami 
shuhuaousha oanman oarangapa* ningui tiomanoa,
Tiooa oanzha huasi siquillapi saquirina ha.
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Ag yantûonan aparim nin pobre tio hmhmtaaa% Tio huahuaoa munai munai 
munai shayouna nin, Semegante huavisai yuraounapi, quinua yuraounapi 
ahurana nin ohigtash ohigtash quipi ohaquishquitota, Conego tiyash 
oantaouna nin, Nina nin: - Altitapish, tio oharini Ha, Juin allitapish |
familia oharini, Nuoaoa uohitlito oani, mana fuerzayu oani, mana ima 
oani - allitapish oantaoushpa, allitapish *uagai* nioushpa.
Pi mana ima ningaohu, - Apurai, tiito, apurai, Ya ves, oaina tardeoa 
alii oargaroangui - nishpaoa oonego huahuaoa tiyash huagtaouna nin 
ohashna, Halai* oantash, *lalai* nish, tuoui layata guin, Tiooa 
yantaouna nin. Munai gunbi shutush munai, oosa que desmayana nin 
yaroaipi, uohilla huahua ovegata mioushoalla tuoui tuta tuoui punzhami,
Chayamuna shina oargana nin: - Tiito ounan Huoaoa uohillami oani, mana 
shitai pudishaohu. Can shitash oui, tiito - nina nin,
Shinashpa ounanoama tioounatapish *tio tio* ninohi, Shinashpa ninouna 
atug shina*tio* nish, Chaimanta shina na oarganaouna nin, shamunaouna 
nin. Chaipi nina nin: - Caipi nuoa oarashallami, Na rilla, higo, 
nuoa oaipi oarashallami - nina nin, Na ohayamushpa ohai enamoradaoa 
alvertish oana niari na oonegooa na, Chaipi chayamushpaoari ag unai 
unaillagpioa,
Entonoes trompa ruhuana niari ohai solteraoa, Shug oera huiquita 
ohia*ana nin, shug reoiSn nuyuohishoa oera huiquita, Aiohata huarouna 
nin shug piroa quinraipi, - Chaipimi oan miounaoq - nina nin,
Mana ima oera huiqui nin, Cera huiquita ohurashpa outin pamba 
asientopioa ohurana nin shug goma ouenta oolata ohurana nin, ohai goma 
ouentata, Chai uou pambapi tendina nin, Entonoes piroa quinraipi 
aiohata rioushpa miougrina niari yaroaihuan, Chaioa maquiouna ohaipi 
planta saquirina nin, Entonoes gaitarigrishpaoa tiyarish maquiouna 
ohutash ohaipi asentarina nin: ohupandi, siquindi, tuoui, ohaquiounandi, 
maquiounandi ohaipi saquirina nin. Solo aioha riourash maiman mana 
ouyurish ohaimi saquirina niari, Huasha ohashna tiyarish, ohashna tiyash 
maquiounahuan ohashna saquirina nin. Solo aioha riourash ohashna, 
aioha riourash, Chai aioha riourash tiyash saquirishpa na oayandioa 
nina nin: - Nuoa sobrino riqui, Hmatami ruhuash saquin? Riqui 
loaitaohu ruhuan? Cunanoa manata manata - nina nin - , manata,
Maipioa Diosoa munangami mioushallata - nina niari,
Chaimantaoa rina nin rina nin na entonoes oonegooa Ha ohayana nin,
Desoargana nin yantataoa na, Chaimanta na puriouna nin puriouna nin,
Cayandi ohai donoella gatarishpa: - Riqui, oaioa mana oanmanohu oaroa, 
nuoa allquitomanmi oaroa - nishpaoa pobre tiotaoa, munai ohaillapi 
pegarishoa oagpi tiyashoa,
Chaipi pegarish saquirishoa niari pamba asientopioa. Ni maiman mana 
ouyui pudishoa nin ni maiman, Chaillapi, Chai munai garrotina nin, 
munai maoana nin, munai ishoai rinriounata p*itish oaoharish oaohana 
niari na, Chaipishi na pobre tio huahuaoa, atugoa, rina nin. Juin 
munai, oada ishoai metros purin siririn, Cada quimsa ohusou metros ■ 
purin azhanmi siririn, Chashnashi avanzana paipa huasimanoa, paipa 
gatun maohai uoumanoa, Chashna avanzashpashi na ungushoa sirina niari 
oasi sugta quillata, Munai tulluyana nin, munai tanga tanga nish,
Jatarigrin ohaillapi volte an, Maiman rigrin, ohaillapi voltean. Solo 
puru ohuspioitoouna pasana nin,
Chashnashi shug ohayamuna nin, atugllata, Nina nin: - Jali, huauqui, 
riqui, Huoata oashna ruhuanouna munai garrotishoa, ReoiSn alii tuououni - 
nish,
- Shuyai, huauqui, shuyai, Nuoa rinimi oanta alimentangapa apamugrinimi' — 
nish rina nin ntari.
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Semegante huagaha opeg'aruouhuan shamuna nin na oai shug atugoa fia, 
shug atug, Entonoes shamuna nin fia semegante huira ovega huagoharuou-^ 
huan, Shamushpami nina' nin: — Cunanoari fia, hermano, oaita miououiVla,,
Nuoa rini mamita rioungapa, mamitamanoa shugta apamugrinimi - nina nin —, 
nuoa mamita reoiên huaohasoa - nina nin,
Chaimantaoa fia tio huahuaoa munai fia ohaita miousKpaoa fia sinohiyarina 
niarioasi shug huaohashoa ouenta sinohiyarina nin fia, Sinohiyarishpa 
Ilugshina nin,
Purioushoa nin purioushoa nin purioushoa nin, Shug punzhaoa siririn 
rondadorpi tooash guin atiento tlugshioushoa nin oonegooa, Chaioa 
tupash mana tupashpaoa tiooa guin tanga tanga nioushoa nin fia debilitash 
oai mundo quitta mana mioushoaoa, Mâs oai mundo maoashoa, mâs oai mimdo 
garroteashoa, mâs sin rinriouna ima, Entonoes fia tupashpaoa nishoa 
nin;. - Cunanoari, higo, miounimi oantaoa, Canoa manata quishpinguiohu 
oaimantaoa, Cunanoari fia oanoa oaimanta mana ringuiohu,
-Pero, tio, lima ruhuangui? Nuoa oai p'itita mioushpaoa, Huoaoa ni 
mana tunguri avanzashaohu - nishoa nin,
Chaipioa pobre tio huahuaoa nishoa nin; - Ari, oanoa p*itimi oangui, 
ni mana alti booadoohu oangui,
chaimi nishoa nin entonoes: - Maipi tiota o*uyashpa Huoaman favor 
ruhuai: maipi shug ovegata riouohi, oan apamush oui - nina nin,
- Shamui, tio, shamui, Uranittapimi semegante ovegaouna, Chaipi 
gapish oush saquisha - nishoa nin,
Chaimantaoa rin,
Entonoes oomo fiâ guin tanga tanga nioun, oomo maimanta, mai oattpai 
pudinman oaroa, ohaioa rin manada oVega riouohin, "Chaioa: — Tio, 
ohaipimi shug gatun huagoharuouoa, Chaita gapish miougri,
Chaioa rin, Duefioouna shamun, Munai garrotish oasi Ha huaHùohiahpa 
saquishoa nin Ha huaHuohishpata pobre tio huahuata, atugtaoa, Chaita 
ruhuan entonoes ohaita riouohin, manada ovega riouohish saquin, oonegooq 
targarin, Paipa Hanta targarin,
Pai largarishpa entonoes Hâ Mamita Virgenpapi ohayana nin, Mamita 
Virgenpapi ohayashpa niari nishoa:- Nuoa shina shina ruhuash shamuni 
oarriba ovega shuhuagtaoa - nishoa nin -, ogalatapish Diosito shina 
ruhuanguiman oaroa, Cunanoari oanoa atti ohaquihuanmi puringui — 
nishoa nin,
Chaioa entonoes Mamita Virgenoa paitapish ohaquihuan puriohun nishoa, %
Chaquihuan purioushoa Ha, Entonoes gatunta huiHaohiohun nishoa nin 
ohaquihuan puriohun, Chaquihuan purioushoa, mana Ha ohashna maquihuanoa, 
conegooa solamente oashna ohaquihuan, Chaimantaoa maiohari Ha tfo 4
tupagpica Ha ohashna representashoa na, Chaipi representagpi atish 
oallpashoa nin outin tiooa Ha paita rioushpaoa, Chaioa nièhoa nin:
- Mana, guin girumi purinaoa, guin saohaounapi huagtarini, ima mai 
ugshaounapi garoarini, Mana oangaohu shinashpaoa ima shina outin 
shinatlata saqui - nish,
Shinashpanrt Mamita Virgenoa oashna rinriounamanta ohutashoa nin entonoes, 
reoto puriohun nish, Shinashpa rinriouna oonegooa ohashna g'àhua gatun 
anohu rinriouna oonego, Chashnatlata> ruhuashoa nin entonoes, ima 
shina purin, Como oonego manaohu uohitlu gutquitota mai ugsha uouta 
maitapish votarintla Hâ guin, Atarin Ha, Chashna ruhuashoa nin 
qu*ipataoa Ha, Chaitlccpi tuourin Huoa parlooa.
J
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The fox, tt>e rabbit and the Virgen Mary
They say the fox was cursed by the Virgen Mary, ' The sheep made a gift
of its lamb to the Virgen Mary when the Christ Child was born. This 
lamb grew up in the tender care of Saint Joseph, the Virgen mother, and 
the angels. There is a painting of the Crucifixion in which the sheep, 
the cockerel, and Simon of Cyrene are all present, in a painting of the 
Holy Sepulchre. That sheep gave its child the lamb as a gift. The 
thieving fox stole and ate the lamb. Then the Virgen mother and Saint 
Joseph said: "You shall not live among men. You shall live in the hills, 
sleeping at the foot of rocks or trees. You shall live in the hills, 
not with men. Why did you steal and eat the lamb we loved? Just as
you stole and ate it, you must steal and eat your food in future,
whether it be sheep, partridges, hens, rabbits, or flies. Some days 
there'll be food for you, others there will be none. Some days you'll 
just live on flies," so the fox was cursed.
Now the rabbit was a sly fellow, always dapper and handsome-looking; 
he would even made the girls cry. One day he called to the fox; "Come 
on, uncle, let's go and collect straw; there's a pretty girl who will come and join us,"
And the crafty rabbit took the fox to the place where you cut straw.
It was very.tall straw, about 4 or 5 metres high. And the rabbit said;
"She'll come, she'll come. You hurry up and cut fhe straw, uncle."
The rabbit had six mules with him. He tricked the uncle fox so that 
he wouldn't have to go alone for the straw, "Uncle," he said, "she'll j
be here soon. She's to come at any moment with some roast meat. My 
girlfriend will be along soon, you'll see."
Then the uncle hurried to cut the straw. The rabbit sat there singing 
and clapping his hands. Then having cut the straw it had to be tied up.
The rabbit made the uncle tie it all up himself,
(- Ncrnii tio,.Mai urana huiohaiGunapimi oanga, ~ This passage is hard 
to translate; the gist of it is that the rabbit persuades the fox to 
load the bundles of straw onto the mules-, and he gets battered and 
kicked in the process. The rabbit deliberately pulls out some of his 
own fur to make a pretence of having also been battered)
And so, making the fox load up, they set off; "Let's go home, my parents 
will be wondering why we were not there earlier," said the rabbit to the 
fox.
And so the fox went along. Arriving at the house they shouted at him;
"Hurry up! Get a move on! What are you doing coming at this hour with 
that little bit of grass?!"
"I'm hungry. I asked the uncle to help me do the work. Give him
something to eat. I'll be right back," said the rabbit.
And then the uncle stayed there in order to eat roast guinea-pig, and 
other meat. And the nephew went straight home with the six mule-loads 
of straw. And so the rabbit made the fox take all the punishment; he 
had been kicked in his legs and arms by the mules, and went limping 
home.
Then the nephew arrived at his adoptive mother's house. When he
arrived he said; "oh dear, look how covered in blisters I am. And
here you all are lying idle at home."
And they, lying idly, told him: "Go and fetch firewood,"
The rabbit replied; "No, I'll do this; I've got a fine uncle. I'll go
!
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and ask him to do it for me,"
And leaving, the straw, the rabbit went to the uncle's house,
Until his nephew arrived, no-one gave the uncle any food. He was 
moaning with hunger, and yawning a great deal. When the rabbit arrived 
he said to the young girl ; "You give a young shee'p for my uncle to eat 
to keep him happy. Otherwise he'll eat me. By giving him that we'll 
keep him at bay."
So then the girl gave him a fine young sheep; taking it inside, he 
ate it, "There you see, uncle," said the rabbit, "she doesn't give 
you guinea- pig but look how she gives you a sheep. Now tomorrow if you 
come with me to fetch firewood she'll give you some more."
The uncle agreed and the rabbit went on: "I've got another girlfriend 
down yonder; let's go to her," after the fox had eaten.
Then the rabbit knocked on his girlfriend's door, making her laugh, 
and she got up although she had been sleeping. The rabbit arrived 
there after walking, for it was a long way - as there are no sheep or 
anything around here. "You are poor, but in love,aren't you?" the . 
rabbit said to her.
Then the girlfriend said: "Yes, I'm in love with you. But you just go 
around pulling people's legs. You say to the uncle fox: "When you 
arrive tomorrow I shall steal three roast guinea-pigs to give you,"" 4
And the uncle just stayed outside at the corner of the house. J: ‘ %
Then the poor uncle was taken to load firewood. He had to stand for 
a long, long time, cutting down the dry wood of the huavisai tree (?), 
and the quinua tree (potyt&pis inoana R, et, P,). The rabbit sat back
singing, and said: "I've got a big family, uncle,* I'm just a little
fellow, I hâve no strength," he said, singing and chuckling to himself.
As if it were true! "Hurry, hurry uncle. You saw how I gave you food
yesterday," said the rabbit, clapping his hands and singing. The
uncle was chopping wood, sweating and fainting with hunger, having only >r
eaten one small lamb all day and all night, a
Then they came to loading the wood; "I'm only small, uncle, I cannot load up the wood. You load it, uncle," said the rabbit.
He called him 'uncle' just as we say 'uncle' to people today. Then 
they loaded the wood and came back. The rabbit said: "Now I'll give 
you food. Just go along, and I'll give you food."
As they arrived after a long time, the girlfriend was watching out for 
them. Then that young girl laid a trap. She took some newly-melted 
wax. And she hung some meat up on the wall. "There's your food," she 
said.
And placing the wax, she then put some glue on the floor. She spread 
glue all over the floor. Then when the fox saw the meat hanging on 
the wall he went hungrily to eat it. Then the palms of his hands 
stuck to the floorboards. Then, trying to get up, he sat down, and .•
pulling his hands, they stuck there; his tail, his bottom, all of him, 
his legs, and arms, all just stayed there. He was stuck there, unable 
to move in any direction, just looking at the meat. His backside was 
stuck down like that, with his hands he just stayed like that. Just 
looking longingly at the meat. And so staying looking at the meat, 'i 
the next day he said: "Look what my nephew has done to me. Has he 
done this? Now I shall really eat him, wherever he is."
Then the rabbit came along and began unloading the firewood* Then off 
he went. The next day the young girl said; "Look, this meat wasn't
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for you. It was for my dog," she said to the poor uncle who was stuck 
fast here, without being able to move to one side or the other. Then 
they beat him and whipped him and cut off his ears. Then the poor uncle 
fox got away. He had to lie down every two yards. Every three or four 
yards he lay face down on the ground. And in tha-^ way he managed to get 
back to his big cave home. Arriving there like that, .;ha\^ iay sick for 
six months. He grew very thin and very weak. When •h’%<'^ W®nt to get up, 
he would just fall over again. Wherever he tried to*gd, he- would fall 
over. He just lived on flies and insects. Then another fox passed by 
his way; "Hey, brother, hey! Here I am all beaten up like this. I'm 
only just beginning to get better."
"Wait,' brçther, wait. I'm going'to bring you some food," and off went 
the other.
Then that other fox came back with a nice fat lamb, and said to his 
friend; “Now, brother, just eat this. I'm off to see my wife, and to 
take her another one. My wife has just given birth,"
So then the uncle fox ate that meat and grew strong again. Then when
he had grown strong he went out of doors.
He walked and walked. One day the rabbit was lounging about playing on 
his roHdador, Then the fox came along, dragging his feet a little and 
weak, for now he hadn't eaten for a month. He had been beaten about, 
whipped, and his ears cut off. Meeting the rabbit, he said to him;
"Now my son, I'm really going to eat you. You're not going to escape
from here. Now indeed, you're not going away from here*"
"But uncle, what will you do? If you eat me small as I am, I won't
even fill you to your gullet," said the rabbit.
Whereupon the poor uncle said; "Yes, you are small, you're not even a
decent mouthful. If you love your uncle, do me a favour, go and bring
me a sheep where you can find one.""Come uncle, come. Down there, there are great big sheep. I'll get 
one for you."
And off they went.
Now as the fox walked slowly and painfully, he couldn't run. The
rabbit showed him a flock of sheep, "Uncle, there is a nice fat lamb.
Take that one and eat it."
And he went away. Then the owners of the sheep,came. They whipped 
that poor uncle fox, and left him nearly dead. The rabbit had gone 
away after showing the fox the sheep. He took to his road.
After a while he came to the Virgen Mary, Arriving where she was, he
said; "I've done this and this to the one who stole your sheep {Ogata—
tapish.,.,nishoa nin - difficulty with translation)."
Then he wanted the Virgen Mary to make him able to walk just on his 
hind legs, not on all fours. He said: "Its very hard to live like 
this, hitting myself against the undergrowth, and getting caught up in 
the grass. If you make me walk on hind legs, then that won't happen." 
Then the Virgen took hold of him and pulled him by the ears, saying it
was to make him walk upright. And so the rabbit came to have long ears.
She did just that, nothing more. And now the rabbit has to live in 
little holes in the grass and hide from its enemies. That's what 
happened in the end. There my story ends.
Informant; EDC, 27th November, 1976
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M411,8,4 i^imals cursed by saint
a 2231,7 iynimal harmful to holy person cursed
A2238 Animal characteristics punishment for greed
Q552,35 Punishment for greed
K741 Capture by tarbaby
K553.1 "Let me catch you better game" *,’■
K200 Deception in payment of debt
A2232 Animal characteristics; punishment for immoderate 
request. Dissatisfied animal finds that when his 
request is granted he is worse off than before 
L435 Self-righteousness punished
Tale 47; Conejopa rïnriaunamanta
Shug punzha eonejo taita Dioshuan tupashoa nin„ Ghaipi- tupashpxoa nina 
niü taita Dioata: - taita Dios, limamantata nuoataoa uohiltata 
ruhuaroanguiari? Nuoata jatunta ruhuashoa oagpioa Huoapish alti yaohag 
runanrC aaiman oapoa, Nuaapish aura oaiman aavoa, ima reypish oaiman 
oaroa, présidante, imapish oaimanmi aaraa nuoaaa^
Chaimanta* - Cunan nuoata huinaohi nuaa aanta servingcpa shug aura 
tuùusha nini,
Ghaita uyashpa taita Diosaa oashna niroa: - Cai oosasaunata gpamugri, 
nuaa aanta gatunyaahisha^- àlmatata apamushari? - niraa^ .,
Chaipiaa niroa: - Ri shug lagarto quiruhuan pHna.huagra gaohuhuan 
ohaita apamugpiaa nuaa aanta gatunydahishaVlcmi*
Chaimanta riraa huagra gaahuta mashaangapa, UrauMan rin, patayan nin^ 
shug pHna  huagrapa nugpapi^
- Nuaa aaipi shug auritami tarini, aai rumi uaupi, Nuaa mana fuarzata 
aharini, aanaa, huagraaa, fuarzata aharinguimi» Gai rumi uaupi shug 
auri tiyaaun^ Cai rumita huaraaash shitashpa aai uoumanta ourita 
Itugahishun, ishaai tuaushpa* Huagraaa arairaa^ Ari nishpa: Garu 
aarumanta shamushpa umata satish rumita huaraoasha niroa^
Para mana pudiraa gaahu ohururiraa^ Gaohu ahururigpi pai ha gaahuta 
japishpa aallparaa.
Chaimanta riraa aostoman* Jatun mama auaha ladoman* Chaipi lagarto 
tupariraa* Lagarto tuparigpi niroa: ’-Ai, aompadra, ai tio, aunanaa 
familiami aanaaunahi, rigsirishun* ^uaa aaipi imallitoaunahuan shamuni*, 
Caita gapishpa miaui, uviai - niroa*
Apashaa aaraa tanda, ima alii micunaauna apashaa aaraa* Ï uviaahingapa 
vino apashaa aaraa* Miaunata aarashpa, vinota uviaahishpa lagartota 
suahuahiraa. Lagartota sujahuahishpaaa ha maaharish suahuaugpi shug 
aaspihuan lomopi huagtaraa* Chaipi lagartoaa atishpa yaauman yaiouroa*
Lagartoaa shugaunami aanga nishpa autin tuparoa* Pandaohishpa autin 
shugta lay a ahuranahuan tuaushpa riraa oonegoaa autin tupangapa,
Cutin tupashpaaa: - Ai, aompadra, ai, tio, huaaaa aaipi rigsiringapa 
shamuni, huaa aaiaitohuan pasaauni, aaita mioushun aaitlapi - niroa* 
Chashnallata nigpica lagartoaa mana areiroaahu* Nin: Mana aanaunaoa
mana huaa familiaahu oanguiahi. Sarunaa shug runs shamuraa ahashnallata, 
aan shinallata rigsirishpa tuoui laya hûaaman aararaa* Nuoataoa huaa 
suahuaugpi garrotehuan huagtaraa* Paro mana huahuahiraaahu* Nuoata 
siahu siqui patapi huagtashaa oashpaaa huahuahinmanmi aaraa* Paro mana 
siqui patapi huagtaraa, lomopi huagtaraa* Chai mana huahuraani*
Cunanaa aanllataaa mana niniahu - niroa*
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Thinking that he would find other lizards, the rabbit met up with the 
same lizard again. This time he deceived him by dressing in different
IChaipiaa ni^aa: - Mana, huaaaa mana ahai layaohu oani* Mana ahai 
tayaahu aani: aaiaa yapitla, miauiHa, uviaitla niroa %
Chaipi aritg nishpa lagartoaa gapiraa, uviaraa, miauraa* Miaushoa 
quHpaaa aliashnallata maaharigpi suehuraa, Suehuaugpi garroteta 
japishpa siqui patapi huagtashpa lagartota huahuahiraa, quiruta 
ahurumuraa, Quiruta ahuru,shpaaa ha apashpa riraa ahai ishaai cosas- 
huan,
Taita Diosman riauahiraa: - Tuoui can mahashaata amunimi aunanaa*
Cunanaa aaita ruhuai, huaa caita apamunimi, huaataoa aunanaa huihaahina’’ 
tami aharingui.
Entonces taita Diosaa: - Ari, apamui, aunanaa aanaa huihagringuimi, I
pero mana tuauiahu*
Rinrimanta japishpa huaraushaa nin* Huaraushpa rinri solota huihaahishaa^- Canoa malariado huaata ohashna ningui, aanaa ringui mai jutaupi
ahushag quHhuata mioushpa^ mai maiaunapi aausangui, aantaaa atugouna 1|
imapish japish miauahun* Chashna nishpa rinri solota huihaahishaa 
aharish aaoharaa*
HqW the rabbit got long ears . |
One day, it is said, the rabbit met God, Upon meeting him, the rabbit j
said to Godj "Hey, God, why did you make me sinall? If you had made me ,j
big I would have been a very wise man, I might have been a priest, I /j
might have been a king, a president, I might have been all sorts of j
things. " .1
After that, he said; "Now make me grow; I want to' become a priest in 
order to serve you."
Hearing that, God spoke: "Go and bring me these things, and I will i
make you bigger." j
"So what shall X bring?" said the other.
And God replied; "Go and bring a lizard's tooth and the horn of a wild !
bull. When you bring me those things I will make you bigger," ■
After that the rabbit set off to look for a bull's horn. He went up |
into the hills until he came to where a wild bull stood, "I have found
some gold here in this rock. I don't have the strength, but you, bull,
are strong. There is some gold underneath this rock. By flinging it ;
to one side, let's take the gold from under it, between the two of us." i
The bull believed him. He agreed, saying; "I shall run at the rock ';
from a distance, butt it with my head and fling it aside."
But the plan failed, and one of his horns came loose in the attempt.
When the bull's horn came loose, the rabbit grabbed hold of it and ran I
off.
After that the rabbit went to the coast, to the shores of the great sea.
There he met a lizard. Upon meeting the lizard, he said; "Oh, aompadre, 
oh, uncle, we are relatives, let's get to know one another, I have 
come here with a few little things; have some of this food and drink."
He had brought bread and all kinds of good foods with him , And to ' j
drink,'he had brought wine. By giving the lizard food and making him 
drink the wine, he soon caused him to fall into a drunken sleep. Then, 
while he was sleeping, the rabbit hit him on the back with a stick.
But the lizard overcame the blow and escaped into the water.
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clothing. He addressed the lizard; "Oh, aompadrej oh, uncle, I have 
come here to make your acquaintance, I am passing by with these 
little morsels of food. Let's eat this right here,"
When the rabbit spoke in this way, the lizard didn't believe him. He 
said; "You people aren't my relatives. A few days back a man came by 
just like that. Just like you he wanted to befriend me, he gave me all 
kinds of food and drink. When I was asleep he hit me with a stick.
But he didn't kill me. If he had hit me on the flat of my tail he 
would have killed me. But he didn't hit me there, he struck me on the 
back. So I didn't die. Now I want nothing to do with you,"
"No," said the rabbit, "I'm not that sort. I'm not that kind. Just 
take this and eat, just drink this,"
Whereupon the lizard gave in, took the food, ate and drank his fill. 
After eating, he became drunk in just the same way and fell asleep.
While he was sleeping, the rabbit grasped a stick, hit him a blow on 
the flat of his tail, killed the lizard, and extracted one of his 
teeth.
After pulling out one of the lizard's teeth, he carried the two things 
back and showed them to God; "Now I have brought everything you asked 
for, I am bringing you these things, now you must make me grow bigger," 
So God said; "Yes, bring them here. Now you are going to grow, but not 
all of you,"And taking him by the ears, he held him aloft. Holding him up, the ears 
alone grew longer. God spoke; "You are an ill-mannered creature for 
complaining to me in that way. You will go now and live as best you 
can, in holes in the ground and eating only dry grass. May the fox 
and other animals catch you and eat you,"
So saying, God sent the rabbit on his way with only his ears grown 
longer!
Informant; GGG, 17th May, 1976
some as for Tale 46, plus;
L420 Overweaning ambition punished 
Q338 Immoderate request punished
HlOlO Impossible tasks
H1371 Impossible quests
Q512 Punishment; performing impossible task 
KlOO Deceptive bargains
K1810 Deception by disguise
K2010 Hypocrite pretends friendship but attacks
Tale 48; El oonejo y taita Diosito
Es que ha dioho el taita Diosito al oonejo que vaya a reooger entonces 
todo los neoesarios remedies, para que oreoes un poao mds* Que vaya 
a reooger ni sê quâ, manteoas ese, que vaya a ooger el Idgrima de 
donoella* Entonces estd saliendo y ha estado exprimiendo vaoa, dice, 
las donoellas* Entonces estd saliendo dioe por ahi* For ouesta de 
vaqueria. Diz que ha dioho: - Oye, oye - diz que ha dioho oye,
doneella, vos aqui estds tranquilo. Taita mama ya han ido matando los
ladrones ” diz que ha dioho oye, deja de exprimir la vaoa*
En seguidita la doneella pone a llorar* Diz que ha dioho: ~ No llores, 
ha de en halde oaer Idgrima en el suelo, espere para ooger*
Entonces ha oogido pues Idgrima, entonces, de donoella, oonejo* Con 
eso ha ido ya donde taita Dios, todito reoogiendo, todo los neoesarios*
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Ea dioho ahora si, falta el flor de viento* No sê quê séria flor de 
viento dioe* Entonoes no ha podido oonseguir, dônde* Enoûntrado dioe 
oon et raposo* Es que ha dioho, preguntado: - Oye, tio, - diz que ha
dioho VOS ha de saber ônde es que ha dioho, a mi s6to quieres oomer
no mds* Pero oomiendo a mi,lquS has de ttenar ta barriga? Si oomes 
at horrego enterota no llenas barriga auando a m^ un booado he de 
haoer," es que ha dioho - por si aoaso, tio, vengo a preguntar, vos 
has de saber, el flor de viento,iquê es?
Entonoes ahi el raposo es que ha dioho nada: - Anda tû a una peha
grande* Ahi ha de haber unas flores blanoas; êsas andas llevondo -
diz que ha dioho*
- S i  - dioiendo, es que ha ido llevondo, ha sido en peha grande, diz 
que ha rodado el oonejo, Pero sin embargo vuelta no ha sido ese flor* 
El otro tonto también ha mandado engahando* Como engaha el otro,asi 
mismo.
The rabbit and God
Well, God told the rabbit to go and fetch all the necessary medecines 
to make him grow bigger. He told him to go and fetch a maiden's tears, 
So off he went along the slope leading to a dairy where there were 
some girls milking the cows. "Hey," he called, "your parents have 
killed those rascals (the girls' suitors?), stop milking tlie cows."
At once the. girls began to weep, "Don't cry," said the rabbit, "your 
tears are falling on the floor for nothing, let me catch them."
So he gathered the maiden's tears and brought them to God.
God then said he needed some 'flower of the wind', and the rabbit 
couldn't find this anywhere. Then he met the fox and said: "Hey,
uncle, you must know where this thing is, but you only want to eat me.
How will you fill your belly eating me? If eating a whole sheep you 
aren't satisfied, I would be only a mouthful. By the way, uncle, do 
you know what a 'flower of the wind' is?"
Then the fox said: "Go to that high cliff, there there will be some
white flowers; take those."So the rabbit went to the high cliff and there he fell and rolled 
down the precipice. And it hadn't even been that flower. So the fox 
too had tricked the rabbit, just as the latter was always tricking 
the fox.
MB when asked whether there were other things the rabbit was told to 
collect, the informant added piqui hutou/hrain of a flea, and pilis 
huira/fat of a tick, to the list
Informant; EDO, 29th October, 1976
some as for Tale 47, no additions
Tale 49 ; Conejo Jesushuan apuesto
Jesushuan oonejohuan tupashoa nin* Tupashpaaa nina nim Bueno, aan 
juin vivo oangui - nina nin -, huoapish ohashnallatami oani* Can 
tuQuita yaohangui, huoapish tuouita yaohanimi* Cunan shug apuestota 
ruhuashun - nina nin*
Apuestota ruhuashun nishpaoa entonoes bueno, iima apuestota? Entonoes 
ounan: - Rioushun pimi manohaohinohi - nina nin -, oanohu huoata 
manohaohingui, huoaohu oanta manohaohini*
Chaipi nina nin - Bueno - nin Jesusoa*
Entonoes: - lima horasta manohaohinaoushun?— nin*
Bueno entonoes shug punzha oitado ha manohaohingapa*
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Entonoes pcnÇoa tandana nin aahoa musgota* Aohoa musgota tandashpa 
libre quiltparina nin musgohuan* Tuoui musgohuan taparishpaoa entonoes 
shug punzha ha Jesus pasaougpioa: ^pizhig pizhig pizhig^ nishpa oallpana 
nin Jesuspa ohanga uouta pasarina nin* Nina nin Jesusoa: Chaioa
huoa mana manohariniohu* Cunan oanta manohaohishUohu — nina nin-, 
oanoa ha manohaohingui, hueno ounàn oanta manohaohina oani*
Entonoes paioa: - Buenof'ounan nuoata manohaohi*
Entonoes nigpioa nina nin: - Bueno*
Cungailla trueno shamuna nin, ^tararan^ juin ^tararan** Chaipi paita 
singuohishoa nirmi, aohoata singush rishoa nin* Entonoes ohashna ohai 
aohoata oorrish ha rishpaoa nina nin: - lima graoiasta ruhuanguiari 
ninahuanoa? Nuoaoa mana ninahuan manohaohiroaniohu* lima graoiastari 
oanoa? Mana ohashnaoa graoiasohu - nishoa nin, Chaillami*
The rabbit has a bet with Jesus
Jesus and the rabbit met one day and on meeting, the rabbit said;
"Well, you're very clever, and so am I. You know everything, and so 
do I. So let's have a bet,"
So he suggested having a bet; what was it? "Let's see which of us can
frighten the other," he said, "can you frighten me, or can I be the one.
to frighten you?"
"Very well," said Jesus,
"When shall we frighten each other, then?"
And so they fixed a day for the frightening.
So then the rabbit gathered a lot of moss and completely covered 
himself with it. Having completely covered himself with moss, when 
Jesus passed by he made a frightening noise and ran between Jesus's 
legs. Said Jesus: "That doesn't frighten me. Now I shall frighten 
you. You have had your turn, now it is up to me to frighten you."
"Very well," said the rabbit, "you frighten me,"
When he agreed, so Jesus surreptitiously caused a clap of thunder to 
echo loudly and the rabbit to roll down a hill in fright. As he ran 
off, the rabbit called: "Wliat kind of joke is that, frightening me 
with fire? I'm not frightened by fire. That's no joke!"
That's all.
Informant; GGG, 5th November, 1976 
no additions
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f commentary
1.0 Introduction
These have been placed in a sub-group apar^, due to the explan-
' »
atory, quasi-mythological genre to which they appear to belong. In 
this capacity they suggest a wider tradition into which the fox and 
rabbit cycle may be seen to fit, and provide a link between the tricks 
ster and the explanatory tales. As I stated in the introductory 
remarks in Chapter 2, the commentary is confined to comparative analysis, 
and also to showing the place these tales hold in the context of Canar 
narrative tradition. It is considered that a structural analysis would 
contribute little new to our understanding of that, so it is not under- 
taken for these or for the tales in sub-section (iii), which are mainly 
unaltered borrowings.
2.0 Tale 46
This tale in particular suggests an aetiological context for the 
whole, of the fox and rabbit cycle; it begins with the idea that the 
fox was originally cursed for stealing a lamb belonging to the Infant 
Jesus, follows the fox and rabbit through a series of trickster-type 
episodes in the style of Tales 38-45 (although much of the content of 
these is new, the pattern is the same), and ends with the rabbit 
returning to the Virgen to announce complacently that he has punished 
the fox for his crime. The Virgen, however, is displeased at the 
rabbit's presumption and he too is punished. The curse of the fox links 
the tale with the Section B tales; as we saw in Tale 33, the fox is 
only one of a number of animals who are cursed for causing the virgen's 
displeasure at the time of the birth of Jesus, The explanatory ending 
whereby we learn 'how the rabbit got long ears' is found as a narrative 
in its own right; Tale. 47 is an independent variant on the. theme.
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It appears then that this text incorporates elements of three 
areas of narrative tradition which are more usually kept separate; 
the Christ Child cycle; the fox and rabbit cycle; the 'rabbit's ears' 
fable. Its particular value is as a further illustration of the mech­
anisms of oral narrative composition whereby associations suggested by 
the structure, or in this case content, of the narrative should bring 
about intermingling between different branches of tradition. One 
branch tells us of the Virgen's curse of the fox, another of traditional 
enmity between fox and rabbit, another of a primordial curse on the 
rabbit. What more natural a step then, than for a tale to evolve 
which seeks to establish a logical link between the three? The present 
text appears to do this. In addition, it should be added, it gives us 
further insight into the sadistic sense of humour with which the rabbit's 
treatment of the fox is popularly described,
3.0 Tales 47 and 48
A variant of Tale 47 was provided, but is not presented here as it 
contributes nothing substantially new to GGG's version, EDC's account 
(Tale 481 is included as it provides additional details of the objects 
'taita Diosito* is thought to have asked the rabbit to fetch. Also it 
offers an interesting interlude, counterpart to the usual pattern, in 
which the fox succeeds for once in deceiving the rabbit into Inflicting 
pain on himself. The incident is so out of the ordinary that the infor­
mant himself remarks upon it,
4.0 Tale 49
This contributes further to the popular traditions.regarding the 
cheeky character of the rabbit, who in mythological times, we are. told, 
even had the presumption to challenge Jesus, the culture hero figure, 
to a bet.
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Section C s^b-section (cl; Didactic fables
Texts
Tale 50; UouahaQuna
Entonoes uouoha tiyana nin: shugoa ohayug, shugoa pobre* Entonoes 
pobre uouoJiaoa uroumanta ÿ  ohai uouohaoa uou est0îoiamanta* Entonoes 
ohai pobre uouohaoa de repente tupanaoun ohayug.uouohahuan* .Nin:
- Hombre, canoa lima ruhuash purioungui oaipita?
Entonoes, ima shuti: - Mana mioushoa ohashna sansa sansa purioungui*
Jaou nuoa huasiman* Nuoa huasipioa tiyanmi aioha, tiyanmi queso, 
tiyanmi tuoui jamones, tuouimi tiyan* Jaou mioushpa outinguitlami* ^
Pusharin*
Entonoes pusharishpaoa imata pasan*,,entonoes fia nin, punguta pasarin 
ohai: - Caipi yaioushpa miouiVla imatami can gushtangui*
Jamdn mai tiyarina nin* Entonoes jamSn huaroushoa oaoushpa uouoha -i
shomurmari* Pai outin jamonpi huarourishpa oaougpi oriadaoa mishi 
maroashoa yaiounlla* Mishi maroashoa yaioushpaoa entonoes, limtuoun? 
sustohuanoa nin manara ni atli mattishpa entonoes urman atirin shinapieh 
mi%kiïïiqntaoa*
Tupana nin entonoes ha oai shug ohayug uouohaoa: - ilmata pasan?
- Mana ima hombre, ima mana ima pasaniohu* Cashna aunque pobremi 
oausani nuoaoa mana huoaoa ohariniohu oan shinaoa, pero huoaoa uroupioa 
aunque huahuar muritohuan,tranquilomi pasani huoaoa, mana oashna sus to 
ohariniohu* Casimi mishi avansan. Rinillami huoa llagtaman* •'
Cutirin paipa llagtaman* Entonoes ohaipioa ha,, oai shugoa outirin, 
pobre uouohaoa urouman, ohayug saquirin uoupi. Niroa: ~ Nuoa masmi 
tranquilo oausani uroupi huahuar muruhuan pero menos oashna sus to 
oharini*
Riroa paipa llagtapi oausangapa*
The town mouse and the country mouse
There were once a rich mouse and a poor mouse. The poor mouse was 
from the hills, and the rich mouse from a haoienda* One day the poor 
mouse met the rich mouse along the way. The latter said; "Why friend, 
what are you doing in these parts? You look quite faint for want of 
food. Let's go to my house where there is meat, cheese, ham, all 
kinds of food. Come along, then you can go home with a full belly,"
So he took him with him.
They went in through a door and the rich mouse daid; "Go through here 
and ust eat whatever takes your fancy,"
There were lots of hams suspended from the ceiling, and the mouse made 
for them. As he was hanging onto one of the. hams, the maid came into 
the room with a cat in her arms. Then what do you think happened?
In a great fright, without having really tried a good mouthful of the ^
ham, the mouse fell down and escaped from the cat. ^
When he met the rich mouse again, the latter asked; "What's the matter?" 
"Nothing, friend, nothing. But although I don't have lots to eat like 
you, although I only live on wild mountain berries, I live peacefully, 
without threat. The cat almost caught me. I'm going back to my own 
home,"And he returned to the hills, while the rich mouse stayed in the 
haoienda* The poor mouse said; "I may only live on wild berries, but
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I live peacefully,"
And he went back to his own home to live.
Informant; MJA, 13th. April, 1976
cf. A-T112; The town mouse and the country mouse. Latter prefers 
poverty with safety (J211.1)
Tale 51 : UouohaQUnapa oongreso
Uouahapura na oongreso ruhuashpaaa nin* - Oi, oanoa ashun ftugpa 
huihaimi oangui, Imata tuounohi mishioa nuoanohitaoa juin maltratan, 
juin perseguin, huanuohish o^atin y mioush o^atin, Entonoes shinaoa, 
limata ruhuaipi oanohi? - nishpa nin oongreso ruhuanouna*
Chaipi entonoes ohai ruou uouohaoa nishoa nin: - Mana, entonoes 
mishipa oungapi oasoabetta huarouohishun, Casoabel nishoata* Chai 
^ohililin* nish shamugpioa sentishurmi Huoanohipish, Chaimanta 
nuoanohi uyarigpi mana riounohu.
Cunanoa outin mishimanoa imata paiounaoa ohuraohinga ima oasoabet ni 
imata, Mishioa imata saquinga ohuraohiohunoa oungapi. Entonoes 
shinashpami entonoes na oongreso tuourina nin.
The mice's meeting
The mice held a meeting together and addressed the oldest among them;
"You are the oldest of us all. What will become of us, the cat ill- 
treats us, it chases us, kills us and eats us. What can we do?" they 
asked at the meeting.
So the old mouse said; "Let's hang a bell around the cat's neck. When
it tinkles we shall hear him coming. And when we hear it, we shall be
able to escape without him seeing us."
But then they couldn't get the bell around the cat's neck at all. As
if the cat was going to let anything be placed'around his throat! And 
so the meeting came to an end.
Informant; MJA, 13th April, 1976
cf, A-TllO; Belling the cat. The mice buy a bell for the cat but 
no-one dares tie it on her (J671.1)
Tale 52; Sotitariondi ohuourittundi
Caipi outin shug oaohu, Shug ohuourilluhuan shug solitariohuan 
tupanaouroaouna, Chaimantaoa niroa, ohuouriltuoa niroa: - Oi, 
solitario, oanoa ima shinata jahua paohapi votash pundingui? — niroa% 
Chaimantaoa: - Alaja yurag ohupita oangui oanoa, alajitota riouringui 
oielopioa - niroa,
Envidioso juin oaroa ohai ohuourillu, j
Chaimantaoa solitariooa niroa: - Bueno yaohaohisha - niroa ha, :|
Entonoes: - Bueno - niroa oai shugpish, 'j
Chaimantaoa niroa: - Nuoa ohupapi amuilla - niroa -, huoa ha juin j
altota volashpaoa tapushami - niroa, |
Chaimi: - Chuourillu volaounguiohu? - nishpa tapuroa, Chaimantaoa |
pero niroa: - Hn, ningui -  niroa, , ' J
Ashtan ashtan ha altota volashpaoa outin tapuroa: - Chuourillito, |
volaounguiohu? - nin, |
Chaipioa oai shug sonsooa *ja* niroa, shimita pasoaroa, Chaimantaoa (j
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shimita pasçashpaoa ohupamanta oaohagriroa* Chaimantaoa oavu ha 
huahushoa, pambamanoa urmcœoa* - Na imata yaohadungui, imata votanata 
yaohaoungui, ima*
Ashtan huahuipi tarivivoa* Chaimi shug oaohito oaroa Huoahuan*
The solitary bird and the weasel
Here’s another funny tale. One day the weasel met the solitary. Said 
the weasel; "Hey, solitary, how do you manage to fly through the sky 
like that? You look so pretty with your white tail flashing as you 
fly."
Replied the solitary; "It's easy to learn how to fly through the sky," 
The weasel was very envious of the bird's talent. So the solitary said; 
"Very well. I'll teach you,"
And the weasel agreed, "Just hold on to my tail in your teeth and when
I am flying very high I shall ask you a question. You must be sure to
only answer 'hn',"
So up they flew and when they were high the solitary asked; "Are you 
flying, weasel?"
"Hn," replied the other cautiously.
Higher and higher they went until again the solitary asked: "Are you 
flying, little weasel?"
But now the stupid weasel opened his mouth and said; "Ha."
When he opened his mouth like that, he released the solitary's tail
and fell far below to his death. You foolish weasel, as if you could 
ever learn to fly, you just met your death instead. That was another 
tale from me.
Informant: PD, 4th August, 1975
cf, A-T225; The crane teaches the fox to fly. Lets him fall to earth 
l 420 Overweening ambition punished 
L421 Attempt to fly to heaven punished
K1041 Borrowed feathers. Dupe lets himself be carried aloft by bird 
and dropped
Tale 53 : C*ari tuoushoa sapo
Caipi outin shug oaoho* Shug sapito juin o^ari tuoudo, shug palionte 
tuoushoa sapito* Shug punzha ohai sehor sapooa shug fies toman riouroa* 
Chai fiestaman riougpioa shug ratonoito tuparoa* Niroa: - Sehor 
sapito, maimanta' rioungui?- niroa*
Chaipioa: - huoaoa fiestaman riouni - niroa pHha pHhata -, 
esoaramuzaounata rioungapami riouni* Jaou - niroa*- Ama shug tonto oaiohu, amo sapito* Esoaramuzaounaoa sarungami - 
niroa*
Chaimanta paioa juin o^ari tuoudo: - ^uoami sarusha ashtan esoaramuza- 
cunata - niroa*
Chaimantaoa riroa ha.
Fiesta pambapi ha paioa ishoai maquita oaderas ohurashpaoa valienteta 
shayaouroa* Chaimantaoashi fiWn de esoaramuzas shamushpaoa sapotaoa 
tropetlariroa juin, Chaimanta ashtan mana huahushodtla* Chaimanta 
ha ratonoito ouriosooa rishpaoa niroa: - Ya ves sehor sapito, manohu 
niroani? Chaioa riqui huoa nishoaoa Hugshin - niroa,
Chaimantaoa outin shayarishpa niroa: - Cunan oai vez shamugpioa huoami 
sarusha - niroa ohai sapitooa*
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Cutin esoarcwmzaauna shamushpaoa de una vez hestia herrajepi maitaoha 
apariroaouna sapotaoa nin* Huellas mana riouriroa ohai fiesta pambapi.* 
Chaimi shug sapito vatiente tuoushpa, shug sapito o*ari tuoushpa 
muerteta tarivoa* Chaimi ohai oaohito, ohailtapi tuourin*
The vain frog
Here's another funny story. There was once a very bold frog. One day 
this bold Mr,Prog was on his way to a fiesta* On the way he met a 
mouse who said to him; "Good-day, Mr,Frog, where are you going?"
"I'm off to the f i e s t a replied he, crossly, "I want''to see those 
horses perform in the esoaramuza* come along too,"
"Don't be stupid, Mr, Frog, The horses will trample you underfoot."
But the frog went ahead.
Arriving on the fiesta field, he stood there bravely his hands on his 
hips. Then along came a parade of performing horses and bowled him 
over, almost killing him but not quite. At that moment the inquisitive 
mouse came by: "You see now, Mr, ,Prog, didn't I tell you? That's just 
what I said would happen,"
But the frog stood his ground saying; "Wlien they come by again it will 
be 2  who will trample them,"
Again the horse parade came by and this time quite carried the frog 
away in their hooves. Not a trace was left of him on the fiesta plain. 
That's how the vain frog found his death. That's the end of the tale.
Informant: PD, 4th August, 1976
J652 Inattention to warnings
J652.1 Frog persists in living in puddle on road. Disregards advice 
of another frog and is run over 
Q331.2 Vanity punished
Tale 54; Euanohaoahuan zavzahuan
Shug huanohaoa envidiata ohariroa zavzahuan* Zarzata tapuroa: - lima 
shinata oanoa yurag jeangui? - nishpa*
Zarzaoa niroami: - huoaoa rasu quiltpag ratomi siriringapa riroani* 
Chashnashpami yurag oani* Cmnpish ohashna vuhuai*
Avita nishpa rivoami huanohaoaoa ohai vasupi siriringapa* Chaimantaoa 
oaspiyashpa huanuoushpa niroami: - Yuragyaounimi yuragyaounimil- nishpa 
huanuroa,
Chaimanta ohaipi tuouriroa, ohai rasupi*
The opossum and the heron
There was once an opossum who was jealous of the heron, "How is it 
that you are white?" he asked.
"When there was snow on the ground, I went to lie in it, That's how 
I am white. You do it too."
Accordingly the opossum went and lay in the snow. Then as he grew 
stiffer and stiffer with cold he called out; "I'm turning White! I'm 
turning white!" and so saying, he died.
That's how he ended, in that snow.
Informant: AB, 4th August, 1976
Q302 Envy punished
KlOOO Deception into self—injury
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Commentary
1.0 Introduction
These five texts comprise a miscellany of animal fables of a type 
much less commonly told than the fox and rabbit tales, each with a more 
or less overt didactic message. Some are immediately recognizable as 
indebted to Indo-European tradition, particularly Aesopic sources, 
others have become rather more integrated into Andean tradition. As 
commentary on them is brief, I have chosen simply to make a few remarks 
about them as a group, rather than look at each text separately
2.0 Tales 50-54
Tale 50 is familiar to a European as the tale of the 'Town mouse 
and the country mouse' (A-T112), and the message it carries in Caftar 
seems to differ little from that, I found no variants, however a 
version from S, Peru collected by Leslie Hoggarth. contains an interesting 
indian 'twist' in its ending: the poor country mouse is caught and eaten 
by the city cat. Tale 51 is an unchanged version of A-TllO, of which 
I found no variants. Tale 52 is to be found in variant forms quite 
widely in the Andes, and appears to be the most 'native'of the group ; 
Morote Best has made an extensive study of similar tales in which the 
vain fox achieves the same fate as the weasel in the present text (1958bK 
Tale 53 is of interest for the local reference it contains to fiesta 
customs: La Capilla, where the informant comes from celebrates San 
Pedro each year on 29th June with ceremonial dances on horseback known 
as e^soaramuzas \ Tale 54 is of a familiar Aesopic type, but also one 
tliat is quite widespread in the Andes; comparison may be made with 
LS/iM/7; "Garzahuan anguhuan’', jc/iM/28; ''Anga shuj garzahuan"f and 
also with Tale 40 of group (i 1;, in which the fox expresses desire for 
a white tail, A Peruvian version is to be found in Morote Best entitled 
"La apuesta para resistir el frio" (op,cit.).
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‘î CHAPTER 6 '
Section D: Humorous Tales 
Texts
Sub-section (a); Bawdy priest tales 
Tale 55; Taita ourita Benitomanta
Shug taita ourita oharina nin shug ohyashoatai Allpaigioharina nin ohai 
o'uyashoapa tadopi, Chai o*uyashoaoa ousayu oana nin* Chai altpaoa 
nin ohai o^uyashoapa ladottapi quHhua, ohaipi tiyana nin taita ouritccpa 
vaoa* Chai vaoaoa shuti oana nin Caohuda* Chai Caohuda shuti vaoa ohai 
quHhuapi oada punzha pasaoashoa nin tuta y punzha* Peonouna rishoa 
musashpa outin yaouohishpa ohaillapioa huatashpa outin oashpa* Taita 
Quritaoa mana rig oashoa* Bueno, taita oura rishpa ohai o^uyashoapaman 
rishpa, vaoœta ohapash outin shamug oashoa*
Pero ohai o'uyashoa huqrmioa juin huagoha oana nin* Chaimanta nina nin 
ousa shamugpi: - Taita ouritapa vaoa juin huira* Chai aidhata mioush 
oausanohimanohari ashtaoa, oausaita japinohimanohari — nishoa nin*
Cusa nina nip.: - Huarmi, ounan tuta rioushun Ituohushun*
Entonoes rinouna nin apamungapa potreromanta vaoaoa* Uoiman yaiouohishpa 
vaoata Vlushtinouna nin, taita ourapa vaoata*
Chai vaoa llushtigounaoa oharina nin shug uohitla huambta, o*ari 
huambrata. Entonoes oayandi, imaohandi, ishoai quimsa punzha pasashoa 
quHpa ohai huambraoa nanman ttugshishoa altpahuan Hampi pugtlangapa* 
Nampi atlpahuan pugltaoushpa oaioa oantai oaVlarina nin* Taita ourapa 
vaoata tlushtishoata rioushpa nina nin: - La vaoa Caohuda del Padre 
Benito, pets mi taita en ouarto ohiquito, petS mi taita en ouarto 
ohiquito- nina nin*
Chaimanta taita oura shug tarde pasaoushpa ohashna oantaougta uyashoa, 
huambra oantaougta* Chaimanta huambrata pushashpa riroa, oonventoman 
alii ohuranata ohuraohishpa, alliounata oarashpa* Chaimanta nirmi shug 
misapi na rimai oallarin nin: - Tuoui huahuaouna ima nishoaoa verdadmi, 
mana llullaohu - nishpa*
Predioai oallarishoa nin misapi. Taita ouraoa pensashoa vaoata entonoes 
tarinata y presonata ohai llushtigounata oobrangapa*
Pero huambraoa misaman aparishpa niohun nigpioa mana uyashoa* Nishoa 
nin: - Padre Benitooa nuoa mamapaman rinllami*
Chai outin niohun nigpi mana nisha nishpa ohashnallata: - Padre Benitooa, 
huoa mamapaman rinllami*
Chashna ohai verdadtapi verdadta nin huahuaounaoa verdadtami nin 
nishoaoa, mana paipa favor llugshiroa sino genteounapa taita ourapa 
oontra llugshiroa*
Father Benito
There was a priest who had a mistress. And he had a plot of land 
beside his lover's house. His mistress was married. Grass grew on 
the land just beside his mistress's house, so the priest's cow was 
put there to graze. The cow's name was Cachuda. Caohuda the cow 
would spend day and night in that pasture. The farmhands would go 
there to care for the cow, moving its stake from plot to plot and
. .à
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giving it water. The priest didn’t go there. Well, the priest would 
go to his mistress's house as if he had come to look, after the cow.
However his woman was very poor. When her husband came home, she said 
to him: "The priest's cow is very fat. If we were to eat that meat we 
would really be able to live a little, we'd really be able to get a 
living."
And her husband replied; "Wife, tonight let's see if I can skin the 
beast. So they went to bring the cow from the meadow. They led it in 
and skinned it, the priest's cow.
Now that couple who had skinned the cow had a son. About a fortnight 
later, the boy went out one day along the road to play with sticks and 
stones. As he was playing with the sticks and stones in thë road, he 
began to sing. He had seen the priest's cow skinned, so he sang these 
words: "My father skinned the cow, Father Benito»'s cow, skinned it in 
the backshop. Father Benito's cow,"
Now one afternoon the priest was passing by and heard the youngster 
singing this song. So he took the boy with him to the convent, dresse# 
him in fine clothes and gave him lots of good things. Then he started 
to preach in the Mass saying: "Everything that children say is the 
truth; children do no lie," he said.
He began preaching this in the Mass, For the priest was hoping to find 
the cow and take prisoner the people who had flayed it, in order to 
fine them.
He took the boy to the Mass to speak out the truth, by the boy didn't 
heed his instructions. Instead he declared: "Father Benito goes to my 
mother's house."
And so his sermon declaring that all children always speak the truth 
didn't come out in his favour. Instead, the people turned against the 
priest.
Informant; GGG, 20th May, 1976
cf. A-T1735A: Bribed boy sings the wrong song. The sexton steals the 
priest's cow. The next day the sexton's son sings 'My father stole the 
priest's cow'. The priest pays the boy to sing in church. But the 
sexton teaches the boy a new song 'The priest has lain with my mother', 
and this is sung in church, (see also Tale 56)
X410 Jokes on parsons 
V465.1 Incontinence of clergy 
K1271 Amorous intrigue observed and exposed
K435 Child's song incriminates thief
K1631 The bribed boy sings the wrong song
Tale 56; Taita QiArita MgvianoQa
Taita ourita Marianooa oharina nin shug vaquitata* Vaquitata shuhuagrin* 
Shuhuashoa nina nin:- Pi yaohashpa, pi notioia huittaohun vaoa shuhua-^ 
shoataoa nuoaoa fuerzata ousha pagashami*
Cai huambra sonso shug punzha oapulista p Htishpa miououna nin, yuraman 
huiohaioushpa oantashoa nin: - Taita ourita Marianopa vaoata taita 
shuhuamuroami* Cunanoa taita ourita yaohashpaoa limataoha ninga?
Taita ourita Marianooa nish oantaouna nin capuHs yurapi*
1
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Curitaoa aonfeaionman riroa ahayash uyan* Uyaouahpaoa entonoes 
uraiouohin: - Oi huahuita, limata oantaoungui?- Caitami oantaouni: - *Taita ourita Marionopa vaquitata taita 
shuhuamuroa* Cunanoa taita ourita Mariano yadhash limataoha ninga?^- Cantaij higq, oantai* Caioa piohoa suore* Ri mamapaman apashpa*
Cayaoa shinaVlata oantangui* '
Huambritooa volashpa riroa. Capulis miounata shitash giohushpa 
oantarashoa: - Mamita, nuoa oashna oantaouroanimi* Capulista mioush 
mioushpa taita ouritami oana ninmi* Entonoes ohaimi regalash oaohan*
- IImata oantaouroangui?- Mana ima - nin -, oashnami oantaouroani huoa: Haita ourita Marianopa 
vaquitata taita shuhuamuroa, taita ourita yaohashpa limataohari ninga?^ 
nishpa oantaouroani.
Entonoes mamaoa sustuyarina nin: - ilmatata ningapa shamungui?
- Caya oantaohun nin misapi* Mamitaoa shamuohun ninmi* Entonoes 
ounanoa rinatami oharingui,
Mamaoa yuyarin entonoes imallata ruhuashpa oaran aguan mudaohin tuoui:
- Mana, mana higo. Ama ounanoa oaita oantanguiohu oashnaoa* Ima shina 
oantangui, oashnaoa oantangui oai modo: oashna ningui: *Taita ourita 
Mariano mamitahuan shamush sueharoa, Taitito yaohashpaoalimataoha 
ninga? ^ oashna oantanguitla*
Taita ouritaoa oushiHa tupana nin huahuataoa aisashpa maquimanta:
- Contai higo, oantai. Ima shinami oaina oantaroangui, Shinami oaipi 
gente uyashpa yaohaohun. Imamantami, oanoa uohittita huahua oangui, 
pero oanoa guin umata oharishoangui.
Na oantai oallarin nin huahuaoa nina nin: - Taita ourita Mariano 
mamitahuan sueharoa* Taita yaohashpaoa limataoha ninga?
Chaita uyashpa de puro sus to taita ataque oushpa huahuna nin* de una 
vez huahuna nin. Ataqueta puro vergüenza sustoouna nin, golpe de 
oorazân. Paioa vaoata shuhuashoata yaohanata yuyan ashun outin ha 
huahuapa mamaoa shugta estudiachishpaoa! Entonoes ha ohaita oantaohishpa 
ounanoa imata mana pingai oashoanga pero!
Father Mariano
One day someone stole Father Mariano's cow, and he declared; "I will 
pay a reward to anyone who can tell me who stole my cow,"
Now one day a silly young village lad climbed up into a oapuli tree
and, as he picked and ate the fruit, he sang the following words:
"My father stole Father Mariano's cow. What would the priest say if he 
knew?"Thus he sang as he sat in the oapuli tree.
Now the priest was on his way to hear confession and he stood to listen%
Hearing the words, he made the boy come down from the tree; "Hey, 
youngster, what's that you're singing?" he asked.
The boy told him; "My father stole Father Mariano's cow. What would 
the priest say if he knew?"
"Sing, my son, sing," said the priest," here are five sucres. Take them 
home to your mother and tomorrow sing just like that,"
So the child ran home, in his haste throwing away the black cherries he 
had not eaten, and still singing, "Mother," he called, "this is how I 
was singing as I was eating cherries, and the priest gave me a present," 
"What were you singing?"
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"Nothing really, just this; 'My father stole Father Mariano's cow?
what would the priest say if he knew?' That's what I was singing,"
Then his mother grew very alarmed: "What's that you've come to tell me?'' she asked,
"Tomorrow the priest wanfs me to sing in the Mass, and he wants you to 
come along too. So you must go,"
So his mother eagerly gave her son some tasty food to persuade him to 
change the song: "No, no son. Don't sing those words. Sing this 
instead: 'Father Mariano came to sleep with my mother; what would my 
father say if he knew?' Just sing that,"
The priest was very happy when he met the child the next day, taking 
him by the hand and saying; "Sing, my son, sing just as you sang yes­
terday, so the people can learn a thing or two when they hear you. For
although you are a small child, yet you have a wise head on your
shoulders."
So the child began to sing the following: "Father Mariano slept with 
my mother; what would father say if he knew?"
Hearing that the priest dropped dead of pure shock ! He had a heart 
attack from the shock and the shame ! He had known the one song about 
the theft of his cow, but the child's mother had taught him another one.
And when the boy sang it, well, who wouldn't have been ashamed?!
Informant: MJA, 13th April, 1976
■ tas for Tale 55, no additions j
Tale 57; Taita ouritahuan ycmudorhUan
Shug taita ourita tiyana nin, juin misag oana nin* Chaimanta shug 
yanudorouna yanudoraouna yaiouna nin,. Maijenoa quitlata maijenoa 
ishoai semanata maijenoa quiZtallattita uyayashpa ttugshina nin* Manq 
unaita yanunata vatina nin taita ourita mana aohoa ouVlquita oug 
oashoamanta. Taita ouritaoa semanapi piohoa ohunga suorellata oushpa 
tuoui laya miounata oaraohun semanapi, Chashna mana aguantashpa ni pi 
mana aguantash pudinta rioushpa shug huauquindi mozoouna tiyana nin*
Shugoa shuti oana nin Shina, Chaioa nina nin' huauquita: - Oi huauqui 
nuoa rinimt ohai taita ourapa yanudor tuoungapa oullquita ganangapa*
Chaipi nina nin huauquioa: - Oi huauqui, limatata nishpa dhaitata 
pensaringui? Chaita yuyanaoa mana alliohu. Chai taita ouraoa aoaso 
aohoa oullquita ounga oanmanoa, ni pipish mana aguanta yioccndhu 
aguantasha ningui nish?
Chaimanta huauqui nina nin: - Mana huauqui, Huoa Shinami oani*
Paipa shutioa oaroa ohioan shuti pero paioa shuti riroa Shina nishpai “ Shina shutimi oani - niroa,
Entonoes riroa taita ouritapa oonventoman tapungapa siohu yanudorpi 
ohasquisha nin o mana, Taita ouritahuan tupashpa parlaroa* Taita 
ourita niroa: - Ari, Yaiouimi, yanui - niroa*
Paioa ashalla paipa oullquita oharishoa oaroa, Paipa oullquita ohari- 
shpaoa taita oura oushoa oullquita oharishpaoa, taita oura oushoa 
oullqui semanapi faltagpioa paipa oullquihuan miounata randishpa tuoui 
semanapi oarag oashoa,
Chai semanapi tuoui allita oaragpioa taita ouritaoa nishoa: - Ah, oai 
yanudormi alii oashoa, Cunanoari oaioa unai huatatami Huoahuan 
oausanga, Chashna yanushpa oausaroa ishoai quilla, quimsa quilla, na 
unaita oausaroa* Chaipi taita ourita niroa: - Cai yanudoroa nin juin
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atli yanudor oashoa* Tuouita pagtaohin nuaa oushoa oullquimanta*
Cunanoa shug fiestata ruhuasha - niroa*
Chai fiestata ruhuashpa tuoui taita ourapa fconitidouna tuouita o^aya^ 
shpa fiestata ruhuai oallariroa* Uviaroa* Taita ouritapish uviashpa 
ohai mesapi suenushpa saquirishoa* Entonoes ohai.yanudoroa taita. 
ourita suenun nishpa maroashpa riroa damapi shitangapâ* ' Camapi 
suenuohun saquiroa atli piltuohishpa sumagta suenuohun* Chashna 
sumagta suenuougpi riroa pintana tintaounata tiendapi randingapa* Chai 
pintana tintata apamushpa taita ourita suenuougpi Hahuita tuoui laya 
tintahuan pintaroa* Nahuita pintashpa ohashna suenuohun saquiroa* Paioa 
oullquita apashpa llugshiriroa, tuoui taita ourapa oharishoa oullquita 
shuhuashpa llugshishoa riroa*
Chaimantaoa taita ouritaoa gatirin* '^ ai mana sentiroa nahui pintashoa 
oanata* Jatarishpa riroa tiendaounapi tapungapa: - iManaohu ftuoa 
Shinata rieur oangui? - nishoa*
Oai shug tienda ohai shug tienda tapuroa* Shug tiendapi yaioun niroa:~ iManaohu nuoa Shinata riouroangui?
-■ Mana* Mana taita ourita oanta mana shinata rioushoaniohu - niroaouna* 
Cutin shugpi tapuroa: - IManaohu nuoa Shinata riouroangui?
Chaipi ohashnallata niroaouna: - Mana, taita ourita* Mana shinata 
oantaoa riouphoanohiohu*
Cutin ohashnallata tuoui tiendaounapi niroa: - I^ uoa Shinata imanaohu 
riouroangui?- Mana, taita ourita* Mana oan shinataoa mana rioushoanohiohu* Nunoa 
mana rioushoanohiohu - niroa*
Chaimanta paioa mana yuyaroaohu nahui pintashoamanta shina nishoata*
Paioa pensaroa: - Yanudor Shina tapugpi ohashna huillanouna*
Chashna outin huasiman outirishpa Hahuita gahuangapa rishpa espegopi 
rioushpa pai ouentapi urmaroa!
The priest and his cook
There was once a very miserly priest. The cooks whom he employed in 
his household would only stay with him a month, others two weeks, and 
others just under a month. They never stayed very long as cooks there 
because the priest didn't give them enough money for the housekeeping.
He only provided five hundred suor.es a week and he expected all kinds 
of foods to be served from this money. Well, there were two young ■ 
brothers who could see that nobody could stand working very long for 
that priest. One of these brothers was named Shina ('like this'),.
And Shina said to his brother; "Hey, brother. I'm off to become a cook 
at the priest's house to earn some money."
Whereupon the brother replied: "But, brother, what on earth put that 
idea into your head? That's a very bad idea. Perhaps you think the 
priest will give you lots of money, but nobody can stand working for 
him. And here you are thinking you will be able to."
Then his brother said; "No, no, brother, my name is Shina,"
His name was really something else, but he went along saying that his 
name was Shina: "My name is Shina, " he said.
So off he went to the priest's house to ask if he wanted to receive 
him into the convent as a cook or not. The priest replied: "Yes, coma 
on in and start cooking,"
Now the new cook happened to have a little of his own money. So as he 
had his own money and the money that the priest gave him, when the
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priest's money ran out for the week he would buy food from his own 
pocket, and in this way served up meals for the whole week. With the 
cook operating in this way, the priest said: "Ah, this cook has turned 
out to be a good one. This one will stay with me for a year to be 
sure," ,
And so he lived there two months, three months, and a year. Then the 
priest said: "This cook really is very good. He makes the money I 
give him stretch for everything. Now I'm going to throw a party," he 
said.
And so, calling all his family to the house, he began to give a party. 
He drank. And when he had drunk, he fell asleep at the table. Then 
the cook, seeing that the priest was asleep, carried him in his arms 
and put him to bed. He left him well wrapped up in the bed to sleep 
soundly. When he was fast asleep, the cook went to buy some paint in 
a shop. When he brought the paint back, às the priest was still 
sleeping, the cook painted the priest's face with paint of all diff­
erent colours. When he had painted his face, he left the priest to 
sleep and, taking all the money with him, he left the house. Stealing 
all the money the priest had given him, he left the house.
Some time later the priest got up. He didn't feel that he had paint 
on his face. When he had got up he went around the shops to ask 
whether anyone had seen his cook; "Have you seen my Shina?" (or^ ; "Have 
you ever seen me like this?") he asked.
And the people replied; "No, Father, we haven't seen you like this," 
(or; No, we haven't seen your Shina)
In another shop he asked: "Haven't you seen my Shina?"
And there they gave him the same answer: "No, Father, we haven't ever 
seen you like this."
And again he asked the same question in all the shops: "Have you not 
seen my Shina?"
And the people all took his question the other way, and said; "No, 
Father, we have never seen you like this before,"
He had been asking for Shina without realising that his face was 
covered with paint, "So this is how they reply when I ask for the 
cook Shina," he thought.
And so when he returned home, he went to wash his face, and looking in 
the mirror he realised what had happened!
Informant; GGG, 19th May, 1976
X495 Jokes on parsons - miscellaneous 
Q276 Stinginess punished
J2496 "I don't know" thought to be a person's name 
Tale 58; Taita ouritahuan huinaohishoahuan
Taita ourita shug huinaohishoata oharishoa. Chai huiHaohishoahuan 
rnaimampish ishoaita purig oashoa nin. Shug ohishi Hugshishoaouna 
ishoaita oonventomanta huinaohishoata pusharashoa. Chayashoaounami 
shug sottera huarmipa huasiman. Chai soltera huarmioa Ha utoaZtata 
rigsishoa oashoami taita ourapaoa. Chaimanta ohai soltera huarmita 
juin o^uyag oashoa. Imattaounata oug oashoa. Chai huarmipish juin 
sumag oashoa. Chashna oagpimi taita ouritapish munarishpa paihuan 
oashoa.
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Chai ehishioa huinaahishoa huambrahuan oashoamaqta mana utoa eolterapa 
uouman yaioui pudishoaohu: - Ashallata shuyasha"huambra euenungaoama -■ 
nishoami.
Camata tendishpa ohioan uoupi suenug tuoushoa* Chai huambraoa ohai 
taita oura suenuoug uoullapita ohaimi ouohutlapi siririshoa* ^a • 
huambra suenunmi nishpa atlilla jatarishpa ri oallarishoa* Chashna. 
allilla jatarish jatarioushpapish huambraoa uyashoaroami* Uyashpa 
huambraoa jatarishpa: - Taita ouraoa na shinami oonventoman outigrin — 
nishpa,
Cashna nishoa espanol shimipi: - Adiôs taita ourita todavia es noohe - 
nishoami,
Chashna nigpioa outin siririg tuoushoa,
Chai huambrapish upalla sirioun nin outinllata fiami huambraoa suenun 
nishpa allilla jatari oallarishoami nin, Chai huambraoa manallata 
suenushoaohu, uyaoushoallatami, Ëapish nishoa nin: - Adiôs taita 
ourita, IquS pasS? aûn no es hora - nishpa,
Chashna nigta uyashpa outin sueno tuoushoami, Chai hUambrapish 
manallata suenoshoaohu oaroa, Suefto tuoushpallami oashoaroa nin*
Cutinllata: - Nami huambra suenun - nishpa ohunlla allilla jatari 
oaliarishoa,
Chai huambraoa riouroallatami, Manara suenuoushoaroaohu, Napish -4
taita oura jatarish jatariougpioa niroallami: - Taita ourita, iquê 
■pasô pues? aûn no es hora - nishpa,
Runa shimipioa nisha ninmi: - Taita ourita lima tuoungui? manara 
horasohu - niroa,
Chashnami mana jatariroa ruhuashpa paoariohiroa* Tauoa outioama 
tutamantaoa jatarishpaoa taita ouritaoa robiahuan riourishpa mana ima 
shina llevaohi pudiroaohu, Huambrataoa shina pushashpa riroallami 
oonventoman outishpa,
'1Chaimantaoa yuyarishoami utoa oampanapi huagtaohun oaohasha nishpa, 4
Chashna yuyarishpaoa utoa paioa rishoa oampanaman hüiohaiouna gradapi ' 
santoounata huiohaindin ohurashpa huiohaindin santoounata ohurashpa 
outimushoa. Chai huinaohishoa huambrataoa mandashoa tuta tutapi 
oampanapi huagtagriohun. Chai huambraoa mana. manohagohu oashoa, 
tutapish rigllami oashoa, Chaimanta mana manohashpa rishoallami 
oampanangapa,
Huiohaiounapioa tuparishoami yananlla genteman rigohata, Vaioa 
maijen shuhuag imami oanga nishpa tapui oallarishoa: - iPita oanguiohi? — 
nishpa,
Mana imata rimarishpaoa huagtashpa pambaman nish shitashoa, Chaimantaoa 
niroami: - Aja, shuhuag limatata nishpa oaipioa puriounguiari?
Cutin jahua huiohaioushpa riougpi fia shug tuparishoa, Chaitapish 
shinallatami ruhuashoaroa, Huagtashpa pambaman shitashoaroa* Tapugpi 
mana rimarisha nishoamanta,
Chaita pasarishpa ashtahuan jahuaman huiohaioucugpi outin shug 
tuparishoa ohaitapish tapushoa: - iPita oangui? - nishpa*
Manallata rimarishoaohu, Chaimanta huagtashpa pambata shitashoallatami*
Shina ruhuashpa fia oampanapi huagtashoa, Taita ouraoa uyaoushoami 
oashoa mana huagtag pudigpi outigpioa llevaohingapa* Popish oompanata 'A
uyashpaoa juin muouriouroa robiahuan. Chai huambra na outimugpioa 
tapun: - IManaohu ima riourin? - nish ohai huambrata niroami,
Nishoami: - Piounaohari huiohaiouna gradapi purioushoatami nuoaoa pita 
oangui nishpa tapugpioa mana imata rimarishoaohu, Maijenllapish
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chaimanta shuhuagmi oanga nishpa dalishpami shamuni* Hmnugounami 
yuyaohin* Jaou rioushun - niroa*
Taita ourita rabiahuan mana riougrisha nig tuoushoaohu* Huambra 
suenopi pailla rishpa santo paquirishoaounata dnohuohigriroa*
i
Chaimanta unai punzhaouna pasashoa quHpa outin shugta yuyariroa; 
huanushoata ouidaohun oadHgsha niroa* Chaimantaoa riroami, saoristampa 
huasiman* Saoristanta niroa: - Huanushoa tuoushpa sirigrish oui 
iglesia uoupi* Nuoa oanman pagasha* Tutaoa ouyuringuillami manoha­
ohingapa ouidag huambrata*
Chaita uyashpa saoristanoa oushilla ari niroa huanushoa tuoungapa*
Na huanushoa ayashina ohutaraougpi ohai ohishi amsata huambrata 
oaoharoa: - Ri ohai ayata ouidagri - nishpa*
Huambraoa oushillami ari niroa* Entonoes: - Bolaounata randishpa oui 
nuoaoa ouidagrishallami - niroa*
Taita ouraoa bolata randishpa ouroami* Huambraoa oushillami riroa 
ouidangapa*
Tuoui tuta mana suenuroaohu bolaounahuan pugllashpa ohai huambraoa*
Na ohaupi tuta haras oagpi ay a ouyuriroami manohaohingapa* Huambraoa . 
mna manoharoaohu* Ashtahuampish oandelerota japishpa umapi huagtaroa 
nishpa: - Huanushoaoa huaHushoa imapata jataringuiari? - nishpa*
Cutin outirmi huagtaroa, ohaipioa outin siriri&hpa saquiriroallami* 
Chashnami paoariroa ouidarashpa outin jataringami nisfipa Ha mana 
ashtahuanoa jatariroaohu paoaringaoama*
Taita ouraoa utoami rioungapa riroa iglesiapi aya ima layami paoarin 
nishpa. Chayashpaoa huambraman tapuroa: - lima shinalla paoaringui? -' 
nishpa*
Huambraoa niroami: - Mana ima allillami paoarini, solo tuta aya 
ouyuriroa* Cuyurigpioa oandelerota japishpa ishoai outin umapi 
huagtaroani ohaipioa mana ashunoa ouyuriroaohu* Taita ouraoa 
ashtahuan manoharishpa ayata rioungapa riroa* Ayaoa manata ouyu­
riroaohu huanuohishoallatami oaroa* Chaita rioushpa mana imata ni 
pudiroaohu. Shungullapi rabiariouroa mana ima shina huinaohishoata 
maoanata valishpa.
Saoristanta pambashoa quHpami huinaohishoata maoaroa* Shug mana 
oanata tapug tuoushpa nishpa: - lima shinata mishita oayangui? - 
nishpa*
Huambraoa niroami: - Gato es senor ourita - nishpa*
Shug nigtaoa niroami ^mishi^ nishpa. Taita ouraoa niroami: - Mana 
mishi ni gato sino ^misirirtapish* - nishpa*
Chaita mana huillanata pudigpimi maoaroa*
Cutin shugta tapuroa allouta riouohishpa: - llmata oaioa? — nishpa* 
Huambraoa niroami: - Ferro es senor ourita - nishpa*
Chaipioa niroami: - No es perro - nishpa*
Shina nigpioa niroami: - Allou es senor ourîta*
Chaipioa niroami: - No es ni allou ni perro sino ^oratitatisj*
Chaita tapushpami ohai huinaohishoata huiHaohishoa huambrata maoaroa*
Chai huinaohishoaoa rabiahuan mishita japishpa kerosinata ohurashpa 
ninata japiohishpa oonventondi rupaohishpa llugshishpa mai oaruta 
riroa.
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The priest and his foster son
The priest had a foster son. He went everywhere together with his 
adopted son. One afternoon they went out from the convent together.
They arrived at the house of an unmarried woman. That young woman 
was already known to the priest from before. She was very much 
loved and he had given her many little gifts. And she was very 
beautiful. This being so, the priest desired her and had been with 
her, - li
That afternoon because he was with the adopted lad he couldn't go into 
the woman's room very early, "I shall wait a little until the young­
ster's asleep," he said, ;
Spreading out his bed he went to sleep in a separate room. The young— |
ster lay down just in the corner of the same room as the priest, i
"Now the boy's asleep," said the priest, and he got up quietly and ,
began to leave the room. Although he got up softly like that, the 
boy heard him. When he heard him getting up he said; "The priest is }
going back to the convent already,"
Or in Spanish; '^ AdiSs taita ourita todavia es n o o h e , 
And when the boy said that the priest lay down again.
The lad was lying quietly and once again the priest said; "Now the boy's 
asleep," and he began to get up slowly. But the boy just wasn't 
asleep, he was just listening. Yet again he said; "Goodbye, father 
priest. What's the matter? It isn't time yet."
Wlien he heard him say that, the priest pretended to go to sleep again.
That boy still hadn't gone to sleep. The priest was just pretending
to be asleep. Yet again the priest said to himself; "Now the boy's 
asleep," and began to get up softly and silently.
But the boy just saw him. He still hadn't gone to sleep. Yet again 
he said, as the priest was getting out of bed; "Father priest, what's 
the matter? It isn't time to get up yet."
In Quichua he said; "Taita ourita lima tuoungui? manara horasohu*"
And so the whole night passed with the boy preventing the priest from 
leaving his bed. On several occasions the priest got up angrily in 
the morning but he had no good reason for punishing the child. So he 
just went back to the convent taking the young lad with him.
After that he had the idea of sending the boy to ring the early morning 
bell. With this in mind he went early to the bell tower and set out 
some statues of saints on the stairway. Then he sent his ward in the 
middle of the night to ring the bell. The youngster wasn't afraid, 
although he went in the dark, Without any fear he just set off to go 
and ring the bell.
Reaching the staircase he met some black shapes that looked like 
people. Thinking to himself; "What thieves can these be?" he began 
to question them; "Who are you?" he asked.
When they didn't reply, he beat them and threw them to the ground.
Afterwards he said; "Aha, thief, just what do you think you are doing 
here?"
As he went on higher up the stairs he found another figure. And he 
dealt with that one in just the same way. He beat it and threw it to 
the ground, because when he questioned it it gave no reply. . ,
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When he h^d passed this figure he climbed still further up the stairs 
and met with, yet another. He asked this one also; "Who are you?"
But just as before, there came no reply. So the boy gave it a beating 
and sent to the ground in the same way. When hé had done that, he 
rang the bell. Now the priest was listening out, hoping to have an 
excuse for beating the boy when he returned without having rung the 
bell. So when he heard it ring he ground his teeth in fury. Then v
when he came back he asked the lad if he had seen anything. The 
youngster replied: "I wonder who on earth those people were on the 
staircase? When I asked them who they were, they didn't answer a 
word. So whoever they were, after that I gave them a good beating, 
thinking they must be robbers, I left them for dead. Come on, let's
go and take a look at them," he said.
But the priest was so angry that he didn't want to go and look. When . 
the boy was asleep he went alone and cleared away the broken saints.
When many days had passed by the priest had another idea; "I'll send s'i
the youngster to watch over a corpse," he said to himself.
So he set off to the sacristan's house. And he said to the sacristan;
"Go and lie down in the church as if you were dead. I'll pay you for 
it. At night just move yourself a little bit to frighten my foster 
son. "
When he heard this, the sacristan agreed quite happily to play dead.
When he was stretched out like a corpse the master sent his boy off
with these^words: "Go and keep watch over that body,"
The boy agreed cheerfully, saying; "You go and buy me some marbles to 
play with and I'll go and watch over the body."
So the priest bought the boy some marbles and, contented, the youngster 
went to keep watch.
He didn't sleep all night but just played with the marbles. Then at 
midnight the corpse began to move in order to frighten the boy. But 
the boy wasn't scared. Instead he took hold o'f a candlestick and 
beat the body on the head saying ; "What are you getting up for, dead 
man?" '
And he beat him again and again. Then when the corpse had lain down 
again he stopped hitting it. So he watched over the body all night 
in case it tried to get up again. But the dawn came around and it 
didn't move any more.
The priest came early in the morning to the church to see how the 
'corpse' had slept. When he arrived he asked the boy; "How did you 
sleep?"
And the boy replied; "I didn't sleep at all well. In the night the 
corpse started to move. When it started to move I grabbed the 
candlestick and hit it twice on the head. After that it didn't move 
again."In a great fright, the priest went to have a look at the 'corpse'.
The 'body' hadn't moved again because it had simply been killed.
When he saw that had happened, the priest couldn't say anything. He 
was very angry inside, but he had no excuse for beating his foster son»
After the sacristan had been buried, then he gave him a hiding. He 
found an excuse by asking him a trick question; "What do you call a |
cat?" he asked, . |
And the boy replied; "It's a '^ato', sir,"
And the other reply he gave was ^mishi^ * The priest replied that it 
was called neither ' gato^ nor ^mishi^ , but ^misivirtapish^ * (from the 
Latin miserere? - a play on words! When the boy failed to give the
j
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right answer, he beat him. Then when he saw a dog, the priest asked 
another question; "What's that?" he said.
The boy replied; "It's a 'perro', sir,"
And then he said; "No, it isn't a 'perro', it's an 'oZZow', sir,"
Thereupon the priest retorted; "It's neither 'perro* nor is it 'attcu' ^ 
it's *oratitatis* (?!
And asking those trick questions he found an excuse for beating his 
foster son. Very angry, the lad took hold of the cat and poured 
paraffin over it. He set fire to both the cat and the convent and 
ran away who knows where!
Informant; GGG, April, 1976 (courtesy Live Drange).
cf, A-T326; The youth who wanted to learn what fear is 
H1400 Pear test, A person is put to various tests in the attempt 
to make him show fear 
V465.1 Incontinence of clergy
K1860 Deception by feigned death
J1780 Things thought to be devils, ghosts, etc,
(J2496.2 Misunderstandings because of lack of knowledge of a
different language than one's own!
Tale 59; Huahuahuan nina G^uruhuan
Shug Gusandi huarmindi oausana nin shug oampopi manohu* Chai oampopi 
causag shug huahuata oharishoaouna nin, shug bien avispado huahua 
oashoa nin. Chai huahuaoa nina nin entonoes, ohai o*uruouna shamugpioçi 
*taita ourita^ nina nin ohaipi nina o^uruta* Hmamanta? Taita oura 
euoaristia numpa ohurarishoa shinata ohai nina o^uru. iRigsingui tat 
ves? Chashnata huasha alaspi pintashoa ohashna atajito taita oura 
shinata. Taita oura ornamentos ohurashoa laya, ohashnata. Por 
ejemplo Misa de Difuntos ruhuangapa ohurana ohashna yana, ohashna 
pintashoa. Entonoes nina o^uruta nina nin taita ourita ohai huambraoa*
Entonoes oada punzha shamuoushoa nin ohai o^uruoa. Chishi taita 
ohayarnugpioa nina nin: - Taita oiæitaoa Huoa mamitapamanoa shomunllami.
Taita oura oaiman shamunata yaohan.
Entonoes nina nin: - Mana pi oura shamunohu oaiman, huambra llullaounmi,- Mana, taita ouritaoa shamunllami - nina nin huambra,
Chaipioa na rnaoai oallarin nin huarmita: - ilmamantata ourahuanoa oaipi 
nuoa illagpi oangui?
Chaipioa ohashna maoaoushpa na huahuohin nin huarmita,
Na huarmi huanushoa quHpa entonoes fia ousaoa mana trabajoman rish 
huasillapi oainaouna nin* Chaipi fia ohai nina o^uru shamuna nin,
Chaipi huanbraoa nina nin: -Chaioa taititu, riqui, ohaimi mamitapamanoa 
shamug oaroa - nina nin,
Nina o'uruta riouohin nin, - Caimi shamug oaroa,
Chaipioa nina nin: - Quê huambra! limata huillaroangui? Caioa mana 
taita ouraohu! Nina o^urumi, l!uoa huarmita de gana huafiuohini 
oanmanta - nin,
Ima mundota huaoan nin, Chaipi tuourin.
The child and the glow- worm
There were a man and wife who lived in the country. They had a very 
rascally child. When the child saw a glow-worm by the house he would 
call it 'Father', Why? Well, the design on the robe that a priest |
wears before the eucharist resembles a glow-worm. Perhaps you know it?
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The glow-worm has a pretty design on its wings like the decoration 
on a priest's robes, For example, the robe that he wears for the 
All Souls Mass; it is a black design like that. So the youngster 
nicknamed the glow-worm 'Father',
Every day the glow-worm would come to the house. In the evening when 
his father came back the child would say to him; "The priest just 
came to mother's house" The priest is in the habit of coming here,"
The mother denied it: "No priest comes here, the child is lying,"
"No, it's true, the priest does come," said the child.
Whereupon the father began to beat his wife; "Why are you here with 
the priest when I am out?" he cried.
And beating her like that, he killed his wife.
After his wife had died the husband no longer went to work, but would
spend all day just at home. Then the glow-worm came along. The child
said: "Look, father, that's what used to come to mother's house," and 
he showed him the glow-worm, "this is what used to come."
Then his father said; "What a child! What did you tell me? This isn't
a priest; This is a glow-worm. I killed my wife for nothing because 
of you."
And he wept bitterly. That's the end.
Informant; « GGG, 5th November, 1976 
some as for Tale 58, plus;
J1820 Inappropriate action from misunderstanding 
Tale 60; Beatahuqn quimsa amigohuan
Cai ejemptooa oashoami shina shug quimsa amigoouna tiyashoa, shug 
beatapa novioou7%a oashoa, tuoui ohai quimsa. Juin amigoouna oashoaj, 
pero mana parlanaoushoa ohai beatapa amigo oashoataoa, ni pi ni shug 
ni shug ni shug. Entonoes shug tutaoa ohai beatahuan oitayashoaouna, 
tupangapa, Beataoa nishoa: - Nuoahuan sueHush nishpaoa a las onoe de ' 
la nooheta shamungui - nishoa shugtaoa.
Entonoes a las onoe de la noohe na rishoa paioa. Entonoes beataoa 
nishoami: - Entonoes na nuoahuan suenungapaoa entonoes penitenoiata 
ownpli - nishoa - , entonoes ri iglesia pungupi huanushoa tuoush 
sirioungapa, shug sdbanahuan taparishpa - nishoa.
Entonoes arita nishpa rishoa y oumplishoa shina Ha.
Entons ' outin shug ohayashoa na beatapamanoa. Shinallata nishoa 
entons^: - Nuoa penitenoia oumplisha - nishpa oumplin.- Ri shug huanushoami iglesia pungupi siriounga. Canoa chayashpaoa 
huaoaoui. Chaipi huaoaoui, bulla ruhuaoui - nishoa,
Na paipish na suentmgaraiouoa rishoa oumplingapa, ^a huaoaoushoa ima 
mundota.
Chaimantaoa outin shug amigo na en seguida ohayashoa. Chaitaoa nishoa 
na: - Nuoahuan suenungapaoa entons* oumpli* Ri ohaipimi shugoa 
huanushoami siriounga, shugoa huaoaoungami iglesia pimgupioa — nishoa. 
Chaimantaoa ohaioa : - Canoa ri ouou tuoushpa - nishpa -, shug mangata 
aujeriyashoa nin, shimi, Hahui, rinri, singa, alaja molde tuoush ouou 
shinallata na.
Chaimantaoa ohai mangapioa ima mundo nina ohurashoa nin uoupi. Chai 
manga uoupioa. Chaimantaoa ohai nahui ruhuashoa, shimi ruhuashoa, 
chaimantaoa ohispasouna juin t*allirioun nin, ohai manga uoupi nina 
ohurashoaoa. Chaimantaoa ohaita vaoa looata shina uma jahuapi
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ohuraahpaoaj, * Iglesia punguta oallpagri* nishoashi*
Chaimantaoa ohai huaoaougoa numparashoa bin nin. Chai huaHuakoa 
tuoushoa huashata, Cutin ohai dioblo tuoushoaoa^ashtan huashata.
Chai numpavagpa: - Almami nuoata o*atish shamun - nishpa ashtan 
oallpashoa nin.
Cutin ohai huanushoa tuoushoaoa outin: - Diablomi Huoata apangapa 
shamun - nishpa quimsa tuoush oallpashoaouna nin.
Chaimantaoa mai shug ima mundo lajata lagapi ohai huaiou maipi Ha. 
SingiArishoaouna tuoui quimsa.
Chaimantaoa Ha shug pxmzhaoa tupanaouna nin shug amigo nina nin:
- Amigo, yangamanta amigo oangui, Huoata mana visitangapa shamuroangui - 
ninouna nin shug amigo -, limata tuoushoanguiavi? - nin.
- Nuoa shina shinami pasashoani.
- Nuoapish ungushoami oar oani - nin shugpish.
Shugpish: - Nuoapish ungushoallatami oaroani nin.
Chaipioa na tapunaouroaouna nin. Entonoes: - Jaou shug tmguitota 
uviashun - niroaouna nin Ha -, parlangapa.
Chaimantaoa Ha shugoa nina nin:- Ëuoa pasashoataoa huiltasha. f!uoa 
shug beatapa enamoradomi tuouroani - nin Ha, deolarana nin shugoa..
- Parlai, parlai - nin Ha shugounaoa.
- Shina shinami Huoa shug beatapa enamorado oaroani, chaimantaoa 
paihuan suenungapaoa penitenoiata ouroa, Entonoes iglesia pungupi 
huanushoa tuoush sirioungui, ohaipi ri siriougri nin, ohaipi shug 
chayashpaoa juin huaoaouroa — nin.
Chaimantaoa'shug amigooa nin: - Chaioa Huoami oaràani. Nuoami 
huaoaoug, ohaioa Huoami oaroani - nin -, ohaimantaoa ohai huaoaougpioa 
outin diablooa shamuroa, ohaimi de puro miedo mai o*aoapi singugriroanohi. 
Chaimi Ha ungushoa oashpa mana tupanaoushoanohi - nin.
Chaipioa oai shug amigo, ohai dicblo tuoug amigooa nina nin: - Ah, 
entonoes ohaioa Huoami oaroani, Huoami didblo tuoushpaoa oanounata 
G*atish oallparoani - nin.
Chaipi Ha tuoui dhaiounata Ha deolararinouna. Shug jatun uviaipi na 
taririnouna nin. Entonoes oarmi didblo oashoangui, shugoa, alma 
oashoangui, shugoa, huaoaoug oashoangui, nishpa na deolararishoaouna 
niri,
Chaimantaoa Ha, ounanoa limatami riûiuanohi ahai beatata oobrangapa?— 
ninouna Ha, parlanaounouna Ha. Chaimanta nin, shug amigooa ninshi:
- Caitaoa mana saquishunohu. Entonoes paioa dooe horastami iglesiapioa 
resangapa rin - nin.
Chaipioa shugoa shug jatun largo largo oahopi ointurapi alii huatarishpa 
iglesia jahuamantaoa, ohai heata rezaoug rato ohai Humpapita Ha urman 
nin. Shugoa outin asha asha oanman ohai odbotaoa. Entonoes oaoharin 
nin jahuamantaoa. Paioa na Apostol San Pedro tuoushpa Ha, Ha 
llaveouna apashoa Ha, ohai shug santo disfrazado tuoushpa Ha.
Chaimantaoa nin nin: - Beatita oanoa Huoanohimantaoa juinmi yuyaringui, 
entonoes Huoanohioa aielomanmi apash ninohi oantaoa - nin ohai San 
Pedro tuoushpaoa Ha. Chaimantaoa: - Imapapish taita ouritaman oonfesari * 
nishpa Ha.
Chai rato outin Ha shugounaoa iglesia jahuamantaoa Ha outin aisanouna 
nin.
Chaimantaoa Ha beataoa Ha oreishoa ohaitaoa. Chaimantaoa nishoa nin 
shug amigotaoa: - Canoa taita ourita tuougri, taita ourita tuougri,
Ha oonfesionariopi tiyaougri -nishoa nin.
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Cai ehngaa fUz taita, owHta fi,a tiyaoushoa nin oonfea'toncœiop't^
Chaipioa m  beataoa vishoa nin, taita oiœcmi nishpa Ha oieiptotamC 
taita aiwa, niahpa^ Rtshoa nin oonfesavingapa* Chaimdntaoa nishoa 
nin beataoai - Taita onrita shinami nin San Pedritomi oietomanta 
nuoa oTacug rato chayan^ Shinami nin: ^Canoa juin nuoanohimanta 
yuyaringui, -^haimanta oietoman apash ninohinrC*, hin^
Chaimantaoa. taita ourita nish : - Ari, oan paiounamanta ^ezangui, 
paiounamanta manaringui allimi atlimi^ Canoa tuoui tiyashoa, tucui 
riqueza, tuoui tuoui ima ohavishoata pobreounaman régalai, pobreounaimn 
reparti^ Chaimantaoa shinaoito na tuoui tvastis, tuoui oamba oai rato 
ohuraoushoa, tuoui tuouita% Shina lluohito shug ouartitopi na 
listito oangui, nuoanohioa Ha entre las onoe de la noohetami ohayashun 
oaxriba huasipi apangapa - nishoa nin pero mana ima ni shug rapdhuan 
oanguiohu oanoa* Lluohito oangui - nishoa nin^
Chai beataoa ari nishpaoa rishoa nin^ Chaimantaoa ohai trastiouna 
ima dhurana tuoui pobreounaman partishoa nin, regalashoa% Paioa 
lluohito oashoa Ha^ Chaimanta ohai amigooma ohayashpaoa beatataoa 
ohaipi cobrashoa nin na^ Chayashpaoa alii logrash rishoa nin^ Alii 
lluohito oagpioa, alii logrash, alii munai munai munai logrash rishoa 
nin» Hi mana oieloman apan, ni mana taita Diosouna oashoa» Solo 
ohai amigo, pero beatapa inquitashoa» Chaimantami peoardiasmi 
ohaita ruhuashoaouna» Shinami ohai ejenplo ohai beata inquitadora 
ounan tiempp shina maijan shiim inquitan, mana si^ ina riihuagpi mana 
oazunouna» Chaimi ohai ejemplo nuoa parlani a nombre nuoa Manuel 
Chioaisa»
The devout woman and her lovers
This story is about the three suitors of a pious woman^ They were 
very friendly with each, other but they never told each, other that each 
was courting the pious woman. Then one night they each made an
arrangement to meet her. The pious woman told one of them; "If you
want to sleep with me, come at 11 o ’clock,"
So along he went at 11 o'clock. Then the woman told him; "In order 
to sleep with me you must do a penance, so go and lie down at the 
door of the church as if you were dead, covering yourself with a 
sheet,"
Agreeing, the suitor went and did so.
Then the next one arrived at the pious woman's house, She said just
the same to him, "I'll go and do a penance," he said,.
"There'll be a dead man lying at the door of the church. You go 
along there and weep. Make a loud noise of weeping,"
He too followed her orders so that he would be able to sleep with her. 
He went weeping and wailing a lot.
Then straightaway the other suitor came along, To him she said; "Do 
this in order to go to bed with me. Go along to where there's a 
dead man lying and another weeping over him at the church door. You 
go along and pretend you're the devil,"
He took a saucepan and made holes in it for the mouth, eyes, ears 
and nose, just like a fine devil's face. He put burning embers in the 
pot and the sparks flew out of the holes made for the eyes and mouth. 
Then the suitor put the pot on his head like a vaoa looa» The woman 
told him; "Go and run around the church door,"
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Well, the .^an who was wailing went ahead, after the man who was 
playing dead. Then last of all went the man pretending to be the 
devil. The man who went first said; "There's a soul following me," 
and he ran fast away. Then the man playing dead cried: "The devil 
is coming to take me away," and so saying all three of them took to 
their heels. Then they all three ran fast and tumbled together down 
a steep cliff.
Afterwards they met up one day, and one friend said: "Friend, you're 
a good-for-nothing friend, you haven't beeh to visit me lately. What 
happened to you?"
"I've been ill," replied the other.
The other said: "I too have been ill,"-
Thereupon they all asked after each other. Then they went to have a 
drink and a chat. Then one of them began his tale; "I fell in love 
with a pious woman," he declared.
"Tell us, tell us," said the others,
"Well, I was in love with her, and she gave me a penance to do so I 
could go to bed with her. She told me to lie down and feign dead at 
the church door, then something came along weeping and wailing,"
Then one of the other friends said; "That was me. I was the wailer, j
Then while-,1 was weeping a devil came along, and out of pure fear I 1
rolled ■'off . the edge of the cliff. Then as I've been ill we haven't .j
seen each other lately." IThen the other friend who had played the devil said; "Well that was .i
me, I was pretending to be a devil and came chasing after you two," ]
Then they all confessed the truth to each other. There they all were |
having a drinking session, and it all came out; "So you were the devil," i
said one. "And you were the soul," said the other. "And you were J
the wailing man," said the other, each realising the truth. ]
'• . :viThen they wondered what they could do to get their revenge on the ]
pious woman. One of them said; "We can't let her get away with it, 4
She goes to the church to pray at 12 o'clock," i
So one of them tied a rope tightly round his waist, and when the pious ,4
woman was saying her prayers, he let himself down from the ceiling in ,
front of her. One of the others let him down slowly. He pretended to 
be Saint Peter, carrying a bunch of keys, and disguised as a Saint, ^
Then he said; "Good woman, you pray to us a lot, so we want to take ,
you to heaven," he said, pretending to be Saint Peter, "So now go 
and make your confession to the priest,"
At that moment, the others up in the rafters of the church pulled him |
back up, 1
Now the pious woman was taken in by this. So one of the suitors told !
another; "You go and pretend to be the priest in the confessional," J
So the other disguised himself as the priest and entered the confessional.
Then the devout woman went to make her confession to him; "Father,
Saint Peter came down from heaven while I was praying, and said;
"As you pray a lot to us, we want to take you to heaven,"
The priest said; "Yes, you pray for them, you ask blessings of them.
Good, good. Now you must give all your belongings and all your riches 
away to the poor. Then take off all your clothes that you're wearing 
now and be ready in your little room at 11 o'clock. We'll come to 
take you away. But you mustn't be wearing any clothes. Be naked," 
he advised her.
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So the devout woman followed his advice. She gave away all her clothes 
and stood there quite naked. Then the three suitors arijived. Then 
they took their revenge on her. They took advantage of her nudity and 
had their revenge on her. They didn't take her to heaven, and there 
was no saint. Just the suitors who came to molest her. Nowadays 
there are some pious women like her and people bother them. That's 
my story in my name.
Informant; PD, 4th August, 1976
K1218.4 Suitors as corpse, angel and devil
K1315 Seduction by imposter
K1315.1.1 Seduction by posing as Angel Gabriel
K1315,6.4 Seduction by posing as Saint
■î-
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Commentary ^
1.0 Introduction
• These are the only tales in the collection in which humans interract
with humans;they comprise humorous folktales of a social and religious
satirical nature, Many are no doubt borrowings, and can be traced to
variants through the Aarne-Thompson indices. They were treated more
light-heartedly and told more readily than the material in Section A in
particular. Paredes Candfa in his discussion of similar material for
Bolivia has considered this genre of tale to be the property of the
urban mestizo classes, making its appearance in the repertoire of the #
indians as a relatively recent result of culture contact (1973 ;18-191,
Certainly, although the versions presented here were told by Quichua
speakers, I heard variations perhaps more frequently on the lips of
mestizos-, such bawdy narratives were usually referred to as ^oaohos* »
Paredes Candfa suggests that sacrilegious anecdotes involving religious
motifs are the comic, urban, counterpart of the tales of souls and devils |
told with serious intent among the indians. The contrast is therefore
between both attitude in telling the tales, and between cultural origins
for the tales in questions
"es tanto el afân de oonavetar pioardia o hxmor pioante en 
los relatos, que hasta los temas veligiosos de aparioiones, 
donde estân santos y milagvos oomo elementos oonstitutivos 
del Quento, que el oaxnpesino aoepta, aree y relata eon res'- 
petuosa aotitud, at aitadino le sirven de argumentas para 
orear literatura oral de tipo pomogrâfioo» "
(loc.cit.l
Perhaps the best illustration of this state of affairs in the Cahar 
material is to be found in Tale 60, in which the piety of the ^heata* 
is ridiculed, and motifs such as devils, souls of the dead, and coffins, 
which in the Section A legends were objects of respect and even fear, 
are employed to satirical effect.
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2.0 Group (il; Bawdy priest tales
These bawdy sacrilegious tales no doubt strike an uncpmfortably 
realistic note with regard to the traditional character of the priest in 
his relationship with the lower classes, in days gone by at least, and 
their survival to this day might be explained in terms of the underlying 
social comment they contain, in addition to their entertainment value.
The A-T types to which they can be compared are listed, as usual, 
with the individual texts. However, there are one or two other obser­
vations to make in order to place them further within the Spanish- 
American context. The episode in Tale 57, for example, in which the 
priest's face is painted without his knowledge, is commonly found in 
the 'Pedro de Ordimales' cycle, of wide distribution in Spanish-Araerica. 
Miller's '^Pedro Ordimaias y Juan de Buen Alma*^ (op.cit.No,821. also con­
tains the episode. For further variants in South America, see;
Aramburu (1944) for Argentina, and Laval (1925) and Pino Saavedra (1966 
nos.l86&193) for Chile,
With regard to Tale 58, it was seen that this tale is found else­
where in the Andes as an integral part of the Bear's Son tale, being 
included in the sequence of events when the hero finds himself in the 
care of a priest who tries to instill fear in him. An additional feature 
lies in the use of the priest's play on words to trick the boy - obscure 
as this may be, the point of the incident apparently lies in the fact 
that the boy is tricked through an inadequate knowledge of Spanish, 
and learned expressions in particular. A comparative portrayal of the 
priest as a libertine is to be found in JC/IM/19; ’^ Shuj taita ouva ehuj 
huainahuan^'» There are no additional comments to make about Tales 55,
56, 59 and 60,
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Section D sub-section (b). ; Other humorous tales
TextsTalé 61; Golto tuoushoa vùna
Shug runa tiyana nin oasado» Tutamanta jatarishpa aada punzha 
trahajoman- utca rig oashoa nin» Ha mds o menos buatro de la manana 
llugshig oashoa trabajoman» Huarmioa jaioapi mana jatarishpa oaf eta 
ruhuag oashoa, sino paillata oafetaruhuashpa uviashpa trabagoman 
llugshig oashoa» Cada punzha, ni shug pimzha huasipi samarig oashoa»
Chaipi ohai huarmitaoa shug runa riroa paoalla inquitangapa» Chai 
huarmi ohasquishoa ousa trahagopi oagpi» Entonoes shug runaoa ousa 
trdbagopi oaroa yaohashpa oada punzha ohai huarmipaman rig oashoa» 
Chaipi tuoui punzha parlashpa imaounata ruhuashpa mioushpa ohaipi 
pasag oashoaouna» Chashna pasaoushpa ohishitaoa huasiman rig oashoa 
iha ousa shamuna haras»
Shug punzha ousa na yalii ohishiyamug yuyaohigpi tal vez que mana 
shaniungaohu pensarishoa paioa, Mana shamungaohu oaillapi suenusha 
nish(^ a» Cusaoa unai tutata ohayamun» Ha ohai runaoa ohai huarmihuan 
suenouroa» Chai suenuoushpaoa ousa shamugta sentishpa huarmioa niroa:- Ei ohai manga gatun tinaga uoupi tiyagri, Huoa tapash ohurasha» 
Entonoes yaiouroa ohai gattm tinaga uoupi» Pero huarmioa niroai- Cantaoa ohiringami oai tinaga uoupioa» Cusa utoa llugshig riohun 
oanoa gallo tuoushpa oantangui»
Chaimanta paioa arita nishpa oantai oallariroa na unai tuta tuougpi, 
na ousahuan ohai huarmi suefiuougpi» Paioa manga iioumanta gallo 
tuoushpa oantai oallariroa gallo shina» Chai oantaougpi fia. huarmioa 
niroa: - Ha gallo oantan» Utoa gatari» Hami punzhayanga, ri trdbagO'^ 
man»
Pero ousa todavia suenohuan oaroa» Mana gatarisha niroa utoa»
Astahuan gallooa o^atishpa oantaroa» Entonoes huarmioa nunoa mana 
gatarinata yaohag, mana imata ruhuanata yaohag, ohai tutamantaoa 
gatarishpa pai quiquin oafeta ruhuashpa uviaohiroa» Chaipi entonoes 
ohaita uviashpa riroa llugshishpa ousaoa Ha trabagoman»
Trabajoman rioushpa yuyariroa paioa Ha uyaroa mana gallo lay a oantaroa» 
Mana gallo laya oantaroa uyashpaoa ashata yuyaita gapiroa nin: pues 
caioa mana galloohu» Entonoes niroa: - Huoata ashata imaoha huigsa 
nanan yalli tutapish rigrini» Tal vez que trahagopi yalli g’umbishpa 
oalormantami huigsa nanag yuyaohin» Rini ashata armangapa yaouta 
tibiashpa»
Cutimushpa pai quiquin gatun baldepi yaouta tibiai oallariroa» Mana 
tihiaohi tibiaroa sino que tirribuohiroa yaouta» Jatun balde yaouta 
timbuohishpa na armaringapa gapigriroa shug bateata,. Chai bateaoa 
tinaga tapashoa oaroa» Entonoes yaouta ohai shina baldepi aisashpa 
rishpa tinaga ouohuman apagriroa bateata gapiroa andhuohiroa» laouta 
tinagapi ohuraroa» Chaipi gallota pelaroa!
The man who played cockerel
There was once a married man. He was in the habit of getting up 
early every morning to go to work. At about four in the morning he 
was already going out to work. His wife would never get out of bed 
to make the coffee, but he himself would make his coffee, drink it 
and go out to work. Every day, not one day would he rest at home.
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Now there,^was a man who used to go in secret to pester the woman.
The woman would let him in, as her husband was at work^ So as that
man knew that the husband was at work, he would go to the woman's 
house every day. And there they would spend the whole day talking, 
eating and doing other things. They would spend, the day like that 
and in the evening when it was time for the husband to come home, 
the man would go to his own house.
One day, as it looked as if the husband was going to come home very
late, the man thought that perhaps he wouldn't come at all; "He won't 
come. I'll sleep right here," he said.
But the husband arrived back very late at night, and the man was 
sleeping with his wife. As they lay sleeping, the woman heard her 
husband arrive and said to the man; "Go and get into that big urn.
I'll put the lid on it,"
So the man climbed into the big urn. But the woman said; "You'll . 
catch cold in that big jar. To make my husband go out early, crow 
like a cockerel,"
The man agreed, and in the middle of the night he began to crow. The 
woman was now asleep with her husband. From inside the pot he began 
to crow like a cock. When he crowed the woman said; "The cock is 
crowing, get up early, husband, it will soon be day, go to work,"
But her husband was still sleepy. He didn't want to get up early.
The cock still continued to crow. So the woman, who never used to 
get up, who never used to do anything, got up that morning and made 
the coffee herself for her husband to drink. So then, having drunk 
the coffee, the husband went out of the house to'go to work.
While he was on his way to work he reflected to himself that the 
cockcrow hadn't sounded like a real bird at all. When he realised 
the truth he decided on a plan; he would pretend that the heat of 
the day had given him a stomach ache and would go home to heat water 
for a wash. So returning home he himself began to warm some water 
in a big bucket. He didn't just warm it, however, but he boiled it. 
When he had heated up the big bucket of water, he went to get a large 
wooden bowl in which to wash. The bowl was covering the tall jar.
And so he carried the water in the bucket over near to the jar, took 
the bowl from the top of it, and then he poured the boiling water into 
the urn. That soon skinned the cockerel !
Informant; GGG, 20th May, 1976
K.1550 Husband outwits adulteress and paramour
K1886,3,1 Person simulates cockcrow 
K1550,1 Husband discovers wife's adultery
K1553,l Husband feigns illness to surprise wife with, paramour 
Tale 62; Burro randidoroa
Shug purtujisGuna aausashoa niri numpa tierrpooa» Shug purtujisoa 
nishoa nin: - Huoa rinimi shug burrota randingapa» Mana oharini 
imapi apaohish purinata, Shug burrota randigrini ounanoa rinimi shug 
negooio ruhuangapa» Entonoes sin oargadoroa mana pudiniohu» Nuoa 
aparish purinata, mana apari pudiniohu, ishoai oargataoa»
Entonoes na viajero tuoushoa paipish, négociante tuoushoa» Eandi&hoa 
piohoa burrota» Entonoes ohaihuanoa rig oashoa yunga ladoman»
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Primer punzhataea rieushacmi burroounapi aargashoa eai huira oargahüan» 
Chai huird. aargataea oargag riougpioa rupai semejante yungataeà, oomo 
ima mundo oalor» Huiraouna nuyushpàoa talliri oallarishoa taruouna- 
mantaoa» Imatami ruhuan entonoes paioa oallparin yaouta tallin»
Chaipioa otaro oai huiraoa sinohiyashoa mana talliri pudin»Entonoes 
solo ohashna ruhuashpa tuoui nanta yaouta ohurarash rishoa, shinashpa 
mana desperdioiota ruhuan huirataoa»
Bueno outin shug viajeoa rishoa nin oaohi oargahuan» Chai oaohi 
oargahuan rishpaoa entonoes ohaipi lo mismo, tamia japishoa» Cargaounaoa 
vamos yaou juin ohuriai oallarishoa» Paioa entonoes pensashoari huirata 
shina paraohishami nishpa nuyush urmanata» Imatami ruhuan paioa outin 
oaohi oargapi, oaohi oargataoa sinohiyaohinata munashpa, paioa maipimi 
yaou tupan talli shitash» Ashun oaohi oargaoa tuoui nuyushpa rin nin, 
ashun riouougpi oarga menosyash tamiapioa» Yaouta tallin! Yaouta 
.tallin, ohaihuanoari fuera caohi oarga! Chashna na ohayan, shug 
ashallahuan ohayashoa yungapioa» Chaipi negooiota ruhuan, perdimun 
pero na» Cai mundo desperdioiota ruhuashpaoa» Cutin ohaimanta nishoa 
oai negooiooa mana valinohu ni imapa, shitash jiohugrinimi» Cunan 
rinimi burroounata o*atush shitangapa, C'atush shitashoa nin burro- 
om%ataoa»
Cutin shug punzha risha nishoa nin yantaman, ^Imapita rigrini? Cutin 
rigrinimi shug burrota randingapa» Cutin hurrotà rindishoa nin» 
Chaimanta nishoa nin mds valin yantaman riouna sHinaoa ashun rigrinimi 
negooiollamanta» Ha rin nin negooiohuan outin huira oargahuan» Tamia 
japishoa» Huiraoa mana ima tuoushoa tamiapioa s'inohiyashoa, sumagta 
ohayashoa» ' Chai viajepioa outin ganashoa.
Shina outin outimuoushoa hurroounahuan, piohoa burrollatata randishoa», 
Chai piohoa burromantaoa, shug montashpa shamuoushoa» Cai shugounata 
arriashpa ohaimantaoa nampioa yuyarishoa nin: - Ai, burroounaoa shugoa 
illan, shinami yupash riousha ~ nishoa nin»
Yupashoa nin piohoa burro oaroa, maita shug illanmi, ohusoullami 
oashoa» Shug olaro que pai montash riougpioa ima shinata oangariî 
Chaimanta outin uraioushpa yupai oallarin nin» Piohoallata oashoa nin^ 
Cutin burropi montan na arriamun nin» Cutin na yuyarin nin ashtan 
purimuoushpaoa ima shina ouentota burrooa maipioha jiohurishoa shinami 
shugoa nishoa nin» Cutin yupan nin» Piohoa burro oaroa,Imaipi shugoa 
faltan? Cutin outish oallpan burromanta uraioushpa outin mashoangapa, 
imaipimi jiohuriroa? nishpa» Juin oallparashoa rin nin, oosa que ■ 
shug raya ouenta burrota mashoash» Maita ima tariringa» Cutin 
outimushoa nin oai shug burroouna maipi ima tuoushoami oanga rioungapa» 
Cai shug burroouna ohaipi ohayan nin, piohoallata oashoa nin» Cutin 
burropi montan nin» Cutin arriash fiumpaohimun nin» Solo ohashna 
tuoui nanta shamun nin burrota ohingaohishpalla» Uraioushpaod 
ajustan nin montashoa yupashpaoa faltaohin nin» Chashna shamun» 
Chaimanta huasipi ohayamushpaoa nishoa nin, ohashnami burroounaoa 
ohingarish atin» Mana valinohu ohai negooiooa, ashunmi sustopi ohuran» 
Cosa que agitashpami shamuni, solo oallpashpalla burrota mashoash» 
Entonoes ounanoa rinimi tuoui burrota o*atush shitangapa.
Entonoes oaipimi shug oullquita huahag burrotaoa o'atuoun» Shug 
o^atuounmi na huillaroami, rinimi ohaita randingapa» Ashun ohaimi 
suerteta ounga» Ari nishpa randi fia huarmioa ninmi nin shina oagpioa 
o^atuiyari, shinashpd oahita randingui» Cullquita huaohaougpioa 
allillatari oashoari» Chaimanta burrotaoa randina nin» Chai o^atudoroa 
mafioso oashoa» C'atushoa nin, burromanoa alja quHhuata aohoata oaran 
y siquimanta oullquita satig oashoa. Cullquita siquimanta satin 
entonoes burro huafiana ratooa oullquitara urmaohin, qu'ipata huanitota
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urmaohin» Huarmi ahaita rioush paaarim - Caranha, ounanaavi ohayug- 
yagrinimi» Cunanaa burro oullquita huananata yaohashoa»
Chaipi nishoa nin: - Aohoa quHhuata oarangui, c^ lja quHhuallata» . 
Chaipioa oiilTquitami huanan, ohaioa riqui - nishpa ricuohishoa nin» 
Cullquioa huanupioa pdtlanaHa oashoa nin aspishpaoa. Chaipioari pai 
purtujisod randinata ruhuan nin burrotaoa, ou&hiltito na randin»
Entonoes na o'atuoushpaoa paioa oullquitaoa na mana pai riouougpioa 
oullquitaoa burropa siquimanta satishoa» - QuHhuata aohoata oarai»
Solo alja quHhuata mioushpami Ha oullquitaoa ohashna huanan»
Bueno oushilla na rin» Na oullquita oun, burrota rondin»
Chaimanta paipa huasipioa shinapish ohayashoa ratooa Ha oullquita 
huanan nin» Chaipioari paimanoa ima mundo oontento gloria: - Cunanoqri 
burro oullquita huanaounmi - nishpa»
Cullquita siquimanta satishoa tuouringaoamalla huanaoushoa oullquitaoa» 
Chaimanta quHpamanoa maita ima! Cutin tapug rishoa nin burro o*atudor- 
manoa» - Mana huaHanohu oitTquitaoa»
Burro o'atudoroa nish llugshishoa ninyari pitluounahuan» Jf'l nigri 
burrotaoa ounanoa Hima raiouta mana oullquita huanangui? Nuoaoa 
alja quHhuata oaraounimi, HuaHai, huanai, huanai' - nishoa nin *
^huanai plata, huanai plata, huanai plata^ shina ningui» Chaipioa 
huanangallami»
Ari nishoa nin, rishoa nin shina ningapa» Burropa numpapi shina nishpa 
tiyaouna nin» Solo huanuta huanana nin, maita oullquioa» Chaimantaoa 
rabia japishoa burrotaoa outin aisarish plazapi o^atush shitashoa nin»
Chaipi o^atush shitashoa quHpa outin ohaipi shug manga aisash puriou-'^ ' 
shoa nin, mangata randi nishpa» Chaipioa nishoa 'nin: - Mangaounataoari 
tuoui tiempollata randishpa nuoa huasipioa aohoa mangata oharini»
Mana pero caioa outin aoaso oanoimapa manga shinaohari: ohaioa 
neoesitarmi ninata japiohina, neoesitan yanta, neoesitan ugsha, tcmu 
neoesitan oarbon, ohaiounahuanmi yanurin» Caioa mana» Caitaoa, oai 
manguitataoa allpata jutouna ohaipi tullpana» Tullpagpioa, ^yanuri 
manguita sin nina, yanuri manguita sin nina, yanuri manguita sin nina^ 
niougpi na timbui oallarin nin» Shina sin nina oan mana neoesitanguiohu 
ima yanta tamuouna, ni oarbon tamuouna, ni japiohiouna, ni p^uoush 
urai singa siriouna, ni oushnita taoaouna, ni ima»
Entonoes yanui rioungapa nishoa nin miougringapa» - Cunan na rinimi 
imallata randimungapa,
Ratopi meroadoman oallpan randimuna nin. Paioa manoso oashoa nin» 
Allpata jutounata yaohashoa nin, Allpata jutoushpaoa ohaipi na 
ninata japiohi ohuran yantahuan. Yanta Holon' niougpioa mangataoa 
ohaipi tullpan, ohaimantaoa paoalla yanun» Chaioa riqui allpa uoupi 
panibashoami tiyaoun mangaoa, Chai nallami tinbunga»
Cai shugoa shamun» - Shamui rioungui. Riqui ima shinami yanurin»
Hirrbui manguita sin nina, tirrbui manguita sin nina, tirrbui manguita 
sin nina^ - nish tiyaouna nin ladopioa»
Cai shugoa tiyaoun rioushpa. Shinagpioa ashun mangaoa na tuoui 
tinbushpa tapandi alzarish rigrin nin»- Ya ves - ninmi nin -, ohashnami ruhuarin» Mana neoesitarinohu 
ni oarbon ni yanta» Shina ruhuanallami.
Chaipioari entonoes ohaita rioushpaoa paioa dedioarin randinata ohai 
mangata» Mangata randigrin; paipish rin allpata jutou ohaipi imalla- 
Qunata ohuran» Yanui oallarin. Mangaoa ima maipi nina tiyagpitami 
tinbunga! Tiyaoun nin ohaipi» Be rabia japishpaoa mangata alii 
rimipi huagtanaoushpa ura huaiouta shitash oaohana nin»
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The dimwit's adventures.'  ^ fe — r-  ]
Once a long time ago there lived a dimwit. One ’day he decided to 
buy an ass so that he could set up a business. "^Without a donkey I 
have no way'of carrying two loads at once,"he said to himself, So he 
bought five donkeys and became a travelling salesman. With his 
donkeys he set off for the hot lowlands.
Now on the first trip he was carrying a cargo of lard on the asses.
As he was going along with this cargo the weather became terribly 
hot; the lard began to melt in the heat and to leak out of its con­
tainers. So very quickly the dimwit began pouring water onto the lard, 
which hardened it up and stopped it from seeping out. All the way 
along the road the dimwit kept putting water on the lard and only in 
that way did he stop it from going to waste, '
Well, on another occasion he went on a journey with a cargo of salt.
As he was going along witli the salt, he got caught in a rainstorm,.
And the rain began to drip into the cargo. So the dimwit thought he 
would stop the salt melting onto the ground in the same way as he had 
dealt with the lard! Hoping to harden up the salt, he began pouring 
water onto it! The wetter the load of salt became in the rain, the 
more it be^an to drip onto the ground, and as the dimwit went further, ' 
so his cargo gradually diminished. His salt just dwindled away ^
because he poured water onto it! And so he arrived in the hot lowlands, >|
with just a tiny bit of salt. And there he did his business, but of j
course he made a loss. He had put a whole load of salt to waste. So |
after that, he decidedthe business was no good; he would throw it in 
and sell the asses. And so he sold them, |■1Then again, one day he wanted to go and collect some firewood, "But 
what shall I go on?" he thought.
And he decided to buy another ass, "It's much better to go for 
firewood like this," he thought.
Then he decided better still to go back into trading. So he set off 
again with a cargo of lard. This time he was caught in the rain.
In the rain no ill came of the load, it solidified and arrived in 
good condition. So on that trip he made a profit again.
He had bought himself five asses, and now he set off home with them.
He mounted one of them and the rest he drove along in front. As he 
was on the road, he thought to himself; "One of the asses seems to 
be missing. I'd better count them,"
He counted and found that whereas there had been five donkeys, now 
there were only four. But of course, he was riding on one of them, 
so how could that be! Dismounting, he began to count again. There 
were just five! So he remounted and urged the donkeys on again.
When he had come further along the way, he had the same thought again;
"Where on earth has one of the donkeys got to?" he wondered.
Again he counted them and only found four. Where was the missing one?
Again he hurriedly dismounted to go and look for the ass, wherever 
it had got to. He ran to and fro like a madman, looking for the 
donkey. But he couldn't find it anywhere. And so he returned to the 
place where the other donkeys were, to look there. He mounted one of 
them, and again he could only see four animals. So he set off again, 
driving them before him. And so he spent the whole journey, thinking 
he had lost one of his asses. When he got off his mount, he found 
the right number, but as soon as he remounted, he found one missing!
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And so it.was, all the way. After that he arri^^ed home, one of the 
asses having got 'lost', "This business isn't worth it," he said,
"it's too much of a headache. I'm quite exhausted from having spent 
the whole journey just running round looking for the donkey. So I'm 
going to sell them off again."
Now, thereabouts, there was a man selling a donkey that defecated gold. 
When the dimwit was told about this dealer, he decided to go and buy 
the beast, thinking that it would bring him luck. And his wife agreed 
that if it were true, he should certainly buy it. For the donkey 
was giving a lot of money. Now the man that was selling the donkey 
was a trickster. He had put the money in the animal's backside, given 
it a lot of alfalfa to eat, and sold it. So when the ass came to 
defecate, first the gold would come out, but afterwards it would be 
just dung! In the morning the wife saw tliis and cried; "Goodness, 
now I'm really going to get rich! The ass can drop gold!"
And her husband instructed her to give it only alfalfa grass and then
it would drop gold. And the gold had to be collected from the dung by 
scraping it out. And now the dimwit was very happy with having bought 
the donkey♦
But how did the donkey come to have the gold? "Give the beast plenty 
of alfalfa,^!' the trader had said. ^
But the seller had put the gold in the ddnkey's backside when the
dimwit wasn't looking, and then he had sold it to him. The donkey ate
large quantities of alfalfa, nothing else, then it dropped gold. And 
so it went on until the gold that had been put in^  its backside was 
finished. After that, nothing! So the dunce went back to the donkey • 
dealer and told him the animal had stopped shitting gold. Well of 
course, the dealer had played a trick on him. So he told the dimwit; 
"Go and ask the donkey: 'Why don't you shit gold?' and say to it;
'Shit gold, shit gold, shit gold'. Then it will perform,"
So the dimwit went away to try these words on the ass. He sat for 
hours by its side repeating them, but it only passed dung, not gold 
at all. So the dimwit took the donkey, dragged it furiously back to 
the market place and resold it.
After he had sold the ass, there was a man toting a cooking pot nearby, 
"Buy my pot," he said to the dimwit.
Whereupon the latter replied; "I'm always buying cooking pots, that's 
something we've really plenty of at home."
"Ah," said the dealer, "but I doubt your pots are like this one.
You have to light a fire for yours; they need firewood, grass, straw, 
coal. They cook with those things. With this pot you make a hollow 
in the ground and place it there. Then you say the words; 'Cook 
without fire, little pot. Cook without fire, little pot. Cook without 
fire, little pot', and then it begins to boil! So in that way you 
don't need firewood, straw, coal or matches; you don't have to lie 
face down and blow to get the fire going; you don't have to wave the 
smoke away from your eyes, or anything."
Later on, the dimwit was going to prepare something to eat, so he 
hurried to the market to do a little shopping. And the crafty salesT> 
man was there. His trick was to make a hole in the ground and light 
a fire with wood inside the hole. Once the wood was crackling, he 
placed the pot on top of it. In that way the pot cooked secretly.
So there stood the pot, in the hole that had been dug in the ground;
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and any minute now it would come to the boil, . Then the dimwit came 
along, "Come and see how the pot cooks by itself," called the trick­
ster; "Boil without fire, little pot," he recited three times at the 
pot's side.
And the dimwit stood by watching. And so the pot began to boil faster, 
its lid about to come off as it bubbled harder, "Now, you see," said 
the salesman, "that's what it does. It doesn't need coal or firewood.
It just does it by itself,"
When the dimwit saw this with his own eyes, he resolved to buy the 
cooking pot. Having bought it, he took it away, and he too dug a hole 
in the ground, and put a few things in the pot. Then he began to cook.
But as if the pot was going to cook without a fire! It just sat there!
So the dimwit grabbed it in a rage, bashed it hard against a stone and 
threw it away into a ravine.
Informant; JMD, 15th September, 1976
J2031.2 There are ten horses; then when he is mounted there are 
only nine. Why?
J2030 Absurd inability to count 
Klll.l Alleged gold-dropping animal sold 
K112.1 Alleged self-cooking kettle sold
J1813.4 Boiling pot on the floor thought to be self-cooking 
Tale 63; Sonsohuan huguquioundhiuxn
Shug sonsitoshi tiyana nin» Huauquiouna rishoa oananin, ohayugounashi 
oana, Shug tutaoa nina nin: - Jaou ourita mashodshun, ourita àltashun»
Tal puestopi riouroanohi rupagohina» Jaou rishun»
Sonso yangallatamt sirioun» Shinaoa: - Invitarishun allanaouohun, 
paipish trabajaohun» Mana imata oushimohu paimanoa»
Chayanouna huasipi, nin: - Oi, sonso, ounanoa jaou ourita allashun»
Cm^œioa rigrinohi allangapa» Canmampish oushunmi»
Nigpioa nin: - Mana, huauquioa. Nuoa mana riniohu - nishoa nin -, 
si Dios ousha nishpaoa pungupimi ounga» Si Dios mana ousha nishpaoa 
mana cungaohu imata» Pungutanti yaiounga Dios ousha nishpaoa»
Pasarinouna: allanouna, allanouna, allanouna» Shug mangata tarinouna, 
shug oorriente mangata, barro manga» Barro mangapioa timbushpa 
jiohariouna nin paiounapa riouipioa esousado ruhuashoa mapashi oana» "4
Pero ouri oana nin, mana mapaoa» Curi sisashpa juin timbushpa 
jiohariouna nin mangahuan» - Riqui oaiohu tuounohi, oaiohu pasanohi» |
Sonsopa pungupi saquirishun» |
Sonso tutamanta jatarigpioa mangamanta ourioa jiohariouna nin tallirishpa» i
Sonsitooa ouri mangata japin huaoaiohin» Bueno, oaprioharinouna nin»
Mana yaoharoaouna siohu imami oaroa, Paipa nahuipioa mana riouriroaohu 
mangapi ouri oana oashoa nin»
Chaimantaoa sonsito oharishoa nin shug vaoata» Ninouna: - Sonsomantaoa 
vaoata quiohushpa mioushun» Aiohanayanmi - nishpa -, fiuoanohi mana 
huira tiyanohu - nishpa -, huira vaoami tiyan paipata huafiuohishun»
Rinouna huasiman oai shug ohai shug ninouna: - Oi, sonso, oamba vaoata 
oui mioungapa» Nuoanohita jxiohanayarmi»
- Bueno, lima ruhuashun? Na miousha ninguiohi, na miouiohi» Pero 
ocçrata nuoaman ounguiohi» Catungapa oaritata» Siquiera oullquita -I
riihuangapa.
Vaoata huanuohishpaoa oarata sonsitoman regalanouna paipallatàta»
H
-
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Sonsooa oco^ata aparin nin puebtoman» Puebtopi talavartevo tiyana
nin, trabajador ohaipi» Chaipi o'aturish rina rèln» Tdlavartero
rishoa nin oampoman puringapa randingapa imapaohâ» Uoupi huarmi
oashoa nin taita ouritahuan» Pugttaouroaohari o' tiyaouroaohari, 'i
imataohari ruhuaouroa. Pungu Han tan* nin» llmata pasan? Curaoa 'x
oajonpi yaioun» Cajonpi yaioushpaoa mana Vlugshi vdtin» Curaoa . ;
ohaipi yaiovigpioa nin huarmioa: - Eitla» Na outishpa nd shomungattami» 'J
Shamunguiltami. '■
Cai shug hrihonoa mana outingayari, sino ohaipi aguantan» Curaoa
mana oajonmanta tlugshi vatin»
Na ohayamun ima rato oashpapish» Cbayamushpaoa nishoa nin: - Ah, 4
oaramba! Ima milagro! Ima huairat lliriapata shamuroangui? %- Mana maestrito, nuoa mana ima shamuniohu» Cai oaritata o*atug 1,
shamuroani» Cai oarata o*atushpa o*atungapa shamuroani. Shinaoa j
randi. ï»- iMashnata valin?
- Mana ima niniohu maestrito. Huoapish oarata ouni, ocmpish oai |
oajonta nuoaman oui» Chaihuan oamhiashun, 3
Muerto do gusto oai shugoa cajonta oun. Huasoata japin, atli tian . f
aparina nin, ■ I
Aparishpaoa^ shug loma patapi nina nin: - Tontera nuoaoa aparish riouni • S
oai oajân payata. Caimanta singuohishpa oaohashun. Imapish tuougri- J}.
ohun huasipipish manallata imata ohurana ohariniohu»
CajSn ouraoa nin: - Ama huanuohiohu. Oi, futano,\ ftuoami oaipi oani»
Conventoman apash oui. Nuoa pungu uou oausai punguoa pasoashoami 
yaiouilla. M a  novedad ruhuash ni o'ayangui ni ima. Uoupi pasoagpi * .
lluohigpi pagashpa oaohashallomi oarriba aparishoamanta, nuoa vida \
salvashoamanta. Ama esoadata ruhuaiohu, ama huanuohiohu nuoataoa» i
Conventoman rin, ohayan pasoan. Corriente oullquita pagan, rin, I
4
Huasipi huauquiounaman nin: - Ya ves, oanounaoa ashun mana alii 
ruhuana shinaoa allitami nuoaman ruhuashoanguiohi. Vaoata huaftuohi- 'j
nguiohi, Caraoa tantomi oashoa oaipimi o*atimuni. Chaioa riqui 
entera oullquitami ruhuamuni, ohaipi o*atwnuni. I
MaiWL oarata o*atushoa, oura pagash oaohashoa! Caprioharinouna» I
Ultimipioa nin: - Sonsota huahuohishun saquiringapa tuoui paipa \
oharishoahuan. Tal punzha huanuohishun. |
Cajonpi ohurash aparin,
Esquinapi llugshishpa uviai oallarinouna» Uviai oallarishpaoa, ima 
shuti, uviaougpi shug sonsito pasaouna nin shug manada oveja fhmpa-^ 
ohishoa. - Oi, sonso - nishoa nin -, shamui oaiman. Huoami oaipi 
oani reypa ushita oazaraohun - nishoa -, nuoa huauqüimi apamush 
preso oharioun, CarmrC ashtan sinohi oangui, vivo oangui» Can 
oazarai, nuoaoa ovejata miohishpa shamugrisha, Cai shug sonsooa 
oajonta pasoan, ohaipi yaiougpi oai shugoa llugshin oveja finmpaohin 
rin. Cai shug shinallata saquirin ohaipi, sonsitooa» Uoumanta 
llugshirinouna, aparinouna pobretaoa singuohinouna. C*doa loma 
patamanta huaiouta shitanouna,
Huasipi ohayashpa uyansashpa uviaounouna nin. Uviaougpi riourina 
nin, manada oveja numpaohishoa riourina, Manada oveja H^mpaokishoa 
riourina nin. - Sonso shinami hombre ohaioa ovejahuan shamun. Cutin 
huanuohishami - nioun,
- Mana ima ohai oangami - oai shug huauqui atin»
Cai shugoa nina nin: - Paimi rioungui, paimi ohaita alairu purimun, 
tuoui.
Ha ohayamun huasi uraita ohai pasana oaroari nanta, paipa huasimanoa.
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flauta» Entonoes yaiouna nin; - Hombre, hmuquioma, mana alli 
ruhuamuahoanguiehu, nuoamanoa attitami ruhuamushoanguioki» Cada 
singurishoatami nuoaoa ohunga ovejata ganaroani. Chaioa riqui nuoa 
ovejitahuan skamunimi» Dios solo pague, agradeoinimi»
Chai shug animalounaoa nin; - Uueno, ounanoa paitapi&h huanuohishun, 
paimantapish quiohushun» Huoanohi shina oagpioa jaou singushpa 
ganamushun, Nuoanohipish ovejata pailla shina ganangapa. Huauquitaoa 
nin; - Huambrito, maimantami singuohiroanohi oanta, ohaillapimi 
singuohish shina nuoanohilla ovejayu tuoungapa. Caya oai ruhuash oui» 
Cayandioa rin fia listo ohayanouna, oajonpi yaiounouna. Paioa alli 
huatan, huaiouta huaiouta shitan» Imatata gananga! Chaipi polvoyana 
nin! Ovejata mana ganan nin, solo envidiamanta ohai pasan tuoui 
huanuna nin, Saquirin oai shugoa tuoui ultimo oharishoahuan,
Chaipimi tuourin.
The dimwit and his brothers
There was once a dimwit who had two rich brothers. One night these
two said; "Let's go and dig for gold. We saw some shining in that
place over there, let's go."
The dimwit was lounging about doing nothing so they said: "Let's ask 
him to come and dig too. We can get him to work but we won't give 
him any of the gold."
When they arrived at the house they said; "Hey, dimwit, let's go and 
dig for gold. Come and dig with us and we'll give you a share too."
But when they said that, the dunce replied: "No, brothers. I'll not 
go. If God wants to give me gold he'll leave it in my doorway. If 
he doesn't want to give me anything, then he won't. The gold will 
come in through the door if God wants to give it."
So they set off and dug and dug and dug. They found a good sized
earthen pot. As they looked, they saw the pot brimming over with 
what appeared to them to be animal dung, although in reality it was 
gold, "Look what has befallen us," they said, "let’s go and leave ; 
this pot of dung on the dimwit's doorstep."
So when the dimwit got up the next morning he found the pot overflowing 
with gold. He took it and stored it away. The others were furious. 
They hadn't known what it really was, for to their eyes it hadn't 
been gold.
Now the dimwit had a cow, and one day the two brothers decided to take 
it away from him and slaughter it as it was good and fat. They were 
very thin and felt like eating some meat. So they went to his house 
and said: "Hey there, dimwit, give us your cow to eat. We want to 
eat some meat."
"Very well," replied the other, "eat the cow if you wish, but give 
me the hide to sell. At least I can make some money out of that,"
So when they had killed the cow they made the dunce a gift of his 
own cowhide.
So the dimwit took the cowhide into town to a tanner's shop. When he 
arrived he found that the tanner was away in the countryside on some 
errand, and his wife was indoors up to tricks with the priest! When 
he knocked at the door, the priest climbed into a large chest and had 
to stay there! The woman told the dimwit that her husband would be 
back soon, that he should go away and call back later. But he was 
going to do no such thing, he waited right there. So the priest 
couldn't come out of the box.
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After a v^hile, the tanner came back and greeted the visitor; "Well
I never I  ^Long time no see! What brings you here?"
"Nothing much, boss. I've just come to sell you this hide,"
"How much, do you want for it?"
"I don't want money, boss, I'll exchange the hide for this chest you 
have here'; "
Delighted with the deal, the tanner gave him the chest. The dimwit
tied it up firmly with twine and carried it away.
As he was carrying it along the brow of a hiil, he thought to him­
self; "I'm stupid to be carrying this old chest along. What will
become of it when I get it home? I haven't even got anything to put
in it. Let's send it rolling down this hi).].,"
Then the priest inside the box called out; "Hey, what's-your- name, 
don't kili me. Carry me back to the convent. Take me to my room 
and just let yourself in without making any noise. When I get there 
I'll pay you off for having carried me home and saved my life. But 
don't do anything rash, don't ki&l me."
So the dimwit carried the priest to the convent, left him in his 
room, and came away with a good payment.
When he got home, he said to his brothers; "You see, yhen you thought 
you were %)ing me a bad turn, things turned out in my favour. You
killed my cow but the hide was so big that I"ve sold it for a lot of
money. See how much money I've made,"
But of course it wasn't really the earnings from the hide, but the 
money the priest had paid him! The two brothers were very angry and 
at last decided; "Let's kill the dimwit, so we chn keep all his money,"
And they decided to kill him on a certain day. They would put him in 
a chest and carry him away.
So one day they went to a bar on the corner and started to drink. As 
they were drinking, the dimwit came past driving a herd of sheep,
"Hey, dimwit, come here. My brother has taken me prisoner and id 
going to make me marry the king's daughter. You dre much stronger and 
much more clever, why don't you marry her and I'll go herding the 
sheep, " Æ:So the dunce got into the chest and the other one got out and went off
to herd the sheep. So the dimwit stayed there in the chest. The
others came out of the bar and carried the poor lad away to roll him
down a hi^l. They rolled him from the top of a hill down into a j
ravine, ’
When tliey got home they ate and drank in celebration. While they were
drinking, the dimwit suddenly reappeared driving a flock of sheep 4
along the road. Said one of the brothers; "The dimwit is coming back 
with some sheep, let's kill him again."
"It can't be," contradicted the other.
But the other brother said: "It is, it is. Look, he's coming along
as clear as day ,"
And sure enough there he was coming down the path that led to his 
house, herding the sheep and playing on his flute. As he came to the 
house he entered saying; "Hello there, brothers. You did me no harm, 
see. In fact you did me a good turn. Each time I rolled over I won 
myself ten sheep. Look how I've come back with a whole flock, Thankv^ 
you very much !"
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Seeing this the wicked brothers said; "Now let's kill him again and 
take the sheep away from him. But first let us go and win some sheep 
by rolling down the hill. We too want to get sheep just as he did,"
And they said to the dunce; "Youngster, tomorro;!/ you take us to
where we rolled you down the hill and roll us in the same way, so that
we too can get some sheep," ' |
So the next day they prepared themselves, and got into a large chest.
The dimwit tied them in securely and tumbled them into a deep ravine.
But as if they were going to gain anythingI They were shattered to 
pieces! They got no sheep but were killed because of their greed, |
The other remained behind and inherited all his brothers' goods. And 
there my story ends.
Informant; MJA, 22nd April, 1975
cf. A-T1535: The rich and the poor peasant; alscs» A-T1725; The foolish
parson in the trunk 
N511 Treasure in ground
N532 Light indicates hidden treasure
N543.0.1 Only particular persons see hidden treasure in its true 
form; others see it as coal etc,
J2093 Valuables given away or sold for a trifle
K1218,1,4 Importunate lover is forced to hide in chest 
K1555  ^Husband carries off box containing hidden paramour
K443.1 Hidden paramour buys freedom from discoverer
K842 Dupe persuaded to take prisoner's place in a sack; killed.
The bag is to be thrown into the sea. The trickster keeps 
shouting that he does not want to go to heaven or marry 
the princess; dupe gladly substitutes for him (A-T1535)
Tale 64; Cullqui mashoag ohazuoa
I
Gerpi shug runaoa oausashoa, shug ohayug runa» Chaimantaoa shugoa 
purishoa nin Cuenoamanta, shug ohazu, Chaimantaoa Cuenoamanta shug 
ohazu purishoa nin, Chai Ger runapioa nishoa nin: — Oi, oompadre, 
oanoa imamantata pohretta oausangui, juinmi ohayug oausana - nishoa 
nin -, nuoa ohai uroupimi rioimi shug ouri rupagta - nishoa nin,
Chaipioa: - Buenoiari, oompadrito, nuoaman tlugohishpa o*atush saquiri - 
nishoa nin ohai ohazutaoa, ■ ■
Chazuoa nishoa nin: - Bueno, oompadre, nuoaoa tlugohishpa o*atush 
saquirisha, Nuoaoa riouroani, tuouimantami riouroani rupagta, Huoaoa 
sénalashpami saquiriroani maipimi ruparoa - nishoa nin,
Chai Ger llagta runaoa nishoa nin: - Compadre,
Ulala shuti oashoa nin, Chaimanta Gerpioa nish oun ohazu ohaygpioa 
alli oarashoaouna nin, alli uviaohishoaouna nin ourita tlugohishpa t
o*atush saquiriohun,
Paioa entonoes ohai jugueteyu, ohai huanbraouna pugllana jugueteta 
Cuenoamanta randimushoa nin, ohusou tuouita, Chaimanta nishoa nin\
- Caipioa ouri tiyanmi, .; j
Pato nishoa nin, huallpa nishoa nin, - Caipioa ouri tiyanmi, ]
Huagra molde nishoa, - Chaipi ourimi tiyan, Chaiounami oaipioa, oai J
uroupioa tiyan - nishoa nin-, jaou oaya allashun - nishoa nin -, 
rioungui nuoaoa ima shinami oanounaman llugohish o*atush saquirisha, -ij
Chaimanta oompadreounaoa ari nishpa na maohete, lampa, barre ta rishoa ' f
tuoui allangapa, Chaimanta entonoes oompadretaoa nishoa nin:— Canoa 
oaipi allai - nishoa nin.
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Chaimanta ç^llash ima mundo rxmita llugohishea nin» Chaimanta ima mundo 
rumita llugchigpioa nishoa nin: - Jahuallallata allangui» Hami ouri 
tuparigrioun, Curipi lampata satishpa tuoui p*aquinguimi - nishoa» j
Chaimanta entonoes nishoa nin runaoa: - Ari oompàdrito - nishoa nin»
Ari oompadrito nigpioa entonoes na: - Cutiri outiri oanoa»Can mala 1
suertemi oangui» Mana oamba flahuipioa riouringa'ohu ourioa» Huoa J
solo allasha - nishoa nin» |
Chaimanta runa outirigpioa shug jatun rumipi üitish ohurashoa nin ohai j
Cuenoamanta randimushoataoa fta allash» Chaimanta nishoa nin: - Shamui J
shamui rioungui, oaipi ima shinami ouri alairi - nish , maquihuan |
aspish riouohishoa nin» ' j
Chaipioa entonoes Cuenoamanta randioushoa jugueteounaoa allpapi . J
ohapurishoa llugshioushoa nin, Chaimanta runaoa nishoa nin: - Ai, J
oompadrito, oaitaoa nuoaman o*atush saquiri - nishoa nin»
Chaipioa nishoa nin ohazuoa: - Bueno, oompadre, o*atushami» Caioa .■|
piohoa huarangami valin - nishoa nin -, piohoa huarangata ougpi j
Q*atush saquirinimi - nishoa nin,  ^ ;|- Bueno, ari oompadre» Huoa ohaitaoa oushallami, Huoa rini yunta 
huagrata o*atungapa domingota oompadreman oush oaohangapa oai ouritq J
nuoa randingapa - nishoa,
Chaimanta domingooama shuyashoa nin ourita o*atungapa ohazuoa,
Chaimanta ynta huagrahuan shamushoa nin» Plazapi, o'atushoa nin»
Chaimanta oytirishoa nin, Alli oarashoa nin: - Compadre - nishoa nin -, 
oaioa piohoa huarangatami ouni, oai ouritaoa Huoa' ima shinata oharisha - 
nishoa nin,
Chaimi nishba nin: - Cai ouritaoa oanoa quimsa huhranga ohugpipiohari 
ohapuohishpa ohaipioa oullquitaoa oanmanoa oada quillami ohusou 
huaranga ruhuanga quimsa huarangata ougpioa - nishoa nin»
Chaimanta entonoes na paioa quimsa huaranga ahugpipi ohai ouritaoa 
ohurashoa nin, Bueno, ohaimanta Ha quillpapi riougrishoa nin: mana 
ima tuoushoa nin oullqui, Shinallata oashoa nin, Ha shina sugta 
quillapi riougrishoa nin, ashun oullqui Ha tuoui ismuoushoa nin, 
billeteounaoa ismuoushoa nin,
Chaimanta outin shug viajero shamushoa nin» Viajero shamugpioa 
parlashoa nin: - Huoata oashna ruhuariroa Cuenoamanta shug ohazu oai 
tuquita allashpa llugohishpa saquiriroa. Cullquita miraohingami 
nishpa mana miraohin - nishpa parlashoa nin,
Chai viajerooa nishoa nin: - Apamui rioushun oiertotaohu ouri oashoa» 
Piougrigpioa mana ouri oashoa, Chai huamhraounapapugliana juguetella 
oashoa, Chai viajerooa japish polvo shitashoa, Chaimanta japish 
polvo shitagpi ohai runaoa oai mundo piohoa huarangata perdin, Cai 
mundo oarashoa, oai mundo uviaohishoataoa perdin, Mana ouri oashoa, 
llullashpa purishoa paioa ohashna oullquita llugohingapa, Chaimanta 
entonoes llullash purishoa paioa shinami purishoa»
Chaimanta outin viajeman rishoa paipish, Chaimanta parlo ruhuashoa 
nin: - Chashna ohashnami Huoata ruhuagrin Cuenoamanta shamushoa ohazu 
ohai urou, Malal uroupimi, ouri tiyan nishpa mana oierto oashoa, 
llulla oashoa, Chaimanta ohai ohazutaoa outin mashoash purishoaouna 
nin tapushpa maipimi oausan, Cuenoaman rishpa Ha, Chai ohazuoa 
manallata ohai oashoa nin» Cutin oai ura Lavadil ladomanta oashoa nin»
Shina purioushoa nin llullashpa ouritami llugohish ouni, ourita 
llugohishpa o*atuouni nishpa» Chaipi japi tuoushoa nin ohazuoa»
Chaipi japi tuougpimi ohazutaoa presoshpa amushpa outin, outin 
outiohiohishoaouna nin, Chaimanta oullquita outiohiohishpami outin 
ohazuoa llugshirishoa preso oashpa» Tuovriroa»
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The deceitful gold-digger
There was a rich, indian living in Ger, And there was a ohazu from 
Cuenca travelling about the countryside. He came to Ger and said tp 
the indian; "Hey, oompadre, why do you live so poorly? There are 
riches to be had, I saw gold shining over on that hill, "
"Well, o o m p a d r e replied the indian, "you dig it up and sell it to 
me."
The ohazu said; "Very well, oompadre, I'll get it out of the ground 
and sell it to you, I saw a lot of it shining there and I left a '4
sign on the spot,"
The man from Ger said; "Very well, oompadren"
The Indian's name was Ulala, Then the people of Ger gave the ohazu
a great welcome; they gave him plenty of food and drink so that he 
would sell the gold when he had extracted it.
Now the ohazu had come with a few children's toys that he had bought 
in Cuenca. He told the people;"There is gold here in the shape of 
a duck, a hen and a cow. They are here inside this hill. Let's go
and dig for it tomorrow. You will see that somehow I shall extract |
the gold and sell it to you," If
Agreeing, ^he people got together with wac/zetes ,..spades and digging, 
sticks and went to dig for the gold. The ohazu told the oompadre\
"You dig here."
As he worked he dug up a great pile of stones. When he dug up the 
stones, the ohazu said; "Just dig on the surface. The gold will 
appear any minute now. If you push your spade into the gold you'll 
break it,"
And the indian obeyed his word. Then the ohazu told him; "Now go 
back, go back. You bring bad luck. The gold will not appear while
you are looking for it. I'll dig for it alonem"
When the indian had gone back, the ohazu crushed up some stones and ^
placed the things that he had bought in Cuenca in the middle of them, %
Then he dug the things out; "Come and look, here's the gold as clear |
as day. "
And he scraped it up in his hands to show them. He drew the toys 
that he had bought in Cuenca out of the ground, all mixed up with the 
soil. Then the indian said to him; "Oh, oompadre, please sell me this^"
The ohazu replied; "Very well, oompadre, I'll sell it. This is worth 
five thousand suores, If you give me five thousand suores, I'll sell 
it to you."
"Very well, oompadre, I'll give you that amount. I'll sell one of t|
my oxen at the market on Sunday in order to buy it and send you away |
with the money."
So the ohazu waited until Sunday in order to sell the gold.
The the indian came down to the market place and sold his ox. Then
he came back home and gave the ohazu a good meal, saying; "Compadre, 
here are the five thousand suores» I shall have that gold somehow,"
The ohazu replied; "If you mix this gold with three thousand suore . 4
notes, it will yield four thousand suores every month,"
So the indian placed the gold inside three thousand suore notes.
Then after a month he went to look at it ; it hadn't turned into more 
money at all, it was just the same as before. After two months he 
went to look again and the money was there unchanged. Then in six 
months he looked again and this time the notes had rotted away, ^
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After that, along came another traveller to the village. When that 
traveller came, the indian told him his story; "A ohazu from Cuenca I
did this to me; he dug these various things out of the ground and 
left them for me. He told me the money would reproduce itself but it 
didn't ," ^
The traveller said; "Take me to see if it really was gold,"
When he went to look he saw that it wasn't gold after all. It was 
just a few children's toys. The traveller picked them up and smashed 
them. He smashed the toys, and the indian lost five thousand suores.
And he lost all the food and drink he had given the trickster. It 
hadn't been gold after all, he had been going about telling lies in 
order to get money from people.
So the indian who had been tricked set off on a journey also. He told 
his tale as he went; "A ohazu from Cuenca tricked me telling me there 
was gold in Malal hill, But it wasn't true at all, it was a lie,"
Then he went about looking for the ohazu. He went down to Cuenca 
asking for his whereabouts. Then it seemed that the ohazu wasn't from 
there at all, but from Lavadil in the direction of the coast. He was 
going about deceiving people, telling them he could dig up gold and 
sell it to them. Then the indian and his friends caught the ohazu, 
brought him back to the village and made him pay back the money. When 
he had been made to return the money, he went away as a prisoner.
That's the end.
Informant; JMT, 15th July, 1976 
N511 Treasure in ground
J2348 Dupe is persuaded that money will grow if he buries it
3
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3,0 Group (11).; Other humorous tales '• J
There is comparative material available from elsewhere in Ecuador 
for Tale 62; in PM/CT/6: **Et burro mitagroso**, a poor brother tricks
his rich brother into buying a donkey that defecates gold; PM/CT/10;
**Hieri)e oltita** is a single episode variant of the faked magical cooking 
pot incident. Tale 63 is of a type well-known in Spanish-America;
Miller's nos, 75 and 77 both contain the theme of foolish imitation
whereby a richer brother tries through greed to imitate the success of 
his poorer brother, and dies (op,cit,). In connection with the episode 
in which the dupe substitutes for the trickster, the same pattern was 
noted in the fox and rabbit tales, Gifford has examined a Peruvian 
variant, fqund in Taylor (1977), an episode of which is strongly remin­
iscent of the Canar version; 4]
"Rich brother now traps idle brother, puts him in a sack and 
raakes^'off to a cliff in order to throw him into the sea. On 
the way he stops for ohioha. Idle brother seizes on a passing 
shepherd and puts him in sack instead. Rich brother throws ,
sack into sea, poor brother keeps flock. Later meets rich
brother. Tells him sea full of animals. Rich brother demands
same treatment. Dies,"
(Gifford 1978)
Tale 63 also contains a comic episode which pokes fun at the priest, 
a link with the Group (i) tales, j-
There were no additional remarks to make about Tale 61, so finally 
let us look at Tale 64. This should be classed, strictly speaking, as
a local legend or even a meraorat, rather than as a folktale. It is
given a local setting, and the incident is attributed to a particular *
member of the community of Ger, Its realistic qualities as legend/
memorat form an interesting contrast with the folktales of this section.
The humour of all of those arises from the credulity and gullibility of 
the protagonists; the woman who believes in the appearance of St, Peter, 
the man who is taken in by the gold-dropping ass, and so on. Here, 
however, we have a narration which evidently started life as an account
"i
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of the personal experience of someone known to the narrator, and the 
humour inherent in the fantastical tales of the ^ credulity of other's is 
suddenly Sobered by the touch of realism, Therl is too much truth in 
the account for it to be merely funny; the audience is brought 'down 
to earth' as it were, and cannot but see this tale as a wry enditement 
of the familiar theme of deception of indians by visiting ohazo traders; 
it acts as a warning against the foolish acceptance of the appearance 
of things, and the words of outsiders.
Moreover, in the context of the corpus as a whole, Tale 64 can be 
seen as a corollary to traditional notions surrounding the gold contained 
in the hills, suggesting an incipient disenchantment with the old belief 
system. That the tale should exist alongside Tale 1 in the repertoire 
of the same informant illustrates on a personal level the contradictions 
and complexities arising as former ideologies shift their ground.
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APPENDICES
-    <•
I
'Taita Carnaval*
According to EDC; people prepare for the good fortune.of having Taita 
Carnaval (TC) visit their houses at any time between the Monday and 
Tuesday afternoon of Carnival, by placing a table laden with the kind of 
food he is known to like in their house; ohioha, trago, unsalted ouy, 
turkey, chicken and zhima mote ("maiz que tiene el color de perla** — 
Cordero (1967)). They place a trail of ash around the table so that if 
TC comes they will know by the footprints left in it., Novone ever sees 
him come, and he leaves behind the Buena Suerte, It is also believed 
that on the Tuesday of Carnival, TC and "El Cuaresmero* meet in the 
oerro and partake of a meal together; but as El Cuaresmero is mean and 
hungry, his food consists only of a small amount of maohea, nearly all 
husks i**puro afreaho**) , some very small, wormy potatoes, and a small 
piece of ouy, TC on the other hand, provides all the good foods that he 
likes* He is ashamed of the meanness of El Cuaresmero, The two eat 
tlie food together, but no-one else is present, arid they offer this food 
to nobody. Once the informant was with some friends in Cuchucun, when 
they thought they heard TC coming, sounding a aaja and a pingullo, but 
they waited and didn't see anything. There is also the idea that TC 
only visits rich people’s houses. The implication was that only the 
better off put out the spread for him arid also, of course, that the 
Buena Suerte only comes to them.
MEZ added that the custom during Carnival is to go from house to house 
eating and drinking. If any household fails to offer food, the party 
will insult it, saying that it had looked as if it were a house, but 
after all it was only a pigsty or a dog's kennel. The legendary beha­
viour of TC is reflected in the customs of the people. The instruments 
associated with him are often to be heard in the hills at this time of 
year.
MC told me how Carnival Tuesday is known as auaa punzhaH.day of the 
fighter'); on this day one has licence to settle old debts with enemies, 
fights often break out. This was repeated in comments by MAV, GZP, LA. 
(ritual battles as such are no longer ostensible, but vestiges of them 
remain in the attitudes between groups at Carnival time, cf, Hartmann 
1971:129, Gifford and Hoggarth 1975:86-88),
II
Contracts with the devil
GGG; *'Habia uno que se llamaha Belisario Pizhaoa» Era muy rioo, rioo» 
Indigena, For Chitaloma que dioen» Ahorita la hija se llama Ceai-lia 
Fizhaoa, pero no conozeo bien yo» He oido oontar no mas, . También tiene 
oomprados tierras dbajo por los oalientes, asi, Ese era bien riquisimo, 
rico rioo, Entonoes tenia oasa en Cuenoa, un edifioio bueno» Entonoes 
ese tenia oompromiso oon el diablo, dioen, Entonoes le ha pedido plata 
al diablo para haoerse rioo, Compraba tierras, oasas,. muohas oosas, 
Entonoes ya ha llegado no? para llegarle a êl. Las hijas diz que 
enoerraron adentro, Y un automâvil negro iba hasta la puerta de la oasa^ 
si! Y queria llevar, pero las hijas no le daban oampo» Tenian guardado 
adentro. No han dejado llevar, Pero siempre le molestaba asi, en el 
automâvil, de noohe, Entonoes queria llevar. No llevô, se muriâ, pero 
no llevô".
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EDC; there was, according to this informant, a man living in Quilloac 
who was very poor and spent all his money on drink, always getting drunk..
Often when he went on journeys he would have meetings with devils. He
was told to have a penknife {*oortaplima*) blessed and to carry a rosary 
with him on his travels. This he did, and the next time he had such an * 
encounter, he cut off the devil's ear*with the penknife and put it into 
a bag with the rosary. The devil begged him to return his ear, but the 
man refused to do so until the devil gave him a large amount of money. 
When this was done, the man further demanded a truck of gold. As each 
request was fulfilled so the man broke his word, and demanded more.
He asked for a house to be built for him in the space of two days; a 
perfect house with windows, doors, etc. Lots of devils were ènlisted to 
help in the construction, some carried cement, other tiles, panes of 
glass, others helped build the walls, etc. They worked all night until 
daybreak when the house was finished. But still the man witheId the ear 
and demanded a corral to be built and filled with pigs, sheep and cattle. 
He asked for grain, for cooking utensils, for clothes. In short he 
demanded everything a man could want and got it. One day, however, he
went down to town and got drunk. He lost the devil's ear without
realising. The devil got it back. The man was now very rich. The devil 
told the man to stop drinking or he would take everything back again.
The neighbours talked of how rich he was: "oasi oomo un pàtvân*', But 
he didn't stop drinking. After eight days of bad behaviour, he came home 
one day and found everything gone, (this account* provides a good example 
of the mixture of factual account of supposed happenings - the memorat - 
and folktale motifs cf, Honko 1964).
Sr. Cordero of Cafiar town, a mestizo landowner had heard of a man,a 
'ohazo*, very rich, a 'millionaire'. It was said that one day in the 
oerro the devil had led him to a spot where he found a book filled with 
writing of different colours. This book contained instructions on:l) 
how to reach a place where there were lots of cattle, 2) to take 3 sprigs 
of rosemary and where they moved above the ground, there to strike them 
into the earth, dig, and there would be gold. At one point the rosemary 
divined a spot which the devil's book warned against as it was guarded 
by a *rey enoantado* » The man later confessed to the priest who told 
him to take all his riches back to the places where he had found them 
and he would be absolved. But the informant was sceptical of this remedy, 
he thought once you had sold your soul there was no forgiveness. Later, 
he said, the ohazo had died and no-one wanted to pay his funeral expenses, 
(NB the connections between this account and the Group (li) devil legends)
III
GGG; "en las quehradas ahi vive el diablo dioen, porque ahi es el 
infierno, Una vez, en el rio Cafiar aqui, en ese rio Cafiar haoia abajo, 
frente a Junoal oasi, hay un botadôn de agua alto, bien alto, un poquito 
de agua que baja en el seotor Ayahuaioo que dioen, Entonoes eso es una 
profundidad de oasi unos quinientos metros, entonoes ahi oontaban muohos 
ouando yo andaba al pas to, no, oon los borregos, Los otros ohioos oon­
taban asi, por allâ hay infierno. Si, Entonoes yo ténia deseos de 
verloî Entonoes los otros deoian eso: no se ve no mds, se ve solamente 
a las dooe en punto del dia, Alli hay una paila, no, ahi en la paila 
que esta hirviendo oon el agua y oon el fuego ahi adentro,■ estd hirviendo 
dioen, Entonoes ahi a las dooe en punto se abre esas puertas» Osea &s 
una pefia, es un botadôn de agua» De ahi por adentro, no, por aoâ estâ 
botdndose agua, en esas penas se àbrian las puertas» Adentro se veian 
las pailas y el fuego quemando, el agua que estâ hirviendo en la paila»
Yo ténia deseos de ver! Entonoes una ves nos reunimos entre hastantes 
para que no haiga miedo dioiendo lleramos los borregos» Llevados los
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borregos nos vamos al frente de iso a pastar alli» Que pues, nada»
Nada no se veiaî Y muohos oontaban que alli haij infierno, se abran 
las puertas a las dooe en punto!"
GGG: "Muohos oreen asi en diqblos. Mi oufiado también, ouando se ohumabq
en mi oasa, no, siempre ténia que venir aoâ a Chuiohûn, no? Ahi era 
peân oreo, un parcelero, Entonoes él siempre llevdba la oarabina para 
disparar. Entonoes una vez dioimos que duerma en nuestra oasa no mds; 
no quiso porque estaba ohumado, y vino. Ha venido a quedarse mds aoâ, 
Andaba oomo unos dos kilometros mds o menos, ha quedado dormido sentado,
A lo que él se despierta, veia unos dos mujeres sentados al lado, Una 
a un lado y la otra al otro lado, Entonoes él oomo estaba ohumado 
queria oogerles, no. iQuién estâ aqui? iQuién? Pensé que era la mujer, 
mi hermana, Ino? -Adelà!- gritaba, - Adela! Nada, No oontestaron nada. 
Se alejaron un poquito, -lAQuiénes son? Nada, No oontestaron nadie, 
Entonoes êl seguia atrds. Se pusieron adelante las dos mujeres. . 
Adelantaban, adelantahan adelantàban. Se fue él también, Hay una *’ 
quehrada que se llama Muillinu, Entonoes viraron en esa québrada.
Se desapareoieron las dos mujeres, Entonoes él queria , a lo que no 
contesta, queria disparar , no? Ni podia disparar porque no salia el 
tiro. Si, Entonoes a lo que desapareoiô, asi es que vino un temor 
terrible, Entonoes él se oorriô también, siguiâ oaminando hasta llegar 
a la oasa,., Pero ténia un temor terrible. No pojdia ni virarse a ver, 
Entonoes se ha llegado hasta la oasa» Solamente' quedaba dormida,"
IV
"Gayones*
GGG: "Shug runa llagtapi, Junoal llagta ohashna oaroa, Entonoes ohai
runa ounadahuan, soltera ounadahuan oausan niroaouna, Entonoes ohaioa 
shug allou, tuta na, shug allou tuoun nin, almaoa, Shig allou *gagon* 
nishoa, Entonoes ohaihuanoa huaoan nin llullu huahua shina: *nga nga nga^ 
nin, llullu huahua ouenta, Entonoes ohaitami nin nuoa ahuelo cdiaita 
ohai layata parlag oaroa, Entonoes ohaioa, paioa utoa riouna nin urou- 
mon. Chai riougpioa entonoes ohimba ladomanta uyarin nin: 'nga nga nga 
nga* nina nin. Chai fîuoa abuelooa entonoes jatun ohioote aisashoa oana 
nin, entonoes ounanmi riousha pimi oashoa, nina nin, Entonoes mana 
maiman risha entonoes, shug saoha huavisai nishoa yura tiyashoa. Chai 
yuraman huiohioushoa paioa. Chai yuraman huiohaioush ohapashoa, ima 
lay ami pasaroa. Chai pasagpioa pai shuyaoun nin, oarumanta shamushpaoa 
fia quiohquishpa quiohquishpa shamuna, ashtaun quiohquishpa fta, Chailla 
entonoes fia huàvisai yura uouta nanoa ohai pasagpi allilla uraioun fia 
pasaougpi,, Ishoai allououna nin, shug o*ari shug huarmi, Entonoes 
ohaiounaoa tigrarishpa, pugllashpa, saltashpa shamunouna nin,"
V
*Huairashoa* (*Mal aire*)
GGG, speaking of the remedy for *huairashoa* as described in his own 
narrative, Tale 9, said; "En eso yo estaba oreido, Habia una fiesta 
veoina a mi oasa, no. Mis papds fueron llevando a mi también. Entonoes 
al otro lado hay otra oasa, no, al ladito no mds, Pero esa oasa ya era 
botada, Vivia en otro lado, Por atrds de la oasa era oamino grande de , 
herramienta, Entonoes mi papd saliô, seguramente a haoer servioio, no,
Ahi es que habia una voz que deoia - Juraoha! Juraoha! dos veoes,
Entonoes mi papd oon que sus to regresô, Pero él seguramente aoertâ que 
era en la oasa botada, Entonoes pasando esto, oon el sus to ya oontô
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adentro a nosotros y a toda la gente que estaba alli de invitaoiân,
Creo que era en Carnaval» En Carnaval era, si» Entonoes ya lo que 
oontô, algunos estaban admirados: iquê séria? iquê 'séria? Entonoes 
y a vinieron a mi oasa, vuelta, a nuestra oasa» Trayeron a nuestra oasa 
los que estaban alli en esa oasa» Estando alli, pero ya antes de*^penir 
y a ha tenido un pooo de dolor, pero no muoho, dolor del estâmago» Ya 
llegando en la oasa, sintiô mal dolor, no» Gritaba, no» El 'queria
salir de la cooina» Entonoes saliô afuera al patio» A lo que él saliô
entonoes sintiô un bulto que saliô igual oon él, a la izquierda»
Estando en toda puerta, en el umbral, entonoes saliô igualito oon el 
bulto, no» Yasaliendo afuera pasâ al otro ouarto, del otro ouarto ya 
oayô alli ya oon el dolor » Entonoes mi mamâ se aoordaba de ese ouento 
que oonté, Ella ya pensé eso, no» Sdbia de ese ouento, entonoes por eso 
ella empezaba a haoer eso, el remedio» Igual que oontaba de en antes» 
Dieron en una ouohara, no, porque ya estaban remordidos los dientes, 
ya en la ultima agonia, no» Estaban remordidos los dientes y le dieron 
en una ouohara no mâs, Y sanô, Eso yo oreo, porque yo vi» El remedio 
igual, solamente el shalshaou le faltaba. De pavo también le faltaha, ■ 
solamente de gallina y altamisa y a oaoa de pueroo» Poquito poquito
refregaba en la mono y asi» "
VI
The *ruou yaya'
The following observations are extracts from field notes made after 
attending the Fiesta de San Pedro y San Pablo in La Capilla, June 29th, 
1976: "costume: wigs of tangled hair, masks of cloth with zip round
mouth, a stuffed cloth nose and woolly beard. Carried ohiootes in their 
hands or slung across their backs, also hung around their persons were 
gourds for carrying ohioha, and string bags containing their ouoayu.
They wore gumboots and woolly socks pulled over their trousers and 
usually brandished a bottle of trago in their hand,.Their principle 
activity throughout the fiesta was that of clowning and causing a,hin­
drance to the otherwise smooth-running proceedings. They seemed to have 
full licence to clown, get in people's way, and be obscene in action and 
words. They were pretty drunk but not so much so that their wit or their 
legs failed them. On the Dia del Gallo ( the third day of the fiesta).
I noticed particularly the strength with which they carried out their 
rôle during the meal held in the prioste's house. They had a captive 
audience while people were waiting for the food to come round; rolling 
about, kicking legs in the air and making jokes which I couldn't under­
stand. All their dialogue was in Quichua whilst that of the (other 
characters in the fiesta) was in Spanish..,,"
EDC had been taking part in this and other fiestas as ruou yaya for
17 years, so he was an obvious person to ask for more information: 
the prioste (sponsor) comes to contract him, bringing persuasive gifts 
of trago and bread. He plays the part **por deVooiôn"». The ruou yaya 
is the jack-of-all-trades of the fiesta, being called upon to fetch 
water, chop wood and other chores, he performs various antics with 
names such as salto de sapo (leap frog), a type of tug of war , and other 
feats of strength. While performing these feats, the ruou yaya is 
watched over by a 'boss' figure and failure to perform well will resultin him being beaten and kicked in mock punishment. In addition, the
ruou yaya ahnoys, interferes, frightens the children,kisses the unmarried 
women, goes around tlie market asking for alms in a hat and often stealing 
food from the stalls. The custom is to ask for a special licence from
 -.i
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the police, costing S/10, but which allows the character to steal 
without reprisals. People will defend themselves from this eventuality 
by mistreating him, throwing buckets of water over him and so on. The 
informant, he told me, stole S/15 worth of oh'tohawdn and got away with 
it; other things to be stolen might be: grass, onions, pots and pans. 
These may be resold to make money for the fiesta^ *' -
The rôle of the ruou yaya in the fiesta is to some extent a trickster^ 
type one; the outsider on the margins of society who is nonetheless 
indulged by that society, as if it needed a scapegoat, a vehicle to 
perform ritually and atrociously all the middeeds disallowed in every^ 
day life.
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GLOSSARY
ALTAMISA a mountain bush with bitter berries, used in herbal remedies 
(Lat? not mentioned in Cordero 1950),
CAJA small drum (see Landivar 1973:57), '*
CAJA RONCA "devils' drum"
CAÎ^AREJO inhabitant of Cafiar
CAPULI prunus saliaifotia HBK acCerasus saliaifotia DCf grows through­
out Andes where temperature does not drop below lOC, but not on coast or 
Oriente,
COMPADRE/COMADRE ritual kin established when a man or woman agrees to 
act as godfather or mother at baptism or other occasion,
CQRREDOR the open porch which runs along the side of Indian houses
where visitors are customarily received, J
CUCAYU food taken on a journey or to the fields during the day's work; ,j
generally consists of boiled maize {moti) and potatoes with chili sauce I
iuohu) , ||
CUI oavia poroellus L, guinea-pig: together with llama, alpaca and 
Muscovy duck, part of domesticated animal complex of pre-Colombian ^
inhabitants of Peru; one of only sources of meat prior to conquest ' <|
(Gade 1967 sic,), • ,1
CURIQUINGA falaobaenus oarunoulatus des Murs, Bird of prey of the high- ' 
lands; features in fiestas (Carvalho-Neto 1966:151-2), |
CHAZU person who has abandoned indian in favour of mestizo dress and 
lifestyle, sometimes synonymous with latter.
CÜICHA Ô, aS'dxua maize beer
CHICHARRON pork crackling
CHUMBI woven cummerbund, worn by men around the waist to fasten the 
Quzhma (tunic) which is worn under the ponoho. Elsewhere in Ecuador, 
the ahwnbi is a female item of clothing (eg. Imbabura, Chimborazo).
ESCARAMUZA ceremonial dance on horseback
FAJA see CHUMBI
FIESTA religious festival in honour of local saint
GALLO MISHICU the coloured cockerel that "belongs to God" in tradition
HACIENDA large estate, worked by Indians for white landowner in system 
which has undergone some change since the Agrarian Reform Laws of 1964.
HUAIRASHCA sickness believed to be caused by contact with malign 
influences eg. devil, huaoas, etc.
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HÜASICAMA ^ person working on haoienda under the former system whereby 
one month's Unpaid tributary labour was due from each family,
HUICUNDU an epiphyte of the Bromelidoea Lindt 'family, to be found 
growing on trees, walls and rooftops,
JVRACHA! exclamation used to set dogs upon intruders,
MÂCÜCA ground barley, eaten dry or with soups and stews
MACHETE large knife
MAL VIENTO see HUAIRASHCA
MALVA althea officinalis L, (*matva alta’) used in herbal remedies, or 
malva peruviana L, (ouohi matva'), used as pig fodder,
MAYORAL see MAYORDOMO
MAYORDOMO supervisor of work on haoienda under old system^ not a well# 
loved figure by the indians,
MESTIZO person of mixed white and indian origin 
MINGA communal work party 
MONTAM see SACHA
PINGVLLO vertical cane flute between 25-50 cms, in length, with 4-5 
holes (Landivar 1973;52),
PONCHO male over-garment
PULEO bistropogon mollis HBK ( *puleo del pais'). Its odour calms 
headaches among other qualities (Cordero 1950:108).
REDOBLANTE large drum (see Landivar op,cit,58)
RONDADOR musical instrument not unlike the Bolivian glcii- (see Landivar 
op, ci t, 53 ). ( pOApf e)
SABILA CHAHUAR a fibrous cactus from which rope is made (L?)
SACHA the term used to describe the ecological zone below that of 
Canar as one descends either towards Cuenca or towards the coast (approx, 
2,800m,), where the climate is warmer, rain and fog are common, the 
vegetation low and dense, and there is little cultivation. Can also be 
applied to a tree or shrub, as a generic term.
SHALSHA (SHALSHACU) Avena fatua L, weed that infests wheat and barley 
fields, used as fodder, medicinal properties
SUCRE in 1976 s/,25 = U.S.$1,00
TORTILLAS maize pancakes
TRAGO cane alcohol
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UGSHA tough straw-like grass growing at high altitude (approx,3,800 )
used for thatching
VACA LOCA features in many fiestas (San Pedro, Corpus, etc,) A cane 
frame is constructed in the shape of a cow, covered with a hide and a 
pair of horns fixed to the front end. Fireworks are attached and the 
dancer places the whole construction over his head. He then cavorts 
among the crowd as the fireworks go off, causing screams of hilarity 
and alarm,
ZAMBO term applied by the Cafiaris to the culturally distinct, Quichua- 
speaking inhabitants of the area around Azogues and Bibliân,
ZHUTA common highland bird (L?),(cf.Garcilaso 1960,11;393),
ZUMBAZURA unidentified highland bird, cf, di4mbadur.
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